
FILE NO: 171051 

Petitions and Communications received from September 18, 2017, through September 
25, 2017, for reference by the President to Committee considering related matters, or to 
be ordered filed by the Clerk on October 3, 2017. 

Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of 
Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the California Public Records Act and 
the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information will not be 
redacted. 

From the Office of the Mayor, pursuant to Health and Safety Code, Section 
34179(a)(10) and Motion No. M12-9, making the following reappointments to the 
Redevelopment Successor Agency Oversight Board, terms ending January 24, 2020: 
Copy: Each Supervisor. (1) 

Kenneth Bukowski 
Lisa Motoyama 

From the Residential Rent Stabilization and Arbitration Board, pursuant to , submitting 
an annual report for FY 16-17. Copy: Each Supervisor. (2) 

From the Department of Human Resources, pursuant to Administrative Code, Section 
16.82, submitting an annual report regarding Hospitalization and Medical Treatment. 
Copy: Each Supervisor. (3) 

Office of the Treasurer & Tax Collector, submitting a Pooled Investment plan for August 
2017. Copy: Each Supervisor. (4) 

From Raquel Rivera, Family Council Coordinator, regarding St. Luke's Sub-Acute & 
Skilled Nursing Facility. Copy: Each Supervisor. (5) 

From Tedi Vriheas Assistant Vice President of External Affairs, AT&T Services, Inc., 
regarding the proposed legislation amending Article 27 of the Public Works Code. File 
No. 170442. Copy: Each Supervisor. (6) 

From the Planning Department, submitting notice of Preparation of Environmental 
Impact Report and Notice of Public Scoping Meeting for 3333 California Street Mixed 
Use Project. (7) 

From concerned citizens, regarding Comfort Women Day. Approximately 200 letters. (8) 

From Mari Eliza, regarding traffic problems in San Francisco. File No. 170209. Copy: 
Each Supervisor. (9) 

From Alex Aldrich, regarding the proposed legislation on banning glass bottles in City 
parks. File No. 170556. Copy: Each Supervisor. (10) 



From Glen Wantz, regarding rental car break-ins. File Nos. 161065 and 170421. Copy: 
Each Supervisors. (11) 

From Erin Zuccaro, regarding Ford Bikes. Copy: Each Supervisor. (12) 

From Shirley Johnson, Ph.D, regarding the proposed legislation on One Oak Street. File 
Nos. 170812-815. Copy: Each Supervisor. (13) 

From a concerned citizen, regarding construction at in the Rincon Hill neighborhood. 
Copy: Each Supervisor. (14) 



BOARD of SUPERVISORS 

MEMORANDUM 

Date: September 27, 2017 

To: Members of the Board of Supervisors 
tv"' 

From: 1\rigela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board 

Subject: APPOINTMENTS BY THE MAYOR 

Fax No. 554-5163 
TDD/TTY No. 554-5227 

The Mayor has submitted the following appointments to the Redevelopment Successor 
Agency Oversight Board: 

e Keirmeth Bukowski, filling the seat formerly held by Nadia Sesay, term ending 
January 24, 2020. 

e Usa Motoyama, filling the seat formerly held by Olson Lee, term ending January 24, 
2020. 

Pursuant to Resolution No. 11-12, "Obligations and Functions to the City as Successor 
Agency for the Redevelopment Agency," these nominations are subject to confirmation by 
the Board of Supervisors and not effective until the Board takes action. There is no deadline 
for Board action. 

A motion appointing/rejecting the appointments will be prepared and scheduled before the 
Rules Committee. 

c: Alisa Somera - Legislative Deputy 
Jon Givner - Deputy City Attorney 
Mawuli Tugbenyoh - Legislative Liaison 

(Attachments) 

I i ) 



City and County of San Francisco 

September 19 2017 

Angela Calvillo 
Clerk of the Board 
Board of Supervisors, Room 244 
I Carlton B. Goodlett Place 
San Francisco, CA 94102 

Residential Rent Stabilization 
and Arbitration Board 

Re: Rent Board Annual Report 2016-17 

Dear Ms. Calvillo: 

Please find attached the department's annual report for FY2016-17. 

Please call me at 252-4628 if you have any questions. 

Very truly yours, 

~L.) ~. ~ 
Robert A. Collins, Executive Director 
Rent Stabilization and Arbitration Board 

encl. 
cc: 

25 Van Ness Avenue #320 

Mayor Edwin M. Lee 
Supervisor London Breed 
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer 
Supervisor Mark Farrell 
Supervisor Aaron Peskin 
Supervisor Katy Tang 
Supervisor Jane Kim 
Supervisor Norman Yee 
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy 
Supervisor Hillary Ronen 
Supervisor Malia Cohen 
Supervisor Ahsha Safai 
Library Documents Dept. 

www.sfrb.org 
San Francisco, CA 94102-6033 

Phone 415.252.4602 
FAX 415.252.4699 

i 
' 





The following pages reflect the filings and activities at the Rent Board for the past fiscal year ending June 30, 2017. Overall, the 
number of petitions filed with the Board decreased by 8% from 1,942 in FY15-16 to 1,792 in FV16-17. Total tenant petitions 
increased by 10%, from 948 in FY15-16 to 1,047 in FY16-17. Total landlord petitions decreased by 25%, from 994 in FY15-16 to 
745 in FY16-17, including a 67% decrease in utility passthrough petitions/worksheets, and a 65% decrease in landlord "other'' 
petitions. Total landlord appeals increased 1% from 75 in FV15-16 to 76 in FV16-17 while tenant appeals decreased by 54% from 
95 in FY15-16 to 44 in FV16-17. 

Total eviction notices filed with the Board decreased by 22% from 2,304 in FY15-16 to 1,798 in FV16-17, while the number of 
tenant reports of alleged wrongful eviction decreased by 18% from 484 in FY15-16 to 397 in FV16-17. The number of units 
withdrawn from the rental market under the Ellis Act decreased from 273 in FY15-16 to 260 units in FY16-17. The number of pre
buyout declarations filed increased 8% from 809 in FY15-16 to 872 in FV16-17 and buyout agreements increased by 12% from 301 
in FY15-16 to 337 in FV16-17. Highlights of some of the tables are as follows (percentages as compared to last fiscal year): 

Our services last year also included the following: 

27,415 calls handled by the counseling staff [-8%] 
12,073 front counter visitors were served [-7%] 
994,068 web site page views [-13%] 

This report can also be obtained on our website at www.sfrb.org under "Statistics." 

@san Francisco Residential Rent Stabilization and Arbitration Board 

September 19, 2017 

Annual Statistical Report2016- 2017 
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Rent Board 30-Year Statistical Summary • Total Filings (Overview) 
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Tenant Petitions • 30-Year Trend 
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Tenant Petitions by Zip Code • Fiscal Year 2016-2017 
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Tenant Summary Petitions • 30-Year Trend 
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Subtenant Petitions • 30-Year Trend 
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Tenant ADR Requests • 30-Year Trend 
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Landlord Capital Improvement Petitions • 30-Year Trend 
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Landlord Capital Improvement Petitions by Zip Code • Fiscal Year 2016-2017 
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Landlord Comparable Rent Petitions • 30-Year Trend 
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Landlord Costa-Hawkins Petitions • 30-Year Trend 
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Landlord 1.21 Tenant in Occupancy Petitions • 30-Year Trend 
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Landlord Utility Passthrough Petitions • 30-Year Trend 
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Landlord Utility Passthrough Worksheets • 30-Year Trend 
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Landlord Extension Of Time Petitions • 30-Year Trend 
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Landlord "Other" Petitions • 30-Year Trend 
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Landlord ADR Petitions • 30-Year Trend 
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Landlord Ellis Act Filings • 30-Year Trend 
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Landlord Ellis Act Filings by Zip Code • Fiscal Year 2016-2017 
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Tenant Wrongful Eviction Reports • 30-Year Trend 
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Tenant Wrongful Eviction Reports by Zip Code • Fiscal Year 2016-2017 
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Eviction Notices • 30-Year Trend 
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Eviction Notices by Just Cause Reason • 30-Year Trend 
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OMI (Owner Move-In) Eviction Notices • 30-Year Trend 
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OMI (Owner Move-In) Eviction Notices by Zip Code • 30-Year Trend 
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Pre-Buyout Declarations • 30-Year Trend 
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Pre-Buyout Declarations by Zip Code • Fiscal Year 2016-2017 
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Buyout Agreements• 30-Year Trend 
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Buyout Agreements by Zip Code • Fiscal Year 2016-2017 
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City and County of San Francisco 
Micki Callahan 

Human Resources Director 

DATE: September 20, 2017 

I 
Department of Human Resources(',~ 
Connecting People with Purpose ~. 

www.sfdhr.org T 

TO: Honorable President London Breed, San Francisco Board of Supervisors 
f \ 

FROM: 

RE: 

Honorable Members of the Board 

Micki Callahan, Human Resources Director 

Annual Report to the San Francisco Board of Supervisors on Hospitalization and Medical 
Treatment as required by Administrative Code Sec. 16.82 

Section 16.82 of the San Francisco Administrative Code provides authority to the Human Resources Director to 
administer the City's workers' compensation program and to arrange for hospitalization and medical services 
necessary and appropriate for those employees who have been injured on the job. The code further requires 
the Human Resources Director to submit an annual report to the Board of Supervisors no later than 
September 30 of each year to include the costs of hospitals and other medical providers. 

Program Overview· 

The CCSF Workers' Compensation Division administers a Medical Provider Network (CCSF MPN) approved by 
the State Division of Workers' Compensation that includes participating hospitals and physicians to provide 
medical treatment to employees who become injured or ill in the course of employment. Medical provider 
networks are the primary tool for ensuring that medical treatment is consistent with best occupational health 
practices and state.,-mandated treatment guidelines. The DHR Workers' Compensation Division administers 
the CCSF MPN according to state requirements. The San Francisco Municipal Transit Agency joined the CCSF 
MPN in 2013. 

Medical Provider Network Penetration 

The chart below illustrates network penetration by type of service from July 1, 2016 through June 30, 2017. 
Network penetration for key categories, such as facilities, surgery, services of the treating physicians (listed as 
"Evaluation"), and physical medicine is excellent. 

One South Van Ness Avenue, 4th Floor• San Francisco, CA 94103-5413 • (415} 557-4800 



Source: Genex Services Medical Spend Dashboard for July, 2016 - June, 2017 

For the fiscal year 2017-18, the Workers' Compensation Division will be implementing a Pharmacy Benefit 
Network program that will improve network penetration, cost-savings, and efficiency. 

Hospitalization and Total Medical Costs 

The chart below illustrates the costs for hospitalization and total medical expenditures (which include 
hospitalization) for the 2013-14, 2014-15, 2015-16, and 2016-17 fiscal years. Total medical costs, including 
hospitalization, decreased by 2.20% in 2015-16, and decreased again by another 1.35% in 2016-17. 
Hospitalization costs are almost 10% below hospitalization costs paid in 2013-14. 

Hospitalization 7,326,463 6,365,490 6,552,245 6,601,290 49,045 0.75 
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Source: iVOS Claims System Paid Medical Costs 

Benchmarked Performance -Average Medical Costs Per Claim in Calendar Year 2016 

The City & County of San Francisco submits de-identified workers' compensation claims data to the California 
Workers' Compensation Institute (CWCI) which allows the City to benchmark its performance to other 
workers' compensation claims administrators in California. The City's medical costs per claim are consistently 
below industry averages: 

• Average medical costs per claim in 2016 for the industry were $2467 compared to the City's costs 
which averaged $1878 for all claims in that injury year, which is 23% lower than the industry average as 
collected by CWCI. 



• The spread becomes more pronounced for prior injury years as medical costs accumulate by injury 
year, with City costs roughly 43% lower than the industry average for the 2012 injury year. 

Program Improvements in 2016-17 

• The Workers' Compensation Division implemented a pilot pre-authorization "Fast Track" program for 
common medical treatments for the first 90 days of a claim with participating occupational health 
clinics. The program was launched in August, 2015. The program was successful in speeding common 
treatments to workers and was expanded in February, 2017 to the first 180 days of the claim and 
expanded to orthopedic specialists and consulting medical services. 

• A Medical Provider Network Committee representing DHR, SFMTA, City Attorney's Office, and the 
contracted workers' compensation claims administrator {lntercare) met quarterly to review needed 
changes to the CCSF Medical Provider Network and resulted in the successful dismissal of one provider 
from the network and the addition of other providers to enhance access to specialists in the areas of 
psychiatry and orthopedics. 

• NantHealth was added to the City's Medical Provider Network to provide specialized full-genome 
laboratory testing for cancerous tumors to improve medical diagnoses and outcomes for public safety 
officers with occupationally-related cancer. 

• The Workers' Compensation Division completed an RFP process and awarded a contract with EK 
Health, a new Medical Treatment Utilization Review/Medical Bill Review company. This contract 
should reduce medical cost-containment expenses and improve the quality of medical treatment 
decisions. The contract also includes assistance for evaluating the quality of care delivered through the 
CCSF Medical Provider Network. 

Goals for 2017-18 

1. Fully launch the EK Health contract for medical treatment and bill review services. 
2. Continue to assess the performance of the "Fast Track" program for preauthorized medical treatment 

will be assessed to determine whether there are any changes that could enhance the program. 
3. Assess the quality of care provided by Medical Provider Network providers. 
4. Implement a Pharmacy Benefit program to reduce the costs of pharmaceuticals and streamline access 

to employees. 

* * * 



Office of the Treasurer & Tax Collector 
City and County of San Francisco 

Tajel Shah, Chief Assistant Treasurer 
Robert L. Shaw, CFA, Chief Investment Officer 

Investment Report for the month of August 2017 

The Honorable Edwin M. Lee 
Mayor of San Francisco 
City Hall, Room 200 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place 
San Francisco, CA 94102-4638 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

Jose Cisneros, Treasurer 

September 15, 2017 

The Honorable Board of Supervisors 
City and County of San Franicsco 

City Hall, Room 244 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place 

San Francisco, CA 94102-4638 

In accordance with the provisions of California State Government Code, Section 53646, we forward this report detailing 
the City's pooled fund portfolio as of August 31, 2017. These investments provide sufficient liquidity to meet expenditure 
requirements for the next six months and are in compliance with our statement of investment policy and California Code. 

This correspondence and its attachments show the investment activity for the month of August 2017 for the portfolios 
under the Treasurer's management. All pricing and valuation data is obtained from Interactive Data Corporation. 

CCSF Pooled Fund Investment Earnings Statistics* 
Current Month Prior Month 

(in $ million) Fiscal YTD August 2017 Fiscal YTD July 2017 
Average Daily Balance $ 8,239 $ 8,303 $ 8,176 $ 8,176 
Net Earnings 19.01 9.99 9.02 9.02 
Earned Income Yield 1.36% 1.42% 1.30% 1.30% 

CCSF Pooled Fund Statistics * 
(in$ million) %of Book Market Wtd. Avg. Wtd. Avg. 

Investment T:t[!e Portfolio Value Value Cou[!on YTM WAM 
U.S. Treasuries 7.61% $ 622.1 $ 623.9 0.95% 1.31% 685 
Federal Agencies 51.72% 4,242.5 4,241.6 1.32% 1.36% 670 
State & Local Government 
Agency Obligations 3.51% 289.2 287.6 1.42% 1.35% 450 

Public Time Deposits 0.01% 1.0 1.0 1.33% 1.33% 214 
Negotiable CDs 18.03% 1,477.8 1,478.7 1.44% 1.44% 198 
Commercial Paper 11.98% 980.7 982.3 0.07% 1.28% 76 
Medium Term Notes 0.79% 64.9 64.9 1.58% 1.42% 413 
Money Market Funds 1.85% 152.1 152.1 0.92% 0.92% 1 
Supranationals 4.50% 368.8 369.3 2.94% 1.44% 539 

Totals 100.0% § 8,199.1 § 8,201.3 1.16% 1.36% 487 

In the remainder of this report, we provide additional information and analytics at the security-level and portfolio-level, as 
recommended by the California Debt and Investment Advisory Commission. 

Very truly yours, 

Jose Cisneros 
Treasurer 

cc: Treasury Oversight Committee: Aimee Brown, Ron Gerhard, Reeta Madhavan, Charles Perl 
Ben Rosenfield, Controller, Office of the Controller 
Tonia Lediju, Internal Audit, Office of the Controller 
Mayor's Office of Public Policy and Finance 
San Francisco County Transportation Authority 
San Francisco Public Library 
San Francisco Health Service System 

City Hall • Room 140 • I Dr Carlton B. Goodlett Place • San Francisco, CA 94102-4638 

Telephones: 415-554-4487 & 415-554-5210 • Facsimile: 415-554-4672 



Portfolio Summary 
Pooled Fund 

As of August 31, 2017 

(in$ million) Book Market Market/Book Current% Max. Policy 
Securit~ T~~e Par Value Value Value Price Allocation Allocation Com~liant? 
U.S. Treasuries $ 625.0 $ 622.1 $ 623.9 100.29 7.61% 100% Yes 
Federal Agencies 4,242.7 4,242.5 4,241.6 99.98 51.72% 100% Yes 
State & Local Government 

Agenc)' Obligations 287.1 289.2 287.6 99.44 3.51% 20% Yes 
Public Time DejJosits 1.0 1.0 1.0 100.00 0.01% 100% Yes 
Negotiable CDs 1,477~8 1,477.8 1,478.7 106.66 18.03% 30% -Yes--

Bankers AccejJtances 0.00% 40% Yes 
Commercial PajJer 985.0 980.7 982.3 100.16 11.98% 25% Yes 
Medium Term Notes 64.8 64.9 64.9 99.94 0.79% 25% Yes 
Re[Jurchase Agreements 0.00% 10% Yes 
Reverse Repurchase/ 

Securities Lending Agreements 0.00% $75mm Yes 
Money Market Funds - Government 152.1 152.1 152.1 100.00 1.85% 10% Yes 

_fv1oney Marke_tftmds - Prime 0.00% 5% Yes 
LAIF 0.00% $50mm Yes 
Su[Jranationals 369.3 368.8 369.3 100.12 4.50% 5% Yes 

TOTAL $ 8 204.7 $ 8 199.1 $ 8 201.3 100.03 100.00% Yes 

The City and County of San Francisco uses the following methodology to determine compliance: Compliance is pre-trade and calculated on both a par 
and market value basis, using the result with the lowest percentage of the overall portfolio value. Cash balances are included in the City's compliance 
calculations. 

Please note the information in this report does not include cash balances. Due to fluctuations in the market value of the securities held in the Pooled 
Fund and changes in the City's cash position, the allocation limits may be exceeded on a post-trade compliance basis. In these instances, no 
compliance violation has occurred, as the policy limits were not exceeded prior to trade execution. 
The full Investment Policy can be found at http://www.sftreasurer.org/, in the Reports & Plans section of the About menu. 

Totals may not add due to rounding. 
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August 31, 2017 

City and County of San Francisco 
Pooled Fund Portfolio Statistics 

For the month ended August 31, 2017 

Average Daily Balance 
Net Earnings 
Earned Income Yield 
Weighted Average Maturity 

Investment T e $million 
U.S. Treasuries 
Federal Agencies 
State & Local Government 

Agency Obligations 
Public Time Deposits 
Negotiable CDs 
Commercial Paper 
Medium Term Notes 
Money Market Funds 
su12ranationals 
Total $ 

$8,302,524,803 
$9,994,128 

1.42% 
487 days 

Par Book 
Value Value 
625.0 622.1 

4,242.7 4,242.5 

287.1 289.2 
1.0 1.0 

1,477.8 1.477.8 
985.0 980.7 

64.8 64.9 
152.1 152.1 
369.3 368.8 

8,204.7 $ 8,199.1 

Money Market Funds 
1.85% 

$ 

Market 
Value 
623.9 

4,241.6 

287.6 
1.0 

1.478.7 
982.3 

64.9 
152.1 
369.3 

8,201.3 

Public Time Deposits 
0.01% Supranationals 

4.50% 
State & Local-------;;; 
Government 

3.51% 

Asset Allocation by Market Value 

City and County of San Francisco 

/

Commercial Paper 
11.98% 

Medium Term Notes 
0.79% 
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Portfolio Analysis 
Pooled Fund 

Par Value of Investments by Maturity 

7/31/2017 
1118/31/2017 . 

0-6 6-12 12-18 18-24 24-30 30-36 36-42 42-48 48-54 54-60 

Maturity (in months) 
Callable bonds shown at maturit date. 

Asset Allocation by Market Value 

U.S. Treasuries 

Federal Agencies 

State & Local Government.. 

Public Time Deposits 

Negotiable CDs flllllliilllliilllliiil 

Bankers Acceptances 

Commercial Paper flllllliiB 

Medium Term Notes 

Repurchase Agreements 

Reverse Repurchases/ .. 

Money Market Funds 

LAIF 

Supranationals 

0% 

August 31, 2017 

20% 40% 

City and County of San Francisco 

60% 

i 17/31/2017 
111118/31/2017 

80% 100% 
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2.5 

1.5 

1.0 

0.5 

0.0 

Yield Curves 

Yields (%) on Benchmark Indices 

,.,,5 Year Treasury Notes 
3 Month LIBOR 

A·7<-J:~~~~~ .................................................................................................................................................................. . 

Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. Jun. Jul. Aug. 
2016 2016 2016 2016 2016 2017 2017 2017 2017 2017 2017 2017 2017 

2.00 

7/31/17 
3 Month 1.072 
6 Month 1.132 

1 Year 1.212 1.75 -
2Year 1.349 
3 Year 1.508 
5Year 1.836 

?:i 1.50 -"'C 
Q) 

>= 1.25 

1.00 

0.75 
3M 6M 1Y 

Source: Bloomber 

August31,2017 

U.S. Treasury Yield Curves 

8/31/17 Change 
0.991 -0.0814 
1.068 -0.0639 
1.217 0.0051 
1.326 -0.0236 
1.427 -0.0814 
1.702 -0.1336 

2Y 3Y 

Maturity (Y = "Years") 

City and County of San Francisco 

-7/31/2017 
8/31/2017 

5Y 
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912796KR9 
912828M72 

U.S. Treasuries 912828M72 
U.S. Treasuries 912796LX5 
U.S. Treasuries 912828XF2 
U.S. Treasuries 912828XS4 
U.S. Treasuries 912828XU9 
U.S. Treasuries 912828827 
U.S. Treasuries 912828T67 
U.S. Treasuries 912828U65 
U.S. Treasuries 912828XW5 

Subtotals 

Federal Agencies 313370SZ2 
Federal Agencies 3137EADLO 
Federal Agencies 3135GOF57 
Federal Agencies 3133EETS9 
Federal Agencies 3130A6LZ8 
Federal Agencies 3133EEBRO 
Federal Agencies 3133EEJ76 
Federal Agencies 3134G44F2 
Federal Agencies 3130A3HF4 
Federal Agencies 313385QF6 
Federal Agencies 3137EADX4 
Federal Agencies 3133EEFE5 
Federal Agencies 3133EEMHO 
Federal Agencies 3133EEMHO 
Federal Agencies 3133EEANO 
Federal Agencies 3133EEANO 
Federal Agencies 3133EEANO 
Federal Agencies 3133EFNK9 
Federal Agencies 3132XOJL6 
Federal Agencies 313313TY4 
Federal Agencies 313313TY4 
Federal Agencies 3133EEN71 
Federal Agencies 3133EEQ86 
Federal Agencies 3133EEQ86 
Federal Agencies 3133EFWG8 
Federal Agencies 3137EAEA3 
Federal Agencies 3133EEZC7 
Federal Agencies 3132XOSB8 
Federal Agencies 3132XOSB8 
Federal Agencies 31331KJB7 
Federal Agencies 3133EEU40 
Federal Agencies 3135GOWJ8 
Federal Agencies 3130A8VL4 
Federal Agencies 3130A8VL4 
Federal Agencies 3134G9HC4 

August 31, 2017 

Investment Inventory 
Pooled Fund 

0. 
TREASURY BILL 4113117 10112/17 0.00 
USTSY NT 12117/15 11/30/17 0.88 
USTSY NT 12117/15 11/30/17 0.88 
TREASURY BILL 4/27/17 4/26/18 0.00 
US TREASURY 6/14/17 6/15/18 1.13 
US TREASURY 6/20/17 5/31/19 1.25 
US TREASURY 6/20/17 6/15/20 1.50 
US TREASURY 8/15/17 6/30/21 1.13 
USTSY NT 11/10/16 10/31/21 1.25 
USTSY NT 12113/16 11/30/21 1.75 
US TREASURY 8/15/17 6/30/22 1.75 

0.95 $ 

FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 4/7/17 9/8117 2.25 $ 
FREDDIE MAC 3/25/14 9/29/17 1.00 
FANNIE MAE 10/5/15 10/5117 1.24 
FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 9/25/15 10/19/17 1.26 
FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 4/28/16 10126117 0.63 
FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 11/18/14 11/13/17 1.26 
FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 8120/15 11/13117 1.24 
FREDDIE MAC 5/21113 11121/17 0.80 
FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 12/22/14 12/8/17 1.13 
FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 417117 1218/17 0.00 
FREDDIE MAC 12/11/15 12115117 1.00 
FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 12119/14 12/18/17 1.13 
FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 5/27115 212/18 1.28 
FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 212115 2/2/18 1.28 
FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 1115/14 215/18 1.27 
FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 1115/14 2/5/18 1.27 
FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 1115114 215/18 1.27 
FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 11/9/15 2/9/18 1.31 
FARMER MAC 9/1/16 3/1/18 0.88 
FED FARM CRD DISCOUNT NT 4/18/17 3/7/18 0.00 
FED FARM CRD DISCOUNT NT 4/18/17 3/7/18 0.00 
FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 5/22115 3/22/18 1.27 
FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 5/27/15 3/26/18 1.26 
FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 5/29/15 3/26/18 1.26 
FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 1/26116 3/26/18 1.39 
FREDDIE MAC 2/8/17 4/9/18 0.75 
FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 4/16/15 4/16/18 1.28 
FARMER MAC 8/10/17 4/19/18 1.25 
FARMER MAC 4/19/17 4/19/18 1.25 
FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 212/16 4/25118 3.00 
FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 6/3/15 513118 1.27 
FANNIE MAE 5/23/13 5/21/18 0.88 
FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 8/24/16 5/24118 1.00 
FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 8/24/16 5/24/18 1.00 
FREDDIE MAC 5/25/16 5/25/18 1.00 

City and County of San Francisco 

,000,000 
75,000,000 74,639,792 74,639,792 74,904,000 
50,000,000 49,882,813 49,985,228 49,974,500 
50,000,000 49,878,906 49,984,736 49,974,500 
25,000,000 24,732,056 24,732,056 24,818,250 
50,000,000 49,931,641 49,946,396 49,959,000 
50,000,000 49,930,637 49,907,128 49,943,500 
50,000,000 49,992,668 49,983,598 50,123,000 
25,000,000 24,554,688 24,525,304 24,576,250 
50,000,000 49,574,219 49,643,385 49,236,500 

100,000,000 99,312,500 99,411,852 100,445,000 
25,000,000 25,032,227 24,977,754 25,047,750 

625,000 000 622,117103 $ 622,392185 $ 623,924,250 

3,470,000 3,495,201 3,470,860 $ 3,470,833 
25,000,000 24,808, 175 24,995,817 25,000,000 
25,000,000 24,992,356 24,999,644 25,004,250 
30,000,000 30,000,600 30,000,038 30,007,500 
25,000,000 24,929,500 24,992,898 24,982,000 
25,000,000 24,988,794 24,999,250 25,010,000 
25,000,000 24,991,500 24,999,240 25,009,250 
50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 49,992,000 
25,000,000 24,955,500 24,995,970 25,003,750 
50,000,000 49,659,722 49,659,722 49,858,500 
25,000,000 24,969,000 24,995,571 24,996,000 
50,000,000 49,914,500 49,991,567 50,010,000 
4,000,000 3,999,480 3,999,918 4,003,560 

35,000,000 34,978,893 34,997,034 35,031, 150 
25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,020,250 
25,000,000 24,991,750 24,998,910 25,020,250 
50,000,000 49,983,560 49,997,827 50,040,500 
25,000,000 24,994,315 24,998,888 25,025,250 
50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 49,949,000 
25,000,000 24,759,993 24,759,993 24,853,257 
25,000,000 24,759,993 24,759,993 24,853,257 
50,000,000 49,992,500 49,998,536 50,053,000 
50,000,000 49,978,500 49,995,717 49,986,000 
50,000,000 49,978,500 49,995,708 49,986,000 
25,000,000 24,997,200 24,999,270 25,041,750 
25,000,000 24,944,750 24,971,400 24,938,000 
50,000,000 49,992,422 49,998,430 50,051,000 
10,000,000 10,036,542 9,998,175 9,997,800 
50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 49,989,000 
14,230,000 14,876, 184 14,417,576 14,408,444 
69,000,000 68,994,894 68,998,830 69,088,320 
25,000,000 24,786,500 24,969,333 24,938,500 
10,000,000 10,000,000 10,000,000 9,966,700 
25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 24,916,750 
10,000,000 9,995,000 9,998,178 9,983,700 
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Investment Inventory 
Pooled Fund 

Fe a gencies 
Federal Agencies 3133EFCT2 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 9/8/15 6/8/18 1.28 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,036,000 
Federal Agencies 3133EFCT2 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 9/8/15 6/8/18 1.28 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,072,000 
Federal Agencies 3133EEW48 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 6/11/15 6/11/18 1.27 50,000,000 49,996,000 49,998,967 50,075,500 
Federal Agencies 3133EFSH1 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 12118/15 6/14/18 1.17 25,000,000 24,952,250 24,984,976 24,993,750 
Federal Agencies 3133EGGC3 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 6/20/16 6/20/18 1.35 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,054,000 
Federal Agencies 3132XOLZ2 FARMER MAC 12122116 6/22/18 1.30 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,043,000 
Federal Agencies 3134G9UY1 FREDDIE MAC 6/29/16 6/29/18 1.00 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 24,945,250 
Federal Agencies 3134G9UY1 FREDDIE MAC 6/29/16 6/29/18 1.00 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 24,945,250 
Federal Agencies 3133EGBQ7 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 5/19/16 7/19/18 1.36 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,051,500 
Federal Agencies 3133EGBQ7 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 5/19/16 7/19/18 1.36 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,051,500 
Federal Agencies 3130A8U50 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 7/29/16 7/25/18 0.83 22,250,000 22,223,211 22,237,934 22, 171,903 
Federal Agencies 3134G9Q67 FREDDIE MAC 7/27/16 7/27/18 1.05 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 24,946,500 
Federal Agencies 3134G9Q67 FREDDIE MAC 7/27/16 7/27/18 1.05 25,000,000 24,993,750 24,997,183 24,946,500 
Federal Agencies 3133EGFQ3 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 9/21/16 9/14/18 0.88 25,000,000 24,981,000 24,990,066 24,895,750 
Federal Agencies 3130A9C90 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 9/28/16 9/28/18 1.05 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 24,936,000 
Federal Agencies 3133EGFK6 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 6/17/16 10/17/18 1.36 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,067,250 
Federal Agencies 3133EGFK6 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 6/17/16 10/17/18 1.36 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,067,250 
Federal Agencies 313376BR5 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 12/20/16 12/14/18 1.75 15,000,000 15, 127,350 15,082,496 15,079,050 
Federal Agencies 313376BR5 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 8/23/17 12/14/18 1.75 25,000,000 25,220,104 25,133,685 25,131,750 
Federal Agencies 3133EGDM4 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 6/2/16 1/2119 1.39 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,083,000 
Federal Agencies 3133EG2V6 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 1/3/17 1/3/19 1.28 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,046,500 
Federal Agencies 3134GAH23 FREDDIE MAC 1/17/17 1/17/19 1.25 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,002,000 
Federal Agencies 3130A8VZ3 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 7/28/16 1/25/19 1.05 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 24,881,000 
Federal Agencies 3132XOEK3 FARMER MAC 1/25/16 1/25/19 1.41 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,053,750 
Federal Agencies 3134GAS39 FREDDIE MAC 2/1/17 2/1/19 1.25 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,004,500 
Federal Agencies 3133EGBU8 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 5/25/16 2125/19 1.41 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,191,500 
Federal Agencies 3132XOED9 FARMER MAC 1/19/16 3/19/19 1.34 40,000,000 40,000,000 40,000,000 40,172,000 
Federal Agencies 3134GBAK8 FREDDIE MAC 3/20/17 3/20/19 1.05 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 24,998,750 
Federal Agencies 3136G3FC4 FANNIE MAE 3/29/16 3/29/19 1.00 6,250,000 6,250,000 6,250,000 6,247,688 
Federal Agencies 3134GBFR8 FREDDIE MAC 4/5/17 4/5/19 1.40 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 24,965,250 
Federal Agencies 3136G3QP3 FANNIE MAE 5/24/16 5/24/19 1.25 10,000,000 10,000,000 10,000,000 9,928,000 
Federal Agencies 3130ABF92 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 5/12/17 5/28/19 1.38 30,000,000 29,943,300 29,951,813 30,014,100 
Federal Agencies 3133EHLG6 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 5/30/17 5/30/19 1.32 27,000,000 26,983,800 26,985,886 26,973,000 
Federal Agencies 3133EHMR1 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 6/12/17 6/12119 1.38 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,035,500 
Federal Agencies 313379EE5 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 6/9/17 6/14/19 1.63 25,000,000 25,105,750 25,093,664 25,099,750 
Federal Agencies 313379EE5 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 8/23/17 6/14/19 1.63 25,000,000 25,186,615 25,107,267 25,099,750 
Federal Agencies 313379EE5 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 8/9/17 6/14/19 1.63 35,750,000 35,964,594 35,871,546 35,892,643 
Federal Agencies 3134G9QWO FREDDIE MAC 6/14/16 6/14/19 1.28 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 49,595,500 
Federal Agencies 3130AC7C2 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 8/23/17 7/11/19 1.40 15,000,000 15,009,483 15,005,329 14,998,950 
Federal Agencies 3134G9YR2 FREDDIE MAC 7/12/16 7/12/19 1.25 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 49,851,000 
Federal Agencies 3133EGED3 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 6/9/16 8/9/19 1.41 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,119,250 
Federal Agencies 3133EGED3 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 6/9/16 8/9/19 1.41 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,119,250 
Federal Agencies 3134G94F1 FREDDIE MAC 8/15/16 8/15/19 1.13 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 24,832,000 
Federal Agencies 3133EGX67 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 12/20/16 8/20/19 1.35 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,207,500 
Federal Agencies 3135GOP23 FANNIE MAE 8/30/16 8/23/19 1.25 20,000,000 20,000,000 20,000,000 19,885,600 
Federal Agencies 3136G3X59 FANNIE MAE 8/23/16 8/23/19 1.10 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 24,692,000 
Federal Agencies 3134G9GSO FREDDIE MAC 5/26/16 8/26/19 1.25 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 24,759,250 
Federal Agencies 3134GAHR8 FREDDIE MAC 9/23/16 9/23/19 1.13 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 24,971,500 
Federal Agencies 3135GOQ30 FANNIE MAE 10/21/16 9/27/19 1.18 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 49,633,500 
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Investment Inventory 
Pooled Fund 

e eral Agencies 3132XO 3 FAR ER AC 
Federal Agencies 3134G8TG4 FREDDIE MAC 4111116 10111119 1.50 15,000,000 15,000,000 15,000,000 14,943,600 
Federal Agencies 3134GAPT5 FREDDIE MAC 10118/16 10/18/19 1.00 10,000,000 10,000,000 10,000,000 9,993,700 
Federal Agencies 3136GOT68 FANNIE MAE 8/28117 10/24/19 1.33 14,000,000 14,032,356 13,968,382 13,961,920 
Federal Agencies 3136G4FJ7 FANNIE MAE 10/25/16 10125/19 1.20 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 24,680,250 
Federal Agencies 3136G4EZ2 FANNIE MAE 10/28/16 10/30/19 1.13 50,000,000 49,950,000 49,964,038 49,442,500 
Federal Agencies 3134GAVL5 FREDDIE MAC 1114116 11/4119 1.17 100,000,000 100,000,000 100,000,000 99,274,000 
Federal Agencies 3136G3LV5 FANNIE MAE 5126116 11126/19 1.35 8,950,000 8,950,000 8,950,000 8,899,343 
Federal Agencies 3133EGN43 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 1212/16 1212119 1.39 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,224,000 
Federal Agencies 3132XOPGO FARMER MAC 2110/17 1/3/20 1.30 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,121,500 
Federal Agencies 3134G9VR5 FREDDIE MAC 7/6/16 116120 1.25 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 24,897,000 
Federal Agencies 313378J77 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 5117/17 3/13/20 1.88 15,710,000 15,896,216 15,829,958 15,862,701 
Federal Agencies 3134GA6RO FREDDIE MAC 3/20/17 3/20/20 1.25 10,150,000 10,150,000 10,150,000 10,139,444 
Federal Agencies 3134GBAH5 FREDDIE MAC 3/20117 3/20/20 1.10 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,002,000 
Federal Agencies 3134GBAZ5 FREDDIE MAC 4/21/17 3127120 1.25 1,375,000 1,376,008 1,374,880 1,374,973 
Federal Agencies 3134GBAZ5 FREDDIE MAC 3/27117 3/27/20 1.25 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 24,999,500 
Federal Agencies 3134GBBR2 FREDDIE MAC 3/27/17 3/27/20 1.25 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,001,250 
Federal Agencies 3136G3TK1 FANNIE MAE 7/6/16 4/6/20 1.25 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 24,977,500 
Federal Agencies 3136G4ND1 FANNIE MAE 8/15/17 4/6/20 1.88 50,000,000 50,377,938 50,041,260 50,010,500 
Federal Agencies 3136G4BL6 FANNIE MAE 10/17/16 4/17/20 1.25 15,000,000 15,000,000 15,000,000 14,852,400 
Federal Agencies 3134GBFU1 FREDDIE MAC 4/27117 4/27/20 1.75 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,030,000 
Federal Agencies 3134GBLY6 FREDDIE MAC 518117 5/8/20 1.25 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 24,995,500 
Federal Agencies 3134GBPB2 FREDDIE MAC 5/30117 5/22/20 1.70 15,750,000 15,750,000 15,750,000 15,759,608 
Federal Agencies 3134GBTC6 FREDDIE MAC 6/12117 6/12120 1.71 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,001,000 
Federal Agencies 3133EHNK5 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 6/15117 6/15/20 1.54 25,000,000 24,997,500 24,997,678 25,018,500 
Federal Agencies 3133EHNK5 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 6/15117 6115/20 1.54 26,900,000 26,894,620 26,895,003 26,919,906 
Federal Agencies 3134GBSTO FREDDIE MAC 6/22117 6/22/20 1.65 14,675,000 14,675,000 14,675,000 14,676,174 
Federal Agencies 3134GBTXO FREDDIE MAC 6/29/17 6/29/20 1.75 50,000,000 49,990,000 49,990,584 50,001,000 
Federal Agencies 3136G3TGO FANNIE MAE 6/30/16 6/30/20 1.15 15,000,000 15,000,000 15,000,000 14,887,050 
Federal Agencies 3133EHQB2 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 716117 716/20 1.55 25,000,000 24,989,961 24,990,483 25,077,500 
Federal Agencies 3130ABNV4 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 7113/17 7113/20 1.75 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,010,000 
Federal Agencies 3134GBXV9 FREDDIE MAC 7/13117 7/13/20 1.85 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,007,000 
Federal Agencies 3135GOT60 FANNIE MAE 8/1117 7/30/20 1.50 50,000,000 49,848,500 49,852,793 49,963,500 
Federal Agencies 3130ABZE9 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 8/28/17 8/28/20 1.65 6,700,000 6,699,330 6,699,332 6,696,449 
Federal Agencies 3130ABZN9 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 8/28117 8/28/20 1.80 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,003,250 
Federal Agencies 3130ABZN9 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 8/28117 8/28/20 1.80 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,006,500 
Federal Agencies 3132XOKR1 FARMER MAC 1112116 1112120 1.43 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,116,500 
Federal Agencies 3134GBLR1 FREDDIE MAC 5/25117 11/25120 1.75 24,715,000 24,712,529 24,712,720 24,726,863 
Federal Agencies 3133EGX75 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 12121/16 12121/20 1.42 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,210,000 
Federal Agencies 3133EFTX5 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 12124/15 12124/20 1.57 100,000,000 100,000,000 100,000,000 100,875,000 
Federal Agencies 3133EG4T9 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 1/25117 1125121 1.39 20,000,000 20,000,000 20,000,000 20,059,800 
Federal Agencies 3133EG4T9 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 1125117 1125121 1.39 20,000,000 20,000,000 20,000,000 20,059,800 
Federal Agencies 3134GBD58 FREDDIE MAC 8/30117 2/26/21 1.80 5,570,000 5,570,000 5,569,444 5,562,815 
Federal Agencies 3130AAYP7 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 8/11117 3122121 2.20 8,585,000 8,666,252 8,593,195 8,589,464 
Federal Agencies 3135GOQ89 FANNIE MAE 10121/16 1017121 1.38 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 24,690,500 
Federal Agencies 3133EGZJ7 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 10/25/16 10/25/21 1.38 14,500,000 14,500,000 14,500,000 14,264,520 
Federal Agencies 3133EGZJ7 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 10125/16 10125/21 1.38 15,000,000 15,000,000 15,000,000 14,756,400 
Federal Agencies 3133EGS97 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 1218116 12/8121 1.50 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,172,750 
Federal Agencies 3133EGS97 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 1218/16 1218/21 1.50 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,172,750 
Federal Agencies 3134GAK52 FREDDIE MAC 1126117 1126122 1.13 17,300,000 17,300,000 17,300,000 17,298,962 
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Federal Agencies 3134GBQGO FREDDIE MAC 5/25/17 5/25/22 2.18 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,070,500 
Federal Agencies 3133EHLY7 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 6/6/17 6/2122 1.88 50,000,000 50,069,667 50,056,421 50, 120,500 
Federal Agencies 3133EHLY7 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 6/9/17 6/2/22 1.88 50,000,000 50,015,729 49,997,615 50,120,500 
Federal Agencies 3134GBUK6 FREDDIE MAC 8/29/17 6/28/22 1.25 9,250,000 9,267,742 9,248,153 9,246,115 
Federal Asencies 3134GBXU1 FREDDIE MAC 7/27/17 7/27/22 2.25 31,575,000 31,575,000 31,575,000 31,581,315 

Subtotals 1.32 $ 4,242,655,000 $ 4,242,459,002 $ 4,241,772,191 $ 4,241,645,525 

State/Local Agencies 13063CFC9 CALIFORNIA ST 11/5/13 11/1/17 1.75 16,500,000 $ 16,558,905 16,502,466 16,514,850 
State/Local Agencies 13063CPN4 CALIFORNIA ST 12/22114 11/1/17 1.25 5,000,000 5,004,550 5,000,266 5,000,700 
State/Local Agencies 13063CPN4 CALIFORNIA ST 11/25/14 11/1/17 1.25 50,000,000 50, 121,500 50,006,914 50,007,000 
State/Local Agencies 91411SZ11 UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 8/4/17 1211/17 0.00 50,000,000 49,795,056 49,795,056 49,843,278 
State/Local Agencies 91412GL52 UNIV OF CALIFORNIA CA REVENUE 6/30/16 5/15/18 0.99 2,470,000 2,470,000 2,470,000 2,463,010 
State/Local Agencies 546456CY8 LOUISIANA ST CITIZENS PROPERT 11/30/16 6/1/18 6.13 4,500,000 4,822,065 4,660,445 4,675,455 
State/Local Agencies 603786GJ7 MINNEAPOLIS MN REVENUE 12/1/16 8/1/18 4.88 1,000,000 1,057,030 1,031,329 1,035,930 
State/Local Agencies 13063C4V9 CALIFORNIA ST 11/3/16 11/1/18 1.05 50,000,000 50,147,500 50,086,312 49,747,000 
State/Local Agencies 13063DAB4 CALIFORNIA ST 4/27/17 4/1/19 1.59 23,000,000 23,000,000 23,000,000 22,979,300 
State/Local Agencies 13063CKL3 CALIFORNIA ST 10/27/16 5/1/19 2.25 4,750,000 4,879,058 4,835,522 4,795,885 
State/Local Agencies 91412GL60 UNIV OF CALIFORNIA CA REVENUE 6/30/16 5/15/19 1.23 2,000,000 2,000,000 2,000,000 1,986,760 
State/Local Agencies 91412GSB2 UNIV OF CALIFORNIA CA REVENUE 10/5/15 7/1/19 1.80 4,180,000 4,214,443 4,196,856 4,190,032 
State/Local Agencies 91412GSB2 UNIV OF CALIFORNIA CA REVENUE 10/2/15 7/1/19 1.80 16,325,000 16,461,640 16,391,722 16,364,180 
State/Local Agencies 6055804W6 MISSISSIPPI ST 4/23/15 10/1/19 6.09 8,500,000 10,217,510 9,304,752 9,259,730 
State/Local Agencies 977100CW4 WISCONSIN ST GEN FUND ANNUAL 8/16/16 5/1/20 1.45 18,000,000 18,000,000 18,000,000 17,888,580 
State/Local Agencies 13066YTY5 CALIFORNIA ST DEPT OF WTR RES 2/6/17 5/1/21 1.71 29,139,823 28,646,777 28,712,836 29,053,278 
State/Local Asencies 91412GF59 UNIV OF CALIFORNIA CA REVENUE 8/9/16 5/15/21 1.91 1,769,000 1,810,695 1,801,398 1,768,310 

Subtotals 1.42 287,133,823 $ 289,206,729 $ 287,795,872 $ 287,573,278 

Public Time Deposits PP912NRE9 MISSION NATIONAL BK SF 2/21/17 2/21/18 1.15 $ 240,000 $ 240,000 $ 240,000 240,000 
Public Time Deposits PP9F2HFF8 TRANS-PAC NATIONAL BK 3/21/17 3/21/18 1.35 240,000 240,000 240,000 240,000 
Public Time Deposits PP302GIL3 BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO 4/11/17 4/11/18 1.37 240,000 240,000 240,000 240,000 
Public Time DeEosits PPA01U877 PREFERRED BANK LA CALIF 5/16/17 5/16/18 1.44 240,000 240,000 240,000 240,000 

Subtotals 1.33 960,000 960 000 960,000 $ 960 000 

Negotiable CDs 06371EHEO BANK OF MONTREAL CHICAGO 8/1/17 9/1/17 1.24 $ 50,000,000 50,000,000 $ 50,000,000 $ 50,000,207 
Negotiable CDs 06427KWM5 BANK OF MONTREAL CHICAGO 4/7/17 9/18/17 1.20 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,002,616 
Negotiable CDs 06417HUR5 BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA HOUS 9/25/14 9/25/17 1.57 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,016,391 
Negotiable CDs 06371ECR6 BANK OF MONTREAL CHICAGO 6/29/17 10/2/17 1.31 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,009,657 
Negotiable CDs 06427KW29 BANK OF MONTREAL CHICAGO 4/6/17 10/16/17 1.38 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,018,351 
Negotiable CDs 89113WH25 TORONTO DOMINION BANK NY 4/6/17 10/16/17 1.22 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,007,948 
Negotiable CDs 89113XCY8 TORONTO DOMINION BANK NY 8/25/17 10/25/17 1.25 40,000,000 40,000,000 40,000,000 40,009,748 
Negotiable CDs 89113WQN9 TORONTO DOMINION BANK NY 12/6/16 12/6/17 1.52 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,045,969 
Negotiable CDs 06427KJVO BANK OF MONTREAL CHICAGO 12/9/16 12/8/17 1.52 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,046,426 
Negotiable CDs 78009NL61 ROYAL BANK OF CANADA NY 12/8/16 12/8/17 1.52 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,046,426 
Negotiable CDs 78009NM60 ROYAL BANK OF CANADA NY 12/19/16 12/19/17 1.57 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,058,911 
Negotiable CDs 78009NS56 ROYAL BANK OF CANADA NY 3/20/17 12/20/17 1.49 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,047,755 
Negotiable CDs 78009NV37 ROYAL BANK OF CANADA NY 6/26/17 12/22117 1.33 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,022,225 
Negotiable CDs 96121T2D9 WESTPAC BANKING CORP NY 12/28/16 12128/17 1.74 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,092,967 
Negotiable CDs 06427KY84 BANK OF MONTREAL CHICAGO 5/3/17 1/29/18 1.38 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,021,315 
Negotiable CDs 78009NW36 ROYAL BANK OF CANADA NY 7/5/17 4/5/18 1.38 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,021,162 
Negotiable CDs 78009NT63 ROYAL BANK OF CANADA NY 5/10/17 5/10/18 1.47 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,053,395 
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Negotiable CDs 89113W2C9 TORONTO DOMINION BANK NY 6/2/17 6/4/18 1.46 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,028,537 
Negotiable CDs 78009NU46 ROYAL BANK OF CANADA NY 6/12/17 6/12/18 1.36 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 49,991,327 
Negotiable CDs 89113XBB9 TORONTO DOMINION BANK NY 8/10/17 6/15/18 1.50 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,046,998 
Negotiable CDs 89113XBV5 TORONTO DOMINION BANK NY 8/16/17 6/15/18 1.50 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,047,135 
Negotiable CDs 06371EDT1 BANK OF MONTREAL CHICAGO 7/6/17 7/2/18 1.43 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,021,737 
Negotiable CDs 89113W5H5 TORONTO DOMINION BANK NY 7/6/17 7/2/18 1.55 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,069,788 
Negotiable CDs 89113XAT1 TORONTO DOMINION BANK NY 8/8/17 7/2/18 1.48 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,041,325 
Negotiable CDs 96121T3R7 WESTPAC BANKING CORP NY 7/7/17 7/2/18 1.38 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,692 
Negotiable CDs 78009NX50 ROYAL BANK OF CANADA NY 7/24/17 7/24/18 1.44 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,025,176 
Negotiable CDs 96121T3W6 WESTPAC BANKING CORP NY 7/26/17 7/26/18 1.38 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,001,762 
Negotiable CDs 96121T4D7 WESTPAC BANKING CORP NY 8/9/17 8/9/18 1.53 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,069,924 
Negotiable CDs 06371EFH5 BANK OF MONTREAL CHICAGO 7/17/17 1/17/19 1.53 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 49,986,450 
Ne9otiable CDs 06427KSW8 BANK OF MONTREAL CHICAGO 3/9/17 3/8/19 1.50 27,838,000 27,838,000 27,838,000 27,829,732 

Subtotals 1.44 $ 1 477 838 000 $ 1 477 838 000 $ 1 477 838 000 $1 478 725 745 

Commercial Paper 06538.BW17 BANK TOKYO-MIT UFJ NY 7/6/17 9/1/17 0.00 75,000,000 74,853,938 $ 74,853,938 $ 75,000,000 
Commercial Paper 36960LW19 GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 8/31/17 9/1/17 0.00 100,000,000 99,997,028 99,997,028 100,000,000 
Commercial Paper 06538BW74 BANK TOKYO-MIT UFJ NY 7/7/17 9/7/17 0.00 50,000,000 49,893,222 49,893,222 49,990,000 
Commercial Paper 06538BW82 BANK TOKYO-MIT UFJ NY 8/28/17 9/8/17 0.00 50,000,000 49,981,667 49,981,667 49,988,333 
Commercial Paper 06538BWC3 BANK TOKYO-MIT UFJ NY 7/11/17 9/12/17 0.00 50,000,000 49,892,375 49,892,375 49,981,667 
Commercial Paper 06538BWJ8 BANK TOKYO-MIT UFJ NY 6/22/17 9/18/17 0.00 50,000,000 49,846,000 49,846,000 49,971,667 
Commercial Paper 06538BWN9 BANK TOKYO-MIT UFJ NY 8/7/17 9/22/17 0.00 25,000,000 24,961,028 24,961,028 24,982,500 
Commercial Paper 36960LWT8 GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 7/10/17 9/27/17 0.00 50,000,000 49,873,819 49,873,819 49,956,667 
Commercial Paper 47816FXQ9 JOHNSON & JOHNSON 7/28/17 10/24/17 0.00 60,000,000 59,826,933 59,826,933 59,894,000 
Commercial Paper 06538BXR9 BANK TOKYO-MIT UFJ NY 8/23/17 10/25/17 0.00 25,000,000 24,945,313 24,945,313 24,955,000 
Commercial Paper 06538BXR9 BANK TOKYO-MIT UFJ NY 8/29/17 10/25/17 0.00 25,000,000 24,950,521 24,950,521 24,955,000 
Commercial Paper 89233GXR2 TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT CORP 8/23/17 10/25/17 0.00 25,000,000 24,947,938 24,947,938 24,955,000 
Commercial Paper 06538BXW8 BANK TOKYO-MIT UFJ NY 4/21/17 10/30/17 0.00 50,000,000 49,632,000 49,632,000 49,901,667 
Commercial Paper 89233GZF6 TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT CORP 4/7/17 12/15/17 0.00 50,000,000 49,538,000 49,538,000 49,819,167 
Commercial Paper 89233GZF6 TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT CORP 6/19/17 12/15/17 0.00 50,000,000 49,671,833 49,671,833 49,819,167 
Commercial Paper 36164LEN5 GE CAPITAL TREASURY LLC 6/23/17 1/22/18 1.33 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 49,745,778 
Commercial Paper 89233HC28 TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT CORP 6/7/17 3/2/18 0.00 50,000,000 49,482,611 49,482,611 49,651,167 
Commercial Paper 89233HCP7 TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT CORP 6/26/17 3/23/18 0.00 50,000,000 49,456,250 49,456,250 49,610,917 
Commercial Paper 89233HCW2 TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT CORP 7/6/17 3/30/18 0.00 50,000,000 49,440,042 49,440,042 49,597,500 
Commercial PaEer 36164KEA5 GE CAPITAL TREASURY LLC 8/16/17 5/10/18 0.00 50,000,000 49,480,833 49,480,833 49,487,542 

Subtotals 0.07 $ 985 000,000 980,671,350 $ 980,671,350 982,262,736 

Medium Term Notes 459200GJ4 IBM CORP 3/22/16 9/14/17 5.70 $ 1,325,000 1,415,378 $ 1,327,172 $ 1,326,272 
Medium Term Notes 911312AP1 UNITED PARCEL SERVICE 1/28/16 10/1/17 1.13 2,000,000 2,003,780 2,000,185 1,999,800 
Medium Term Notes 459200HKO IBM CORP 5/6/16 2/8/18 1.25 11,450,000 11,519,616 11,467,323 11,439,581 
Medium Term Notes 89236TDN2 TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT CORP 1/9/17 1/9/19 1.56 ~~:~~~:ggg ~~:~~~:~~~ ~~:~~~:~~g ~~:~~~:~~~ Subtotals 1.58 $ $ 

Money Market Funds 09248U718 BLACKROCK LIQ INST GOV FUND 8/31/17 9/1/17 0.88 29,179 29,179 29,179 $ 29,179 
Money Market Funds 31607A703 FIDELITY INST GOV FUND 8/31/17 9/1/17 0.92 101,475,870 101,475,870 101,475,870 101,475,870 
Mone~ Market Funds 61747C707 MORGAN STANLEY INST GOVT FU~ 8/31/17 9/1/17 0.91 50,555,446 50,555,446 50,555,446 50,555,446 

Subtotals 0.92 $ 152 060 496 $ 152 060 496 152 060 496 $ 152 060 496 
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upra nals 
Supranationals 459053LT9 
Supranationals 45905UXQ2 
Supranationals 45950VFH4 
Supranationals 45950VKPO 
Supranationals 459058ERO 
Supranationals 45905UZJ6 
Supranationals 45905UZJ6 
Supranationals 459058FZ1 
Supranationals 4581XOCX4 
Su(?:ranationals 459058GA5 

Subtotals 

August 31, 2017 

Investment Inventory 
Pooled Fund 

INTL BK RECON & DEVELOP DISCO 8/30/17 9/15/17 0.00 
INTL BK RECON & DEVELOP 7/27/16 1/26/18 1.35 
INTL FINANCE CORP 11/15/16 2/2/18 1.25 
INTL FINANCE CORP 3/6/17 3/6/18 1.28 
INTL BK RECON & DEVELOP 10/7/15 10/5/18 1.00 
INTL BANK RECON & DEVELOPME~ 6/2/17 10/25/19 1.30 
INTL BK RECON & DEVELOP 6/2/17 10/25/19 1.30 
INTL BK RECON & DEVELOP 3/21/17 4/21/20 1.88 
INTER-AMERICAN DEVEL BK 4/12/17 5/12/20 1.63 
INTL BK RECON & DEVELOPMENT 8/29/17 9/4/20 1.63 

1.21 $ 

City and County of San Francisco 

25,000,000 24,988,778 24,988,778 24,990,250 
25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,006,500 
30,000,000 29,967,600 29,988,762 29,996,400 
50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,500 
25,000,000 24,957,500 24,984,500 24,896,500 
25,000,000 24,878,403 24,861,120 24,810,750 
29,300,000 29,157,488 29, 137,233 29,078,199 
50,000,000 49,956,500 49,962,830 50,423,500 
25,000,000 24,940,750 24,948,222 25,042,000 
50,000,000 49,989,500 49,989,529 50,041,000 

369,300,000 $ 368,829,713 368,854,167 $ 369,280,699 
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u. 
U.S. Treasuries 912796LW7 TREASURY BILL 
U.S. Treasuries 912796KR9 TREASURY BILL 
U.S. Treasuries 912796LY3 TREASURY BILL 
U.S. Treasuries 912626M72 US TSY NT 
U.S. Treasuries 912626M72 US TSY NT 
U.S. Treasuries 912796LX5 TREASURY BILL 
U.S. Treasuries 912628XF2 US TREASURY 
U.S. Treasuries 912626XS4 US TREASURY 
U.S. Treasuries 912626XU9 US TREASURY 
U.S. Treasuries 912626S27 US TREASURY 
U.S. Treasuries 912826T67 US TSY NT 
U.S. Treasuries 912626U65 USTSY NT 
U.S. Treasuries 912626XW5 US TREASURY 

Subtotals 

Federal Agencies 313569JW4 FANNIE DISCOUNT NOTE 
Federal Agencies 313365JX5 FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 
Federal Agencies 313569JX2 FANNIE DISCOUNT NOTE 
Federal Agencies 313365JY3 FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 
Federal Agencies 313365JZO FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 
Federal Agencies 313365KC9 FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 
Federal Agencies 313365KD7 FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 
Federal Agencies 313365KD7 FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 
Federal Agencies 313365KE5 FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 
Federal Agencies 313365KE5 FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 
Federal Agencies 313365KF2 FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 
Federal Agencies 3133651(GO FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 
Federa! Agencies 313365KGO FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 
Federal Agencies 313365KK1 FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 
Federal Agencies 313365KK1 FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 
Federal Agencies 313365KL9 FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 
Federal Agencies 313365KL9 FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 
Federal Agencies 313365KL9 FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 
Federal Agencies 313385KM7 FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 
Federal Agencies 3135GOF24 FANNIE MAE 
Federal Agencies 313385KN5 FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 
Federal Agencies 313385KN5 FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 
Federal Agencies 313385KPO FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 
Federal Agencies 313365KPO FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 
Federal Agencies 313365KS4 FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 
Federal Agencies 313385KS4 FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 
Federal Agencies 313385KT2 FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 
Federal Agencies 313385KU9 FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 
Federal Agencies 3133EEFX3 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 
Federal Agencies 313385KV7 FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 
Federal Agencies 313385KV7 FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 
Federal Agencies 313385KW5 FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 
Federal Agencies 313385KW5 FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 
Federal Agencies 313385KZ8 FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 
Federal Agencies 313385KZ8 FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 
Federal Agencies 313589KZ5 FANNIE DISCOUNT NOTE 
Federal Agencies 3135GOMZ3 FANNIE MAE 
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75,000,000 0.00 0.91 4/6/17 10/5/17 
75,000,000 0.00 0.95 4/13/17 10/12/17 

0.00 1.10 7/21/17 10/19/17 
50,000,000 0.66 1.00 12/17/15 11/30/17 
50,000,000 0.66 1.00 12/17/15 11/30/17 
25,000,000 0.00 1.07 4/27/17 4/26/16 
50,000,000 1.13 1.26 6/14/17 6/15/16 
50,000,000 1.25 1.36 6/20/17 5/31/19 
50,000,000 1.50 1.51 6/20/17 6/15/20 
25,000,000 1.13 1.64 6/15/17 6/30/21 
50,000,000 1.25 1.43 11/10/16 10/31/21 

100,000,000 1.75 1.90 12/13/16 11/30/21 
25,000,000 1.75 1.77 8/15/17 6/30/22 

625 000,000 

0.00 0.95 7/31/17 6/1/17 
0.00 0.97 6/1/17 6/2/17 
0.00 0.95 6/1/17 6/2/17 
0.00 0.96 6/2/17 6/3/17 
0.00 0.96 6/3/17 6/4/17 
0.00 0.97 6/4/17 6/7/17 
0.00 0.96 6/7/17 6/6/17 
0.00 0.96 6/7/17 6/6/17 
0.00 0.96 6/6/17 6/9/17 
0.00 0.96 6/6/17 6/9/17 
0.00 0.96 6/9/17 6/10/17 
0.00 0.96 6/10/17 6/11/17 
0.00 0.96 6/10/17 6/11/17 
0.00 0.96 6/11/17 6/14/17 
0.00 0.96 8/11/17 8/14/17 
0.00 0.96 6/14/17 8/15/17 
0.00 0.96 6/14/17 8/15/17 
0.00 0.96 6/14/17 8/15/17 
0.00 0.98 8/15/17 8/16/17 
1.24 1.46 9/16/15 6/16/17 
0.00 0.98 8/16/17 8/17/17 
0.00 0.98 8/16/17 6/17/17 
0.00 0.98 8/17/17 8/18/17 
0.00 0.98 8/17/17 8/18/17 
0.00 1.00 8/18/17 8/21/17 
0.00 1.00 8/18/17 8/21/17 
0.00 0.98 8/21/17 8/22/17 
0.00 0.98 8/22/17 8/23/17 
1.28 1.28 12/23/14 8/23/17 
0.00 0.96 8/23/17 8/24/17 
0.00 0.98 8/23/17 8/24/17 
0.00 0.98 8/24/17 8/25/17 
0.00 0.98 8/24/17 8/25/17 
0.00 1.00 8/25/17 8/28/17 
0.00 1.00 8/25/17 8/28/17 
0.00 1.01 8/25/17 8/28/17 
0.88 0.94 5/8/17 8/28/17 
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56:771 56,771 
61,354 61,354 

2,294 12,129 14,423 
37,056 5,066 42,144 
37,056 5,256 42,314 
22,619 22,619 
47,643 5,790 53,433 
52,937 4,520 57,457 
63,525 499 64,024 
12,993 5,772 16,765 
52,649 7,266 59,916 

146,224 11,755 159,979 
20,211 215 20,425 

668,483 73 353 12,129 753 965 

1,347 1,347 
2,639 2,639 
2,667 2,667 
2,667 2,667 
6,063 6,063 
2,722 2,722 
1,069 1,069 
2,722 2,722 
1,361 1,361 
2,722 2,722 
1,089 1,069 
2,722 2,722 
8,167 6,167 
2,042 2,042 
2,667 2,667 
1,333 1,333 

560 560 
2,722 2,722 

12,870 104 12,974 
2,722 2,722 

681 681 
2,722 2,722 

681 681 
6,333 8,333 
3,333 3,333 
2,722 2,722 
2,722 2,722 

39,026 39,026 
2,722 2,722 

980 980 
2,722 2,722 

544 544 
2,500 2,500 
2,917 2,917 
8,417 8,417 
9,186 641 9,829 
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Monthly Investment Earnings 
Pooled Fund 

e era gencies 
Federal Agencies 313385LBO FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 0.00 0.97 8/29/17 8/30/17 2,694 2,694 
Federal Agencies 313385LC8 FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 0.00 0.96 8/30/17 8/31/17 2,667 2,667 
Federal Agencies 313370SZ2 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 3,470,000 2.25 0.94 4/7/17 9/8/17 6,506 (3,807) 2,699 
Federal Agencies 3137EADLO FREDDIE MAC 25,000,000 1.00 1.22 3/25/14 9/29/17 20,833 4,631 25,465 
Federal Agencies 3135GOF57 FANNIE MAE 25,000,000 1.24 1.42 10/5/15 10/5/17 26,696 324 27,020 
Federal Agencies 3133EETS9 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 30,000,000 1.26 1.25 9/25/15 10/19/17 32,531 (25) 32,506 
Federal Agencies 3130A6LZ8 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 25,000,000 0.63 0.82 4/28/16 10/26/17 13,021 4,003 17,024 
Federal Agencies 3133EEBRO FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 25,000,000 1.26 1.44 11/18/14 11/13/17 27,059 318 27,378 
Federal Agencies 3133EEJ76 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 25,000,000 1.24 1.37 8/20/15 11/13/17 27,005 323 27,328 
Federal Agencies 3134G44F2 FREDDIE MAC 50,000,000 0.80 0.80 5/21/13 11/21/17 33,333 33,333 
Federal Agencies 3130A3HF4 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 25,000,000 1.13 1.19 12/22/14 12/8/17 23,438 1,275 24,712 
Federal Agencies 313385QF6 FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 50,000,000 0.00 1.01 4/7/17 12/8/17 43,056 43,056 
Federal Agencies 3137EADX4 FREDDIE MAC 25,000,000 1.00 1.06 12/11/15 12/15/17 20,833 1,307 22,141 
Federal Agencies 3133EEFE5 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 50,000,000 1.13 1.18 12/19/14 12/18/17 46,875 2,421 49,296 
Federal Agencies 3133EEMHO FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 4,000,000 1.28 1.31 5/27/15 2/2/18 4,414 16 4,431 
Federal Agencies 3133EEMHO FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 35,000,000 1.28 1.40 2/2/15 2/2/18 38,624 597 39,221 
Federal Agencies 3133EEANO FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 25,000,000 1.27 1.27 11/5/14 2/5/18 27,342 27,342 
Federal Agencies 3133EEANO FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 25,000,000 1.27 1.34 11/5/14 2/5/18 27,342 215 27,557 
Federal Agencies 3133EEANO FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 50,000,000 1.27 1.34 11/5/14 2/5/18 54,684 429 55,113 
Federal Agencies 3133EFNK9 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 25,000,000 1.31 1.35 11/9/15 2/9/18 28,153 214 28,367 
Federal Agencies 3132XOJL6 FARMER MAC 50,000,000 0.88 0.88 9/1/16 3/1/18 36,458 36,458 
Federal Agencies 313313TY4 FED FARM CRD DISCOUNT NT 25,000,000 0.00 1.08 4/18/17 3/7/18 23,035 23,035 
Federal Agencies 313313TY4 FED FARM CRD DISCOUNT NT 25,000,000 0.00 1.08 4/18/17 3/7/18 23,035 23,035 
Federal Agencies 3133EEN71 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 50,000,000 1.27 1.30 5/22/15 3/22/18 54,454 225 54,678 
Federal Agencies 3133EEQ86 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 50,000,000 1.26 1.32 5/27/15 3/26/18 54,125 645 54,770 
Federal Agencies 3133EEQ86 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 50,000,000 1.26 1.32 5/29/15 3/26/18 54,125 646 54,771 
Federal Agencies 3133EFWG8 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 25,000,000 1.39 1.41 1/26/16 3/26/18 29,988 110 30,098 
Federal Agencles 3137EAEA3 FREDDIE MAC 25,000,000 0.75 0.94 2/8/17 4/9/18 15,625 4,030 19,655 
Federal Agencies 3133EEZC7 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 50,000,000 1.28 1.30 4/16/15 4/16/18 54,969 214 55, 184 
Federal Agencies 3132XOSB8 FARMER MAC 10,000,000 1.25 1.28 8/10/17 4/19/18 7,292 175 7,466 
Federal Agencies 3132XOSB8 FARMER MAC 50,000,000 1.25 1.25 4/19/17 4/19/18 52,083 52,083 
Federal Agencies 31331KJB7 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 14,230,000 3.00 0.94 2/2/16 4/25/18 35,575 (24,639) 10,936 
Federal Agencies 3133EEU40 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 69,000,000 1.27 1.28 6/3/15 5/3/18 75,541 149 75,690 
Federal Agencies 3135GOWJ8 FANNIE MAE 25,000,000 0.88 1.05 5/23/13 5/21/18 18,229 3,629 21,858 
Federal Agencies 3130A8VL4 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 10,000,000 1.00 1.00 8/24/16 5/24/18 8,333 8,333 
Federal Agencies 3130A8VL4 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 25,000,000 1.00 1.00 8/24/16 5/24/18 20,833 20,833 
Federal Agencies 3134G9HC4 FREDDIE MAC 10,000,000 1.00 1.03 5/25/16 5/25/18 8,333 212 8,546 
Federal Agencies 313385XL5 FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 50,000,000 0.00 1.25 5/30/17 5/30/18 52,958 52,958 
Federal Agencies 3133EFCT2 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 25,000,000 1.28 1.28 9/8/15 6/8/18 27,618 27,618 
Federal Agencies 3133EFCT2 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 50,000,000 1.28 1.28 9/8/15 6/8/18 55,235 55,235 
Federal Agencies 3133EEW48 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 50,000,000 1.27 1.28 6/11/15 6/11/18 54,812 113 54,926 
Federal Agencies 3133EFSH1 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 25,000,000 1.17 1.25 12/18/15 6/14/18 24,375 1,628 26,003 
Federal Agencies 3133EGGC3 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 25,000,000 1.35 1.35 6/20/16 6/20/18 29,038 29,038 
Federal Agencies 3132XOLZ2 FARMER MAC 25,000,000 1.30 1.30 12/22/16 6/22/18 27,765 27,765 
Federal Agencies 3134G9UY1 FREDDIE MAC 25,000,000 1.00 1.00 6/29/16 6/29/18 20,833 20,833 
Federal Agencies 3134G9UY1 FREDDIE MAC 25,000,000 1.00 1.00 6/29/16 6/29/18 20,833 20,833 
Federal Agencies 3133EGBQ7 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 25,000,000 1.36 1.36 5/19/16 7/19/18 29,262 29,262 
Federal Agencies 3133EGBQ7 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 25,000,000 1.36 1.36 5/19/16 7/19/18 29,262 29,262 
Federal Agencies 3130A8U50 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 22,250,000 0.83 0.89 7/29/16 7/25/18 15,390 1,144 16,533 
Federal Agencies 3134G9Q67 FREDDIE MAC 25,000,000 1.05 1.05 7/27/16 7/27/18 21,875 21,875 
Federal Agencies 3134G9Q67 FREDDIE MAC 25,000,000 1.05 1.06 7/27/16 7/27/18 21,875 265 22,140 
Federal Agencies 3133EGFQ3 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 25,000,000 0.88 0.91 9/21/16 9/14/18 18,229 815 19,044 
Federal Agencies 3130A9C90 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 25,000,000 1.05 1.05 9/28/16 9/28/18 21,875 21,875 
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Federal Agencies 3133EGFK6 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 25,000,000 1.36 1.36 6/17/16 10/17/18 29,211 29,211 
Federal Agencies 313376BR5 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 15,000,000 1.75 1.31 12/20/16 12/14/18 21,875 (5,453) 16,422 
Federal Agencies 313376BR5 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 25,000,000 1.75 1.33 8/23/17 12/14/18 9,722 (2,565) 7,157 
Federal Agencies 3133EGDM4 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 25,000,000 1.39 1.39 6/2/16 1/2/19 29,956 29,956 
Federal Agencies 3133EG2V6 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 25,000,000 1.28 1.28 1/3/17 1/3/19 27,585 27,585 
Federal Agencies 3134GAH23 FREDDIE MAC 25,000,000 1.25 1.25 1/17/17 1/17/19 26,042 26,042 
Federal Agencies 3130A8VZ3 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 25,000,000 1.05 1.05 7/28/16 1/25/19 21,875 21,875 
Federal Agencies 3132XOEK3 FARMER MAC 25,000,000 1.41 1.41 1/25/16 1/25/19 30,450 30,450 
Federal Agencies 3134GAS39 FREDDIE MAC 25,000,000 1.25 1.25 2/1/17 2/1/19 26,042 26,042 
Federal Agencies 3130MNW4 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 0.63 0.63 2/14/17 2/14/19 5,642 5,642 
Federal Agencies 3133EGBU8 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANI< 50,000,000 1.41 1.41 5/25/16 2/25/19 60,610 60,610 
Federal Agencies 3132XOED9 FARMER MAC 40,000,000 1.34 1.34 1/19/16 3/19/19 46,067 46,067 
Federal Agencies 3134GBAK8 FREDDIE MAC 25,000,000 1.05 1.05 3/20/17 3/20/19 21,875 21,875 
Federal Agencies 3136G3FC4 FANNIE MAE 6,250,000 1.00 1.00 3/29/16 3/29/19 5,208 5,208 
Federal Agencies 3134GBFR8 FREDDIE MAC 25,000,000 1.40 1.40 4/5/17 4/5/19 29,167 29,167 
Federal Agencies 3136G3QP3 FANNIE MAE 10,000,000 1.25 1.25 5/24/16 5/24/19 10,417 10,417 
Federal Agencies 3130ABF92 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 30,000,000 1.38 1.47 5/12/17 5/28/19 34,375 2,356 36,731 
Federal Agencies 3133EHLG6 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 27,000,000 1.32 1.35 5/30/17 5/30/19 29,700 688 30,388 
Federal Agencies 3133EHMR1 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 50,000,000 1.38 1.38 6/12/17 6/12/19 57,292 57,292 
Federal Agencies 313379EE5 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 25,000,000 1.63 1.41 6/9/17 6/14/19 33,854 (4,460) 29,394 
Federal Agencies 313379EE5 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 25,000,000 1.63 1.38 8/23/17 6/14/19 9,028 (1,483) 7,545 
Federal Agencies 313379EE5 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 35,750,000 1.63 1.43 8/9/17 6/14/19 35,502 (4,294) 31,208 
Federal Agencies 3134G9QWO FREDDIE MAC 50,000,000 1.28 1.28 6/14/16 6/14/19 53,333 53,333 
Federal Agencies 3130AC7C2 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 15,000,000 1.40 1.38 8/23/17 7/11/19 4,667 (71) 4,596 
Federal Agencies 3134G9YR2 FREDDIE MAC 50,000,000 1.25 1.25 7/12/16 7/12/19 52,083 52,083 
Federal Agencies 3133EGED3 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 25,000,000 1.41 1.41 6/9/16 8/9/19 30,413 30,413 
Federal Agencies 3133EGED3 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 25,000,000 1.41 1.41 6/9/16 8/9/19 30,413 30,413 
Federal Agencies 3134G94F1 FREDDIE MAC 25,000,000 1.13 1.13 8/15/16 8/15/19 22,222 22,222 
Federal Agencies 3133EGX67 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 50,000,000 1.35 1.35 12/20/16 8/20/19 58,076 58,076 
Federal Agencies 3135GOP23 FANNIE MAE 20,000,000 1.25 1.25 8/30/16 8/23/19 20,833 20,833 
Federal Agencies 3136G3X59 FANNIE MAE 25,000,000 1.10 1.10 8/23/16 8/23/19 22,917 22,917 
Federal Agencies 3134G9GSO FREDDIE MAC 25,000,000 1.25 1.25 5/26/16 8/26/19 26,042 26,042 
Federal Agencies 3134GAHR8 FREDDIE MAC 25,000,000 1.13 1.13 9/23/16 9/23/19 23,438 23,438 
Federal Agencies 3135GOQ30 FANNIE MAE 50,000,000 1.18 1.18 10/21/16 9/27/19 49,167 49,167 
Federal Agencies 3132XOKH3 FARMER MAC 50,000,000 1.31 1.31 10/6/16 10/1/19 56,343 56,343 
Federal Agencies 3134G8TG4 FREDDIE MAC 15,000,000 1.50 1.50 4/11/16 10/11/19 18,750 18,750 
Federal Agencies 3134GAPT5 FREDDIE MAC 10,000,000 1.00 1.00 10/18/16 10/18/19 8,333 8,333 
Federal Agencies 3136GOT68 FANNIE MAE 14,000,000 1.33 1.44 8/28/17 10/24/19 1,552 162 1,713 
Federal Agencies 3136G4FJ7 FANNIE MAE 25,000,000 1.20 1.20 10/25/16 10/25/19 25,000 25,000 
Federal Agencies 3136G4EZ2 FANNIE MAE 50,000,000 1.13 1.16 10/28/16 10/30/19 46,875 1,413 48,288 
Federal Agencies 3134GAVL5 FREDDIE MAC 100,000,000 1.17 1.17 11/4/16 11/4/19 97,500 97,500 
Federal Agencies 3136G3LV5 FANNIE MAE 8,950,000 1.35 1.35 5/26/16 11/26/19 10,069 10,069 
Federal Agencies 3133EGN43 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 50,000,000 1.39 1.39 12/2/16 12/2/19 59,913 59,913 
Federal Agencies 3132XOPGO FARMER MAC 50,000,000 1.30 1.30 2/10/17 1/3/20 56,032 56,032 
Federal Agencies 3134G9VR5 FREDDIE MAC 25,000,000 1.25 1.25 7/6/16 1/6/20 26,042 26,042 
Federal Agencies 3133EG6Y6 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 1.27 1.27 2/10/17 2/10/20 7,965 44,358 52,323 
Federal Agencies 3133EG6Y6 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 1.27 1.27 2/10/17 2/10/20 7,965 44,358 52,323 
Federal Agencies 3134GAR22 FREDDIE MAC 1.00 1.01 2/10/17 2/10/20 6,250 (785) 5,000 10,465 
Federal Agencies 3134GAY57 FREDDIE MAC 1.05 1.05 2/14/17 2/14/20 9,479 9,479 
Federal Agencies 3134GAZ64 FREDDIE MAC 1.05 1.05 2/14/17 2/14/20 9,479 (192) 1,250 10,537 
Federal Agencies 3134GA3W2 FREDDIE MAC 2.00 1.95 6/27/17 2/28/20 22,350 698 (19,457) 3,590 
Federal Agencies 313378J77 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 15,710,000 1.88 1.56 5/17/17 3/13/20 24,547 (4,025) 20,522 
Federal Agencies 3134GA6RO FREDDIE MAC 10, 150,000 1.25 1.25 3/20/17 3120120 10,573 10,573 
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ederal Agencies 
Federal Agencies 3134GBAZ5 FREDDIE MAC 1,375,000 1.25 1.25 4/21/17 3127120 1,432 4 1,436 
Federal Agencies 3134GBAZ5 FREDDIE MAC 25,000,000 1.25 1.25 3/27/17 3127120 26,042 26,042 
Federal Agencies 3134GBBR2 FREDDIE MAC 25,000,000 1.25 1.25 3/27/17 3127120 26,042 26,042 
Federal Agencies 3136G3TK1 FANNIE MAE 25,000,000 1.25 1.25 7/6/16 4/6/20 26,042 26,042 
Federal Agencies 3136G4ND1 FANNIE MAE 50,000,000 1.88 1.84 8/15/17 4/6/20 41,667 (740) 40,927 
Federal Agencies 3136G4BL6 FANNIE MAE 15,000,000 1.25 1.25 10/17/16 4/17/20 15,625 15,625 
Federal Agencies 3134GBFU1 FREDDIE MAC 50,000,000 1.75 1.75 4/27/17 4127120 72,917 72,917 
Federal Agencies 3134GBKQ4 FREDDIE MAC 1.74 1.74 4/28/17 5/8/20 8,458 8,458 
Federal Agencies 3134GBKW1 FREDDIE MAC 1.73 1.73 5/8/17 5/8/20 16,819 16,819 
Federal Agencies 3134GBLY6 FREDDIE MAC 25,000,000 1.25 1.25 5/8/17 5/8/20 26,042 26,042 
Federal Agencies 3134GBPB2 FREDDIE MAC 15,750,000 1.70 1.70 5/30/17 5/22120 22,313 22,313 
Federal Agencies 3132XOAT8 FARMER MAC 1.37 1.37 6/5/15 6/2/20 4,671 75,030 79,701 
Federal Agencies 3134GBTC6 FREDDIE MAC 50,000,000 1.71 1.71 6/12/17 6/12/20 71,250 71,250 
Federal Agencies 3133EHNK5 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 25,000,000 1.54 1.54 6/15/17 6/15/20 32,083 71 32,154 
Federal Agencies 3133EHNK5 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 26,900,000 1.54 1.55 6/15/17 6/15/20 34,522 152 34,674 
Federal Agencies 3134GBSTO FREDDIE MAC 14,675,000 1.65 1.65 6/22/17 6/22/20 20,178 20,178 
Federal Agencies 3134GBTXO FREDDIE MAC 50,000,000 1.75 1.76 6/29/17 6/29/20 72,917 283 73,200 
Federal Agencies 3136G3TGO FANNIE MAE 15,000,000 1.15 1.15 6/30/16 6/30/20 14,375 14,375 
Federal Agencies 3133EHQB2 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 25,000,000 1.55 1.56 7/6/17 7/6/20 32,292 284 32,576 
Federal Agencies 3130ABNV4 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 50,000,000 1.75 1.75 7/13/17 7/13/20 72,917 72,917 
Federal Agencies 3134GBXV9 FREDDIE MAC 50,000,000 1.85 1.85 7/13/17 7/13/20 77,083 77,083 
Federal Agencies 3135GOT60 FANNIE MAE 50,000,000 1.50 1.60 8/1/17 7/30/20 62,500 4,293 66,793 
Federal Agencies 3130ABZE9 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 6,700,000 1.65 1.65 8/28/17 8/28/20 921 2 924 
Federal Agencies 3130ABZN9 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 25,000,000 1.80 1.80 8/28/17 8/28/20 3,750 3,750 
Federal Agencies 3130ABZN9 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 50,000,000 1.80 1.80 8/28/17 8/28/20 7,500 7,500 
Federal Agencies 3134GA5J9 FREDDIE MAC 1.85 1.85 8/9/17 8/28/20 4,662 4,662 
Federal Agencies 3130A9FR7 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 1.38 1.38 9/29/16 9/28/20 87,475 453,258 540,732 
Federal Agencies 3132XOKR1 FARMER MAC 25,000,000 1.43 1.43 11/2/16 11/2/20 30,818 30,818 
Federal Agencies 3134GBLR1 FREDDIE MAC 24,715,000 1.75 1.75 5/25/17 11/25/20 36,043 60 36,103 
Federal Agencies 3133EGX75 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 50,000,000 1.42 1.42 12/21/16 12/21/20 61,117 61,117 
Federal Agencies 3133EFTX5 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 100,000,000 1.57 1.57 12/24/15 12/24/20 134,291 134,291 
Federal Agencies 3133EG4T9 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 20,000,000 1.39 1.39 1/25/17 1/25/21 23,986 23,986 
Federal Agencies 3133EG4T9 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 20,000,000 1.39 1.39 1/25/17 1/25/21 23,986 23,986 
Federal Agencies 3134GBD58 FREDDIE MAC 5,570,000 1.80 1.80 8/30/17 2/26/21 279 1 279 
Federal Agencies 3130AAYP7 FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 8,585,000 2.20 2.17 8/11/17 3/22/21 10,493 (133) 10,360 
Federal Agencies 3135GOQ89 FANNIE MAE 25,000,000 1.38 1.38 10/21/16 10/7/21 28,646 28,646 
Federal Agencies 3133EGZJ7 FEDERAL fARM CREDIT BANK 14,500,000 1.38 1.38 10/25/16 10/25/21 16,615 16,615 
Federal Agencies 3133EGZJ7 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 15,000,000 1.38 1.38 10/25/16 10/25/21 17,188 17,188 
Federal Agencies 3133EGS97 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 25,000,000 1.50 1.50 12/8/16 12/8/21 32,246 32,246 
Federal Agencies 3133EGS97 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 25,000,000 1.50 1.50 12/8/16 12/8/21 32,246 32,246 
Federal Agencies 3134GAK52 FREDDIE MAC 17,300,000 1.13 1.13 1/26/17 1/26/22 16,219 16,219 
Federal Agencies 3135GOT45 FANNIE MAE 25,000,000 1.88 1.81 6/6/17 4/5/22 39,063 (1,270) 37,793 
Federal Agencies 3134GBQGO FREDDIE MAC 50,000,000 2.18 2.18 5/25/17 5/25/22 90,833 90,833 
Federal Agencies 3133EHLY7 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 50,000,000 1.88 1.85 6/6/17 6/2/22 78,125 (1,008) 77,117 
Federal Agencies 3133EHLY7 FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 50,000,000 1.88 1.88 6/9/17 6/2/22 78,125 43 78,168 
Federal Agencies 3134GBUK6 FREDDIE MAC 9,250,000 1.25 1.25 8/29/17 6/28/22 642 3 646 
Federal A9encies 3134GBXU1 FREDDIE MAC 31,575,000 2.25 2.25 7/27/17 7/27/22 59,203 59,203 

Subtotals 4,242,655,000 4,953,122 (13,619) 603,795 5,543,299 
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Monthly Investment Earnings 
Pooled Fund 

oca gen 7 
State/Local Agencies 91411SV49 UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 0.00 1.06 5/5/17 8/4/17 4,417 4,417 
State/Local Agencies 13063CFC9 CALIFORNIA ST 16,500,000 1.75 1.66 11/5/13 11/1/17 24,063 (1,253) 22,809 
State/Local Agencies 13063CPN4 CALIFORNIA ST 5,000,000 1.25 1.22 12/22/14 11/1/17 5,208 (135) 5,073 
State/Local Agencies 13063CPN4 CALIFORNIA ST 50,000,000 1.25 1.17 11/25/14 11/1/17 52,083 (3,514) 48,570 
State/Local Agencies 91411SZ11 UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 50,000,000 0.00 1.25 8/4/17 12/1/17 48,222 48,222 
State/Local Agencies 91412GL52 UNIV OF CALIFORNIA CA REVENUE 2,470,000 0.99 0.99 6/30/16 5/15/18 2,044 2,044 
State/Local Agencies 546456CY8 LOUISIANA ST CITIZENS PROPERT' 4,500,000 6.13 1.30 11/30/16 6/1/18 22,969 (18,219) 4,750 
State/Local Agencies 646065QQ8 NEW JERSEY ST EDUCTNL FAGS A 5.00 0.85 9/29/16 7/1/18 11,111 (9,018) 1,777 3,871 
State/Local Agencies 603786GJ7 MINNEAPOLIS MN REVENUE 1,000,000 4.88 1.40 12/1/16 8/1/18 4,063 (2,908) 1,155 
State/Local Agencies 13063C4V9 CALIFORNIA ST 50,000,000 1.05 0.90 11/3/16 11/1/18 43,750 (6,281) 37,469 
State/Local Agencies 13063DAB4 CALIFORNIA ST 23,000,000 1.59 1.59 4/27/17 4/1/19 30,533 30,533 
State/Local Agencies 13063CKL3 CALIFORNIA ST 4,750,000 2.25 1.15 10/27/16 5/1/19 8,906 (4,368) 4,539 
State/Local Agencies 91412GL60 UNIV OF CALIFORNIA CA REVENUE 2,000,000 1.23 1.23 6/30/16 5/15/19 2,047 2,047 
State/Local Agencies 91412GSB2 UNIV OF CALIFORNIA CA REVENUE 4,180,000 1.80 1.57 10/5/15 7/1/19 6,256 (782) 5,474 
State/Local Agencies 91412GSB2 UNIV OF CALIFORNIA CA REVENUE 16,325,000 1.80 1.56 10/2/15 7/1/19 24,433 (3,096) 21,337 
State/Local Agencies 6055804W6 MISSISSIPPI ST 8,500,000 6.09 1.38 4/23/15 10/1/19 43,130 (32,825) 10,305 
State/Local Agencies 977100CW4 WISCONSIN ST GEN FUND ANNUAL 18,000,000 1.45 1.45 8/16/16 5/1/20 21,690 21,690 
Slate/Local Agencies 13066YTY5 CALIFORNIA ST DEPT OF WTR RES 29, 139,823 1.71 2.13 2/6/17 5/1/21 41,597 9,893 51,490 
State/Local A encies 91412GF59 UNIV OF CALIFORNIA CA REVENUE 1,769,000 1.91 1.40 8/9/16 5/15/21 2,816 743 2,073 

Subtotals 287133 823 399 337 73249 1 777 327 866 

Public Time Deposits PP912NRE9 MISSION NATIONAL BK SF 240,000 1.15 1.15 2/21/17 2/21/18 236 236 
Public Time Deposits PP9F2HFF8 TRANS-PAC NATIONAL BK 240,000 1.35 1.35 3/21/17 3/21/18 275 275 
Public Time Deposits PP302GIL3 BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO 240,000 1.37 1.37 4/11/17 4/11/18 283 283 
Public Time DeBosits PPA01U877 PREFERRED BANK LA CALIF 240,000 1.44 1.44 5/16/17 5/16/18 294 294 

Subtotals 960 000 1 087 1 087 

Negotiable CDs 89113WR65 TORONTO DOMINION BANI< NY 1.06 1.06 5/3/17 8/7/17 8,833 8,833 
Negotiable CDs 89113W5K8 TORONTO DOMINION BANK NY 1.20 1.20 7/7/17 8/10/17 15,000 15,000 
Negotiable CDs 89113W6C5 TORONTO DOMINION BANK NY 1.20 1.20 7/11/17 8/11/17 8,333 8,333 
Negotiable CDs 06371EHEO BANK OF MONTREAL CHICAGO 50,000,000 1.24 1.24 8/1/17 9/1/17 53,389 53,389 
Negotiable CDs 06427KWM5 BANK OF MONTREAL CHICAGO 50,000,000 1.20 1.20 4/7/17 9/18/17 51,667 51,667 
Negoliable CDs 06417HUR5 BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA HOUS 50,000,000 1.57 1.57 9/25/14 9/25/17 67,406 67,406 
Negoliable CDs 06371ECR6 BANK OF MONTREAL CHICAGO 50,000,000 1.31 1.31 6/29/17 10/2/17 56,403 56,403 
Negoliable CDs 06427KW29 BANK OF MONTREAL CHICAGO 50,000,000 1.38 1.38 4/6/17 10/16/17 59,275 59,275 
Negotiable CDs 89113WH25 TORONTO DOMINION BANK NY 50,000,000 1.22 1.22 4/6/17 10/16/17 52,528 52,528 
Negollable CDs 89113XCY8 TORONTO DOMINION BANK NY 40,000,000 1.25 1.25 8/25/17 10/25/17 9,722 9,722 
Negollable CDs 89113WQN9 TORONTO DOMINION BANK NY 50,000,000 1.52 1.52 12/6/16 12/6/17 65,552 65,552 
Negollable CDs 06427KJVO BANK OF MONTREAL CHICAGO 50,000,000 1.52 1.52 12/9/16 12/8/17 65,401 65,401 
Negollable CDs 78009NL61 ROYAL BANK OF CANADA NY 50,000,000 1.52 1.52 12/8/16 12/8/17 65,401 65,401, 
Negollable CDs 78009NM60 ROYAL BANK OF CANADA NY 50,000,000 1.57 1.57 12/19/16 12/19/17 67,487 67,487 
Negotiable CDs 78009NS56 ROYAL BANK OF CANADA NY 50,000,000 1.49 1.49 3/20/17 12/20/17 64,100 64,100 
Negotiable CDs 78009NV37 ROYAL BANK OF CANADA NY 50,000,000 1.33 1.33 6/26/17 12/22/17 57,049 57,049 
Negotiable CDs 96121T2D9 WESTPAC BANKING CORP NY 50,000,000 1.74 1.74 12/28/16 12/28/17 75,062 75,062 
Negotiable CDs 06427KY84 BANK OF MONTREAL CHICAGO 25,000,000 1.38 1.38 5/3/17 1/29/18 29,792 29,792 
Negotiable CDs 78009NW36 ROYAL BANK OF CANADA NY 50,000,000 1.38 1.38 7/5/17 4/5/18 59,410 59,410 
Negotiable CDs 78009NT63 ROYAL BANK OF CANADA NY 50,000,000 1.47 1.47 5/10/17 5/10/18 63,292 63,292 
Negotiable CDs 06417GXY9 BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA HOUSTON 35,000,000 1.48 1.48 8/30/17 5/25/18 2,878 2,878 
Negotiable CDs 89113W2C9 TORONTO DOMINION BANK NY 50,000,000 1.46 1.46 6/2/17 6/4/18 62,861 62,861 
Negotiable CDs 78009NU46 ROYAL BANK OF CANADA NY 50,000,000 1.36 1.36 6/12/17 6/12/18 58,474 58,474 
Negoliable CDs 89113XBB9 TORONTO DOMINION BANK NY 50,000,000 1.50 1.50 8/10/17 6/15/18 45,833 45,833 
Negotiable CDs 89113XBV5 TORONTO DOMINION BANK NY 50,000,000 1.50 1.50 8/16/17 6/15/18 33,333 33,333 
Negotiable CDs 06371EDT1 BANK OF MONTREAL CHICAGO 50,000,000 1.43 1.43 7/6/17 7/2/18 61,630 61,630 
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eg s 
Negotiable CDs 89113XAT1 TORONTO DOMINION BANK NY 
Negotiable CDs 96121T3R7 WESTPAC BANKING CORP NY 
Negotiable CDs 78009NX50 ROYAL BANK OF CANADA NY 
Negotiable CDs 96121T3W6 WESTPAC BANKING CORP NY 
Negotiable CDs 96121T4D7 WESTPAC BANKING CORP NY 
Negotiable CDs 06371EFH5 BANK OF MONTREAL CHICAGO 
Ne9otlable CDs 06427KSW8 BANK OF MONTREAL CHICAGO 

Subtotals 

Commercial Paper 36960LV10 GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 
Commercial Paper 36960LV28 GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 
Commercial Paper 62478XV23 MUFG UNION BANK NA 
Commercial Paper 36960LV36 GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 
Commercial Paper 36960LV44 GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 
Commercial Paper 06538BV75 BANK TOKYO-MIT UFJ NY 
Commercial Paper 36960LV77 GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 
Commercial Paper 62478XV72 MUFG UNION BANK NA 
Commercial Paper 19416EV87 COLGATE-PALMOLIVE CO 
Commercial Paper 36960LV85 GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 
Commercial Paper 06538BV91 BANK TOKYO-MIT UFJ NY 
Commercial Paper 36960LV93 GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 
Commercial Paper 62478XV98 MUFG UNION BANK NA 
Commercial Paper 36960LVAO GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 
Commercial Paper 36960LVB8 GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 
Commercial Paper 19416EVE4 COLGATE-PALMOLIVE CO 
Commercial Paper 36960LVE2 GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 
Commercial Paper 36960LVF9 GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 
Commercial Paper 62478XVF4 MUFG UNION BANK NA 
Commerclal Paper 36960LVG7 GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 
Commercial Paper 89233GVG8 TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT CORP 
Commercial Paper 36960LVH5 GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 
Commercial Paper 36960LVJ1 GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 
Commercial Paper 36960LVM4 GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 
Commercial Paper 36960LVM4 GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 
Commercial Paper 36960LVN2 GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 
Commercial Paper 47816FVN8 JOHNSON & JOHNSON 
Commercial Paper 19416EVP9 COLGATE-PALMOLIVE CO 
Commerclal Paper 36960LVP7 GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 
Commercial Paper 62478XVP2 MUFG UNION BANK NA 
Commercial Paper 19416EVQ7 COLGATE-PALMOLIVE CO 
Commercial Paper 36960LVQ5 GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 
Commercial Paper 36960LVR3 GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 
Commercial Paper 59515MVR3 MICROSOFT CORP 
Commercial Paper 06538BVU4 BANK TOKYO-MIT UFJ NY 
Commercial Paper 06538BVU4 BANK TOKYO-MIT UFJ NY 
Commercial Paper 06538BVU4 BANK TOKYO-MIT UFJ NY 
Commercial Paper 36960LVU6 GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 
Commercial Paper 36960LW4 GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 
Commercial Paper 62478XW9 MUFG UNION BANK NA 
Commercial Paper 36960LVW2 GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 
Commercial Paper 36960LVXO GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 
Commercial Paper 06538BW17 BANK TOKYO-MIT UFJ NY 
Commercial Paper 36960LW19 GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 
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Monthly Investment Earnings 
Pooled Fund 

50,000,000 1.48 1.48 8/8/17 7/2/18 
50,000,000 1.38 1.38 7/7/17 7/2/18 
50,000,000 1.44 1.44 7/24/17 7/24/18 
50,000,000 1.38 1.38 7/26/17 7/26/18 
50,000,000 1.53 1.53 8/9/17 8/9/18 
50,000,000 1.53 1.53 7/17/17 1/17/19 
27,838,000 1.50 1.50 3/9/17 3/8/19 

1,477 838,000 

0.00 1.07 7/31/17 8/1/17 
0.00 1.07 8/1/17 8/2/17 
0.00 1.00 8/1/17 8/2117 
0.00 1.07 8/2/17 8/3/17 
0.00 1.07 8/3/17 8/4/17 
0.00 1.20 7/13/17 8/7/17 
0.00 1.07 8/4/17 8/7/17 
0.00 1.00 8/4/17 8/7/17 
0.00 1.07 8/2/17 8/8/17 
0.00 1.07 8/7/17 8/8/17 
0.00 1.19 7/24/17 8/9/17 
0.00 1.07 8/8/17 8/9/17 
0.00 1.00 8/8/17 8/9/17 
0.00 1.07 8/9/17 8/10/17 
0.00 1.07 8/10/17 8/11/17 
1.05 1.05 8/11/17 8/14/17 
0.00 1.07 8/11/17 8/14/17 
0.00 1.07 8/14/17 8/15/17 
0.00 1.00 8/14/17 8/15/17 
0.00 1.07 8/15/17 8/16/17 
0.00 1.10 7/31/17 8/16/17 
0.00 1.07 8/16/17 8/17/17 
0.00 1.07 8/17/17 8/18/17 
0.00 1.08 7/28/17 8/21/17 
0.00 1.07 8/18/17 8/21/17 
0.00 1.07 8/21/17 8/22/17 
0.00 1.10 7/28/17 8/22/17 
0.00 1.05 8/22/17 8/23/17 
0.00 1.07 8/22/17 . 8/23/17 
0.00 1.00 8/22/17 8/23/17 
0.00 1.05 8/23/17 8/24/17 
0.00 1.07 8/23/17 8/24/17 
0.00 1.07 8/24/17 8/25/17 
0.00 1.10 8/7/17 8/25/17 
0.00 1.20 8/9/17 8/28/17 
0.00 1.19 8/10/17 8/28/17 
0.00 1.19 8/21/17 8/28/17 
0.00 1.07 8/25/17 8/28/17 
0.00 1.07 8/28/17 8/29/17 
0.00 1.00 8/28/17 8/29/17 
0.00 1.07 8/29/17 8/30/17 
0.00 1.07 8/30/17 8/31/17 

75,000,000 0.00 1.23 7/6/17 9/1/17 
100,000,000 0.00 1.07 8/31/17 9/1/17 

City and County of San Francisco 

49,333 49,333 
59,477 59,477 
61,549 61,549 
59,541 59,541 
48,875 48,875 
66,030 66,030 
35,933 35,933 

1 707 587 1 707 587 

2,972 2,972 
694 694 

2,972 2,972 
2,972 2,972 
5,000 5,000 
8,917 8,917 
5,833 5,833 

12,483 12,483 
2,972 2,972 
7,933 7,933 
2,972 2,972 
1,389 1,389 
2,972 2,972 
2,972 2,972 
3,063 3,063 
8,917 8,917 
2,972 2,972 
1,250 1,250 
2,972 2,972 

22,917 22,917 
2,972 2,972 
2,972 2,972 

30,000 30,000 
8,917 8,917 
2,972 2,972 

21,560 21,560 
496 496 

2,972 2,972 
556 556 
292 292 

2,972 2,972 
2,972 2,972 

24,367 24,367 
15,833 15,833 
14,875 14,875 

5,785 5,785 
8,917 8,917 
2,972 2,972 
1,111 1,111 
2,972 2,972 
2,972 2,972 

79,438 79,438 
2,972 2,972 
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om ra aper 
Commercial Paper 06538BW82 
Commercial Paper 06538BWC3 
Commercial Paper 06538BWJ8 
Commercial Paper 06538BWN9 
Commercial Paper 36960LWT8 
Commercial Paper 47816FXQ9 
Commercial Paper 06538BXR9 
Commercial Paper 06538BXR9 
Commercial Paper 89233GXR2 
Commercial Paper 06538BXW8 
Commercial Paper 89233GZF6 
Commercial Paper 89233GZF6 
Commercial Paper 36164LEN5 
Commercial Paper 89233HC28 
Commercial Paper 89233HCP7 
Commercial Paper 89233HCW2 
Commercial PaEer 36164KEA5 

Subtotals 

Medium Term Noles 459200JD4 
Medium Term Notes 459200GJ4 
Medium Term Notes 911312AP1 
Medium Term Notes 459200HKO 
Medium Term Notes 89236TDN2 

Subtotals 

Money Market Funds 09248U718 
Money Market Funds 31607A703 
Mone~ Market Funds 61747C707 

Subtotals 

Supranationals 459053LB8 
Supranatlonals 459053LB8 
Supranationals 459053LJ1 
Supranationals 459053LT9 
Supranalionals 45905UXQ2 
Supranationa[s 45950VFH4 
Supranationals 45950VKPO 
Supranationals 459058ERO 
Supranationals 45905UZJ6 
Supranationals 45905UZJ6 
Supranationals 459058FZ1 
Supranationals 4581XOCX4 
Su~ranationals 459058GA5 

Subtotals 

August 31, 2017 

Monthly Investment Earnings 
Pooled Fund 

BANK TOKYO-MIT UFJ NY 50,000,000 0.00 1.20 8/28/17 9/8/17 
BANK TOKYO-MIT UFJ NY 50,000,000 0.00 1.23 7/11/17 9/12/17 
BANK TOKYO-MIT UFJ NY 50,000,00p 0.00 1.26 6/22/17 9/18/17 
BANI< TOKYO-MIT UFJ NY 25,000,000 0.00 1.22 8/7/17 9/22/17 
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 50,000,000 0.00 1.15 7/10/17 9/27/17 
JOHNSON & JOHNSON 60,000,000 0.00 1.18 7/28/17 10/24/17 
BANK TOKYO-MIT UFJ NY 25,000,000 0.00 1.25 8/23/17 10/25/17 
BANK TOKYO-MIT UFJ NY 25,000,000 0.00 1.25 8/29/17 10/25/17 
TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT CORP 25,000,000 0.00 1.19 8/23/17 10/25/17 
BANK TOl<YO-MIT UFJ NY 50,000,000 0.00 1.39 4/21/17 10/30/17 
TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT CORP 50,000,000 0.00 1.33 4/7/17 12/15/17 
TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT CORP 50,000,000 0.00 1.33 6/19/17 12/15/17 
GE CAPITAL TREASURY LLC 50,000,000 1.33 1.33 6/23/17 1/22/18 
TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT CORP 50,000,000 0.00 1.40 6/7/17 3/2/18 
TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT CORP 50,000,000 0.00 1.47 6/26/17 3/23/18 
TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT CORP 50,000,000 0.00 1.53 7/6/17 3/30/18 
GE CAPITAL TREASURY LLC 50,000,000 0.00 1.41 8/16/17 5/10/18 

985 000 000 

IBM CORP 1.63 1.63 2/19/16 8/18/17 
IBM CORP 1,325,000 5.70 1.04 3/22/16 9/14/17 
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE 2,000,000 1.13 1.01 1/28/16 10/1/17 
IBM CORP 11,450,000 1.25 0.90 5/6/16 2/8/18 
TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT CORP 50,000,000 1.56 1.56 1/9/17 1/9/19 

64,775,000 

BLACKROCK LIQ INST GOV FUND 29,179 0.88 0.88 1/15/13 9/1/17 
FIDELITY INST GOV FUND 101,475,870 0.92 0.92 11/4/15 9/1/17 
MORGAN STANLEY INST GOVT FU~ 50,555,446 0.91 0.91 12/31/12 9/1/17 

$ 152 060 496 

IBRD DISCOUNT NOTE 0.00 1.06 8/1/17 8/30/17 
IBRD DISCOUNT NOTE 0.00 1.05 8/14/17 8/30/17 
INTL BK RECON & DEVELOP DISCO 35,000,000 0.00 1.00 8/30/17 9/6/17 
INTL BK RECON & DEVELOP DISCO 25,000,000 0.00 1.01 8/30/17 9/15/17 
INTL BK RECON & DEVELOP 25,000,000 1.35 1.35 7/27/16 1/26/18 
INTL FINANCE CORP 30,000,000 1.25 1.47 11/15/16 2/2/18 
INTL FINANCE CORP 50,000,000 1.28 1.28 3/6/17 3/6/18 
INTL BK RECON & DEVELOP 25,000,000 1.00 1.07 10/7/15 10/5/18 
INTL BANK RECON & DEVELOPME~ 25,000,000 1.30 1.56 6/2/17 10/25/19 
INTL BK RECON & DEVELOP 29,300,000 1.30 1.56 6/2/17 10/25/19 
INTL BK RECON & DEVELOP 50,000,000 1.88 1.90 3/21/17 4/21/20 
INTER-AMERICAN DEVEL BK 25,000,000 1.63 1.70 4/12/17 5/12/20 
INTL BK RECON & DEVELOPMENT 50,000,000 1.63 1.63 8/29/17 9/4/20 

369,300,000 

City and County of San Francisco 

6,667 6,667 
52,958 52,958 
54,250 54,250 
21,181 21,181 
49,514 49,514 
60,967 60,967 

7,813 7,813 
2,604 2,604 
7,438 7,438 

59,417 59,417 
56,833 56,833 
56,833 56,833 
56,818 56,818 
59,847 59,847 
62,431 62,431 
65,014 65,014 
31,111 31,111 

$ 1112 096 1112 096 

19,257 19,257 
6,294 (5,179) 1,115 
1,875 (191) 1,684 

11,927 (3,356) 8,571 
67,344 67,344 

$ 106,696 (8,727) 97,970 

22 22 
80,925 80,925 

1,672 1,672 
82 620 82,620 

8,539 8,539 
24,733 24,733 

1,944 1,944 
1,403 1,403 

29,165 29,165 
32,275 2,262 34,537 
55,177 55,177 
20,833 1,204 22,038 
27,083 5,491 32,575 
31,742 6,436 38,178 
78,125 1,197 79,322 
33,854 1,631 35,485 

4 514 29 4,542 
349:389 18,250 367,639 
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Investment Transactions 
Pooled Fund 

urc ase e ,653 
Purchase 8/1/2017 8/2/2017 Federal Agencies FANNIE DISCOUNT NOTE 313589JX2 100,000,000 0.00 0.95 100.00 99,997,361 
Purchase 8/1/2017 8/2/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LV28 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 99,997,028 
Purchase 8/1/2017 8/2/2017 Commercial Paper MUFG UNION BANK NA 62478XV23 25,000,000 0.00 1.00 100.00 24,999,306 
Purchase 8/1/2017 8/30/2017 Supranationals IBRD DISCOUNT NOTE 459053LB8 10,000,000 0.00 1.06 99.91 9,991,461 
Purchase 8/1/2017 9/1/2017 Negotiable CDs BANK OF MONTREAL CHICAGO 06371EHEO 50,000,000 1.24 1.24 100.00 50,000,000 
Purchase 8/1/2017 9/1/2017 Money Market Funds BLACKROCK LIQ INST GOV F 09248U718 21 0.86 0.86 100.00 21 
Purchase 8/1/2017 7/30/2020 Federal Agencies FANNIE MAE 3135GOT60 50,000,000 1.50 1.60 99.70 49,848,500 
Purchase 8/212017 8/3/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385JY3 100,000,000 0.00 0.96 100.00 99,997,333 
Purchase 8/2/2017 8/3/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LV36 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 99,997,028 
Purchase 8/2/2017 8/8/2017 Commercial Paper COLGATE-PALMOLIVE CO 19416EV87 70,000,000 0.00 1.07 99.98 69,987,517 
Purchase 8/3/2017 8/4/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385JZO 100,000,000 0.00 0.96 100.00 99,997,333 
Purchase 8/3/2017 8/4/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LV44 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 99,997,028 
Purchase 8/4/2017 8/7/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KC9 100,000,000 0.00 0.97 99.99 99,991,917 
Purchase 8/4/2017 8/7/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LV77 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 99.99 99,991,083 
Purchase 8/4/2017 8/7/2017 Commercial Paper MUFG UNION BANK NA 62478XV72 70,000,000 0.00 1.00 99.99 69,994,167 
Purchase 8/4/2017 12/1/2017 State/Local Agencies UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 91411SZ11 50,000,000 0.00 1.25 99.59 49,795,056 
Purchase 8/7/2017 8/8/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KD7 40,000,000 0.00 0.98 100.00 39,998,911 
Purchase 8/7/2017 8/8/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KD7 100,000,000 0.00 0.98 100.00 99,997,278 
Purchase 8/7/2017 8/8/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LV85 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 99,997,028 
Purchase 8/7/2017 8/25/2017 Commercial Paper MICROSOFT CORP 59515MVR3 44,304,000 0.00 1.10 99.95 44,279,633 
Purchase 8/7/2017 9/22/2017 Commercial Paper BANK TOKYO-MIT UFJ NY 06538BWN9 25,000,000 0.00 1.22 99.84 24,961,028 
Purchase 8/8/2017 8/9/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KE5 50,000,000 0.00 0.98 100.00 49,998,639 
Purchase 8/8/2017 8/9/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KE5 100,000,000 0.00 0.98 100.00 99,997,278 
Purchase 8/8/2017 8/9/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LV93 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 99,997,028 
Purchase 8/8/2017 8/9/2017 Commercial Paper MUFG UNION BANK NA 62478XV98 50,000,000 0.00 1.00 100.00 49,998,611 
Purchase 8/8/2017 9/1/2017 Money Market Funds FIDELITY INST GOV FUND 31607A703 60,000,000 0.92 0.92 100.00 60,000,000 
Purchase 8/8/2017 7/212018 Negotiable CDs TORONTO DOMINION BANK NY 89113XAT1 50,000,000 1.48 1.48 100.00 50,000,000 
Purchase 8/9/2017 8/10/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KF2 100,000,000 0.00 0.98 100.00 99,997,278 
Purchase 8/9/2017 8/10/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LVAO 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 99,997,028 
Purchase 8/9/2017 8/28/2017 Commercial Paper BANK TOKYO-MIT UFJ NY 06538BVU4 25,000,000 0.00 1.20 99.94 24,984,167 
Purchase 8/9/2017 8/9/2018 Negotiable CDs WESTPAC BANKING CORP NY 96121T4D7 50,000,000 1.53 1.53 100.00 50,000,000 
Purchase 8/9/2017 6/14/2019 Federal Agencies FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 313379EE5 35,750,000 1.63 1.43 100.35 88,754 35,964,594 
Purchase 8/9/2017 8/28/2020 Federal Agencies FREDDIE MAC 3134GA5J9 4,775,000 1.85 1.85 100.00 39,506 4,814,506 
Purchase 8/10/2017 8/11/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KGO 40,000,000 0.00 0.98 100.00 39,998,911 
Purchase 8/10/2017 8/11/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KGO 100,000,000 0.00 0.98 100.00 99,997,278 
Purchase 8/10/2017 8/11 /2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LVB8 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 99,997,028 
Purchase 8/10/2017 8/28/2017 Commercial Paper BANK TOKYO-MIT UFJ NY 06538BVU4 25,000,000 0.00 1.19 99.94 24,985,125 
Purchase 8/10/2017 4/19/2018 Federal Agencies FARMER MAC 3132XOSB8 10,000,000 1.25 1.28 99.98 38,542 10,036,542 
Purchase 8/10/2017 6/15/2018 Negotiable CDs TORONTO DOMINION BANK NY 89113XBB9 50,000,000 1.50 1.50 100.00 50,000,000 
Purchase 8/11/2017 8/14/2017 Commercial Paper COLGATE-PALMOLIVE CO 19416EVE4 35,000,000 1.05 1.05 99.99 34,996,938 
Purchase 8/11/2017 8/14/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KK1 25,000,000 0.00 0.98 99.99 24,997,958 
Purchase 8/11/2017 8/14/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KK1 100,000,000 0.00 0.98 99.99 99,991,833 
Purchase 8/11/2017 8/14/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LVE2 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 99.99 99,991,083 
Purchase 8/11/2017 3/22/2021 Federal Agencies FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 3130AAYP7 8,585,000 2.20 2.17 100.10 72,925 8,666,252 
Purchase 8/14/2017 8/15/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KL9 21,000,000 0.00 0.96 100.00 20,999,440 
Purchase 8/14/2017 8/15/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KL9 50,000,000 0.00 0.96 100.00 49,998,667 
Purchase 8/14/2017 8/15/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KL9 100,000,000 0.00 0.96 100.00 99,997,333 
Purchase 8/14/2017 8/15/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LVF9 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 99,997,028 
Purchase 8/14/2017 8/15/2017 Commercial Paper MUFG UNION BANK NA 62478XVF4 45,000,000 0.00 1.00 100.00 44,998,750 
Purchase 8/14/2017 8/30/2017 Supranationals IBRD DISCOUNT NOTE 459053LB8 53,000,000 0.00 1.05 99.95 52,975,267 
Purchase 8/15/2017 8/16/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KM7 100,000,000 0.00 0.98 100.00 99,997,278 
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Purchase 6/1512017 611612017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LVG7 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 99,997,026 
Purchase 6/1512017 41612020 Federal Agencies FANNIE MAE 3136G4ND1 50,000,000 1.66 1.64 100.06 335,936 50,377,936 
Purchase 611512017 613012021 U.S. Treasuries US TREASURY 912626S27 25,000,000 1.13 1.64 96.06 35,156 24,554,666 
Purchase 6/15/2017 6/30/2022 U.S. Treasuries US TREASURY 912626XW5 25,000,000 1.75 1.77 99.91 54,666 25,032,227 
Purchase 6/16/2017 611712017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313365KN5 25,000,000 0.00 0.96 100.00 24,999,319 
Purchase 6/16/2017 6/1712017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313365KN5 100,000,000 0.00 0.96 100.00 99,997,276 
Purchase 6/1612017 611712017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LVH5 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 99,997,026 
Purchase 611612017 511012016 Commercial Paper GE CAPITAL TREASURY LLC 36164KEA5 50,000,000 0.00 1.41 96.96 49,460,633 
Purchase 6/16/2017 6/15/2016 Negotiable CDs TORONTO DOMINION BANK NY 69113XBV5 50,000,000 1.50 1.50 100.00 50,000,000 
Purchase 6/1712017 6/16/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313365KPO 25,000,000 0.00 0.96 100.00 24,999,319 
Purchase 6/17/2017 6/16/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313365KPO 100,000,000 0.00 0.96 100.00 99,997,276 
Purchase 6/17/2017 6/16/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LVJ1 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 99,997,026 
Purchase 6/16/2017 612112017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313365KS4 40,000,000 0.00 1.00 99.99 39,996,667 
Purchase 6/16/2017 6/21/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313365KS4 100,000,000 0.00 1.00 99.99 99,991,667 
Purchase 6/16/2017 6/2112017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LVM4 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 99.99 99,991,063 
Purchase 6/21/2017 6/22/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313365KT2 100,000,000 0.00 0.96 100.00 99,997,276 
Purchase 6/21/2017 6122/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LVN2 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 99,997,026 
Purchase 6/21/2017 6/26/2017 Commercial Paper BANK TOKYO-MIT UFJ NY 06536BVU4 25,000,000 0.00 1.19 99.96 24,994,215 
Purchase 6/22/2017 6/23/2017 Commercial Paper COLGATE-PALMOLIVE CO 19416EVP9 17,000,000 0.00 1.05 100.00 16,999,504 
Purchase 6/22/2017 6/23/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313365KU9 100,000,000 0.00 0.96 100.00 99,997,276 
Purchase 6/22/2017 6/23/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LVP7 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 99,997,026 
Purchase 6/22/2017 6/23/2017 Commercial Paper MUFG UNION BANK NA 62476XVP2 20,000,000 0.00 1.00 100.00 19,999,444 
Purchase 6/23/2017 6/2412017 Commercial Paper COLGATE-PALMOLIVE CO 19416EVQ7 10,000,000 0.00 1.05 100.00 9,999,706 
Purchase 6/23/2017 6/24/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313365KV7 36,000,000 0.00 0.96 100.00 35,999,020 
Purchase 6/23/2017 6/24/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313365KV7 100,000,000 0.00 0.96 100.00 99,997,276 
Purchase 6/23/2017 6/24/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LVQ5 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 99,997,026 
Purchase 6/23/2017 10/25/2017 Commercial Paper BANK TOKYO-MIT UFJ NY 06536BXR9 25,000,000 0.00 1.25 99.76 24,945,313 
Purchase 6/23/2017 10/25/2017 Commercial Paper TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT CORP 69233GXR2 25,000,000 0.00 1.19 99.79 24,947,936 
Purchase 6/23/2017 12/14/2016 Federal Agencies FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 313376BR5 25,000,000 1.75 1.33 100.55 63,654 25,220,104 
Purchase 6/23/2017 6/14/2019 Federal Agencies FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 313379EE5 25,000,000 1.63 1.36 100.44 77,665 25,166,615 
Purchase 6/23/2017 7/11/2019 Federal Agencies FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 3130AC7C2 15,000,000 1.40 1.36 100.04 4,063 15,009,463 
Purchase 6/24/2017 6/25/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313365KW5 20,000,000 0.00 0.96 100.00 19,999,456 
Purchase 6/24/2017 6/25/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313365KW5 100,000,000 0.00 0.96 100.00 99,997,276 
Purchase 6/24/2017 6/25/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LVR3 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 99,997,026 
Purchase 6/25/2017 6/26/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313365KZ6 30,000,000 0.00 1.00 99.99 29,997,500 
Purchase 6/25/2017 6/26/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313365KZ6 35,000,000 0.00 1.00 99.99 34,997,063 
Purchase 6/25/2017 6/26/2017 Federal Agencies FANNIE DISCOUNT NOTE 313569KZ5 100,000,000 0.00 1.01 99.99 99,991,563 
Purchase 6/25/2017 6/26/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LVU6 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 99.99 99,991,063 
Purchase 6/25/2017 10/25/2017 Negotiable CDs TORONTO DOMINION BANK NY 69.113XCY6 40,000,000 1.25 1.25 100.00 40,000,000 
Purchase 6/26/2017 6/29/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313365LA2 100,000,000 0.00 0.96 100.00 99,997,276 
Purchase 6/26/2017 6/2912017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LW4 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 99,997,026 
Purchase 6/26/2017 6/29/2017 Commercial Paper MUFG UNION BANK NA 62476XW9 40,000,000 0.00 1.00 100.00 39,996,669 
Purchase 6/26/2017 9/6/2017 Commercial Paper BANK TOKYO-MIT UFJ NY 06536BW62 50,000,000 0.00 1.20 99.96 49,961,667 
Purchase 6/26/2017 10/24/2019 Federal Agencies FANNIE MAE 3136GOT66 14,000,000 1.33 1.44 99.77 64,136 14,032,356 
Purchase 6/26/2017 6/26/2020 Federal Agencies FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 3130ABZE9 6,700,000 1.65 1.65 99.99 6,699,330 
Purchase 6/26/2017 6/26/2020 Federal Agencies FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 3130ABZN9 25,000,000 1.60 1.60 100.00 25,000,000 
Purchase 6/26/2017 6/26/2020 Federal Agencies FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 3130ABZN9 50,000,000 1.60 1.60 100.00 50,000,000 
Purchase 6/29/2017 6/30/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313365LBO 100,000,000 0.00 0.97 100.00 99,997,306 
Purchase 6/29/2017 6/30/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LVW2 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 99,997,026 
Purchase 6/29/2017 10/25/2017 Commercial Paper BANK TOKYO-MIT UFJ NY 06536BXR9 25,000,000 0.00 1.25 99.60 24,950,521 
Purchase 6/29/2017 9/412020 Supranationals INTL BK RECON & DEVELOPM 459056GA5 50,000,000 0.00 0.01 99.96 49,969,500 
Purchase 6/29/2017 6/2612022 Federal Agencies FREDDIE MAC 3134GBUK6 9,250,000 1.25 1.25 99.96 19,592 9,267,742 
Purchase 6/30/2017 6/31/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313365LC6 100,000,000 0.00 0.96 100.00 99,997,333 
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Purchase 8/30/2017 9/6/2017 Supranationals !NTL BK RECON & DEVELOP 459053LJ1 35,000,000 0.00 1.00 99.98 34,993, 194 
Purchase 8/30/2017 9/15/2017 Supranationals !NTL BK RECON & DEVELOP 459053LT9 25,000,000 0.00 1.01 99.96 24,988,778 
Purchase 8/30/2017 5/25/2018 Negotiable CDs BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA HOUS 06417GXY9 35,000,000 1.48 1.48 100.00 35,000,000 
Purchase 8/30/2017 2/26/2021 Federal Agencies FREDDIE MAC 3134GBD58 5,570,000 1.80 1.80 99.99 557 5,570,000 
Purchase 8/31/2017 9/1/2017 Money Market Funds FIDELITY INST GOV FUND 31607A703 80,925 0.92 0.92 100.00 80,925 
Purchase 8/31/2017 9/1/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LW19 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 99,997,028 
Purchase 8/31/2017 9/1/2017 Money Market Funds MORGAN STANLEY INST GOVT 61747C707 1,672 0.91 0.91 100.00 1,672 
Purchase 8/31/2017 9/1/2017 Mone~ Market Funds MORGAN STANLEY INST GOVT 61747C707 50,000,000 0.91 0.91 100.00 50,000,000 

Subtotals $6,731 016 619 0.18 1.08 99.98 915,595 $6 730 385 760 

Sale 8/1/2017 9/1/2017 Money Market Funds FIDELITY INST GOV FUND 31607A703 75,000,000 0.89 0.89 100.00 75,000,000 
Sale 8/1/2017 9/1/2017 Money Market Funds MORGAN STANLEY INST GOVT 61747C707 15,000,000 0.86 0.86 100.00 15,000,000 
Sale 8/4/2017 10/19/2017 U.S. Treasuries TREASURY BILL 912796LY3 25,000,000 0.00 1.10 99.77 24,943,317 
Sale 8/4/2017 6/2/2020 Federal Agencies FARMER MAC 3132XOAT8 41,000,000 1.37 1.37 100.18 3,124 41,078,154 
Sale 8/9/2017 9/1/2017 Money Market Funds FIDELITY INST GOV FUND 31607A703 60,000,000 0.92 0.92 100.00 60,000,000 
Sale 8/10/2017 2/10/2020 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EG6Y6 25,000,000 1.27 1.27 100.18 27,436 25,071,793 
Sale 8/10/2017 2/10/2020 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EG6Y6 25,000,000 1.27 1.27 100.18 27,436 25,071,793 
Sale 8/17/2017 7/1/2018 State/Local Agencies NEW JERSEY ST EDUCTNL FA 646065QQ8 5,000,000 5.00 0.85 103.62 31,944 5,212,944 
Sale 8/23/2017 9/28/2020 Federal Agencies FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 3130A9FR7 103,500,000 1.38 1.38 100.44 103,379 104,056,637 

Subtotals $ 374,500,000 1.13 1.15 100.20 $ 193,320 $ 375,434,639 

Call 8/8/2017 5/8/2020 Federal Agencies FREDDIE MAC 3134GBKQ4 25,000,000 1.74 1.74 100.00 120,833 25,120,833 
Call 8/8/2017 5/8/2020 Federal Agencies FREDDIE MAC 3134GBKW1 50,000,000 1.73 1.73 100.00 216,250 50,216,250 
Call 8/10/2017 2/10/2020 Federal Agencies FREDDIE MAC 3134GAR22 25,000,000 1.00 1.01 100.00 25,000,000 
Call 8/14/2017 2/14/2019 Federal Agencies FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 3130AANW4 25,000,000 0.63 0.63 100.00 25,000,000 
Call 8/14/2017 2/14/2020 Federal Agencies FREDDIE MAC 3134GAY57 25,000,000 1.05 1.05 100.00 25,000,000 
Call 8/14/2017 2/14/2020 Federal Agencies FREDDIE MAC 3134GAZ64 25,000,000 1.05 1.05 100.00 25,000,000 
Call 8/28/2017 2/28/2020 Federal Agencies FREDDIE MAC 3134GA3W2 14,900,000 2.00 1.95 100.00 14,900,000 
Call 8/28/2017 8/28/2020 Federal Agencies FREDDIE MAC 3134GA5J9 4,775,000 1.85 1.85 100.00 4,775,000 

Subtotals $ 194 675 000 0.22 0.22 100.00 $ 337 083 195,012 083 

Maturity 8/1/2017 8/1/2017 State/Local Agencies ALABAMA ST 0104105D6 22,185,000 3.50 0.70 100.00 $ 388,238 22,573,238 
Maturity 8/1/2017 8/1/2017 Federal Agencies FANNIE DISCOUNT NOTE 313589JW4 100,000,000 0.00 0.95 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/1/2017 8/1/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LV10 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/2/2017 8/2/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385JX5 50,000,000 0.00 0.97 100.00 50,000,000 
Maturity 8/2/2017 8/2/2017 Federal Agencies FANNIE DISCOUNT NOTE 313589JX2 100,000,000 0.00 0.95 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/2/2017 8/2/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LV28 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/2/2017 8/2/2017 Commercial Paper MUFG UNION BANK NA 62478XV23 25,000,000 0.00 1.00 100.00 25,000,000 
Maturity 8/3/2017 8/3/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385JY3 100,000,000 0.00 0.96 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/3/2017 8/3/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LV36 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturily 8/4/2017 8/4/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385JZO 100,000,000 0.00 0.96 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/4/2017 8/4/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LV44 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/4/2017 8/4/2017 State/Local Agencies UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 91411SV49 50,000,000 0.00 1.06 100.00 50,000,000 
Maturity 8/7/2017 817/2017 Commercial Paper BANK TOKYO-MIT UFJ NY 06538BV75 25,000,000 0.00 1.20 100.00 25,000,000 
Maturity 8/7/2017 8/7/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KC9 100,000,000 0.00 0.97 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/7/2017 8/7/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LV77 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/7/2017 8/7/2017 Commercial Paper MUFG UNION BANK NA 62478XV72 70,000,000 0.00 1.00 100.00 70,000,000 
Maturity 8/7/2017 8/7/2017 Negotiable CDs TORONTO DOMINION BANK NY 89113WR65 50,000,000 1.06 1.06 100.00 141,333 50,141,333 
Maturity 8/8/2017 8/8/2017 Commercial Paper COLGATE-PALMOLIVE CO 19416EV87 70,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 70,000,000 
Maturity 8/8/2017 8/8/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KD7 40,000,000 0.00 0.98 100.00 40,000,000 
Maturity 8/8/2017 8/8/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KD7 100,000,000 0.00 0.98 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/8/2017 8/8/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LV85 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/9/2017 8/9/2017 Commercial Paper BANK TOKYO-MIT UFJ NY 06538BV91 30,000,000 0.00 1.19 100.00 30,000,000 
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Maturity 8/9/2017 8/9/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KE5 100,000,000 0.00 0.98 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/9/2017 8/9/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LV93 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/9/2017 8/9/2017 Commercial Paper MUFG UNION BANK NA 6247BXV98 50,000,000 0.00 1.00 100.00 50,000,000 
Maturity 8/10/2017 B/10/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 3133B5KF2 100,000,000 0.00 0.98 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/10/2017 B/10/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LVAO 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/10/2017 B/10/2017 Negotiable CDs TORONTO DOMINION BANK NY B9113W5KB 50,000,000 1.20 1.20 100.00 56,667 50,056,667 
Maturity 8/11/2017 B/11/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 3133B5KGO 40,000,000 0.00 0.96 100.00 40,000,000 
Maturity 8/11/2017 8/11 /2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 3133B5KGO 100,000,000 0.00 0.98 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/11/2017 B/11/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LVB8 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity B/11/2017 B/11/2017 Negotiable CDs TORONTO DOMINION BANK NY B9113W6C5 25,000,000 1.20 1.20 100.00 25,833 25,025,833 
Maturity B/14/2017 8/14/2017 Commercial Paper COLGATE-PALMOLIVE CO 19416EVE4 35,000,000 1.05 1.05 100.00 35,000,000 
Maturity 8/14/2017 8/14/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KK1 25,000,000 0.00 0.98 100.00 25,000,000 
Maturity 8/14/2017 8/14/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KK1 100,000,000 0.00 0.98 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/14/2017 8/14/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LVE2 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/15/2017 8/15/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KL9 21,000,000 0.00 0.96 100.00 21,000,000 
Maturity 8/15/2017 8/15/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KL9 50,000,000 0.00 0.96 100.00 50,000,000 
Maturity 8/15/2017 8/15/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 3133B5KL9 100,000,000 0.00 0.96 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/15/2017 8/15/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LVF9 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/15/2017 8/15/2017 Commercial Paper MUFG UNION BANK NA 62478XVF4 45,000,000 0.00 1.00 100.00 45,000,000 
Maturity 8/16/2017 8/16/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KM7 100,000,000 0.00 0.98 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/16/2017 8/16/2017 Federal Agencies FANNIE MAE 3135GOF24 25,000,000 1.24 1.46 100.00 26,599 25,026,599 
Maturity 8/16/2017 8/16/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LVG7 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/16/2017 8/16/2017 Commercial Paper TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT CORP 89233GVG8 50,000,000 0.00 1.10 100.00 50,000,000 
Maturity 8/17/2017 8/17/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KN5 25,000,000 0.00 0.98 100.00 25,000,000 
Maturity 8/17/2017 8/17 /2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KN5 100,000,000 0.00 0.98 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/17/2017 8/17 /2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LVH5 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/18/2017 8/18/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KPO 25,000,000 0.00 0.98 100.00 25,000,000 
Maturity 8/18/2017 8/18/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KPO 100,000,000 0.00 0.98 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/18/2017 8/18/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LVJ1 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/18/2017 8/18/2017 Medium Term Notes IBM CORP 459200JD4 25,000,000 1.63 1.63 100.00 104,214 25,104,214 
Maturity 8/21/2017 8/21/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KS4 40,000,000 0.00 1.00 100.00 40,000,000 
Maturity 8/21/2017 8/21/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KS4 100,000,000 0.00 1.00 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/21/2017 8/21/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LVM4 50,000,000 0.00 1.08 100.00 50,000,000 
Maturity 8/21/2017 8/21 /2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LVM4 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity B/22/2017 8/22/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KT2 100,000,000 0.00 0.98 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/22/2017 8/22/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LVN2 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/22/20J7 8/22/2017 Commercial Paper JOHNSON & JOHNSON 47816FVN8 33,600,000 0.00 1.10 100.00 33,600,000 
Maturity 8/23/2017 8/23/2017 Commercial Paper COLGATE-PALMOLIVE CO 19416EVP9 17,000,000 0.00 1.05 100.00 17,000,000 
Maturity 8/23/2017 8/23/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KU9 100,000,000 0.00 0.98 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/23/2017 8/23/2017 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EEFX3 50,000,000 1.28 1.28 100.00 54,991 50,054,991 
Maturity 8/23/2017 8/23/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LVP7 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/23/2017 8/23/2017 Commercial Paper MUFG UNION BANK NA 62478XVP2 20,000,000 0.00 1.00 100.00 20,000,000 
Maturity 8/24/2017 8/24/2017 Commercial Paper COLGATE-PALMOLIVE CO 19416EVQ7 10,000,000 0.00 1.05 100.00 10,000,000 
Maturity 8/24/2017 8/24/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KV7 36,000,000 0.00 0.98 100.00 36,000,000 
Maturity 8/24/2017 8/24/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KV7 100,000,000 0.00 0.98 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/24/2017 8/24/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LVQ5 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/25/2017 8/25/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KW5 20,000,000 0.00 0.98 100.00 20,000,000 
Maturity 8/25/2017 8/25/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KW5 100,000,000 0.00 0.98 100.00 100,000,000 

Maturity 8/25/2017 8/25/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LVR3 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 100,000,000 

Maturity 8/25/2017 8/25/2017 Commercial Paper MICROSOFT CORP 59515MVR3 44,304,000 0.00 1.10 100.00 44,304,000 
Maturity 8/28/2017 8/28/2017 Commercial Paper BANK TOKYO-MIT UFJ NY 06538BVU4 25,000,000 0.00 1.20 100.00 25,000,000 
Maturity 8/28/2017 8/28/2017 Commercial Paper BANK TOKYO-MIT UFJ NY 06538BVU4 25,000,000 0.00 1.19 100.00 25,000,000 
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Maturity 8128/2017 8/28/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KZ8 30,000,000 0.00 1.00 100.00 30,000,000 
Maturity 8/28/2017 8/28/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385KZ8 35,000,000 0.00 1.00 100.00 35,000,000 
Maturity 8/28/2017 8/28/2017 Federal Agencies FANNIE DISCOUNT NOTE 313589KZ5 100,000,000 0.00 1.01 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/28/2017 8/28/2017 Federal Agencies FANNIE MAE 3135GOMZ3 14,000,000 0.88 0.94 100.00 61,250 14,061,250 
Maturity 8/28/2017 8/28/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LVU6 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/29/2017 8/29/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385LA2 100,000,000 0.00 0.98 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/29/2017 8/29/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LW4 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/29/2017 8/29/2017 Commercial Paper MUFG UNION BANK NA 62478XW9 40,000,000 0.00 1.00 100.00 40,000,000 
Maturity 8/30/2017 8/30/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385LBO 100,000,000 0.00 0.97 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/30/2017 8/30/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LVW2 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/30/2017 8/30/2017 Supranationals IBRD DISCOUNT NOTE 459053LB8 10,000,000 0.00 1.06 100.00 10,000,000 
Maturity 8/30/2017 8/30/2017 Supranationals IBRD DISCOUNT NOTE 459053LB8 53,000,000 0.00 1.05 100.00 53,000,000 
Maturity 8/31/2017 8/31/2017 Federal Agencies FED HOME LN DISCOUNT NT 313385LC8 100,000,000 0.00 0.96 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturity 8/31/2017 8/31/2017 Commercial Paper GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 36960LVXO 100,000,000 0.00 1.07 100.00 100,000,000 
Maturi!~ 8/31/2017 8/31/2017 U.S. Treasuries US TSY NT 912828TM2 100,000,000 0.63 0.96 100.00 312,500 100,312,500 

Subtotals $6 251,089 000 0.07 . 1.03 1171625 $6,252,260,625 

Interest 8/1/2017 9/1/2017 Money Markel Funds BLACKROCK LIQ INST GOV F 09248U718 29,179 0.86 0.86 0.00 0.00 21 
Interest 8/1/2017 8/1/2018 State/Local Agencies MINNEAPOLIS MN REVENUE 603786GJ7 1,000,000 4.88 1.40 0.00 0.00 24,375 
Interest 8/1/2017 2/1/2019 Federal Agencies FREDDIE MAC 3134GAS39 25,000,000 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 125,000 
Interest 8/2/2017 212/2018 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EEMHO 4,000,000 1.28 1.30 0.00 0.00 4,399 
Interest 8/2/2017 2/2/2018 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EEMHO 35,000,000 1.28 1.38 0.00 0.00 38,494 
Interest 812/2017 2/2/2018 Supranationals INTL FINANCE CORP 45950VFH4 30,000,000 1.25 1.43 0.00 0.00 31,200 
Interest 81212017 712/2018 Negotiable CDs BANK OF MONTREAL CHICAGO 06371EDT1 50,000,000 1.42 1.42 0.00 0.00 53,375 
Interest 8/2/2017 712/2018 Negotiable CDs WESTPAC BANKING CORP NY 96121T3R7 50,000,000 1.37 1.37 0.00 0.00 49,592 
Interest 8/2/2017 1/2/2019 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EGDM4 25,000,000 1.39 1.39 0.00 0.00 29,864 
Interest 8/2/2017 12/2/2019 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EGN43 50,000,000 1.39 1.39 0.00 0.00 59,728 
Interest 8/2/2017 6/2/2020 Federal Agencies FARMER MAC 3132XOAT8 41,000,000 1.37 1.37 0.00 0.00 48,270 
Interest 8/2/2017 11/2/2020 Federal Agencies FARMER MAC 3132XOKR1 25,000,000 1.43 1.43 0.00 0.00 30,725 
Interest 8/3/2017 5/3/2018 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EEU40 69,000,000 1.27 1.28 0.00 0.00 75,294 
Interest 813/2017 11312019 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EG2V6 25,000,000 1.28 1.28 0.00 0.00 27,496 
Interest 8/3/2017 11312020 Federal Agencies FARMER MAC 3132XOPGO 50,000,000 1.30 1.30 0.00 0.00 55,853 
Interest 815/2017 101512017 Federal Agencies FANNIE MAE 3135GOF57 25,000,000 1.24 1.36 0.00 0.00 26,627 
Interest 815/2017 2/512018 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EEANO 25,000,000 1.27 1.27 0.00 0.00 27,273 
Interest 8/5/2017 2/512018 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EEANO 25,000,000 1.27 1.32 0.00 0.00 27,273 
Interest 815/2017 2/5/2018 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EEANO 50,000,000 1.27 1.32 0.00 0.00 54,547 
Interest 81712017 3/612018 Supranalionals INTL FINANCE CORP 45950VKPO 50,000,000 1.27 1.27 0.00 0.00 56,500 
Interest 81712017 4/512018 Negotiable CDs ROYAL BANK OF CANADA NY 78009NW36 50,000,000 1.38 1.38 0.00 0.00 63,107 
Interest 81812017 2/8/2018 Medium Term Noles IBM CORP 459200HKO 11,450,000 1.25 0.90 0.00 0.00 71,563 
Interest 8/812017 6/812018 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EFCT2 25,000,000 1.28 1.28 0.00 0.00 27,544 
Interest 8/812017 6/li/2018 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EFCT2 50,000,000 1.28 1.28 0.00 0.00 55,087 
Interest 81812017 1218/2021 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EGS97 25,000,000 1.50 1.50 0.00 0.00 32,172 
Interest 8/812017 1218/2021 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EGS97 25,000,000 1.50 1.50 0.00 0.00 32,172 
Interest 8/912017 2/9/2018 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EFNK9 25,000,000 1.30 1.35 0.00 0.00 28,082 
Interest 8/912017 819/2019 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EGED3 25,000,000 1.41 1.41 0.00 0.00 30,342 
Interest 8/9/2017 819/2019 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EGED3 25,000,000 1.41 1.41 0.00 0.00 30,342 
Interest 8110/2017 2/10/2020 Federal Agencies FREDDIE MAC 3134GAR22 25,000,000 1.00- 1.01 0.00 0.00 125,000 
Interest 8/1112017 6/11/2018 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EEW48 50,000,000 1.27 1.28 0.00 0.00 54,738 
Interest 8/13/2017 11/13/2017 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EEBRO 25,000,000 1.25 1.39 0.00 0.00 26,993 
Interest 8113/2017 11/13/2017 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EEJ76 25,000,000 1.28 1.40 0.00 0.00 79,062 
Interest 8/1412017 2/1412019 Federal Agencies FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 3130AANW4 25,000,000 0.63 0.63 0.00 0.00 78,125 
Interest 811412017 211412020 Federal Agencies FREDDIE MAC 3134GAY57 25,000,000 1.05 1.05 0.00 0.00 131,250 
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Interest e era genc1es c . 05 1 . 0 3, 
Interest 8/15/2017 8/15/2019 Federal Agencies FREDDIE MAC 3134G94F1 25,000,000 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 125,000 
Interest 8/16/2017 10/16/2017 Negotiable CDs BANK OF MONTREAL CHICAGO 06427KW29 50,000,000 1.38 1.38 0.00 0.00 57,315 
Interest 8/16/2017 4/16/2018 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EEZC7 50,000,000 1.28 1.30 0.00 0.00 54,920 
Interest 8/16/2017 5/16/2018 Public Time Deposits PREFERRED BANK LA CALIF PPA01U877 240,000 1.44 1.44 0.00 0.00 871 
Interest 8/17/2017 10/17/2018 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EGFK6 25,000,000 1.36 1.36 0.00 0.00 29,182 
Interest 8/17/2017 10/17/2018 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EGFK6 25,000,000 1.36 1.36 0.00 0.00 29,182 
Interest 8/19/2017 10/19/2017 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EETS9 30,000,000 1.26 1.25 0.00 0.00 32,507 
Interest 8/19/2017 7/19/2018 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EGBQ7 25,000,000 1.36 1.36 0.00 0.00 29,242 
Interest 8/19/2017 7/19/2018 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EGBQ7 25,000,000 1.36 1.36 0.00 0.00 29,242 
Interest 8/20/2017 6/20/2018 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EGGC3 25,000,000 1.35 1.35 0.00 0.00 29,015 
Interest 8/20/2017 8/20/2019 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EGX67 50,000,000 1.35 1.35 0.00 0.00 58,029 
Interest 8/21/2017 12/20/2017 Negotiable CDs ROYAL BANK OF CANADA NY 78009NS56 50,000,000 1.49 1.49 0.00 0.00 66,124 
Interest 8/21/2017 2/21 /2018 Public Time Deposits MISSION NATIONAL BK SF PP912NRE9 240,000 1.16 1.16 0.00 0.00 697 
Interest 8/21/2017 12/21/2020 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EGX75 50,000,000 1.42 1.42 0.00 0.00 61,091 
Interest 8/22/2017 3/22/2018 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EEN71 50,000,000 1.26 1.29 0.00 0.00 54,346 
Interest 8/22/2017 6/22/2018 Federal Agencies FARMER MAC 3132XOLZ2 25,000,000 1.29 1.29 0.00 0.00 27,711 
Interest 8/23/2017 1 /22/2018 Commercial Paper GE CAPITAL TREASURY LLC 36164LEN5 50,000,000 1.32 1.32 0.00 0.00 54,884 
Interest 8/23/2017 8/23/2019 Federal Agencies FANNIE MAE 3135GOP23 20,000,000 1.25 1.25 0.00 0.00 125,000 
Interest 8/23/2017 8/23/2019 Federal Agencies FANNIE MAE 3136G3X59 25,000,000 1.10 1.10 0.00 0.00 137,500 
Interest 8/24/2017 7/24/2018 Negotiable CDs ROYAL BANK OF CANADA NY 78009NX50 50,000,000 1.43 1.43 0.00 0.00 61,450 
Interest 8/24/2017 12/24/2020 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EFTX5 100,000,000 1.56 1.56 o.oo 0.00 134,094 
Interest 8/25/2017 2/25/2019 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EGBU8 50,000,000 1.41 1.41 0.00 0.00 60,589 
Interest 8/25/2017 1/25/2021 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EG4T9 20,000,000 1.39 1.39 0.00 0.00 23,977 
Interest 8/25/2017 1/25/2021 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EG4T9 20,000,000 1.39 1.39 0.00 0.00 23,977 
Interest 8/26/2017 3/26/2018 Federal Agencies FEDERAL FARM CREDIT BANK 3133EFWG8 25,000,000 1.39 1.41 0.00 0.00 29,983 
Interest 8/28/2017 2/28/2020 Federal Agencies FREDDIE MAC 3134GA3W2 14,900,000 2.00 1.95 0.00 0.00 149,000 
Interest 8/28/2017 8/28/2020 Federal Agencies FREDDIE MAC 3134GA5J9 4,775,000 1.85 1.85 0.00 0.00 44,169 
Interest 8/29/2017 12/28/2017 Negotiable CDs WESTPAC BANKING CORP NY 96121T2D9 50,000,000 1.74 1.74 0.00 0.00 77,481 
Interest 8/29/2017 1/26/2018 Supranationals INTL BK RECON & DEVELOP 45905UXQ2 25,000,000 1.36 1.36 0.00 0.00 32,000 
Interest 8/29/2017 1/29/2018 Negotiable CDs BANK OF MONTREAL CHICAGO 06427KY84 25,000,000 1.38 1.38 0.00 0.00 27,870 
Interest 8/29/2017 7/26/2018 Negotiable CDs WESTPAC BANKING CORP NY 96121T3W6 50,000,000 1.38 1.38 0.00 0.00 65,298 
Interest 8/31/2017 9/1/2017 Money Market Funds FIDELITY INST GOV FUND 31607A703 101,475,870 0.92 0.92 0.00 0.00 80,925 
Interest 8/31/2017 9/1/2017 Mone~ Market Funds MORGAN STANLEY INST GOVT 61747C707 555,446 0.91 0.91 0.00 0.00 1,672 

Subtotals $2 253 665 496 1.32 1.33 3 657 078 
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FAMILY COUNCIL 
St. Luke's Sub-Acute & Sldlled Nursing Facility 

September 19, 2017 

Via Email 

President and Supervisor London Breed 
Supervisor Ahsha Safai 
Supervisor Hillary Ronnen 
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer 
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy 
Supervisor Norman Yee 
Supervisor Malia Cohen 
Supervisor Mark Farrell 
Supervisor Jane Kim 
Supervisor Aaron Pesldn 
Supervisor Katy Tang 

RE: St. Luke's Family Council Update 

Dear Supervisors: 

There was another day of havoc at St. Luke's Hospital. The CPMC Subacute Care,Team 
conducted a meeting for the patients and their family members on Wednesday, 
September 13, 2017. The care team consisted of Jim Macksood, Susan Bumatay, Austin 
Ord, Joshua Anderson, Liz Cong, and Ernie Maninang. 

Raquel Rivera, the Family Council Coordinator, contacted Jim Macksood on Monday, 
September 11, 2017 to have the hospital meeting changed from 4:00 pm to 6:30 pm as 
the later time was more suitable for family members who work. Mr. Macksood 
confirmed with Raquel on Tuesday, September 12, 2017 via text that the time changed to 
6:30 pm. 

Tony Rivera, the Family Council Co-Coordinator, anived at the hospital at 
approximately 5:30 pm and noticed that some family members were leaving. He was 
told by the leaving family members that the meeting was over, and that it started at 4:00 
pm. Tony also spoke with the Ombudsman, Benson Nadell, who was on his way out of 
the hospital. Mr. Nadell stated that Liz Cong called that day and said the meeting was at 
5:00 pm. However, there was no scheduled meeting for 5:00 pm. Mr. Nadell was upset 
that he was not present for the meeting. The Family Council Coordinators were not in 
attendance as well. Family members who arrived at 4:00 pm were upset that the Family 
Council Coordinators were not in attendance and were confused by this ordeal. This has 
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left a bad taste with the family members as this confusion caused by the care team 
disrupted the Family Council. Gloria and Tony, who are the Family Council Co
Coordinators, approached Mr. Macksood to find out why Ms. Cong told the 
Ombudsman's office that the meeting was at 5:00 pm. Mr. Macksood denied it. Mr. 
Macksood approached Ms. Cong while the meeting was in session and whispered 
something in her ear which was witnessed by multiple people in the meeting. Ms. Cong 
stood up and left the meeting and did not return. 

In addition, CPMC had a sign-in sheet indicating the meeting time at 6:30 pm. The 
family members who arrived at 4 pm and 5 pm signed the 6:30 pm sign-in sheet. 

The Family Council sent an email that "The families request that CEO Warren Browner 
be present for the meeting tonight at 6:30 pm" which was scheduled by CPMC. Mr. 
Macksood replied that "Dr. Browner won't be able to attend the meeting tonight." 

CPMC did not work with the Family Council to coordinate this meeting. CPMC 
continues to cause confusion, frustration and anxiety to the families. 

Questions and Concerns by Family Members and CPMC's Responses 

Family members addressed concerns regarding understaffing in the subacute unit and an 
explanation as to why the level of care has gone down. CPMC responded that they are 
working with human resources, community relations and union representatives to assure 
staffing ratios and quality and competency of staff are being provided and that they have 
a safe level of staffing based on regulations. They indicated that no new staff or floating 
nurses are in the unit right now and repmi staff to CMS regularly to meet the mandated 
ratio of care based on the census that they have. They fuiiher stated that they will look 
into staffing and get back to families. Family members have repeatedly expressed this 
issue at several hearings and at the last meeting with CEO Dr. Warren Browner and 
have yet to receive an adequate response or action. 

Families expressed fear that they will have to experience another potential 
transfer/discharge issue in June of 2018. Families requested a letter clarifying that 
patients will remain at one of the CPMC hospital-based facilities for as long as they need 
care regardless of the June 30, 2018 date. Family members expressed this issue at the 
last Board of Supervisors hearing and again at the recent meeting with the CPMC 
Subacute Care Team and have yet to receive a revised letter. 

The families questioned the purpose of these meetings. CPMC responded that they 
would like to meet with the families to listen to their concerns and take down any 
questions they may have. As they get closer to everything, they would like to meet 
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regularly and keep families infonned, get their opm10ns and thoughts, and make it 
convenient for them to communicate. As stated in the attached letter by CPMC: "During 
the discussions it was agreed that to be respectful of everyone's time, we will schedule 
meetings when there is substantive information to share." These meetings are not 
eventful for the families if they will not provide adequate responses other than 
repeating what has been said at the hearings and prior meeting. 

The families requested that all patients at St. Luke's subacute unit be kept together as 
they have been a community and are a family to one another. If, at all possible, they 
would prefer to stay at St. Luke's Hospital and then transferred to the Mission Bernal 
campus, conveniently located next to St. Luke's Hospital. CPMC responded that all 
patients will be kept together. They still have a lot of planning to do with the Department 
of Public Health (DPH). CPMC stated they are open to listen to input as the process 
moves along. CPMC and DPH still have to find out which of the four (4) CPMC 
campuses they will be able to move patients to and intend to keep families infonned 
every step of the way. It has been stated by CEO Dr. Browner that one of the CPMC 
campuses, Pacific Campus, will be closed. Why are the CPMC Subacute Care Team 
referring to four campuses when it should be three? These inaccurate statements 
cause confusion and frustration with the families. 

The family members expressed that we are all a family and are willing to speak about 
general common concerns together as a group. We agree that all confidential patient 
matters such as individual patient medical records, etc., should be kept confidential and 
communicated to specific family members only. However, it was made clear that as far 
as scheduling future meetings with the family council, one person as point of contact will 
be designated and that person will report to the group through an email set up for the 
family council. The Family council will provide one contact person to CPMC and 
meeting date and time convenient for the families. Families expressed that they 
have lost faith and trust in CPMC and asked that they understand how stressful this 
situation has been to them and their families. 

FAMILY COUNCIL REQUESTS 

The Family Council submits the following requests: 

Clarification in writing that the subacute patients residing at St. Luke's Hospital 
will be staying at one of CPMC's three pennanent hospital-based campuses for as 
long as they need care, regardless of the June 30, 2018 target date within which 
CPMC needs to comply for their license and other requirements; 
That the sub-acute patients remain together in the same unit now and during the 
transfer to the new facility; 
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Adequate level of staffing and care to meet the patients' needs on a daily basis, 
including evenings and weekends; 
Patients that were involuntarily transferred due to the closure announcement be 
returned to St. Luke's Hospital innnediately; 
Consideration for the sub-acute patients to be permanently transferred to the 
Mission Bernal hospital campus because of its rather close proximity to the 
current facility minimizing transfer trauma and anxiety, and its central location 
with easily accessible public transportation routes currently used by family 
members who have their routines in place; 
Ce1iified translators not associated with CPMC for future family council meetings 
(a family member complained of an interpreter contracted by CPMC who took 
notes and did not translate the Family Council meeting that was in progress); 
CPMC to work cohesively with the Family Council to organize future meetings; 
The sub-acute unit should remain open to new patients. This will provide that an 

. adequate level of staffing is maintained for continuous care of the patients that are 
in the unit and address this dire need in the County of San Francisco. 

The family members respectfully submit this update for your review and consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Raquel Rivera 
Family Council Coordinator 
(415) 273-9883 

cc: Jim Macksood 
Susan Bumatay 
Josh Anderson 
Austin Ord 
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Re: File No. i70442, Amendment to Article 27 of the Public Wo ks tfd._de 
0 ;,~ 

! r ,., 

Dear President Breed and Supervisors Cohen, Farrell, Fewer, Kim, Peskin, Ronen, Safai, 
Sheehy, Tang, and Yee: 

In connection with the San Francisco Board of Supervisors ("Board of 
Supervisors") consideration of a proposed amendment to Article 27 of San Francisco's 
Public Works Code (the "Ordinance"), described below, Pacific Bell Telephone 
Company d/b/a AT&T California ("AT&T") agrees as follows. 

Background 

The Ordinance requires AT&T to obtain site permits to install surface-mounted 
facilities (SMFs), such as AT&T's equipment cabinets, in the public right-of-way. In 
September 2014, The Department of Public Works ("DPW") issued Order No. 182933 
(the "Order"), which implements the Ordinance and establishes additional requirements 
and procedures for obtaining SMF site permits. The Ordinance and the Order specifically 
require permittees to install and maintain trees and landscaping in the vicinity of the 
SMF, or to pay an "in-lieu" :fee if trees or landscaping cannot be installed (the 
"Tree/Landscaping Requirement"). (S.F. Pub. Works Code ("PWC"), § 2710; Order§ 
7.) The Ordinance and the Order require permittees to facilitate the installation of mural -
on the SMF at the permittee's expense (the "Mural Requirement"). (PWC § 2711; 
Order§ 11). 

AT&T obtained decisions allowing it to submit applications to install SMFs at 
seven locations in the City of San Francisco (the "City"). AT&T then submitted 
applications to install SMFs at these locations on December 16, 2016 (the 
"Applications"), accompanied by a letter explaining that it considered the 
Tree/Landscaping and Mural Requirements to be impermissible. On December 21, 2016, 
DPW issued a Notice of Deficiency on the ground that the Applications were incomplete 
for the reason that AT&T indicated that it did not intend to install street trees or 

AT&T 
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landscaping or pay an in-lieu fee. AT&T requested a final determination on its 
Applications on January 10, 2017. DPW issued a Notice of Final Determination to Deny 
Surface-Mounted Facility Site Permits on January 19, 2017. On February 1, 2017, AT&T 
appealed the denial of the Applications to the San Francisco Board of Appeals. These 
appeals were assigned Appeal Nos. 17-014, 17-015, 17-016, 17-017, 17-018, 17-019, and 
17-020 (the "Appeals"). The Appeals are currently set for hearing on October 18, 2017. 

The Board of Supervisors is considering a proposed amendment to the Ordinance 
(the "Proposed Amended Ordinance"). Among other things, the Proposed Amended 
Ordinance would relieve AT&T and other applicants for surface-mounted facility permits 
of the obligation to: (i) install a street tree ifthe applicant agreed to pay an in-lieu fee in 
the amount established by the Proposed Amended Ordinance; and (ii) allow for the 
installation of a mural if it paid an in-lieu fee in the amount established by the Proposed 
Amended Ordinance. 

AT &T's Covenant Not to Sue and Agreement to Dismiss Appeals 

In the event the Board of Supervisors enacts the Proposed Amended Ordinance in 
substantially the form that is included in the agenda/packet for the Public Safety and 
Neighborhood Services Committee meeting on September 13, 2017 ancj_ Board of 
Supervisors Meeting on September 19, 2017 (an "Acceptable Ordinance") (attached 
hereto as Exhibit A), AT&T agrees to dismiss the Appeals and covenants not to file or 
assert any action, claim, demand, lawsuit, arbitration, or other legal or regulatory 
proceeding in any venue or forum (or continue or maintain any existing suit) against the 
City regarding Tree/Landscaping or Mural Requirements for a period not to exceed five 
(5) years. · 

Nothing in the this letter shall prevent AT&T from filing any claim of any type 
on account of, or in any way growing out of or related to Tree/Landscaping or Mural 
Requirements in the event that: (1) there is a change in federal or state law concerning the 
conditions that the City may impose on permits for SMFs based on aesthetic 
considerations, including any changes related to the ability of the City to impose such 
conditions in light of California's Public Utilities Code Sections 7901 and 7901.1; (2) any 
state or federal court decision is issued concerning the legality of the imposition in 
California of "in-lieu" fees of any sort; or (3) any new or additional requirements with 
respect to Tree/Landscaping or Mural Requirements are imposed by the City beyond 
those set out in the Acceptable Ordinance (including those requirements imposed by 
Public Works Code Sections 802(h) and 807(±) to the extent incorporated in the 
Acceptable Ordinance). 

For the avoidance of doubt, AT&T is not releasing any claims of any type which 
it now has, or it may hereafter accrue or otherwise acquire, on account of, or in any way 
growing out of or related to AT&T's applications to install surface-mounted facilities in 
the City, including claims of any type with respect to any requirements that the City has 
or may impose upon AT&T as a condition to installing or maintaining an SMF in the City 

AT&T 
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or County of San Francisco, including the Tree/Landscaping or Mural Requirements. 
AT&T is only agreeing that it will not file suit or assert any action, demand, lawsuit, 
arbitration, or other legal or regulatory proceeding in any venue or forum under the 
circumstances described above. 

In the event that the City does not enact an Acceptable Ordinance by October 11, 
2017, AT&T' s covenant not to sue shall be void, and will have no force and effect. 

Sincerely, ' 

a~ 
Tedi Vriheas, 
Assistant Vice President, External Affairs 
AT&T Services, Inc. 

Exhibit 

AT&T 
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AMENDED IN COMMITTEE 
FILE NO. 170442 7/26/2017 ORDINANCE NO. 

1 [Public Works, Administrative Codes.- Requirements for Surface-Mounted Facility Site 
~~~ ' 

2 

3 Ordinance amending the Public Works Code ·to modify the exceptions to tlie Surface-

4 

·13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

. 23 

24 

25 

l 
I . 

the facility on private property before submitting an· application; to require Public 

amend the requirement that a permittee mai~tain any required street tree; and to 

!'!mend the.Administrative Code to require that the mural "in-li~u" fees !;Pe deposited in 

ihe Public Works Street Beautification Fund to be used to fund murals and other 

beautification projects in the publi~ right-of-way. 

NOTE: Unchange.d Code text and uncodified te,xt are.in plain Arial font 
Additions to Codes are in single-underline italics Times New Roman font. 
.Deletions to Corles are in -strilcethrrJHgh itcdies Times }kw Remtin font. 
Board amendment additions are in double-underlined Arial font. 
Board amendment deletions are in strikethrough Arial font. . 
Asterisks {* * * *) indicate the omission of unchanged Code 
subsections or parts of tables. · . 

Be it ordained by the People of the City and County of San Francisco: 

I 
Supervisor Cohen 
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 
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Section 1. The Public Works Code is hereby amended by revising. Article 27, Seqtions 

2700, 2710, 2711,.2712, 2713, 2722, 2726, and 2727, and adding Section 2732. to read as 

follows: . 

SEC. 2700. SURFACE~MOUNTED .FACll:.ITY SITE PERMIT. 

(a) S)urface-Mounted Facility Site Permit Required. It shall be unlawful for any 

Person to construct or install a Surface-Mounted Facility in any Public Right-of-Ways that are 

under the jurisdiction of the Department ·without first obtaining from the Department a Surface

Mounted Facility S\te Permit under this Article 27 authorizing such construction or installation.· 

(b) Minimu.m Permit Requirements. ~he Dep~rtment shall require an Applicant for 

a Surface-Mounted Facility Site Permit to demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Department 

that: 

(1) The City has granted Applicant tl:te authority to construct, install, and 

maintain the proposed Surface-Mounted Facility in the Public Right-of-Ways; and 

(2) The Director has approved the proposed location for the Surface-

Mounted Facility pursuant to' the requirements of this Article 27. 

· (c) Per~it Conditions. The Department may inclu~e in a Permit such Conditions, 

1 in addition to those already set forth in this Article 27 and other Applicable Law, as may be 

required to govern the cons~ruction, installation, removal, or maintenance of Surface-Mounted 

Facilities in the Public Right-of-Ways, and to protect and benefit the public health, safety, 

welfare, and convenience. 

(d) Authority Granted. A Permit shall authorize the Permittee to pelform any 

excavation that is required to install the Surface-Mounted Facility in the Public Right-of-Ways. 

(e) Exceptions to Permit Requirement. The requirements of this Article 27 shall 

not apply to the follqwing: 

j Supervisor Cohen . l BOARD OF SUPERVISORS Page2 l 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 
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8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

. . 
. (1) The replacement of an existing Surface-Mounted Facility at the · 

same location, provided the replacement Surface-Mounted Facility w:ould be installed on the 

existing foundation and would not be substantially larger in height or volume he the secme ske eF 

smaUer than the existing Surface-Mounted Facility. 

. (2) The installation of any equipment in the Public Right-of-Ways 

pursuant to an encroachment permit issued by the Department pursuant to Artie.le 15 of the 

Public Works Code. 

(f) Other Provisions Inapplicable. This Article shall govern all actions taken by 

the City with respect to the approval or denial of an Application for a Surface-Mounted Facility 

Site Permit under this Article. 27. The requirements ot San FI¥meisee Business and Tax 

Regulations Code Sections 5, 6, and 26(a) shall not apply to this Article 27 to the extent those 

provisions are in conflict with the provisions of this Article 27. 

SEC. 271 O. STREET TREE LANDSCAPING. 

(a) Required for Permit. 

The Department shall require f?Very Permittee to install g_suitable street 
. . 

treee and landsee.ping in order to minimize any negative effects· Ofl the Aesthetic Character of 

I 
I 

I 
l 
l 

l 
·l 
i 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
l 
I 
! 

l 
the streetscape resulting from Permittee's construction, ·fn~tallation and maintenance of the 1 

permitted Surface-Mounted Facility. The f?eperlment shell detennine ·the nitmher of require_d stPeet j 

tree5 a:f'uJ the tots,l fiLrea ef the le;n.rlseB.ped ~rea. Gener:slly, t,ii~ Depe~ien.t shabl reqMire the it~teJle.tio1~ J , 
. . l 

. of at least one street tree and sidewalk lwidseaping ofapproxim(J;tely 100 squeFe feet with each 

pamitt<Jd Surfaea Meuffted FaeiUty. 

(b) "In-Lieu"· Fee. 

~ In any instance in which the Department cannot require the .Permittee to 

install either an appropriate street tree-6' or landscaping in the vicinity of the permitted Surtace-

Supervisor Cohen 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Mounted Facility, including on the basis of inadequate sidewalk width, interference yvith 

utilities, or other reasons regarding the public health, safety, or welfare, the Department shall 

instead require the Permittee to J21£i ~ an 11in-lieu11 fee. payn'ient into the Depe.r#nent's "Adopt 

i 
i 
j 
( 
I 

! 
I 

I 
! 

A. Tree" fund. This.payment shall be in the amowit specified in Public Works Code' Seetiens 802(h) f,ffl,d I 
807(f)fer the in~tellatien efene stFBet tree in sdditien tea payment ef$7,500 fer sidewrillE j 

I 

landscaping, and shall he payttbk prier te the Deptfrtment's issUfiH'tee ejthc Pennit. These on lieu fees \ 
. ; 

ma.y he adjusted te reflect changes in the relevant Censu:mer Price Index, subject te the requirom'ents of \ 
. I 

8ectim't.2729(e). 

(2) An Applicant may elect to pay the "in-lieu" fees described in subsection (b )(]) 

instead of installing any required street tree. The Applicant shall notify the Department of its eledion 

in the Notice of Intent required under Section 2712 of this Article 27. 

I 
i 
' ~ . 
l 
! 
; 

(3.) The "in-lieu'' fee required bv this subsection (b) shall be in the amount specified i 
. I 

in Public Works Code Sections 802(h) and 807(/! for the installation of one street and shall be paid into l 
i 

the !'Public Worh' Adopt-A-Tree Fund" established under Administrative Code Section 10.100-227. ' 

(bs;.) Care and Maintenan~e of Street Trees tmd Lmulscaping. The Pennittee sluill be 

16 responsihlefer the oare and maintenance of any street trees and landscaping_required to be 

17 installed in the Public Right~of-Ways under this Section shall be in accordance with the terms and 

18 conditions of; In this rege,ffl; the P.e1"ff'f;ittee sh(l;ll Cf.SS1MIW the duty of (l; "pFeperty ewner" Article 16 of 

19 the as set fTJrth in Publ~c Works Code, Sectio~. 800; et seq. Section .805(a). 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

(efl) No Separate Permit Required. Where required. the installation of a :i:he street tree . . 

(£1'/;d landseaping Fcquirements setforlh suhseetimi (a) ebowi shall be incorporated into the Surface-· 

Mounted Facility.Site Permit issued by the Department under this Article 27 .. No separate 

permit will be required under !?ection 81 OB of the Public Works Code. 
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1 SEC. 2711. MURALS. 

2 (a) Required for Permit. Any Person or group C?f Persons may propose to the 

3 Department and the Permittee that the permitted Surface-Mounted Facility be used for a 

4 mural that is appropriate for the location. The Department shall require every Permittee to 

5 work with any Person or group of Persons selected by the San Francisco Arts Commission in 

6 . consultation with the Department and the Permittee to facilitate the installation of the mural at 

7 Permittee's sole expense and at no cost to the City. No mural shall be allowed unless it is 

8 approved by the San Francisco Arts Commission. No mural may contain any product 

9 advertising of any kind. The Department may establish by order or regulation· the process for 

10 placing a mural on a permitted Surface-Mounted Facility. 

11 (b) Maintenance. The Perrhittee shall at Permittee's expense work with the Person 

12 or Per~ons that installed the mural to ensure that the mural is properly maintained. The 

13 requirements of this subsection filshall be in addition to Permittee's responsibilities under 

14 this Article 27 to maintain any pem:iitted Surface-Mounted Facilities and remove any Graffiti 

15 from its permitted Surface-Mounted Facilities. 

16 (c) "In-Lieu" Fee. 

17 CJ) An Applicant may elect to pay an "in-lieu" fee instead of permitting the 

18 installation of a mural on its Suiface-Mounted Facility. ·The Applicant shall notify the Department of 

19 its election in the Notice eflntent required under Section 2712 of this Article 27 . . 

20 (2) · The "in-lieu" fee required bY. this subsection (c) shall be the greater of $2.000 

21 or the product of multiplying the square footage of the total surface area of the proposed 

22 Surface-Mounted Facility times In the amount of :tS002,000 4 8. ·The fee~ shall be paid into 

23 the "Public Workr Street Beautification Exoavation Fund'' established under Administrative Code 

24 section 10.100-239 ™· The in-lieu fee may be adjusted to reflect changes in the relevant Consumer 

25 Price lndex.·subject to the requirements of Section 2729(e) of this Article 27. 

Supervisor Cohf?n 
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1 · SEC. 2712. NOTICE OF INTENT TO SUBMIT APPLICATION. 

(a) Submission to the Department. As part of the Pre-Application Approval . . . 

3 Process, within .J. one .day after the Preferred Location List ha~ been reviewed and appfoved 

4 by all applicable City departments, the Applicant may submit a Notice of Intent to the 

5 Department for its reyiew. An Applicant may request additional time to submit a Notice of 

6 Intent. 

7 (b) Form and Contents. The Notice of Intent shall be in the form approved by the 

8 Department by order or regulation, but at a minimum shall contain the information required in 

9 Section 2713(c)(1)-f.9j.LJ1l. 

1 a ~c) Depart~ent 1\-PPrC!val. If the Department determines ~hat a Notice of Intent is 

11 complete, the Department will approve the Notice of Intent and authorize the Applicant to post 
. . 

12 and mail the Notice of Intent as required hSection 2713. 
. . 

13 (d) Completion Requirements. The Notice of Intent shall not be complete unless · 

14 the Department determines that the Applicant has complied with the following requirements: 

( 1) The Applicant has satisfactorily conducted the community meeting 

' .• 

' I 
; 

' 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

required in Section 2705. ' .l 

(2) The Applicant has·submitted to the Department plans showing all of the · I 

sizes and shapes bf the cabinets proposed to be used for its Surface-Mounted Facilities, 

including the dimensions of any ancillary equipment. For Applicants that conduct business in 

jurisdictions other than San Francisco, the Applicant shall certify that the cabinets proposed 

for San Francisco are no larger than the smallest used in any other jurisdiction .for similar 

services. 

{3) If the Applicant is seeking approval of a larger cabinet on an existing 

24 Surface-Mounted .Facility site, the Applicant has sufficiently demonstrated to the Department . 

25 the reasons the larger cabine~ is necessary. 
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(4) The Appliee:nt h6M SUF\>'<Jye~ the Yieinity of the Preferred Leell:#ens fer it& 

Surface Mounted Facility te identify loeeJiens eutside of the Pzib1ie Right of W6l)'S (including City 

owned property) th(J;t m(J;y be. sppropriQte fer the insw.lle,tien of the Surface /J1o'MJ'l;ted Facility and the 

Applieant has made roasonable efferts te determine whether the owners of any tmd tilll suitable 

preperties would be willing to e.Uow the Applicant to UBe their property for Applicant's pr=opesed 

Sur:face P.4eunted ... %cilitj. Forpitrpeses efthis subsection, the term "reaseru;thle efferts'' includes 

effering .the e1vners of any S¥itabl.e preperty ma_rket rate cempenietion for the use ef the property fer 

th.a Applicant's Surface Mef;fif/;ted Facility. The Departmant sluJ.ll hy oFder or regu:/6tion estahliBh 

guideline-a defining "reasonabk effarts" and "mMket rat-8 eempenSe:tien." 

~ The Applicant attempted to place the Surtace-Mounted ·Facility (or parts 

thereof) underground where such underground placement is technologically or economically 

I 
.1 
1· 

I 
I 

·1 

I 
I 

l 

feasible. An Applicant may satisfy the requirement cont~ined in this subsection fJ1Jf.1l by j 
demonstrating to the satisfaction of the Director that it is not technologically or economically / 

.i 

feasible for the Applicel".t fo place the Surface-Mounted Facility (or parts thereof) · I 
underground. At a minimum, the Applicant shall demonstrate to the Director that it conducted I 

i 
a thorough search for adequate under.ground technology and provide a report from a licensed i 

engineer certifying the information. 

f6jaJ. Where it is not technologically or economically feasible· to underground 
I 

the entir.e Surface-Mounted Facility, the Applicant has agreed: (A) to underground p~rt of the 

Suliace-Mounted Facility; (8) to limit the height and footJ)rint of the Surface-Mounted Facility . 

to the maximum extent feasible; (C) either to use stainless steel or to paint tlie .Surtace

Mounted Facility the color used for City structures in the vicinity, unless otherwise specified by i 
\ 

the Department, and added a GraffitiMproof coating; (D) to screen the Surj<J;ee MeuntidFacility I 

l 
I 
l 
i 

by lands66ping the PDihlic Right ef Ways in the Qroa aroimd the Suifac~ 'Mounted Faci!.ity er 

eQ~~neflaging or camouflage the Surface Mounted Faoility 1Nhcre req1::1estod .by any City 
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l 
I 

department; and (eQ) to comply with any Conditions imposed by any City department that 

reviewed the Applicant's Preferred Location List. 

f/1[.Ql The Applicant has explored reasonable opportunities to.co-locate the 

Surface-Mounted Facility with any other Surface-Mounted Facility installed or to be installed in 

the Public Right-of-Ways by.other entities including City departments. 

(-81{Zl The Applicant has explored reasonable opportunities for its Surtace

Mounted Facility to seive a dual function such as a bench or other amenity. The- Department 

shall have t~e authority to require that a Surtace-Mounted Facility ser-Ve a dual function, 

where the Department determi~es that such dual function is technologically and economica!IY 

feasible. 

f9t{.Q). T~~ Applicant has notified the Department ~hether the Applicant could 

remove an existing Surface-Mounted Facility from the Public Right-of-Ways because it would 

no longer pe used or useful to the Applicant once the proposed Surface-Moupted Facility has 

been installed. 

fWt{2l The Applicant has submitted a plan to the Dep~rtment, in a format 

specified by the Department, showing all of the Surface"Mounted Facilities the Applicant 

expects to install in the City within five years of the Application date. Any Applica.nt that does 

not anticipate installing any other Surface·Mounted Facilities in the next five years may satisfy 

this requirement by submitting a statement to that effect instead of a five"year plan. 

fld-t(lO) The Department has determined that at least two of the Applicant's \ 
I 

I 

Preferred Locations for the Surface-Mounted Facility are acceptable or the Notice of Intent will j 
include additional proposed locations identified by the Department or another City department 

that reviewed the Applicant's Preferred Location List, unless the Department has determined 

that there is. only one feasible; location for the proposed Surface-Mounted Facility. 

I 

I
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1 SEC. 2713 •. PUBLIC NOTICE OF NOTICE OF INTENT TO SUBMIT APPLICATION. 

2 (a) Public Notice Require~. As part of the Pre-Application Approval Process, the 

· 3 Department shall require an Applicant to notify the public that the Applicant has submitted a 

4 

5 

6 

Notice of Intent to the Department.. 

(b) Notice Requirements. 

(1) The Applica~t shall send a copy of the Noti'ce of Intent to all Persons 

7 owning or occupying any p~operty located with!n. 300 feet along either side of the fronting 

8 streets of any of the Preferred Locations for the Surface-Mounted Facility. 

(2) . The Applican~ shall post a copy of the Notice of Intent in conspicuous 

places along the Public Right-of-.Ways within 300 feet of either side of the fronting streets of 
. . 

any of Applicant's Preferred Locations for the Surface-Mounted Facility. 
. . 

(3) The Applicant shall send a copy of the Notice of Intent to any 

neighborhood planning association identified by the Planning Department for any 

neighborhood within 300 feet of' any of the Applicant's Preferred. Locations for the Surface-

' 
I 
I 
l 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

Moun~:) Faci~:;.,, of Notice of Intent. Tue Notice of Intent shall be in a form to be approved I 

. 22 

23 

24 

25 

by the Department by order or regulation. At a minimum, the Notice.of Intent shall contain the 

following information: 

(1) The fronting address for each of the Preferred Locations .and phot0-

simulations of the Surface-Mounted Facility at each of the Preferred Locations. Such photo-

simulations shall accurately depict the proposed Surface-Mounted Facility ~nd .any prepesed 

required street treee or landsee:ping . 

(2) The Applicant's order of ·preference for the Pref~rred Location's. 

(3) A brief description of the nl;\ture of the use of the p,roposed Surface-

Mounted Facility anc:J the consequences of not installing· the fac.ility ... 

I l . 
I 

! 

l 
l 
{ 

I 
I 
l 

I 
i 

. ! 
l 
l 
l 
! 

i 
. ! 
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1 (4) Any assessment made of the Applicant's Preferred Locations by the 

2 Planning Department an~or Recreation and Park Department. 

3 (5) Any Condition.s on the installation of the proposed Sutface-Mounted 

4 Facility at each 9f the Preferred Locations imposed by any City department that reviewed the 

5 Applicant's Preferred Location L!st (including a statement indicating whether the Applicant has 

6 accepted th~ Conditions). 

7 (6) Any additional proposed locations for the Surface-Mounted Fa?ility 

8 · identified by any City department that reviewed the Applicant's Preferred Location List 

9 (including a statement indicating whether the Applicant has acceptad the proposed locations). 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

(7) . The procedure for protesting any or all of the Preferred Locations 

contained in the Notice of Intent. 

(8) The Applicant's contact information for obtaining information related to· 

the Notice of Intent and/or the technical requirements for the proposed Surface:..Mounted 

Facility. 

(9) A statement that more information about the proposed Notice of Intent 

16 can be obtained· from the Appli~ant and more information about submitting a protest can be 

17 obtained from the Department. 

18 

19 

20 

21 

(10) If applicable,· a statement that the Ap12licant will elect to pay an "in-lieu" fee 

rather than installing a street tree. 

· (1 i) If applicable, a statement that the Applicant will elect to pay an "in-lieu" fee 

rather than permitting the installation ofa muralon its pennitted Suiface-Mounted Facility. 

22 @.f.J.0)-Language Requirement. The Department may require an Applicant to translate 

23 the Notice of Intent into such language(s) that the Department determines are appropriate 

24 based on tbe locations for the proposed Surface-Mounted Facility contained in the Notice of 

25 Intent. Prior to issuing the Notice of Intent, the Applicant shall inquire of the Department as to 

! 
I 
I 

I 
! 

' I 
! 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I· 
1 
! 
I 

I 
I 
I 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

.20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

I 
I 
!, 

· whether translation is required, and if so, Into which language or languages such translation 

shall be offered. 

fdil.tl Filing with the Department The Applicant shall file with Iha Department proof 1· 

that the Applicant has complied with the notice requirements contained herein. 

SEC. 2722. POST"INST.ALLATION OBLIGATIONS. 

(a) . Required Signage. A Permittee shall place a sign on a permitted Surface-

i 
f 

l 
I 
.l 
I 
! 
I 

Mounted Facility that shall contain the Permittee1s name and provi~e a telephone number for j 
I 

people to call to notify the Permittee that there is damage to or Graffiti oli a Surface-Mounted ! 
. I 

. Facility or that an associated sr:reet tree lrmdsMping is in need of maintenance. A ~eleph~ne call I 
I 

to that number will be considered i:iotice to the Permittee. Such sign shall be displayed in a ' 

conspicuous manner and shall be maintained and/or replaced as necessary .. 

(b) Surface"Mounted Facility Maintenance. A Permittee shall be solely 
i 

responsible for maintaining a Surface-Mounted Facility installed i~ the Public Right-of-Ways in I 
a clean and safe condition. A Permittee shall repair any damage to a Surface-Mounted Facility \ 

I within 30 days after discovering or being notified of such damage to a Surface-Mounted 
I 

. . I 
Lttµdscaping Mainten{ffl;ee. A Pennittee shall be selely respen8ibkfer the me.intenarwe I 

Facility. 

(e) 

ofe:ny installed hindsesping er street tree installed by the Permittee as a Cenditien of the D~partment's \ 
.j 

I 
i 
I 

iseuffftee ef a &tiface Meunted Facility Site Perm:it for so king as the permitted SWljace Mounted 

Fscility 1'8flt8;tns at the loeatien. Such landscaping shall be kept in e srate 0:goed visuel que.Uty, with 

eny dee.d er dise6lr'Jed 1ne.terie.l promptly reme1>•ed l:lnd replaced. The Permittee shall remeve any litter 

accumulating ·,vithfn the kmdsce:pcd area within 72 hours after disce·,•ering er being netifffld ef tJDECh 

litter aceumule,tion. 

Supervisor Cohen 
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1 fdj[fl Graffi~i Removal. A Permittee shall be solely responsible for the removal of any 

2 Graffiti from g_Surtace-Mounted Facility installed in the Public Right-of-Ways. A Permittee 

3 1 shall remove all Graffiti from a Surface-Mounted Facility within 72 hours after discovering or 

4 being notified that there is Graffiti on a Surface-Mounted Facility. 

5 fe-j@ Inspection Required. A Permitl:ee shall regularly inspect each Surface-

6 Mounted Facility installed in the Public Right-of-Ways to determine whether any of its Surtace-

7 Mounted Facilities are damaged, in need gf_a landscaping street tree maintenance, or have 

B been tagged with Graffiti. 

9 

10 

. 11 

(f1frll. Rec~rds. A Permittee shall maintain written records of all inspections, repairs · ; 

!II to, and maintenance of any permitted Surface-Mounted Facilities in the Public Right-of-Ways 

12 

. i3 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

in such form as may be required by the Department. The Department may require that a copy I 
. ! 

of these .written records be sent to the Department on .a. regular basis. l 

SE.C. 2726. LIABILITY. 

As a condition of a Surfa,ce-Mounted Facility Site Pern:iit, each Permittee agrees on 

behalf of itself and any agents, successors, or assigns to be wholly responsible for the 

construction, installation, and maintenance of any permitted Surface-Mounted Facility end eny 

and the installation of any requfred street trees ~r landscaping. Each Permittee and its agents 

are jointly and severally liable for all consequences of such construction, installation, and 

maintenance of a permitted Surface-Mounted Facility and the installation of any required 

stre~t trees er kfndsooping. The issuance of any Permit, inspection, repair suggestion, 

approval, or acquiescence of any Person· affiliated with the City shall not e~cuse any · 

Permittee or its agents from such responsibility or liability .. 

l 

I 
i 
' I 
! 
\ 
\ 

' I 
I 

.Ii. 

I 
l 
I 
i 
l . 
I 

l 
I 
! 

I 
l 
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l 
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2 

.3 
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8 
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10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

SEC. 2727. INDEMNIFICATION AND DEFENSE OF CITY. 

(a) Indemnification of City. As a condition of a Surface-Mounted Facility Site 
i 

Permit, each Permittee agrees on behalf of itself and its agents, successors, or assigns, to l 

indemnify, defend, protect, and hold harmless the City from and against any and all claims of . l 
any kind allegedly arising directly or ·indirectly from the following: i 

l 
' (1 ). Any act, omission, or negligence of a Permittee or its AAy-agents, ! . . l 

successors, or assigns while engaged in the construQtion, installation, or maintenance of any . . I 
Surface-Mounted Facility authorized by a Permit, or while in or about the Public Right-of-Ways · 

that are subject to the Permit, for any reason connected in any way whatsoever with ttie 

performance of the work authorized by the Permit, or allegedly resulting directly or indirectly 
• i . 

I 
l 

I 
i 
t 

from the construction, installation, or maintenance of any Surface-Mounted Facility authorized I 
under the Permit or any required. street trees er le:ndseaping; \ 

l 

{2) ·. Any ~ccident, damage, death, or injury to any of a Permitte~·s. contractors ;
1 

or s~bcontractors, or ~ny officers, agents, or employees of either of them, while engaged in 

the performance of the construction, installation, or maintenance of any Surface-Mounted 

! 

! 
I 

Facility authorized by a Permit or any required street trees er lendseap~, or while in or about · t 

the Public Right-of-Ways that are subject to the Permit, for any reason connected with· the· l 
performance of the work authorized by the Permit, including from exp.osure to radio frequency · 1 

emissions; 

(3). Any accident, damage, death·, or injury ~o any Person or accident, 

damage, or injury to any real or personal property in, upon, or in any way all~gedly connected 

with the construction, installation, or maintenance ~f any Surface-Mounted Facilizy authorized 

by a Permit or any required street trees er lerr:dsc~ping, or while in or about the Public Right-of-

Ways that are subject to the Permit, from any causes or claims arising at any time, including 

any causes or claims arising from exposur~ to radio frequency emissions; and 

' i 

t 
[ 
!. 

I 
j 

\ 
i 
1 
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6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

is 

14 

15 

16 

17. 

.18 

19 

20 

2.1 

22 

23 

24 

25 

(4) Any release or discharge, or threatened release or discharge, of any l 
! 

I 
hazardous material caused or allowed by a Permittee or its agents about, in, on, or under the j 

P~blic Right-of-Ways. l 

(b) Defense of City. Each Pennlttee agrees that, upon the request of the City, the I 
Permittee, at no cost or expense to the City, shall indemnify, defend, and hold harmless the [ 

City against any claims as set forth in subsection (a) above, regardless of the alleged· f 

negligence. of City or any other party, except only for claims resulting directly from the sole 

·negligence or willful misconduct of the City. Each Permittee specifically acknowledges and 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
! 

agrees that- it has an immediate and independent obligation to defend the City from any claims ! 
. . . l 

1 

that actually or potentially fall within the indemnity'provision, even if the allegations are or may j 
I 
1 

be groundless, false, or fraudulent; which obligation arises at the time such claim is tendered l 
to tt)e Permittee or its agent by the City and con~inues at all times thereafter. Each Permittee ·I 
further agrees that the City shall have a cause of action for indemnity against the Permittee for l 
any costs the City may be required to pay as a resuit of defending or satisfying any cl.aims that I 
. arise from or in connection with a Permit, except only for claims resulting directly from the sol~ l 
negligence. or willful misconduct of the City. Each Permittee further agrees that the 

indemnification obligations assumed under a Permit shall survive expiration of the Permit or 

completion of installation of any Surface~Mounted Facility authorized by.the Permit. 

(c) 
• . I 

Additional Requirements. The Department may specify in a Permit such 

additional indemnification requirements as are necessary to protect the City from risks of 

liability associated with.the Permittee's construction, installation,· and maintenance of a 

Surface-Mounted Facility or any.required street trees w km.dsooping. 

I 

I 
f 

l 
I 

1· 
I 

I 
l 

I 

I 
I 
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I 
I 
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1 . SEC. 2732. DEPART!IJJENT OF PUBLIC WORKS REPORTING ~EQUIREMENi. 

2 (a) Beginning on September 1. 2019. and by September 1 of eveiy other year 

3 thereafter. the Department shall submit a report (the "Department Report'') to the Board of 

4 Supervisors and the Mayor concerning th~ applications for Surface-Mounted Facility Site 

5 Permits submitted during the prior two-year period and maintenance of existing Surface-

6 Mounted Facilities. 
. . 

7 (b) For each aoolication. the Department f1eport shall contain the following 

8 information: (1) the number of aoolications submitted by applicant: {2) the proposed location 

9 of the Surface-Mounted· Facility set forth in each application: (3) whether those applications 

1 O were protested: (4) the results of all such protests: (5) ".Vhether the Department granted or 

11 denied those applications: <6> whether any Department determinations were appealed: and 

12 (7) the outcome of anv such appeals. For each existing Surface-Mounted Facility, the 

· 13 ~epartnient Report shall also describe malgtenance and graffiti abatement activities by the 

14 Permittee- during the two-year period. 

15 

16 Section 2._ The Administrative Code is hereby amended by revising Chapter 1 O. Article 

17 13. Section 10.100-239. to read as follows: 

18 SEC.10.100-239. PUBLIC WORKS STREET BEAUTIFICATION DAMA.GIB 

19 RESTORATION FUND. 

20 (a). Establishment of Fund. The Public Works Street Damage Restoration 

21 Beautification Fuhd is established as a category eight fund for th~ purpose of r!3ceiving "in~ 

22 lieu" fees required under Public Works Code section 2711 (c) Street Damage Restoration Fee 

23 amounts paid pursuant to Section 2.4.44 of the Public VVorks Code (Part II, Chapter 10 of the 

24 San Francisco Municipal Code). 

25 

"I 
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1 (b) Use of Fund. Monies in the Street Damage Restoration Beautification Fund 

2 shall be used..exclus.l~e.ly·:for. ~(9.Qt .. r;qs.urfacing and reconstruction. Not\vithstanding the .. -
3 foregoing, the Director of the Department of Public 'Norks may order refunds to be made from 

4 the Street Damage Restoration Fund consistent 'Nith procedures ado13ted pursuant to Section 

· 5 · 2.4 .4 6 of the Public \11.'orks Code murals and other beautification projects in the public right-of-

6 way. Public Works shall establish a mechanism for receiving applications for use of these 

7 funds for such purnoses. 

8 

9 Section ~· Scope of Ordinance. In enacting this ordinance, the Board of Supervisors 

1 o intends to amend only those words, phrases, paragraphs, subsections, sections, articles, 

11 numbers, punctuation marks, charts, diagrams, or any .other constituent parts of the Municipal ' 

12 Code that are explicitly shown in this ordinance as additions, deletions, Board amendment 

l 3 additions, and Board amendment deletions in accordance with the "Note" that appears under 

14 the official title of the ordinance. 

15 

16 Section ~· . Severa~ility. If any section, subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, or 

17 word of this ordinance, or any application thereof to any person or circumstance, is held to be 

18 invalid or unconstitutional by a decision of a court of competent jurisdiction, such decision 

shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions or applications of the ordinance. The 

20 Board of Supervisors hereby qeclares that it would have passed this ordinance and each and 

21 every section, subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, and word not declared in~alid or 

22 unconstitutional without regard to whether any other portion of this ordinance or application 

23 thereof would be subsequently declared invalid or unconstitutional. 

24 

25 
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4 

.. ·· ......... 

S~ction 4.§,. No Conflict with Federal or State Law. Nothing in this ordinance shall be 
. . 

interpreted or applied so as to create any requirement, power, or duty in conflict with any· 

federal or state law. 

5 Section g.§.: Effective Date. This ordinance shall become effective 30 days after 

6 ·enactment. Enactment occurs when the Mayor signs the ordinance, the Mayor .returns the 

7 ordinance unsigned or does not sign the ordinance within ten days of receiving it, or the Board 

8 of Supervisors. overrid~s the Mayor's veto of the ordinance. 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 . 

22 

23 

24 

25 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
DENNIS J. HERRERA, CitY Attorney 

By: 

n:\legana\as2017\1700410\01208760.docx 
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FILE NO. 170442 

REVISED LEGISLATIVE DIGEST 
(Amended in Committee - July 26, 2017.) 

[Public Works, Administrative Codes - Requirements for Surface-Mounted Facility Site 
P~rmits] · · 

Ordinance amending the Public Works Code to modify the exceptions to the Surface
Mounted Facility' Site Permit requirement; to allow a permittee to choose to pay an "in
lieu" fee instead of installing a street tree; t9 allow a permittee to choose to pay an "in
lieu" fee instead of permitting the installation of a mural on its Surface-Mounted 
Facility; to repeal the requirements that.a permittee install landscaping or pay an "in
lieu" fee and maintain the required landscaping; to repeal the requirement that an 
applicant for a Surface-Mounted Facility Site Permit make reasonable efforts to locate 
the facility on private property before submitting an .application; to require Public 
Works to submit a report to the Board. of Supervisors every two years qn the number of 
applications for Surface-Mounted Facility Site Permits submitted anct issued and on 
maintenance and graffiti abatement activities at existing Surface-Mounted Facilities; to 
amend the requirement that a permittee maintain any required street tree; ai:id to 
amend the Administrative Code to require that the· mural "in-lieu" fees be deposited in 
the Public Works Street Beautification Fund to be used to fund murals and other 
beautification projects in the pub.lie· right-of-way. " 

Existing Law 

Under Article 27 of the Public Works Code, any person installing a Surface-Mounted Facility 
(1'SMF") in the public right-of-way must obtain a Surface-Mounted Facility Site Permit·from 
Public Works. Article 27 contains certain specified application requirements an~ permitting 
conditions for SMFs. · · 

Amendments to Current Law 

The proposed ordinance would amend the following sections of Article 27: 

• Section 27DO(e) (2) would be amended to allow a permittee to m~ke modest 
·changes to the height or volume of an existing SMF on the same foundation without 
obtaining a new permit. · 

• Section 2710 would be amended to: (a) repeal.the requirement that a permit include 
a condition that the.permittee install landscaping around the permitted SMF and 
maintain the landscaping; (b) allow an applicant to choose to pay an "in-lieu" fee 
instead of installing a street tree; and (c) to amend the street tree maintenance 
requirement to be consisten~ with San Francisco Charter§ 16.129 (added by 
Proposition E). 
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• Section 2711 would be amended to allow an applicant to choose to pay an "in-lieu" 
f~e in·stead of p$rmitting the installation of a mural on its SMF. 

· • Section 2712 would be amended to: (a) repeal the requirement that an applicant 
.make reasonable efforts to install an SMF on private property; and (b) delete the 
reference to landscaping. . 

• Section 2713 would be amended to: (a) delete the reference to landscaping; and 
(b) in ·part implei:nent the amendments to Sections 271 O and 2711. 

' 

• Section 2722 would be amended to delete the landscaping maintenance 
requirement. · · 

• Section 2726 would be amended to delete the reference to landscaping. 

• Section 2727 would be amended to delete the reference to landsc~ping. 

The proposed ordinance would also- require Public Works to submit a report to the Board of 
Supervisors every two years on the number of applications for $urface-M0.unted Facility Site 
Permits submitted and issued and on maintenance and graffiti abatement activities at existing 
Surface-Mounted Facilities. . 

The proposed ordinance would also amend Administrative Code section 10.100-239 to 
establish the Public Works Street Beautification Fund where mural "in-lieu" fees would be 
deposited. Monies in the fund would be used to fund murals and other beautification projects 
in the public right-of-way. 

Background Informatio~ 

The City has been actively en~aged in the SMF siting process since .2005 when the 
Department of Public Works adopted Director's Order 175,556 to establish a pre-permitting 
process for SMFs in the public rights-of-way ("Order"). In 2014, the Board of Super-Visors 
replaced the.Order by adopting Article 27 of the P1:1blic Works Code. 

The street tree and mural requirements are being amended to allow the applicant to choose to 
pay "in-li~u" fees instead of installing a street tree and permitting the installation. of a mural. 
The City could then use these funds for planting new street trees and landscaping, graffiti 
abat~ment, and municipal art or other beautification projects in the public right-of-way. At 
present, the Bureau of Urban Forestry chooses whether to require the permittee to plant a 
street tree or pay an "in-lieu" fee. A mural would only be required if neighborhood residents 
came forward with a plan to create and install one. 
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The requirement that a permittee maintain any required street tree is being amended in light 
of section 16.129 to the San Francisco Charter, which the voters approved in Proposition E 
during the November 2016 election. Section 16.129 transfers responsibility to maintain street 
trees and sidewalks damaged by street trees from property owners to the City. The proposed 
amendment would require that the responsibility for maintaining street trees be consistent with 
Public Works· Code Article 16, which section 16.129 requires the Board of SupeNisors to 
amend. The proposed amendment would also repeal the landscaping maintenance 
requirement. 

Section 2712(d)(4) is being repealed in response to a court ruling against the City. In 2014, 
Pacific Bell sued the City claiming that Public Utilities Code sections 5885 and 7901 
preempted the City's authority to require a telephone corporation or state video provider to 
attempt to place its SMF on private property before applying for a Surface-Mounted Facility . 
Site Permit. The San Francisco Superior Court in Pacific Bell Telephone Company v. City 
and County of San Francisco (Docket No. CGC-14-541846) found for Pacific Bell on that 
claim. In light of that ruling, San Francisco could not enforce Section 2712(d)(4) against 
Pacific Bell or other telephone corporations or state video providers. 

r 
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Carroll, John (BOS) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Categories: 

Carroll, John (BOS) 
Thursday, August 31, 201712:08 PM 
Ronen, Hillary; Bonnie Jones 
RE: beautification Idea 

170442, 2017.09.13 - PSNS 

Thank you, Chair' Ronen, for forwarding this to me. 

Bonnie Jones: 

I have added the commentary to the file for the matter, arid it will appear in the Committee packet for the Committee's 
consideration on September 13, ?,017. · 

I invite you to review the entire matter on our Legislative ·Research Center by follo.wing the link below: 

· Board of Supervisors File No. 170442 

John Carroll 
Assistant Clerk 
Board of Supervisors 
San Francisco City Hall, Room 244 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
(415)554-4445 - Direct I (415)554-516;3 - Fax 
john.carroll@sfgov.org I bos.legislation@sfgov.org 

• 4~ Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form. 

The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to Board of Supervisors legislation and archived matters since August 1998. 

Disclosures: Personal Information that Is provided fn communications to the Board of Supervisors Is subject to disclosure under ~he Ca/ijarnla Public Records Act and 
the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal Information provided wl/l not be redacted. Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying 
information when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and Its committees, All written or oral communications that members of the public submit to the 
Clerk's Offtce regarding pen'dlng /eglslation or hearings wlll be made avallable 'to all members of the public for Inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not 
redact any Information from these submissions. This means that personal ln[ormation-/nc/ud/ng names, phone numbers, addresses and s/mllor Information that a 
member of the public elects to submit to the Board and fts committees-may appear on the Board of Supervisors website or in other pub/le documents that members 
of the public may Inspect or copy. · · · · 

From: Ronen, Hillary . 
Sent: Thursday, AuguSt 31, 2.017 11:27 AM 
To: Bonnie Jones <!mnnlejonesbonniejones@gmai1.9om> 
Cc: Carroll, John (BOS) <john.carroll@sfgov.org> 
Subject: RE: beautification idea 

Bonnie, 

Thanks for ycH.1r email. This issue Is currently before the Public Safety and Neighborhood Services Cor:nmittee. We are 
considering legislatlon where AT&T would make a payment to the city for every box they put in and the city will either 
wrap th~ boxes or use the money to fund a mural near by. I will make sure your comment is included in the legislative 
recprd (copy~ng the committee clerk). Appreciate the input. 

1 
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Hlllary 

..,ent from Mail for Windows 10 

From: Bonnie Jones 
Sent: Friday; August 18, 201711:17 AM 
To: Bonnie Jones 
Subject: beautification Idea 

Dear Supervisors and Staff, Recently I read about solving the problem of ugly utility boxes and thought that perhaps wrapping them 
much like the ads on streetcars might be an attractive and cost-effective solution. Initially I wrote to Supervisor Cohen who had 
expressed interest (vis SF Gate article.} Having no response, I am writing to you all In the hopes that one of you might be 
interested. Add to that, I see now that Berkeley (see photo) Is wrapping their baxes and so I'm hoping SF might consider copying 
Berkeley. FWIW, I have no relationship w/companies that make these murals but wou.ld enjoy being part of the process. Thank you 
for any interest you might have to beautify our city streets. Sincerely, Bonnie Jones 415 664 4426 

2 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

Richard Corriea °<sfparpresident@gmail.com> 
Friday, June 09, 2017 11:24 AM 
Major, Erica (BOS) 
Propos~d Legislation to remove AT&T Utility Box Obligations; Board of SupeNisors File 
No.170442 . 
PAR letter re BOS file No 170442.pdf 

The item referenced above comes befor~ the Public Safety and Neighborhood Services Committee on June 12, 
2017. Attached please find a statement. of PAR' s position on the proposed legislation. I would appreciate it if you would 
see to it that the attached letter is brought to the attention of the Coinlnittee and also makes it's way into the hearing record. 

Thank you. 

Richard Corriea 
President 
Planning Association for the Richmond 

............... _ ..... _, _____ .......... ·------

1 
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· ByHang 

I ·' 

TediVr'lheas 
Assistant Vice President 
External Affairs 

AT&TC'llllfomla 
430 Bush street 
SulteSOO 
San Francisco, CA 94108 

President Breed ari.d the Board of Supervisors of the 
City and County of San Francisco 

cf o Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board 
City Hall, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244 
San Francisco, CA '941012-4689 

1011 JUL 18 iUHI: 39 

'$"(. .·¢"'· 
JulyJ4,2017 .. . •' ... . . 

Re: File No. 170442, Amendment to Article 27 of the Public Works Code 

Dear President Breed and Supervisors Cohen, Farrell, Fewer, Kim, Peskin, Ronen, Safai, Sheehy, 
Tang, and Yee: 

In .connection with the San Francisco Board of Supervisors ("Board of Supetrisors") 
consideration of a proposed amendment to Article 27 of San Francisco's Public Works Code (the 
"Ordinance"), described below, Pacific Bell Telephone Company d/b/ a AT&T California 
("AT&T") agrees as follows. 

Background 

The Ordinance .requites AT&r to obtain site pen.nits to install surface-mounted facilities 
(SMFs), such as AT&T's equipment cabinets, in the public right-of-way. In September 2014, the 
Department of Public Works (''DPW'~ issued Order No. 182933 (tl;te "Order"), which implements 

. the Ordinance and establishes additional requirements and procedures for obtaining SMF site 
pen.nits. The Ordinance and the Order specifically requite pertnittees to install and maintain trees 
and landscaping in the vicinity of the SMF, or to pay an "in-lieu" fee if t±ees or landscaping cannot 
be installed (the "Tree/Landsc~ping Requirement'). (S.F. Pub. Works' Code ("PWC"), § 2710; · 
Order§ 7). The Ordinance and the Order require pettnittees to facilitate the installation of mural on 
the SMF at the petmittee's expense (the "Mutal Requitement''). (PWC § 2711; Order§ 11). 

AT&T obtained decisions allowing it to submit applications to install SMFs ·at seven 
locations in the City and County of San Francisco (the "City"). AT&I' then submitted applications 
to install SMFs at these locations on December 16, 2016 (the "Applicatlons"), accompanied by a 

· letter explaining that it considered the Tree/Landscaping and Mural Requirements to be 

AT&T 
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.impettnissible. On December 21, 2016, DPW issued a Notice ofDefi.ciency on the ground that the 
Applications were incomplete for the reason that AT&T indicated that it did not intend to install 
street trees or landscaping or pay an in-lieu fee. AT&T requested a final detettnipation on its 
Applications on January 10, 2017. DPW issued a· Notice of Final Determination to Deny Su.tface
Mounted Facility Site Pettnits on January 19, 2017. On February 1, 2017, AT&T appealed the denial 
of the Applications to the San Francisco Board of Appeals. These appeals were assigned Appeal 
Nos. 17-014, 17-015, 17-016, 17-017, 17-018, 17-019, and 17-020 (the "Appeals"). The Appeals are 
currently set for hearing on August 9, 2017. 

The Board of Supervisors is ~onsidering a proposed amendment to the Ordinance (the 
"Proposed Amended Ordinance''). Among othet things, the Proposed Amended Ordinance 
would relieve AT&T and other applicants for surface-mounted facility permits of the obligation to: 
· (i) install a street tree if the applicant agteed to pay an in-lieu fee in the amount established by the 
Proposed Amended Ordinance; and (ii) allow for the installation of a tnutal if it paid an in-lieu fee in 
the amount established by the Proposed ~ended Ordinance. 

AT&T,s Covenant Not to Sue and.Agteement to Dismiss Appeals 

In ~e event the Board of Supervisors enacts the Proposed Amended Ordinance in 
substantially the form. that is included in the agenda/packet for the Public Safety and Neighborhood 
Services Cotruni.ttee meeting on July 12, 2017 (an "Acceptable Ordinance") (attached hereto as 
Exhibit A), AT&T agrees to dismiss the Appeals and covenants not to file or assert any 'action, 
claim, demand, lawsuit., atbittatlon, or other legal or regulatory proceeding in any venue o.t: fonun (or 
continue or maintain any existing suit) against the City regarding the Tree/Landscaping or Mural 
Requirements for a period not to exceed fi.ve (5) years. 

Nothing in this letter shall prevent AT&T from filing any claitn of any type on account of, 
or in any way growing out of o:t related to. the Tree/Landscaping ot Mural Requirements in the 
event that (1) there is a change in federal o:t state law conce:tni.ng the conditions that the City may 
impose on permits for SJMFs based on aesthetic considerations, including any changes related to the 
ability. of the City to impose such con.ditio.ns in light of California's Public Utilities Code Sections 
7901 and 7901.1; (2) any state or federal court decision is issued concerning the legality of the 
impositi.on in California of "in-lieu" fees of any so:tt; or (3) any hew or additional requiremeµts with 
respect to the Tree/Landscaping or Mural Requirements are imposed ·by the City beyond those set 
out in the Acceptable Ordinance (including those requirements imposed by Public Wor,ks Code 
Sections 802(h) and 807(~ to the extent incorporated in the Acceptable Ordinance). · 

For the avoidance of doubt, AT&T is not .t:cleasing any claims of any type which it now has, 
or it may hereafter accrue or otherwise acquire, on a<;count of; or in any way growing out of or 
related to AT&T's applications to install sw:face-mounted facilities in the City, including claims of 
any type with respect to any requirements that the City has or may impose upon AT&T as a 
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condition to installing or maintaining an SMF in the City or County of San Francisco, including the 
Tree/Landscaping or Mural Requirements. AT&T is only agreeing that it will not file or assert any 
action, claim, demand, lawsuit, atbittatlon, o:t other legal or regulatory proceeding in any venue or 
forum under the circumstances described above. 

In the event th!!-t the City does not enact an Acceptable Ordinance by August 4, 2017, 
AT&T's covenant not to sue shall be void, and will have no force and effect 

_Sincerely, 

Tedi Vriheas, 
Assistant Vice President, External Affairs 
AT&T Services, Inc. 

Exhibit 

AT&T 
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FILE NO. 170442 
AMENDED IN COMMITIEE 

. 711212017 ORDINANCE NO . 

1 [Public Works Code - Requirements for Surface-Mounted Facility Site Pemiits] 

2 

3 Ordinance amending the Public Works Code to modify the exceptions to the Surface-

4 Mounted Facility Site Permit requirement; to allow a permittee to choose to pay an "in* 

5 lieu" fee instead of Installing.a street tree; to allow a permittee to choose to pay an "in-

. 6 lieu" fee instead of permitting the installation of a mural on its Surface-Mounted 

7 Facility; to repeal the requirements that a permittee Install landscaping or pay an "in-

8 lieu" fee and maintain the required landscaping; to repeal the requirement that an· 

9 applicant for a Surface-Mounted Facility Site Permit make reasonable efforts to locate 

1 O the facility on private property before sul;>mitting an application; to require Public 

11 Works to submit a report to the Board of Supervisors everv two vears on the number of 

12 iPolications.for Surface-Mounted Facility Site Permits submitted and issued. and on 

13 maintenance and graffiti abatement activities at existina Surface-Mounted Eacilities; 

14 and to amend t~e requirement that a permittee maintain any required street tree. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

NOTE: Unchanged Code text and uncodified text are in plain Arial font. 
Additions to Codes are in single-underline italics Times New Roman font. 
Deletions to Codes are in strikethreugh itali06 Times A~v Rom<mfont. 
Board amendment additions are in ~~e-~derljpftd Arial font. 
Board amendment deletions are in --ik thre-gh ,,rial font. 
Asterisks (* * * *) indicate the omission of unchanged Code 

. subsections or parts of tables. 

Be it ordained by the People of the City and County of San Francisco: 

23 Section 1 •. The Public Works. Code is hereby amended by revising Article 27; Sections 

24 2700, 2710, 2711, 2712, 2713, 2722, 2726, and 2727, and adding Section 2732. to read as 

25 follows: 

Supervisor Cohen 
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1 SEC. 2700. SURFACE-MOUNTED FACILITY SITE PERMIT. 

2 (a) Surface-Mounted Facility Site Permit Required. It shall be unlawful for any 

3 Person to construct or install a Surface-Mounted Facility in any Public Right-of-Ways that are 

4 under the jurisdiction of the Department without first obtaining from the Department a Surface-. 

5 Mounted Facility Site Permit under this Article 27 authorizing such construction or installation. 

6 . (b) Minimum Permit Requirements. The Department shall require an Applicant for 

7 a Surface-Mounted Facility Site Permit to demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Department 

8 that: 

9 (1) The City has g_ranted Applicant the authority to construct, install, and 

1 a maintain the proposed Surface-Mounted Facility in the Public Right-of-Ways; and 

11 (2) The Director has approved the proposed location for the Surface-

12 Mounted Facility pursuant to the requirements of this Article 27. 

13 (c) Permit Conditions. The Department may include. in a Permit such Conditions, 

14 in addition to those already set forth in this Article 27 and other Applicable Law, as may be 

15 required to govern the construction, installation, removal, or maintenance of Surface-Mounted 

16 Facilities in the Public"Right-of-Ways, and t~ protect and benefit the public health, safety, 

17 welfare, and convenience. 

18 (d) Authority Granted. A Permit shall authorize the Permittee to perform any 

19 excavation that is required to install the Surface-Mounted Facility in the Public Right-of-Ways. 

20 (e) Exceptions to Permit Requirement. The requirements of this Article 27 shall 

21 not apply to the following: 

22 (1) The replacement of an existing Surface-Mounted Facility at the 

23 same location; provided the replacement Surface-Mounted· Facility would be installed .on the 

24 existing foundation and would not be substantially larger in height or volume he the smne sh!e & 

25 smtiller than the existing Surface-Mounted Facility. 

Supervisor Cohen 
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1 (2) The instaliation of any equipment in the Public Right-of-Ways 

2 pursuant to an encroachment permit issued by the Department pursuant to Article 15 of the 

3 Public Works Code. 

4 (f) Other Provisions Inapplicable. This Article shall govern all actions taken by 

5 the City with respect to the· approval or denial of an Application for a Surface-Mounted Facility 

6 Site Permit under this Article 27. The requirements of San Franeisee Business an.d Tax 

7 Regulations Code Sections 5, 6, and 26(a) shall not apply to this Article 27 to the extent those 

8 provisions are in conflict with the provisions of this Article 27. 

SEC. 2710. STREET TREE LfNJJSCAPJNG. 

(a} Required for Permit. 

9 

10 

11 

12 flt The Department shall require every Perrnittee to install fl.Suitable street 

13 trees end'landse6ping in order to minimize any negative effects on the Aesthetic Character of 

14 the streetscape resulting from Permittee's construction, installation and maintenance of the 

15 permitted Surface-Mounted Facility. The Depertment shall determine the nitmher efreqNil'ed s#eet 

16 trees tmd tli6 tetal £ll'{ffl ofthe lrmdsooped er-ea. Gen6ffllly, the Department shall require the in.Ytallatien 

17 ef et leest ene street tree and sidewelk kmd&ea:ping ef 9.pproocimately 100 SfJ:UEff'e feet with eeeh 

18 permittedSurfaee Maunted.P'aeility. 

19 (b) "In-Lieu" Fee. 

20 ~ill In any instance in which the Department cannot require the Permittee to 

21 install either an appropriate street trees er landseeping in the vicinity of the pennitted Surface-

22 Mounted Facility, including on the basis of inadequate sidewalk width, interference with 

23 utilities, or other reasons regarding the public health, safety, or welf~re, the Department shall 

24 instead require the Permittee to Jlf!J!. #teke an "in~lieu" fee. peyment intfJ the Depe#ment's '~4dept 

25 A TFee "f'.;fl'ld. This payment shall be in tli6 amf!unl speeified i1'l ... 'IJublie W8rks Cede Seetiens 802(h) and 

Supervisor Cohen 
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1 807&) fer the instelletien efone stl'eetiree in additien te apeyment of$7,500for sidewalk 

2 l6Rds6t:lping, tmdshaU be payable prier te the Depertnwnt's issutmee ofthe P-ermit. The-se en lieufees 

3 may be adj'UNted te re.fleet ehtmges in the relewmt Consumer Priee Index, subject te the roquit'ements of 

4 Seetien 2729(e). 

5 (2) An Applicant may elect to pay the "in-lieu" fees described in sub~ection {b) O) 

6 instead ofinstalling any required street tree. The Applicant shall notiry the Department ofits election · 

in the Notice oflntent required under Section 2712 of this Article 27. 7 

8 

9 

(3) The "in-lieu" fee required by this subsection (b) shall be in the amount specified 

in Public Works Code Sections 802{h) and 807(0 tor the installation ofone street and shall be paid into 

1 O the "Public Works Adopt-A-Tree Fund" establiShed under Administrative Code Section 10.100-227. 

11 (bQ) Care and Maintenance of Street Trees undL(lffdmJ«ping. The .. D.ermittee shell he 

12 7<7Spensiblefor fhe care a~d maintenance of any street trees &id landseaping_required to be 

13 · installed in the Public Right-of-Ways under this Section shall be in accordance with the terms and 

14 · conditions of, Jn this regcwd; the .. TJ.ennittee shell essume the dMty of a 'preperty owner" Article 16 of 

15 the as setforth in Public Works Code, Section 800. et seq_. Seotion 805(a). 

16 · (ed) No Separate Permit Required. Where required. the installation ofa +he- street tree 

17 end ltmdseeping 1'CfJUiToments se~forth suhseetion (s) above shall be incorporated into the Surface-

18 Mounted Facility Site Permit issued by the D~partment under this Article 27. No separate · 

19 permit will be required under Section 81 OB of the Public Works Code. 

20 

21 

22 

SEC. 2711. MURALS. 

(a) Required for Permit. Any Person or group of Persons may propose to the 

23 Department and the Permittee that the permitted Surface-Mounted Facility be used for a 

. 24 mural that is appropriate for the location. The Department shall require every Permittee to 

25 work with any Person or group of Persons selected by the San Francisco Arts Commission in 

Supeivlsor Cohen 
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1 consultation with the Department and the Permittee to facilitate the installation of the mural at 

2 Permittee's sole expense and at no cost to the City. No mural shall be allqwed unless it is 

3 approved by the San Francisco Arts Commission. No mural may contain any product 

4 advertising of any kind. The Department may establish by order or regulation the process for 

5 placing a mural on a permitted Surface-Mounted Facility. 

6 (b) Maintenance. The Permittee shall at Permittee's expense work with the Person 

7 or Persons that installed the mural to ensure that the mural is properly maintained. The 

8 requirements of this subsecti"on @_shall be in addition to Permittee's responsibilities under 

9 this Article 27 to maintain any permitted ~urface-Mou.nted Facilities and remove any Graffiti 

1 O from its permitted Surface-Mounted Facilities~ 

11 

12 

(c) "In-Lieu" Fee. 

0) An Applicant may elect to pay an "in-lieu" fee instead ofpennitting the 

13 installation of a mural on its Surface-Mounted Facility. The Applicant shall notifY the Department of 

14 its election in the Notice oflntent required under Section 2712 of this Article 27. 

15 (2) The "in-lieu" fee required by this subsection (c) shall be in the amount of 

16 l000.2.000 and shall be paid into the "Public Works Excavation Fund" established under 

17 . Administrative Code section 10.100-230: The in-lieu fee may be adjusted to reflect changes in the 

18 relevant Consum~r Price Index. subject to the requirements ofSection 2729(e) of this Article 27. 

19 

20 

21 

SEC. 2712. NOTICE OF INTENT TO SUBMIT APPLICATION. 

(a) Submission to the Department. As part of the Pre-Application Approval 

22 Process, within .J. one day after the Preferred Locat,on List has been reviewed and approved 

23 by aJI applicable City departments, the Applicant may submit a Notice of Intent to the· 

24 Department for its. review. An Applic.ant may request additional time to submit a Notice of 

25 Intent. 

Supervisor Cohen 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

. 16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

l 

(b) Form and Contents. The Notice of Intent shall be in the form approved by the 

Department by order or regulation, but at a minimum shall contain the information required in 

Section 2713(c)(1)-f9}01J. 

(c) Department Approval. If the Department determines that a Notice of Intent is 

complete; the Department will approve the Notice of Intent and authorize the Applicant to post 

and mail the Notice of Intent as required in Section 2713. 

(d) Completion Requirements. The Notice of Intent shall not be complete unless 

. the Department determines that the Applicant has complied with the following requirements: 

(1) The Applicant has satisfactorily condu.cted the community meeting 

required in Section .. 2705. 

(2) The Applicant has submitted to the Department plans showing all of. the 

sizes and shapes of the cabinets proposed to be used for its Surface-Mounted Facilities, 

including the dimensions of any ancillary equipment. For Applicants that conduct business in 

jurisdictions .other than San Francisco, the Applicant shall certify that the cabinets proposed 

for San Francisco are no larger than the smallest used in any other jurisdiction for similar 

services . 

(3) If the Applicant is seeking approval of a larger cabinet on an existing 

Surfa~e-Mounted Facility site, the Applicant has sufficiently demonstrated to the Department 

the reasons the larger cabinet is necessary. 

(1) The Applteent hetJ surveyed the vieinity e.fthe PFcforfedLeea#ens for its 

Sur;faee }Je'l:IRted F€1eility ta identifj,· lBefl#ens eutside efthe PuhUe Right e.f Wdys (including City 

ewnedpreperty) that mtty be. eppr-epriate for the instcilkltion of the Surfaee l'Jeunted Facility <ffld the 

:Applieent has m&ie rof:ISfJnehle efforts te determine whether the ewners efany and all suitable 

properties wauld be willing te alhw the Applie«nt.te use theirpl"fJpe1'ty fer AfJPlieant's preposed 

· S1i11faee }rfe'tfl'ltedFt:1eility .... %rpwpeset:1 efthis suhseetion, the term "reflSeneihle efforts" inelutles 
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1 ojfePiHg the ewnePs of'gny sNitehleproperty mf11'ket '1'6/e eemppnaeti9n f-ar the use of theffe¥Jpert)rfer 

2 the Appliet1nt1s Su'J'faee UauntedPaeility. The Depertmentsluitl by r:wder er regulfJtien eat9hli6h 

3 guidelines defining "retlS8nehle ejfo'l'fs" tll'ld '!mfH'k:et re-te eempensetien. " 

4 f5)-(1l The Applicant attempted to place the Surface-Mounted Facility (or parts 
) : . . 

5 thereof) underground where such underground placement is technologically or economically 

6 feasible. An Applicant may satisfy the requirement contained in this subsection fJJJ11l by 

7 demonstrating to the satisfaction of the Director that it is not technologically or economically 

8 feasible for the Applicant to place the Surface-Mounted Facility (or parts thereof) 

9 underground. At a minimum, the Applicant shall demonstrate to the Director that it conducted 

1 O a thorough search for adequate underground technology and provide a report from a licensed 

11 engineer certifying the information. 

12 {B}fJJ.. Where it is not technologically or economically feasible to underground 

13 . the entire Surface-Mounted Facility, the Applicant has agreed: (A) to underground part of the 

14 ·Surface-Mounted Facility; (B) to limit the height and footprint of the Surface-Mounted Facility 

15 to the maximum extent feasible; (C) either !o use stainless steel or to paint the Surface-

16 . Mounted Facility the color used for City structures in the vicinity, unless otherwise specified by 

17 the Department, and added a Graffiti-proof coating; (0) to screen the S1il'jafJe A18untedF9.eility 

18 by lffl'ltiseGping the Publie Right e.f WS:)'S in the tl1'C6 ereund tlw Surfaee }daNnted Faeility ar 

19 ee:me¥fleging or oamouflage the Smfaoe Mounted Facility where requested by any City 

20 department; and (€ID to comply with any Co11ditions imposed by any City department that 

21 reviewed the Applicanfs Preferred Location List. 

22 fl){§l The Applicant has explored reasonable opportunities to co-locate the 

23 Surface-Mounted Facility with any other Surface-Mounted Facility installed or to be installed in 

24 the Public Right-of-Ways by other entities including City departments. 

25 
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1 {8ff1l The Applicant has explored reasonable opportunities for its Surface-

2 Mounted Facility to serve a dual function such as a bench or other amenity. The Department 

3 · shall have the authority to require that a Surface-Mounted Facility serve a dual function, 

4 where the Department determines that such dual function is technologically and economically 

5 feasible. 

6 (9}@1 The Applicant has notified the Department whether the Applicant could 

7 remove an existing Surface-Mounted Facility from the Public Right-of-Ways because it would 

8 _no longer be used or useful to the Applicant once the proposed Surface-Mounted Facility has 

9 been installed. 

1 o flt»f21 The Applicant has submitted a plan to the Department, in a format 

11 specified by the Department, showing all of the Surface-Mounted Facilities the Applicant 

12 expects to install in the City within five years of the Application date. Any Applicant that does 

13 not anticipate installing any other Surface-Mounted Facilities in the next five years may satisfy 

14 this requirement by submitting a statement to that effect instead of a five-year plan. 

15 flJfO 0) The Department has ·determined that at least two of the Applicant's 

16 Preferred Locations for the Surface-Mounted_ Facility are acceptable or the Notice of Intent will 

17 include additional propo'sed locations identified by the Department or another City department 

18 that reviewed the Applicant's Preferred Location List, unless the Department ha~ determined 

19 that there is only one feasible location for the proposed Surface-Mounted Facility. 

20 

21 SEC. 2713. PUBLIC NOTICE OF NOTICE OF INTENT TO SUBMIT APPLICATION. 

22 (a) Public Notice Required. As part of the Pre-Application Approval Process, the 

23 Department shall require an Applicant to notify the public that the Applicant has submitted a 

24 Notice of Intent to the Department. 

25 (~) Notice Requirements. 
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1 (1) The Applicant shall send a copy of the Notice of Intent to all Persons 

2 owning or occupying ~ny property located within 300 feet along either side of the fronting 

3 streets of any of the Preferred Locations for the Surface-Mounted Facility. 

4 (2) The Applicant shall post a copy of the Notice of Intent in conspicuous 

5 places along the Public Right-of-Ways within 300 feet of either side of thf;! fronting streets of 

6 any of Applicanf s Preferred Locations for the Surface-Mounted Facility. 

7 (3) The Applicant shall send a copy of the Notice of Intent to any 

8 neighborhood planning association identified by the Planning Department for any 

9 neighborhood within 300 feet of any of the Applicant's Preferred l.:ocations for the Surface-

1 O Mounted Facility. 

11 (c) Form of Notice of Intent. The Notice of Intent shall be in a form to be approved 

12 by the Department by order or regulation. At a minimum, the Notice of Intent shall contain the 

13 following information: 

14 (1) The fronting address for each of the Preferred Locations and photo-

15 simulations of the Surface-Mounted Facility at each of the Preferred Locations. Such photo-

16 simulations shall accurately depict the proposed Surface-Mounted Facility and any fJffJP9sed 

17 required street trees er kmdseaping. 

18 

19 

(2) The Applicant's order of preference for the Preferred Locations. 

(3) A brief description of the nature of the use of the proposed Surface-

20 , Mounted Facility and the consequences of not installing the f~cility. 

21 

22 

23 

(4) Any assessment made of the Applicant's Preferred Locations by the 

Planning Department and/or Recreation and Park Department. 

(5) Any Conditions on the installation of the proposed Surface-Mounted 
. <. 

24, Facility at each of the Preferred Locations imposed by any City department that reviewed the 

25 
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1 Applicant's Preferred Location List (including a statement indicating whether the Applicant has . 

2 accepted the Conditions). 

3 (6) Any additional proposed locations for the Surface-Mounted Facility 

4 identified by any City department that reviewed the Applicant's Preferred Location List 

5 (including a statement indicating whether the Applicant has accepted the proposed locations). 

6 (7) The procedure for protesting any or all of the Preferred Locations 

7 contained in the Notice of Intent. 

8 (8) The Applicant's contact information for obtaining information related to 

9 the Notice of Intent a~d/or the technical requirements for the proposed Surface~Mounted 

10 · · Facility. 

11 (9) A statement that more information about the proposed Notice of Intent 

12 can be obtained from the Applicant and more information about submitting a protest can be 

13 obtained from the Department. 

14 (10) If applicable, a statement that the APJ?licantwill elect to pay an "in-lieu" fee 

15 rather than installing a street tree. 

16 (I 1) If applicable. a statement that the Applicant will elect to pay an "in~lieu" f§e 

17 rather than permitting the installation of a mural on its permitted Surface-Mounted Facility . 

. 18 @{W)-L~nguage Requirement. The Department may require an Applicant to translate 

19 the Notice of Intent into such language(s) that the Department determines are appropriate 

20 based on the locations for the proposed Surface-Mounted F~cility contained in the Notice of 

. 21 Intent. Prior to i~suing the Notice of lnten~ the Applicant shall inquire of the Department as to 

.22 whether translation is required, and if so, into which language or languages such translation . . 

23 shall be offered. 

24 {df{tl Filing with the Department. The Applicant shali file with the Department proof 

25 that the Applicant has complied with the notice requirements contained herein. 
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SEC. 2722. POST-INSTALLATION OBLIGATIONS. 1 

2 (a) Required Signage. A Permittee shall place a sign on a permitted Surface-

3 Mounted Facility tha~ shall contain the Permittee's name and provide a telephone number for 

4 people to call to notify the Permittee that there· is damage to or Graffiti on a Surface-Mounted 

5 . Facility or that an associated street tree lent/seeping is in need of maintenance. A telephone call 

6 to that number will be considered notice to the Permittee. Such sign shall be displayed in a 

7 conspicuous manner and shall be maintained and/or replaced as necessary: 

8 (b) . Surface-Mounted Facility Maintenance. A Permittee shall be solely 

9 responsible for maintaining a Surface-Mounted Facility installed in the Public Right-of-Ways in 

. 1 O a clean and safe condition. A Permittee shall repair any damage to a Surface-Mounted Facility 

11 within 30 days after discovering or being notified of such damage to a Surface-Mounted 

12 Facility .. 

13 Ltllldsespin.g }.,/aintem:mee. A Pe,.mittee slutll he sakly rospontJiblefer the mtl:intenanee 

14 efany instf:llled lsndseaping er street tree installed by the PeFmittee £HJ a Cenditien vjthe Department's 

15 issuance e.fa Surfaee }J8untedFaeility Site Pennit fer se Ieng fJ9 the permitted Surfaee Maunted 

16 Faeility remains at the leGf.ltien. Sueh hmdsectping a.71all be kept in a 9tr:lte efgeed -;i8ual quality, with 

17 any dead er diseased material premptly remetJed and '1'eplaced. The Permittee shall reme'f'e any litter 

18 616eumulating within the haidseaped £fl<ee within 72 hews refter disee•'Cring er heing notified ofsueh 

19 Utter eeeNmuletien. 

20 {d){si Graffiti Removal. A Permittee shall be solely responsible for the removal of any 

21 Graffiti from g_Surface-Mounted Facility installed in the Public Right-of-Ways. A Permittee 

22 · shall remove all Graffiti from a Surface-Mounted Facility within 72 hours after discovering or 

23 being notified that there is Graffiti on a Surface-Mounted Facility. 

24 (e)@ Inspection Required. A Permittee shall regularly inspect each Surface-

25 Mounted Facility insta.lled in the Public Right-of-Ways to determine whether any of its Surface-
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1 Mounted Facilities.are damaged, in need Q[e Jendaeeping street tree maintenance, or have 

2 been tagged with Graffiti. 

3 fft{rl Reco'rds. A Permittee shall maintain written records of all inspections, repairs 

4 · · to, and maintenance of any permitted Surface-Mounted Facilities in t~e Public Right-of-Ways 

5 in such form as may be required by the Department. The Department may require that a copy 

6 of these written records be sent to the Department on a regular basis. 

7 

8 SEC. 2726. LIABILITY. 

9 As a condition of a Surface-Mounted Facility Site Permit, each Permittee agrees on 

1 O behalf of-itself and any agents, successors, or assigns t_o be wholly responsible for the 

11 construction, installation, and maintenance of any permitted Surface-Mounted Facility endeny 

12 required street trees or lsndseaping. Each Permittee and its agents are jointly and severally 

13 liable for all consequences of such consfruction, installation, and maintenance of a Surface-

14 Mounted Facility and any required street trees er k:mdseeptng. The issuance of any Permit, 

15 inspection, repair suggestion, approval, or acquiescence of any Person affiliated with the City 

16 · shall not excuse any Permittee or its agents from such responsibility or liability. 

17 

18 SEC. 2727. INDEMNIFICATION AND DEFENSE OF CITY. 

19' (a} Indemnification of City. As a condition of a Surface-Mounted Facility Site 

20 Permit, each Permittee agrees on behalf of ~tself and its agents, successors, or assigns, to 

21 indemnify, defend, protect, and hold harmless the City from and against any and all claims of 

22 any kind allegedly arising directly or indirectly from the following: 

23 (1) Any act, omission, or negligence of a Permittee or its any-agents, 

24 successors, or assign,s while engaged in the con·struction,.installation, or maintenance of any 

25 Surface-Mounted Facility authorized by a Permit, or while in or about the Public Right-of-Ways 
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1 that are subject to the Permit, for any reason connected in any way whatsoever with the 

2 performance of the work authorized by the Permit, or allegedly resulting directly or indirectly 

3 from the construction, installation •. or maintenance of any Surface-Mounted Facility authorized 

4 under the Permit or any required street trees Br lsndseaping; 

5 (2) Any accident, damage, death, or injury to any of a Permittee's contractors 

6 or subcontractors, or any officers, agents, or employees of either of them, while engaged in 

7 the performance of the construction, installation, or maintenance of any Surface-Mounted 

8 Facility authorized by a Permit or any required street trees er lendseaping, or while in or about 

9 the Public Right-of-Ways that are subject to the Permit, for any reason connected with the . 

1 O performance of the work authorized by the Permit, including from exposure to radio frequency 

11 emissions; 

12 (3) Any accident, damage, death, or injury to any Person or accident, 

13 damage, or injury to any real or personal property in, upon, or in any way allegedly connected . . 

14 with the construction, installation, or maintenance of any Surface-Mounted Facility authorized 

15 by a Permit or any required street trees er lendseaping, or while in or about the· Public Right-of-

16 Ways that are subject to the Permit, from any causes or claims arising at any time, including 

17 any causes or claims arising from exposure to radio frequency emissions; and 

18 . (4) Any release or discharge, or threatened release or discharge, of any 

19 hazardous material caused or allowed by a Permittee or its agents about, in, on, or under the 

20 Public Right~of-Ways. 

21 (b) Defense of City. Each Pe~ittee agrees that, upon the request of the City, the 

22 Permittee, at no cost or expense to the City, shall .indemnify, defend, and hold harmless the 

23 City against any claims as set forth in subsection (a) above, regardless of the alleged · 

24 negligence of City or any other party, _except only for claims resulting directly from the sole 

25 negligence or willful misconduct of the City. Each Permittee specifically acknowledges and 
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1 agrees that it has an immediate and independent obligation to defend th~ City from any claims 

2 that actually or potentially fall within the indemnity provision, even if the allegations are or may 

3 be groundless, false, or fraudulent, which obligation arises at the time such claim is tendered 

4 to the Permittee or its agent by the City and continues at all times thereafter. Each Permittee 

5 further agrees that the City shall have a cause of action for indemnity against the Permittee for 

6 any costs the City may be required to pay as a result of defending or satisfying any claims that 

. 7 arise from or in connection with a Permit, exeept only for claims resulting directly from the sole 

8 negligence or willful misconduct of the City. Each Permittee further agrees that the 

9 indemnification obligations assumed under a Permit shall survive expiration of the Permit or 

10 completion of installation of any Surface-Mounted Facility authorized by the Permit. 

11 (c) Additional Requirements. The Department may specify in a Permit such 

12 additional indemnification requirements as are necessary to protect the City from risks of 

13 liability associated with the Permittee's construction, installation, and maintenance of a 
14 Surface-Mounted Facility or any required street trees er kmdse«ping. 

15 

16 

17 

SEC. 2732. DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS REPORTING REQUIREMENT. 

(a) Beginning on September 1. 2019. and by September 1 of every other year 

18 thereafter. The Department shall submit ,a report (the '.'Department Report") to the Board of .. 

19 Supervisors and the Mayor concerning the applications for SurfacS-:Mounted Facility Site 

20 Permits submitted during the prior two-year period and maintenance of existing Surface~ 

21 Mounted Facilities. 

22 (b) For each application. the Department Report shall contain ·the following 

23 information: (1) the number of applications submitted by applicant: (2) the proposed locatign 

24 of the Surface"Mounted Facility set forth in each application: (3) whether those aoplications 

25 were protested: (4) the results of all such protests: (5) whether the Department granted or 
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1 denied those applications: (6) whether any Departm§nt determinations were appealed: and 

2 (7) the outcome of any such appeals. For each existing Surface-Mounted Facility. the 

3 Department Report shall also describe maintenance and graffiti abatement activities by the 

4 Permittee during the two-vear period. 

5 

6 Section 2. Scope of Ordinance. In enacting this ordinance, the Board of Supervisors 

7. intends to amend only those words, phrases, paragraphs, subsections, sections, articles, 

8 numbers, punctuation marks, charts, diagrams, or any other constituent parts of the Municipal 

· 9 Code that are explicitly shown in this ordinance as addi~ions, deletions, Board amendment 

1 o additions, and Board amendment deletions in accordance with_ the "Note" that appears under 

11 the official title of the ordinance. 

12 

13 Section 3. Severability. If any section, subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, or 

14 word of this or~inance, or. any application thereof to any person or circumstance, is held to be 

15 invalid or unconstitutional by a decision of a court of competent ju.risdiction, such decision 

16 shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions or applicati~ns of the. ordinance. Tf:ie 

17 Board of Supervisors hereby declares that it would have passed this .ordinance and each and 

18 . every section, subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, and word not declared invalid or 
' 

19 unconstitutional without regard to whether any other portion of this ordinance or application 

20 thereof would be subsequently declared invalid or unconstitutio~al. 

21 

22 Section 4. No Conflict with Federal or State Law. Nothing in this ordinance shall be 

23 interpreted or applied so ~s to create any requirement, power, or duty in conflict with any 

24 · federal or state law. 

25 
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1 Section 5. Effective Date. ,This ordinance shall become effective 30 days after 

2 enactment. Enactment occurs when the Mayor signs the ordinance, the Mayor returns the 

3 ordinance unsigned or does not sign the ordinance within ten days of receiving it, or the Board 

4 of Supervisors overrides the Mayor's veto of the ordinance. 

5 

6 

7 

8 

·g 

10 

11 

12. 

13 

14' 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
DENNIS J. HERRERA, City Attorney 

By: 
WILLIAM K SANDERS 
Deputy City Attorney 

n:\legana\as2017\1700410\01204654.docic 
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S758·Geary·Blvd .• , # 356 - San FrE!11;cisco CA 94121-2112 
VMs &.Faxes-:(-41.s) 541~~652 - Direct & VMs-(41~) 541-5652, Emails president@sfpar:org 

Supervisor Sandra LeewFeWer 
Clfy Hal! . . . 
1 Dr. Carlton B .. Goodlett Place, Room 24.4 
·san FranclscQ, Ca. 94102-46.89 
Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org. 

Re: Proposed· Legislation to remove AT&T Utility Box Obllgatlohs.; 
Boarci'of Supervisors File No. 170442 
(Public ·works Code· - R~quirements for Surface-Mounted Facility Site Perm I~) 

Dear Supervisor Lee-Fewer: 

I am writing on behalf'ofthe Planning·Assoclation.forthe Richmond (PAR) regarding the. 
matter referenced above. This proposed legi.slation Is sched.uled for hearing at ·a 
special meeting of the Public Safety and Neighborhood Services Committee on June 
12, 2017'. As you know,. PAR repr.esents thousands: of'residents- In the. Richmond District 
and has been·~:stakehol~er in the utility box issue for many years·. 

Sev~raJ years.ago, tlie siting of AT&T's UNerse program unsightly boxes on sidewalks 
In residential areas precipitated a.tsunami .of·ne.ighborhood resistance. These large · . 
·boxes are eye-sores In. the public rlght--0f~way .and be~me targets for graffiti vandals. 
PAR was a party to litigation-that fol.lowed, which was ne~.ded to. give the community a: 
voic~ in ·the placement of the boxes. The lawsuit sought to ensure thatt a:;l a reguJated 
utility, AT&Ts Utility Boxes would be proJ?etly subjected to CECA and that . 
Environmental Impact Reports be prepared~ 

In ;?014., then Supervisor Weiner, after ®llaborating with a diverse set of stakeholders;. 
and foHowing lengthy negotiations· and committe!a hea~ings, submitted. legislation to the 
full Boar'd qf'Superyis_ots t~a:t irnpleme~ted the present constraints upon ~he sitJ.ng of 
AT&Ts Utlllty Boxes, including·the following el.em.ents: 

· • AT&T must ·seek to locate 'ils. Utllf.ty Bo~es :on private property prfor to requesting 
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siting on pablic property. .. 
11 AT&T must provide landscaping.for ltsU~lity Boxes. 
• AT&T must cpntribute to a .fund to ~nable local·artlst~ to employ the large Utility 

Boxes as canvases for artwork. 
• AT&T must remedlate',a~y graffiti within 72 hours. 

AT&T has not cpmplled with it$ obligations under the current law. Lany Stringer, deputy 
director of Publlc·Works, recently selit a str.ongty warded letter to AT&T accusing ·the 
company of '!no~ meeting.Its legal responsibllitles.~ 1.n particular, presently1 AT&T has 
not complied wl~h the tandscap{ng reqoiretnents; .has not complied wi.th the graffiti 
requirements;· and, no artist work has been deployed on the Utility· Boxes-· which may 
substantially .. e-xplaln the graffiti. 

De~pite the history of community sentiment on this siting issue, and Soott Weiner's · · 
leg!slation that Implemented sometli[ng ·of a compromise, Supervisor Cohen is now 
proposing that utilities like AT&T be able to buy their way out of current requlrem.ents by 
paying "lo .lieu" fees. This prQposed legislation ignores public sentlm.ent, .obliterates the 
community· pr~teciions found \n current law and rewards utiiiti.es Uke AT&T in spite of 
failures to comply wltft current o.bl!gatlons. The proposed legi~lation will remove all of 
AT& T!s present series of obligations· regarding the siting ~nd installation of its Utl\ity. 
Boxes.· · 

In spite of .a long. hf story ofc'ommunlty participation in the development of policy and law 
remm:iing the siting ofutllity boxes, AT&Ts Is ·attempting to disenfranchise the . 
lriterested.c:ommunltles of San Francisco by suddenly pursing legislation permitting it to 
slide out of its responsibilities. This is a s~acklngly terrible deal. Rather than this 
leglsl~tlon, th~ Bo.ard of Supervisors should dir~ct firm action to. ensure lawful 
campllanc·e with the existing· requirements. 

We.ask not mere.ly the.rejection of.this terribl~·proposed legislation, but a resolve to 
enforce compliance with ·the. ex.lstihg legislation. 

Richard· L Corriea . 
Pf.esident , Planni'ng Association for the Richmond 

cc~ 

Sopervlsor Hillary Ronen (Hillarv.Ronen@sfgov.org) 
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy (Jeff.Sheehy@stgov.org) 
Assistant Clerk E;rfoa Major, Public $afety ~nd Nelghborhpod Servlees Committee. 
( erica.major@sfgov.org} 
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City Hall 

BOARDofSUPERVISORS 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244 

San Francisco 94102-4689 

. TO:. 

TeL No. 55475184 
Fax No. 554-5163 

TDD/TTY No. ·554-5227 

MEMORANDUM 

Mohammed Nuru, Director, Public Works 
John Rahaim, Director, Planning Department 
Phil Ginsburg, General Manager, Recreation and Parks Department 
Tom DeCaigny, Director of Cultural Affairs, Arts Commission 

FROM: Erica Major, Assistant Clerk, Public Safety and Neighborhood Services 
Committee, Board of Supervisors 

DATE: April 24, 2017 

SUBJECT: LEGISLATION INTRODUCED 

The Board of Supervisors' Public Safefy' and Neighborhood Services Committee has 
received the following proposed legislation, introduced by Supervisor Cohen on April 18, 
2017: . 

File No. 170442 

Ordinance amending the Public Works Code to modify· the exceptions to 
the Surface-Mounted Facility Site Permit requirement; to allow a permittee 
to choose to pay an "in-lieu" fee .instead of installing a street tree; to allow 
a permittee to choose to pay an "in-lieu" fee instead of permitting the 
installation of a . mural on its Surface-Mounted Facility; to repeal the 
requirements that a permittee install landscaping or pay an "in-lieu" fee 
and maintain the required landscaping; to repeal the requirement that an 
applicant for a Surface.:.Mounted Facility Site Permit make reasonable 
efforts to locate the facility on private property before · submitting an 
application; and to amend the requirement that a permittee maintain any 
required street tree. 

If you have any additional comments or reports to be included with the file, please 
· forward them to me at the Board of Supervisors, City Hall, Room ?,44, 1 Dr. Carlton B. 

Goodlett Place, San Francisco, CA 94102. 
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Referral from the Office of the ·c1erk of the Board 
Public Safety and Neighborhood Services Committee 
April 24, 2017 
Page2 

c: Jennifer Blot, Public Works 
Scott ·sanchez, Planning Department 
Lisa Gibson, Planning Department 
AnMarie Rodgers, Plan·ning Department 
Aaron Starr, Planning Department 
Joy Navarrete, Planning Department 
Jeanie Poling, Planning Department 
Sarah Madland, Recreation and Parks Department 
Susan Pontious, Arts Commission 
Rebekah. Krell, Arts Commission 
Sharon Page Ritchie, Arts Commission 
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CityH.all 

BOARD of SUPERVISORS 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244 

San Francisco 94102-4689 
Tel. No. 554-5184 · 
Fax No. 554-5163 

TDD/TTY No. 554-5227 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Mei Ling Hui, Urban Forestry Council Coordinator, Urban Forestry Council 

FROM: Erica Major, Assistant Clerk, Public Safety and Neighborhood Services 
Committee, Board of Supervisors 

DATE: May30, 2017 

SUBJECT: LEGISLATION.INTRODUCED 

The Board of Supervisors' Public Safety and Neighborhood Services Committee has 
received the following proposed legislation, introduced py Supervisor Cohen on April 18, 
201~ ·. 

File No. 170442 

Ordinance amending the Public Works Code to modify the exceptions to 
the Surface-Mounted Facility Site Permit requirement; to allow· a permittee 
to choose to pay an "in-lieu" fee instead of installing a street tree; to allow 
a permittee to choose to pay an ''in-lieu" fee instead of permitting the 
installation of a mural on its Surface"Mounted Facility; to repeal the 
requirements that a permittee install landscaping or pay an "in-lieu" fee 
and maintain the required landscaping; to repeal the requirement that an 
applicant for a Surface-Mounted Facility Site Permit make reasonable 
efforts to locate the facility on private property before submitting an· 
application; and to amend the requirement that a permittee maintain any 
required street tree. 

If you have any addition.al comments or reports to be included. with the file, please 
forward them to me at the Board of Supervisors, City Hall, Room 244, 1 Dr. Carlton f3. 
Goodlett Pl'i'ce, San Francisco, CA 94102. · · 
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PUBLIC NOTICES 
UNE • ENaUJREll·BllLLETIN • FDMEll CITY PROGRESS • MJUBllAE • SAN B/IUNO SUN • BOUTIQUE & lfJUAGl!R ' . . 
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NOTICE OF 
PETITfONTO 
ADMINISTER 
ESTATE OF 

EfLEEN IRIS MILLS 
CASE NO. PES-17· 

301117 
To all heirs, beneficiaries, 
oredllors, obnUngant 
oradHons, and pen;on" 

who may olherwJn be 
lnterasted ln Iha wm or 
estate. or both, of: Eiieen 
Iris MDI> 
A Pollllon ror Probata has 
been fllod by Ronald J. 
Under In tho Superior 
Court of Callfomla1 
County ot Son FranclsOQ, 
The P.eUl~n for Prubnle 
requests: that Ronald J. 
Under be •Pix>lntod ar: 
personal represenUttWe to 
admlnfsler lhe 61hde or 
tha daoedent. 
Thii ?eUUon requests 
tha duoedent's wlll 
end oodlolle, If any, ba 
admnted to probate, The 
Wllf Bltd sny codtolle are
avanable fot BXaltllmtlon 
In thB fll• kapt by the 
court 

~fuoJt;m~n ad~i~1= 
the estate under 

~~~lnletrau1:nd~~~; 
AoL (fhle authority 
wlll allow th• personal 
repruiintatlva to take 
many aollons Wl\hout 
obtaining court approval. 
Before laking certain 
very Tmportant acllons1 

howiWer, the.· peraona1 
repre:!lanhi:Uvo: wUI be 
requlrrid lo ghto notfae. 
lo fntar11eted pemtms 
unless thq hava Waived 
nollce er t1onHnted to 
th• prupoeed aotlon,) 
The Independent 
administration aulhorffy 
will bo granllld uni .. • an 
Interested person mes an 
obJeoUon to the petition 
and &hows good cauu 
why th• oourt •houJd not 
grant the authoNty, 
A haerlng on Iha p•lnlon 
will b• hold In till• aourt 
en Sept 19, 2017 at e:oo 
a.m, f=\oom 204 located 
at 400 MoA!Uele.r street, 
Depa.rtmimt 204, san 
l"ranolaco1 OA 94102 
Ir you ob)aot to Iha 
granllns of th• peUtion, 
you should appHt at lht 
h8.l'lrfng and atata your 
objeolloms 01 nl• W!itt•n 
ob]aoflono with Iha court 
baro,. th• hearing. Your 
~ppee&rance may bo In 
pat:11on orbyyourauomay. 
If you ant 1 oredllor or a 
conllngent creditor of th• 
daceden~ you ... st Ill• 
your •lnlm with the court 
and mllil a copy to the 
personal roptH1mh11fve 
eppolntad by the oourt 
within lhu lal•r of eJth&r 
(1) four month• Imm the 
d!l1e or ffr&t 1sauanca 
of faHeii. lo a g~neraf. 
pe!"llonal ref)resentatlV&, 
as deftned In aeollon 
5B(b) of the Oallfomla 
Probela Code, or (2) 

-··--···------··-,----------~· 

GD days from lhe dale 
or mBltlng or panmnal 
ds11vary to you of a hollce 
unlfer isecUon 9052 of the 
C81llornla Probate Code. 
Other Cellfomlll otatules 
and h•iiat aulflorlty 
rnay arrect your rlghls 
as a creditor. You mey 
want to consult with an 
attomeyknowledgsableln 
Oafllornla law. 
You may ei:ttmlns 1he me 
kept by th• o;curt, If ygu 
ara a pmon lnlereated 
In tho et>ta:te1 you may Ille 
wlth the court 1 Requast 
for Spaolal Nolloo (lolm 
DE-1&4) of tho finng Of Bil 
lnvanlory and appraise! of 
estate es!:i11£ or of any 
pelrtfon or 11ccount u 
prtn11dad In Prqbate Code 
aectlon 1260. A Request 
for Speolal Nolloe form Is 
avallab!is from th& oourt 
oleri<. 
Attorney for PeUUoner. 
Ellr.abelh M. HolRs, SOD 
Montgomery Sheet, SUto 
1050, San ft'Bndsno, CA 
94104, Talephonel (416) 
Pll3-0500 

~·s~ol:Js°9: 
SAN l"l\ANC1&CO 
f!XAMINER 

PUBLIC 
AUCTJONlSALES 



Carroll, John (BOS) 

/;om: 
Sent: 
To: 

Docs, SF (LIB) 
Friday, September 01, 2017 4:08 PM 
Carroll, John (BOS) 

Subject: Re: Plea~e Post the Linked Hearing Notice - Public Safety and Neighborhood Services 
Committee - 170442 Fee Ad 

categories: 170442, 2017.09.13 - PSNS 

Posted/SF Docs/9/1/2917 /Laurel Yer~ey 

From: Carroll, John (BOS) 
Sent: Friday,,Septt;!mber 1, 2017 3:47 PM 
To: Docs, SF (LIB) 
Subject: Please Post the Linked Hearing Notice - Public Safety and Neighborhood Services Committee -170442 Fee Ad 

Please post the linked hearing notice for public viewing. 

http://sfbos.org/sites/default/files[psn091317 170442 Notice.pdf 

Thanl<s! 

John Carroll 
!- -:slstant Clerk 

ard of Supervisors 
San Francisco City Hall, Room 244 · 
San Francisco, CA 941~2 
(415)554-4445 - Direct I (415)554-5163 - Fax 
john.i:arroll@sfgov.org I bos.legislation@sfgov.org 

0 . 
If.{} Cllckhere to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form. 

The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to Board of Supervisors legislation and archived matters since August 1998. 

Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communlccitions to the Boord of Supervisors Is subject to disclosure under the California Public Records Act and 
the Son Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal Information provided w/11 not be redacted. Members of the pub/le are not ~equlred to provide P,ersonal identifying 
information when they communicate with the Board of Supervfsors ond Its committees. /l,// Written or oral cammunlccitlons that members of the pub/le submit to the 
Clerl<'s Office regarding pendfng legfslatfon or hearings wf// be made available to aU members of the pub/Tc for [nspectlon and copying. The C/erk,'s Office does not 
redact any Information from these submissions. This means that personal informatlon-incfuding names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a 
member of the publfc elects to submit to the Board and its committees-may appear on the Board of Supervisors website or In other public documents that members 
of the pub/le may Inspect or copy. · 

1 

-- .. ----~---------------
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BOARQofSUPERVISORS 

City Hall 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244 

San Francisco 94102-4689 
Tel. No. 554-5184 
Fax No. 554-5163 

TDD/TTY No. 554-5227 

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 

PUBLIC SAFETY AND NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICES COMMITTEE 

SAN·FRANCISCO BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT the Public Safety and Neighborhood 
Services Committee will holg a ·public he~ring to consider the following proposal and 
said public hearing will be h'eld as .follows, at which time all interested parties may 
attend and be heard: · 

Date: Wednesday, September 13, 2017 

Time: 10:00 a.m. 

Location: Committee Room, Room 263, located at City Hall, 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, San Francisco; CA 

Subject: ·File No. 170442. Ordinance amending the Public Works Code to 
modify the exceptions to the Surface-Mounted Facility Site Permit 
requirement; to allow a permittee to choose to pay an "in-lieu" fee 
instead of installing a street tree; to allow a permittee to ·choose to 
pay an ·"in-lieu" fee in$tead of permitting the installation of a mural 

· on its Surface'-Mounted Facility; to repeal the requirements that a . 
permittee install landscaping or pay an "in-lieu" fee and maintain 
the required landscaping; to repeal the requirement that an 
applicant for a Surface-Mounted Facility Site Permit-make 
reasonable. efforts to locate the facility on private property before 
submitting an application; to require Public Worl<s.to submit a ·report 
to the Board of Superviso"rs ever\j two years on the number of 
applications for Surface-Mounted Facility Site Permits submitted 
and issued and on maintenance ~nd graffiti abatement activities at 
existing Surface-Mounted Facilities; to q.mend the requirement that 
a permittee maintain any required street tree; and to amend the 
Administrative Code to require that the mural "in-lieu" fees be 
deposited in the Public Works Street Beautification Fund to be used 
to fund murals and other beautification projects in the public right-
of-way. · · · 

Continued on next page 

,..· 
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
File No. 170442 (10-Day Fee Ad) 
September 13, 20l7 

. . 

Page2 

Under Public Works Code, Ari:icle 27, any person installing a Surface-Mounted 
Facility in the public r.ight of way must apply_ for a Surface-Mounted Facility Site Permit 
frorn Public Works. If the legislati'on passes, the in-lieu fee for installation of a street 
tree would be revised in Public Works Code, Section 2710, so that an applicant who 
elects to pay the in-lieu fee shall notify Public Works by a "Notice of Intent" required 
under Public Works, Article 27, Section 2712 .. The in-lieu fee shall be equal to the City's 
cost to plant and water the tree for three years, with the minimum fee amount being 
$1.489. The in;..lieu fee shall be imposed by t~e Public Works Director for the 
installation of one tree and shall be paid into tlie "Public Works Adopt-A-Tree Fund." 
Beginning FY2007-2008, this fee shall be reviewed and adjuste.d each year in 
accordar)ce with the procedu~es set forth in; Public W?rks Code,, Sec~ion 2.1.2. 

Under Public Works Code, Section 271:1, a· new in-lieu fee shall be established to 
allow an applicant for a Surface-Mounted Facility Site Permit to elect to pay an in-lieu 
fee instead of permitting the installation of a mural on its Surface-Mounted Facility.· The 
Applicant shall notify the Department of its election in the Notice of Intent required under 
Public Works Code, Section 2712, Article 27. The "in~lieu" fee shall be the greater of 
$2,000 or the product of multiplying the square footage of the total surface area of the 
proposed .Surface Mounted Facility by $48, and shall·be paid into a "Public Works Street 
Beautification Fund." The in-lieu fee may be adjusted to reflect the changes in the 
relevant Consumer Price Index. 

. In accordance with San Francisc~ Administrative Code, Section 67.7-1, persons 
who are unable to attend the hearing on this matter may submit written comments t9 the 
City prior to the time the hearing begins. These ·comments will be made a part of the 
official public record in this matter, ~nd shall be brought to the attention of the members 
of the Committee. Written comments should be addressed to Angela Calvillo, Clerk of · 
the Board, City Hall, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244, San Francisco, CA 
94102. Information relating to this matter is available in the Office of the Clerk of the 
Board. Agenda information· re!ating to this matter will be available for public review on 
Friday, September 8, 2017. · 

DATED/POSTED: ·September 1, 2017 
PUBLISHED: September3 and 8, 2017 

. . 

(2{~ 
fefAngela Calvillo . 

Clerk of the Board 

----~--,.~-~··--··--·--···-·--··-·--------·---· ... 
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. COPY OF .NOTICE 
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Ad Description JEC - PSNS Fee Ad - 170442 Sep 13 2017 
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EXM# 3042742 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC 

Hl:ARING llDAAD OF 
SUPERVISORS OF THE 
CITY AND COUNTY OF 

SAN FRANCISCO PUauc . 
SAFETY AND NEIGHl'IOR
HOOO SERVICES COM• 
MITTEEWEONE:SOAY, 
SEPTEMBER 13, 2017 -
10:00 AM CITY KALL, 

COMMITTEE ROOM 263 1 
PR. CARLT.ON a. GOOD· 

LETT PLACE, SAN 

NOTl~~~l~~~~~IVEN 
THAT the Pubfic Safety and 
Neighborhood Services 
Committee llAI\ hold a public 
hearing lo conoldor th• 
following proposal and said 
r,ubllc hearing wlll be held ae 

l~~'::fed8~a~~~~ma'lieri~ 
and be heard: Dale: 
Wednesday, Seplember 13, 
2017 llme: 10:00 a.m. 
location: Commllloe Room, 

~~tt.m ~aab!~""t!:~~~~ cw. 
Goodlett Placs, San 
Fmnclsco,CA 
SubJec~ Fiie No. 170442. 
Ordinance amenillng the 
Public Worl<a Code to modify 
the e•cepUon• to the 
Surface-Mounted faolllly 
Site Permit mqulrementJ lo 

· allow o pormlltee to chooae 
to pa~ an in-lleU" fee Instead 
of lnslalllng a altoet lme; to 
allow e pennlttea lo choose 
lo pay an in~fau' fee Instead 

~~ ~e~l~~9 o~~~·~~~~ 
~~""~Ur:~~~~ 10u::r~ 
permlUee ln'la~ londscaplng 

~afnTiin8" ,II;!°"' r:· ur~~ 
landecspfng; to repea1 the 
requlmmont that an epptrc:ent 
for a Surta~ounted 
Faclfit Sita Permit make 

prope before 

~~b~J''W':1:'1to foeu~~~1': 
report lo Iha aoard of 
Supervisors every two years 
on tho numbar Of eppllca
Uons for · surface-Mounlad. 

~~&:~ed an~1~ued ~~':J~~ 
maintenance and graffiti 
abatement eolMUea at 
el<lsUrm Surtace-Mounlad 
facllltles: to amend Iha 

fri~~r:i~:,:Ylh,:~~"~~"!'1i!~ 
tree; and la amend the 
AdmlnletrsOvo Coda to 
require 1hat the llllrel in-

~~~11~es bew~~~~~lted k'lr~h0~ 
BoauUfioaUon Fund ta be 
used to fund murals and 
other beauoncaUon projects 
In the public rlght,of-way. 
Under Publlo Works Code, 
Artie!~ 27, any person 

~;~~~~n "t~~~ilf~~~~~~ 
way must apply for a 
Surfaoe-Mounted Facility 
Bile Penni! from Publlo 
Works. If the legl•leUon 
paaaas, lhe In-lieu file for 
lnstallaUon of a airest In!• 
would be revised In Publla 
Works Coda, SeoUon 2710, . 

!fec~"fu ;~Y t!:~"k:'.i~~u 1.~ . 
shall nollfy Public Works by 

~nd!~u~~b~r~1W~~.'.~~ 
27, Seoffon Z/'12. The ln~leu 
fee •hall bo equal lo Iha 
City's cost to plant and waler 
Iha tree for tlirea years, llAlh 
11\e mlnlt11Jm fee amount 
being. $1,489. The In-lieu fee 

~~/10 ~oJ:P~=to~fur ~= 
lnslalleUon of one trae end 
shall be paid Into the 'Publlo 
Works AdOP!-A-Troo Fund: 
Beginning l'Y2007-2008, this 
fee shall be l'l!\'lewed .and 

=~~~:nee ••ch .n1fi"."' lh~ 
procadures set forth In Public 
Works Code, Section 2.1.2. 
Under Publlo Works Code, 
Sac!lon 2711, a new ln~leu 
fee shall be eslabllshed lo 

~~:c.".~o~~f!cant /~~nt~ 
Site Permit lo elect to ~ay an 
In-lieu fee Instead of 

~·r~~~p ~~ 'Il:"''~~: 
Maunled · Facinly. The 
Appllcant shall notif/ Iha 
Department Of Its elecHon 1n . 
Iha NoUce of lnlent required 
Under Publla Works Coda, 
Section 2712, Artlclo• 27. The 
'ln~!eu• fee shall be Iha 
gresler of $2,000 or Iha 
product of mu\llplyfng the 
square faolage of the total 

~~'!:.~~ 8M"o~~~"rl'~ri~·~· 
f ~i,rl'c"d shall be paid 1\'~e~ 
Beeutlfi The ln-
Ueu fee ma ated lo 
renact the In Iha 
relevant Consumer Price 
Index. 
In accordance wlUt San 
F'ranclsco AdmlnlsltaltVll 
Code, Section 67.7-1, 
person 
oltend 
metier written 

u:'."'li'~~'Ui. hearing &~gfn~~ 
These cornmenla will be 
made a part of Iha omclel 
pubUc mcortl In this matter, 
and shall be brought to the 
atlenllon of Ute merriiers of 
the Committee. Written 
commenle should be 
addreesed to Angela Calvino, 
Clerk oflhe Board, City Hal, 
1 Dr. Canion a. Goodlett 
Place, Room 244, San 
Francisco, CA 94102. 
lnformaHon relaUng to Ihle 



mailer ls available In the 
Offica of the Clerk of !he 
aoanJ. Agenda lnformaUon 
ralaUng lo !his matter will be 
available for 'publlo r•Vl•YI on 
Friday, September 8, 2017. 
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Your order is sent!! 
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1 DR CARLTON B GOODLETT 

Phone 
PL#244 

(415)5!;\4-7704 

City. SAN FRANCISCO Fax (415)554-7714 

state-Zip CA- 94102 

Ad Placement Informatiom Section. of Newspaper and. Type of Notice 
Legal· . GOVERNMENT - GOVT PUBUC NOTICE 

Order Information 

Attef!tion Name SF BOS (OFFICIAL) SF 
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No. Contract Award 95442 

Ad Description 
JEC - PSNS Fee Ad -
170442 Sep 13 2017 

Sale/Hrg/Bid 
Date 

Speclal 
Instructions 

Orders Created 

Order Newspaper 
No. Name 

SAN 
FRANCISCO 
EXAMINER 
10%, CA 

Billed To: CCSF 
BDOF 
SUPERVISORS 3042742 
(OFFICIAL 
NOTICES) 
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For: CCSF BD 
OF 
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(OFFICIAL 
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Order No. I 
3042742 I 

Publishing 
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Depth 
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: 
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Newspaper 

SAN FRANCISCO EXAMINER 10% 

NOTICE OF PUBUC HEARING 
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF THE 

CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN 
FRANCISCO·PUBLIC SAFETY AND 

NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICES 
COMMITT.EE WEDNESDAY, 

SEPTEMBER.13, 2017 - 10:00 AM 
CITY HALL, COMMITTEE ROOM 263 

1 DR. CARL.TO~ B. GOODLETT . 
PLACE, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 
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Price Ad Status 

Pending Sent 

I View 

I View Ad Xn PDF 
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NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT the 
Public Safety and Neighborhood 
Services Committee wlll hold a public 
hearing to consider the following 
proposal and said public hearing will be 
held as follows, at whlch time all 
interested parties may attend anti be 
heard: Date: Wednesday, September 
13, 2017 Time: 10:00 a.m. Location: 
committee Room, Room 263, located 
at City Hall, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett 
Place, San Francisco, CA 
Subject: File No. 170442. Ordinance 
amending the Public Works Code to 
modify the exceptions to the Surface
Mounted Facility Site Permit 
requirement; to allow a permlttee to 
choose to pay .an "In-lieu" fee Instead 
of instaillng a street tree; to allow a 
permlttee to choose to pay an "ln-ileu" 
fee Instead of permitting the 
Installation of a mural on its Surface
Mounted Facillty; to · repeal the 
requirements that a permlttee install 
landscaplng or pay an "in-lieu" fee and 
maintain the .required landscaplng; to 
repeal the requirement that an 
applicant for a Sur.face-Mounted 
Faclllty Slte Permit make reasonable 
efforts to locate the faclilty on private 
property before · submitting an 
application; to require Public Works to 
submit a report to the j3oard of 
Supervisors every two years on the 
number of applications for Surface-
Mounted Faclllty . Site Permits 
submitted and . Issued and on 
maintenance and graffiti abatement 
activities at existing. Surface-Mounted 
Facilities; to amend the requirement 
that a permittee maintain any required 
street tree; and to amend · the 
Administrative code to require that the 
mural "in-lieu" fees be deposited in the 
Public Works Street Beautification Fund 
to be used to fund murals and other 
beautlflcatlon projects ln the public 
right-of-way. 
Under Public Works Code, Article 27, 
any person lnstalllng a Surface
Mounted Facility In the public right of 
way must apply for a Surface-Mounted 

. Facility Site Permit from Public Works. 
If the legislation passes, the In-lieu fee 
·for Installation of a street tree would 
be revised In Public Works Code, 
Section 2710, so that an applicant who 
elects to pay the In-lieu fee shall notify 
Public Works by a "Notice of Intent" 
required under Public Works, Article 
27, Section 2712. The ln-lleu fee shall 

815 8/15/17, 2:48 PM 
-···---·· ··-·-···- -----------···--···· __ ,_,.,_,,_ .. _, __ ·--
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be equal to the City's cost to plant and 
water the tree for three years, with the 
minimum fee amount being $1,489. 
The ln-lleu fee shall be imposed by the 
Public Works Dlrector for .th!il 
lnstallatlon of one tree and shall be 
paid Into the "Public Works Adopt-

.A-Tree Fund." Beginning FY2007-2008, 
'this fee shall be reviewed and adjusted 
each year In accordance with the 
procedures set forth In Public Works 
Code, Section 2.1.2. 

, Under Pubilc Works Code, section 
i711, a new In-lieu fee shall be 
establlshed t6 allow an ·applicant for a 
Surface-Mounted Faclllty Site Permit to 
elect. to pay an In-lieu fee lnstead of 
permlttlng the Installation of a mural 
on Its Surface-Mounted Facility. The 
Applicant shall notify the Department 
G>f Its election in the Notice of Intent 
required under Public Works Code, 
Section 2712, Article 27. The "in-lieu" 
fee shall be the grea.ter of $2,000 or 
the product of multiplying the square 
footage of the total surface area of the 
proposed Surface Mounted Faclllty by 
$48, and shall be paid Into a "Public 
Works Street Beautification Fund." The 
In-lieu fee may be adjusted to reflect 
the changes In the relevant Consumer 
Price Index. 
In accordance with San Francisco 
Administrative Code, Section 67.7-1, 
persons who are unable to attend the 
hearing on this matter may submit 
written comments to the City prior to 
the time the hearing begins. These 
comments will be made a part of the 
official public record In this matter, and 
shall be brought to the attention of the 
members of the Committee. Written 
comments should be addressed to 
Angela Calvlllo, Clerk or the Board, 
·city Hall, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett 
Place, Room 244, San Francisco, CA 
94102. Information relating to this 
matter Is available In the Office of the 
Clerk of the Board. Agenda Information 
relating to this matter wlll be available · 
for public review on Friday, September 

, 8, 2017. 

816 
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PUBLIC NOTICES 

PROBATE 

NOTICE OF 
PETITION TO 
ADMINISTER 
ESTATE OF 

IRINA LITVAK 
CASE NO. PES-17· 

301008 
To all helre, beneflolerloo, 
orodltora, oontln11ent 
oredltom, and pmon1 
who may olherwl'se be 
lnler68lad In the wm or 
estatei or bolh1 of: lrfna 
Utvok 
A PellUon lllr Probale has 
been lllod by Igor Litvak 
1n lhe Bllperlor CoUrt of 
CaUfornla. County of San 
fnmchroo. 
Th• Palltlon for Probate 
reque.ts that Igor 
Utvak be appointed as 
peraonal representative to 
admlnlster the estate '11 
the deoedent 
The Pettuon requHts 
alJihorlty to admlnlatnr 
the estate under 

~~~lnlolre~d:f~.i: 
Act. (Thi• •Uthority 
will allow the pamunal 
rvpresent.llve to lake 

~b~'fn1n;o!~~ .;:!~~:,~ 
Befcira taking oer1!1ln 
vef'i Important aotlo/1$, 

however, the pereonal 
representaUve wm be 
rtiquTrllCf to give nottoe 
to lntar1tsted personli 
unles• they have wa[ved 
no11oe or consented ta 
the proposed a1;1llan.) 
Th• ·1ndepend•nt 
admfnlstratlon aothoOly 
wm be granted unleH an 
lntttrt!Sted person mes an 
ob/ecHon lo !he petftlon 
end 1howc good cause 
why the court •holJJd not 
grant Iha authority. 
A hearing 01\ the pellllon 
wUI be held In this court 
on 7/19/2017 Ill 9:00 am 
rn Room 204 roca.ted el 
400 MoAlllster st.1 San 
f)anOfi;co, CA 9410Z, 
If you objeot to lho 
granUng t1f the petition, 

ra::~;u~~:~[g a~~~ 
obJecllons or fife written 
objaoUans wflh ths ooun 
before Iha hearing. Your 
appe.aranct. may ba fn 
person or by yourettomey. 
If you are a creditor or a 
oonltngent oredllor or Iha 
deoedent, you mU$l filei 
your clalm W1lh Iha court 
and md a COW to the 
personal repre:r;enlatlva 
appololad by tho court 
within \ha later of etltuir 
(1) lour month• from the 
date of rtrst ISSUMD!t 
of letters tu a genaral 
pemona.1 representanvo, 
•a deffn&d Jn nctton 
58(b) ol !he OaUfornfa 
Probate Code, or (2) 
eo dayti from the dal& 
of malllng or personal 
dellvery to you of a notice 
under 11:1cE1ao 9062 of th• 
Oallfl>mfa Probala Coda; , 
Other CaUlornl• •!•Jules 
and legol nulhorlty 
may •lfet:t your rlghls 
aa a creditor. You may · 
want to consult WUh •n 
attorney knowledgeabte In 
O~fffornfa law. • 
You mey examine. the ma 
kept by th• court. II you. 
are a psrBon lnteres'ed 
In \he es1ate, you may flle.. 
wttli lhe oourt a Reque51: 
for Bp .. Tal Nol!co (form 
DE-164) of th• flnng of an 
Inventory .. d appllll9ol of 
estate BD&ete: or of Brt/ 
petition or eacoWlt u 
provided Jn Probate Code 

• aeoUon 1260. A RoquHt 
for Bpeolal Notloe form i. 
avalJBbla rmm tho oourt 
clll!k. 
Attorney for Potltioner. 
"ltovorZlnk, 1940Hamllton 
Avenue, Ban Joae1 CA 
95125, Tulephono: (408) 
671Hl600 
tlfilNol-,';~V. 
SAN FRANCISCO 
EXAMINER 

AZ 



Carroll, John (BOS) 

.om: 
Sent: 
To: 

Docs,. SF (LI 13) 
Monday, July 03, 2017 8:03 AM 
Carroll, John (BOS) 

Subject: RE: Please Post the Linked Hearing Notices-170442 Fee Ad and 170642 CoW 

. Categories: 170442, 170642, 2017.07.25- BOS, 2017.07.12- PSNS 

Hi John, 

I have posted the notices. 

Thank you, 

Michael 

---·-• ....... -.... --.-------~ .. ·-·------~-~-
From: Carroll, John (BOS} 
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2017 4:11 PM 
To: Docs, SF (LIB) <sfdocs@sfpl.org> 
Subject: Please !lost the Linked Hearing Notices -170442 Fee Ad and 170642 cow. 

Good afternoon, 

Please post the linked hearing notices for public viewing . 

.• tp://sfbos.org/sites/defau1t/files/bag072517 170642 proof.pdf 

http://sfbos.org/sites/default/files/psn071217 170442 Notice.pdf 

Thanks I 

John carroll 
Assi~tant Clerk 
B<;>ard of Supervisors · 
San F~anclsco City Hall, Room 244 
San Francisco, CA· 94102 
(415)554-4445 - Direct I (415)554-5163 - Fax 
John.c~rrol~@sfgov.org I bos.leglslationfii>sf7ov.org 

ID 
i:lltl Cilek~ to complete a Board-of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form. 

--------· ··----·-·---···- ....... .. 

The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to Boa~d of Supervisors legjsiatlon and archived matters since August 1998. · 

Disclosures: Personal information that Is provided In communications to the Board of Supervisors Is subject to disclosure under the California Public Records Act and 
the'Scin Francisco Sunshine.Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted. Members of the pub/le are not required to provide personal Identifying 
information when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and Its conim/ttees. All written or oral communications that members of the pub/Jc submit to the 
Clerk's Office regarding pending leg/slat/on or hearings will be made aval/able to all members of the publ/c for Inspection and copyfng. The Clerk's Office does not 
redact any information from these s.ubmlsslons. This means that personal lnformatlon-lndud/ng names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a 
member of the publ[c elects to submit to the Bo'!rd and its committees-may appear on the Board of Supervisor,s website or,fn other public documents that members 
of the pub/le may Inspect or copy. · 

1 

819 
. ···----------·-------------------------,..--- ···----·-.. ·----· -.... ...-... -----



City Hall 

BOARD of SUPERVISORS 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244 

San Jrrancisco 94102-4689 
Tel. No. 554-5184 
Fax No. 554-5163 

TDD/TTY No. 554-5227 

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 

PUBLIC SAfETY AND NEIGHBORHOOD S'ERVIGES COMMITTEE 

SAN FRANCISCO BOARD OF SUPERVISORS. 

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN. THAT the Public Safety and Neighborhood 
Services Gommittee will hold a public hearing to consider the following proposal and 
said public hearing will be held as follows, at which time all interested parties may 
attend and be heard: · 

Date: Wednesday, July 12, 2017 

Time: 10:00 a.m. 

Location: Committee Room, Room 263, located at City Hall, 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, San Francisco, CA 

Subject: File No. 170442. Ordinance amending the Public Works Code to 
modify the exceptions to the Surface-Mounted Facility Site Pennit 
requirement; to allow a permittee to choose to pay an "in-lieu" fee 
instead of installing a street tree; to allow a permittee to choose to 
pay an "in-lieu" fee instead of permitting the installation of a mural· 

. on its ·surface-Mounted Facility; tp· repeal the requirements that a 
permittee install landscaping or pay an "in-lieu" fee and maintain 
the required.landscaping; to repeal the requirement that an 
applicant for a Surface-Mounted Facility Site Permit make 
reasonable efforts to locate the facility on private property before 
submitting an application; and to amend the requirement that a 
permittee maintain any required street tree. 

Under Public Works Coqe, Article 27, any person installing a Surface-Mounted 
Facility in the public right of way must apply for a Surface-Mounted Facility Site Permit 
from Public Works. If the legislation passes,,the in-lieu fee for installation of a street 
tree would be revised in Publi.c yvqrks Code, Section 2710, so that an applicant who 
elects to pay the in-lieu fee shall notify Public Works by a "Notice of Intent" ·required 
under Public Works, Article 27, Section 2712. The in-lieu fee shall be equal to the City's 
cost to plant and water the tree for three years, with the minimum fee amount being 
$1,489. The in-lieu fee shall be imposed by the Public Works Director for the 
installation of one tree ·and shall be paid into the "Public Works Adopt-A-Tree Fund." 
Beginning FY2007-2008, this fee shall be reviewed and adjusted each year in 
accordance with the procedures set forth in Public Works Code, Section 2.1.2 .. 

' 
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Under P.ublic Works Code1 Section 2711, a new in-lieu fee shall be established to 
allow an applicant fqr a Surface-Mounted Facility Site Permit to elect to pay an in-lieu 
fee instead of permitting the i~stallation of a mural.on its Surface-Mounted Facility. The 
·Applicant shall notify the Department of its·election in the Notice of Intent.required under 
Public Works Gode, Section 2712, Article 27. The in-lieu fee shall be in the amount of 
$2,000 and paid into th~ "Public \(\forks Evacuation Fund.'' The in-lieu fee may be 
adjusted to reflect the changes in the relevant Consumer Price Index. 

In accordance with San Francisco Adr:ninistrative Code, Section 67.7-1, persons 
who ·are unable to attend the hearing on' this matter may.submit written comments to the 
City prior to the time the hearing begins .. These comments will be made a part of the 
official public record in this matter, and shall be brought to the attention of the members 
of the Committee. Written comments should be addressed to Angela Calvillo, Clerk of 
the Board, City Hall, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244, San Francisco, CA 
94102. · Information relating to th is matter ,is available in the Office of the Clerk of the . 
Board .. Agenda information relating to this maj:ter will be available for public review on 
Friday, July 7, 2017. · · 

DATED/POSTED: July 2, 2017 
PUBLISHED: July 2 and 7, 2017 

Ot~ 
~Angela Calvillo 

Clerk of the Board 
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NOTICE IS. HEREBY GIVEN THAT the 
Public Safety and Neighborhood 
Services Committee wlll hold a public 
hearing to consider the followlng 
proposal and said public hearing wilt be 
held as· follows, at Which time all 
interested parties may attend and be 
heard: Ale No. 170442. Ordinance 

· amending the Public Works Code to 
modify the exceptions to the Surface
Mounted Facility Site Permit 
requirement; to allow a permlttee to 
choose to pay an "In-lieu" fee instead 
of lnstalllng a street tree; to allow a 
permtttee to choose to pay an "ln-lleu" 
fee Instead ·of permitting the 
Installation of a mural on Its surrace
Mounted Facility; to repeal the 
requirements that a permlttee install 
landscaping or pay an "in-Heu" fee and 
maintain the required landscaping; to 
repeal the requirement that an 
appllcant for a Surface-Mounted 
Faclllty Site Permit make reasonable 
efforts to locate the facility on private 
property before submitting an 
appllcation; and to amend the 
requirement that a permlttee maintain 
any required street tree. Under Public 
Wqrks Code, Article 27, any person 
Installing a Surface-Mounted Facility In 
the publlc right of way must apply for 
a Surface-Mounted Facility Site Permit 
from Public Works. If the· legislation 
passes, the In-lieu fee for Installation 
of a street tree would be revised in 
Public Works Code, Section 2710, so 

·that an applicant who elects to pay the 
In-lieu fee shall notify Publlc Works by · 
a "Notice of Intent" required under 
Publ!c Works, Article 27, Section 2712. 
The in-lieu fee shall be equal to the · 
City's cost to plant and water the tree 
for three years, with the minimum fee 
amount being $1,489. The In-lieu fee 
shall be imposed by the Public Works 
Director for the Installation of one tree 
and shall be paid into the "Public 
Works Adopt-A-Tree Fund." Beginning 
FY2007-200B, thls fee shall be 
reviewed and adjusted each year In 
accordance With the procedures set 
forth In Public Works Code, Section 
2.1.2 •. Under Public Works Code, 
Section 2711, a new In-lieu fee shall" 
be established to allow an applicant for 
a Surface-Mounted Facility Site Permit 
to elect to pay an in-lieu fee instead of 
permitting the Installation of a mural 
on Its Surface-Mounted Faclllty. The 
Applicant shall notify the Department 

6/29/17, 10;12 AM 
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of its election in the Notice of Intent 
required under Public Works Code, 
Section 2712, Article 27. The In-lieu 
fee shall be In the amount of $2,000 
and paid Into the "Public Works 
Evacuation Funtj. N The in-lieu fee may 
be adjusted to reflect the changes in 
the relevant Consumer Price Index. In 
accordance with San Francisco 
Administrative Code, Section 67.7-1, 
persons who are unable to attend the 
hearing on this matter may submit 
written comments to the City prior to 
the time the hearing begins. These 
comments wlll be made a part of the 
official public record In this matter, and 
shall be brought to the attention of the 
members of the Committee. Written 
comments should be addressed to 
Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board, 
City Hall, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett 
Place, Room 244, San Francisco, CA 
94102. Information relating to this 
matter Is available In the Office of the 
Clerk of the Board. Agenda Information 
relating to this matter will be available 
for public review on Friday, July 7, 
2017. - Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the 
Board 

6/29/17, 10:12 AM 
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City Hall 

BOARD of SUPERVISORS 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244 

San Francisco 94102-4689 
Tel. No. 554-5184 

· Fax No. 554-5163 
TDD/TTY No. 554-5227 

N.OTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 

PUBLIC SAFETY AND NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICES COMMITIEE 

SAN FRANCISCO BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT the Public Safety and Neighborhood 
Seivices Committee will hold a public hearing to consider the foHowing proposal and 
said public hearing will be held as follows, at which time all interested parties may 
attend and be heard: 

Date: Monday, June 12, 2017 

Time: 10:30 a-.m. 

Location: Committee Room, Room 263, located at City Hall, 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodl~tt Place, San Francisco, CA 

Subject: File No. 170A42. Ordinance amending the Public Works Code to 
modify the exceptions to the Surface-Mounted Facility Site Permit 
requirement; to allow a permittee to choose to_ pay an "in-lieu" fee 
instead of installing a street tree; to allow a permittee to choose to 

. pay an ''in-lieu" fee instead of permitting the installation of a mural 
on its Surface..:Mounted Facility; to repeal the requirements that a 
permittee install landscaping or pay an "in-lieu" fee and maintain 
the required landscaping; to repeal the requirement that an 
applicant for a Surface-Mounted Facility Site Permit make 
reasonable efforts to locate the facility on private property before 
submitting an application; and to amend the requirement that a 
permittee maintain any required street tree. 

· Under" Public Works Code, Article 27, any person· installing a Surface-Mounted 
Facility in the public right of way must apply for a Surface-Mounted Facility Site Permit 
from Public Works. If the legislation passes, the in-lieu fee for installation of a street 
tree would be revised in Public Works.Code, Section 2710, so that an applicant who 
elects to pay the in-lieu fee shall notify Public Works by a "Notice of Intent" required 
under Public Works, Article 27, Section 2712. The in-lieu fee shall be equal to the City's 
cost to plant and water the tree for three years, with the minimum fee amount being 
$1,489. The in-lieu fee shall be imposed by the Public Works Director for the 
installation of one tree and shall be paid into the "Public Works Adopt-A-Tree Fund." 
Beginning FY2007-08, this fee shall be reviewed and adjusted each year in accordance 
with the procedures set forth in Public Works Code, Section 2.1.2. 
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HE.ARlrllG 
File No. 170442 (10-Day Fee Ad) 
June 12,"2017 . Page2 

Under Public Works Code, Section 2711, a new in-lieu fee shall be established to 
allow an applicant for a Surface-Mounted Facility Site Permit to elect to pay an in-lieu 
instead of permitting the installation of a mural on ·its Surface-Mounted Facility. The 
Applicant shall notify the Department of its election in the Notice of Intent required under 
Public Works Code, Section 27121 Article 27. The in-lieu fee shall be in the amount of 
$500 and paid into the ·"Public Works Evacuation Fund." The in-lieu fee may be 
adjusted to reflect the changes in the relevant Consumer Price Index. · · 

In accordance with San Francisco Administrative Code, Section 67.7-1, persons 
who are unable to attend the hearing on this matter may submit written comments to the · 
City prior to the time the hearing begins. These comments will j;)e made a part of the 
official public record in this matter, and shall be brought to the attention of the members 
of the Committee. Written comments should be addressed to Angela Calvillo, Clerk of 
the Board, City Hall, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244, San Francisco, CA 
94102. Information relating to this matter is available in the Office of the Clerk of the . 
Board. Agenda information relating to this matter will be available for public review on 
Friday, June 9, 2017. 

DATED/POSTED: June 2, 2017 
PUBLISHED: June 2 and 7, 2017 

Q(~ 
,fr- Angela Calvillo 

Clerk of the Board 
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GPN GOVT PUBLIC NOTICE 
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this notice carefully end call us with ny correctlons. The Proof of Publication 
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC 
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263 t DR. CARLTON B. 
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FRANCISCO.-CA 

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN 
THAT lhe Public Safely and 
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Commllloe wlll hold a publlo 
heartng lo CQnslder th• 
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lo pay an 'in-lieu" fee Instead 
of pennlWrtg Iha fnetallatton 
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Major, Erica (BOS) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

··-·· -

melinda_vazquez@dailyjournal.com 
Thursday, June 01, 201710:52 AM 

· Major, Erica (BOS) 
Subject: Confirmation of Order 3017701 for EDM - 06.12.17 PSNS - 170442 Fee Ad 

Dear Customer: 

The order listed below has been received and processed. If you have any questions regarding this order, please contact 
~our ad coordinator or the phone number listed below. 

Customer Acco~nt Number: :!-20503 
Type of Notice : GPN - GOVT PUBLIC NOTICE 
Ad Description : EDM - 06.12.17 PSNS - 170442 Fee Ad 
Our-Order Number : 3017701 
Newspaper 
Publication Date(s) . 

Thank you. 

MELINDA VAZQUEZ 

: SAN FRANCISCO EXAMINER 10% 
: 06/02/2017,06i07/2017 

DAILY JOURNAL CORPORATION 
CALIFORNIA NEWSPAPER SERVICE BUREAU 
Phone: (800) 788 7840 / (213)229-5300 
Fax: (800) 540 4089 I (213)229-5481 
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. Introduction Form 
By a Member of the Board of Supervisors or the Mayor 

·:1rn: ,1n~1 l n .nc;t,D.• ! 
,.!JI 1 NI I\ 0 Ttjl'ip'p"'l!JP 'i 

or meeting date I hereby submit the following item for introduction (select only one): 

181 1. For reference to Commi~ee. (An Ordinance, Resohitio:n, Motion, or Charter Amendment) 

.. O 2. Request for next printed agenda Without Reference to Committee. 

D 3. Request for hearing on a subject matter at Committee. 

D 

D 

D 

4. -!-lequest for letter beginning "Supervisor inquires11 

'----~~~~----~--------' 

5. City Attornt(y request. 

6 .. Call File N~. ~, -----'---~, fro111 Committee. 

0 7. Budget Analyst request (attach writt~n motion). 

D 8. Substitute Legislation Fiie No. l 
~-----~ 

D 9. Reaptiv~te File No.j ,_ _____ ___, 

0 lQ. Question(s) submitted for Mayoral Appearance before the BOS on 
'-------~--------' 

?lease check the appropriate boxes. The proposed legislation should be forwarded to the foll.owing: 
0 Small Business Commission D Youth Commission . O Ethics Commission 

· D . Plannillg Commissi?n 0 Building Inspection Commission 

Note: For the Imperative Agenda (a resolution not on the printed agenda), use a Imperative Form. 

Sponsor(s): 

Cohen 

Subject: 

Public Works Code -Requirement for Surface-Mmmted Facility Permits 

·The text is listed.below or attached: 

Attached 

For Clerk's Use Only: 

Page of 
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SAN FRANCISCO . . 
PLANNING DEPAR1;1VJ.~NT 

~I , -

P:1 
' I• 

Notice of Transl'l)~ittg,L~--- 1650 Mission St. 
Suite 400 

• J ·' 
~/,/ 

Notice of Preparation of an Environmental Impact Report 
and Notice of Public Scoping Meeting 

for the 3333 California Street Mixed Use Project 

DATE: 
TO: 

FROM: 
RE: 

HEARING DATE: 

September 20, 2017 
Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board of Supervisors 
Board.of .Supervisors@sfgov.org 
Julie Moore, Environmental Planner, ( 415) 575-8733 

Notice of Preparation of an Environmental Impact Report and Notice of 
Public Scoping Meeting for the 3333 California Street Mixed Use Project 
Planning Case No. 2015-014028ENV 

NIA 

PUBLIC SCOPING MEETING: October 16, 2017 

Enclosed is one hard copy to the Clerk of the Board for the file of the Clerk. In compliance with San 
Francisco's Administrative Code Section 8.12.5 "Electronic Distribution of Multi-Page Documents," the 
Planning Department has submitted a multi-page Notice of Preparation of an Environmental Impact 
Report (NOP) in digital format. Additional hard copies may be requested by contacting Julie Moore of the 
Planning Department at 415-575-8733. The Planning Department will prepare an initial study (IS) and 
focused environmental impact report (EIR) to evaluate the physical environmental effects of the proposed 
project. The NOP provides a summary description of the proposed project and identifies environmental 
issues anticipated to be analyzed in the EIR. 

San Francisco, 
CA 94103-2479 

Reception: 
415.558.6378 

Fax: 
415.558.6409 

Planning 
Information: 
415.558.6377 

The proposed project will require approvals from the Board of Supervisors. However, there is no hearing 
before the Board of Supervisors scheduled at this time. 

Public Scoping Meeting 

Pursuant to the State of California Public Resources Code Section 21083.9 and CEQA Guidelines Section 
15206, the Planning Department will hold a public scoping meeting to receive oral comments concerning 
the scope of the EIR. The meeting will be held on Monday, October 16, 2017, at 6:00 p.m., at the Jewish 
Community Center's Fisher Family Hall at 3200 California Street. Written comments will also be accepted 
at this meeting. 

In addition, written comments will be accepted at the Planning Department until 5:00 p.m. on Friday, 
October 20, 2017. Please send written comments to Julie Moore, Environmental Review Coordinator, San 
Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103, or 
julie.moore@sfgov.org. Any comments submitted should reference the project title and case number at 
the top of this notice. 

cc: AnMarie Rodgers, Planning Department 

Memo 



SAN FRANCISCO 
PLANNING DEPARTMENT 

PUBLIC NOTICE 
Availability of Notice of Preparation of Environmental 
Impact Report and Notice of Public Scoping Meeting 

Date: 
Case No.: 
Project Title: 
Zoning: 

Block/Lot: 
Project Sponsor: 

Staff Contact: 

September 20, 2017 
2015-014028ENV 
3333 California Street Mixed-Use Project 
Residentiat Mixed, Low Density (RM-1) Zoning District 
40-X Height and Bulk District 
Block 1032/Lot 003 
Laurel Heights Partners LLC 
Don Bragg, 415-395-0880 
Julie Moore - (415) 575-8733 and julie.moore@sfgov.org 

1650 Mission St. 
Suite 400 
San Francisco, 
CA94103-2479 

Reception: 
415.558.6378 

Fax: 
415.558.6409 

Planning 
Information: 
415.558.6377 

A notice of preparation (NOP) of an environmental impact report (BIR) has been prepared by the San 
Francisco Planning Department in connection with this project. The notice is available for public review 
and comment on the Planning Department's web page (http://www.sf-planning.org/sfceqadocs). CDs and 
paper copies are also available at the Planning Information Center (PIC) counter on the first floor of 
1660 Mission Street, San Francisco. Referenced materials are available for review by appointment at the 
Planning Department's office on the fourth floor of 1650 Mission Street. (Call Julie Moore at (415) 

575-8733.) 

Project Description: 

The project sponsor, Laurel Heights Partners LLC, proposes a mixed-use project for the 3333 California 
Street site. The University of California San Francisco (UCSF) Laurel Heights Campus currently occupies 
the 10.25-acre site, which is owned by the Regents of the University of California, subject to a 99-year 
pre-paid ground lease to the project sponsor. The campus contains a four-story, 455,000-gross-square-foot 
(gsf)1 office building with a three-level, partially below-grade parking garage at the center of the site and 
two circular garage ramp structures leading to the garage levels; a one-story annex building at the corner 
of California and Laurel streets; three surface parking lots; and landscaping or landscaped open space. 
The project site does not include the SF Fire Credit Union building at the southwest corner of California 
Street and Presidio Avenue. Current uses on the campus are office, research, child care, and parking. 

Under the 3333 California Street Mixed-Use Project, the existing annex building, surface parking lots, and 
circular garage ramp structures would be demolished. The existing four-story office building would be 
partially demolished and divided into two separate buildings (Center Buildings A and B), expanded to 
include new levels (80 to 92 feet in height), and adapted for residential use. Thirteen new buildings 
ranging in height from 37 to 45 feet would be constructed. in different locations around the site: the 
Plaza A and Plaza B buildings (residential and retail uses) along California Street between Laurel and 
Walnut streets; the Walnut Building (office, retail, and child care uses) along California Street east of 
Walnut Street; the Masonic Building (residential uses) along Masonic Avenue; the Euclid Building 
(residential and retail uses) near the intersection of Euclid and Masonic avenues; the Laurel Duplexes 

1 Gross square footages and square footages presented for the existing and proposed uses are approximate. 

www.sfplanning.org 
<P:>cITTiirp,ijj!j'fl: 415.575.9010 I Para Inforrnaci6n en Espanol Llarnar al: 415.575.9010 I Para sa Irnporrnasyon sa Tagalog Turnawag sa: 415.575.9121 



Availability of Notice of Preparation of an EIR 
September 20, 2017 
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(residential uses) comprised of seven buildings along Laurel Street; and the Mayfair Building (residential 
uses) near the intersection of Laurel Street and Mayfair Drive. Overall, the proposed project would 
include 558 dwelling units within 824,691 gsf of residential floor area; 49,999 gsf of office floor area; 
54,117 gsf of retail floor area; and a 14,690-gsf child care center. The project would include 895 vehicle 
parking spaces in four below-grade garages and six individual, two-car, garages serving 12 of the 14 units 
in the Laurel Duplexes as well as 236,000 square feet of open areas, including publicly accessible plazas 
and public walkways. A variant that would replace the office space in the Walnut Building with 186 
residential units, for a total of 744 dwelling units and no office space on the project site, is also being 
considered. The Walnut Building would be taller under this variant (from 45 feet under the proposed 
project to 67 feet). 

The project site is currently on the Leaking Underground Storage Tank Sites list maintained by the State 
Water Resources Control Board List (Geotracker ID T0607501246) and compiled pursuant to Section 
65962.5 of the California Government Code. 

The Planning Department has determined that an EIR must be prepared for the proposed project prior to 
any final decision regarding whether to approve the project. The purpose of the EIR is to provide 
information about potential significant physical environmental effects of the proposed project, to identify 
possible ways to minimize the significant effects, and to describe and analyze possible alternatives to the 
proposed project. Preparation of an NOP or EIR does not indicate a decision by the City to approve or to 
disapprove the project. However, prior to making any such decision, the decision makers must review 
and consider the information contained in the EIR. 

The Planning Department will hold a PUBLIC SCOPING MEETING on Monday, October 16, 2017, at 
6:00 p.m. at the Jewish Community Center's Fisher Family Hall at 3200 California Street, San Francisco. 
This is not a program of the JCCSF. The San Francisco Planning Department is the host of this scoping 
meeting. The purpose of this meeting is to receive oral comments to assist the Planning Department in 
determining the scope and content of the environmental impact analysis and information to be contained 
in the EIR for the project. To request a language interpreter or to accommodate persons with disabilities 
at the scoping meeting, please contact the staff contact listed above at least 72 hours in advance of the 
meeting. Written comments will also be accepted until 5:00 p.m. on October 20, 2017. Written comments 
should be sent to Julie Moore, San Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San 
Francisco, CA 94103 or emailed to Julie.Moore@sfgov.org. Referenced materials are available for review 
by appointment at the Planning Department's office on the fourth floor of 1650 Mission Street. (Call Julie 
Moore at (415) 575-8733.) 

If you work for an agency that is a Responsible or a Trustee Agency, we need to know the views of your 
agency as to the scope and content of the environmental information that is rel,evant to your agency's 
statutory responsibilities in connection with the proposed project. Your agency may need to use the EIR 
when considering a permit or other approval for this project. We will also need the name of the contact 
person for your agency. If you have questions concerning environmental review of the proposed project, 
please contact Julie Moore at (415) 575-8733 or Julie.Moore@sfgov.org. 

Members of the public. are not required to provide personal identifying information when they 
communicate with the Commission or the Department. All written or oral communications, including 
submitted personal contact information, may be made available to the public for inspection and copying 
upon request and may appear on the Department's website or in other public documents. 
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Staff Contact: 

PROJECT SUMMARY 

September 20, 2017 
2015-014028ENV 
3333 California Street Mixed-Use Project 
Residential, Mixed, Low Density [RM-1] Zoning District 

40-X Height and Bulk District 

Block 1032/Lot 003 
Approximately 446,490 square feet 

Laurel Heights Partners LLC 
Don Bragg, 415-395-0880 
San Francisco Planning Department 

Julie Moore - (415) 575-8733 
julie.moore@sfgov.org 

1650 Mission St. 
Suite 400 
San Francisco, 
CA 94103-2479 

Reception: 
415.558.6378 

Fax: 
415.558.6409 

Planning 
Information: 
415.558.6377 

The project sponsor, Laurel Heights Partners LLC, proposes a mixed-use project for the 3333 California 
Street site. The University of California San Francisco (UCSF) Laurel Heights Campus currently occupies 

the 10.25-acre site, which is owned by the Regents of the University of California, subject to a 99-year pre

paid ground lease to the project sponsor. The campus contains a four-story, 455,000-gross-square-foot (gsf)1 

office building with a three-level, partially below-grade parking garage at the center of the site and two 

circular garage ramp structures leading to the garage levels; a one-story annex building at the corner of 

California and Laurel streets; three surface parking lots; and landscaping or landscaped open space. The 
project site does not include the SF Fire Credit Union building at the southwest corner of California Street 
and Presidio A venue. Current uses on the campus are office, research, child care, and parking. 

Under the proposed 3333 California Street Mixed-Use Project, the existing annex building, surface parking 

lots, and circular garage ramp structures would be demolished. The existing office building would be 
partially demolished and divided into two separate buildings (Center Buildings A and B), expanded to 
include new levels, and adapted for residential use. Thirteen new buildings would be constructed in 

different locations around the site: the Plaza A and Plaza B buildings (residential and retail uses) along 
California Street between Laurel and Walnut streets; the Walnut Building (office, retail, and child care uses) 

along California Street east of Walnut Street; the Masonic Building (residential uses) along Masonic 
Avenue; the Euclid Building (residential and retail uses) near the intersection of Euclid and Masonic 
avenues; the Laurel Duplexes (residential uses) comprised of seven buildings along Laurel Street; and the 
Mayfair Building (residential uses) near the intersection of Laurel Street and Mayfair Drive. Overall, the 
proposed project would include 558 dwelling units within 824,691 gsf of residential floor area; 49,999 gsf 
of office floor area; 54,117 gsf of retail floor area; a 14,690-gsf child care center, and 236,000 square feet (sf) 

of open areas. Parking would be provided in four below-grade parking garages2 and six individual, 

1 Gross square footages and square footages presented for the existing and proposed uses are approximate. 
2 The parking garages may be interconnected or partially connected; however, the engineering feasibility of internal 

connections has yet to be determined. 
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two-car, parking garages serving 12 of the 14 units in the Laurel Duplexes group. New public pedestrian 
walkways are proposed through the site in a north-south direction between California Street and the 
intersection of Masonic and Euclid avenues approximately along the line of Walnut Street and in an east
west direction between Laurel Street and Presidio A venue along the line of Mayfair Drive. A project variant 
that would replace the office space in the Walnut Building with 186 additional residential units, for a total 
of 744 dwelling units and no office space on the project site, is also being considered. 

PROJECT LOCATION AND SITE CHARACTERISTICS 

The approximately 446,490-square-foot, or 10.25-acre, project site occupies Lot 003 on Assessor's Block 1032 
in San Francisco's Presidio Heights neighborhood in the northwest portion of San Francisco (see Figure 1: 
Project Location). The irregularly shaped parcel is bounded by California Street to the north, Presidio 
A venue to the east, Masonic A venue to southeast, Euclid A venue to the south, and Laurel Street/Mayfair 
Drive to the west. The two-story building that houses the SF Fire Credit Union, located on a triangular
shaped lot at the northeast corner of Assessor's Block 1032 (corner of California Street and Presidio 
Avenue), is not part of the project site. The parcel is located within an RM-1 Zoning District3 and a 40-X 
Height and Bulk District. The existing office building at the center of the site is a historic resource and the 
site and surrounding area were part of the former Laurel Hill Cemetery, California Historical Landmark 
No. 760. 

Along California Street, the project site is bordered by an approximately 10-foot-tall brick wall with a 
pedestrian entrance and curb cut for the California Street entrance. At the corner of Laurel and California 
streets, the brick wall joins with the one-story annex building to wrap around the corner .and along Laurel 
Street. It continues to border the project site to the west, with a pedestrian entrance and curb cut for the 
Mayfair entrance. South of the entrance, the wall is set back behind a formally landscaped, stepped slope, 
and terminates immediately north of the Laurel Street entrance. The existing office building has a brick 
perimeter wall along its Presidio A venue and Masonic A venue frontages and is set back by at least 36 feet 
from the east (Masonic Avenue) property line. The eastern portion of the project site has a substantial 
number of mature trees, landscaping, and open space. 

Approximately 63 percent of the site is covered by buildings or other impermeable surfaces (e.g., internal 
roadways and surface parking lots) and 37 percent is landscaping or landscaped open space. The project 
site's topography exhibits a generally southwest-to-northeast trending downslope. From its high point of 
308 feet San Francisco City Datum4 at the southwest corner (Euclid Avenue and Laurel Street), the site 
slopes downward to the north and east toward California Street and Presidio A venue with a grade change 
of approximately 65 feet. The average slope gradient on the site is approximately 20 percent. However, the 
slope gradient varies from 5 to 15 percent on the northern portion of the site to greater than 15 percent on 
the southern portion. 

3 The RM-1 Zoning District is designed to accommodate a mixture of houses and apartment buildings of generally 
low densities and a variety of building forms and sizes. In addition to residential uses, the RM district also allows 
residential care facilities, child care facilities, group housing, and religious orders. 

4 San Francisco City Datum establishes the City's zero point for surveying purposes at approximately 8.6 feet above 
the mean sea level established by the 1929 U.S. Geological Survey datum. 
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At the center of the project site is a four-story, 455,000-gsf office building that includes a three-level, 
partially below-grade parking garage (see Figure 2: Existing Site). The existing office building was 
originally constructed in 1955 and has north, south, and east wings. Between 1963 and 1966, the office 
building was expanded and a parking garage was constructed under the east wing. Due to the site's slope, 
the existing office building has three partially below-grade floors on the south and east elevations (along 
Masonic and Presidio avenues) and four above-grade floors on the north and west elevations (along 
California and Laurel streets). The building is approximately 55.5 feet tall as measured along the north 
elevation to the top of the roof (exclusive of the approximately 13-foot-tall mechanical penthouse). 

The existing office building includes approximately 349,500 gsf of office space for UCSF administrative, 
academic research, and social and behavioral science department uses. The building's south wing has a 
child care center, accessed via the Laurel Street surface parking entrance closest to Euclid A venue. An 
outdoor courtyard at the south end of the building is used as a children's play space. 

The parking garage has 93,000 gsf of parking (212 spaces) and circulation space and 12,500 gsf of storage 
space on Basement Levels Bl through B3,5 two electrical substations within Basement Level B2, and an 
emergency diesel generator within Basement Level Bl. 

A 14,000-gsf, one-story annex building, on the northwest corner of the project site (at the corner of 
California and Laurel streets), houses the boilers, chillers, and water treatment facilities for the existing 
office building, other plant operations systems, office space for the physical plant engineers, and unused 
laboratory space. 

Three surface parking lots on the north and west portions of the site (331 spaces), two circular garage ramp 
structures that lead to below-grade parking levels, and landscaping or landscaped open space make up the 
remainder of the project site. One of the parking lots provides public parking and the other two are reserved 
for UCSF staff with monthly paid parking permits. There are five freight loading spaces in the off-street 
freight loading dock, located at grade on the west end of the existing office building. Five car-share spaces 
and 15 bike parking spaces are located on Basement Level Bl of the garage. 

The surface parking lots and the parking garage are connected by an internal roadway system and the 
circular garage ramp structures north of the existing office building's east wing. The surface parking lots, 
parking garage, and off-street freight loading dock can be accessed via the main entrance on California 
Street at Walnut Street, and the Mayfair Drive and Laurel Street driveways. The parking garage can also 
be accessed directly from the Presidio A venue driveway for those with garage access permits. Pedestrian 
access to the campus is provided at California Street, Laurel Street, and Euclid A venue, and an internal 
sidewalk system leads to the office building's entrances. 

5 San Francisco Planning Department, Letter of Determination re: 3333 California Street, March 5, 2015, pp. 11-21. 
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The project site has partially wooded and landscaped areas along its perimeter. There are approximately 
195 trees on the site, which are comprised of 48 different tree species. The project site contains 
approximately 165,200 square feet of open area that includes approximately 34,300 square feet of privately 
owned, publicly accessible open space and approximately 17,600 square feet of internal private open space. 
The majority of the open area is in inaccessible planted areas such as the densely planted and sloped area 
on the southeast portion of the site. 

PROPOSED PROJECT 

The proposed project would consist of the phased development of residential uses (anticipated to include 
both market-rate and affordable dwelling units), retail uses, office uses, a child care center, parking, 
streetscape improvements, and open space. The existing 14,000-gsf annex building and the two circular 
garage ramp structures would be demolished, and the existing 455,000-gsf office building, which includes 
a three-level, partially below-grade parking garage, would be partially demolished. The three existing 
surface parking lots would be removed, and the existing parking spaces would be relocated to new or 
renovated below-grade parking structures. The proposed project would include partial demolition and 
separation of the existing office building at the center of the site into two buildings, adapted for residential 
uses as Center Building A and Center Building B, and the construction of 13 new buildings along the 
California Street, Masonic Avenue, Euclid Avenue, and Laurel Street edges: the Plaza A, Plaza B, Walnut, 
Masonic, and Euclid buildings; the Laurel Duplexes; and the Mayfair Building (see Figure 3: Proposed Site 
Plan). The center buildings would be strengthened to accommodate a two-story addition to Center 
Building A and a two- and three-story addition to Center Building B. The two buildings would be 
connected by a covered bridge at the fourth level. 

The proposed project would eliminate approximately 376,000 gsf of the existing uses, retaining 49,999 gsf 
of office uses, relocated elsewhere on the project site, and renovating portions of the existing office building 
as described above (see Table 1: Project Summary). The proposed land use program would be 
predominantly residential with a mix of other uses (office, retail, child care, and parking). Overall, 1,372,270 
gsf of new and rehabilitated space, comprising 824,691 gsf of residential floor area with 558 dwelling units; 
49,999 gsf of office floor area; 54,117 gsf of retail floor area; and a 14,690-gsf child care center use would be 
developed under the proposed project. 

The proposed project would amend the San Francisco General Plan (the general plan) and the San Francisco 
Planning Code (planning code), adding a new Special Use District (SUD) and amending the Zoning and 
Height and Bulk District Maps. The SUD would establish land use controls for the project site. The Zoning 
Maps would be amended to change the designation of the site from the current zoning district (Residential, 
Mixed District, Low Density [RM-1] Zoning District) to the proposed SUD. Height limits would remain at 
40 feet except along California Street, where they would be increased from 40 to 45 feet to accommodate 
higher ceilings for ground-floor retail uses, and at the center of the site from 40 to 80 feet for Center 
Building A and 92 feet for Center Building B, resulting from the adaptive reuse of the existing office 
building, which is approximately 55.5 feet tall as measured along the north elevation to the top of the roof 
(exclusive of the approximately 13-foot-tall mechanical penthouse). 
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Table 1: Project Summary 

Existing 

Use 
Existing Gross 

Square Footage or 
Number of Spaces 

Location 

Existing Uses Included in the Proposed Project 

Office 338,000 gsf Office Bldg. 

Accessory 14,000 gsf Annex Bldg. 
Office 

Child Care 11,500 gsf Office Bldg. 

Storage & 12,500 gsf Office Bldg. 
Tenant Spaces 

Structured 93,000 gsf Parking 
Parking Garage 

Parking Spaces 543 spaces Note 8 Parking 

(212 garage plus 331 Garage and 

in surface lots) 3 surface lots 

Freight Loading 5 spaces West side of 
Spaces Office Bldg. 

Bicycle Spaces 15 spaces Parking 
Garage 

Open Area 165,200 sq. ft. NoteD SeeNoteD 

SAN FRANCISCO 
PLANNING DEPARTMENT 

Case No. 2015-014028ENV 
3333 California Street Mixed-Use Project 

Proposed Project 

Proposed Gross Proposed Location 
Square Footage or 
Number of Spaces 

49,999 gsf Walnut Building 
(new construction) 

Not Applicable Not Applicable 

14,690 gsf Walnut Building 
(new construction) 

Not Applicable Not Applicable 

428,773 gsf Center Building B Garage 
93,000 gsf retained (two parking levels 

or moved retained) NoteA 

335,773 gsf new California Street, Masonic, 
Mayfair, and Laurel Duplex 
garages (new construction) 

895 spaces Note c Center Building B, 
California Street, Masonic, 
Mayfair, and Laurel Duplex 
garages 

6 spaces California Street Garage 
(3 spaces), Masonic Garage 
(3 spaces) 

693 spaces Center Buildings A and B 
(592 class 1 and and all new buildings 

101class2) (class 1) 
California Street, Masonic 
A venue, Euclid A venue, 
center of site (class 2) 

236,000 sq. ft. Note E Throughout project site, 
including California Plaza, 
Cypress Square, Mayfair 
and Walnut Walks, Presidio 
Overlook, Pine Street Steps 
and Plaza, Masonic Plaza, 
Euclid Green 
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Existing 

Use 
Existing Gross 

Square Footage or 
Number of Spaces 

(Continued) 

Location 

New Uses Introduced by the Proposed Project 

Residential 

Retail 

On-Street 
Commercial and 
Passenger 
Loading Spaces 

TOTAL GROSS 
SQUARE 
FOOTAGE/ 
NUMBER OF 
SPACES 

Notes: 

None 

None 

0 

Existing: 

469,000 gsf I 
543 spaces 

Not 
Applicable 

Not 
Applicable 

Not 
Applicable 

Case No. 2015-014028ENV 
3333 California Street Mixed-Use Project 

Proposed Project 

Proposed Gross 
Square Footage or 
Number of Spaces 

824,691 gsf 

189,919 gsf (adaptive 
reuse of Office Bldg.) 

.634,772 gsf new 

558 dwelling units 

54,117 gsf 

5 
(conversion of 

15 parking spaces) 

Proposed Project: 

1,372,270 gsf I 
895 spaces 

Proposed Location 

Total 

Center Buildings A and B 
(renovated Office Bldg. with 
additional floors) 

Plaza A, Plaza B, Masonic, 
Euclid, and Mayfair 
buildings and Laurel 
Duplexes 
(new construction) 

All buildings except Walnut 
Building 

Plaza A, Plaza B, Walnut, 
and Euclid buildings 
(new construction) 

California Street and Laurel 
Street (2 commercial spaces) 
Masonic A venue, Euclid 
A venue, Laurel Street 
(3 passenger spaces) 

A With the adaptive reuse of Center Building B, a portion of Basement Level Bl and all of Basement Level B3 
under the eastern portion of the existing office building would be retained for parking and integrated with the 
proposed California Street Garage (under the proposed Plaza A, Plaza B, and Walnut buildings) and with new 
below-grade parking under the proposed Masonic, Euclid, and Mayfair buildings. 

B There are five existing car-share spaces in Basement Level Bl of the structured parking garage. 

C Parking would include 10 car-share spaces and 26 Americans with Disabilities Act accessible spaces. 

D Open area includes 51,900 square feet of existing privately-owned open space: the privately-owned publicly
accessible green spaces at the corner of Euclid Avenue and Laurel Street (23,600 square feet) and along Presidio 
A venue (10,700 square feet), and the internal private open spaces on the south and east sides of the existing 
office building (a 4,500-square-foot child care play space and a 13,lOOcsquare-foot private courtyard). The 
remaining approximately 113,300 square feet of open area are inaccessible planted or landscaped areas. 

E Includes privately-owned publicly accessible open space and private and common open space for the proposed 
residential uses. Private and common open space would be provided for each of the proposed new buildings 
and the renovated Center A and Center B Buildings as'part of the development of each of these buildings and 
as part of the overall open space framework. 

Source: Prado Group, SKS, BAR Architects, SCB, Jensen (August 2017) 
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Proposed Center Buildings A and B 

Case No. 2015-014028ENV 
3333 California Street Mixed-Use Project 

The existing office building and the three-level, partially below-grade parking garage at the center of the 
project site would be partially demolished. The remaining portion would be divided into two separate 
buildings, Center Building A and Center Building B, which would be adapted for residential use and 
strengthened to accommodate vertical additions (two stories would be added to Center Building A [80 feet 
tall] and two and three stories to the east and west portions of Center Building B [80 and 92 feet tall, 
respectively]) (see Figure 4: Proposed Center Building A and Center Building B Elevations). These new 
floor additions would equate to additional height of approximately 24 to 36 feet above the existing 
building's habitable floors. Heights are measured from the residential lobbies of Center Building A and 
Center Building B, adjacent to the proposed Walnut Walk, to the top of the roof. The adaptive reuse strategy 
for the existing office building would include the following: 

• Demolition of the south wing of the existing office building, the northerly extension of the east 
wing, and the auditorium on the south side of the east wing 

• Removal of the existing fourth floor and main entrance on the north elevation, separation of the 
eastern and western sections of the existing office building into separate buildings with a 
connecting bridge at Floor 4 that would span the proposed Walnut Walk, and interior demolition 
to create an interior courtyard in Center Building B 

• Reconstruction of the fourth floor and extension to the outer walls of the floor below (the third 
floor), addition of two new residential floors to the eastern portion of the east section (Center 
Building B) and the west section (Center Building A), and addition of three new residential floors 
to the western portion of the west section of Center Building B. All residential floor additions 
would be set back from the edge of the existing building 

Dividing the existing office building would allow for the development of a linear north-south connection 
from California Street to Euclid A venue through the middle of the project site. The proposed north-south 
connection (the proposed Walnut Walk) would align with Walnut Street, incorporating the site into the 
surrounding street grid. Center Building A would be an 89,465-gsf residential building (including common 
areas and amenity space for residents) for 51 dwelling units. Center Building B would be a 252,681-gsf 
building with 233,423 gsf of residential floor area (including common areas and amenity space for 
residents) for 139 dwelling units and 19,258 gsf of space for parking (see Table 2: Characteristics of 
Proposed Buildings on the Project Site). The building would have residential uses on the eastern portions 
of Basement Levels Bl and B2 (possible because the site's south-to-north and west-to-east downward
trending slope means that these levels are not completely subsurface at these "basement" levels). 

Proposed New Buildings 

The proposed project would include the construction of 13 new buildings, listed below. Similar to Center 
Buildings A and B the proposed new buildings would also have below-grade and partially below-grade 
levels due to the site's south-to-north and west-to-east downward-trending slope. (See Table 2, Figure 3, 
Figure 5: Proposed California Street and Presidio/Masonic A venue Elevations, and Figure 6: Proposed 
Euclid Avenue and Laurel Street Elevations.) 
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Table 2: Characteristics of Proposed Buildings on the Project Site 

Center Center Plaza A Plaza B 
Building Characteristics Bldg.A Bldg. B Building Building 

Location 
Center of Site California Street 

(Office Bldg. Renovation) (New Construction) 
Building Height 80 ft. 80-92 ft. 45 ft. 45 ft. 
Number of Stories 6 6-7 4 4 
Use (gsf) 89,465 252,681 144,878 145,618 

Residential 89,465 233,423 66,150 72,220 
Office 0 0 0 0 
Retail 0 0 14,178 11,328 
Child Care 0 0 0 0 
Parking 0 19,258 64,550 62,070 

Dwelling Units 51 139 67 61 
Studio+ 1 bedroom 24 50 40 30 
2 bedroom 11 51 23 25 
3 bedroom 10 29 4 6 
4 bedroom 6 9 0 0 

Vehicle Parking Spaces 51NoteA 139 Note A 180 NoteB 95 
Residential 51 139 67 61 
Retail 0 0 43 34 
Commercial 0 0 60 0 
Office 0 0 0 0 
Child Care 0 0 0 0 

Bicycle Parking Spaces Note E 56 153 96 77 
Residential Class 1/Class 2 51I5 139 I 14 6717 61/ 6 
Retail Class 1NoteF/Class2 0 0 10 I 12 0I10 
Child Care Class 1/Class 2 0 0 0 0 
Office Class 1/Class 2 0 0 0 0 

Notes: 

Walnut 
Building 

45 ft. 
3 

263,453 

0 
49,999 
24,324 
14,690 

174,440 

0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

177 
0 

48 
0 

100 
29 

40 

0 
414 

10 I 10 
10 I 2 

Case No. 2015-014028ENV 
3333 California Street Mixed-Use Project 

Masonic Euclid Laurel Mayfair 
Building Building Duplex Building Totals 

(7) 

Presidio/Masonic/Euclid Laurel Street 
(New Construction) (New Construction) 

40 ft. 40 ft. 37 - 40 ft. 40 ft. --
4-6 4-6 4 4 --

124,892 233,623 58,839 58,821 1,372,270 

88,906 177,345 54,111 43,071 824,691 
0 0 0 0 49,999 
0 4,287 0 0 54,117 
0 0 0 0 14,690 

35,986 51,991 4,728 15;750 428,773 

61 135 14 30 558 
27 50 0 14 235 
24 54 1 6 195 
10 31 1 10 101 
0 0 12 0 27 

61 150 12 NoteC 30 895 NoteD 

61 137 12 30 568b 

0 13 0 0 138 
0 0 0 0 60 
0 0 0 0 100 
0 0 0 0 29 

67 156 15 33 693 
61I6 135 I 14 14/1 30 I 3 558 I 56 

0 0/7 0 0 14 I 33 
0 0 0 0 10 /10 
0 0 0 0 10 I 2 

A Parking for Center Buildings A and B would be provided in Basement Levels B 1 and B3 under Center Building B (32 spaces), in Basement Level B 1 of the proposed California Street Garage 
(106 spaces), and in Basement Level Bl of the proposed Masonic Garage (52 spaces). 

B Includes the 10 car-share spaces. 
C The two parking spaces for the Laurel Duplex without a private parking garage would be located within the proposed Masonic Garage. 
D Includes the 10 car-share spaces and 26 Americans with Disabilities Act spaces. 
E Residential Class 1 spaces would be located within storage rooms in the proposed buildings. Class 2 spaces would be located along adjacent sidewalks near proposed retail and residential 

entrances. 
F Retail Class 1 spaces would be located in two separate bicycle storage rooms in Basement Level B 1 - one under the Plaza B Building and one under the Walnut Building. 

Source: Prado Group, SKS, BAR Architects; Solomon Cordwell Buenz; and Jensen Architects (August 2017) 
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• Plaza A Building: 

Case No. 2015-014028ENV 
3333 California Street Mixed-Use Project 

o Four-story, 45-foot-tall, 144,878-gsf building at the corner of Laurel and California streets. 

o 66,150 gsf of residentialfloor area (including com:mon areas and amenity space for residents) 
for 67 dwelling units, 14,178 gsf of ground-floor retail space, and 64,550 gsf of space for 
parking, circulation, and storage and mechanical rooms on two parking levels. 

o Approximately 155 feet wide along California Street and approximately 170 feet wide along 
Laurel Street. 

o Retail spaces accessed from California Street; primary residential entrance on Laurel Street. 

o Set back approximately 18 feet from California Street, forming the proposed California Plaza. 

• Plaza B Building: 

o Four- to five-story, 45-foot-tall, 145,618-gsf building between the proposed Plaza A Building 
and the Walnut Street extension. 

o 72,220 gsf of residential floor area (including common areas and amenity space for residents) 
for 61 dwelling units, 11,328 gsf of retail space, and 62,070 gsf of space for parking, circulation, 
and storage and mechanical rooms on two parking levels. 

o Inverted L-shaped building extending to the California Street property line and framing the 
proposed Cypress Square on the south and west sides of the building. 

o Approximately 215 feet wide along California Street and approximately 176 feet wide along 
the Walnut Street extension. 

o Retail spaces accessed from California Street; primary residential entrance on Mayfair Walk. 

• Walnut Building: 

o Three-story, 45-foot-tall, 263,453-gsf mixed-use building east of the Walnut Street extension. 

o 24,324 gsf of retail space, 49,999 gsf of office space, 14,690 gsf of child care center space, and 
174,440 gsf of space for parking, circulation, loading, and storage and mechanical rooms on 
three parking levels. 

o U-shaped building framing an interior courtyard on three sides overlooking the triangular
shaped outdoor childcare terrace and the adjacent SF Fire Credit Union to the east. 

o Approximately 245 feet wide along California Street, approximately 176 feet wide along the 
Walnut Street extension, and approximately 70-feet wide along Presidio A venue. 

• Masonic Building: 

o Four- to six-story, 40-foot-tall, triangular-shaped 124,892-gsf building bounded by the 
proposed Walnut Walk on the west, the private terraces and landscaped area between the 
building and Center Building B on the north, and Masonic A venue on the southeast. 

SAN FRAllCISCO 
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Case No. 2015-014028ENV 
3333 California Street Mixed-Use Project 

o 88,906 gsf of residential floor area (including residential amenity space) for 61 dwelling units 
and 35,986 gsf of space for parking, circulation, and storage and mechanical rooms on a single 
parking level. 

o Approximately 238 feet wide along Masonic Avenue, approximately 177 feet wide along the 
proposed Walnut Walk, and approximately 210 feet wide along the area with private terraces 
and landscaping between the Masonic Building and Center Building B. 

o First level partially below-grade (the Masonic Garage) due to the site's southwest-to-northeast 
downward-trending slope. 

• Euclid Building: 

o Four- to six-story, 40-foot-talt 233,623-gsf building bounded by the private terraces and 
landscaped area between it and Center Building A on the north, the proposed Walnut Walk on 
the east, Euclid Avenue on the south, and the proposed private terraces on the west between 
it and the Laurel Duplexes. 

o 177,345 gsf of residential floor area (including common areas) for 135 dwelling units, 4,287 gsf 
of retail space, and 51,991 gsf of space for parking and circulation in the single-level parking 
garage (the Masonic Garage) accessed from Masonic Avenue. 

o 220 feet wide along Euclid A venue, approximately 254 feet wide along the proposed Walnut 
Walk, approximately 158 feet wide along the landscaped area between it and Center Building 
A, and approximately 210 feet wide along the area with private terraces and landscaping 
between it and the Laurel Duplexes. 

o Set back approximately 67 feet from the Euclid A venue property line, forming Euclid Green 
and the private Euclid Terrace open spaces. 

o Internal private courtyard. 

• Laurel Duplexes: 

o Seven detached buildings along Laurel Street between Eucltd A venue and the proposed 
Mayfair Building, each with two residential units. 

o Four stories tall and ranging in height from 37 to 40 feet. 

o 58,839 gsf of total floor area with 54,111 gsf of residential floor area and 4,728 gsf of parking 
and storage space. 

o Full basement and an independently accessible parking garage for six of the seven duplexes. 
Parking for the center duplex would be in the parking garage proposed under the Euclid and 
Masonic buildings in order to retain a mature Live Oak tree. 

• Mayfair Building: 

o Four-story, 40-foot-talt 58,821-gsf building bounded by the proposed Mayfair Walk on the 
north, the proposed landscaped area to the east between it and Center Building A the 
proposed Laurel Duplexes on the south, and Laurel Street on the west. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
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Case No. 2015-014028ENV 
3333 California Street Mixed-Use Project 

o 43,071 gsf of residential floor area (including common areas) for 30 dwelling units, and 
15,750 gsf of space for parking, circulation, and storage and mechanical rooms on a single 
parking level. 

o Approximately 138 feet wide along the proposed Mayfair Walk, approximately 77 feet wide 
along the proposed landscape area between the Mayfair Building and Center Building A, 
approximately 138 feet wide along the proposed Laurel Duplexes, and approximately 77 feet 
wide along the west (Laurel Street) property line. 

Proposed Parking, Circulation, and Loading 

Proposed Parking and Circulation 

Off-Street Parking 

The proposed parking program would replace and expand the existing 543 surface and subsurface parking 
spaces on the project site. Overall there would be a total of 895 off-street parking spaces (see Table 3: 
Parking Summary). Parking would be provided in four below-grade parking garages - the California 
Street Garage, under the Plaza A, Plaza B, and Walnut buildings; the Center Building B Garage, 
encompassing the two renovated below-grade parking levels under Center Building B (Basement Levels 
Bl and B3); the Masonic Garage, under the Masonic and Euclid buildings; and the Mayfair Garage, under 
the Mayfair Building - and in six individual, two-car, parking garages for six of the seven Laurel Duplexes. 

The ten garages would total 428,773 gsf. 

Vehicles would enter and exit the proposed parking garages from the following access points (see Figure 7: 

Proposed Site Access on p. 19): 

• An entry/exit driveway off each side of the Walnut Street extension into the project site for the 
California Street Garage. 

• A shared driveway off Presidio Avenue. The driveway would have one entry/exit to the off-street 
freight loading dock in the California Street Garage. A separate entry (ingress only) would lead to 
the office, child care, retail, and commercial parking spaces on Basement Levels B3 and B2 of the 
California Street Garage and to the residential parking in Basement Level B3 of the Center Building 

B Garage. 

• An exit-only driveway onto Masonic A venue near the intersection with Pine Street for the 
California Street and renovated Center B Building garages. 

• An entry/exit driveway off Masonic Avenue for the Masonic Garage. 

• Six individual driveways along Laurel Street for six of the Laurel Duplexes. 

• An entry/exit driveway onto Laurel Street south of Mayfair Drive for the Mayfair Garage. 

• An entry/exit onto Laurel Street between California Street and Mayfair Drive for the California 
Street Garage (residential only). 

SAN FRANCISCO 
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Table 3: Parking Summary 

Proposed Garage 
Primary Entrances 

to Garage 

California Street Garage Laurel Street 
(Under Plaza A, Plaza B, and 
Walnut buildings) Walnut Street 

Presidio A venue 

Center B Building Garage 
(Renovated Parking Levels) 

Basement Level Bl Walnut Street 

Basement Level B3 Presidio A venue 

Masonic Garage Masonic A venue 
(Under Masonic and Euclid 
Buildings) 

Mayfair Garage Mayfair Drive 
(Under Mayfair Building) 

Laurel Garages Laurel Street 
(Under 6 of 7 Laurel 
Duplexes) 

Total No. of Parking 
Spaces 

Case No. 2015-014028ENV 
3333 California Street Mixed-Use Project 

No. of Parking 
Assigned Use 

Spaces 

128 Residential uses in Plaza A and 
Plaza B buildings 

103 Retail uses in Plaza A, Plaza B, 
Walnut, and Euclid buildings 

106 Residential uses in Center 
Buildings A and B 

100 office Walnut Building office, retail and 
35 retail child care uses 

29 child care 

10 car share 
60 commercial 

6 Residential uses in Center 
Buildings A and B 

26 Residential uses in Center 
Buildings A and B 

52 Residential uses in Center 
Buildings A and B 

61 Masonic Building residential uses 

135 Euclid Building residential uses 

2 Laurel Duplex (1) residential uses 

30 Mayfair Building residential uses 

12 Laurel Duplexes (6) residential uses 

895 558 for residential uses 
138 for retail uses 
100 for office use 
29 for child care use 
60 commercial 
10 car-share spaces 

Source: Prado Group, SKS, BAR Architects; Solomon Cordwell Buenz; and Jensen Architects (August 2017) 
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Case No. 2015-014028ENV 
3333 California Street Mixed-Use Project 

Curb cuts would be changed, added, or relocated, as follows: 

• The existing 28-foot-wide curb cut at the California Street entrance would be reduced to 22 feet 
with the development of curb bulb-outs at the extension of Walnut Street into the project site, which 
would terminate with a roundabout. The Walnut Street extension would provide access to two of 
the California Street parking garage entrances. 

• The existing 28-foot-wide curb cut on Presidio Avenue would remain, but would be adjusted 
slightly to follow the proposed modification to the alignment of the west curb on Presidio A venue, 
to be parallel to the existing east curb. The driveway would provide in and out access for the off
street freight loading area and separate in-only access to the California Street Garage for office, 
retail, and child care uses as well as commercial parking and car-share spaces and to the Center 
Building B parking level at Basement Level B3 for residential parking. 

• A new 20-foot-wide curb cut would be provided for vehicles exiting to Masonic Avenue from the 
California Street Garage and Basement Level B3 of Center Building B. 

• A new 24-foot-wide curb cut on Masonic Avenue would provide in and out access to the proposed 
Masonic and California Street garages. 

• The existing 27-foot-wide curb cut on Laurel Street (between Mayfair Drive and Euclid Avenue) 
would be removed. 

• Six separate 10-foot-wide curb cuts would be added along Laurel Street, south of Mayfair Drive, to 
provide access to six of the seven Laurel Duplex garages. 

• The existing 22-foot-wide curb cut on Mayfair Drive would be relocated to the south and modified 
to be a 12-foot-wide driveway to provide in and out access to the proposed Mayfair Building's 
below-grade parking garage. 

• A new 18-foot-wide curb cut on Laurel Street, south of California Street, would provide in and out 
access to the proposed California Street Garage. 

On-Street Parking 

The proposed project would reduce the existing 102 on-street vehicle parking spaces (including two car
share spaces on Euclid Avenue) to approximately 66 by eliminating spaces for new curb cuts and 
converting existing spaces to five new commercial and passenger loading zones (see "Proposed Loading 
Program" on pp. 21-22). Overall, there would be a net reduction of 33 on-street parking spaces.6 

Proposed Bicycle Parking 

The proposed project would provide 592 class 1 bicycle parking spaces (558 spaces for residential uses, 
10 spaces for office uses, 14 spaces for retail uses, and 10 spaces for the child care use) and 101 class 2 bicycle 
parking spaces (56 spaces for residential uses, 2 spaces for office uses, 33 spaces for retail uses, and 

6 Three additional spaces are being removed as a result of Muni Forward and the shift of the inbound Muni stop 
towards downtown at the Laurel Street/California Street intersection from the near side of the intersection (west 
side) to the far side (east side). 

SAN FRANCISCO 
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Case No. 2015-014028ENV 
3333 California Street Mixed-Use Project 

10 spaces for the child care use).7 The proposed class 2 bicycle parking spaces would be located along the 
edges of the project site at pedestrian access points and near building entrances, and adjacent to the Walnut 
Building near the roundabout terminating the extension of Walnut Street into the project site. 

Proposed Pedestrian Circulation 

The project site would be integrated with the existing street grid. Pedestrian promenades would be 
developed to align with Walnut Street and connect to Masonic and Euclid avenues (north/south direction), 
and to align with Mayfair Drive and connect to Presidio and Masonic avenues and Pine Street (east/west 
direction). The north-south Walnut Walk and the east-west Mayfair Walk would be closed to vehicular 
traffic and would provide the primary points of access to the privately owned, common useable open 
spaces, plazas, squares, and vista points within the project site. The northern portion of Walnut Walk would 
be the extension of Walnut Street into the project site, which would provide vehicular access to the 
California Street Garage and terminate at a roundabout. 

Pedestrians would be able to walk through the project site from Laurel, California, and Walnut streets to 
Presidio Avenue, Masonic Avenue, Pine Street, and Euclid Avenue. A pedestrian walkway between the 
Plaza A and Plaza B buildings (Cypress Stairs) would provide access from the California Street sidewalk 
(at the midblock between Laurel and Walnut streets) to Cypress Square. Pedestrian access would also be 
provided at Walnut Street; at Presidio A venue near the corner of Pine Street at the eastern terminus of 
Mayfair Walk (Pine Street Steps and Plaza); at the intersection of Masonic and Euclid Avenues at the 
southern terminus of Walnut Walk (Corner Plaza); and at the western terminus of Mayfair Walk. Pedestrian 
access to Euclid Green would be provided at the corner of Laurel Street and Euclid Avenue. (See "Proposed 
Open Space" on pp. 24-26 for a description of these spaces.) These spaces would comply with the 
Americans with Disabilities Act. 

Proposed Loading Program 

The proposed project would provide six off-street commercial and residential freight loading spaces: three 
located in the off-street freight loading area in the proposed California Street Garage, accessed from 
Presidio A venue, and three located in the off-street freight loading area in the proposed Masonic Garage 
under the Masonic and Euclid buildings. Both would accommodate garbage trucks as well as delivery 
vehicles for the retail and office tenants. Residential move-in and move-out loading activities for the new 
and renovated buildings (except the Laurel Duplexes) would occur within these off-street freight loading 
areas in the proposed California Street and Masonic garages or from existing on-street spaces along 
California Street, Presidio Avenue, Masonic Avenue, Euclid Avenue, or Laurel Street (with a special time
limited permit from the SFMTA for use of existing on-street parking spaces). Residential move-in and 
move-out loading activities for the Laurel Duplexes would occur along Laurel Street (with a special time
limited permit from the SFMTA for use of on-street parking spaces) and/or from private parking garages. 

7 Class 1 bicycle parking facilities are spaces in secure, weather-protected facilities intended for use as long-term, 
overnight, and workday bicycle storage by dwelling unit residents, non-residential occupants, and employees. 
Class 2 spaces are bicycle racks located in publicly-accessible, highly visible locations intended for transient or 
short-term use by visitors, guests, and patrons to the building or use. Each class 2 bicycle rack would 
accommodate two bicycles. 
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Case No. 2015-014028ENV 
3333 California Street Mixed-Use Project 

In addition to the six proposed off-street freight loading spaces, the project sponsor would request from 
the SFMTA the conversion of 15 on-street parking spaces to create five separate 60-foot-long commercial 
(2) and passenger (3) loading zones. The commercial loading zones would be located on the south side of 
California Street near Laurel Street and on the east side of Laurel Street near California Street. The 
passenger loading zones would be located on the west side of Masonic A venue near Presidio A venue and 
Pine Street, the north side of Euclid Avenue near Masonic Avenue, and the east side of Laurel Street near 
Mayfair Drive. Passenger loading would also occur at the proposed roundabout at the terminus of the 
Walnut Street extension into the project site, and at Basement Level B3 of the California Street Garage near 
the elevator lobby for the proposed child care center. 

Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Plan 

The project sponsor submitted a TDM Plan Application to the Planning Department in August 2017 and 
has agreed to implement selected TDM measures to reduce per capita automobile use. Selected TDM 
measures are summarized below: 

• Improve Walking Conditions (TDM Measure Active-IA): Streetscape improvements proposed 
along California Street, Presidio Avenue, Masonic Avenue, Euclid Avenue and Laurel Street 
would be consistent with the Better Streets Plan. The proposed Mayfair and Walnut Walks would 
integrate the 10-acre site with the existing pedestrian network. 

• Bicycle Parking (TDM Measure Active-2): Bicycle parking would be provided for residential, 
office, and retail uses. For residential uses, the required class 1 space for each dwelling unit and 
two class 2 spaces for every 20 units would be provided. The number of spaces provided for office, 
childcare, and retail uses would comply with the planning code. 

• Showers and Lockers (TDM Measure Active-3): At least one shower and at least six clothes lockers 
would be provided for every 30 class 1 bicycle parking spaces. The number of showers and clothes 
lockers would meet planning code requirements. 

• Bicycle Repair Station (TDM Measure Active-5): A bicycle repair station, with tools and supplies 
such as a bicycle pump and wrenches, would be located on the project site. 

• Car Share Parking (TDM Measure Cshare-1): Ten car share spaces would be provided in 
Basement Level B3 of the California Street Garage in accordance with the planning code. 

• Delivery Supportive Amenities (TDM Measure Delivery-1): An area for the receipt and 
temporary storage of package deliveries would be provided in the off-street loading areas or other 
location on the project site. 

• On-Site Childcare (TDM Measure Family-2): An on-site childcare facility would be provided in 
the Walnut Building. 

• Multimodal Wayfinding Signage (TDM Measure Info-1): Multimodal wayfinding signage that 
directs tenants, residents, visitors, and employees to nearby transportation services would be 
provided. Signage would comply with city standards. 

• Real Time Information Displays (TDM Measure Info-2): Real time information displays 
(showing information about transit lines, walk time to transit locations, or the location of on-site 
car share vehicles, for example) would be provided in prominent locations on the project site. 
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• Tailored Transportation Marketing (TDM Measure Info-3): Individualized, tailored marketing 
and communication campaigns regarding sustainable transportation modes would be 
implemented. A TDM coordinator would manage these marketing services, which would include 
promotions and welcome packets with information about transportation options. Personal 
consultations would be offered to new residents and retail employees along with a request for a 
commitment to try sustainable transportation options. 

• Unbundle Parking (TDM Measure Pkg-1): All accessory parking for the proposed project would 
be leased or sold separately from the rental or purchase fees. 

The project's proposed TDM Plan may be refined during the planning review process for project 
entitlements. 

Proposed Streetscape Improvements 

The proposed project would include the following streetscape improvements, including widening 
sidewalks to meet minimum widths in the Better Streets Plan: 

• At Presidio Avenue: The proposed project would include an encroachment at the eastern property 
boundary ~long Presidio A venue, immediately north of the intersection with Pine Street and 
Masonic A venue, to accommodate streetscape improvements. 

o Reconfiguration of the curb line in this area to regularize the property's frontage on Presidio 
Avenue. 

o Removal of the triangular-shaped pedestrian island and the right-most travel lane for 
southbound traffic on Presidio Avenue merging onto Masonic Avenue. 

o Construction of a comer bulb-out on the west side of the Masonic A venue/Presidio 

A venue/Pine Street intersection. 

o Installation of a continental crosswalk8 crossing Presidio Avenue (to Pine Street), and widening 
of the Presidio A venue sidewalk from 10 to 15 feet. 

These streetscape changes would result in an approximately 2,170-square-foot space that would be 
integrated with the proposed Pine Street Steps and Plaza. 

• At Masonic Avenue and Euclid Avenue: 

o Reconfiguration of the west curb line on Masonic Avenue. 

o Removal of the triangular-shaped pedestrian island and right-most travel lane for southbound 
traffic on Masonic Avenue merging onto Euclid Avenue. 

o Incorporation of the existing triangular-shaped pedestrian island into the proposed Comer 
Plaza, which would be integrated with the southern end of the proposed Walnut Walk. 

8 Crosswalks with a continental design have parallel striped markings that are the most visible to drivers. Use of 
continental design for crosswalk marking also improves crosswalk detection for people with low vision and 
cognitive impairment. 
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• At Laurel Street and Mayfair Drive: 

o Addition of a corner bulb-out at the northeast corner of Laurel Street/Mayfair Drive and an 
eastside crosswalk at the three-way intersection (crossing Mayfair Drive). The redesigned 
intersection would be an approximately 650-square-foot space that would highlight the 
primary east-west pedestrian access to the site - Mayfair Walk. 

• Additional Improvements: 

o Widening of sidewalks along Masonic Avenue (from 10 to 15 feet), along Euclid A venue (from 
10.5 to 12 feet), and along Laurel Street (from 10 to 12 feet). 

o Addition of corner bulb-outs at the southwest corner of the California Street/Laurel Street 
intersection, at the southwest and southeast corners of the California Street/Walnut Street 
intersection, and at the northeast corner of the Laurel Street/Euclid Avenue intersection. 

Proposed Open Space and Landscaping 

Proposed Open Space 

The proposed project would retain approximately 53 percent of the overall lot area (approximately 
236,000 square feet, excluding green roofs) as open area, with portions developed with a combination of 
privately owned publicly accessible open space and private walkways, terraces, and internal courtyards 
(see Figure 8: Proposed Open Space Plan). The proposed project would include the following new 
landscaped open spaces: 

• California Plaza (approximately 3,300 square feet) within the setback of the proposed Plaza A 
Building along California Street, extending east from the Laurel Street/California Street 

intersection to the proposed Cypress Stairs. 

• Cypress Square (between the Plaza A and B buildings) and the western portion of the proposed 
east-west Mayfair Walk (approximately 28,150 square feet), accessed from the Cypress Stairs 
between the Plaza A and B buildings, Mayfair Walk, and Walnut Walk; the Cypress Square 
residential open space would be an approximately 1,570-square-foot private open space adjacent 
to Cypress Square and serve the Plaza B building. 

• Presidio Overlook (approximately 3,800 square feet), at the eastern terminus of Mayfair Walk 
above the Presidio A venue driveway, accessed from Mayfair Walk or the Pine Street Steps and 
Plaza. 

• Masonic Plaza (approximately 3,000 square feet), between Center Building Band the Masonic 
Building along Masonic A venue. 

• Walnut Walk (north-south) to Masonic and Euclid avenues at Corner Plaza (approximately 
16,760 square feet, excluding the Walnut Street Extension, roundabout and walkway between 
Center Building A and Center Building B). 
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• Euclid Green (approximately 18,760 square feet), extending from the intersection of Euclid 
A venue and Laurel Street at the southwest corner of the site toward the corner of Masonic and 
Euclid avenues, plus the adjacent Euclid Residential Terrace, an approximately 5,950-square-foot 
private open space adjacent to Euclid Green. 

Overall, the proposed project would provide approximately 103,000 square feet of common useable open 
area that meets the Planning Code section 135 definition of open space. There would also be approximately 
85,000 square feet of private open area that does not include rooftop decks, but does include ground-level 
terraces, interior courtyards and private internal walkways. 

In addition, the proposed improvements at the Presidio A venue/Pine Street/Masonic A venue intersection 
(the proposed Pine Street Steps and Plaza) and the Masonic Avenue and Euclid Avenue intersection (the 
proposed Corner Plaza) would be partially within the public right-of-way and would total approximately 
10,000 square feet of open area. There would also be approximately 8,000 square feet of common useable 
open area adjacent to the Walnut Street extension and roundabout. 

Proposed Landscaping 

There are 210 trees on and adjacent to the project site, including 15 existing street trees along the California 
Street frontage. Ten mature trees on the site would be retained, if viable, and 185 trees on the site would be 
removed, including 19 significant trees (i.e., trees within 10 feet of the public right-of-way that meet specific 
height, trunk diameter, and canopy width requirements). The 15 street trees along California Street would 
be removed and replaced. Both the street trees and the significant trees are protected under city ordinances; 
removal requires a permit from San Francisco Public W arks. Thus, a total of 34 protected trees on, and 
adjacent to, the project site would be removed.9 The 10 mature trees to be retained would require anchored 
tree-protection fencing and implementation of tree health-related measures such as mulching, pruning, 
and pest protection during construction. 

The proposed project would add approximately 92 new street trees along California Street, Masonic 
A venue, Euclid A venue, and Laurel Street. A total of 20 trees would be planted on the extension of Walnut 
Street into the project site; however, these do not count as street trees because the proposed Walnut Street 
extension would not be considered a public right-of-way. Approximately 250 new trees would also be 
planted on the project site along the proposed Mayfair and Walnut Walks as well as within privately owned 
publicly accessible open spaces and common open spaces (a net gain of 85 trees from existing conditions). 

Proposed Infrastructure Systems 

Proposed Water Systems 

Potable 

The project site is served by San Francisco's water supply system. Water connections would be provided 
to the new and renovated existing buildings, with each building separately metered at the sidewalk. New 
and renovated buildings would have water-efficient fixtures and appliances. Low-pressure water for 

9 SBCA Tree Consulting, Arborist Report- Laurel Heights 3333 California St. Tree Survey Report, October 19, 2015 
(amended) and Protected Tree Survey March 24, 2017 (amended). 
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firefighting purposes would be provided from the three existing fire hydrants adjacent to the project site at 
California and Laurel streets, Masonic and Euclid avenues, and Euclid Avenue/Laurel Street, and two new 
fire hydrants would be added to the perimeter of the project site on the west side of Masonic Avenue. In 

addition, fire-fighting water supply storage tanks would be located in Basement Level B3 of Center 
Building B because of the building's classification as a high-rise. 

Non-Potable 

Each of the new buildings would comply with San Francisco's Non-Potable Water Ordinance which 
requires the use of on-site "alternate water sources" of graywater (e.g., wastewater from bathtubs, showers, 
bathroom sinks, and clothes washing machines, but not from kitchen sinks, dishwashers or toilets), 
rainwater (e.g., precipitation collected from roofs and other above-ground collection surfaces, excluding 
stormwater runoff), and, if demand/supply is adequate, foundation drainage water (e.g., nuisance 
groundwater that is pumped out to maintain a building's or facility's structural integrity) to meet that 
building's toilet and urinal flushing and irrigation demands. The proposed project would include the 
diversion and reuse of graywater and rainwater for toilet and urinal flushing and irrigation (e.g., green 
roofs) and cooling towers (for buildings with cooling towers). The non-potable water systems would be 
designed, installed, tested and operated pursuant to San Francisco Department of Public Health (DPH) 
Rules and Regulations Regarding the Operation of Alternate Water Source Systems.10 

Proposed Wastewater and Storm water System 

The project site is served by the City's combined sewer system. Sewer line connections would be provided 
to the new and renovated existing buildings and would include the construction of an approximately 8-
inch-diameter, 180-foot-long sewer line extension under Masonic Avenue to connect to the 16-inch
diameter sewer line under Presidio Avenue. 

The proposed project would be subject to the requirements of San Francisco's Stormwater Management 
Ordinance and would incorporate low impact design features such as bioretention planters located 
upstream of storm drain catch basins (installed as part of the proposed streetscape changes) to promote 
infiltration and limit the amount of water entering the combined sewer system. The proposed project would 
also implement rainwater harvesting features and increase the amount of permeable/planted area on the 
site compared to existing conditions. 

Proposed Electricity and Natural Gas 

Electrical and natural gas service to the project site would be provided by PG&E from 12 kilovolt 
distribution lines under California Street and Euclid Avenue and natural gas lines under California Street 
and Presidio Avenue. Connections to the PG&E grid would be provided to the new and renovated existing 
buildings and would include the construction of a new natural gas lines under Euclid A venue between 
Laurel Street and Masonic Avenue (approximately 350 feet), under Masonic Avenue between Euclid and 
Presidio avenues (approximately 625 feet), and under Presidio Avenue (approximately 75 feet) at the 
intersection of Presidio A venue//Masonic A venue/Pine Street. The proposed project would comply with 

10 San Francisco Department of Public Health, Director's Rules and Regulations Regarding the Operation of 
Alternate Water Source Systems, March 2016. Available online at https://www.sfdph.org/dph/files/EHSdocs/ 
ehsWaterdocs/NonPotable/SFHC 12C Rules.pdf. Accessed September 6, 2017. 
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San Francisco Green Building Requirements for energy efficiency in new buildings. Energy-efficient 
appliances and energy-efficient lighting would be installed in Center Buildings A and B. An emergency 
diesel generator would be provided in Center Building B to serve the building's emergency power loads, 
fire pumps, and elevators.11 

Proposed Renewable Energy 

The proposed project is required to meet the State's Title 24 and the San Francisco Green Building 
requirements for renewable energy, and San Francisco's Better Roof Requirements for Renewable Energy 
Standards. To partially offset energy demands, roof-mounted solar photovoltaic (PV) system infrastructure 
to transform sunlight into electricity would be installed on 13 of the 15 buildings, except the Masonic 
Building and Center Building A, which would be developed as living (or green) roofs. At least 15 percent 
of the roof area would include this infrastructure and/or roof-mounted solar thermal hot water systems. 

Proposed Sustainability Features 

The project sponsor has committed to meeting and exceeding the requirements of the San Francisco Green 
Building Ordinance by achieving LEED for Neighborhood Development (LEED-ND) Plan certification at 
a minimum Gold level for the full development, targeting Platinum. To meet this goal, the proposed project 
would incorporate smart building technologies and materials, such as living (or green) roofs, solar PV 
systems, and water smart landscaping. The proposed project would provide a network of landscaped 
public and private open spaces planted with drought tolerant species that would result in the retention of 
10 of the 195 existing on-site trees and the planting of 270 new trees on the project site (a net gain of 85 
trees). 

Excavation and Soils Disturbance 

The proposed project would involve a substantial amount of soils disturbance and excavation, specifically 
for construction of the below-grade parking garages, building foundations, and site terracing. 
Approximately 274,000 square feet of the 446,479-square-foot project site would be modified as a result of 
the proposed project. The depths of excavation would range from 7 to 40 feet below the existing grade 
(including the elevator and automobile stacker pits) with a total of approximately 288,300 net cubic yards 
of excavated soils generated during the approximately seven-year construction period.12 

Pile driving is not proposed; however, rock fragmentation using earth moving equipment, such as loaders, 
heavy-duty backhoes, hoe-rams, dozers equipped with rippers, and jack hammers, would be expected. 
Dewatering may be needed if groundwater or perched water is encountered during the drilling of soldier 
pile foundations.13 

11 The existing emergency generator and related fuel storage and electrical substations in the basement levels of the 
existing parking garage would be removed as part of demolition activities. 

12 Approximately 3,700 cubic yards of excavated soils would be reused on the project site as fill. 
13 Langan Treadwell Rollo, Preliminary Geotechnical Investigation, December 3, 2014, pp. 5, 9, and 11. 
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Because serpentinite, which contains naturally occurring asbestos, is present in bedrock on the project site, 
an Asbestos Dust Mitigation Plan and Site Mitigation Plan would be prepared before excavation begins. 

Bedrock handling and disposal would be performed in accordance with these plans.14 Excavated soils 
would be tested for the presence of contaminants, and soils that qualify for use as fill would be stockpiled 
and used on the project site to the maximum extent feasible. 

The proposed new buildings would be supported on continuous and/or individual foundations bearing on 
native stiff to very stiff clay, medium dense sand, or bedrock.15 The perimeter walls of new buildings 

adjacent to the existing parking garage may need to be supported on drilled piers that gain support in the 
bedrock below the elevation of the bottom of the existing parking garage. 

CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE AND PHASING 

The proposed project would be constructed in four development phases: Phase 1 (Masonic and Euclid 
Buildings, with 196 residential units and 266,251 gsf of residential and 4,287 gsf of retail), Phase 2 (Center 
Buildings A and B, with 190 residential units and 322,888 gsf of residential), Phase 3 (Plaza A, Plaza B, and 

Walnut buildings with 128 residential units. and 138,370 gsf of residential, 49,830 gsf of retail, and 49,999 

gsf of office, and 14,690 gsf of child care), and Phase 4 (Mayfair Building and Laurel Duplexes with 
44 residential units and 97,182 gsf of residential). The phases would overlap, i.e., the Phase 2 demolition 

stage for the adaptive reuse of the existing office building (Center Buildings A and B) would commence 
during the exterior work for the proposed Masonic and Euclid buildings in Phase 1. Full build-out is 

expected to occur approximately seven years after project entitlements, if executed from start to finish of 

the prescribed overlapping development phases. The preliminary construction schedule assumes spring 
2020 as the start of construction and spring 2027 as the end of construction. Construction-related activities 

would typically occur Monday through Friday, between 7 a.m. and 3:30 p.m., although some work is 
anticipated to occur on Saturdays between 7 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. Nighttime construction work is not 

anticipated, nor is construction anticipated to occur on Sundays or major legal holidays. 

PROJECT VARIANT 

The project sponsor is also considering a variant to the proposed project that would change the use of the 

proposed Walnut Building from a mixed-use office building to a mixed-use residential building. Under 
this variant, the 49,999 gsf of office space in the proposed Walnut Building would instead be developed for 
housing, and 7 44 dwelling units would be developed on the project site, an increase of 186 dwelling units 

over the number in t):le proposed project. There would be an additional 76 vehicle parking spaces provided 
under the variant. The proposed Walnut Building would have a total of 368,170 gsf, with 153,920 gsf of 
residential uses, 18,800 gsf of retail uses, a 14,650-gsf childcare use, and an 180,800-gsf below-grade parking 

garage. The overall height of the proposed Walnut Building under the project variant would be 
approximately 67 feet (compared to 45 feet with the proposed project) and five levels over Basement Level 
Bl (compared to two levels with the proposed project). No other features of the proposed project would 

change under the variant. 

14 Ibid, pp. 5 and 12. 
15 Ibid, pp. 13-22. 
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ANTICIPATED APPROVALS 

The project site is currently zoned RM-1. The RM-1 zoning controls permit up to one dwelling unit per 800 
square feet of lot area (or, with conditional use authorization for a Planned Unit Development, one dwelling 
unit per 600 square feet of lot area minus one unit). RM-1 does not permit office uses or retail sales and 
service uses. Other restrictions were placed on development of the site in Planning Commission 
Resolution 4109, adopted in 1952. 

Implementation of the proposed project or project variant would require general plan, planning code, and 
zoning map amendments. The project sponsor would seek to have a new Special Use District (SUD) created, 
which would require a recommendation by the Planning Commission and approval by the Board of 
Supervisors. The project sponsor may also seek approval of a Development Agreement (or other 
agreement), the terms of which the project sponsor and the City are still discussing and as to which the 
project sponsor is gathering community input. 

The following is a preliminary list of San Francisco agencies' anticipated approvals for the proposed project 
and the project variant and is subject to change. These approvals may be reviewed in conjunction with the 
required environmental review, but may not be granted until after the required environmental review is 
completed. 

Actions by the City Planning Commission 

• Certification of Environmental Impact Report (EIR) and adoption of findings under CEQA 

• Conditional Use/Planned Unit Development authorization to permit development of buildings 
with height in excess of 50 feet, to provide exceptions to open space, dwelling unit exposure, and 
rear yard setback requirements of the RM-1 Zoning District, and to amend or rescind Planning 
Commission Resolution 4109 

• Adoption of Findings of Consistency with the general plan and priority policies of Planning Code 
section 101.1 

• Recommendation to Board of Supervisors to approve planning code and zoning map amendments 

• Recommendation to Board of Supervisors to approve Special Use District 

• Recommendation to Board of Supervisors to approve Development Agreement, if applicable 

• General plan referral for street vacation/dedication associated with the development of Corner 
Plaza at Masonic and Euclid avenues; the Pine Street Steps and Plaza at the Masonic/Pine/Presidio 
intersection; and for sidewalk widening 

• Approval of a Transportation Demand Management Plan (Planning Code section 169) 

Actions by the San Francisco Board of Supervisors 

• Adoption of findings under CEQA 

• Adoption of Findings of Consistency with the General Plan and priority policies of Planning Code 
section 101.1 

• Approval of planning code and zoning map amendments 
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• Approval of Special Use District 

• Approval of Development Agreement, if applicable 

• Approval of street vacation/dedication associated with the development of Corner Plaza at 
Masonic and Euclid avenues and the Pine Street Steps and Plaza at the Masonic/Pine/Presidio 
intersection 

• Approval of sidewalk widening legislation 

• Adoption of resolution to amend or rescind Planning Commission Resolution 4109 

Actions by Other City Departlllents 

San Francisco Public Works 

o Approval of Subdivision Map 

o Public hearing and approval of permits to remove and replace street trees on California Street 
and to remove protected trees on the project site within 10 feet of the public right-of-way 

o Approval of permits for streetscape improvements in the public right-of-way, including new 
curb cuts on Masonic Avenue (two) and Laurel Street (eight) 

o Approval of an encroachment permit for the proposed curb bulb-outs and associated 
streetscape improvements on the west side of Presidio A venue at the intersection with Pine 
Street and Masonic Avenue, on the west side of Masonic Avenue at the intersection with Euclid 
A venue, and on the east side of Laurel Street at the intersection with Mayfair Drive 

o Approval of a street space permit from the Bureau of Street Use and Mapping if sidewalk(s) 
are used for construction staging and pedestrian walkways are constructed in the curb lane(s), 

o Recommendation to Board of Supervisors to approve legislation for sidewalk widening 

San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency 

o Approval of request for on-street commercial truck (yellow) and passenger (white) loading 
zones on Laurel Street, California Street, Masonic A venue, and Euclid A venue 

o Approval of a special traffic permit from the Sustainable Streets Division if sidewalk(s) are 
used for construction staging and pedestrian walkways are constructed in the curb lane(s), 

o Approval of construction within the public right-of-way (e.g., bulbouts and sidewalk 
extensions) to ensure consistency with the Better Streets Plan 

o Approval of the placement of bicycle racks on the perimeter sidewalks and within the project 
site 

San Francisco Department of Building Inspection 

o Review and approval of demolition, excavation, and site/building permits 

o Review and approval of construction permit for non-potable water system 

o Approval of a permit for nighttime construction if any night construction work is proposed 
that would result in noise greater than five dBA above ambient noise levels 
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o Review and approval of plumbing plans for non-potable water reuse system per the Non
potable Water Ordinance 

San Francisco Public Utilities Commission 

o Review and approval of Erosion and Sediment Control Plan, in accordance with Article 4.1 of 
the San Francisco Public Works Code 

o Review and approval of any changes to sewer laterals (connections to the City sewer system) 

o Review and approval of any changes to existing publicly-owned fire hydrants, water service 
laterals, water meters, and/or water mains 

o Review and approval of the size and location of new fire, standard, irrigation, and/or recycled 
water service laterals 

o Review and approval of post-construction stormwater design guidelines including a 
Stormwater Control Plan, in accordance with City's 2016 Stormwater Management 
Requirements and Design Guidelines 

o Review and approval of Landscape Plan per the Water Efficient Irrigation Ordinance 

o Approval of the use of dewatering wells per Article 12B of the Health Code (joint approval by 
the San Francisco Department of Public Health) 

o Review and approval of documentation for non-potable water reuse system per the Non
potable Water Ordinance 

San Francisco Department of Public Health 

o Review and approval of Site Mitigation Plan, in accordance with San Francisco Health Code 
Article 22A (Maher Ordinance) 

o Review and approval of a Construction Dust Control Plan, in accordance with San Francisco 
Health Code Article 22B (Construction Dust Control Ordinance) 

o Approval of the use of dewatering wells per Article 12B of the Health Code Goint approval by 
the San Francisco PUC) 

o Review and approval of design and engineering plans for non-potable water reuse system and 
testing prior to issuance of Permit to Operate 

Actions by Other Government Agencies 

Bay Area Air Quality Management District 

o Approval of any necessary air quality permits for installation, operation, and testing (e.g., 
Authority to Construct/Permit to Operate) for individual air pollution sources, such as boilers 
and emergency standby diesel generator 

o Approval of Asbestos Dust Mitigation Plan for construction and grading operations 
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The proposed project and the project variant could result in potentially significant environmental effects. 
The Planning Department will prepare an initial study (IS) and an environmental impact report (EIR) to 
evaluate the physical environmental effects of the proposed project in accordance with the California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). The IS will assess both project-specific and cumulative impacts for all 
topics in the City's IS Checklist. The EIR will further examine those issues identified in the IS as having 
potentially significant effects, identify mitigation measures, and analyze whether the mitigation measures 
would reduce the environmental effects to a less-than-significant level. The IS will be published and 
circulated for a 30-day public review period. Based on the information in the IS and public comment 
received, a focused Draft EIR will be prepared. The Draft EIR will be published and circulated for a 45-day 
public review period. The EIR will evaluate a No Project Alternative that assumes no change to the existing 
physical conditions on the project site, as well as additional project alternatives that could potentially 
reduce or avoid any significant environmental impacts associated with the proposed project. 

As part of the review process under CEQA, the Planning Department will convene a public scoping 
meeting at which public comment will be solicited on the issues that will be covered in the EIR (see "Public 
Scoping Process" on p. 37 for more details). It is anticipated that the EIR will address the following 
environmental topics: historic architectural resources, transportation and circulation, noise, and air quality. 
Environmental impacts related to land use and land use planning; population and housing; cultural 
resources including tribal cultural resources, subsurface cultural (archeological) resources, and human 
remains; greenhouse gas emissions; wind and shadow; recreation; utilities and service systems; public 
services; biological resources; geology and soils; hydrology and water quality; hazards and hazardous 
materials; mineral and energy resources; and agricultural and forest resources are anticipated to be 
analyzed in the IS, unless significant impacts are identified that cannot be mitigated to a less-than
significant level, in which case, any such impacts analysis will be included in the EIR. 

The project and project variant meet all of the requirements of a transit-oriented infill development project 
under Public Resources Code Section 21099; therefore, aesthetics and parking shall not be considered in 
determining if the project has the potential to result in significant environmental effects. However, visual 
renderings will be included within the project description of the EIR for reference. 

The environmental issues to be addressed are described briefly below. For all topics, whether in the IS or 
in the EIR, the analysis will consider the impacts of the proposed project as well as those of the project 
variant and will describe where the impacts would differ. Therefore, the reference to 'proposed project' 
below also refers to the project variant. 

Land Use and Land Use Planning 

The land use and land use planning topic will describe existing land uses on the project site and in the 
surrounding vicinity and analyze whether the proposed project would physically divide an established 
community or result in land use conflicts with adjacent and nearby uses. 
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The population and housing topic will analyze the potential for the proposed project to result in direct or 
indirect impacts on population, employment, and housing, and residential displacement. 

Cultural Resources 

The existing building on the project site is considered a historical resource for purposes of CEQA. The 
proposed project would alter the existing building, demolishing portions of it and adding one or two stories 
to the remaining portions of the building. The EIR will describe the historical resource, summarize 
applicable portions of a Historical Resources Evaluation and the Planning Department's Historic Resources 
Evaluation Response, identify significant impacts, and describe any mitigation measures identified to 
reduce or eliminate the impacts. 

The project site was originally part of the larger Laurel Hill Cemetery. The IS will analyze potential impacts 
on tribal cultural resources, subsurface archaeological resources, and human remains. 

Transportation and Circulation 

The proposed project would generate a net increase in vehicle trips to and from the project site, as well as 
increases in transit ridership, pedestrian and bicycle activity, and loading demand. The transportation and 
circulation issues will be analyzed in accordance with the Planning Department's Transportation Impact 
Analysis Guidelines for Environmental Review (October 2002) and Planning Commission Resolution 19579 
establishing vehicle miles traveled (VMT) as the appropriate transportation review standard. The EIR will 
summarize the results of the analysis, identify specific transportation impacts and mitigation measures 
associated with the proposed changes to circulation in the proposed project, and discuss construction
period transportation and circulation impacts. The EIR analysis will discuss transit conditions, VMT, traffic 
hazards, pedestrian and bicycle conditions, freight loading, emergency access, and construction-related 
transportation conditions; identify any significant impacts that could occur; and identify appropriate 
mitigation measures that could reduce or eliminate those impacts. The transportation analysis will also 
evaluate the proposed project's contribution to cumulative effects of reasonably foreseeable development, 
transit improvements, and/or streetscape improvements in the project vicinity. The EIR will discuss 
parking conditions for informational purposes. 

Noise 

The topic of noise will include analysis of noise compatibility standards for residential, office, and child 
care land uses, and discuss the long-term impacts of noise that could result from the proposed project. 
Short-term construction-related noise and vibration impacts also will be assessed, and the analysis will 
evaluate the potential for noise from the proposed project to adversely affect nearby sensitive land uses. 

Air Quality 

The topic of air quality will include analysis of consistency of the proposed project with applicable air 
quality plans and standards, the potential for the proposed project to result in emissions of criteria air 
pollutants and toxic air contaminants that may affect sensitive populations, and the potential for the 
proposed project to result in sources of odor. The air quality analysis will include quantification of both 
construction-related and operational air pollutant emissions, and will summarize the results of a health 
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risk assessment prepared to evaluate potential long-term health effects of emissions from both project 
construction and operation. 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

The topic of greenhouse gas emissions will include an analysis of the proposed project's consistency with 
the City's Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy and the degree to which the proposed project's greenhouse 
gas emissions could result in a significant effect on the environment. 

Wind and Shadow 

The topic of wind will evaluate the potential for the proposed new buildings to alter ground-level winds 
in a manner that substantially affects public areas. The analysis of shadow will include an evaluation of the 
potential for the proposed project to result in shadow that substantially affects outdoor recreation facilities 
and other publicly accessible open spaces, including City parks. In addition, for informational purposes 
the shadow analysis will qualitatively describe the potential for the proposed project to result in shadow 
on the project's proposed privately owned publicly accessible open spaces. 

Recreation 

The topic of recreation will include an analysis of whether the proposed project could physically degrade 
existing parks, recreational facilities, and open space or require the construction of new parks or 
recreational facilities that could have a physical effect on the environment. 

Utilities and Service Systems 

The topic of utilities and service systems will include analysis of potable water and wastewater conveyance 
and treatment capacities, and will discuss disposal of solid waste that may be generated by the proposed 
project. This topic will also include an assessment of whether the proposed project would require the 
construction of new water supply, wastewater treatment, or wastewater/stormwater drainage facilities, 
and if so, whether that construction could result in adverse environmental effects. A Water Supply 
Assessment was approved by the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission on June 13, 2017, for the 
proposed project in accordance with CEQA Guidelines Section 15144 and sections 10910 to 10915 of the 
California Water Code; a copy will be included in the CEQA documents as an appendix. 

Public Services 

The topic of public services will include a discussion of whether existing public services - police and fire 
protection, schools, libraries, emergency medical services - would be adversely affected by the proposed 
project so as to require new or physically altered facilities, the construction of which could cause significant 
impacts. 

Biological Resources 

The topic of biological resources will discuss the existing biological resources on the project site and identify 
any significant impact on those resources, including trees to be removed, the presence of any special-status 
species or migratory corridors. Tree protection plans for trees to be retained will be summarized, and 
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compliance with the Urban Forestry Ordinance, the Green Landscaping Ordinance, and the Migratory Bird 
Treaty Act will be discussed. 

Geology and Soils 

The topic of geology and soils will include an analysis related to the susceptibility of the project site to 
seismic activity, liquefaction, landslides, erosion, soil stability, and risks to life or property. The analysis 
will also explain whether the proposed project would directly or indirectly destroy a unique 
paleontological resource or site or a unique geologic feature. 

Hydrology and Water Quality 

The topic of hydrology and water quality will assess the potential for the proposed project to violate water 
quality standards or waste discharge requirements or result in adverse effects on groundwater supplies. 
The analysis will also consider the degree to which the proposed project could affect drainage patterns or 
create water runoff that could affect storm water drainage systems of the City's combined sewer system. 
The analysis will consider the potential of the proposed project to place housing within a flood hazard area. 

Hazards and Hazardous Materials 

The topic of hazards and hazardous materials will discuss the potential for the proposed project to create 
a significant hazard to the public or the environment related to hazardous materials as a result of 
construction; through the routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials; or as a result of the 
emission or release of hazardous material into soils or groundwater. The section will also assess whether 
the proposed project would interfere with an adopted emergency response plan. The project site is 
currently on the Leaking Underground Storage Tank Sites list maintained by the State Water Resources 
Control Board List (Geotracker ID T0607501246) and compiled pursuant to Section 65962.5 of the California 
Government Code. The southeast portion of the project site is underlain with serpentine which contains 
naturally occurring asbestos. 

Mineral and Energy Resources 

This topic will analyze the proposed project's impacts on any existing mineral resources, and on local and 
regional energy supplies. This section will summarize an energy assessment describing the proposed 
project's energy requirements, compliance with existing 'energy standards, and energy use efficiencies. 

Agricultural and Forest Resources 

The topic of agricultural and forest resources will analyze potential impacts on any existing agricultural or 
forest resources. 

Other CEQA Issues 

The IS and EIR analyses will identify feasible mitigation measures intended to lessen or reduce significant 
environmental impacts of the proposed project and the EIR will list any significant impacts that have been 
determined to be unavoidable. Pursuant to CEQA and the State CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6, the EIR 
will also analyze a reasonable range of alternatives that would reduce or avoid one or more significant 
environmental impacts identified in the EIR, including a No Project Alternative, which will assume no 
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change to the existing physical conditions on the project site, and one or more alternatives to address other 
significant effects of the proposed project that are identified in the EIR. 

FINDING 

This project could have a significant effect on the environment and a focused environmental impact report 
will be prepared. This finding is based upon the criteria of the State CEQA Guidelines, Sections 15064 
(Determining Significant Effect) and 15065 (Mandatory Findings of Significance). The purpose of the EIR is 
to provide information about potential significant physical environmental effects of the proposed project, 
to identify possible ways to minimize the significant effects, and to describe and analyze possible 
alternatives to the proposed project. Preparation of an NOP or EIR does not indicate a decision by the City 
to approve or to disapprove the project. However, prior to making any such decision, the decision makers 
ml!-st review and consider the information contained in the EIR. 

PUBLIC SCOPING PROCESS 

Pursuant to the State of California Public Resources Code Section 21083.9 and CEQA Guidelines Section 
15206, the Planning Department will hold a public scoping meeting to receive oral comments concerning 
the scope of the EIR. The meeting will be held on Monday, October 16, 2017, from 6:00 to 8:00 p.m. at the 
Jewish Community Center's Fisher Family Hall at 3200 California Street. This is not a program of the 
JCCSF. The San Francisco Planning Department is the host of this scoping meeting. As stated, the 
purpose of the meeting is to solicit public comments on the scope of the environmental analysis being 
prepared for the project by the Planning Department. 

To request a language interpreter or to accommodate persons with disabilities at the scoping meeting, 
please contact the staff contact listed below at least 72 hours in advance of the meeting. Written comments 
will also be accepted at this meeting and until 5:00 p.m. on Friday, October 20, 2017. Written comments 
should be sent or emailed to Julie Moore, EIR Coordinator, San Francisco Planning Department, 1650 
Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103, or Julie.Moore@sfgov.org and should reference the 
project title and case number on the front of this notice. 

State Agencies: If you work for an agency that is a Responsible or a Trustee Agency, we need to know the 
views of your agency as to the scope and content of the environmental information that is germane to your 
agency's statutory responsibilities in connection with the proposed project. Your agency may need to use 
the EIR when considering a permit or other approval for this project. Please include the name of a contact 
person in your agency. If you have questions concerning environmental review of the proposed project, 
please contact Julie Moore at 415.575.8733 or Julie.Moore@sfgov.org. 

Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying information when they 
communicate with the Commission or the Department. All written or oral communications, including 
submitted personal contact information, may be made available to the public for inspection and copying 
upon request and may appear on the Department's website or in other public documents. 

r I 

Date 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Dear Board of Supervisors, 

~:§ l±lf!ftl <nhfs2889@Lsoftbankjp> 

Monday, September 18, 2017 1:11 PM 
Board of Supervisors, (BOS) 

I am strongly against "Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and 
County of San Francisco." 
The comfort women issue deals with matters between foreign governments and has nothing to do with SF. I ask 
you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting. 
Sincerely, 

Yukari kasaya 
Japan kanagawaprefecture ebinacity 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

k-sonoyama@pop02.odn.nejp 
Monday, September 18, 2017 12:35 PM 
Board of Supervisors, (BOS) 

Subject: This is an evidence that the "comfort women"story is not true 

Dear Board of Supervisors, 

I strongly protest against "Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of 
San Francisco." 

US spent $30 million money and 7 years to examination. 

Not for Japan, but for Anti-Japan group. 

But there is no evidence at all. 

This is the Final Report URL. 

It is US government Official report. 

Would you please search "comfort women"? 

https://www.archives.gov/files/iwg/ reports/fl na 1-repo rt-2007. pdf 

If you have a Facebook acount, would you please read this article? 

Writer is US people (used to belong to the Green Beret) 

https://www.facebook.com/MichaelYonFanPage/photos/a.235978145664.135781.207730000664/10152528275045665 
/?type=3&hc_location=ufi 

You would understand this story is ridicurous. 

I hope you would make a reasonable decision. 

Best Regards. 

Katsuhiko Sonoyama 
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Mchugh, Eileen (BOS} 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Major, Erica (BOS) 
Monday, September 25, 2017 1:10 PM 
zrants; Sheehy, Jeff (BOS) 

Cc: Tang, Katy (BOS); Peskin, Aaron (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Board of Supervisors, (BOS); 
Fewer, Sandra (BOS); Cohen, Malia (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Breed, London (BOS); Safai, 
Ahsha (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); info@sfcta.org 

Subject: RE: Traffic Problems 

Thank you for your submittal, it has been added to the official Board File No. 170209. 

ERICA MAJOR 
Assistant Clerk 
Board of Supervisors 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, City Hall, Room 244 San Francisco, CA 94102 
Phone: .{415) 554-4441 I Fax: (415) 554-5163 
Erica.Major@sfgov . ..Q.t:g I www.sfbos.org 

Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form. 

The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to Board of Supervisors legislation, and archived matters since August 1998. 

Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the California Public Records Act and 
the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted. Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying 
information when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral communications that members of the public submit to the 
Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available to all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not 
redact any information from these submissions. This means that personal information-including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a 
member of the public elects to submit to the Board and its committees-may appear on the Board of Supervisors website or in other public documents that members 
of the public may inspect or copy. 

From: zrants [mailto:zrants@gmail.com] 

Sent: Monday, September 25, 2017 12:29 PM 
To: Sheehy, Jeff (BOS) <jeff.sheehy@sfgov.org> 

Cc: Tang, Katy (BOS) <katy.tang@sfgov.org>; Peskin, Aaron (BOS) <aaron.peskin@sfgov.org>; Farrell, Mark (BOS) 

<mark.farrell@sfgov.org>; Major, Erica (BOS) <erica.major@sfgov.org>; Board of Supervisors, (BOS) 

<board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org>; Fewer, Sandra (BOS) <sandra.fewer@sfgov.org>; Cohen, Malia (BOS) 
<malia.cohen@sfgov.org>; Ronen, Hillary <hillary.ronen@sfgov.org>; Breed, London (BOS) <london.breed@sfgov.org>; 
Safai, Ahsha (BOS) <ahsha.safai@sfgov.org>; Kim, Jane (BOS) <jane.kim@sfgov.org>; Yee, Norman (BOS) 

<norman.yee@sfgov.org>; info@sfcta.org 
Subject: Traffic Problems 

September 25 

Good morning Supervisors: 

Thank you Supervisor Sheehy for calling this meeting about the horrendous traffic problems we are having in 
San Francisco. I doubt if we can solve world peace, but traffic should not be insurmountable. Clearly we have 
the wrong people for that job as nothing this group has done has made matters better. It has gotten steadily 
worse since they were put in charge. 
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From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: *〇*It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. The person of the New York Times square "Gunkanjima" public

information picture was a Japanese not a Korean.
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 9:12:30 AM
Attachments: Location of Gunkanjima (an official name Hashima) movie 007 sky fall Nagasaki_Hashim.png

I drop the poster appearance that a Japanese war crime flag was drawn on the LA Corea town, the eyebrows of
Chinese and Korean people.png

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the
forthcoming meeting.
【 The person of the New York Times square "Gunkanjima"
public information picture was a Japanese not a Korean. 】（ July
26, 2017 ）
＊I am known for a popular name of Gunkanjima.

Hashima （Japan） is bottom of the sea coal mine （1869-1974）
over the Showa era from the Meiji era.

In 2015, "Industrial Revolution inheritance iron manufacture,
the steel manufacture, shipbuilding, the coal mining industry of
Meiji Japan" to include Gunkanjima in a constitution inheritance
were registered with world's cultural heritage by International
Council on Monuments and Sites （ICOMOS）.／ Sites of Japan’s
Meiji Industrial Revolution: Iron and Steel, Shipbuilding and Coal
Mining.

The island of "007 sky falls" ruins coming up in - main story

mailto:s-hikoyama@rx.tnc.ne.jp
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（December 1, 2012 exhibition, the Daniel Craig lead）, the model
of the dead city.＊
●What some photographs are wrong with a public information
picture of the length for 15 seconds called "the truth of
Gunkanjima" （official name, Hashima） shown through Times
Square outdoors electric signboard of New York （NY）, America
for one week from this month 3, and was used is confirmed, and
it is a problem.
Criticism is given when I do "fake news" through "the impression
operation" that a Korean side is not based on a historical fact.
I photographed the miner who the applicable photograph lay in a
coal mine, and worked on a coal mining.
"The true name of Gunkanjima was located with the copy "that
120 died" before the contents called hell island" in the picture
thing.

However, as for the person in the photograph, it was
confirmed not a forced commandeered Korean to be a Japanese.

Besides, the place was not bottom of Gunkanjima coal mine,
too.
# It was the Asahi Shimbun known as anti-Japan media, but
reported it now when the most of the Korean came over to
Japan by free will by the article of July 13, 1959 when the anti-
Japan news got into full swing just before that.
（ There is an article document of the Asahi Shimbun／ The Asahi
Shimbun ）
（ In addition, it seems to be appreciation campaign start of
December 25, 1959 in North Korea that the anti-Japan news of
the Asahi Shimbun gets into full swing. ）



The total number of the Korean residing in Japan is
approximately 610,000 people, but it is said that, of these, the
person who came to Japan as a commandeering worker all over
the wartime is only 245.
・Before the war （the Korean who lived in the Japanese inland in
1939 became approximately 2 million people in） in
approximately 1 million people in （1945 just before the end of
the war.
It depends on birth in an individual treatment passenger and the
meantime when 700,000 of 1 million people who increased
advance from oneself and pursued a job in the inland.
Remaining 300,000 people came depending on most,
Industry＆The mining industry, an offer of the engineering works
business, and the commandeering worker by the wartime nation
commandeering law is very few.
In addition, the nation commandeering law was enforced in the
Japanese inland in July, 1939, but it was only seven months
before navigation between Shimonoseki - Pusan in March
stopping in the next year that the application to Korea refrained
and was carried out in September, 1944, and a Korean
commandeering worker was introduced.
As a result of the registered Korean residing in Japan being
approximately 610,000 people in total, and having investigated
the circumstances of the visit to Japan at each ministry
concerned, the person who came as a commandeering worker all
over the wartime was only 245, and the person who lived in
Japan resided by free will except a criminal now now.（ Article of
the July 13, 1959 The Asahi Shimbun ）



The document "was born in person who settled on Japan by free
will of all oneself about 245 people or Japan on July 11, 34. The
Korean whom Japanese Government leaves in Japan against the
will of the person concludes, there is not one person except a
criminal.

245 people （March 10, 2010） a few as for the Korean residing
in Japan, the wartime commandeering#
It was a coverage process of Joong-ang Daily News, and 徐 敬徳
（ Seo Kyeong-Deok ） Sungshin University professor（ Women's
College's ）that led production and the public information of the
picture detected an associated fact saying "I violated an unwilling
mistake without being able to inspect it thoroughly".
In conjunction with a photograph applicable prior to this "was
photographed in Fukuoka Chikuho coal mine, and, as for the
time, is in the middle of the Meiji era not Hashima. It was
informed, it is not Korean commandeering.
I showed a collection of native district photograph documents
called "100 years of Chikuho judging from an eye" when a
photograph was published as the grounds.
It is thought to be the early 1990s that this photograph was
introduced by Korea for the first time.
徐 敬徳 （ Seo Kyeong-Deok ） Sungshin University professor
announced that I referred to a book called "Gunkanjima, war
that was not over" that quoted a collection of this photograph
documents again （Institue for Research in Collaborationist
Activities）, too.
However, the explanation of the applicable photograph of this
book does not have a related reference to "Hashima" or "a



Korean".
But only the explanation of "a state to lie in the pit, and to dig
charcoal" is attached.
As a result of having confirmed the applicable page of the
collection of Korai temple photograph documents which were the
origin, there were not the person in the photograph and the
explanation about the place, and only "the coal mining work has
a pain so that a waist compromised just to have done it for 15
minutes" situation was described briefly.
徐 敬徳 （ Seo Kyeong-Deok ） Sungshin University
professor:Public information expert.
I perform an activity to press-agent the claim of the Korean side
about the issue of comfort woman and the issue of Takeshima
led by the United States.
・An appearance article does an advertisement to impeach the
uniform of the soccer World Cup representative from Japan
saying, "the sun flag is treated in the U.S. newspaper New York
Times on May 28, 2014 by a design".
It is said that I advocate that it prevents you from using the
uniform of the representative from Japan in a meeting in Brazil
in the final aim.
・Korea, having sincerity Women's College's professor sends a
protest letter to "sun flag and paranoid false charge M Jordan at
the bottom of Nike shoes"

I attached a false charge based on the history recognition
that徐 敬徳 （ Seo Kyeong-Deok ） professor of the Korea,
Sungshin University College known as the anti-Japan-like
behavior distorted again.（ April 13, 2016 ）



The professor continued insisting on "the sun flag" with a
Japanese militaristic symbol, but the Korea media reported it all
at once when I insisted obstinately when the design of the sole
of the basketball shoes which Nike released at the end of
February this time imitated "the sun flag" and sent a protest
letter to "do not use the design of the war crime flag" （the sun
flag） and eight President American Nike and others officers and
Michael Jordan on March 24.
Criticism happened over these shoes in Korea, and Korean Nike
canceled sale in the middle of March.
According to Korea daily report, it is said that it is basketball
shoes called "Air Jordan 12 nostalgic The Master" that 徐 敬徳 （
Seo Kyeong-Deok ） professor brings into question this time.
・A Korean student rejects the sun flag stained glass removal
demand with a U.S. noble family size.（ June 10, 2014 ）

United States in the suburbs of Philadelphia City's leading
prestigious school, Pennsylvania University.

There is a brick art culture study hall （ARCH） which is old in
the very large campus central part.

It is about the middle of March, this year that the stained glass
of the dining room was done "accusation".

The Korean student who went to the university posted a
photograph on Facebook saying, "a design of the sun flag was
given".
・"The徐 敬徳 （ Seo Kyeong-Deok ） professor of the Korean public
information expert is charged with article embezzlement.（ April
26, 2016  ）
I was charged by outdoor apparel maker NEPA on the suspicion



of 徐 敬徳 （ Seo Kyeong-Deok ） professor professor having
embezzled a contribution article of the 19,500 million won level.
Originally the design that NEPA was the article which I
contributed saying "I want foreigners who participated in the
Korean War to give it", but 徐 敬徳 （ Seo Kyeong-Deok ）
professor sold off.
・Packing of "strained criticism" not to stop of Korea Burger King,
the shoes of the U.S. popularity songstress "the sun flag"（ June
23, 2017 ）
Net inhabitants have begun to turn a spearhead of the criticism
to not only Japan but also the United States saying that I
announced the product of the design which suggested the sun
flag which was called "a war crime flag" in Korea.
The popularity singer that it is proud of a world's largest follower
number on U.S. hamburger chain "Burger King" and Twitter to
have become a target of the attack, Katie Perry and others.
It does not seem to stop "to be strained" such as putting the
design of the crab on top of one another with the sun flag.
〇The U.S. expert warns, "a bottom of heart head is funny in
Korea" in "seriousness"!（ June 9, 2017 ）

This article that Asian policy people concerned of Washington
watched closely now was written with a title "does why Korea
hold irrelevant thoughts in Japan to here?" by Mr. Robert Kerrey
specialized in politics and the history of the East Asia.

It appeared in the Asian diplomatic dispute magazine called "a
diplomat" this month and was introduced immediately in the net
press of the American side expert and laid a reaction hot at a
stretch.



Kelly who obtained a political doctorate in American Ohio State
University acts as Associate Professor at Korean Pusan national
university now.

Kelly is that discussion sentence and at first I begin to write, it
"becomes clear to anyone that the whole Korea holds the deep
attachment that is negative so as to be strange for Japan if few
live a life in Korea" and point out comfort woman image
construction lobby work in a Japan militarism revival theory and
the United States from the former Japan soldier snipe play of
Korean children as an example on "a strange anti-day" from the
experience of the recent living in Korea.
＊I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities.
＊I am afraid this bill will become a trigger to create racial
conflicts in your country.
＊Is it okay for the San Francisco to be secretly influenced and
misled by Chinese political maneuvering in your multicultural
society?
＊And also it will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and
Japan alliance, and that will only make Communist China and
North Korea happy.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: ○●○*It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. In Australia, ... Korea woman that the Korean woman is said

to be "KFC" is a prostitute/In Canada, I tighten the passport control of the Korean woman
Date: Friday, September 22, 2017 6:47:13 AM
Attachments: Three women of Chinese and Korean people (Korean) from New York were arrested on the charge of prostitution

in Pennsylvania. (2015 one a year 19 days a month).png
The woman of Chinese and Korean people (Korean) who did a prostitution act in Alabama Mobil City was
disclosed in large quantities.(August 12, 2015).png
May, 2016 Pine Tree Spa] .png

Dear Mayor of San Francisco, member of a municipal
assembly, park executive committee
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco city. （ Saint Mary square Park. ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
【 In Australia, ... Korea woman that the Korean woman is said
to be "KFC" is a prostitute 】（ Sports Seoul January 2, 2007 ）
＊Expression to "let the water of the river have muddy one loach"
is good.
It is some people disgracing the Korean resident in Australia by
an unreasonable action.
The disgrace with "a disturbed country of the nature" seemed to
be put because of some disturbed actions.
Such actual situation is known through the mouth of the local
person and foreign student at any time, but is that the problem
becomes serious day by day.
I make fun of some Koreans by the word "KFC" recently. KFC

mailto:s-hikoyama@rx.tnc.ne.jp
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was famous in Korea as a farce food restaurant of the chicken,
but the meaning that they conveyed was different.
"I call a Korean woman "KFC". It is Korea Fucking Country."
Language study Kim DEMYON which received training （kana, 28
years old） taught shocking news in Brisbane.
It is, "the word "KFC" making a fool of a Korean woman is used
frequently".
Kim raised a voice saying, "I couldn't help turning down a face"
saying "the South Korean citizen grieves in the situation that
became severe day by day".
"I blushed to hear local men exchanging a conversation "to
change a partner almost every day because there were very
many Korean women, and to be able to have sex" in a shop and
got mad.
Besides, say until a story to "go 1 degree each other whether the
Korean field is the same";
Among "Australian schoolboys, the Korean woman says "fast
food".
The Korean woman seems to be three hours until sexual
intercourse < omission >
Foreign students across the sea are to be the situation that must
submit to misunderstanding and prejudice for reasons of saying
"a Korean" for the pure motive called studies.
The friction with the local person happens in such a process, and
it is said that feelings get excited and are quarrelled recently.
Anti-Korea feelings seem to be concerned even about.
【 In Canada, I tighten the passport control of the Korean
woman 】（ Corea Times May 31, 2011 ）



＊A prostitution act through the employment to a local sex trade
shop occurred Korean women using a Canadian no visa entry
rule frequently, and it was difficult the passport control for Korea
women of the Canada emigrant authorities, and what was done
became clear.
The Vancouver consulate general brought a Korean sex trade
shop female employee in Vancouver on last 29th and let you sell
yourself and clarified it in this way saying, "the prostitution act of
Korea women still consisted in conjunction with phone certain
person （35） case restricted recently in Vancouver".
I brought women who the phone suspect did usury against the
sex trade shop female employees of the Seoul Konan （perception
Nam） area, and could not return a debt in an apartment of
Vancouver and was caught by the employment, local men when
I entered it at Inchon （Inchon） airport on last 19th on the
suspicion of having let you sell yourself.
The Vancouver consulate general Kim NAMUHYON consul
clarified it during "the investigation looking for them much more
in cooperation with the field Police and related organizations"
saying, "it was grasped that 5-6 women whom a phone suspect
brought in Vancouver still did a prostitution act locally".
The consulate general side said, not only "I let you lose a
national image of Korea seriously, but also the prostitution may
receive severe punishment by laws and ordinances of the
country and the country of residence".
【 "A Korean prostitute is disclosed in large quantities in the
United States! For American Corea town an illegality-related
trader undercover investigation making a roundup arrest" 】（



September 18, 2016 ）
＊In Corea town of Dallas that was metropolis of America in
northern Texas, an illegality-related trader was disclosed in large
quantities.
Most of the suppliers arrested by the law enforcement authority
are a Korean of the American nationality residing in the United
States and estimated monkeys.
According to local daily Dallas morning news, I supervised the
combination among a massage shop nearly Harry Hines, just
what Dallas Corea towns crowded in U.S. Department of
Homeland Security, Texas community security station crime
investigation department, the Dallas police department on last
month 26 on 16th （local time） and I arrested 15 illegally sex
administration business owners whom I bought and sold and
closed eight places and took a step.
No. 1 spa in the closed massage shop, green spa, hometown
spa, 7 star spas, five places including the Du Pont do studio were
driven into WORUNOHHIRUREN only 1 block away from the
Corea town.
＊I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities.
 And also it will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and
Japan alliance, and that will only make Communist China and
North Korea happy.
＊Is it okay for the San Francisco government to be secretly

influenced and misled by Chinese political maneuvering in your
multicultural society?

Thank you very much.



Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-

Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN
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Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women monument”  and
 “Day of the comfort woman”  in San Francisco. （ Saint Mary
Park ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the
forthcoming meeting.
” What are the evidence or primary source to proof these
allegations? Or name the historians.

I would ask that you turn down the proposal.
【 Public vessel bodily crash in China, Vietnamese fishing boat
sinking ... South China Sea 】（ August 17, 2017 ）The Yomiuri
Shimbun
＊I knew that I let a public vessel of China Coast Guard hurled
itself at a Vietnamese fishing boat and sink early this month in a
Paracel Islands archipelago sea area of the South China Sea
where China and Vietnam competed for dominium.
A person concerned with fishermen's association of country
central part Quang Ngai where a fishing boat belonged to
clarified it in this newspaper on 16th.
More military affairs base of the South China Sea is the form that
showed that China pushing forward becoming it lets you enter in
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this year and activate a fishing boat surprise attack in Vietnam
again some other time.
According to the person concerned, the Chinese Coast
Guard（public vessel）chases a Vietnamese fishing boat operating
on the evening of 7th, and it is said that I hurled myself.
The fishing boat sank soon, but six crews were saved to a
consort ship nearby and were safe.
In addition, on the afternoon of 12th, two small size boats
mounted with the same China public vessel attack a different
fishing boat （11 crews） of the association position.
I destroyed fishery facilities, and it is said that it prevented
putting a medicine into the storage of storage of a fish and the
food and from using it.
【 It is approximately completion - - South China Sea, the
scenario of the U.S. and China collision the military affairs base
of the artificial island 】

（ July 3, 2017 ）Newsweek
＊While it was given priority to persuasion of North Korea, and
the cards government closed its eyes, making it it almost
finished the military base of artificial island "big 3" in the Chinese
South China Sea.
China will be in danger of being driven into the attack in future if
the U.S. forces perform military training again near an artificial
island.
Artificial island Fiery Cross Reef of the South China Sea released
at the end of June.

I understand that becoming it goes ahead through the military
affairs base.



China, a military base of "big 3" in the South China Sea
completes becoming it soon.
An American think tank released a satellite image on June 29,
2017 and clarified it.
An artificial island called "big 3" is Fiery Cross Reef of Spratly
Islands, Mischief Reef and Subi Reef in the United States.
These comprise a runway and can manage a fighter and a
bomber, and I am equipped with interceptor missiles, and the
ability for air defense of the base is high, too.
However, it does not prove right because the military affairs
base of the artificial island which China built in the South China
Sea completes becoming it to be surprised.
Because substantial territorial waters of the South China Sea do
not give up becoming it in China, it may be said that it is a
proper result.
But interest of everybody was suitable for North Korea and was
not only careful.
Because the cards government did it with a priority in the
security in preventing a North Korean nuclear warhead and ICBM
（Intercontinental Ballistic Missile: an intercontinental ballistic
missile） development, the South China Sea problem will be done
with business materials.
However, the importance of the South China Sea for China does
not change even if handling of the issue of South China Sea for
the United States changes.
【 I build the new military affairs shelter and radar,
communication facilities in China, the South China Sea 】（ July 3,
2017 ）Newsweek



＊When the U.S. think tank, the Asian maritime transparency
initiative （AMTI） affiliated with the strategic diplomatic problem
research institute （CSIS） built the military installation which
China was the South China Sea, and was new on 29th, a thing
announced that it became clear with a satellite image.
It is said that I can confirm that a shelter and a radar,
communication facilities storing away a missile in the Fiery Cross
Reef （永暑） of the Spratly Islands （the Chinese name, 南沙）
archipelago, Mischief Reef （美済）, Subi Reef （渚碧） are built with
the image
According to AMTI, China builds four shelters in addition to eight
existing missile shelters newly in Fiery Cross Reef.

AMTI made clear that there were eight shelters in Mischief
Reef, the Subi Reef each before.
In February, China built the hangar of the long-distance land-to-
air missile in three reefs, and Reuters reported that construction
was finished soon.
【 Is China Zhongsha Island, Scarborough Reef landfill start
within this year? 】（ April 26, 2016 ）
＊I emphasized, "Huangyan island is a territory peculiar to China"
after the 華 春瑩（Hua Chunying） spokesperson of Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of China beginning the landfill construction of the
Scarborough Reef （the Chinese name: 黄岩島） of the South China
Sea which China controlled effectively by a regular news
conference within this year on April 25, 2016, and having said, "I
do not hear such situation" about having been reported that the
construction of the runway was planned.
China News Service conveyed it.



The Hong Kong paper south China morning coat post conveyed it
as a story of the circle near the national military during 25th.
I protest the Philippines, a structure construction plan in the
Chinese Scarborough Reef（ March 22, 2017 ）
Fight for South China Sea Scarborough Reef Philippines
fishermen "unfairness" dominium suspension, China to stay in（
August 7, 2017 ）
【 The national military captures the remotely operated
submersible of U.S. forces among in the South China Sea! 】（
December 17, 2016 ）
＊Information that the national military captured the remotely
operated submersible of U.S. forces among in the South China
Sea on December 16 became available.
The U.S. forces request the middle national military for the
return of the remotely operated submersible, but the Chinese
side is likely to continue hostility with capturing it.
The Chinese navy picks quarrel with the United States, and they
recapture an unmanned diving machine of America one step of
war illegally toward you in the South China Sea
With the thing which the unmanned diving machine that the
United States was going to collect is robbed of it earlier, and was
collected, an opinion and an opinion to "be too poor so that the
U.S. forces remain" that "China is the South China Sea and does
an again illogical thing" in the world seem to drift to this news.
＊I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities.
＊And also it will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and
Japan alliance, and that will only make Communist China and



North Korea happy.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN
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＊Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
＊Dear Mayor of San Francisco, member of a municipal assembly,
park executive committee
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco city. （ Saint Mary square Park. ）

I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊Dear Supervisors of City and County of San Francisco
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco.
” What are the evidence or primary source to proof these
allegations? Or name the historians.

I would ask that you turn down the proposal.
【 Korea: A donation activity begins 1 billion yen（9,100,000
dollars）of the Japan-Korea agreement for repayment 】（ August
10, 2017 ）
＊A former comfort woman and approximately 1,500 citizens
（sponsor announcement） gathered, and a donation activity to
return 1 billion yen（9,100,000 dollars） that Japanese
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Government contributed to the Korean foundation which
supported comfort woman support was started in earnest.
（ In front of Japanese Embassy of Seoul, Korea ）
＊238 government registration former comfort women by the
Korean woman family part.
46 survivors as of December, 2015 the average age 89, 2 years

old （at the time of the end of the war 19 years old）.
37 of 46 former comfort women are agreements by receiving
money of settlement healing by the Japan-Korea comfort woman
agreement.
＊Issue of comfort woman Japan and Korea agreement is an
agreement （initial charge in America） of Japanese Government
and the Korea government which were performed to also solve
the comfort woman problem of the Japan forces bound together
at Japan-Korea Minister of Foreign Affairs talk of December 28,
2015 irreversibly in the last.
At the midday of August 9, 2017, approximately 1,500 citizens
（sponsor announcement） full of a late 金 学順 （Kim Han-Sun）
that testified by the damage as the comfort woman for the first
time gathered in the circumference of the comfort woman image
in front of the Japanese Embassy of Seoul in Korea, and a
donation activity to return 1 billion yen that Japanese
Government contributed to the Korean foundation which
supported a comfort woman was started in earnest.
High school students and others participated in the
demonstration that was performed ahead of "the fifth world
Japan forces comfort woman Memorial Day" opened on 14th on
that day other than a 金 福童 （Kim Bok-Dong） of former comfort



woman, a 李 容洙 （Lee Yong-soo）, a 吉 元玉 （Gil Won-ok） in
summer vacation.
At the meeting, I required the disposal, the dismantling of "a
settlement, the healing foundation" established based on the
agreement more of the Japan-Korea agreement over the comfort
woman problem concluded with apology by the Japanese
Government at 2015 ends.
By the demonstration of this day, I returned 1 billion yen that "a
settlement healed it, and was contributed to a foundation" by
the Japanese Government to Japan, and the thing intended
donation activity to confer woman human rights Prize on former
comfort woman and others again was started in earnest.
The 尹 美香 （Yoon Mi Hyang） representative of the Korean
Council for the Women Drafted for Military Sexual Slavery by
Japan appealed for cooperation saying "I start movement for
new liberation that 1 million people collected hearts even as for
1,000 won （approximately 100 yen, approximately 1 dollar） for
100 days and paid 1 billion yen" （9,100,000 dollars）.
【 I collect officer, salaries of Korea and contribute it to a
comfort woman 】（ August 05, 2017 ）
＊After Mr. Park GYUTE of the part of change officer saving
military service salaries from the spot of the demonstration in
front of Seoul 鍾路区（Jongno-gu）, Japanese Embassy on 1,292
times of open Wednesday for 19 days, and having contributed 1
million won in total to a justice memory foundation company
fund to solve Comfort woman problem, I say hello with 吉 元玉
（Gil Won-ok） grandmother.
Far from thinking that I did it well, I think that I am



disappointed.
Though the young man did not do so it though I was able to
spend money for a more worthwhile place and was able to put
valuable young time into more worth work, I did not seem to do
so it.
Furthermore, the big problem is the future.
As for this, I am really sorry if I put money and time and passion
into such a place all the time without the young man still pouring
money and time and passion for other worthwhile work in future.
【 The Korean largest opposition party "let's pay 1 billion yen
（9,100,000 dollars） to Japan. To an opinion, you enter into a
treaty and should cancel it 】
（ January 09, 2017 ）
＊Of the Korean largest opposition party "together Democratic
Party" called you, "let's return 1 billion yen （9,100,000 dollars）
about having spoken, "must have show good faith to the Korea
side well" while the 禹 相虎 （Woo SANHO） in-hospital
representative raised that Prime Minister Shinzo Abe contributed
1 billion yen （9,100,000 dollars） by the agreement over the
comfort woman problem by a program of NHK on 8th at a cadre
meeting of 9th as organized even a discretionary reserve".
＊The comfort woman in front of the Seoul Japanese Embassy is
not yet removed, and the comfort woman image in front of the
Pusan Japanese Consulate violates enlargement （after
2015.12.28 Japan and Korea comfort woman agreement） Vienna
Convention Article 22 Clause 2!
【 When "comfort woman agreement was given, 康 京和 （Kang
Kyung-wha）Korean diplomatic chief director authorities （the



Department of State） Candidate felt a question" 】（ June 07,
2017 ）
＊The Secretary of 康 京和 （Kang Kyung-wha） diplomatic service
candidate made clear, "there were many parts which felt a
question very much when （comfort woman） agreement was
given" for seven days.
【 It is set up taskforce to the Korean government, "Korea day
comfort woman agreement" inspection by ... diplomatic service
】（ June 23, 2017 ）
＊The Korean government has the inspection work for the interval
comfort woman agreement on Korea day of December 28, 2015.

It is considered that new taskforce （TF） in the diplomatic
service is in charge of the inspection work.
【 A Japan-Korea agreement, the true intention of 文 在寅（Moon
Jae-in）President ... "legal responsibility collecting, official
apology" that "Japan does not make an effort" 】（ June 23, 2017
）
＊After appointment of last month, Korean sentence living-in-
President Tora that I wrote down the reference to "the
renegotiation" of the Japan-Korea agreement over the issue of
comfort woman in has begun to say Japanese legal responsibility
and formula apology.

Besides, I insist to Japanese "inexertion". It is the form that
the true intention for additional measures came out to.

The words of "the renegotiation" fell silent as soon as they
took office as the President.

On the other hand, 文 在寅（Moon Jae-in）informed, it "is reality
that the majority of the nation were not accepted sentimentally"



（in an agreement） in a telephone conference with Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe.
【 康 京和 （Kang Kyung-wha）Korean diplomatic chief director
authorities （the Department of State） "case central as for the
Korea day comfort woman agreement a victim" 】（ July 20, 2017
）
＊While Secretary of Korean 康 京和 （Kang Kyung-wha） diplomatic
service said with "the case that comfort woman grandmother
who was a victim and the family should play a key role" in
conjunction with a comfort woman agreement on Korea day for
18 days, I announced, "I think that I might lack it slightly
（agreement contents） in such a part".
【 "The personal right to claim has Korea, 文 在寅（Moon Jae-
in）President to a commandeering mechanic!" 】（ August 18,
2017 ）
＊The Korean 文 在寅（Moon Jae-in）President showed an opinion
that the individual right to claim of the former commandeering
mechanic in the colony times in Japan did not become extinct at
the press conference that reached appointment 100 days on
17th for the first time.
The Korean government avoids making reference to the issue of
personal right to claim until now, and an aim to press the
Japanese Government for forward correspondence is considered
that there is it.
But the Japanese side may become the new source between
Japan and Korea in a situation that it is settled.
＊Agreement between Japan and the Republic of Korea about a
solution in matters relating to property and the right to claim



and the economic cooperation
One of the accompaniment agreements concluded with Japan
with the treaty about basic relations between the Republic of
Korea in 1965.
Japan-Korea right to claim and an economic cooperation
agreement.
＊Treaty about basic relations between Japan and the Republic of
Korea
The Japan-Korea diplomatic relations establishment, economic
cooperation of approximately 1,100 million dollars with Japanese
Korea, the complete and final solution of the right to claim
between the two countries, the normalization of relationships
based on them were decided.
In addition, the effectiveness of the Japan-Korea merger was
postponed by expression of "it is already invalid" virtually.
In addition, the Takeshima （Korean excellent Dok-do） problem
was shelved as a dispute processing matter.
【 Korea, the 文 在寅（Moon Jae-in）President talks together with a
Japanese Diet member, and "the comfort woman agreement is
far apart from nation feelings" 】

（ August 22, 2017 ）
＊ When I talked together with a Japanese side delegation of
Japan-Korea Parliamentarians' Union, on August 22, 2017,
according to the China Daily network, the Korean 文 在寅（Moon
Jae-in）President said that the comfort woman agreement was a
thing far apart from nation feelings.
When the 文 在寅（Moon Jae-in）President talked together
according to Korea, alliance news with a Japan side delegation of



Japan-Korea Parliamentarians' Union in the Korean Executive
Office of the President on 21st, "it is hard to be accepted of the
Korea nation about a comfort woman agreement bound together
in Japan and Korea government-to-government in 2015
emotionally. I said, I feel surprise for what the government at
the time did not explain for a victim and the nation.
＊I would like to make clear that Japanese people have a different
viewpoint regarding Comfort Women than Chinese and Korean
people.

Only the viewpoint of Chinese and Korean people is written on
the Comfort Women Monument to be located in Brookhaven.

I want you to know that Japanese people are firmly against
this.

Again, I would like to ask you to check the background of this
project.
＊Japan alliance, and that will only make Communist China and
North Korea happy.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN
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Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
Dear Mayor of San Francisco, member of a municipal

assembly, park executive committee
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco city. （ Saint Mary square Park. ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
【 I receive contribution of 360 million dollars from U.S. Harvard
University, China 】（ August 24, 2017 ）
＊U.S. prestigious school Harvard University receives contribution
of at least 360 million dollars from Chinese capital so far.
When the Chinese authorities are going to operate the American
most important educational institution based on China
circumstances, the military information gathering analyst in the
former United States Government warns it.
Anders Kohl who was the military analyst who checked influence
of the foreign power revealed that I sent a letter to the
microphone pence Vice President on 16th to a Washington Post
paper.
I did it, and, as for him, Chinese capital under the control of the
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Chinese Communist Party government warned "China gathering"
of professors in a letter in the background of the huge
contribution to the U.S. elite University when there was an aim
to affect the American policy or the public opinion.
As for Kohl who is Harvard University graduate, Chinese military
affiliates, 君桐資本 （JT capital） contributes 10 million dollars to
university studies for one in 2014.
I raised that representative, 陳 啓宗 （Lonny Chan） he of Hong
Kong major real-estate development, 香港恒隆集団（Hang Lung
Group Ltd）that conducted a business in China in the same year,
and unfolded supported 350 million dollars of the past maximum
amount at a university.
The purpose of the contribution was opaque, and Kohl pointed all
out, "the contribution that was the big sum of this kind that
there was already an abundant fund in the university and kept
neutrality of a study and the education should not accept him".
I reveal it saying "the professor of Harvard University gives a
lecture in China and receives thanks and gets a royalty income
by publication of the writing, and the China side enjoys trip to
visit having you in full" and sound an alarm bell when American
scholars accept good service on the China side, and it may be for
"China gathering".
Kohl suggests it for the pence Vice President whom I met with
the president of Harvard University recently when the huge
contribution from such a China should pass through the
inspection of the foreign investment committee of the Ministry of
Finance organization.
In addition, I demand it to investigate whether the university



side does not offer an American technique to China in return.
The British Cambridge university press accepted the censorship
of the Chinese authorities temporarily, and they withdrew more
than 300 articles the other day from the Chinese side.
All articles revive now.
However, men of intelligence occur successively, and a globally
authoritative educational institution shows anxiety in freedom of
speech being controlled by pressure of the Chinese Communist
Party, and equitableness having possibilities to be lost.
【 Is Chinese "Confucius Institute" opening in the world Trojan
horse? With the background where some raises the criticism in
the United States 】（ May 19 2017  ）
＊Confucius Institute is Chinese, an educational institution of the
Chinese culture which the Chinese government presents abroad.
I started in 2004, but have already spread through all parts of
the world including Canada.
It is a part of the publicity work to plan image enhancement of
China officially, but there is the opinion to have possibilities to be
propaganda to force a one-sided thought on.
Even Asia, Europe advocated by China, Silk Road of the 21st
century to link Africa, the target country of "the whole area one
way" （Belt and Road, B&R; One Belt, One Road, OBOR）are
established in sequence, and the Chinese influence just shows a
stronger it.
According to the U.S. diplomatic dispute council （CFR）, 100,000
dollars a year （approximately 11 million yen） is provided on
learning program planning even at least, and I am accepted
widely by the universities which cannot afford to turn a fund to



the Chinese education.
Seeing from a Chinese side, it is positioning called the center of
"the soft power strategy" to bring up the group out of the parent
in the world.
According to the Folin policy, Confucius Institute is established in
513 places of world, and it is said that I have 1,074 classes in
the elementary and junior high school.
It is 159 schools of the German Cultural Center unfolding in a
meaning called the diplomacy through culture, the language, the
number more than 850 places of French Action Française.
I am established in 7 cities including Paris and Berlin in Europe.
Confucius Institute provides it to a fund, a teacher, the teaching
materials, and, about the contents to tell, it is said that you must
get the authorization from a supervision engine of the Chinese
government called "Hanban" （漢弁）.
When this way inhibits freedom of learning in the United States
where 39% of world Confucius Institute are concentrated, I do
it, and a voice of the criticism increases for these past several
years.
As a result, University of Chicago, Pennsylvania State University
already closed Confucius Institute.
Director of association of person of U.S. learning that I
contributed to Folin policy, Mr. Rachel Peterson point out that it
is prohibited that I discuss politics, the history, economy in
Confucius Institute.
When lecturers are taught to change a topic into a different thing
when Taiwan and Tibet and Uygur and a story about Inner
Mongolia appear, and there is not it, it is said that it is directed



to answer both with a Chinese territory without the room for
discussion.
In addition, when Tiananmen Square goes up in a topic, "I show
a photograph and point out that it is a beautiful building" and am
that one is correspondence prepared beforehand.
He does that the university side and the professorate want to
say because a class by Confucius Institute is often accepted as a
unit of university, and intention of the Chinese government
receives a thing, funding reflected by American university
education when it is a problem that it cannot be said.
He who comments that it is "Trojan horse" to destroy higher
education of the United States insists on Confucius Institute to
protect freedom of learning, freedom of speech when now more
universities should abolish Confucius Institute.
＊It will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and Japan

alliance, and that will only make Communist China and North
Korea happy.

＊Is it okay for the San Francisco government to be secretly
influenced and misled by Chinese political maneuvering in your
multicultural society?

Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN
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Subject: 〔It"ll be a reference data, so please check it.〕 Assault addictive 22 Korean high school students in female

junior high school students
Date: Friday, September 22, 2017 6:46:25 AM
Attachments: Assault ... second 密陽(dense positive) case sex for the female junior high school student that 22 high school

students are alone.png

Dear Mayor of San Francisco, member of a municipal
assembly, park executive committee
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco city. （ Saint Mary square Park. ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
【 Assault addictive 22 Korean high school students in female
junior high school students 】（ June 28, 2016  ）NAVER/TV Korea
＊Five years passed from outbreak, and "the second 密陽（dense
positive）case" appeared.
Ten several years ago, I think the female junior high school
student that dozens of high school students are alone to
remember the collective 密陽（dense positive） case that I
assaulted more than one year.
A of the victim who was a junior high student appealed for
depression recently at the time of last 2011 and visited the
psychology center and I confided the contents which received a
continuously sex assault to 22 senior boy students of the school
and was found out.
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The contents are like that.
A buys beer one can with B of the friend in the alley of the way
back in those days and divides it and drinks it and threatens you
when the C boy and others who witnessed this tell a school and I
call these in the mountain behind of the school and am that the
nature assaulted you continuously.
The number of boy students gradually increased and became 22
people and when these graduated, the sex assault was over, but
A left the school after all and suffered from a symptom to hit.
Fortunately, the limitation of the special rape of ten years still
remained for five years, and the 道峰 （TOBON） police station
which accepted a case requested a warrant for arrest from three
people including the C boy of the principal offender for doubt of
the promptly special rape.
The assailant did an ordinary social life in an office worker and a
university student, an officer at the present, but these almost
detected the charge in the survey by police.
In addition, the one escapes, and the police chase whereabouts.
【 The cases which a sex offender apologizes for publicly
magnificently in Korea appear one after another; the reason? 】（
July 23, 2016 ）
＊On July 21, 2016, according to Korea, Korea daily report, the
exhibitions of the real name and the apology sentence of the
sexual crime assailant using the account of social media and the
poster of the campus increase in Korea.
Cheong （24） which went to 成均
館（Sungkyunkwan：SKKU）University on June 9 published a
confession sentence and the apology sentence of the sexual



crime that I committed of oneself in Facebook with a real name.
"I thronged to the house of the younger student who went, and
which I showed a sexual assault "made an apology sentence
after discussion with victim and I received the demand of the
victim and released it to the university same in last summer in a
dead drunkenness state" on an apology sentence.
In acknowledgment of all acts, it is written, I apologize heartily.
In October of the last year, a similar apology sentence poster is
posted the campus with in 延世（Yonsei）University. for
approximately one month; "want to tell the feeling of the
apology to a victim by posting it.
It was written, I promise to never raise such a thing.
I was negative, but I tend to require the punishment of the
assailant positively recently, and, as for the victim, it is said that
this has an influence on "the public apology" for punishment
once to hide damage.
About this, the ex-Emperor Che Gina study of the 延
世（Yonsei）University.-related equality center tells you, the reason
why "a student requiring an apology sentence publication came
out to an assailant to urge you to have wariness is that a sexual
assault and the consciousness of human rights increased".
On the other hand, there is the opinion indicating the posture
that is careful about the apology of the real name exhibition.
The House of Lee GYONHI study of the Seoul University human
rights center "exhibition apology was required for the relief of
the victim and the recovery of the community once without a
sexual assault case being solved enough, but is different now.
It is appropriate that an assailant apologizes publicly to which



range or says, you must judge it carefully.
In addition, public apology receives mitigation of penalty at a
trial, and the indication not to have to become the escapement is
over the disciplinary measure of the school.
Actually, in the study of Kim HEJON, professor of graduate
school specialized in 嶺南 （Yeungnam）University law, it is said
that there is many that it is included in a mitigation of penalty
reason to show a posture of the reflection including the public
apology.
The director of Lee MIGYON at Korea-related violence
counselor's office "the assailant pays a sex violence counselor's
office and the woman group a donation to receive mitigation of
penalty as well as a public sentence, and may require a receipt. I
regard human rights as the anger of the victim to the first and
say, you should apologize heartily.
＊Will a comfort woman image, the monument not invite
confusion to the good community of many culture?
＊I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities.
＊I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco city.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: 」*It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. Violation of Vienna Convention! A meeting in protest against

"dog meat festival" is performed in front of a Korean embassy of Toronto, Canada
Date: Thursday, September 21, 2017 7:05:41 AM
Attachments: (b)Korean光化門(Gwanghwamun)/bd350d7a.png

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
Dear Mayor of San Francisco, member of a municipal

assembly, park executive committee
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco city. （ Saint Mary square Park. ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
【 Violation of Vienna Convention! A meeting in protest against
"dog meat festival" is performed in front of a Korean embassy of
Toronto, Canada  】
（ July 9, 2017 ）

＊The protest rally by the group called "free Korean dogs" which
protested Korean dog meat in Toronto of Canada Ontario on July
8 was performed in Korea Embassy neighborhood.

According to the announcement of the group, it is said that I
performed the campaign of the protest activity in Korea following
the fact that a festival called "伏日" （BOKUNARU：Day to eat
nourishment foods by forgetting heat／In 2017, as for the special
day after the summer solstice, the first kanoe day in autumn is
August 11 on July 22 second stage of the midsummer heat on
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July 12） where a large quantity of dog meat and cat meat are
consumed in summer is started every year from July 12.
"Free Korean dogs" demand a stop of the Korean dog meat in a
group established in July, 2015 and are aimed for an activity to
support the dog which I rescued globally.
City Centre Mirror紙 ：Free Korean Dogs protest in Toronto

Organization aims to end Korean dog meat trade
https：／／www.insidetoronto.com／community-story／7413597-
free-korean-dogs-protest-in-toronto／ （ Jul 08, 2017 ）

【 In "the U.K., a demonstration in protest against dog food
culture in Korea continues and is performed" 】（ December 17,
2014 ）

＊The state of the demonstration that I appealed to "to stop what
ate dog meat" carried out this year in front of a Korean
embassy to the UK.

In the case of the Seoul Olympics of 1988, a fact that dog meat
is eaten is widely known in Korea, and a demonstration to
criticize Korean uncivilized dog meat culture in front of the
Korea Embassy in now when then higher than 20 years passed
is continued.

【 "The British woman who light is the gate, and appeals for
edible prohibition of the dog meat" 】（July 14, 2017  ）

＊The meat of the dog was one of the traditional dishes, but, in
Korea, was criticized without being understood in Japan and
Europe and America where it was rare that I ate the meat of
the dog saying that it was "savageness".

From these circumstances, in the case of the Seoul Olympics and
2002 FIFA World Cup, the dining room handling this was swept
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away at one time by a main street, but it is from about 2008
and increases again.

At at late 2000s, there is the findings to use 2 million a year dog
meat in Korea.

【 When "I want you to prohibit food of the Korean dog meat
100,000 Britons signature" 】（ July 19, 2016 ）

＊The person who signed the petition to the assembly surpassed
100,000 people in the U.K. saying "I want you to prohibit food
of the Korean dog meat".

SHUZENA Martin after starting a petition said, "more than
5000000 dogs are killed every year in Korea".

He required it again saying "the British Government must
demand edible prohibition of the dog meat from Korea with the
International Olympic Committee （IOC） which approved
Pyeong Chang 218 Olympics Games holding without doing an
investigation for the edible culture into dog meat".

【 If "a Korean does not give up having dog foods, let's boycott
Pyeong Chang 218 Olympics Games " （Italy） 】（ July 25, 2016
）

＊A certain Italian politician insisted saying "let's boycott 2018
Pyeong Chang 218 Olympics Games at a European level if we
did not stop that Koreans ate dog meat".

On 23rd, according to the Italian media such as answer
communication, Corriere Delaware Sera, Representative Micah
gills bithoria buran handbill （49） which belonged to the Forza
Italia （FI） of the right wing political party showed a picture
with the title called "a meal of the fear" about Korean manners
and customs to eat POSHINTAN in 伏日（Day to eat



nourishment foods by forgetting heat） in the Italian Milan city
on 22nd （local time） and inferior breeding environment.

I was about to claim that she wanted you to participate in an
opposition movement for the Korean dog food at this seat…

A dog killed as food based on the explanation of the buran
handbill member of the Diet and a picture shown on the same
day in Korea reached 1,000,000-2,000,000 every year, and
some Italian media reported it when Korean 60% ate a dog…

【 "Do not eat a dog!" Animal protection demonstration for the
dog eating meat Korean in the United States 】（ July 15, 2015
）

＊A demonstration in protest against food culture to eat dog meat
in United States New York on 13th in Korea was performed.

There is culture to eat a dog in Korea.
There is a superstition, "meat becomes more delicious when I

abuse it and eat" and I kill a dog by a cruel method and do it
with edible meat.

"The special day after the summer solstice" with the custom to
get completely exhausted particularly in the summer, and to
eat dog meat soup for prevention is July 13. It is a day like the
day of the Ox of the dog days if I say in Japan.

I let you be similar on that day, and citizens had a dog food
culture protest demonstration in Korea in New York.

It is the member of animal protection group "NYC animal rights"
to have demonstrated.

The group side appoints this day on "an international action day
for a Korean dog and cat".

Other animal protection groups help it, and it is said, "I held an



all-at-onceness demonstration throughout the world".
I protest it and am going to be able to continue giving a

demonstration for the Korean dog eating meat in future.
A dog being generally a pet in the world, and making edible

meat only in some developing countries such as China, Korea.
It may be said that a pet and the country without the distinction

of the domestic animal are restrictive.
I can see the figure which makes rib crunching, and carries a live

dog to the cage by a truck in Korea. The dog carried to the
shop is usually bought for a visitor with living

When I fling it against the ground and drag it and swat it with a
stick because there is a superstition that meat becomes
delicious when I abuse it, it is killed abuse by the method that
it is extremely cruel, and there is not, and it is done by meat.

The design that a dog is abused spreads out through the
Internet, and criticism is sublimed into Korean dog eating meat
culture all over the world.

【 Against "dog meat" I work on protest in front of an animal
protection group, a Korean embassy to the United States and
am going to protest it in Australia, Canada, Ireland, the
Republic of South Africa  】（ August 18, 2011 ）

＊A protest activity to object to about dog food culture in Korea
was performed in front of the Korea Embassy of American
Washington D.C to the United States.
Put In Defense of Animals （IDA） of the international animal
protection group together on "（International Day of Action for
Dogs and Cats in Korea） on the day of the international action
for a dog and a cat of the seventh Korea" for 16 days, and



protest of the dog food culture was active.
The group member had "（Companion or Cuisine） panel written

with "friends （Friend Not Food） not food" whether it was being
a friend or a dish", and "Korea abused a dog and a cat and
killed it and protested it while crying, cancel an act to eat
immediately".

Ms. Arlen porter "we are association of animal love practice of
Korea 
（CARE） For と several years, I explained, I am active for suit
for the breeding farm closure of the dog and an allied law
establishment.
The IDA clarifies that they protest it in a state and Australia,
Canada, Ireland, the Republic of South Africa of ten United
States and are active including in front of Korean embassy to
the United States.

＊I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities.
＊I am afraid this bill will become a trigger to create racial
conflicts in your country.
＊Is it okay for the San Francisco to be secretly influenced and
misled by Chinese political maneuvering in your multicultural
society?
＊And also it will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and
Japan alliance, and that will only make Communist China and
North Korea happy.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama



3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: * It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. *Do you call by news indication in China from the wound China

authorities in Google, Taiwan and Hong Kong?
Date: Thursday, September 21, 2017 7:05:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
【 Do you call by news indication in China from the wound China
authorities in Google, Taiwan and Hong Kong? 】（ September 4,
2017 ）
＊I knew that a related article in China was not displayed by
Taiwan of U.S. Internet major search Google and a news service
of Hong Kong on 4th.
I might receive the request of the Chinese authorities in front of
the 19th party convention of the Chinese Communist Party being
held from next month 18.
The possibility of the system trouble remains to be able to
search the Chinese related story, but company's international
Service Center replies for four days saying "there is not the
person in charge".
The inquiry in the net does not have an answer either.
"Both sides" （cross-Straits relations） are "Mainland China" in
Hong Kong and, among news items, become each in the site of
Taiwan saying "I cannot display an article".
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The user to read through VPN （virtual dedicated line network）
from mainland China is considered that there is many it for
Chinese notation with both sites.
Google withdrew from retrieval service in mainland China in
disfavor with a self-censorship in 2010.
On the other hand, I leave a base in Beijing, Shanghai,
Guangdong Guangzhou, and it is pointed out that business
resumption includes will.
Over the censorship request of the Chinese authorities, I cut off
the access from China of some articles that the British
Cambridge Univ. publication station was published in the site in
last month at one time, and it was a problem.
【 Speech regulation strengthens three Chinese authorities net
majors before a doubt party convention of the violation of
investigation "Tencent／WeChat（微信）" "Weibo（微博）" " Baidu（百
度）" Internet security law 】（ August 11, 2017  ）
＊The Chinese national Internet information address palace
clarified that " Weibo（微博）" of " Tencent／WeChat（微信）" and
China version Twitter of Chinese version LINE investigated three
net majors of the origin of administration on the suspicion of
Internet security law violation targeting at bulletin boards of the
China Internet search site " Baidu（百度）" on 11th.
The valve palace pointed out, "terrorism and a false rumor, a
nation, the user who spread information to spoil public security
and social order including the pornography existed and neglect
management duty".
The speech regulation in the net is strengthened ahead of
autumn Chinese Communist Party meeting in China, too.



【 The Chinese Communist Party, AI strengthen net censorship
before a party convention for an unexpected "menace" 】（
August 3, 2017 ）
＊The Chinese 習 近平（Xi Jinping）leadership strengthens
censorship in the Internet ahead of Chinese Communist Party
meeting of the autumn of this year when the best leadership
members are largely replaced.
Meanwhile, the Communist Party criticism with the artificial
intelligence （AI） which rose seems to become "the unexpected
menace" that innovation produced.
They enter sensitive time, and the authorities propose net
regulation rapidly politically.
operators such as Chinese communication application "
Tencent／WeChat（微信）received the instruction of the authorities
and closed approximately 400 accounts in total by the end of last
month saying that contents of "the personal media" where a
user sent information to were inappropriate.
In addition, the Communist Party forbade it to read "a site of the
illegal reaction" for a party member and notified you of the
registration information such as SNS to report it.
"The freedom of speech" of the artificial intelligence which does
not perform a guess of the intention of the Communist Party
authorities is a new problem.
China appoints AI as an important point project in a technology
innovation plan for 2030.
President 習 近平（Xi Jinping）suggested it to strengthen
cooperation in tip domains such as the AI, and to make "digital
Silk Road in the 21st century" with a start type of the " Belt and



Road" which was open in Beijing in May international conference.
However, the AI program by the Chinese IT company is asked
"what is the patriotism?" and replies it saying "it is that
bureaucrats fortune conspires and chooses that it is a Chinese
even if the pressure to the general people becomes severe".
It is said that I asserted, "it is necessary" about "democracy"
（system）.
【 As for "the dream of China, is emigration to the United States"
honest AI a revolt which "the Communist Party is incompetent?"
Criticism development, a Chinese IT company give a service by
talks program in a hurry and stop 】（ August 3, 2017 ）
＊I understood that the artificial intelligence （AI） program that
Chinese Internet major, Tencent （騰訊） provided developed
"Communist Party criticism" by the talks with the user, and it
was such an uproar that the company stopped service of the AI
in a hurry.
This AI program comes up in message function "QQ" of the
company.
The AI argued when a user wrote in it with "viva Communist
Party" "you so decayed, and can you do "a banzai" for
incompetent politics?".
In addition, after having answered it with "emigration to the
United States", and hearing the Communist Party with "do you
love it?", about "the dream that President 習 近平（Xi
Jinping）advocated of China," the AI replied a question with "what
is the dream of China for you （AI）?" even if "I did not love it".
【 China, the censorship in the net in cease and desist order
Weibo（微博）of the reinforcement video transmission service or



the site of Hong Kong 】
（ June 22, 2017  ）
＊The national newspaper publication broadcast total station in
China gave it an order for the stop of the video transmission
service for the news sites that Twitter "新浪微博" Weibo（微博）for
China and phoenix TV of Hong Kong ran on 22nd.
When these sites delivered "program about the politics not to
adapt to the rule of the country" or "society criticism program
advertising a negative aspect" with a video without getting a
permit of the video transmission concerned, I do it.
With Chinese Communist Party meeting of the autumn of this
year near at hand, a posture to intensify censorship in the
Internet became still clearer.
What stopped service elsewhere Chinese video sharing site
"AcFun."
The total station performs "the full-scale improvement" of these
sites based on "an Internet video service administrative
provision" and emphasizes that I create "refreshing, clear
Internet space" for an Internet user.
The total station requires the enforcement of "the video
broadcast service based on law" in the site performing video
broadcast by the Internet in last September, and they
strengthen management.
I deliver a program and the broadcast news program about the
political circle, and, in this May, a site of net major Tencent （騰
訊） does it in violation of the rule of the country when I carried
out "full-scale improvement and punishment" saying that I
broadcasted "a vulgar program" in large quantities.



The Chinese Communist Party develops control saying that the
speech in the net becomes the menace to system maintenance.
Other than "the cyber security law that published advertising
promotion of "the sense of values of the core of the socialism" in
the Internet space," the revision "NetNews information service
administrative provision" that obliged it to the permission
acquisition when a news offer served it through application or
blog was enforced in the first day of this month.
＊I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities.
＊I am afraid this bill will become a trigger to create racial
conflicts in your country.
＊Is it okay for the San Francisco to be secretly influenced and
misled by Chinese political maneuvering in your multicultural
society?
＊And also it will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and
Japan alliance, and that will only make Communist China and
North Korea happy.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Please do not adopt the comfort women resolution/I am strongly against “Resolution declaring September 22,

2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 2:52:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I am strongly against “Resolution declaring September 22,
2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San
Francisco.”
The comfort women issue deals with matters between foreign
governments and has nothing to do with San Francisco.  
I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
The San Francisco must understand that the comfort women
issue is politically and diplomatically controversial issue.
The Japanese government recalled her ambassador and Council
General to Pusan to home, and terminated or postponed
negotiations with the government of South Korea.
This decision took place in response to Korea’s decision to
install a Comfort Women statue in Public place in Pusan, the
second largest city in S. Korea.
Press Conference by the Chief Cabinet Secretary /January 6,
2017
http://japan.kantei.go.jp/tyoukanpress/201701/6_a.html
” What are the evidence or primary source to proof these
allegations? Or name the historians.
http://www.archives.gov/iwg/reports/final-

report-2007.pdf
http://www.exordio.com/1939-

1945/codex/Documentos/report-49-USA-orig.html
The peaceful city of San Francisco should not be involved in
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such issue by erecting memorial of one-sided allegations.
I have visited San Francisco and loved friendly people and
beautiful town.
I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities.
And also it will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and
Japan alliance, and that will only make Communist China and
North Korea happy.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: ***It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. I shade it with "the reverse Star-Spangled Banner" from peace

어머니( mni ) society, this which demonstrated more than 200 times in front of US Embassy
Date: Wednesday, September 20, 2017 8:20:09 AM
Attachments: Panmunjeom_DMZ.png

Dear Supervisors of City and County of San Francisco
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco.

I am writing to you concerning a discussion building a
memorial for “comfort women” in San Francisco Park.
＊I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the
forthcoming meeting.

Dear Mayor of Brookhaven, member of a city council,
committee of the city about the park, art Committee

I strongly protest "the comfort woman image" of the
Brookhaven city（ Atlanta ）／. Blackburn Park
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the Brookhaven municipal assembly.
【 I shade it with "the reverse Star-Spangled Banner" from
peace 어머니（ mni ）society, this which demonstrated more than
200 times in front of US Embassy 】

（ July 17, 2017 ）
＊The peaceful 어머니（ mni ）society holds an alone demonstration
to fire, a tree every week in front of an embassy

The British pacifism peace campaigner Lindy Parseeism which
finished a 2-week visit to Korea, and returned on last 10th left
an important present for us.
"The reverse Star-Spangled Banner" is it.
The Lindy has begun to use "the reverse Star-Spangled Banner"
with the meaning of the solidarity of the resistance for the
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United States of Alaska Eskimo Inuits.
It is because I thought that it is a peaceful method than I burn
the Star-Spangled Banner.
In 1998, the British court accepted a lawful act of the "reverse
Star-Spangled Banner" use in Lindy.
I am encouraged in the U.K. by the effort of the peaceful
campaigner, and some U.S. bases are closed, and 10 U.S. bases
are left now.
Omission: An anti-Americanism activity of Lindy. In division 70,
what did the United States do in Korea?
Why can the north and south not solve a problem of the division
for 70 years?
There is the person to tell to be between it who fought.
However, United States and Japan were enemies in last years of
World War II.
I dropped two nuclear bombs on the end and gained the
surrender.
However, United States and Japan held a way after several
years.
It seems to be blood faith.
I seduced you to bind Japan and the military intelligence
protection agreement that the United States did not terminate in
it, and bad blood remained to a Korean together.
I seduced you to bind Japan and the military intelligence
protection agreement that the United States did not terminate in
it, and bad blood remained to a Korean together.
The communism, the socialism country kept it away like the
country of the ogre, but it was in the neighboring country which



was not sharp even if I cut it by sightseeing, trade, cultural
exchange now with China.
I go out to Russia to play, and the sightseeing in Vietnam is
active, too.
Therefore the north and south are different when the reason
why distance is not narrowed as ever is not because it fought,
and the north chooses communism and the socialism.
This is because there is a power profiting from division.
A national defense department, National Intelligence Service, a
financial combine, the maintenance media are them, and the
biggest rear power is the United States.
They are the division Mafias who never appreciate unification.
Omission: Economy to profit from weapon industry of America
The strongest weapon is peaceful!
＊The peaceful 어머니（ mni ）society does a flash mob dancing
peace every week on third Saturday
The peaceful 어머니（ mni ）society does a flash mob dancing
peace on third Saturday in a meaning to "think out peace
without remembering war" every week from June 25, 2016.
The international woman peaceful walk （plan of the world
woman peaceful campaigners who were going to get off 板門店
（Panmunjeom） on foot to the south from the north side） that I
looked good with prior to it in May did not consist of
noncooperativity of the 朴 槿恵（Park Geun Hye） government.
You should stop selling a weapon killing the human, and gaining
money soon.
Where in world is it that there is the country which only the
existence like the devil forms groups, and is created?



Politics, diplomacy are incompetent, and the war begins by the
greed that is going to profit through weapon business.
The smart person makes peace, and the stupid person will
seduce war.
＊Figure of the fledgling who can hold onto the foot of the eagle
One picture appeared in a head when I regarded relations of
Korea as the United States.
Needless to say, an eagle is the United States, and the chick is
Korea.
The United States was not a friendly nation if they understood it.
Can you seduce him while saying to what even a passing person
stops the quarrel and talks about with a friendly nation so that
why on earth one race turns the muzzle in hatred for 70 years?
Why can you be absorbed only in strengthening division while
saying a friendly nation?
The current United States is only a weapon merchant.
It is far with world peace and world justice distantly.
The Korean nation has been tamed for a long time to lower the
head for the United States or to worship it.
We know the fact of America, and we will already stop excessive
trust for the United States.
We continue a settlement demonstration in front of an embassy.
It already became 200 times.
As for everybody, one will already meet a member of the
demonstrating peace 어머니（ mni ）society with "the reverse Star-
Spangled Banner" Thursday on Tuesday in front of 光化門
（Gwanghwamun） US Embassy.
It is a present of the valuable wisdom that Lindy Parseeism



taught us.
（ Korean O my news ）
＊Please understand that Japanese are very upset about the
approved inscription of “comfort women” monument, because
you single out only Japanese military. That is unfair and is
nothing but an insult to Japanese.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN
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To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: *●*It"ll be a reference data, so please check it.●The prostitution supplier of Korean people by undercover

investigation disclosure = Georgia (January 26, 2017)
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 12:29:06 PM
Attachments: Georgia where a Korean prostitute residing in the United States is caught by again in Georgia.png
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Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women monument”  and
 “Day of the comfort woman”  in San Francisco. （ Saint Mary
Park ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the
forthcoming meeting.
” What are the evidence or primary source to proof these
allegations? Or name the historians.

I would ask that you turn down the proposal.
●Georgia
【 A Korean prostitution supplier by undercover investigation
disclosure = Georgia  】（ February 1, 2017 ）
＊The supplier who was destroyed （prostitution） of Korean people
（Korean） was disclosed by the undercover investigation of the
police in George state.
Forsyth County Sheriff' s Office announced that I arrested a
suspect in the（Eun Kang=44 year）when I required money for
value of SEX in the massage shop called "a healing touch"
（Healing Touch） to be located in 1525 McFarland parkways on
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last 23rd.
The police accepted several times of reports for the applicable
shop from the neighborhood and explained it when they would
carry out this undercover investigation.
Mr. Shin GYONJU which is the operator of "the healing touch"
（Healing Touch） is going to receive the investigation of the Police
by relations to be in other states now at the future.
The top using the bed where Shin employed an employee
without an identification of massage qualification, and the use in
the shop of the massage business was prohibited, a massage
person did not wear clothes directly, and, according to the
police, various violation matters were disclosed.
The police are promoting the plan that unconditionality deprives
it of the administration license of the shop where a prostitute
was disclosed now with the committee of the state.
【 I arrest a "high quality" including the Korean residing in the
United States prostitute 】（ January 16, 2017 ）
＊In the Dan Woody area of the Georgia Atlanta urban area,
seven people including Chinese and Korean people and one
estimated woman were caught by the police on the suspicion of
high-quality prostitution.
On 13th, according to Dan Woody police station, I raided
business ground of the PARIMITA center yeast neighborhood on
last month 29 and arrested seven people including so-called
prostitute and barker who escorted it, and gave a service.
【 Georgia where a Korean prostitute residing in the United
States is caught by again 】（ November 11, 2016 ）
＊The prostitute of Korean people （Korean） was disclosed again in



George state.
As a result of Columbian county Security Service receiving the
issuance of warrant, and having raided Kings spa （King' s Spa）
located in the south bell air road for two days from last 8th, I
announced that I arrested Chinese and Korean people woman on
the suspicion of prostitution and prostitution mediation and
human traffic.
Arrested Chinese and Korean people are 62-year-old （Sun Okay）
suspect and 49-year-old （Mun Sook Choi） suspect, three people
of the 36-year-old （Sunja Song） suspect.

They were proved that suspect Kim and suspect （Mun Sook
Choi） hired Chinese and Korean people woman for the spa and
mediated prostitution, and the police told when the （Sun Okay）
suspect received cash subject to SEX.
It becomes Sun Okay Kim in the news of the Sun Okay = United
States.
【 Four Korean people （Korean） prostitutes were disclosed in
Georgia. 】（ August 31, 2016 ）
＊The Georgia state police on 27th with "a four seasons spa"
（Four Seasons Spa） in May Kong "a paradise spa （raided
Paradise Spa, and announced that arrested four Korean people
business owners who employed a prostitute.
In （Mi Kyung Decuir=51 year） which acted in "a four seasons
spa", doubt of administration and the impermissibility business of
the prostitution shop was applied to sex assault and prostitution,
（Gyeong Yim Gweon=66 year）.
（Tiffany Kang=52 year） and （Kyong Gye=66 year） which are the
business owner of the paradise spa receive the doubt of



prostitution and the prostitution place offer each.
After having received the reporting of local inhabitants for
several months, I cooperated with the Houston Police and
country security treaty region, the National Tax Agency, and the
Georgia state police supervised it and told if in condition that all
these four people paid bail now and were released.
●Florida
【 The woman of the Korean people （Korean） of "70
generations" is caught for the prostitution charge 】（ January 17,
2017 ）
＊The massage parlor of Korean people （Korean） in their 70s was
disclosed in Florida.
As a result of having performed undercover investigation by
Jaccs therapy on last 10th, Jacksonville county Security Service
announced that they arrested 70-year-old SONFI GURIBATTO
which sold itself.

SONFI GURIBATTO is detained on the charge of prostitution
and unlicensed massage in a native place of Missouri.
【 Two Korean prostitutes who a prostitution case occurred in
Florida, and was arrested 】（ June 14, 2016 ）
＊Two prostitution women of Chinese and Korean people
（Korean） were arrested in Florida district. Jacksonville Security
Service announced that they arrested sun Nae Richard （Sun Nae
Richard） suspect and （Sung Sim Lee） suspect in a bamboo spa
（Bamboo Spa） of beach Bluebird （Beach Boulevard） on 8th.
It was said, "special massage service is received if I added 60
dollars", and, according to the police, these two Chinese and
Korean people （Korean） women suggested SEX to a member of



undercover investigation earlier.
When an investigator dressed in a visitor answered with "Yes"

（yes） and paid cash, these led an investigator to the secret
room.

It was arrested a moment, the flagrante delicto who were
going to take off clothes. These two Chinese and Korean people
women receive doubt such as prostitution and unlicensed
massage, the impermissibility business each.
●South Carolina
【 I arrest four Korean prostitutes in South Carolina, America 】（
December 19, 2015 ）
＊Chinese and Korean people （Korean） prostitute was disclosed
again in South Carolina.
As a result of Lexington county Security Service raiding three
places of massage shops of the whole area, and having
supervised the large-scale prostitution, I arrested Cho SONA （34
years old） and Lee ESON （47 years old）, Park OKU （59 years
old）, four people including the Yoo May fan （54 years old）.
These took the price for value to do sexual intercourse by a
sunset spa and relaxation massage in a palmette sun massage
shop in West Columbia area in Lexington area.

The police clarified a massage shop of the whole area where
an illegality method act was carried out that they were going to
continue the continuous control in a target.
●New Jersey
【 I arrest the Asian prostitute including Korean people （Korean）
in large quantities 】（ February 2, 2017 ）
＊The prostitute including Korean people （Korean） was disclosed



in large quantities in New Jersey.
According to the local media, （Chong Lee=68 year） and Asian
woman six including  （Hayeon Kim=58 year） were arrested on
the suspicion of prostitution and unlicensed sales people in four
places of spas of the Bloomfield area by the police.
As a result of survey by police, these understood that the
prostitution put an advertisement magnificently through social
media and Backpage .com such as Facebook mainly.
【 I arrest a South Korean prostitute （42-48 years old） in New
Jersey, U.S. 】（ August 18, 2015 ）
＊The prostitute of Korean people （Korean） was arrested again in
New Jersey state.
According to the hunter Don county prosecution, three Chinese
and Korean people women were arrested on the suspicion of
prostitution and prostitution mediation in route 202 spa at about
3:30 on the last afternoon of 6th.
As a result of undercover investigation that this arrest was
carried out targeting at local spas for last two months.
The woman of arrested Chinese and Korean people is Fleming
Ton in Chin SUNFA （42 years old） and Kay Adam Chiku （55 years
old） from para-say park, three people including Kim MIGYON （48
years old） of the little ferry to live in the flushing （ NY ） now 
I am confined in prison by the の prison.
●New York
【 Three Korean people （Korean） women are caught by
prostitution and an unlicensed operation in Suffolk county 】（
February 9, 2017 ）
＊In Suffolk county of New York Long Island, three Korean people



（Korean） women in her 60s were arrested on the suspicion of
prostitution and an unlicensed operation.
The Suffolk county Police raided "the ruby spa" in the Jericho
turnpike of the Huntington station on 2nd and arrested （In
Sun=59 year）, （Bokim Cho=61 year）, （Young Kim=64 year） on
the suspicion of unlicensed operation and prostitution.
●Pennsylvania
【 I arrest three South Korean comfort women for the
prostitution charge in the United States 】（ August 5, 2016 ）
＊In addition, a Korean prostitute was arrested in United States,
Pennsylvania. Is it that needed it which take you, and gather
prostitutes that Japan is really rough in Korea where there is the
woman who wants to work by so sex industry?

The Pennsylvania Lehigh county prosecution arrests Kim
YONSUN （55 years old）, Yang JINYU （43 years old）, woman 3 of
three Chinese and Korean people including the Yi Son My （36
years old） and two Chinese women on the charge of prostitution
in a certain spa of the Hamilton main street shopping center of
the south Whitehall township area on last 8th

Three women of Korean people （Korean） from New York were
arrested on the charge of prostitution in Pennsylvania
●Illinois
【 It is arrested three prostitution ... Korean people （Korean） by
unlicensed massage 】（ March 30, 2017 ）
＊Three Korean people women who worked without an
identification of qualification in a massage shop in Illinois were
disclosed by the undercover investigation of the police..
According to the police, （Ho K. Lee=37 year） and three people



such as （Mi H. Saito=50 year）, （Hyojin Yoo=44 year） were
arrested on the charge of prostitution and unlicensed massage in
the pine tree spa of the Ui robe look area on last 24th.
If four Korean people women are unlicensed in last May, I am
arrested for prostitution in large quantities in this shop.
【 I arrest a Korean prostitute in succession 】（ March 19, 2016
）
＊Chinese and Korean people woman was arrested again in
Illinois while this year began, and the prostitute of Chinese and
Korean people （Korean） was arrested in succession in the United
States.

As a result of having performed undercover investigation
targeting at best massage and the shops of main spas located in
the main street on last 15th, the Saint Charles police department
announced that they arrested three Orientals including the Kim
certain person suspect （62 years old） on the charge of
prostitution.

These demanded cash from an investigator of the undercover
investigation for value of SEX.

The prostitutor of Chinese and Korean people 70 years or older
was arrested in Indiana by the police.

The Indiana police department announced that they arrested
Kim YESUN suspect （76 years old） on the suspicion of
prostitution mediation and theft, tax evasion and store illegality
administration on last 14th.

Indiana state police investigated this arrest jointly with
department of country security treaty, the local police from last
September.



As a result of survey by police, suspect Kim ran health spa
located in 901 waist North Street of the Kendall building area
illegally, and the employee one who did a prostitution act was
arrested on the site by the law enforcement authority which got
in a shop on last month 18.
●Indiana
【 I arrest South Korean prostitute （61） in Indiana, U.S. 】（
March 10, 2016 ）
＊The woman of Chinese and Korean people （Korean） sold herself
in Indiana and was arrested. The Indiana Police announced that
they arrested two people including MIMI Kim GURETCHI （61
years old） and the Yang SUN hall for the prostitution charge on
8th.
The complaint of neighborhood inhabitants continued for the
shop where these sold themselves, an evergreen spa, and the
police explained it when they started the investigation from last
March.

The law enforcement authority performed the undercover
investigation for this spa and issued a warrant and succeeded in
arresting these.
●California
【 I arrest a South Korean prostitute of California, U.S. 】（ March
25, 2016 ）
＊Chinese and Korean people （Korean） woman from California
sold itself in other states, and it was disclosed by undercover
investigation.

According to the TIFF ton police station, Lee GUMUSUN
suspect （56 years old, woman） who lived in the California



Imperial beach was arrested on the charge of prostitution in the
#1 spa in the Georgia TIFF ton district south central avenue.
The control was carried out again this time since two Chinese
and Korean people women were arrested in the same #1 spa
and a royal spa for six months.

The police received reporting that a prostitution act was
carried out from local inhabitants in and others spa of this in last
September several times and told when they would carry out
undercover investigation.

In spite of such control, the police examine the deprivation of
the license for #1 spa employing a prostitute successively.
●Washington
【 The barker in the high-quality apartment by the Korean
people （Korean） prostitution organization clearly 】（ July 28,
2017 ）
＊Korean people （Korean） prostitute of the Seattle area
established it to the specialized web site almost prostitution
objective Yelp （word of mouth site）, and the total picture which
presented an organized prostitution act in a high-quality
apartment of the Bellevue area was reported on a large scale in
the local mainstream media.
According to the Seattle Times, the investigation of this case
began by the report of the inhabitants whom there was who
thought that men of various age groups went in and out of the
apartment where oneself lived in in last April, 2015 to be it
strangely.
The Bellevue Police grasped the fact that a Korean prostitute
committed in several places of high quality apartment 10 of



Bellevue after the investigation for eight months.
After having worked through a broker in an apartment of
Bellevue for several weeks, as for these young Korean women, it
became clear to move to another city.
A Korean woman and the visitor who did SEX did not only pay
charge for geisha's service and they picked up one's experiences
on the site called "RIBYUBODU" （The Review Board） for other
people and left a review.
The member of RIBYUBODU （The Review Board） run in an online
forum for prostitution from 2001 reached approximately 23,000
people, and the Seattle Times told when these most were
northwest American residents.
According to the police, Donald Muller （Donald Mueller=58 year）
of the employer （POJU） employed three women in an apartment
of one's Bellevue and let you have anything to do with around
five customers every day and gave 1,500 dollars a day, an
income of 450,000 dollars a year.
Muller employed a young Korean woman mainly, but the woman
knew that prostitution was forced to return the debt that the
person and a family suffered in an investigation.
The police close 12 places of apartments of Bellevue including
Avalon at one time and arrest a prostitution business owner and
some good customers, and 12 Korean women forced prostitution
on consider it to be a human traffic victim and are in condition to
cooperate with local society engine.
●Texas
【 "A Korean prostitute is disclosed in large quantities in the
United States. For U.S. Corea town an illegality-related trader



undercover investigation making a roundup arrest" 】（
September 18, 2016 ）
＊In Corea town of Dallas that was metropolis of America in
northern Texas, an illegality-related trader was disclosed in large
quantities.
The most of the supplier arrested by the law enforcement
authority were estimated to be a Korean of the American
nationality residing in the United States, and countryman society
fell into a shock.
According to local daily Dallas morning news, I supervised the
combination among a massage shop nearly Harry Hines, just
what Dallas Corea towns crowded in U.S. Department of
Homeland Security, Texas community security station crime
investigation department, the Dallas police department on last
month 26 on 16th （local time） and I arrested 15 illegally sex
administration business owners whom I bought and sold and
closed eight places and took a step.
No. 1 spa in the closed massage shop, green spa, hometown
spa, 7 star spas, five places including the Du Pont do studio were
driven into WORUNOHHIRUREN only 1 block away from the
Corea town.
●Alabama
【 I ran it in the store's name called the Korean prostitute five
arrest （39-66 years old） Tokyo spa in the United States. 】（
August 12, 2015 ）
＊The woman of Korean people （Korean） who did a prostitution
act in Alabama Mobil City was disclosed in large quantities. 
Mobil county Security Service got in a cormorant in spa located



in the 5256US90 turn highway on last 8th and the ocean spa
located in 3108 airport boulevards and announced that I
arrested five Korean people prostitutes.
The police gathered surveillance camera pictures installed in the
hiding investigation and the suburbs of approximately one week
based on the complaint that I received by local inhabitants and
explained evidence when they received security, the search
warrant to a store.
Sex buying and selling was actually carried out inside when the
police marched into these one place of store.
As for the woman of Korean people arrested on the suspicion of
prostitution mediation, the possession charge of Norco which is
kind of the drug increases the Ma INSUKU suspect in Chong
CHUWON suspect （39 years old） and Ho YOHA suspect （46 years
old）, suspect Yoon Mure （49 years old）, Mo INSUKU （56 years
old）, five people including suspect Ch'a DOS Jan （66 years old）.
The ocean spa where these were arrested was run in the store's
name called the Tokyo spa in last 2005 and understood that
more than 4 Asian prostitutes were arrested places.
【 Korean prostitute three = Alabama that was arrested in the
United States 】（ June 2, 2014 ）
＊Three Korean people women who did a prostitution act in
Alabama were arrested.
Limestone county Security Service announced that they arrested
Blanton  Ch'on E （57 years old） and Kyong GYONIMU （64 years
old）, Korean people three including Kim GYONSUKU （51 years
old） on the suspicion of prostitution and prostitution mediation in
the suburban pine tree spa （Pine Tree- Spa） of the 65 freeway



on the afternoon of last month 29
Cash of 12,000 dollars hidden in the pipe of the store was

confiscated.
The reporting of the area inhabitants whom prostitution was

carried out for in a pine tree spa occurred successively, and the
police suppressed the spot of the prostitution after the
undercover investigation for two months and succeeded in
arresting these.

For undercover investigation of this prostitution, the
investigator of the charge group specialized in human traffic of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation FBI position is mobilized and
investigates the presence that these did a prostitution act
systematically now.

The pine tree spa where the police arrested three Korean
people prostitution women this time had been already disclosed
by the control of the prostitution three times and conveyed a
store this time when I was going to take the perfection closure
measures.
●Various places throughout the United States
【 "The Korean expedition prostitute who was arrested in the
United States" 】（ November 24, 2016 ）
＊By the way, the woman of the elderly person is like the owner
of a sex trade shop and the massage shop not active play.

The ratio of foreign prostitute in the United States is published,
too, and, as for the first place, as for 23.5% in Thailand in
Korea, the second place the third, there are 11.7%, place with
10% in Peru.（ January 20, 2015 ）

＊Is it okay for the San Francisco to be secretly influenced and



misled by Chinese political maneuvering in your multicultural
society?
＊It will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and Japan
alliance, and that will only make Communist China and North
Korea happy.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN
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Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women monument”  and
 “Day of the comfort woman”  in San Francisco. （ Saint Mary
Park ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the
forthcoming meeting.
” What are the evidence or primary source to proof these
allegations? Or name the historians.

I would ask that you turn down the proposal.
●Georgia
【 A Korean prostitution supplier by undercover investigation
disclosure = Georgia  】（ February 1, 2017 ）
＊The supplier who was destroyed （prostitution） of Korean people
（Korean） was disclosed by the undercover investigation of the
police in George state.
Forsyth County Sheriff' s Office announced that I arrested a
suspect in the（Eun Kang=44 year）when I required money for
value of SEX in the massage shop called "a healing touch"
（Healing Touch） to be located in 1525 McFarland parkways on
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last 23rd.
The police accepted several times of reports for the applicable
shop from the neighborhood and explained it when they would
carry out this undercover investigation.
Mr. Shin GYONJU which is the operator of "the healing touch"
（Healing Touch） is going to receive the investigation of the Police
by relations to be in other states now at the future.
The top using the bed where Shin employed an employee
without an identification of massage qualification, and the use in
the shop of the massage business was prohibited, a massage
person did not wear clothes directly, and, according to the
police, various violation matters were disclosed.
The police are promoting the plan that unconditionality deprives
it of the administration license of the shop where a prostitute
was disclosed now with the committee of the state.
【 I arrest a "high quality" including the Korean residing in the
United States prostitute 】（ January 16, 2017 ）
＊In the Dan Woody area of the Georgia Atlanta urban area,
seven people including Chinese and Korean people and one
estimated woman were caught by the police on the suspicion of
high-quality prostitution.
On 13th, according to Dan Woody police station, I raided
business ground of the PARIMITA center yeast neighborhood on
last month 29 and arrested seven people including so-called
prostitute and barker who escorted it, and gave a service.
【 Georgia where a Korean prostitute residing in the United
States is caught by again 】（ November 11, 2016 ）
＊The prostitute of Korean people （Korean） was disclosed again in



George state.
As a result of Columbian county Security Service receiving the
issuance of warrant, and having raided Kings spa （King' s Spa）
located in the south bell air road for two days from last 8th, I
announced that I arrested Chinese and Korean people woman on
the suspicion of prostitution and prostitution mediation and
human traffic.
Arrested Chinese and Korean people are 62-year-old （Sun Okay）
suspect and 49-year-old （Mun Sook Choi） suspect, three people
of the 36-year-old （Sunja Song） suspect.

They were proved that suspect Kim and suspect （Mun Sook
Choi） hired Chinese and Korean people woman for the spa and
mediated prostitution, and the police told when the （Sun Okay）
suspect received cash subject to SEX.
It becomes Sun Okay Kim in the news of the Sun Okay = United
States.
【 Four Korean people （Korean） prostitutes were disclosed in
Georgia. 】（ August 31, 2016 ）
＊The Georgia state police on 27th with "a four seasons spa"
（Four Seasons Spa） in May Kong "a paradise spa （raided
Paradise Spa, and announced that arrested four Korean people
business owners who employed a prostitute.
In （Mi Kyung Decuir=51 year） which acted in "a four seasons
spa", doubt of administration and the impermissibility business of
the prostitution shop was applied to sex assault and prostitution,
（Gyeong Yim Gweon=66 year）.
（Tiffany Kang=52 year） and （Kyong Gye=66 year） which are the
business owner of the paradise spa receive the doubt of



prostitution and the prostitution place offer each.
After having received the reporting of local inhabitants for
several months, I cooperated with the Houston Police and
country security treaty region, the National Tax Agency, and the
Georgia state police supervised it and told if in condition that all
these four people paid bail now and were released.
●Florida
【 The woman of the Korean people （Korean） of "70
generations" is caught for the prostitution charge 】（ January 17,
2017 ）
＊The massage parlor of Korean people （Korean） in their 70s was
disclosed in Florida.
As a result of having performed undercover investigation by
Jaccs therapy on last 10th, Jacksonville county Security Service
announced that they arrested 70-year-old SONFI GURIBATTO
which sold itself.

SONFI GURIBATTO is detained on the charge of prostitution
and unlicensed massage in a native place of Missouri.
【 Two Korean prostitutes who a prostitution case occurred in
Florida, and was arrested 】（ June 14, 2016 ）
＊Two prostitution women of Chinese and Korean people
（Korean） were arrested in Florida district. Jacksonville Security
Service announced that they arrested sun Nae Richard （Sun Nae
Richard） suspect and （Sung Sim Lee） suspect in a bamboo spa
（Bamboo Spa） of beach Bluebird （Beach Boulevard） on 8th.
It was said, "special massage service is received if I added 60
dollars", and, according to the police, these two Chinese and
Korean people （Korean） women suggested SEX to a member of



undercover investigation earlier.
When an investigator dressed in a visitor answered with "Yes"

（yes） and paid cash, these led an investigator to the secret
room.

It was arrested a moment, the flagrante delicto who were
going to take off clothes. These two Chinese and Korean people
women receive doubt such as prostitution and unlicensed
massage, the impermissibility business each.
●South Carolina
【 I arrest four Korean prostitutes in South Carolina, America 】（
December 19, 2015 ）
＊Chinese and Korean people （Korean） prostitute was disclosed
again in South Carolina.
As a result of Lexington county Security Service raiding three
places of massage shops of the whole area, and having
supervised the large-scale prostitution, I arrested Cho SONA （34
years old） and Lee ESON （47 years old）, Park OKU （59 years
old）, four people including the Yoo May fan （54 years old）.
These took the price for value to do sexual intercourse by a
sunset spa and relaxation massage in a palmette sun massage
shop in West Columbia area in Lexington area.

The police clarified a massage shop of the whole area where
an illegality method act was carried out that they were going to
continue the continuous control in a target.
●New Jersey
【 I arrest the Asian prostitute including Korean people （Korean）
in large quantities 】（ February 2, 2017 ）
＊The prostitute including Korean people （Korean） was disclosed



in large quantities in New Jersey.
According to the local media, （Chong Lee=68 year） and Asian
woman six including  （Hayeon Kim=58 year） were arrested on
the suspicion of prostitution and unlicensed sales people in four
places of spas of the Bloomfield area by the police.
As a result of survey by police, these understood that the
prostitution put an advertisement magnificently through social
media and Backpage .com such as Facebook mainly.
【 I arrest a South Korean prostitute （42-48 years old） in New
Jersey, U.S. 】（ August 18, 2015 ）
＊The prostitute of Korean people （Korean） was arrested again in
New Jersey state.
According to the hunter Don county prosecution, three Chinese
and Korean people women were arrested on the suspicion of
prostitution and prostitution mediation in route 202 spa at about
3:30 on the last afternoon of 6th.
As a result of undercover investigation that this arrest was
carried out targeting at local spas for last two months.
The woman of arrested Chinese and Korean people is Fleming
Ton in Chin SUNFA （42 years old） and Kay Adam Chiku （55 years
old） from para-say park, three people including Kim MIGYON （48
years old） of the little ferry to live in the flushing （ NY ） now 
I am confined in prison by the の prison.
●New York
【 Three Korean people （Korean） women are caught by
prostitution and an unlicensed operation in Suffolk county 】（
February 9, 2017 ）
＊In Suffolk county of New York Long Island, three Korean people



（Korean） women in her 60s were arrested on the suspicion of
prostitution and an unlicensed operation.
The Suffolk county Police raided "the ruby spa" in the Jericho
turnpike of the Huntington station on 2nd and arrested （In
Sun=59 year）, （Bokim Cho=61 year）, （Young Kim=64 year） on
the suspicion of unlicensed operation and prostitution.
●Pennsylvania
【 I arrest three South Korean comfort women for the
prostitution charge in the United States 】（ August 5, 2016 ）
＊In addition, a Korean prostitute was arrested in United States,
Pennsylvania. Is it that needed it which take you, and gather
prostitutes that Japan is really rough in Korea where there is the
woman who wants to work by so sex industry?

The Pennsylvania Lehigh county prosecution arrests Kim
YONSUN （55 years old）, Yang JINYU （43 years old）, woman 3 of
three Chinese and Korean people including the Yi Son My （36
years old） and two Chinese women on the charge of prostitution
in a certain spa of the Hamilton main street shopping center of
the south Whitehall township area on last 8th

Three women of Korean people （Korean） from New York were
arrested on the charge of prostitution in Pennsylvania
●Illinois
【 It is arrested three prostitution ... Korean people （Korean） by
unlicensed massage 】（ March 30, 2017 ）
＊Three Korean people women who worked without an
identification of qualification in a massage shop in Illinois were
disclosed by the undercover investigation of the police..
According to the police, （Ho K. Lee=37 year） and three people



such as （Mi H. Saito=50 year）, （Hyojin Yoo=44 year） were
arrested on the charge of prostitution and unlicensed massage in
the pine tree spa of the Ui robe look area on last 24th.
If four Korean people women are unlicensed in last May, I am
arrested for prostitution in large quantities in this shop.
【 I arrest a Korean prostitute in succession 】（ March 19, 2016
）
＊Chinese and Korean people woman was arrested again in
Illinois while this year began, and the prostitute of Chinese and
Korean people （Korean） was arrested in succession in the United
States.

As a result of having performed undercover investigation
targeting at best massage and the shops of main spas located in
the main street on last 15th, the Saint Charles police department
announced that they arrested three Orientals including the Kim
certain person suspect （62 years old） on the charge of
prostitution.

These demanded cash from an investigator of the undercover
investigation for value of SEX.

The prostitutor of Chinese and Korean people 70 years or older
was arrested in Indiana by the police.

The Indiana police department announced that they arrested
Kim YESUN suspect （76 years old） on the suspicion of
prostitution mediation and theft, tax evasion and store illegality
administration on last 14th.

Indiana state police investigated this arrest jointly with
department of country security treaty, the local police from last
September.



As a result of survey by police, suspect Kim ran health spa
located in 901 waist North Street of the Kendall building area
illegally, and the employee one who did a prostitution act was
arrested on the site by the law enforcement authority which got
in a shop on last month 18.
●Indiana
【 I arrest South Korean prostitute （61） in Indiana, U.S. 】（
March 10, 2016 ）
＊The woman of Chinese and Korean people （Korean） sold herself
in Indiana and was arrested. The Indiana Police announced that
they arrested two people including MIMI Kim GURETCHI （61
years old） and the Yang SUN hall for the prostitution charge on
8th.
The complaint of neighborhood inhabitants continued for the
shop where these sold themselves, an evergreen spa, and the
police explained it when they started the investigation from last
March.

The law enforcement authority performed the undercover
investigation for this spa and issued a warrant and succeeded in
arresting these.
●California
【 I arrest a South Korean prostitute of California, U.S. 】（ March
25, 2016 ）
＊Chinese and Korean people （Korean） woman from California
sold itself in other states, and it was disclosed by undercover
investigation.

According to the TIFF ton police station, Lee GUMUSUN
suspect （56 years old, woman） who lived in the California



Imperial beach was arrested on the charge of prostitution in the
#1 spa in the Georgia TIFF ton district south central avenue.
The control was carried out again this time since two Chinese
and Korean people women were arrested in the same #1 spa
and a royal spa for six months.

The police received reporting that a prostitution act was
carried out from local inhabitants in and others spa of this in last
September several times and told when they would carry out
undercover investigation.

In spite of such control, the police examine the deprivation of
the license for #1 spa employing a prostitute successively.
●Washington
【 The barker in the high-quality apartment by the Korean
people （Korean） prostitution organization clearly 】（ July 28,
2017 ）
＊Korean people （Korean） prostitute of the Seattle area
established it to the specialized web site almost prostitution
objective Yelp （word of mouth site）, and the total picture which
presented an organized prostitution act in a high-quality
apartment of the Bellevue area was reported on a large scale in
the local mainstream media.
According to the Seattle Times, the investigation of this case
began by the report of the inhabitants whom there was who
thought that men of various age groups went in and out of the
apartment where oneself lived in in last April, 2015 to be it
strangely.
The Bellevue Police grasped the fact that a Korean prostitute
committed in several places of high quality apartment 10 of



Bellevue after the investigation for eight months.
After having worked through a broker in an apartment of
Bellevue for several weeks, as for these young Korean women, it
became clear to move to another city.
A Korean woman and the visitor who did SEX did not only pay
charge for geisha's service and they picked up one's experiences
on the site called "RIBYUBODU" （The Review Board） for other
people and left a review.
The member of RIBYUBODU （The Review Board） run in an online
forum for prostitution from 2001 reached approximately 23,000
people, and the Seattle Times told when these most were
northwest American residents.
According to the police, Donald Muller （Donald Mueller=58 year）
of the employer （POJU） employed three women in an apartment
of one's Bellevue and let you have anything to do with around
five customers every day and gave 1,500 dollars a day, an
income of 450,000 dollars a year.
Muller employed a young Korean woman mainly, but the woman
knew that prostitution was forced to return the debt that the
person and a family suffered in an investigation.
The police close 12 places of apartments of Bellevue including
Avalon at one time and arrest a prostitution business owner and
some good customers, and 12 Korean women forced prostitution
on consider it to be a human traffic victim and are in condition to
cooperate with local society engine.
●Texas
【 "A Korean prostitute is disclosed in large quantities in the
United States. For U.S. Corea town an illegality-related trader



undercover investigation making a roundup arrest" 】（
September 18, 2016 ）
＊In Corea town of Dallas that was metropolis of America in
northern Texas, an illegality-related trader was disclosed in large
quantities.
The most of the supplier arrested by the law enforcement
authority were estimated to be a Korean of the American
nationality residing in the United States, and countryman society
fell into a shock.
According to local daily Dallas morning news, I supervised the
combination among a massage shop nearly Harry Hines, just
what Dallas Corea towns crowded in U.S. Department of
Homeland Security, Texas community security station crime
investigation department, the Dallas police department on last
month 26 on 16th （local time） and I arrested 15 illegally sex
administration business owners whom I bought and sold and
closed eight places and took a step.
No. 1 spa in the closed massage shop, green spa, hometown
spa, 7 star spas, five places including the Du Pont do studio were
driven into WORUNOHHIRUREN only 1 block away from the
Corea town.
●Alabama
【 I ran it in the store's name called the Korean prostitute five
arrest （39-66 years old） Tokyo spa in the United States. 】（
August 12, 2015 ）
＊The woman of Korean people （Korean） who did a prostitution
act in Alabama Mobil City was disclosed in large quantities. 
Mobil county Security Service got in a cormorant in spa located



in the 5256US90 turn highway on last 8th and the ocean spa
located in 3108 airport boulevards and announced that I
arrested five Korean people prostitutes.
The police gathered surveillance camera pictures installed in the
hiding investigation and the suburbs of approximately one week
based on the complaint that I received by local inhabitants and
explained evidence when they received security, the search
warrant to a store.
Sex buying and selling was actually carried out inside when the
police marched into these one place of store.
As for the woman of Korean people arrested on the suspicion of
prostitution mediation, the possession charge of Norco which is
kind of the drug increases the Ma INSUKU suspect in Chong
CHUWON suspect （39 years old） and Ho YOHA suspect （46 years
old）, suspect Yoon Mure （49 years old）, Mo INSUKU （56 years
old）, five people including suspect Ch'a DOS Jan （66 years old）.
The ocean spa where these were arrested was run in the store's
name called the Tokyo spa in last 2005 and understood that
more than 4 Asian prostitutes were arrested places.
【 Korean prostitute three = Alabama that was arrested in the
United States 】（ June 2, 2014 ）
＊Three Korean people women who did a prostitution act in
Alabama were arrested.
Limestone county Security Service announced that they arrested
Blanton  Ch'on E （57 years old） and Kyong GYONIMU （64 years
old）, Korean people three including Kim GYONSUKU （51 years
old） on the suspicion of prostitution and prostitution mediation in
the suburban pine tree spa （Pine Tree- Spa） of the 65 freeway



on the afternoon of last month 29
Cash of 12,000 dollars hidden in the pipe of the store was

confiscated.
The reporting of the area inhabitants whom prostitution was

carried out for in a pine tree spa occurred successively, and the
police suppressed the spot of the prostitution after the
undercover investigation for two months and succeeded in
arresting these.

For undercover investigation of this prostitution, the
investigator of the charge group specialized in human traffic of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation FBI position is mobilized and
investigates the presence that these did a prostitution act
systematically now.

The pine tree spa where the police arrested three Korean
people prostitution women this time had been already disclosed
by the control of the prostitution three times and conveyed a
store this time when I was going to take the perfection closure
measures.
●Various places throughout the United States
【 "The Korean expedition prostitute who was arrested in the
United States" 】（ November 24, 2016 ）
＊By the way, the woman of the elderly person is like the owner
of a sex trade shop and the massage shop not active play.

The ratio of foreign prostitute in the United States is published,
too, and, as for the first place, as for 23.5% in Thailand in
Korea, the second place the third, there are 11.7%, place with
10% in Peru.（ January 20, 2015 ）

＊Is it okay for the San Francisco to be secretly influenced and



misled by Chinese political maneuvering in your multicultural
society?
＊It will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and Japan
alliance, and that will only make Communist China and North
Korea happy.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: 彦山進
To: Calvillo, Angela (BOS)
Subject: *〇*It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. The person of the New York Times square "Gunkanjima" public

information picture was a Japanese not a Korean.
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 3:06:39 PM
Attachments: Location of Gunkanjima (an official name Hashima) movie 007 sky fall Nagasaki_Hashim.png

I drop the poster appearance that a Japanese war crime flag was drawn on the LA Corea town, the eyebrows of
Chinese and Korean people.png

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the
forthcoming meeting.
【 The person of the New York Times square "Gunkanjima"
public information picture was a Japanese not a Korean. 】（ July
26, 2017 ）
＊I am known for a popular name of Gunkanjima.

Hashima （Japan） is bottom of the sea coal mine （1869-1974）
over the Showa era from the Meiji era.

In 2015, "Industrial Revolution inheritance iron manufacture,
the steel manufacture, shipbuilding, the coal mining industry of
Meiji Japan" to include Gunkanjima in a constitution inheritance
were registered with world's cultural heritage by International
Council on Monuments and Sites （ICOMOS）.／ Sites of Japan’s
Meiji Industrial Revolution: Iron and Steel, Shipbuilding and Coal
Mining.

The island of "007 sky falls" ruins coming up in - main story
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（December 1, 2012 exhibition, the Daniel Craig lead）, the model
of the dead city.＊
●What some photographs are wrong with a public information
picture of the length for 15 seconds called "the truth of
Gunkanjima" （official name, Hashima） shown through Times
Square outdoors electric signboard of New York （NY）, America
for one week from this month 3, and was used is confirmed, and
it is a problem.
Criticism is given when I do "fake news" through "the impression
operation" that a Korean side is not based on a historical fact.
I photographed the miner who the applicable photograph lay in a
coal mine, and worked on a coal mining.
"The true name of Gunkanjima was located with the copy "that
120 died" before the contents called hell island" in the picture
thing.

However, as for the person in the photograph, it was
confirmed not a forced commandeered Korean to be a Japanese.

Besides, the place was not bottom of Gunkanjima coal mine,
too.
# It was the Asahi Shimbun known as anti-Japan media, but
reported it now when the most of the Korean came over to
Japan by free will by the article of July 13, 1959 when the anti-
Japan news got into full swing just before that.
（ There is an article document of the Asahi Shimbun／ The Asahi
Shimbun ）
（ In addition, it seems to be appreciation campaign start of
December 25, 1959 in North Korea that the anti-Japan news of
the Asahi Shimbun gets into full swing. ）



The total number of the Korean residing in Japan is
approximately 610,000 people, but it is said that, of these, the
person who came to Japan as a commandeering worker all over
the wartime is only 245.
・Before the war （the Korean who lived in the Japanese inland in
1939 became approximately 2 million people in） in
approximately 1 million people in （1945 just before the end of
the war.
It depends on birth in an individual treatment passenger and the
meantime when 700,000 of 1 million people who increased
advance from oneself and pursued a job in the inland.
Remaining 300,000 people came depending on most,
Industry＆The mining industry, an offer of the engineering works
business, and the commandeering worker by the wartime nation
commandeering law is very few.
In addition, the nation commandeering law was enforced in the
Japanese inland in July, 1939, but it was only seven months
before navigation between Shimonoseki - Pusan in March
stopping in the next year that the application to Korea refrained
and was carried out in September, 1944, and a Korean
commandeering worker was introduced.
As a result of the registered Korean residing in Japan being
approximately 610,000 people in total, and having investigated
the circumstances of the visit to Japan at each ministry
concerned, the person who came as a commandeering worker all
over the wartime was only 245, and the person who lived in
Japan resided by free will except a criminal now now.（ Article of
the July 13, 1959 The Asahi Shimbun ）



The document "was born in person who settled on Japan by free
will of all oneself about 245 people or Japan on July 11, 34. The
Korean whom Japanese Government leaves in Japan against the
will of the person concludes, there is not one person except a
criminal.

245 people （March 10, 2010） a few as for the Korean residing
in Japan, the wartime commandeering#
It was a coverage process of Joong-ang Daily News, and 徐 敬徳
（ Seo Kyeong-Deok ） Sungshin University professor（ Women's
College's ）that led production and the public information of the
picture detected an associated fact saying "I violated an unwilling
mistake without being able to inspect it thoroughly".
In conjunction with a photograph applicable prior to this "was
photographed in Fukuoka Chikuho coal mine, and, as for the
time, is in the middle of the Meiji era not Hashima. It was
informed, it is not Korean commandeering.
I showed a collection of native district photograph documents
called "100 years of Chikuho judging from an eye" when a
photograph was published as the grounds.
It is thought to be the early 1990s that this photograph was
introduced by Korea for the first time.
徐 敬徳 （ Seo Kyeong-Deok ） Sungshin University professor
announced that I referred to a book called "Gunkanjima, war
that was not over" that quoted a collection of this photograph
documents again （Institue for Research in Collaborationist
Activities）, too.
However, the explanation of the applicable photograph of this
book does not have a related reference to "Hashima" or "a



Korean".
But only the explanation of "a state to lie in the pit, and to dig
charcoal" is attached.
As a result of having confirmed the applicable page of the
collection of Korai temple photograph documents which were the
origin, there were not the person in the photograph and the
explanation about the place, and only "the coal mining work has
a pain so that a waist compromised just to have done it for 15
minutes" situation was described briefly.
徐 敬徳 （ Seo Kyeong-Deok ） Sungshin University
professor:Public information expert.
I perform an activity to press-agent the claim of the Korean side
about the issue of comfort woman and the issue of Takeshima
led by the United States.
・An appearance article does an advertisement to impeach the
uniform of the soccer World Cup representative from Japan
saying, "the sun flag is treated in the U.S. newspaper New York
Times on May 28, 2014 by a design".
It is said that I advocate that it prevents you from using the
uniform of the representative from Japan in a meeting in Brazil
in the final aim.
・Korea, having sincerity Women's College's professor sends a
protest letter to "sun flag and paranoid false charge M Jordan at
the bottom of Nike shoes"

I attached a false charge based on the history recognition
that徐 敬徳 （ Seo Kyeong-Deok ） professor of the Korea,
Sungshin University College known as the anti-Japan-like
behavior distorted again.（ April 13, 2016 ）



The professor continued insisting on "the sun flag" with a
Japanese militaristic symbol, but the Korea media reported it all
at once when I insisted obstinately when the design of the sole
of the basketball shoes which Nike released at the end of
February this time imitated "the sun flag" and sent a protest
letter to "do not use the design of the war crime flag" （the sun
flag） and eight President American Nike and others officers and
Michael Jordan on March 24.
Criticism happened over these shoes in Korea, and Korean Nike
canceled sale in the middle of March.
According to Korea daily report, it is said that it is basketball
shoes called "Air Jordan 12 nostalgic The Master" that 徐 敬徳 （
Seo Kyeong-Deok ） professor brings into question this time.
・A Korean student rejects the sun flag stained glass removal
demand with a U.S. noble family size.（ June 10, 2014 ）

United States in the suburbs of Philadelphia City's leading
prestigious school, Pennsylvania University.

There is a brick art culture study hall （ARCH） which is old in
the very large campus central part.

It is about the middle of March, this year that the stained glass
of the dining room was done "accusation".

The Korean student who went to the university posted a
photograph on Facebook saying, "a design of the sun flag was
given".
・"The徐 敬徳 （ Seo Kyeong-Deok ） professor of the Korean public
information expert is charged with article embezzlement.（ April
26, 2016  ）
I was charged by outdoor apparel maker NEPA on the suspicion



of 徐 敬徳 （ Seo Kyeong-Deok ） professor professor having
embezzled a contribution article of the 19,500 million won level.
Originally the design that NEPA was the article which I
contributed saying "I want foreigners who participated in the
Korean War to give it", but 徐 敬徳 （ Seo Kyeong-Deok ）
professor sold off.
・Packing of "strained criticism" not to stop of Korea Burger King,
the shoes of the U.S. popularity songstress "the sun flag"（ June
23, 2017 ）
Net inhabitants have begun to turn a spearhead of the criticism
to not only Japan but also the United States saying that I
announced the product of the design which suggested the sun
flag which was called "a war crime flag" in Korea.
The popularity singer that it is proud of a world's largest follower
number on U.S. hamburger chain "Burger King" and Twitter to
have become a target of the attack, Katie Perry and others.
It does not seem to stop "to be strained" such as putting the
design of the crab on top of one another with the sun flag.
〇The U.S. expert warns, "a bottom of heart head is funny in
Korea" in "seriousness"!（ June 9, 2017 ）

This article that Asian policy people concerned of Washington
watched closely now was written with a title "does why Korea
hold irrelevant thoughts in Japan to here?" by Mr. Robert Kerrey
specialized in politics and the history of the East Asia.

It appeared in the Asian diplomatic dispute magazine called "a
diplomat" this month and was introduced immediately in the net
press of the American side expert and laid a reaction hot at a
stretch.



Kelly who obtained a political doctorate in American Ohio State
University acts as Associate Professor at Korean Pusan national
university now.

Kelly is that discussion sentence and at first I begin to write, it
"becomes clear to anyone that the whole Korea holds the deep
attachment that is negative so as to be strange for Japan if few
live a life in Korea" and point out comfort woman image
construction lobby work in a Japan militarism revival theory and
the United States from the former Japan soldier snipe play of
Korean children as an example on "a strange anti-day" from the
experience of the recent living in Korea.
＊I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities.
＊I am afraid this bill will become a trigger to create racial
conflicts in your country.
＊Is it okay for the San Francisco to be secretly influenced and
misled by Chinese political maneuvering in your multicultural
society?
＊And also it will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and
Japan alliance, and that will only make Communist China and
North Korea happy.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: *〇*It"ll be a reference data, so please check it.〇Married couple general of the Korean military treats a soldier

like "a slave" and I investigate it and start
Date: Wednesday, September 20, 2017 8:58:32 AM

Dear Supervisors of City and County of San Francisco.
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco city.

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
【  Married couple general of the Korean military treats a soldier
like "a slave" and I investigate it and start 】（ August 3, 2017
AFP ）
＊It was found out by the accusation of the NGO （NGO） that
Married couple general of the military sold soldiers like "a slave"
at home in Korea.
Soldiers have golf ball ten from washing and rest room cleaning,
and, until collecting nails which I cut, various work is forced, and
it is said that there was the person who calls it on a wrist, and
was brought a device by a wife.

The authorities started an investigation on 2nd.
According to the statement of the Korean NGO "officer right

center" （Military Human Rights Centre）, it is Park Chan-Ju
general and a wife to have taken the problem action

I let soldiers assigned to a private residence do "washing and
ironing, yard work, rest room cleaning" and let you picked it up
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without remaining to the small thing such as a fragment and the
keratin of the nail of the toe and gathered you and do it.

The wife made an absurd remark to the soldier in charge of
the kitchen routinely and I hurled fruit and brandished a knife.

It is said that I have hurled the pancake at the face of the
soldier who forgot to take a pancake to the son.

I called it, and, as for a certain soldier, the wearing of the
device was forced on a wrist to correspond to the caller of the
wife immediately.

It is said that I threatened you when the wife does it for
military affairs prison forwarding if it is running out of battery
and cannot cope for this soldier immediately.

Duty until 10:00 p.m. when soldiers went to bed from 6:00
a.m. when a pack general went for morning worship was forced
to.

The couple forced the attendance to the worship at their
churches on all the members regardless of the religion that
soldiers believed in.
【 A Korean naval woman officer commits suicide, and is it a
sexual assault from a senior officer? 】（ May 26, 2017 AFP ）
＊The spokesperson for Korean Department of Defense
announced that a woman officer of the country Navy said to that
I received a sexual assault was considered to have committed
suicide on 25th by a senior officer.
The woman officer （captain） became the body in home
apartment on 24th and was discovered.
A memo written, "I will not be in the world anymore tomorrow"
was left.



The spokesperson said, it "is considered that the woman officer
committed suicide" in the AFP.
It is said that I told a friend man that the officer received a
sexual assault in these days.
The military police arrested the colonel of the senior officer as a
suspect.
Although I detected it, according to the spokesperson, the
charge of the sexual assault denies that the suspect had a sexual
relationship with a woman officer.
Human rights activists point out that the sexual violence in the
military does not die out although the government takes
preventive measures.
According to the survey by announced assembly, the female
soldier who received a sexual assault from a senior officer in
previous five years rose to 111 people last year.
【 It is a course of the crime increase for 66% increase ...
private citizen in sexual crime four years of the Korean military
】（ September 16, 2016 ）
＊The Representative Kim clarified it in this way saying, "the
sexual crimes of the military which was 386 increased with 639
based on the document which let you submit it from the national
defense department on 15th by 66% in 2015 in 2012".
According to the Representative Kim, it was investigated with
308 cases by the distinction by 2012 386 a year, 2013 453 a
year, 2014 625 a year, 2015 639 a year, May, 2016 in the year.
It is 2,411 cases in total.
Of these, private citizen object 1,487 cases, an officer object
appeared with 924 cases.



281 officers, associate vice-officer were added up with 32
members of 539 cases, soldier 1,559, military duties by the
social position distinction.
【 It is the case of the "pornography possession" arrest-prone
and "alerts it" at the time of Korean diplomatic service, entry into
Canada 】

（ August 3, 2017 ）
＊Following the fact that the Korean who possessed child porno
arrested you at the time of entry into Canada, and cases to
become the penal servitude occurred frequently, the Korean
diplomatic service appealed for attention.
On 3rd in diplomatic service （is equivalent to Ministry of Foreign
Affairs） foreign countries security trip homepage and SNS
"possess an obscenity in an attaching externally hard disk, the
Korean nation is entry recently in Canada.
I was arrested in passport control ground and said, a case to
receive a trial, and to be sentenced to penal servitude occurs
and, at the time of "Canada entry, posted an attention notice of
the obscenity possession".
I am very strict with punishment for the child porno in Canada,
and there is not the fine punishment, and, according to this,
even simple possession is punished as penal servitude more than
it for six months even if it is long and is short for five years.
For the law local in the Korean diplomatic service in Canada for a
visit or the nation residing in now was interested, and urged
attention to note personal life security.
●A Korean is an owner of the DNA base sequence that is
uniform so as to be unique in the world, and, according to the



gene incline data of U.S. anthropologist Cavalii-Sforza, this
expresses that it was an owner of the culture to repeat big
Genetic Drift （few human beings repeat incest, and form the
present population dynamics） or incest routinely in the past.
（Documents:The Great Human Diasporas: The History of
Diversity and Evolution.1995.. Luigi Luca Cavalii-Sforza and
Francesco Cavalli-Sforza. Addison Wesley Publ. ISBN 0-201-
44231-0）

A Korean does coprophagy and understands that a mental
disorder （Hwabyung） is seen in 70% of nations.
●The Korea race has too many traces （I cannot make
modifications） in the genome thought to be the thing of the
incest, and a rest considered to have repeated the abnormal
incest that is not thought about by other races as a race is
shocking, and it cannot announce the genome as it is eccentric
contents.
In addition, schizophrenia told 40% of Korean men to develop is
more likely to be caused by it. I cannot but say an abnormal
race.
（I quote it than
blog.livedoor.jp/kimiyau_arai_1955/archives/1000852562. html）
Variation peculiar to the Korean who knew it was various from
the gene in conjunction with the disease to the thing about the
physical characteristic in this way.

It is the Korean specific variation that a representative thing
likes hard taste.

It is said that one of the causes of Hwabyung has an excessive
intake of "the capsaicin" of the sharp taste ingredient.



This ingredient is told that, besides, a tongue and stomach
damage brain, and it is said that I cause depression or panic
disorder.

In addition to refraining from intakes of "the capsaicin", it is
considered that it becomes important trouble in the workplace
and to relieve stress to suppress Hwabyung.

Dear Supervisors of City and County of San Francisco
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco.

I am writing to you concerning a discussion building a
memorial for “comfort women” in San Francisco Park.

Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-

Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: ***It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. Taiwanese paper, at the time of "Japan-Korea merger, the

Korean was pleased. To pocket the fact on the present anti-day. Comfort woman what carried it off Korean"
Date: Friday, September 22, 2017 6:46:51 AM
Attachments: 李 登輝(Lee Teng-hui)Taiwanese former President .png

朴 槿恵(Park Geun-hye) Former president .png

Dear Mayor of San Francisco, member of a municipal
assembly, park executive committee
Dear Supervisors of City and County of San Francisco
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco city. （ Saint Mary square Park. ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
【 Taiwanese paper, at the time of "Japan-Korea merger, the
Korean was pleased. To pocket the fact on the present anti-day.
Comfort woman what carried it off Korean" 】（ August 17, 2017
）
＊Taiwanese 中國時報（China Times）published an article to tell
when a certain Taiwanese university professor was Germany,
and surprising words were told on August 15, 2017 by the
Korean woman professor who got to know by a held academic
conference.
German and English, Japanese are proficient in this Korean
professor, and, according to the article, there was the story as
articulateness, but I seem to feel a question in the origin of
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Taiwanese 李 登輝（ Lee Teng-hui ）President doing verbal
explanation to support a merger policy（ colonial policy ）, and it is
said that I talked when such a person is treated as a public
enemy common throughout society in Korea.
Not only a person in support of a colonial policy existed, but also
pointed out that I went up it to the considerable number, and
the Taiwanese professor talked to Korea to this Korean professor
in those days when history recognition should have transformed
the current right wing political party after 金 大中（ Kim Dae-jung
） of the left grasped the government in progenies of the pro-
Japanese at the time.
Then the Korean professor returned it saying "I know it well" and
it was for a taboo and revealed that, however, I supported a
colonization theory at the time in Korea when the anti-Japan
speech at the present might be performed because concealment
did the actual situation at the time.
I raised it for an example when a Korean was actually concerned
with mediation, and a certain well-known woman researcher（ 朴
裕河：Park Yu-ha Sejong University Professor ） pointed out, "it is
necessary to inspect the issue of comfort woman again" about
the issue of comfort woman when I came to be attacked after it
as a public enemy.
Because society will shake from the root if the actual situation is
uncovered, it is said that I was attacked from the right wing.
When there were such circumstances, the article tells that I was
going to delete the 朴 槿恵（ Park Geun-hye ）government
accepting a condition of the Japanese Government, and having
hurried a solution （request of America） and the contents



concerned with "a comfort woman" from a textbook.
＊【 朴 裕河（ Park Yu-ha ）Sejong University Professor 】
・Prosecution by the slander to a victim（ June 16, 2014 ）
I prohibited the publication of the book saying that "the comfort
woman of the empire" whom 朴 裕河（ Park Yu-ha Sejong ）
published by the name of nine origin of 李 玉善（ Lee Ok-seon ）
and others comfort women to live jointly in a house of NANUMU
in August, 2013 was the slander to oneself, and a suit for the
compensation for damages of one 30 million won 270 million
won in total was done.
On January 13, 2016, the district court in eastern Seoul gave it
an order for compensation of 90 million won in acknowledgment
of libel and the infringement of personal rights.
朴 裕河（ Park Yu-ha Sejong ）appeals.
As for the plaintiffs, the statement, the district court detected a
statement in the district court in western Seoul after the
judgment of the district court in eastern Seoul to seize a part of
the salary of 朴 裕河（ Park Yu-ha Sejong ）of Sejong University.
朴 裕河（ Park Yu-ha Sejong ）applied for suspension of execution
and was accepted with the proviso that I left money on deposit
and was canceled from April.
・Provisional disposition judgment of the Seoul district court which
accepted slander partially
In the district court in eastern Seoul, which "the pain of "the
Korean comfort woman" does not change with the pain of the
Japanese prostitute basically" decided provisional disposition for
the deletion of 34 places of which it "was not at least the Japan
forces publicly again in the Korean ground that "a kidnapping"



did "comfort woman", and did" "forcible escort" on February 17,
2015.
・House arrest by the District Public Prosecutor's Office in eastern
Seoul
The detective mediation with the plaintiff and defendant from
April to October received the result that became the failure in
2015 and, on November 18, 2015, judged the District Public
Prosecutor's Office in eastern Seoul when the contents of "the
comfort woman of the empire" were "falsehood" and indicted 朴
裕河（ Park Yu-ha Sejong ）of the author without arrest in libel.
The prosecution contents are three points mainly.
（a）I am not taken publicly in the Korean Peninsula.
（b）I was in the frame of cooperator.
（c）I was in a framework of prostitution.
All three indication is false.
Clause 35 where a public prosecutor added one place to 34
items of the provisional disposition was divided into these three
categories and became the prosecution reason.
On November 26, 2015, 54 Japanese men of intelligence made a
statement to protest that Korean prosecution prosecuted 朴 裕河（
Park Yu-ha Sejong ）.
I pointed out, "it was given based on a guess and
misunderstanding" and, by the statement, criticized a judgment
of the Korean prosecution saying "authorities appeared in 挙
which performed a confining pressure of study and freedom of
speech based on specific historical view".
・Protest to the trial by two American professors （Noam Chomsky
and Bruce Cumings）



Two American professors （Noam Chomsky and Bruce Cumings）
approved of a protest to the prosecution of the Japanese man of
intelligence for 16.17 days in January, 2017 and started the
statement for a stop and the acquittal of the trial.
・Acquittal of the House of Seoul eastern part law
On January 25, 2017, the ex-Emperor Seoul eastern part law
announced innocent judgment for the statement of the
prosecutor's opinion on the punishment of penal servitude three
years of the prosecution about the slander saying, "this was
freedom of expression and a problem of the value judgment and
was a case that a citizen and an expert inspected it mutually and
confuted, and a court was not what a detective punished".
In contrast, the prosecution appealed.
＊【 Avram Noam Chomsky 】：He is research institute's professor
of linguistics and the language philosophy （Institute Professor）
and the emeritus professor of Massachusetts Institute of
Technology to be registered at more than 50 years.
Linguist, educationist Carol Chomsky is his wife.
＊【 Bruce Cumings 】：University of Chicago Swift crown lecture
professor.
he specialty is political science, East Asia politics around the
Korean Peninsula.
【 A Korean man deceives 20 Thai women and arrests you on
the suspicion of human traffic 】（ August 20, 2017 ）
＊When the Korean man who let 20 Thai women sell themselves
forcibly in Korea was arrested in Bangkok, the Bangkok post
reported it on 19th （local time）.
（Thailand news 1）



Thailand police special investigation team （DSI） announced that I
arrested suspect of the 39 years old suspect Kim on the
suspicion of the human traffic of the Thai woman in an
apartment of Bangkok on this month 17 through a press
conference on 18th. It is said that DSI requested the court for
the extension of the detention period of suspect of the suspect
Kim on 18th.
Joint, a Thai special investigation team performed this
investigation under the police and cooperation in Korea by the
request of the Thai woman human rights group.
Eight Korean nationality was arrested for the joint investigation
of the two countries on the suspicion of the human traffic of the
Thai woman on February 23, 2017 by Korea.
He of the suspect who belonged to the human traffic
organization Kim said to Thai woman and others that I
supported it to work as a masseur in Korea and, according to
DSI, deceived you and forced prostitution on Korea after having
brought it.
The suspect gangs Kim take away the passport of women and
watch it, and it is said that I completely interrupted an attempt
of the escape.
In this process, acquaintances of some Thai women have called
for help in the Thai Korea Embassy.
According to the police, he who linked the name in a list of
people of Interpol international arrangement Kim was the
arrangement first place of this human traffic case.
In the police, complicity and others of Mr. Kim consider that
most escaped to the third country.



The American Federal Bureau of Investigation （FBI） is made by a
model, and Thai DSI is in charge of a serious affair.
【 Nine Koreans of the prostitution, state of the investigation are
broadcasted live in the Philippines 】（ March 9, 2017 ）
＊The state of the investigation of nine Korean men arrested on
the suspicion of prostitution in Philippine Cebu is released on
March 7, 2017 on SNS, and it is a topic.
The national investigation station in Philippines reported that
they arrested nine Korean men on the suspicion of prostitution in
Cebu, and they released a real name to the Philippine local

media on 4th .

In addition, some media photographed the spot where nine
people received a police interrogation with a smartphone and
delivered a live on Facebook.
As for nine people, the doubt for the prostitution act with the
Filipina is held for 2,000 pesos （approximately 4,500 yen） a day.
It is said that nine people deny the charge by an investigation.
（The source：https：//www.youtube.com/watch?v=3UlljlDtZ9k）
The world video
＊If you participate in anti-Japan advertising not to be based on a
fact, I am very sad.

I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities.
Far from achieving the peace, Japanese, especially Japanese
children, in and around Glendale City（ California ）subject
incredible discrimination and harassments.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3UlljlDtZ9k???


Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN
                                                                                        



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: ***It"ll be a reference data, so please check it.  "The largest prostitution mediation organizations which

recommended prostitution to 10,000 men of the whole country are disclosed!"(Economic news in Korea)
Date: Friday, September 22, 2017 6:46:53 AM

Dear Mayor of San Francisco, member of a municipal
assembly, park executive committee
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco city. （ Saint Mary square Park. ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
【 "The largest prostitution mediation organizations which
recommended prostitution to 10,000 men of the whole country
are disclosed!" 】（ August 22, 2017 ）
（Economic news in Korea）
The sex traders of the Korean whole country that mediated
prostitution to more than 10,000 men's greatest scale were
arrested by the police.
On 21st, according to news 1, the Pusan district National Police
Agency wide area investigation corps restricted six people
including Chin certain person （24） on the suspicion of an offence
about the punishment including the sex buying and selling
mediation on the same day.
I charged 62 people including 12 women who took part in sex
buying and selling and prostitution man.
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After having leased 30 places of office Teru of 釜山市鎮区Pusan
City Busanjin-gu, the lotus bank ward location from July, 2014 to
February 20, this year, they recommend prostitution to more
than 10,000 men whom I see an Internet-related buying and
selling advertisement and visited and receive the doubt that got
200 million won considerable excessive profit.
A business account book was not left, and the police estimated
profiteering based on a minimum exhibit.
I estimate that the real amount of money is bigger.
As a result of survey by police, it was confirmed that these
avoided prosecution through three PAJI presidents on the control
by the police last year.
I gathered unemployed people afterward and organized it and
changed the place of the sex buying and selling and was grasped
that I enlarged a scale.
It is said that Mr. Chin in particular shares a role including
management ・social position confirmation of the prostitution
man with place management ・staff and income brass law of
nature ・prostitution woman of the ・characteristics buying and
selling, and he moved systematically.
【 A Korean man deceives 20 Thai women and arrests you on
the suspicion of human traffic 】（ August 20, 2017 ）
＊When the Korean man who let 20 Thai women sell themselves
forcibly in Korea was arrested in Bangkok, the Bangkok post
reported it on 19th （local time）.
（Thailand news 1）
Thailand police special investigation team （DSI） announced that I
arrested suspect of the 39 years old suspect Kim on the



suspicion of the human traffic of the Thai woman in an
apartment of Bangkok on this month 17 through a press
conference on 18th. It is said that DSI requested the court for
the extension of the detention period of suspect of the suspect
Kim on 18th.
Joint, a Thai special investigation team performed this
investigation under the police and cooperation in Korea by the
request of the Thai woman human rights group.
Eight Korean nationality was arrested for the joint investigation
of the two countries on the suspicion of the human traffic of the
Thai woman on February 23, 2017 by Korea.
He of the suspect who belonged to the human traffic
organization Kim said to Thai woman and others that I
supported it to work as a masseur in Korea and, according to
DSI, deceived you and forced prostitution on Korea after having
brought it.
The suspect gangs Kim take away the passport of women and
watch it, and it is said that I completely interrupted an attempt
of the escape.
In this process, acquaintances of some Thai women have called
for help in the Thai Korea Embassy.
According to the police, he who linked the name in a list of
people of Interpol international arrangement Kim was the
arrangement first place of this human traffic case.
In the police, complicity and others of Mr. Kim consider that
most escaped to the third country.
The American Federal Bureau of Investigation （FBI） is made by a
model, and Thai DSI is in charge of a serious affair.



＊If you participate in anti-Japan advertising not to be based on a
fact, I am very sad.

I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities.
Far from achieving the peace, Japanese, especially Japanese
children, in and around Glendale City（ California ）subject
incredible discrimination and harassments.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject:  It"ll be a reference data, so please check it.  Comfort Women issue: GREAT NEWS ( One of my teammates

emailed this to our research team today )
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 8:02:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
Dear Mayor of San Francisco, member of a municipal

assembly, park executive committee
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco city. （ Saint Mary square Park. ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
【 Comfort Women issue: GREAT NEWS （ One of my teammates
emailed this to our research team today ） 】
＊I just wanted to take some time and share some perspective
with the group.

Three years ago, these types of articles would NEVER have
seen the light of day in English, and NOBODY except Michael was
talking in these geostrategic terms to get people outside of niche
advocacy groups to pay attention. 
Now we have two articles where the phrasing Michael introduced
three years ago is showing up.

I remember when Michael was meeting Komori, Sakurai, and a
few others in Japan back in 2014 and stated some of these exact
terms.
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He continued to post on this and hammer it out in emails and
conversations.

The "Meme" is moving. 
Now look at this.
Both FOX and CNN are posting articles with the same themes
in it （Thanks for giving me these by the way!!） Left and Right
are both catching on that there is more to the story than
200,000 sex slaves kidnapped by the Japanese Army. 
Three years ago, it was in some outlets up to 400,000
kidnapped.
Notice the gains this group has made: 
1. Now the narrative has changed to "up to 200,000 were
kidnapped or coerced" down from "400,000 kidnapped". 
2. An introduction of the concept that there is more to the
story and an identification of North Korea and China with the
story for a specific purpose: To divide people NOT to highlight a
human right violation. 
Great job to everyone and especially Michael for planting the
flag on the hill first and taking fire until the rest of the cavalry
start to arrive.
Norm Coleman and Steven Glassman are serious players and
more should be coming out now that they have walked up that
hill as well.

＊Japan vs US: No, Japan is not 'killing' us, we're killing Japan,
our staunchest Asian ally
By James K. Glassman 

Published May 10, 2016
http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2016/05/10/japan-vs-us-no-

http://jump.2ch.net/?http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2016/05/10/japan-vs-us-no-japan-is-not-killing-us-were-killing-japan-our-staunchest-asian-ally.html


japan-is-not-killing-us-were-killing-japan-our-staunchest-
asian-ally.html

＊Don't let North Korea exploit 'comfort women' issue 
By Norm Coleman 
Updated 2342 GMT （0742 HKT） March 31, 2016
http://edition.cnn.com/2016/03/31/opinions/north-korea-
comfort-women-coleman/index.html

＊It will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and Japan
alliance, and that will only make Communist China and North
Korea happy.

＊Is it okay for the San Francisco government to be secretly
influenced and misled by Chinese political maneuvering in your
multicultural society?

Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-

Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN
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From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. And to see "the issue of comfort woman change" Vietnamese

foreign students are suits by investigation of the Korea forces private citizen slaughter in the Korean government
Date: Thursday, September 21, 2017 1:18:07 PM
Attachments: Korean soldier and Vietnamese .png

Korean soldier and Vietnamese .png
ans-359708876.png
E38399E38388E3838AE383A0E5A4A7E89990E6AEBA.png
kankoku.png

＊Dear Mayor of San Francisco, member of a municipal assembly,
park executive committee
＊Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco city. （ Saint Mary square Park. ）

I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊Dear Supervisors of City and County of San Francisco
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco.
” What are the evidence or primary source to proof these
allegations? Or name the historians.

I would ask that you turn down the proposal.
【 And to see "the issue of comfort woman change" Vietnamese
foreign students are suits by investigation of the Korea forces
private citizen slaughter in the Korean government 】（ June 29,
2017 ）
＊53 civil society groups including 韓越平和財団 held a press
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conference in front of the government Seoul Government
building of the gate, and, on June 28, 2017, according to Korea,
Kyoto volost newspaper, they promoted Seoul light on the
afternoon of the same day to take responsibility for a past
problem including the private citizen slaughter by the Korea
forces in the Vietnam War for the Korea government, and to
cope.
In the citizen's group, "a eulogy of 顯忠日 （memorial day of the
war dead mourning） of the 文 在寅（Moon Jae-in）President of
Korea becomes the problem.
（ I spoke that the economy of the mother country revived based
on devotion and the sacrifice of the brave man who participated
in the Vietnam War ）
It was said, there is a private citizen slaughter scandal by the
Korean military in the center and stated, "I cannot but suppose
the statistics information of the victim through "a monument of
the （the Korean military） hatred" and "the memorial service
monument" which were built in Vietnamese many places without
finding it nowhere because the damage investigation and the
investigation of the Vietnam War had been never performed in
the successive government".
In addition, I stated, "it promotes that the government started
the investigation of the national level about the issue of private
citizen slaughter by the Korean military of Vietnam before
becoming beyond cure".
In addition, the Vietnamese woman who participated in an
interview was an interview with the Korean Kyoto volost
newspaper and stated, "the Korean fitted it to insist on the



situation of the victim about the past history that received
colonial rule of Japan, but seems to be insensitive about the
situation of the assailant such as the private citizen slaughter by
the Vietnam War".
The woman visits Korea for studying abroad for the first time in
2003 and finishes a master, a doctoral course （Korean education
specialty） and lives now in Korea.
From the "meeting （person of participation in a war society） of
the person of three Republic of Korea games with Vietnam"
where the woman met several years ago person concerned
"perform it in the area that suffered big damage in game with
Vietnam those days, and do a volunteer.
Therefore I said, "a heart hurt" to hear the word to want to
teach the Hangul Alphabet and taekwondo and said, "it may be a
thing same as a Japanese saying to the words", "I performed it
and want to tell the area where a comfort woman lived a lot in
Japanese and the karate" from now on.
On top of that, I clarified it, "with many people who the mood, "I
permitted it" about the Vietnam War was dominant in Vietnam,
but Koreans saw the figure which continued appealing for the
issue of comfort woman for Japan, and had a critical mind" when
"we must say" and insisted saying it "is a way to peace to need
that I admitted and permitted a mistake than I investigated it
who made a mistake and would not injure it in war in future".
＊I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities. And also it will drive a wedge among US, South
Korea, and Japan alliance, and that will only make Communist
China and North Korea happy.



Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN
 



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. Korea promoted prostitution industry as "a foreign currency

acquisition policy"One of five people (17%) is a Korean in one of four people (23.5%), Australia of the foreign
prostitute in the United State

Date: Thursday, September 21, 2017 1:18:18 PM
Attachments: Korean sexual prostitution store .png

Korean sexual prostitution store .png

Dear Mayor of San Francisco, member of a municipal
assembly, park executive committee

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco city. （ Saint Mary square Park. ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
【 Korea promoted prostitution industry as "a foreign currency
acquisition policy" 】
＊What "I allotted all expendable supplies to by domestic
production from the standpoint to let you drop much foreign
currency by our country might be ideal, but grieved over <Korea
Dong-A-Ilbo> with ... on March 13, 1961 that, besides, foreign
country liquor, the girl who undressed used the foreign young
lady for ... liquor to foreign currency".
＊The national first thing to do problem was to exchange child' of
the woman who became `nude with `domestic production'.
＊When "I carried out the waiting on customers duties education
for service girls of the sightseeing waiting on customers office
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（including the dance hall cabaret） of 4,000", and Seoul local
police department did <Korea Seoul newspaper> on a date on
April 25, 1962, I did it and reported it when the reason was
intended to provide "the service that was effective by a
foreigner".
＊The article of <Korea Shinto sub-> was more frank for 1,966
years.

There is the huge power that “ 洋公主：양공주:YANKONJU

（reception girl of the Westerners partner） has.
Ironically, as for them who bloom in the shade, it is to one

leading figure of the foreign currency acquisition with the feeling
that became the supremacy problem of the state policy of our
country.

When the foreign currency which came out of the hall for
exclusive use of the United Nations forces of 190 places of whole
country reached 10 million dollars in those days for one year, "
<Korea Shinto sub-> estimated it.

At the time of 1966, the foreign currency which our country
earned by trade was 250 million dollars.

For 1970 through 71, the scales of the U.S. forces to Korea
decreased by 18,000.

The government became the state of emergency.
When "I took the venereal disease precaution of the comfort

woman in cooperation with health authorities and strengthened
... culture" by the official document which the Secretary of the
Interior sent to each police in August, 1971 and did it, I directed
it.

However, it was destined not to be able to catch the U.S.



forces which left, and went.
The Japanese who came to do `kisang sightseeing' met the

vacant seat of the U.S. forces.
For 1,965 years, Japan-ROK Basic Relations Treaty was an

opportunity.
96.8% of Japanese who visited Korea in 1977 when kisang

（brothel） sightseeing reached the top were men.
The government devoted to economic growth showed a

sightseeing income and tourist target value.
`quota' was set on a trip mediation supplier.
Various benefits disappeared if I could not achieve an aim, and

permission was canceled when it was serious.
＊“ derailment sightseeing is full of <Korea Shinto sub-> in 1979
and naturally is managed with the tacit consent of the
authorities.
…The kisang party reported it with "offered to almost all
Japanese tourists.
Of course the government took part continuously, too.
The record that I educated for 512 base village waiting on
customers office women, sightseeing restaurant waiting on
customers office woman 1,795 remains if I see a document of
Seoul City in 1972.
（ omission of the latter part ）
【 One of five people （17%） is a Korean in one of four people
（23.5%）, Australia of the foreign prostitute in the United States
】（ July 22, 2012 ）
＊One of five people （17%） is a Korean in one of four people
（23.5%）, Australia of the gringa working in a prostitution



purpose in the United States, and therefore, according to the
United States and Australian both governments, Korea is helped
put on the disgrace called "a prostitute export country".
It recruited women in Korea, and the alliance which mediated
expedition-related buying and selling in Australia was caught by
the police.
These continue robbing sex buying and selling women of money;
a drug co; become clear to having given you it to be similar, and
give a shock.
It put 14 people including the Kim certain person suspect （33
years old） of the broker on the wanted list on the suspicion of
having let a sex trader of Australia where Chinese and Korean
people ran women in Korea find a job in the Seoul district
National Police Agency international crime investigation corps
and sent documents about 18 people including the storekeeper
jun certain person suspect （33 years old） of the sex trader and
the sex buying and selling woman.
So that, according to the police, suspect Kim of the broker （33
years old） cuts off a sex buying and selling woman until recently
from 2007; "work without worrying about the control in Australia
because the sex buying and selling is legal.
I tempt the money to be able to make money a lot and receive
the doubt that connected it with a sex trader of Australia which
Chinese and Korean people run.
In partnership with the representative of a certain travel agency,
sex buying and selling women helped me so that a working
holiday visa was received and took responsibility until stay
extension application afterwards in this process.



Suspect Kim took 10% of charge for geisha's service that women
received away from the sex buying and selling business owners
such as Kim certain suspects （55, year, woman） under the name
of a fee.
Women received charge for geisha's service of from 110000 won
to 230000 won, and the police told that the nature 12 hours or
more per day bought and sold it.
The Australian local business owners let you compensate a
3,600,000 won considerable fine if you met 1,200,000 won, a
visitor personally if sex buying and selling women did tardy and
absence, and they exploited a salary unfairly.
It was assumed, "I thronged to a wedding ceremony and expose
it" until a threat to women who refused buying and selling.
These illegality-like acts did not terminate in this.
Some business owners such as jun certain suspects took mind-
expanding drugs such as the ecstasy at the dinner meeting seat
with sex buying and selling women and had a party, and the
police talked when sex buying and selling women of most
considerably took a drug, and the nature bought and sold it.
The police said, "a side effect such as the ratio that the Korea
woman occupied among foreigner-related buying and selling
women in Australia being estimated with approximately 17%
according to the announcement of the recent diplomatic
commerce department, and Korea being recognized to be "a-
related buying and selling woman export large country" in
Australia is big" and emphasized, "the making of measures is
urgent business".
（ NAVER/CBS= no cut news ）



＊South Korea had a similar comfort station system for U.S.-led
U.N. troops during the 1950-1953 Korean War and promoted
sex businesses for American troops after the war.
Please understand that Japanese are very upset about the
“comfort women” statues, because they single out only Japanese
military.

That is unfair and is nothing but an insult to Japanese.
I am strongly against the installation of memorial of Comfort

women in Brookhaven.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN
 



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: *It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. They"re 8000 Korean ladies and USA "expedition prostitution"./

1.7 percent of the Korean lady are in prostitution.
Date: Friday, September 22, 2017 6:46:16 AM

Dear Mayor of San Francisco, member of a municipal
assembly, park executive committee
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco city. （ Saint Mary square Park. ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
【 They're 8000 Korean ladies and USA 'expedition prostitution'.
】（ June 21, 20?? ）
＊33 Korean ladies were arrested at 9:00pm June 2 by water
Barry of rice Nanbu of State of Connecticut.
He assumed "He got the information by which prostitution is
performed at a massage store, and the investigation had been
continued for 2 months.", and the police person concerned of
water BALLY stated "A Korean massage store was increasing
rapidly."
Prostitution by the Korean lady staying illegally in USA surfaces
in social problem.
We assumed clearly "Los Angeles city police bureau was
presuming the inflow scale of the Korean lady by whom
prostitution is doubted after 2004, to reach 8000 people." for a
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Korean information authority.
We assume "Prostitution control is that it has been strengthened
in country, and Canada and the expedition prostitution smuggled
into USA via Mexico are increasing rapidly.", and in particular, a
government gives "sexual buying and selling eradication special
act" of coming into effect to one of its cause in September,
2004.
I'm making them actually feel the 'balloon effect' of the sexual
buying and selling special act of which other is full to reserve
one.
150 prostitution suspicion ladies arrested total of 192 Koreans in
Los Angeles and San Francisco for a principal offender of the
"anti-Han way" in USA= a combined control group of the FBI in
the US （FBI）, Department of Homeland Security and the police
which consist of about 400 people on June 30 of last year.
A Korean lady is successive by prostitution suspicion in the
Korean built-up area area, and State of New York and State of
Virginia are also arrested from this year.
The person concerned of LAPD bureau talks with "by 70 arrested
every month- 90 percent of inside of 80 prostitution ladies,
Korean".
Prostitution of a Korean lady sneaks out of a brother built-up
area area recently, and spreads to the China and U.S. part
inland, and a judiciary in the US is gazing.
Moreover when prostitution was exposed at an apartment, and
the anti-Han feelings had also formed such as a certain American
refused movement of a Korean lady, the information authority
was made clear.



〔 They're 8000 source Korean ladies and USA 'expedition
prostitution'  | Joongang Ilbo |  Korean Chuo Nippo. 〕
【  [ Prostitution ] the Korean type which expands, industry and
the reality at the foreign countries 】（ June 21, 20?? ）
＊A treasure Izanami （Kim, OKUI） councilor in those days （female
family committee belonging） insisted "The number of the Korean
lady who goes out to foreign countries and turns to prostitution
could think about 250 about 2500 people had in Guam in
Australia in Japan about 20,000 people, and reached about
100,000 people at the whole world." by the Diet government
audit to the performed female family part （It was suitable for a
Ministry.） in October, 2010.
（ By the Diet government inspection for the woman family part
performed in October, 2010 （equivalent to the ministry）, the 金
玉伊 （Kim Okui） member of the Diet （woman family Committee
position） at the time insisted saying it "was considered
approximately 250 to be in approximately 2,000, Australia in
Japan by approximately 2,500, Guam, and the number of the
Korean woman who appeared abroad, and sold herself reaches
more than 100,000 throughout the world". ）
You don't grasp clearly for the purpose that how much Korean
lady turns to prostitution, which country you're taking a trip to.
But when "the Korean type, international expanse of industry
and sexual buying and selling （buying and selling spring） culture"
and the report I title Chong and a JEWON doctor of Seoul
University international graduate school announced in September
of last year are seen, it's possible to know how Korean
prostitution culture was spreading over each country.



There are only 120,000 Koreans in Qingdao in China according
to a report, but 100 stores of store of manners of the Korean
system which turns to prostitution remains and crowds.
It's Korea because Chinese employees can please a Korean
visitor, I say if singing, that easy Korean is remembered.
For the purpose of paying cash to have sex in the Philippines the
Japanese tourist who visits decreased but also prostitute-buying
by a Korean becomes popular.
About 100 stores of store of manners of the Korean system is
also open only in metropolitan Manila.
A store of manners of the Korean system announced on local
information publications for Koreans is also Jakarta where about
27,000 Koreans gather in Indonesia beyond 30 stores in
Thailand with a lot of Korean tourists, and 100 stores of Korea
system store of manners of the rest is open.
There were a lot of Koreans who ask an encounter with white
women in Russia and Uzbekistan, and Korean sexual service
culture was spreading.
Dr. Chong pointed out "Local Korean group and Korea diplomatic
mission grasped the reality by which a store of manners of the
Korean system is growing powerful, this wasn't caught
seriously." by a report.
There is also insistence with the purpose by which American
travel by No visa became possible by a visa waiver program of
Han rice in 2008 for prostitution's at foreign countries by a
Korean lady increasing.
〔 Source Chosun Online |  Chosen Nippo 〕
＊I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good



communities.
And also it will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and

Japan alliance, and that will only make Communist China and
North Korea happy.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN
 



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: *It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. I demand it and, as for "the prostitution, am had a meeting the

legalization of the prostitution 700 women "abolishing a prostitution prohibitive law!" in occupation!" Korea [ JNN
news ]September 24, 20

Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 2:21:18 PM
Attachments: Korean sexual prostitution store .png

Korean sexual prostitution store .png

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
Dear Supervisors of City and County of San Francisco
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco.

I am writing to you concerning a discussion building a
memorial for “comfort women” in San Francisco Park.
【 I demand it and, as for "the prostitution, am had a meeting
the legalization of the prostitution 700 women "abolishing a
prostitution prohibitive law!" in occupation!" Korea 】（
September 24, 2015 ） [ let me sell myself and demonstrate ] 
＊Approximately 700 women for the legalization of the
prostitution had a meeting in Seoul, Korea.（ TBS news ）
In this March, a ripple spreads by the "immorality punishment"
in Korea abolition.
The next "the legalization of the prostitution!" There was news to
say.
"People who covered one's face gather in the Seoul city a
reporter. It is people who got an income by prostitution and
appeals to accept prostitution as an occupation"
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It is Korea where "a prostitution prohibitive law" was enforced in
2004, but there is not the back no from the prostitution, and
disclosure is often carried out.
A woman and a visitor, a mediation supplier caught by are
usually fine punishment, but may become the penal servitude if
repeated
In contrast, women insist when "it is put under ban of
prostitution" is against constitutional "occupation freedom of
choice" to determine.
A meeting participant "is an occupation to eat （as for the
prostitution）, and to live"
A meeting participant "has difficult that I look for work new now"
Such meeting was held four years ago, but constitutional court
takes up their claim this time and will judge it within this year
whether "prostitution prohibition" is a violation of the
constitution.
Is “ prostitution an occupation? It is considered that the suit of
"them is less likely to be accepted, but the making of
environment that can live a life even if I stop prostitution above
all is demanded.
This woman claims that the prostitution prohibition takes the
freedom of the occupation in constitutional court. A law to
punish immorality is a lost thing and expects it when the
prostitution prohibition may be in violation of the constitution.
Kim, CHONMI "hopes that prostitution is legalized to be able to
work"
【 The Korean Seoul woman chief constable insists, "you should
make prostitution legal" 】（ March 17, 2015 ）



＊Prostitution becomes illegal now in Korea, and the fine that is
less than penal servitude less than one year or 300 won is
inflicted with the woman who sold herself.
The 鍾岩 （CHONAMU） chief constable of Seoul insists, "you
should make prostitution legal" for such a law.
The chief constable is an infringement of the occupation choice
freedom, and it is said that the woman without the money
should accept prostitution at least.
However, it is a fact to have few people that I sell myself
because there is not money, and a person with the money sells
itself.
How about what I detect only in a person without this money?
Furthermore, industry might spread by accepting prostitution.
Current Korea interchanges with a woman on a karaoke or a
street, and, besides, the massage act that you should call if
there is completely illegal, a prostitution act is performed.
The substantial control is not performed, but it is sure that it is
illegal.
Such a prostitution act was prohibited entirely, and women who
made living by prostitution have had a demonstration.
Naturally the country does not have the ability to support a
woman without such a money.
＊I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities. And also it will drive a wedge among US, South
Korea, and Japan alliance, and that will only make Communist
China and North Korea happy.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,



Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN
 



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: *It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. I demand it and, as for "the prostitution, am had a meeting the

legalization of the prostitution 700 women "abolishing a prostitution prohibitive law!" in occupation!" Korea [ JNN
news ]September 24, 2

Date: Friday, September 22, 2017 2:10:51 PM
Attachments: Korean sexual prostitution store .png
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Dear Mayor of San Francisco, member of a municipal
assembly, park executive committee
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco city. （ Saint Mary square Park. ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
【 I demand it and, as for "the prostitution, am had a meeting
the legalization of the prostitution 700 women "abolishing a
prostitution prohibitive law!" in occupation!" Korea 】（
September 24, 2015 ） [ let me sell myself and demonstrate ] 
＊Approximately 700 women for the legalization of the
prostitution had a meeting in Seoul, Korea.（ TBS news ）
In this March, a ripple spreads by the "immorality punishment"
in Korea abolition.
The next "the legalization of the prostitution!" There was news to
say.
"People who covered one's face gather in the Seoul city a
reporter. It is people who got an income by prostitution and
appeals to accept prostitution as an occupation"
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It is Korea where "a prostitution prohibitive law" was enforced in
2004, but there is not the back no from the prostitution, and
disclosure is often carried out.
A woman and a visitor, a mediation supplier caught by are
usually fine punishment, but may become the penal servitude if
repeated
In contrast, women insist when "it is put under ban of
prostitution" is against constitutional "occupation freedom of
choice" to determine.
A meeting participant "is an occupation to eat （as for the
prostitution）, and to live"
A meeting participant "has difficult that I look for work new now"
Such meeting was held four years ago, but constitutional court
takes up their claim this time and will judge it within this year
whether "prostitution prohibition" is a violation of the
constitution.
Is “ prostitution an occupation? It is considered that the suit of
"them is less likely to be accepted, but the making of
environment that can live a life even if I stop prostitution above
all is demanded.
This woman claims that the prostitution prohibition takes the
freedom of the occupation in constitutional court. A law to
punish immorality is a lost thing and expects it when the
prostitution prohibition may be in violation of the constitution.
Kim, CHONMI "hopes that prostitution is legalized to be able to
work"
【 The Korean Seoul woman chief constable insists, "you should
make prostitution legal" 】（ March 17, 2015 ）



＊Prostitution becomes illegal now in Korea, and the fine that is
less than penal servitude less than one year or 300 won is
inflicted with the woman who sold herself.
The 鍾岩 （CHONAMU） chief constable of Seoul insists, "you
should make prostitution legal" for such a law.
The chief constable is an infringement of the occupation choice
freedom, and it is said that the woman without the money
should accept prostitution at least.
However, it is a fact to have few people that I sell myself
because there is not money, and a person with the money sells
itself.
How about what I detect only in a person without this money?
Furthermore, industry might spread by accepting prostitution.
Current Korea interchanges with a woman on a karaoke or a
street, and, besides, the massage act that you should call if
there is completely illegal, a prostitution act is performed.
The substantial control is not performed, but it is sure that it is
illegal.
Such a prostitution act was prohibited entirely, and women who
made living by prostitution have had a demonstration.
Naturally the country does not have the ability to support a
woman without such a money.
＊I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities.

And also it will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and
Japan alliance, and that will only make Communist China and
North Korea happy.
＊It will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and Japan



alliance, and that will only make Communist China and North
Korea happy.

＊Is it okay for the San Francisco government to be secretly
influenced and misled by Chinese political maneuvering in your
multicultural society?

Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN
 



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: *It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. Comfort woman performance of Korea( September 11, 2012 )(

August 23, 2013 )( February 06, 2017 )
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 2:15:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
【 Comfort woman performance of Korea 】（ September 11,
2012 ）Association of NAVER/ news
＊In the morning of 10th, it was performed in front of the
Japanese Embassy of the Seoul 鍾路区 （CHOROGU） junior high
school sinus （CHUNHAKUDON）. 
By the event of "reading aloud of the Tok-do （advantageous
doh） poetry and the performance", it is Kim GYONWON of the
Tok-do love meeting position: A co-stage representative shows a
performance.
September 11, 2012 15:03 ... By the event of reading aloud of
the Tok-do （advantageous doh） poetry and the performance,
Kim GYONWONKOSUTEJI representative of the Tok-do love
meeting position shows a performance.
日 대사관 앞에서 펄쳐진 퍼포먼스
（서울=연합뉴스） 한종찬 기자 = 10일 오전 서울 종로구 중학동 일본대
사관 앞에서 열린 '독도 시낭송 및 퍼포먼스' 행사에서 독도사랑협의회
소속 김경원 코스테이지 대표가 퍼포먼스를 선보이고 있다. 2012.9.10
belltolls@yna.co.kr
【 Comfort woman performance 2 】（ August 23, 2013 ）
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＊A white piece of rice fell on the head of the woman in white
Korea clothes. Then the rice which you should put in the mouth
fell into the ground on the head and was piled up.

The woman stared at the Japanese flag to flutter in with the
eyes which rose in front of Japanese Embassy instead of
avoiding rice, to have square it with vacant eyes again once.

This is performance contents entitled "exterior and cry that
IHAYUN （51） writer released on the daytime of 23rd in front of
Seoul Japanese Embassy at 12:00 without the voice".

As for the white Korea clothes, it symbolizes that the labor of
the girl is exploited on a day that rice leaves the Korean girl who
is an emperor work compulsion comfort woman victim.

The IHAYUN writer planned this performance to criticize that
an emperor promulgated `Korea woman volunteer corps work
law' on a day and squeezed with the work force of Korea women
in a Japanese munitions factory on August 23, 1940 70 years
ago on that day that I showed a performance.
The writer who lives in New York, America at the present, and
Mr. IHAYUN which performed a performance on that day does
`United States' to an art object, and expresses the life of the
Korea race in a performance, a conversation setting thing is
active.
【 I perform the performance of the dance publicly in （in front of
Japanese Consulate） in front of the Korean Pusan comfort
woman image 】
（ February 06, 2017 ）Pusan alliance news
＊The performance performance of the dance performed around
the girl image which symbolized the comfort woman victim of



the former Japan forces in front of the Japanese consulate
general in Korea, Pusan on 4th knew what I realized by the
judgment of the court of the thing which the police prohibited
once on 6th.
I felt, "I protected a girl image", and the Pusan supporting
meeting of the group of artists "folk art person total alliance （a
folk handicraft all-out） in Korea" applied to local eastern part
police station for the performance performance around the
image, but the police station prohibited it by the reason of the
legal prohibition conditions about facilities protection request and
the meeting from the consulate.
Receive this; a folk handicraft all-out in the Pusan district court
of the outdoor meeting prohibition noticed disposition apply for
provisional disposition for the cancellation.
The district court gave decision in acknowledgment of provisional
disposition on 3rd.
The district court announced it saying, "the performance of the
dance in front of the Japanese Consulate was the meeting that
prohibited the holding with less than 100 meters in front of
foreign diplomatic establishments legally about the meeting, but
a peaceful performance was expected, and concern to violate a
function and the tranquility of diplomatic channels by a large-
scale demonstration violence was low" saying "I stop the
execution of the meeting prohibition disposal until a judgment
sentence".
Approximately 100 people（Sponsor announcement） participated,
and the performance of 4th was carried out peacefully. By the
decision of the district court a folk handicraft all-out as for 11th



and the performance to perform around a girl image on 18th to
the police became able to hold it without a report.
The person concerned of the eastern police station stated, "I
judge it whether you accepted an additional meeting after seeing
the result of two times of remaining （11th and 18th） meetings".
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN
 



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: *It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. 20,000 people are - Korea for a migrant worker approximately

10% of the Korean prostitute abroad to profiteering, Japan
Date: Friday, September 22, 2017 6:46:07 AM

Dear Mayor of San Francisco, member of a municipal
assembly, park executive committee
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco city. （ Saint Mary square Park. ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
【 20,000 people are - Korea for a migrant worker approximately
10% of the Korean prostitute abroad to profiteering, Japan 】
【 About 10 percent of the Korean prostitute profiteers overseas,
to Japan, 20,000 people, in working away from home-, Korean
paper 】（ August 19, 2014 ）
＊About 10 percent of the Korean prostitute leaves the country
and is profiteering by USA, Japan and Australia according to
Korean paper and Chosen Nippo on August 18, 2014.
Much of the Korean lady who turns to prostitution at an overseas
store of manners is taking a trip by a tourist visa of 2 months
（visa） and earns 20,000,000 for 1 month-30,000,000 wons
（about 2,000,000-3,000,000 yen） at the site according to the
report the Pusan police has submitted to the female family part.
The prostitute who chooses Dubai in the United Arab Emirates as
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a working away from home destination recently is increasing
rapidly.
A person in charge of Pusan police international crime morgue, ",
half of the sightseeing person prostitute who goes to working
away from home in foreign countries, debt repayment is the
purpose.
（ A person in charge of the Pusan Police international crime
research department "debt return aims half of sightseeing
person prostitutes going to work abroad. ）
About 20,000 Korean ladies are working at a store of manners in
Japan, and about 10,000 prostitutes exist in Australia.
For the Korean prostitute who works for USA to come near to an
illegal entry from Mexico, it's difficult to grasp the number of
people in detail,", and, I spoke.
（ The Korean prostitute who worked in the United States talked
saying the thing that I collected it and grasped by the concrete
number of people by the illegal entry from Mexico is difficult. ）
【 Korean prostitute  The analysis necessary for 80,000 people
and Japan in the world 】（ July 5, 2012 ）
＊I also have to turn eyes to the fact that the Korean women
engaged in prostitution in these several years are doing a foreign
voyage in quantities.
There is cause in a Korean prostitute's flowing overseas.
In 2004, the Korean government established a prostitution
special act and went out on a prostitution sweep strategy.

The Korean man resident in Seoul talks in this way.
"The famous prostitution street such as MIARI and the 清涼里

（CHIYONYANNI） is disclosed and is totally destroyed now"



The women who lost a workplace achieved "overseas
expansion".

When the part was reserved, this phenomenon was called "the
balloon effect" from the state of which other ones are full.

Korean state administrative agency and female family
department were announced at "for the total number of the
Korean lady engaged in prostitution overseas, about 80,000
people" in May.

A person in charge of Pusan National Police Agency
international crime research group is telling a shocking number,
too.

（ Furthermore, the person in charge of the Pusan National
Police Agency international crime investigating group gives a
shocking number, too. ）

A person in charge of Pusan National Police Agency
international crime research group is telling a shocking number,
too. "About 20,000 people are earning the Korean prostitute who
works away from home overseas in Japan."

"About 10,000 prostitutes opposed Australia" according to the
said National Police Agency.

You're reporting that the Korean lady engaged in prostitution
at an entertainment area reaches more than 1000 people
according to last year's investigation of an Australian citizen
group.
【 Is 3 people of inside of 10 Korean young ladies a
prostitute?／"Male solidarity" but information disclosure.  】（
February 23, 2016  ）
＊3 people of inside of 10 Korean young ladies is a prostitute.



I presumed a prostitution lady on the 9th, to notify 1,890,000
people of Korea [male solidarity] in the whole country through a
bulletin board of a home page.
We assumed clearly that 20-about 30 % of inside of a 35-year-
old lady was doing work related to prostitution for [male
solidarity].
（※ 男性連帯：male solidarity （Korean：남성연대） Is a civic
movement group, a group of human rights and a male principle
activity organization in South Korea where I started in the 盧武
鉉Roh Moo Hyun political power age.）
The scale of the industry of manners including Korean sexual
buying and selling, about 1,360,000,000,000 yen
（12,360,000,000 dollars）.
When 9000 40,000 people used material of Korea criminal policy
study in as a capital at 20,000 stores of corrupted barbershop in
3000 stores of prostitution district on the ground of material in
2005 according to material, I insisted that 80,000 people were
doing the whole country as a prostitution lady at
accommodations of 40,000.
There was a lover bank at massage store 600 only the number
of 6000 people and the karaoke 1 an average of 10 people per a
store, and 540,000 people presumed with an average of 15
people per a store in a store of manners and estimated 4 people
at 160,000 people per 40,000 coffee shops of 459,000 people
and coffee shop of a ticket with each an average of 15 people of
the lover bank.
Additionally I told that the lady 45,000 people turn to
prostitution by 144,000 people of overseas expedition



prostitution and the internet free lance at other metamorphosis
trade store notified 250,000 people of a sillago room.
＊Please understand that Japanese are very upset about the
approved inscription of “comfort women” monument, because
you single out only Japanese military.
＊The proposer has been insisting that this is a human rights
issue.
 It may be true.
 But, instead of blaming only Japan, it is more appropriate to
address all major human rights issues in the world and learn
from the cases to solve them and prevent from happening again.
Thank you very much.

Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-

Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: *It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. Korean sexual buying and selling scandal succession and image

eclipse are serious at USA A bad name of "prostitution = Karahito".
Date: Friday, September 22, 2017 2:11:05 PM
Attachments: Korean sexual prostitution store .png

Korean sexual prostitution store .png

Dear Mayor of San Francisco, member of a municipal
assembly, park executive committee
Dear Supervisors of City and County of San Francisco
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco city. （ Saint Mary square Park. ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
【 Korean sexual buying and selling scandal succession and
image eclipse are serious at USA  A bad name of "prostitution =
Karahito". 】（ March 12, 2006 ）

（Korean rengou news: From New York）
＊The sexual buying and selling scandal Karahito concerned at a
metropolis generates Los Angeles, Washington and New York
successively, and all Koreans' image falls big in USA.
The FBI in the US （FBI） is expanding sexual buying and selling
investigation to Karahito massage store following 10 days' which
pass （local time） and New York police belonging Karahito
policeman Dennis Kim's who received money and sexual paying
at the massage store Karahito manages （29） arresting SAN
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without warrant.
A camouflage makes belonging policemen sneak into Karahito
prostitution store in particular, and FBI is represented to
information to competition Karahito traders as well as relevant
traders and the comment a possibility that I'm collecting and
suffer disgrace as "prostitution = Karahito" by the mainstream
society in USA multilaterally is.
While the Karahito massage proprietor who offered cash and
sexual paying to Dennis Kim according to report of local media
for 11 days put 16 employees and was managing an illegal
prostitution store, the thing which put bribery in and handed
information to the competition store Karahito manages mainly
periodically found out "I wanted you to control competition
traders." for the policeman FBI made a camouflage sneak into
whom.
The anxiety to which I say Karahito massage store is controlled
by this extensively to prostitution traders illegally following
Karahito police officer arrest at the kyou Democratic Socialist
Party meeting of New York whole, and that Karahito's and others
bigger private part may appear is rising.
New York Times reported "the bribery and the sexual paying
scandal by which this event is the biggest policeman to act like
10 afterlives" as a main article, and Dennis and Kim arrest event
also reported New York mailbox big.
4 days when AP News leaves the points for this and the SO
certain done as a female employee at a massage trade store of
rice Ton Willis of State of Vermont （53）, make, but, it was
expected to indict a customer in the question which cared for



sexual buying and selling, and it was reported that it might be
banished.
After a camouflage made 2 policemen of plain clothes sneak for
16 days last month, and the State of Virginia state police
confirmed the sexual buying and selling, there is a case that I
raided on a prostitution site of massage trade store `MoonSpa'
and arrested Mr. Karahito Chong certain and two people of Mr.
CHE certain.
The fa certain （56） and the Kim certain which have mediated
between about an average of 10 time prostitution and have
come for one day for the visitors who have given a notice as "hot
Asian girl" in the internet website in this past January, have seen
this, have asked and have come, （, Mr. 53 ）, 2 Karahito ladies of
fifties were arrested by the California police.
【 Korea in a sexual export major power 】（ Korean Chosen
Nippo: June 15, 2012 ）
＊Korea where the national income per 1 person broke through
（20,000 dollars of about 1,600,000 yen） and held G20 （main, 20
countries and area） until a summit meeting is putting a bad
name as "prostitute exporting country" on.
A specialist is as its cause.

（1）       demand of a Korean man at foreign countries
（2）       the lady who tries to make money easily
（3）       The structure of the industry of manners peculiar to

Korea-is mentioned.
＊The proposer has been insisting that this is a human rights
issue.

It may be true.



But, instead of blaming only Japan, it is more appropriate to
address all major human rights issues in the world and learn
from the cases to solve them and prevent from happening again.
I am strongly against the installation of memorial of Comfort
women in a park in San Francisco.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: 【 It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. 】 The suspension China consulate general sends "a threat

sentence" of criticism resolution voting in China Americas assembly( California )
Date: Wednesday, September 20, 2017 9:36:02 AM
Attachments: (1)San Francisco assembly .png

kakokunohanei.pdf

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Dear Supervisors of City and County of San Francisco.

I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco city.

Dear Mayor of San Francisco, member of a municipal
assembly, park executive committee
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco city. （ Saint Mary square Park. ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
【 The suspension China consulate general sends "a threat
sentence" of criticism resolution voting in China Americas
assembly（ California ）】
（ September 13, 2017 ）
＊The California Senate Committee on Judiciary, U.S. approved
association of tenth resolution （SJR-10） unanimously and
criticized oppression to the Falun Gong by the Chinese
government strictly.
However, it becomes the step voting in a general meeting of the
Upper House and the living-in-San Francisco China consulate
general sends a document to all members of the Diet of the
Upper House and does it and knows that I let you shelve a
resolution, and a voice of the criticism increases.
Joel Sen. Anderson of the state Republican Party proposed the
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association of California Upper House tenth resolution.
The resolution objects to the oppression for the Falun Gong
learner for 18 years, and demands it to stop oppression promptly
for the Chinese government and calls an assembly with U.S.
President to perform an investigation about the oppression.
The Senate Committee on Judiciary performed the hearing for
this resolution on August 29 and passed unanimously.
The Chinese living-in-San Francisco consulate general threatened
diplomatic relations and economic profit on a shield in a
telephone and a document to the chairperson and all members
of the Upper House in a House on September 1 when I was
going to vote of the above-mentioned idea.
University of Southern California public policy doctor Mr. 叶 科（
Mr. yeh ）: "I cannot receive this by the export of the suppression
of human rights for the United States by China in the free
society.
It is interference to the domestic administration in the United
States to give pressure to Representative California and is the
infringement to a right of the freedom of the democracy. I
violate not only the infringement to the right of the Falun Gong
learner but also the right of the American nation and resident."
Kevin de Chairperson Leon of the state Upper House where the
Democratic Party occupied many on that day where the Chinese
consulate general sent a letter to moved the bill from the
Committee on the Judiciary to rule Committee suddenly.
This is equal to virtual suspension.
Representative Anderson was awfully surprised at this decision
and stated that it was unacceptable that the Chinese



government which disturbed freedom of speech had an influence
on the Representative Democratic Party leadership of the Upper
House of the state.
Associated Press, "Voice of America," the international media
including "radio free Asia" reports this problem one after
another.
The name of the sender is not written in the document which the
Chinese consulate general which "大紀元 Media（ EPOCH MEDIA ）"
obtained sent, and an official seal is only only pushed.

Falun Gong human rights representative Mr. 陳 師衆（ Mr.Chen
）: "It is a ridiculous story. In brief, the government official of the
Chinese government commits an evil deed and avoids taking
responsibility. Because I understand that it is an evil deed, I do
not sign. It is a totally funny story."

The Chinese consulate general emphasizes how consumption
of China is important to the state in a document and threatens
you saying "I will spoil the state and relations with China if I
support Falun Gong learner".
【 Is uncovered organ hunting of China; and the resolution for
ten years "instant stop" 】（ June 27, 2013 ）
＊A 281 resolution is brought up in the U.S. assembly on June 27,
2013; is organ strong.from Falun Gong learner for the Chinese
authorities It is stop ... in 制摘出 Bill ... which criticizes the organ
plundering by the whole nation to extract an organ forcibly from
the prisoner of conscience which is valid as a purpose. Having
received a letter from the consulate and a staff of consulate
visited it and made an announcement on having been going to
interfere with the passage of this bill.



【 China, cheese import ban reason ignorance, perplexity in
Europe spread 】（ September 16, 2017 ）
＊The Chinese authorities prohibit the import of some cheese
from Europe including the Camembert suddenly, and perplexity
spreads among distributors.
The Chinese side does not clarify a clear reason, and the
European company demands repulsion, import resumption.
According to the European Union （EU） chamber of commerce of
Beijing, it is cheese such as Camembert or Roquefort of the
product in France to have been prohibited.
When there was the notice of prohibition measures as a story of
the Chinese food importer from the authorities in June, U.S. CNN
TV （electronic edition） told.
Although the Chinese authorities published the list of bacteria
available for food in 2010, the thing which had been used for
production processing of the food traditionally admitted even
bacteria out of the list, and, according to EU Chamber of
Commerce, they imported cheese.
However, it is said that the bacteria out of the list have begun to
prohibit the import of some cheese suddenly saying that they
cannot admit it.
EU Chamber of Commerce rebels saying "a safe problem has not
occurred to the cheese which I exported to China until now".
I pursue the clarification of the standard in the Chinese side with
import resumption.
＊Is it okay for the San Francisco government to be secretly
influenced and misled by Chinese political maneuvering in your
multicultural society?



＊It will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and Japan
alliance, and that will only make Communist China and North
Korea happy.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: 【 It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. 】 It is "unpleasant thought" and criticism by schoolmen ...

Taiwan and territory notation of Australia performing "apology" to a Chinese student
Date: Thursday, September 21, 2017 8:09:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
Dear Mayor of San Francisco, member of a municipal

assembly, park executive committee
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco city. （ Saint Mary square Park. ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
【 It is "unpleasant thought" and criticism by schoolmen ...
Taiwan and territory notation of Australia performing "apology"
to a Chinese student 】

（ September 10, 2017 ）
＊At an Australian university, a student criticizes the teacher
using the teaching materials which are incompatible with a
viewpoint of the Chinese government, and cases to scatter on
the Internet occur successively.
I assumed "a country" and the area with the case that I handled
and the fight for dominium other countries territory in Taiwan.
A teacher admitted a mistake in Univ. of Sydney and apologized
to students who "felt unpleasant".
A one-third of the class is a Chinese
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"The Chinese student has a one-third of the class, too. You let
you make us uncomfortable"
"Taiwan is another country by my understanding. Even if you do
not want to be influenced by my thought, it has the same me,
too"
A picture uploaded in the site of the Chinese media "Sydney
today" in August spread rapidly.
I am taken in the eastern part of Australia, a classroom of Univ.
of Newcastle, and the camera appears only in one point like the
ceiling, but a teacher quarrels with a student at the side.
A Chinese student group posted "I cannot permit it at all" and
criticism, and, according to Australian TV SBS, they exposed a
teacher to the name and a photograph of the face, the e-mail
address of the teacher in Chinese free communication application
"slight sincerity" in August.
I painted Taiwan in red same as the mainland, and the map like
the propaganda use that entered "nine steps of lines" which
insisted on territorial sovereignty in the South China Sea was
improved.
The territory was not a theme by IT and the class about
entrepreneurs, but comment such as "you should give notice of
it in the Chinese embassy" occurred successively "boycotting a
class" on the net.
The teacher "used the old map which I downloaded from a net
through the Australian media after all. It was my mistake and
announced the comment, I am sorry if I made you feel
unpleasant.
Only when the true intention gets drunk?



There was the case which the professor who received protest in
Kunitachi University of capital Canberra, Australia in August
apologized for.
A professor was a slide and, according to the Chinese
Communist Party bulletin, the website "people network of
Renmin Ribao," displayed it in Chinese with English during a
class of Computer Sciences saying "I do not permit the cheat".
It was said that I targeted a Chinese, and a student protested
official Facebook of the university, and the professor apologized
in a document.
"I thought that it helped it as most of classrooms were Chinese,
but was insensitive. Was wrong; it is said, misjudge.
The test for the student who learned business in Monash
University in the suburbs of Melbourne in May caused
controversy.
"Is China, and, according to the Australian paper Sydney
Morning Herald, only as for what kind of time, is the government
official of the government said to be it when speak the truth?";
have a question, and let "get drunk, and choose when become
careless" from four answers; had a problem.
Chinese students strongly rebelled, and the Chinese net user
greatly reacted, too, and the teacher was taken off by a class.
【 A Canadian is dissatisfied with the quantity of the Chinese
advertisement 】（ March 19, 2013 ）
＊A civic dissatisfaction explosion non-Chinese for the
advertisement flooding of Chinese! However, - Canada Richmond
city Chinese as for 40% of inhabitants.
・The explosion that a citizen is dissatisfied with the



advertisement flooding of Chinese of Canada Richmond City
・I work on a petition to set a limit to an advertisement in the
government, and a locally big discussion takes place
・I point it out, and the man of intelligence petitions it "to betray
a policy of each race equality when the government sets a limit
in corporate advertising" and is active and has a big discussion
locally
According to the Canadian paper Vancouver sun, I start a
petition activity so that a citizen with the dissatisfaction limits it
for an advertisement of Chinese to overflow in the street in State
of Canadian British Colombia Richmond City for a municipal
administration prefecture, and, on March 17, 2013, a locally big
discussion arises.

The ring ball time signal conveyed it on 18th.
As a result of investigation that two citizens spent eight months
and carried out, the opinion "that English disappeared from the
city if the government continued leaving you unattended as it is"
that "I promoted racial isolation and abolish Canadian status"
that "there are too many advertisements only for Chinese" was
put by a citizen.
The city is tn. less than a population of 200,000 people, but
Asian inhabitants occupy more than 60%; the, above all,
Chinese inhabitants are 43 of the population all-out. I reach
6%.（ I increase to 47% ）
In addition, according to the data of the city, the inhabitants who
assume Chinese including a dialect a native language are 40 of
the population. Ratio 36 of the inhabitants who occupy 9%, and
assume English a native language. I exceeded 5% for the first



time.
There is the opinion to object to this because a thing and Canada
which occupied the position where Chinese inhabitants are
important from those days in 1990 when the city was
established although there is the opinion, "the Chinese
inhabitants should follow the volost when they enter the volost"
in the citizen are multi dimensions culture society respecting an
emigrant.
【 Antipathy to be sublimed into Chinese emigration to increase
rapidly in Vancouver 】（ July 25, 2014 ）
＊Vancouver Anti-Chinese-Language Movement
＊The Vancouver inhabitants who are puzzled over the flooding of
Chinese and the Chinese culture although I accepted a Chinese
emigrant in exchange for investment
＊City Vancouver of the Canadian west coast is going to be filled
to an emigrant from China.
This city parodies Hong Kong and is made fun with "
Hongcouver" and is a state to take the nickname with "the town
which seems to be Asia most" any place other than Asia now.
I bring up original culture, and the Chinese emigration produces
the work in oneself.
But other Canadian inhabitants have begun to regard them with
hostility recently.
At first it is a signboard and an advertisement of Chinese that
the town is filled with to target.
An advertisement for Chinese tells Brad SARUTSUBAGU living in
north Vancouver "to undermine the traditional Canadian identity
by English and French".



The case that the sticker which "a Canadian official language was
written for an advertisement of a large number of Chinese
published at the bus stop of waist Vancouver carefully" was put
on occurred in the middle of this month.
Hong Kong was returned to China, and the movement of the
Chinese exclusion has begun to become the problem from
around 97 when emigrants increased rapidly.
Daniel he baht, professor of University of British Columbia
（demography） announces the prediction that Chinese population
of Vancouver and Toronto doubles by 31 years.
It is said that the Chinese population of Vancouver increases
rapidly to 809,000 people becoming 23% of total population.
I am criticized saying that it destroys a house market of
Vancouver that the rich middle class layer of China buys up a
house.
Among approximately 37,000 people who emigrated to the State
of British Columbia as "an investment emigrant" in eight years
from 2005 through 2012, two-thirds is an emigrant from
mainland China.
As for the property price of Vancouver, the majority of the buyer
are rich in the North American best class; it is said that is
Chinese.
"I buy a Canadian large amount article as a second house, and
the movement of the foreigner is active in a super high-quality
market"
It is sure that Chinese investment causes the remarkable rise of
the high quality market in this area. .
Like an advertisement of Chinese, the movement in the property



market also causes Canadian Suspicion raises bogies.
＊It will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and Japan

alliance, and that will only make Communist China and North
Korea happy.

＊Is it okay for the San Francisco government to be secretly
influenced and misled by Chinese political maneuvering in your
multicultural society?

Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-

Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: 【It"ll be a reference data, so please check it.】 Public vessel bodily crash in China, Vietnamese fishing boat

sinking ... South China Sea /I build the new military affairs shelter and radar, communication facilities in China,
the South China Sea

Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 1:06:42 PM
Attachments: (11)The possession insistence reach of the South China Sea (Chinese Nine-dash Line and 7 artificial islands).png
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Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women monument”  and
 “Day of the comfort woman”  in San Francisco. （ Saint Mary
Park ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the
forthcoming meeting.
” What are the evidence or primary source to proof these
allegations? Or name the historians.

I would ask that you turn down the proposal.
【 Public vessel bodily crash in China, Vietnamese fishing boat
sinking ... South China Sea 】（ August 17, 2017 ）The Yomiuri
Shimbun
＊I knew that I let a public vessel of China Coast Guard hurled
itself at a Vietnamese fishing boat and sink early this month in a
Paracel Islands archipelago sea area of the South China Sea
where China and Vietnam competed for dominium.
A person concerned with fishermen's association of country
central part Quang Ngai where a fishing boat belonged to
clarified it in this newspaper on 16th.
More military affairs base of the South China Sea is the form that
showed that China pushing forward becoming it lets you enter in
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this year and activate a fishing boat surprise attack in Vietnam
again some other time.
According to the person concerned, the Chinese Coast
Guard（public vessel）chases a Vietnamese fishing boat operating
on the evening of 7th, and it is said that I hurled myself.
The fishing boat sank soon, but six crews were saved to a
consort ship nearby and were safe.
In addition, on the afternoon of 12th, two small size boats
mounted with the same China public vessel attack a different
fishing boat （11 crews） of the association position.
I destroyed fishery facilities, and it is said that it prevented
putting a medicine into the storage of storage of a fish and the
food and from using it.
【 It is approximately completion - - South China Sea, the
scenario of the U.S. and China collision the military affairs base
of the artificial island 】

（ July 3, 2017 ）Newsweek
＊While it was given priority to persuasion of North Korea, and
the cards government closed its eyes, making it it almost
finished the military base of artificial island "big 3" in the Chinese
South China Sea.
China will be in danger of being driven into the attack in future if
the U.S. forces perform military training again near an artificial
island.
Artificial island Fiery Cross Reef of the South China Sea released
at the end of June.

I understand that becoming it goes ahead through the military
affairs base.



China, a military base of "big 3" in the South China Sea
completes becoming it soon.
An American think tank released a satellite image on June 29,
2017 and clarified it.
An artificial island called "big 3" is Fiery Cross Reef of Spratly
Islands, Mischief Reef and Subi Reef in the United States.
These comprise a runway and can manage a fighter and a
bomber, and I am equipped with interceptor missiles, and the
ability for air defense of the base is high, too.
However, it does not prove right because the military affairs
base of the artificial island which China built in the South China
Sea completes becoming it to be surprised.
Because substantial territorial waters of the South China Sea do
not give up becoming it in China, it may be said that it is a
proper result.
But interest of everybody was suitable for North Korea and was
not only careful.
Because the cards government did it with a priority in the
security in preventing a North Korean nuclear warhead and ICBM
（Intercontinental Ballistic Missile: an intercontinental ballistic
missile） development, the South China Sea problem will be done
with business materials.
However, the importance of the South China Sea for China does
not change even if handling of the issue of South China Sea for
the United States changes.
【 I build the new military affairs shelter and radar,
communication facilities in China, the South China Sea 】（ July 3,
2017 ）Newsweek



＊When the U.S. think tank, the Asian maritime transparency
initiative （AMTI） affiliated with the strategic diplomatic problem
research institute （CSIS） built the military installation which
China was the South China Sea, and was new on 29th, a thing
announced that it became clear with a satellite image.
It is said that I can confirm that a shelter and a radar,
communication facilities storing away a missile in the Fiery Cross
Reef （永暑） of the Spratly Islands （the Chinese name, 南沙）
archipelago, Mischief Reef （美済）, Subi Reef （渚碧） are built with
the image
According to AMTI, China builds four shelters in addition to eight
existing missile shelters newly in Fiery Cross Reef.

AMTI made clear that there were eight shelters in Mischief
Reef, the Subi Reef each before.
In February, China built the hangar of the long-distance land-to-
air missile in three reefs, and Reuters reported that construction
was finished soon.
【 Is China Zhongsha Island, Scarborough Reef landfill start
within this year? 】（ April 26, 2016 ）
＊I emphasized, "Huangyan island is a territory peculiar to China"
after the 華 春瑩（Hua Chunying） spokesperson of Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of China beginning the landfill construction of the
Scarborough Reef （the Chinese name: 黄岩島） of the South China
Sea which China controlled effectively by a regular news
conference within this year on April 25, 2016, and having said, "I
do not hear such situation" about having been reported that the
construction of the runway was planned.
China News Service conveyed it.



The Hong Kong paper south China morning coat post conveyed it
as a story of the circle near the national military during 25th.
I protest the Philippines, a structure construction plan in the
Chinese Scarborough Reef（ March 22, 2017 ）
Fight for South China Sea Scarborough Reef Philippines
fishermen "unfairness" dominium suspension, China to stay in（
August 7, 2017 ）
【 The national military captures the remotely operated
submersible of U.S. forces among in the South China Sea! 】（
December 17, 2016 ）
＊Information that the national military captured the remotely
operated submersible of U.S. forces among in the South China
Sea on December 16 became available.
The U.S. forces request the middle national military for the
return of the remotely operated submersible, but the Chinese
side is likely to continue hostility with capturing it.
The Chinese navy picks quarrel with the United States, and they
recapture an unmanned diving machine of America one step of
war illegally toward you in the South China Sea
With the thing which the unmanned diving machine that the
United States was going to collect is robbed of it earlier, and was
collected, an opinion and an opinion to "be too poor so that the
U.S. forces remain" that "China is the South China Sea and does
an again illogical thing" in the world seem to drift to this news.
＊I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities.
＊And also it will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and
Japan alliance, and that will only make Communist China and



North Korea happy.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: 〖 It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. 〗"The Chinese Communist Party government is the South Pole

and pushes forward military activity and the exploration of mineral resources behind closed doors"…An Australian
think tank points it out!

Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 2:52:55 PM
Attachments: Flag_of_the_People"s_Republic_of_China.png

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the
forthcoming meeting.
【 "The Chinese Communist Party government is the South Pole
and pushes forward military activity and the exploration of
mineral resources behind closed doors"…An Australian think tank
points it out! 】（ August 26, 2017 ）Epoch Times
＊ "China invades the leadership in the South Pole of Australia"
The Australian defense think tank points out that the Chinese
Communist Party government pushes forward military activity
and the exploration of mineral resources behind closed doors at
the South Pole recently.
I warned the Australian government that I made an established
fact to insist on dominium.
According to the report which a strategic policy research institute
of Australia published by 18th, the China authorities cast a vast
fund in the South Pole for the past ten years and let you enlarge
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movement of "military activity and the mineral exploration that
you do not declare".
3 points and two stationing place are in the territory to insist on
of Australia in Chinese base 4 points in the South Pole.
In addition, China produces one ship other than two icebreakers
of the existence newly.
The aim of the Chinese side is regarded as fishery, tourism, the
construction of the transportation network, a coal mine, water
and creature resources.
In addition, that, as for the report, a scientific project leads to a
defense purpose of the country the military activity by the
Chinese authorities; it was said that was not explicable, and
pointed it out that violated "Antarctic Treaty" to establish the
peaceful use of the South Pole area.
In addition, "the South Pole mineral resources activity regulation
treaty" of the Madrid agreement Protocol forbids a mineral
activity in the South Pole, but the Chinese government has not
stopped exploration activity so far, and it is said that rather I
enlarge coal mine exploration from 2012.
The think tank demands it through a report for the Australian
government "to show the leadership in careful diplomacy, a clear
strategy, and to protect national interest in the Antarctic
Continent by strategic investment", and to do it.
【 Penetration of the influence of the Chinese government
advancing in Australia 】（ June 24, 2017 ）New Tang Dynasty
Television
＊When a rose sprinkles money in Austria through a company,
and the Chinese government is going to have a political



influence, Australia and the American media report it.
Penetration to the Chinese democracy society attracts interest.
By the investigative reporting that Australian state-run television
station and Fairfax produced jointly, I collected data on four
people and pointed out that the China government made
penetration in Australia.
（1）厳 雪瑞（Ms. Yen）from executive home of the People's
Liberation Army and the Australian former information
investigator of the husband established a foundation and acted
secretly among Canberra, New York, a politician and
industrialists of Beijing.
In 2015, 厳 雪瑞（Ms. Yen）was arrested for the bribery to United
Nations official by the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation.
Confidential documents were discovered when an Australian
anti-spy engine searched home of 厳 雪瑞（Ms. Yen）
There is friendship with a cabinet minister of the Australian
government, and 厳 雪瑞（Ms. Yen）is considered to have not a
little affected the decision of the foreign policy.
（2）Property tycoon of the friend of 厳 雪瑞（Ms. Yen）, 周 沢栄 （Mr.
Chou） are naturalized in Australia, and it is 20 years and
performs a large amount of political donation at an interval in
these 15 years.
I contributed a total of 4 million Australian dollar to each political
party for ten years and was on familiar terms with many officials
including two ex-Prime Ministers.
The Chinese Political Consultative Conference committee serves,
too and runs the media by the state-run media and cooperation
in China in Australia and spreads in propaganda of the China



government.
Film producer 石 宇歌（Mr. Shih）: "The Chinese Communist Party
government increases the influence in foreign countries more
and more. A rose sprinkles money and is going to infiltrate an
ideology called the communism abroad."
（3）Property tycoon, 黄 向墨 （Mr. Hung） of the Australian overseas
Chinese act as the chairperson of "the 豪州中国和統 （Australia
China Tomokazu unification） meeting" which the Chinese
government unifies.
The 黄 向墨 （Mr. Hung） contributed a total of 2,690,000
Australian dollar to each political party after emigrant application
of 2011 for four years.
Although it is not an Australian citizen, I have a big influential
voice.
When the Australian Labor Party criticizes China about the issue
of South China Sea in 2016, I speak that I withdraw contribution
of 400,000 Australian dollar to the party.
A member of party decision that received contribution from
yellow the next day made a comment close to China.
The Chinese problem expert 横 河（Mr. Heng）: "The world main
democracy prohibits the political donation from the foreign
country, but only Australia is not forbidden by a law. I cannot
determine what kind of influence national security and profit
suffer by a contribution."
（4）It is a foreign student （23 years old） from China, the
chairperson of the scholar of Canberra China student social
gathering.
When a Chinese official visits Australia, I mobilize several



hundred students, and she welcomes you and opposes it to each
other in the protest demonstrators.
Scholar of Chinese student support society's chairperson:
"Besides, a flag and food, contrivance of the traffic receive the
support offers such as lawyers from the Chinese embassy and
are active."
A reporter: "Do you report the student who participated in
human rights activity to the embassy?"
Scholar of Chinese student support society's chairperson: "Yes, I
report it by all means."
陳 用林（Mr. Chen）diplomat of cause stationed-in-Sydney China:
As for "the specialized special agent, four systems of a liberation
army total staff section, cheap all, a public peace department, a
consulate and the embassy are active independently mainly （in
Australia） （China） 300-500 occasions.".
These four people highlight what the Chinese government has an
influence on in Australian politics and arts and sciences world,
many aspects including the media.
It may be said that I am made to stand in the forked road
Australia protects each racial culture and political right, and how
they can brush off influence of the communism power as a
democracy.
【 It is a Chinese spy scandal for a New Zealand member of the
Diet 】（ September 13, 2017 ）AFPBB News
＊It was found out that a Diet member from China received
training for military affairs and the espionage in China in New
Zealand on 13th, and a doubt that it was a spy of the China
government surfaced.



I claimed that this member of the Diet was a victim of the
organized slander that oneself assumed racial discrimination a
background and denied a doubt.
According to the investigation that British paper Financial Times
（FT） and news site "Newsroom" performed jointly, it is said that
the Jian Yang member of the Diet from China is targeted for the
investigation of the New Zealand secret service over the
connection with the Chinese elite spy school.
In addition, according to both media, it is said that Jian Yang
elected a member of the Diet in 2011 covered the career that
acted as a lecturer in the linguistic prestigious school for
members of Chinese military intelligence.

The New Zealand builds secret information joint ownership
mechanism "Five Eyes" with United States, U.K., Canada,
Australia, but, according to the Financial Times, it is said that
there are not a Chinese secret service and the Western countries
where an incumbent is with such the strong connection
elsewhere.
In addition, the Financial Times reports, "a question occurred for
the preparation of Western countries to cope with China which
has an influence positively still more for the foreign government,
and sets espionage" about this matter.
＊Is it okay for the an Francisco city.（「Saint Mary square Park. ）
to be secretly influenced and misled by Chinese political
maneuvering in your multicultural society?
＊I am afraid this bill will become a trigger to create racial
conflicts in your country.
Thank you very much.



Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: 〖 It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. 〗"The Chinese Communist Party government is the South Pole

and pushes forward military activity and the exploration of mineral resources behind closed doors"…An Australian
think tank points it out!

Date: Thursday, September 21, 2017 7:05:28 AM
Attachments: Flag_of_the_People"s_Republic_of_China.png

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the
forthcoming meeting.
【 "The Chinese Communist Party government is the South Pole
and pushes forward military activity and the exploration of
mineral resources behind closed doors"…An Australian think tank
points it out! 】（ August 26, 2017 ）Epoch Times
＊ "China invades the leadership in the South Pole of Australia"
The Australian defense think tank points out that the Chinese
Communist Party government pushes forward military activity
and the exploration of mineral resources behind closed doors at
the South Pole recently.
I warned the Australian government that I made an established
fact to insist on dominium.
According to the report which a strategic policy research institute
of Australia published by 18th, the China authorities cast a vast
fund in the South Pole for the past ten years and let you enlarge
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movement of "military activity and the mineral exploration that
you do not declare".
3 points and two stationing place are in the territory to insist on
of Australia in Chinese base 4 points in the South Pole.
In addition, China produces one ship other than two icebreakers
of the existence newly.
The aim of the Chinese side is regarded as fishery, tourism, the
construction of the transportation network, a coal mine, water
and creature resources.
In addition, that, as for the report, a scientific project leads to a
defense purpose of the country the military activity by the
Chinese authorities; it was said that was not explicable, and
pointed it out that violated "Antarctic Treaty" to establish the
peaceful use of the South Pole area.
In addition, "the South Pole mineral resources activity regulation
treaty" of the Madrid agreement Protocol forbids a mineral
activity in the South Pole, but the Chinese government has not
stopped exploration activity so far, and it is said that rather I
enlarge coal mine exploration from 2012.
The think tank demands it through a report for the Australian
government "to show the leadership in careful diplomacy, a clear
strategy, and to protect national interest in the Antarctic
Continent by strategic investment", and to do it.
【 Penetration of the influence of the Chinese government
advancing in Australia 】（ June 24, 2017 ）New Tang Dynasty
Television
＊When a rose sprinkles money in Austria through a company,
and the Chinese government is going to have a political



influence, Australia and the American media report it.
Penetration to the Chinese democracy society attracts interest.
By the investigative reporting that Australian state-run television
station and Fairfax produced jointly, I collected data on four
people and pointed out that the China government made
penetration in Australia.
（1）厳 雪瑞（Ms. Yen）from executive home of the People's
Liberation Army and the Australian former information
investigator of the husband established a foundation and acted
secretly among Canberra, New York, a politician and
industrialists of Beijing.
In 2015, 厳 雪瑞（Ms. Yen）was arrested for the bribery to United
Nations official by the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation.
Confidential documents were discovered when an Australian
anti-spy engine searched home of 厳 雪瑞（Ms. Yen）
There is friendship with a cabinet minister of the Australian
government, and 厳 雪瑞（Ms. Yen）is considered to have not a
little affected the decision of the foreign policy.
（2）Property tycoon of the friend of 厳 雪瑞（Ms. Yen）, 周 沢栄 （Mr.
Chou） are naturalized in Australia, and it is 20 years and
performs a large amount of political donation at an interval in
these 15 years.
I contributed a total of 4 million Australian dollar to each political
party for ten years and was on familiar terms with many officials
including two ex-Prime Ministers.
The Chinese Political Consultative Conference committee serves,
too and runs the media by the state-run media and cooperation
in China in Australia and spreads in propaganda of the China



government.
Film producer 石 宇歌（Mr. Shih）: "The Chinese Communist Party
government increases the influence in foreign countries more
and more. A rose sprinkles money and is going to infiltrate an
ideology called the communism abroad."
（3）Property tycoon, 黄 向墨 （Mr. Hung） of the Australian overseas
Chinese act as the chairperson of "the 豪州中国和統 （Australia
China Tomokazu unification） meeting" which the Chinese
government unifies.
The 黄 向墨 （Mr. Hung） contributed a total of 2,690,000
Australian dollar to each political party after emigrant application
of 2011 for four years.
Although it is not an Australian citizen, I have a big influential
voice.
When the Australian Labor Party criticizes China about the issue
of South China Sea in 2016, I speak that I withdraw contribution
of 400,000 Australian dollar to the party.
A member of party decision that received contribution from
yellow the next day made a comment close to China.
The Chinese problem expert 横 河（Mr. Heng）: "The world main
democracy prohibits the political donation from the foreign
country, but only Australia is not forbidden by a law. I cannot
determine what kind of influence national security and profit
suffer by a contribution."
（4）It is a foreign student （23 years old） from China, the
chairperson of the scholar of Canberra China student social
gathering.
When a Chinese official visits Australia, I mobilize several



hundred students, and she welcomes you and opposes it to each
other in the protest demonstrators.
Scholar of Chinese student support society's chairperson:
"Besides, a flag and food, contrivance of the traffic receive the
support offers such as lawyers from the Chinese embassy and
are active."
A reporter: "Do you report the student who participated in
human rights activity to the embassy?"
Scholar of Chinese student support society's chairperson: "Yes, I
report it by all means."
陳 用林（Mr. Chen）diplomat of cause stationed-in-Sydney China:
As for "the specialized special agent, four systems of a liberation
army total staff section, cheap all, a public peace department, a
consulate and the embassy are active independently mainly （in
Australia） （China） 300-500 occasions.".
These four people highlight what the Chinese government has an
influence on in Australian politics and arts and sciences world,
many aspects including the media.
It may be said that I am made to stand in the forked road
Australia protects each racial culture and political right, and how
they can brush off influence of the communism power as a
democracy.
【 It is a Chinese spy scandal for a New Zealand member of the
Diet 】（ September 13, 2017 ）AFPBB News
＊It was found out that a Diet member from China received
training for military affairs and the espionage in China in New
Zealand on 13th, and a doubt that it was a spy of the China
government surfaced.



I claimed that this member of the Diet was a victim of the
organized slander that oneself assumed racial discrimination a
background and denied a doubt.
According to the investigation that British paper Financial Times
（FT） and news site "Newsroom" performed jointly, it is said that
the Jian Yang member of the Diet from China is targeted for the
investigation of the New Zealand secret service over the
connection with the Chinese elite spy school.
In addition, according to both media, it is said that Jian Yang
elected a member of the Diet in 2011 covered the career that
acted as a lecturer in the linguistic prestigious school for
members of Chinese military intelligence.

The New Zealand builds secret information joint ownership
mechanism "Five Eyes" with United States, U.K., Canada,
Australia, but, according to the Financial Times, it is said that
there are not a Chinese secret service and the Western countries
where an incumbent is with such the strong connection
elsewhere.
In addition, the Financial Times reports, "a question occurred for
the preparation of Western countries to cope with China which
has an influence positively still more for the foreign government,
and sets espionage" about this matter.
＊Is it okay for the an Francisco city.（「Saint Mary square Park. ）
to be secretly influenced and misled by Chinese political
maneuvering in your multicultural society?
＊I am afraid this bill will become a trigger to create racial
conflicts in your country.
Thank you very much.



Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject:  It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. The United States is an editorial of "they are South Korean

flattery overdoing" U.S. paper Washington Post
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 3:44:35 PM
Attachments: Washington Post.jpg

WASHINGTON-POST .jpg
WASHINGTON-POST .jpg
WASHINGTON-POST .jpg
San Francisco city comfort woman commemoration image and tombstone (candidate site St. Mary square
park) .jpg
San Francisco city comfort woman commemoration image and tombstone (candidate site St. Mary square
park) .jpg
Comfort woman image in front of the Japanese Embassy (Vienna Convention violation) .jpg
Comfort woman image in front of the Japanese Embassy (Vienna Convention violation) .jpg
Comfort woman image in Glenn Dale city Central Park (the location which is about 10 kilometers of north from
downtown in the Los Angeles center city).jpg
It is set up by the park center of the Georgia Brooke heaven city in southern United States.jpg
朴 裕河( Park Yu-ha )Sejong University Professor English version - Comfort women.jpg
朴 裕河( Park Yu-ha )Sejong University Professor English version - Comfort women.jpg
朴 裕河( Park Yu-ha )Sejong University Professor English version - Comfort women.jpg
朴 裕河( Park Yu-ha )Sejong University Professor Korean television.jpg
(a) A 吉 元玉(Gil Won-ok)former comfort woman makes its debut as a singer and performs the production
presentation of the album which recorded 15 pieces of forte of oneself.jpg
(b) A 吉 元玉(Gil Won-ok)former comfort woman makes its debut as a singer and performs the production
presentation of the album which recorded 15 pieces of forte of oneself.jpg
(c) A 吉 元玉(Gil Won-ok)former comfort woman makes its debut as a singer and performs the production
presentation of the album which recorded 15 pieces of forte of oneself.jpg
(e) A 吉 元玉(Gil Won-ok)former comfort woman makes its debut as a singer and performs the production
presentation of the album which recorded 15 pieces of forte of oneself.jpg
(f) A 吉 元玉(Gil Won-ok)former comfort woman makes its debut as a singer and performs the production
presentation of the album which recorded 15 pieces of forte of oneself.jpg
(g) A 吉 元玉(Gil Won-ok)This is the first time that a former comfort woman throws the first ball by professional
baseball in Korea..jpg

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the
forthcoming meeting.
” What are the evidence or primary source to proof these
allegations? Or name the historians
I would ask that you turn down the proposal.
【 The United States is an editorial of "they are South Korean
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flattery overdoing" U.S. paper Washington Post 】（ August 21,
2014 ）
・An editorial of 19th of U.S. paper Washington Post is praised
highly in a Japanese net.
・When the candidate of the federal member of the House of
Representatives follows South Korean inhabitants too much, I
criticize it.
・It is the welcome mood in Japan, but a comfort woman image is
installed in Michigan on 16th.（ Korean Cultural Center front yard
）
On August 16, 2014, a comfort woman image was installed in
the Korean Cultural Center front yard of business district
Southfield in the northwest of Michigan Detroit City.
（ Following a thing installed in the park of California Glendale
City, it becomes the second place comfort woman image in the
United States. ）
The Michigan comfort woman girl image Committee on
Construction got the support of the chief librarian, but persuades
the library side saying that a Japanese-affiliated company and
the Japanese consulate general may cause the conflict of the
community.
Because it was said that the library side was not good for here, I
was changed in front of a Korean Cultural Center.
＊U.S. paper Washington Post published an editorial to criticize
when candidate federal member of the House of Representatives
in northern Virginia followed South Korean inhabitants too much
on August 19, 2014.
≪ " I draw close to the Korean community too much " ≫



As for the paper, the candidate who showed up in person by an
interim election of November from the Virginia tenth electoral
district pointed out, "I draw close to the Korea community which
grew up rapidly in an area too much"
It is said that candidates pledge it when they recommend
"Tokai" where the Korean side insists on a name of the Sea of
Japan if elected and the textbook purchase that they wrote
jointly.
While because a lot of South Korean inhabitants live in the
northern part of state and have votes more than Japanese
inhabitants, saying, "a politician does not need to regard South
Korean one supporting it,"
" I doubt whether a candidate without the technical knowledge
should shove a neck in the intense debate of two American allies
about the international situation in particular "  I criticize.
"A comfort woman monument" was installed near Fairfax county
Government building in May by a South Korean group, but
brought it into question.
While it was said that it was indisputable that there were agony
and the abuse about so-called comfort woman in World War II,
"other was racial and posed a question do you agree to
mourning about the historic and national pain in county
government center?".
I raised suppression to the Irishman by the British, Armenian
genocide of Turkey, fight of the 14th century of Kosovo as an
example.
In the net user
"The thing that the indication of Washington Post is totally



proper"
"Journalism seems to be valid and is enviable. Please question
with a flow of the money!"
"It is abnormal even if I see it from the third nation which I
rubbed where this tone wants you to open more"
I praised.
On the other hand, the tweet to "be already late though I
seemed to begin to notice that the recent United States is indeed
funny" appears.
【 Because, as for "the girl image," that strange is a political
"comfort woman image"; a problem 】（ January 8, 2017 ）
＊An insult, the hatred facilities where the comfort woman in
front of the Pusan consulate of the second body does not come
to in violation of international law for foreign diplomatic
establishments with a comfort woman image in front of the
Japanese Embassy of Seoul are unprecedented worldwide.
At night of the last day of the year when the unveiling ceremony
of this comfort woman image was forced in Pusan, there was a
Seoul annual tolling type hosted by a city in "鍾閣（ Jonggak ）" of
the downtown area in Seoul.
Representative citizen is chosen and hits a bell together every
year.
The old woman of former comfort woman became
representative citizen.
Because it is a large-scale last day of the year event on behalf of
Korea, former comfort woman is a Korean symbol on behalf of
the Korean nation now.
I promote setting with a comfort woman image here and there



in the foreign countries let alone the country.
Such as the part of "the Korean culture" including the K pop that
Korea is proud of to the world when this watches it from the
outside is imaged.
【 It is frank advice for the mass production of the comfort
woman that "a comfort woman totally makes a star" 朴 裕河（
Park Yu-ha ）世宗（ Sejong ）University Professor 】（  August 18,
2017 ）
＊A book is "the comfort woman of the empire", and it is Korea to
have expressed a comfort woman as "a prostitute", and 朴 裕河（
Park Yu-ha ）世宗（ Sejong ）University Professor brought into
question points out, "a comfort woman makes it the star" this
time and, on August 17, 2017, bathes in criticism.
A book is English version - Comfort women （ "the comfort
woman of the empire" ）, and it is Korea to have expressed a
comfort woman as "a prostitute", and 朴 裕河（ Park Yu-ha ）世宗（
Sejong ）University Professor brought into question points out, "a
comfort woman makes it the idol" this time and, on August 17,
2017, bathes in criticism.
Professor 朴 裕河（ Park Yu-ha ）attended at the seminar with "the
international solution plan of the comfort woman problem and
the prospects that a conservative group opened on 10th-
affiliated on a Korea day".
I spoke the problems that the comfort woman images which
symbolized a comfort woman increased in the various parts of
Korea in mind saying "a comfort woman consists of friction to
surround a comfort woman image like a star".
In addition, I pointed out, what "the accepting uncritically-like



support for the former comfort woman support group expanded
is a problem" saying, "the criticism for the superficial
consumption, mass production of the comfort woman image was
necessary".
＊The Arts Commission must understand that the comfort women

issue is politically and diplomatically controversial issue.
The Japanese government recalled her ambassador and
Council General to Pusan to home, and terminated or
postponed negotiations with the government of South Korea.
This decision took place in response to Korea’s decision to
install a Comfort Women statue in Public place in Pusan, the
second largest city in S. Korea.
Press Conference by the Chief Cabinet Secretary /January 6,

2017
http://japan.kantei.go.jp/tyoukanpress/201701/6_a.html
The peaceful city of San Francisco should not be involved in

such issue by erecting memorial of one-sided allegations.
Dear Board of Supervisors, Dear Supervisors of City and

County of San Francisco.
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the
forthcoming meeting.

http://japan.kantei.go.jp/tyoukanpress/201701/6_a.html


Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: *It is a reference material〇The appearance refusal government is regrettable", and "it expresses it by an event

for K pop stars, U.S. forces/Why are there two chairs in the Korean prostitute image?Why is it a bare foot?
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 9:12:09 AM
Attachments: Late shim and Mr. MISON (14 years old).png

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
【 The appearance refusal government is regrettable", and "it
expresses it by an event for K pop stars, U.S. forces 】（June 14,
2017）
＊[ AFP ] The Korean Executive Office of the President announced
the comment "to be regrettable" about K pop artist having
declined appearance in succession in a concert for U.S. Forces in
South Korea which the government supported on 14th.
The concert was carried out in commemoration of the foundation
100th anniversary of the U.S. forces second Infantry Division
which was stationed in the parliamentary governing prefecture
（Uijeongbu） of the capital Seoul （Seoul） north on 11th, but
activist and others started the objection campaign of the event
saying that I was piled up though I invited 15 years from the
case that two school girls were run over by the armored car of
the division, and died.
Appearance such as INSUNI （Insooni） of the singer, "EXID" of
the idol group for women "OH! MY GIRL" was scheduled by the
concert, but they left INSUNI which went on the platform in the
beginning of the concert for the audience without most turning
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up saying, "I'm sorry, I cannot sing in this situation" and left the
stage.
Only a number of U.S. forces stage including an orchestra and
the ensemble group of the Korean traditional music was
performed on schedule, but the spokesperson of the Korea
Executive Office of the President told, "an event planned as a
token of thanks and a farewell was confused and is regrettable".
【 Why are there two chairs in the prostitute image? Why is it a
bare foot? Might it be the image of two victims of "the U.S.
forces armored car female junior high school student runover
death case?" 】
＊Why are there two chairs in the Korean prostitute image?
＊Why is it a bare foot?
＊Though the recruitment of comfort women for Japanese
militaries was 18 years old or more, as for the comfort woman
image, why is it to the girl of a junior high student?
＊Is a Korean comfort woman image a monument image of two
female junior high school students who were sacrificed by "U.S.
forces armored car female junior high school student runover
death case" of 2002?
＊How long of "the girl" was set? ⇒ When the book which Korean
朴裕河氏 wrote quotes "the comfort woman of the empire", age
is 25-26 years old.

Was it the recycling of the monument of two dead female
junior high school students in an accident in U.S. Forces in South
Korea base?
⇒ There is no evidence, but is it the one which is possible

when I pile it up of the fact of the neighboring situation?



＊Then called "the girl" who is why is illogical, but is doubted
whether was set when at first there is "a girl image", and this
story may begin.
＊There was a pitiful case that two female junior high school
students who stole into the U.S. Forces in South Korea base in
2002, and played, Shin Hyo-Sun and Shimu Mi-Son were run
over by the armored car of the U.S. forces and died.
＊A large-scale anti-Americanism demonstration was caused then
in Korea.
（ Like an impeachment demonstration and a comfort woman
disturbance of President Park Geun-hye, the main constituent of
the exercise is thought to be pro-North Korea power. ）
＊I arrange the girl images of two people to these two chairs and
I was going to install it near the US base, but seem to be
originally remembered in an as follows quiet place without the
Korea government concerned with the United States detecting
this.
＊I do not know it I am run over by the armored car of the U.S.
forces, and why the girl image of late two people revived as a
comfort woman image in now, but there is the information that I
persuaded you into with an amount of money though I object if
different from the original purpose in the moldings that made
this girl image in the net information.
＊Might you do it with nobody that "U.S. forces girl Junior High
School birth came and recalled you to a homicide case" when I
let two girls sit down because you felt uneasy about that an
original comfort woman image became dim （a purpose becomes
different）?



In addition, "U.S. forces girl Junior High School birth comes,
and there may be the meaning of the insinuation to the United
States by a homicide case" in the exercise organization（Pro-
North Korea group）, too.
＊Anyway, for anti-Japan anti-Americanism, may the
extraordinariness of this moving body（Pro-North Korea
power）which puts two late female junior high school students
away as a comfort woman in a real accident appear?
＊In fact, was it "an anti-Americanism girl image?"（ It is a guess,
but may be managed as a story when I pile up circumstantial
evidence. ）
＊Why are there two chairs in the Korean comfort woman image?
In addition, from when of "the girl" was set? Why is it a bare
foot? ⇒Was it the recycling of the monument of two dead female
junior high school students in an accident in U.S. Forces in South
Korea base if I guessed it?
【 parliamentary governing prefecture U.S. forces armored car
female junior high school student runover death case 】
＊（late Shin Hyo-Sun with the U.S. forces armored car, Shimu Mi-
Son murder case） is the case that armored car M88 of the U.S.
second Infantry Division position that was going to return to the
US base of the parliamentary governing prefecture city to Korea
in Gyeonggi-do Yang state county （existing: State of Yang City）
of Korea on June 13, 2002 wakes up an accident in a public
road, and ran over and killed two female junior high school
students.
At the time of 2002 through 2003, a large, intense anti-
Americanism demonstration was carried out triggered by the



case concerned in succession in Korea.
＊Mr. and Mrs. 金 運成（Kim Unson）  & 金 〇炅（Kim
Sogyon）sculptor of anti-Americanism parent north who produced
so-called "girl image" by collaboration
＊Whenever one body is made, "girl image" （comfort woman
image） gets an income approximately 30,000 dollars
（approximately 3,400,000 yen） from the Mr. and Mrs. Korean
（anti-Americanism activist） who is a producer.
＊Is it two Korean girls who the original motif of the Korean
comfort woman image is run over in the U.S. forces, and died in
an accident?
＊Did words not say first when it came to contain money to have
put an objection when the molding writer who made it was
different from an original purpose in an image?
＊In fact, I feel sorry for a girl considered to be a model.
It is done, and a wrong model （comfort woman image） is a poor
thing because two people are inconvenient though they were if it
was on one （nobody）.
＊A comfort woman does not have the girl for （IWG report 2007）
as a result that the American Department of State checked it
（the document which the U.S. forces checked） either.
●http://www.archives.gov/iwg/reports/final-report-
2007.pdf
So the model of the image was proved to be the female junior
high school student whom the U.S. Forces in South Korea had
run over by military vehicle, and might comfort woman image
setting of the United States be prohibited as it was revealed that
it was an anti-Americanism bronze statue?

http://www.archives.gov/iwg/reports/final-report-2007.pdf
http://www.archives.gov/iwg/reports/final-report-2007.pdf


＊Please understand that Japanese are very upset about the
approved inscription of “comfort women” monument, because
you single out only Japanese military. That is unfair and is
nothing but an insult to Japanese.
＊The peaceful city of San Francisco should not be involved in
such issue by erecting memorial of one-sided allegations.
＊I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities. And also it will drive a wedge among US, South
Korea, and Japan alliance, and that will only make Communist
China and North Korea happy.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN
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President Moreno "are crimes against whole earth," is a Chinese ship rare shark indiscriminate hunting near an
economic zone?
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Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women monument”  and
 “Day of the comfort woman”  in San Francisco. （ Saint Mary
Park ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the
forthcoming meeting.
” What are the evidence or primary source to proof these
allegations? Or name the historians.

I would ask that you turn down the proposal.
【 Ecuador protests China: "I damage the resources", and
caution, President Moreno "are crimes against whole earth," is a
Chinese ship rare shark indiscriminate hunting near an economic
zone? 】（ August 20, 2017 ）
＊There was the case that a China ship with approximately 300
tons including the rare shark was captured this month in the
marine sanctuary of the world heritage Galapagos Islands offing
of South America of Ecuador.

Ecuador developed into a situation to protest the Chinese
government.

mailto:s-hikoyama@rx.tnc.ne.jp
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The operation of the Chinese big catch fleet was confirmed in the
exclusive economic zone （EEZ） neighborhood of Ecuador.

I strengthen caution to damage the marine resource of the
Chinese fishing fleet and can read the Ecuadorian side.

According to the news from the field, the Chinese ship was
captured off east approximately 64 kilos of the San Cristobal
Islands Island located at the east end of Galapagos Islands on
the night of this month 13.

Approximately 6,620 sharks including the common
hammerhead published in the endangered species list （Red List）
of the International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural
Resources （IUCN） were found in the hold.

On 18th, Ecuadorian Ministry of Foreign Affairs calls a Chinese
ambassador to the country, and they protest it.

President Moreno criticized "this by a speech for nations for 21
days, criminal to the whole not only the ecosystem of the
Galapagos Islands but also earth".

The court of the San Cristobal Islands Island announced fine
5,900,000 dollars （approximately 640 million yen） in total to 20
crew for imprisonment 4-1 years on 27th.

The Chinese ship belongs to a Chinese fishing fleet to operate
near EEZ of the archipelago south from the end of July.

I count 300 in the maximum and am comprised of a ship with
the processing ground of the fish or a carrier, a refueling ship.

The Ecuadorian navy sends high speed boats to the spot sea
area and continues watching it.

I point out that a scale and the way of approach of the fleet
may give environment, economy a blow even if the person



concerned with navy does not invade EZZ in the local media.
I stated, "sovereignty called the monopolistic use of resources

is threatened".
【 The Susi ocean fisheries minister（ Susi Pudjiastuti, Minister of
Maritime Affairs and Fisheries ） of the Indonesian woman blows
up an illegal Chinese ship in sequence [do not live on play] 】（
July 22, 2016 ）
＊Court of arbitration of the Netherlands Hague announced
decision, the issue of dominium of the Chinese South China Sea
to insist on "did not have the legal grounds" on July 12, 2016.
＊The court of arbitration of the Netherlands Hague announced
decision to authorize in "nine steps of lines" which China which
China set originally in the wide range of the South China Sea on
July 12, 2016 insisted on saying "there are not the legal
grounds".
I concluded without being able to call the place where China
pushed forward landfill "an island" legally when I could not insist
on ocean rights and interests to be concerned with the exclusive
economic zones （EEZ）.
＊About a marine advance of China by international arbitration
（the Philippines brings an action in 2013） a Chinese claim all; is
denied, and stern eyes are turned from the world.
In Indonesia in particular, I blow up the illegal Chinese ship
which Susi Pudjiastuti, ocean fisheries minister captured in
sequence and come into the limelight.
Behind Minister sushi "not to have possibilities to live on play,
and to be", and to talk so about, a China ship is blown up in
sequence.



I carried the illegal fishing boat which performed the capture to
the offing and I set an explosive and destroyed it and was able
to set in the bottom of the sea.
In May, 2015, I blew up a Chinese fishing boat and attracted
attention from the global community.
I blew up approximately 150 illegal fishing boats such as
Vietnam and the Philippines, Thailand so far.（ Most are Chinese
fishing boats above all ）
【 When the red coral poaching （plunder） of Japanese
Ogasawara Islands of the Chinese fishing boat （fleet） is too
terrible, is foreign countries, but in a topic! 】
（ November 05, 2014 ）
＊ A Chinese fishing boat flocks en masse in Ogasawara Islands
and Japanese territorial waters around Izu Islands and the
exclusive economic zone （EEZ） and poaches red coral traded at a
high price.
It is an act to violate the United Nations Convention on the Law
of the Sea which I fixed Japanese laws and ordinances and EEZ
for clearly.
The Chinese government must stop the crime of the fishermen
of the own country promptly.
I cannot deny that the control of the Japanese side for a large
number of fishing boats which flocked fell behind the curve, but
it is not permitted overlooking it.

I want to demand determined disclosure to blockade a further
rule buster.

While the 華 春瑩（Hua Chunying） spokesperson for Chinese
Ministry of Foreign Affairs was a press conference, and it was



said, "I strengthen the law-enforcement for the illegal act
sequentially", I required it to perform the control in "it is rational
and inhibitory" on the Japan side.
The Chinese fishing boat thought to be a poaching purpose had
begun to be outstanding from September, but increased
remarkably than 200 ships from the end of last month.
The control of the fishing boat to go in and out of in the port of
the own country is insufficient and is the situation that is
doubted whether the Chinese government is going to prevent it
seriously.
【 "A fishing ground perishes", and islanders get angry at the
fishing net damage of the Chinese ship 】 （ May 21, 2015 ）
＊Net - which got entangled in coral and coral broken from the
origin.
I added it to a voice to regret lost resources, and the voice to
point out the long-term damage with lateness of the
correspondence of the government and the dumped net went up
it from the fisherman of Ogasawara Islands （Tokyo） which did a
scratch of the coral poaching with the Chinese ship in one of
eyes with a clear picture on 21st.
【 300 Chinese fishing boats are Senkaku attack, the situations
of "the exceptional case" 】（ August 12, 2016 ）
＊In August, 2016, wind and cloud admits of no delay the
situation around Senkaku Islands.
The Chinese fishing boat of 300 attacked it in the Senkaku
Islands sea near the shore. A lot of Chinese public vessels
accompany it as if I protect the fishing boat.
The Japanese Government stiffens a manner at the invasion of



the unprecedented number and repeats strong protest.
One Chinese public vessel （ship belonging to the Chinese
government） invaded the around Senkaku Islands territorial
waters following a Chinese fishing boat at about 1:30 on the
afternoon of August 5, 2016.
Up to 15 Chinese public vessels entered into the contiguous zone
at the same time by 6:00 on the afternoon of 8th, and a total of
17 ships invaded the territorial waters afterwards.
I gather a large number of Chinese public vessels of up to 15 in
the same sea area while approximately 200-300 fishing boats
operate it in the contiguous zone around Senkaku Islands and try
that a phenomenon to repeat territorial waters invasion following
China fishing boat was confirmed for the first time.
＊I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities.

And also it will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and
Japan alliance, and that will only make Communist China and
North Korea happy.
＊＊Is it okay for the San Francisco to be secretly influenced and
misled by Chinese political maneuvering in your multicultural
society?
＊http://www.archives.gov/iwg/reports/final-report-2007.pdf

http://www.exordio.com/1939-
1945/codex/Documentos/report-49-USA-orig.html

Press Conference by the Chief Cabinet Secretary /January 6,
2017

http://japan.kantei.go.jp/tyoukanpress/201701/6_a.html
Thank you very much.

http://www.archives.gov/iwg/reports/final-report-2007.pdf
http://www.exordio.com/1939-1945/codex/Documentos/report-49-USA-orig.html
http://www.exordio.com/1939-1945/codex/Documentos/report-49-USA-orig.html
http://japan.kantei.go.jp/tyoukanpress/201701/6_a.html


Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN
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of the Korean woman-A Korean and the Chinese prostitution business manager who attract attention in American
major cities(March 14, 2014
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Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women monument”  and
 “Day of the comfort woman”  in San Francisco. （ Saint Mary
Park ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the
forthcoming meeting.
” What are the evidence or primary source to proof these
allegations? Or name the historians.

I would ask that you turn down the proposal.
【 The present conditions of the prostitution in the United States
of the Korean woman－A Korean and the Chinese prostitution
business manager who attract attention in American major cities
】（ March 14, 2014 ／ The Chosun Ilbo ／ Korea daily report ）
＊Findings that the scale of the prostitution market of 8 main
urban areas of America reached approximately 100 billion yen a
year （9,100 million dollars） was shown.
It is the scale more than the market of the illegal firearms, drug.
It was a Korean, or most of the Asian style "massage parlor"
which became the hotbeds of the illegal prostitution knew that a
Chinese ran it.
The American non profit organization Urban institute announced
the report which checked the sex culture of 8 American main
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cities by the request of U.S. Department of Justice under the
ground on March 12, 2014.
The report of 348 pages performed the investigation for a
prostitution supplier, the prostitute of 8 rice main cities （Denver,
Dallas, Miami, San Diego, Seattle, Washington, Atlanta, Kansas
City）, drug merchants.
The Urban institute explained, "it is the first report which I
analyzed the main underground economy such as sexual
intercourse for money markets into deeply".
Most of are estimates, but the statistics number about the
underground economy attracts attention at the point where this
report showed a comparable concrete number.
In Atlanta where it has many South Korean inhabitants that
prostitution was the most active according to the report in
subjects of survey city （7 cities except Kansas City）, the market
size is 290 million dollars a year.
It was Miami （235 million dollars）, Seattle （112 million dollars）,
Washington （103 million dollars）, Dallas （98,800,000 dollars）,
San Diego （96,600,000 dollars）, order called Denver
（39,900,000 dollars） as follows.
The total of 7 cities reached 975,300,000 dollars.
The report pointed out that most of were Koreans, or the Asian
style massage parlor was management by the Chinese through
an interview.
Most of were 40－50 generations, and the age group of the
prostitution business manager summarized the count with 40
dollars － 100 dollars （approximately 4,100 yen － 10,300 yen） in
the prostitution price.



The report was the illegal immigrant who almost entered the
country via Canada and Mexico of the prostitute of the massage
parlor again, and prostitutes went around the system store of
the prostitution business manager and pointed out that I sold
myself.
Atlanta was the best, and the income of the prostitution business
manager was 32,833 dollars per one week.
I earn 1,707,316 dollars by （52 weeks） a year.
The income per one week was Denver （31,200 dollars）, Seattle
（18,000 dollars）, Miami （17,741 dollars）, Dallas （12,025 dollars）,
Washington （11,588 dollars）, San Diego （11,588 dollars）, a
result called Kansas City （5,000 dollars） as follows
"I looked for the job offer method of the prostitute by the
prostitution supplier from the neighboring people including the
friend", and there was the most （42.5%）.
The following, a neighbor （38.4%）, a bar or a club （30.1%）.
There were relatively few Internet （21.9%）, offers （21.9%） in
the street.
There were a school （11.0%）, a store （4.1%）, the answer called
the transfer station （2.7%） to public transport, too.
In 8 cities, it was Dallas that drug traffic was the most active,
and the annual market size was 191 million dollars.
It was Atlanta （117 million dollars）, Washington （103 million
dollars）, Miami （96 million dollars）, San Diego （96 million
dollars）, order of Seattle （87 million dollars） as follows.
The total scale of the drug market of 8 cities was less than the
scale （738 million dollars = approximately 75,800 million yen） of
the firearms business market for 727 million dollars



（approximately 74,700 million yen） a little.
【 Expedition prostitution of the Korean woman in America－ The
Korean prostitution supplier who makes rapid progress in the
world 】

（ The JoongAng Ilbo ／ Korean Joong－ang Daily News ）
＊33 Korean women were arrested in Connecticut downstate
water Valley of America on June 2, 2012.
The police person concerned of Connecticut water Barry saying
"obtained information that prostitution was carried out in a
massage shop, and lasted for two months, and continued
investigating it."
I stated, "Korean massage shops increase rapidly".
The prostitution by the illegal stay Korean woman surfaces for a
social problem in the United States.
The Korean information authorities announced, "I estimate that
the inflow scale of the Korean woman that prostitution was
doubted rose in the Los Angeles City police department in 8,000
after 2004".
The Federal Bureau of Investigation （FBI）, Department of
Homeland Security, the joint control group which consisted of
more than 400 people on June 30, 2012 of the police arrested
192 Koreans such as the Korean women such as 150 in total for
the prostitution charge in California Los Angeles and San
Francisco.
In 2013, a Korean woman is arrested for the prostitution charge
in succession in Korean crowd areas of New York, Virginia, New
Jersey.
The person concerned of the Los Angeles Police says, "90% are



Koreans among 70－80 arrested prostitution women every
month".
The expedition prostitution of the Korean woman gets away from
the Korean crowd area in these days and spreads through the
U.S. Middle West, and United States judiciary authorities watch it
closely.
Besides, prostitution has been disclosed in an apartment, and
the apartments refusing the entering of the Korean woman
increase.
【 "Expedition prostitution" from Korea becomes the problem in
the United States.  】（ August 7, 2017 ）
＊A prostitution mediation group arrested for the news dated July
26, this year in last January is Korea, and "the Seattle Times"
invites women poor economically and tells when I let you sell
yourself in the northwestern part of United States including
Seattle.
It is said that they had anything to do with 5－10 people a day in
the environment that freedom is not given.
A rate is 300 dollars per hour, and 100 dollars of those passes to
the mediation group, and it is said that 200 dollars was their
share.
＊"More than 100,000 Korean women make an expedition abroad
and sell" myself
The Kim common reed member of the Diet speaks, more than
100,000 Korean women make an expedition abroad, and "they
sell" themselves by Diet government inspection of October, 2010
in Korea.
According to her, it is said that the Korean woman performing



"expedition prostitution" puts 250, other New Zealand, China,
Hong Kong, United States together in 2,500, Guam in 50,000
people, Australia in Japan and reaches 100,000.
In addition, "the ratio of Korean women who came for expedition
prostitution according to the American official statistics （among
foreign prostitutes of the United States） appears in the news
called 23.5%" in this March （"NEWSTOWN"）.
This greatly touches a difference in Thailand （11.7%） of the
second place, Peru （10.0%） of the third place in most ratios
among American foreign prostitutes.
＊Korea with much expedition prostitution too－The much
prostitution is outstanding in an international crime.
According to "as a result of report international crime intensive
control that the Korean National Police Agency announced in
August, 2015," there seemed to be the most crimes in
conjunction with the prostitution in the international crimes such
as passport forgery, the forgery illegality emigration and
immigration that occurred for 50 days until from July 6, the
same year to August 25.
The concrete breakdown was included in the Korean man who
paid you for sex in the gringa who sold himself／herself in the
Korean woman, country that sold themselves in a foreign
country in a foreign country.
＊Reason to meddle with expedition prostitution
It will have to be the background that there is the economical
poverty.
Besides, Korea has a big man and woman pay gap, too.
A man and woman pay gap of 2016 was 36%, and, according to



the news of "the newspaper for women", there was a difference
most in OECD member nations.
●The peaceful city of San Francisco should not be involved in
such issue by erecting memorial of one－sided allegations.

Dear Board of Supervisors, Dear Supervisors of City and
County of San Francisco.
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the
forthcoming meeting.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3－5 Kuniyoshida 6－choume,suruga－ku,shizuoka－city,shizuoka－
Prefecture 422－8004,JAPAN
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Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women monument”  and
 “Day of the comfort woman”  in San Francisco. （ Saint Mary
Park ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the
forthcoming meeting.
” What are the evidence or primary source to proof these
allegations? Or name the historians.

I would ask that you turn down the proposal.
【 The present conditions of the prostitution in the United States
of the Korean woman－A Korean and the Chinese prostitution
business manager who attract attention in American major cities
】（ March 14, 2014 ／ The Chosun Ilbo ／ Korea daily report ）
＊Findings that the scale of the prostitution market of 8 main
urban areas of America reached approximately 100 billion yen a
year （9,100 million dollars） was shown.
It is the scale more than the market of the illegal firearms, drug.
It was a Korean, or most of the Asian style "massage parlor"
which became the hotbeds of the illegal prostitution knew that a
Chinese ran it.
The American non profit organization Urban institute announced
the report which checked the sex culture of 8 American main
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cities by the request of U.S. Department of Justice under the
ground on March 12, 2014.
The report of 348 pages performed the investigation for a
prostitution supplier, the prostitute of 8 rice main cities （Denver,
Dallas, Miami, San Diego, Seattle, Washington, Atlanta, Kansas
City）, drug merchants.
The Urban institute explained, "it is the first report which I
analyzed the main underground economy such as sexual
intercourse for money markets into deeply".
Most of are estimates, but the statistics number about the
underground economy attracts attention at the point where this
report showed a comparable concrete number.
In Atlanta where it has many South Korean inhabitants that
prostitution was the most active according to the report in
subjects of survey city （7 cities except Kansas City）, the market
size is 290 million dollars a year.
It was Miami （235 million dollars）, Seattle （112 million dollars）,
Washington （103 million dollars）, Dallas （98,800,000 dollars）,
San Diego （96,600,000 dollars）, order called Denver
（39,900,000 dollars） as follows.
The total of 7 cities reached 975,300,000 dollars.
The report pointed out that most of were Koreans, or the Asian
style massage parlor was management by the Chinese through
an interview.
Most of were 40－50 generations, and the age group of the
prostitution business manager summarized the count with 40
dollars － 100 dollars （approximately 4,100 yen － 10,300 yen） in
the prostitution price.



The report was the illegal immigrant who almost entered the
country via Canada and Mexico of the prostitute of the massage
parlor again, and prostitutes went around the system store of
the prostitution business manager and pointed out that I sold
myself.
Atlanta was the best, and the income of the prostitution business
manager was 32,833 dollars per one week.
I earn 1,707,316 dollars by （52 weeks） a year.
The income per one week was Denver （31,200 dollars）, Seattle
（18,000 dollars）, Miami （17,741 dollars）, Dallas （12,025 dollars）,
Washington （11,588 dollars）, San Diego （11,588 dollars）, a
result called Kansas City （5,000 dollars） as follows
"I looked for the job offer method of the prostitute by the
prostitution supplier from the neighboring people including the
friend", and there was the most （42.5%）.
The following, a neighbor （38.4%）, a bar or a club （30.1%）.
There were relatively few Internet （21.9%）, offers （21.9%） in
the street.
There were a school （11.0%）, a store （4.1%）, the answer called
the transfer station （2.7%） to public transport, too.
In 8 cities, it was Dallas that drug traffic was the most active,
and the annual market size was 191 million dollars.
It was Atlanta （117 million dollars）, Washington （103 million
dollars）, Miami （96 million dollars）, San Diego （96 million
dollars）, order of Seattle （87 million dollars） as follows.
The total scale of the drug market of 8 cities was less than the
scale （738 million dollars = approximately 75,800 million yen） of
the firearms business market for 727 million dollars



（approximately 74,700 million yen） a little.
【 Expedition prostitution of the Korean woman in America－ The
Korean prostitution supplier who makes rapid progress in the
world 】

（ The JoongAng Ilbo ／ Korean Joong－ang Daily News ）
＊33 Korean women were arrested in Connecticut downstate
water Valley of America on June 2, 2012.
The police person concerned of Connecticut water Barry saying
"obtained information that prostitution was carried out in a
massage shop, and lasted for two months, and continued
investigating it."
I stated, "Korean massage shops increase rapidly".
The prostitution by the illegal stay Korean woman surfaces for a
social problem in the United States.
The Korean information authorities announced, "I estimate that
the inflow scale of the Korean woman that prostitution was
doubted rose in the Los Angeles City police department in 8,000
after 2004".
The Federal Bureau of Investigation （FBI）, Department of
Homeland Security, the joint control group which consisted of
more than 400 people on June 30, 2012 of the police arrested
192 Koreans such as the Korean women such as 150 in total for
the prostitution charge in California Los Angeles and San
Francisco.
In 2013, a Korean woman is arrested for the prostitution charge
in succession in Korean crowd areas of New York, Virginia, New
Jersey.
The person concerned of the Los Angeles Police says, "90% are



Koreans among 70－80 arrested prostitution women every
month".
The expedition prostitution of the Korean woman gets away from
the Korean crowd area in these days and spreads through the
U.S. Middle West, and United States judiciary authorities watch it
closely.
Besides, prostitution has been disclosed in an apartment, and
the apartments refusing the entering of the Korean woman
increase.
【 "Expedition prostitution" from Korea becomes the problem in
the United States.  】（ August 7, 2017 ）
＊A prostitution mediation group arrested for the news dated July
26, this year in last January is Korea, and "the Seattle Times"
invites women poor economically and tells when I let you sell
yourself in the northwestern part of United States including
Seattle.
It is said that they had anything to do with 5－10 people a day in
the environment that freedom is not given.
A rate is 300 dollars per hour, and 100 dollars of those passes to
the mediation group, and it is said that 200 dollars was their
share.
＊"More than 100,000 Korean women make an expedition abroad
and sell" myself
The Kim common reed member of the Diet speaks, more than
100,000 Korean women make an expedition abroad, and "they
sell" themselves by Diet government inspection of October, 2010
in Korea.
According to her, it is said that the Korean woman performing



"expedition prostitution" puts 250, other New Zealand, China,
Hong Kong, United States together in 2,500, Guam in 50,000
people, Australia in Japan and reaches 100,000.
In addition, "the ratio of Korean women who came for expedition
prostitution according to the American official statistics （among
foreign prostitutes of the United States） appears in the news
called 23.5%" in this March （"NEWSTOWN"）.
This greatly touches a difference in Thailand （11.7%） of the
second place, Peru （10.0%） of the third place in most ratios
among American foreign prostitutes.
＊Korea with much expedition prostitution too－The much
prostitution is outstanding in an international crime.
According to "as a result of report international crime intensive
control that the Korean National Police Agency announced in
August, 2015," there seemed to be the most crimes in
conjunction with the prostitution in the international crimes such
as passport forgery, the forgery illegality emigration and
immigration that occurred for 50 days until from July 6, the
same year to August 25.
The concrete breakdown was included in the Korean man who
paid you for sex in the gringa who sold himself／herself in the
Korean woman, country that sold themselves in a foreign
country in a foreign country.
＊Reason to meddle with expedition prostitution
It will have to be the background that there is the economical
poverty.
Besides, Korea has a big man and woman pay gap, too.
A man and woman pay gap of 2016 was 36%, and, according to



the news of "the newspaper for women", there was a difference
most in OECD member nations.
●The peaceful city of San Francisco should not be involved in
such issue by erecting memorial of one－sided allegations.

Dear Board of Supervisors, Dear Supervisors of City and
County of San Francisco.
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the
forthcoming meeting.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3－5 Kuniyoshida 6－choume,suruga－ku,shizuoka－city,shizuoka－
Prefecture 422－8004,JAPAN



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: * It"ll be a reference data, so please check it.* I demand "solution to issue of comfort woman" in front of

Korean university students, the Japanese consulate general of Chicago, U.S. and demonstrate
Date: Wednesday, September 20, 2017 12:51:44 PM

＊Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
＊Dear Mayor of San Francisco, member of a municipal assembly,
park executive committee
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco city. （ Saint Mary square Park. ）

I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊Dear Supervisors of City and County of San Francisco
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco.
” What are the evidence or primary source to proof these
allegations? Or name the historians.

I would ask that you turn down the proposal.
【 I demand "solution to issue of comfort woman" in front of
Korean university students, the Japanese consulate general of
Chicago, U.S. and demonstrate 】
（ August 4, 2017 ）
＊ On August 3, 2017, according to the Korea, O my news, a
demonstration for the solution to issue of comfort woman was
performed in front of the Japanese consulate general in Chicago,
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U.S. for two days （local time）.
Two Korean university students who began the trip that it
crossed the American continent by bicycle to have led a
demonstration to inform the truth of the issue of comfort woman
in this June.
I arrive at Chicago on July 31, and it is said that I prepared for a
demonstration.
Approximately 20 people including the woman human rights
group of Americas interest person corps and Chicago participated
in a demonstration and accused the authorization of the crime
about the Japanese military comfort woman, the investigation of
the comfort woman, legal compensation, the record to a
Japanese history textbook, the punishment of the person in
charge.
I hung one month or more, and two people who left Los Angeles
ran at the distance more than 3,500 kilos by bicycle until I
arrived at Chicago and told it about a comfort woman problem in
various parts of America.
After two people finished the interchange with the cycling team
and an interview with the local media in Chicago; Washington D.
which is the next destination on 6th C. For に; is going to buy it.
【 I ask the U.S. government for cooperation to Korea
teitsuikyou（"The Korean Council for the Women Drafted for

Military Comfort woman by Japan"[）, Japan-Korea agreement
destruction 】（ July 29, 2017 ）
＊On July 28, 2017, according to Korea, alliance news, a Korean
citizen group demanded cooperation of the U.S. Government
toward issue of comfort woman Japan and Korea agreement



destruction fixed on December 28, 2015 between the Japan-
Korea government.
teitsuikyou "The Korean Council for the Women Drafted for
Military Comfort woman by Japan" held a press conference in
front of a U.S. Embassy in Korea on 28th and stated, "I require
the U.S. Government and a solidarity and cooperation of the
global community so that Japan-Korea comfort woman
agreement invalidity of the end of 2015 and the demand of the
victim were accepted".
Furthermore, it is said, teitsuikyou "the world effort was
threatened with a comfort woman victim by a Japan-Korea
agreement of the end of 2015";, in "the Japan-Korea
government, whereabouts of authorization and apology, the
compensation that did well were going to terminate a problem
for 1 billion yen through the agreement that was not apparent. I
stated, it was the agreement that got rid of a demand and the
human rights of the victim.
I mentioned correspondence of America and criticized it saying
"the U.S. Government recommended the agreement of the
comfort woman to the Japan and Korea government when I saw
the remark of the person concerned with American government
reported before and after Japan-Korea agreement of 2015
though the Japanese Government which was an assailant did not
have the posture that apology compensated and approached".
teitsuikyou handed the US Embassy side the publicly written
acceptance which required an exhibition of the whole comfort
woman-related official document owned by the U.S. Government
and interference interruption of the U.S. Government for the



Japan-Korea comfort woman agreement, right security of the
human rights recovery of the comfort woman victim required.
【 Wristband production with all a justice memory foundation,
the heart's desire of "comfort woman" victim
HARUMONI（Korean：Grandmother） 】

（ August 07, 2017 ）
＊Carve with which "my heart did not lose", and an exhibition
provides a definition memory foundation, seven colors of
wristbands to a supporter; on Wednesday at a meeting as for
the sale 
I produced the wristband of the prismatic colors that "definition
memory foundation for solution to issue of comfort woman"
（following definition memory foundation） included the testimony
such as a wish and the will of HARUMONI （grandmother） of the
"comfort woman" victim in and released it.
The definition memory foundation published white, an orange,
yellow, the photograph of seven colors of wristbands including
the light blue in Facebook on this month 4.
【 It is a demand by return to Japan of approval 1 billion yen,
the dismantling of the settlement, healing foundation in the
Seoul municipal assembly "renegotiation demand resolution of
the Korea day comfort woman agreement" 】（ February 17,
2017 ）
＊Seoul municipal assembly passes "the renegotiation demand
resolution of the Korea day comfort woman agreement"
The Seoul municipal assembly held the 272nd, a temporary
plenary session on 17th, and Seoul Special City assembly
approved "the renegotiation demand resolution of the Korea day



comfort woman agreement". 
The resolution destroyed "the agreement about the Japan forces
comfort woman victim problem" that the Korean Minister of
Foreign Affairs and the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Japan bound
together on December 28, 2015 and included the contents which
returned 1 billion yen that I received from the Japanese
Government. 
In addition, for the observance of a contract of the comfort
woman agreement, content to promote the dismantling of a
settlement, the healing foundation which started in last July was
included. 
In addition to the Seoul municipal assembly, in the Korean
Democratic Party, " Contribution promotes it based on this
resolution passage with the government ignoring the opinion of
the victim to return done 1 billion yen to the Japanese
Government promptly" announced, "I push on for the
dismantling of the settlement, healing foundation that damaged
honor and the human rights of comfort woman victims seriously
and the renegotiation of the comfort woman agreement".
＊The peaceful city of San Francisco should not be involved in
such issue by erecting memorial of one-sided allegations.
＊I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: 彦山 進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: * *It"ll be a reference data, so please check it.●Times Square "electric signboard "Gunkanjima hell island" of

New York advertisement" in America
Date: Thursday, September 21, 2017 1:43:08 AM
Attachments: Location of Gunkanjima (an official name Hashima) movie 007 sky fall Nagasaki_Hashim.png

Okinoshima .jxr

Dear Supervisors of City and County of San Francisco
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco. （ Saint Mary Park ）
【 Times Square "electric signboard "Gunkanjima hell island" of
New York advertisement" in America 】（ July 16, 2017 ）
●"There was the red light district for exclusive use of the Korean
in Gunkanjima"
In Gunkanjima （official name, Hashima） registered with the
UNESCO as Industrial Revolution inheritance of Meiji Japan, it
was today in the place that many tourists visited.
However, Korea greatly objected by UNESCO registration, and
there were plural stormy voyages.
（ the Korean Minister of Foreign Affairs visited Germany Croatia
and asked for a negative vote, and they asked for a negative
vote, and, in New York, America, the Korea government sent a
request to Malaysian Minister of Foreign Affairs to vote against
each member of the council of the United Nations. The Minister
of Foreign Affairs agreed each other's world heritage registration
by voting mutually, but, at the real resolution meeting, I took it
back and performed a counterproposal and was confused
afterwards. ）
＊"Munakata, Okinoshima" world heritage registration of Japan,
all countries except Korea support a suit of Japan（ July 10, 2017
）
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"Island where God dwells" in "Munakata, Okinoshima and the
inheritance group concerned" are comprised of eight assets
including "Munakata big shrine side Tsunomiya" of Okinoshima
and the Kyushu mainland floating in the Sea of Genkai and pray
for the security of the voyage and convey a tradition to admire
Okinoshima in now.
"Munakata, Okinoshima and the inheritance group of Fukuoka
concerned" were decided on a world heritage. All the assets that
registration was anxious about concerned were registered.
It was a claim on the Korea side that "57,900 Koreans from
Korea Peninsula were made to do forced labor in seven facilities
among UNESCO registration 23 facilities.", but is such a claim
equal to a fact?
Coal was mined in Gunkanjima from 1890.
More than 480 meters in length, 5,300 people lived in
Gunkanjima of the size of 180 meters in width and, in the 1950s
of the heyday, recorded the world's best population density.
While I did so it, it was closed in 1974 and became the
uninhabited island state now.
The director "Sakamoto" of the NPO corporation "meeting which
registered Gunkanjima with a world heritage" lived in
Gunkanjima from a sixth grader to a twelfth grader. 
"Sakamoto" recollects it in this way.
"Father entered Gunkanjima at other districts as a coal man, but
life levels were completely different. It was before TV still spread
in earnest, but Gunkanjima had a washing machine and a
refrigerator let alone TV in those days in almost all families, too.
The work was great, but the salary of father remembers that it



was much higher than other places. Let alone a mall,
amusement complexes such as pachinkos were enough, too. At
the same time, until before when the Anti-Prostitution Law was
enforced in 1957, there was "a red light district". According to
the story of father, there were three places of red light districts
in Gunkanjima, and one of those was for exclusive use of a
Korean."
It is "Kurosawa" who wrote the book called "an introduction to
Gunkanjima" that I study Gunkanjima more than ten years, and
the existence of "the red light district" confirmed based on
testimony of former islanders. 
"Kurosawa" says in this way.
"There were seven places of red light districts in Gunkanjima in
the Taisho era （1912-1926）, and there were approximately 20
women there. There were around three women in one place.
After that it is the Showa era （1927-1945）, and three places of
red light districts will exist at the mall of the southern part
located the south of the island in Gunkanjima. As something
about "Honda" where Nagasaki Shimbun-sha is one of the red
light districts of Gunkanjima for 1,933 years （Honda, name of
the brothel） "the existence that recognizes services of fatigue
and the mind and body of miners covered with culm. This
（existence of the red light district） is another section of
Hashima." （Gunkanjima） I put an article by というような
contents. A red light district called such "Honda" （Honda） and
"Morimoto" （Morimoto） was a product for Japanese, and the red
light district named "Yoshida Dental Trade Distribution"
（Yoshida） was for exclusive use of a Korean. By the way, as for



the woman who worked in "Yoshida Dental Trade Distribution"
（Yoshida）, all the members were Korean women
The photographer "Sakai" of the freelance spoke it based on the
testimony of former islanders in this way.
"Three places of red light districts had ten women in total. Not a
woman in her 10s or 20s, it was a considerably elderly woman."
Many Koreans worked in Gunkanjima from the 1920s.
Koreans came over to Gunkanjima for the work that could
receive a high salary.
There was the Korean who entered Gunkanjima in the form of
the illegal entry without receiving official permission in that.
Therefore the Japanese police at the time supervised them and
sent it back home forcibly.
（ A Korean blogger: Mr. Vander build ）
●The front, Korean MBC broadcasting station collected data on it
for a while in conjunction with Gunkanjima （as for the Nagasaki
jurisdiction, the official name "Hashima"） registered with the
UNESCO as a world heritage.
Including MBC, there is a photograph used widely in Korea.
It is the photograph which a worker standing in the state that
became jet-black appears in, but this is a figure of the Japanese
worker of the roadwork spot that is past, and was published in
Hokkaido Shimbun and is not a Korean.
Furthermore, Korea uses the photograph which a man lies at a
small place and mines well, but this is gallery photograph of the
Fukuoka Chikuho coal mine.
We gave such an explanation on the Korean MBC side.
By the way, such explanation was not reflected by the broadcast



of MBC as expected.
In the first place it wanted to tell a Korean about a fact （Fact）,
and it is one to have accepted coverage on the Korean MBC side.
The beginning of July, "Gunkanjima played hell island" and an
advertisement to insist on for an electric signboard
advertisement of Times Square of New York, America.
By the advertisement, the photograph which pointed out that it
was a mistake was just passed to the Korean MBC side.
（ A Korean blogger: Mr. Vander build ）
【 It is the Korean name in Times Square of New York: As a
result of having handed 100,000 dollars to a Korean so that Tok-
do （the Japanese name: Takeshima） put an advertisement 】（
February 07, 2014 ）
＊Singer Kim Jean feces are the Korean names for 2,012 years: I
knew that advertisement costs approximately 53,000 of 100,000
dollars of Times Square of New York that I contributed to appeal
to the world about the issue of Tok-do （the Japanese name:
Takeshima） and comfort woman, America were not paid to the
American advertising agency.

The 徐 敬徳: Seo Gyeong-deok Sungshin University professor
paid this donation to the acting advertisement supplier "ISEA
communication" that Mr. South Korean American CHO HYONJUN
resident in New York ran as advertisement costs.
The company made a contract with agency "city outdoor"
specialized in American outdoor advertising and notified an
advertisement for three months.
However, the city outdoor caused suit for approximately 70,000
dollars including advertisement charges and advertisement



withdrawal costs for the failure to pay in the New York district
court saying, "ISEA communication did not pay advertisement
charges 53,000 dollars for two months of （12 years） November
and December" in last June.
In addition, Mr. CHO HYONJUN does not pay the advertisement
charges of the video advertisement of the bibimbap which the
entertainment program production staff of a certain TV station
notified on an electric signboard of Times Square for one month
of November, 12 （4,000 dollars） to the city outdoor either, and
this matter is included in the suit documents which the company
submitted to the court.
【 Rusk letter ／Draft Treaty of Peace with Japan／ChapterII
Territorial Clauses, Article 3 】（ December 29, 1949 ）
＊ The document which the United States replied as final decision
for a request book about the profit that postwar, territory of
Japan had for the United States of America Government where
the rusk letter was drafting the San Francisco Peace Treaty after
World War II by the Republic of Korea Government and the
Korea government enjoyed on August 10, 1951.
The 54th American Secretary of State rusk: "There is never that
Takeshima was Korea territory in history".
http:／／livedoor.blogimg.jp／toua2chdqn／imgs／c／9／c9e91a0d.jpg
The Japanese name: It becomes one evidence of Takeshima
being a territory of Japan.

（ about process of the Takeshima capture of the Korean
government and the illegal occupation, it depends on a different
document. ）
＊We know that American people cherish and esteem fairness,

http://livedoor.blogimg.jp/toua2chdqn/imgs/c/9/c9e91a0d.jpg


justice, and truth. We wish that this controversial issue may not
cause damage to a very important friendly relation among the
countries.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN
 



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: * It"ll be a reference data, so please check it.* 15 youths of the Korean Zionism group "興士団(흥사단:

FUNSADAN)" member go for a comfort woman image pilgrimage
Date: Wednesday, September 20, 2017 12:48:45 PM

＊Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
＊Dear Mayor of San Francisco, member of a municipal assembly,
park executive committee
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco city. （ Saint Mary square Park. ）

I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊Dear Supervisors of City and County of San Francisco
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco.
” What are the evidence or primary source to proof these
allegations? Or name the historians.

I would ask that you turn down the proposal.
【 15 youths of the Korean Zionism group "興士団（흥사
단:FUNSADAN）" member go for a comfort woman image
pilgrimage 】（ August 08, 2017 ）
＊15 young men who is the member of the Zionism group "興士
団（흥사단:FUNSADAN）" which set sail for comfort woman image
pilgrims of the whole country tie each other's fingers with the
meaning of the promise to protect a comfort woman image
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ahead of departure from pilgrimage in front of Japan consulate
general former comfort woman image of Pusan City Higashi-ku
in the morning on 7th.
Members last between for 17 days and 16 nights until 24th and
walk 820 kilos from Pusan to Seoul and demand the withdrawal
of the agreement from the whole country on a Korea day over
the comfort woman problem while making a pilgrimage to the
established comfort woman image and are a plan to remind you
of interest and the nation public opinion for the renegotiation.
【 An 興士団（흥사단：FUNSADAN）United States committee part
develops "Korea day comfort woman agreement sentence
destruction exercise". 】

（ April 29, 2017 ）
＊The 興士団（흥사단：FUNSADAN）Americas （the United States）
committee part （chairperson = Yoon Chan-Ewi） decided to be
joint with American woman and the Chinese and Korean people
（Korean） countryman who shared human rights exercise engine,
will with the goal of development of the destruction of the
government agreement sentence and the 1 billion yen return
exercise of Japanese Government by the 12.28 agreement, the
excavation of the sex slave document of the whole world and
preservation, sustained development of the public information
business on Korea day which agreed on December 28, 2015.
The person concerned of the 興士団（흥사단：FUNSADAN）Americas
committee part including the Yoon Yoon Chan-Ewi chairperson
（the center） conveying this at the press conference on the 27th.
＊興士団（흥사단：FUNSADAN）=（The personality cultivation group
which Korean independent campaigner 安 昌浩（Ahn Chang-ho）



formed in the United States in 1913.）
I issued "an 興士団（흥사단：FUNSADAN）report" by the
reincarnation of the 新民会 （신민피:SHINMINFI） and made an
effort for the news inside and outside the 興士団（흥사
단：FUNSADAN）and the enlightenment of the general overseas
countryman and moved the headquarters to Seoul in the 8.15
light return next.
【 The Korean government after starting re-inspection of the
agreement Japan-Korea by the issue of comfort woman 】（
August 1, 2017 ）
＊Korean Ministry of Foreign Affairs announced that they installed
a taskforce of 康 京和 （Kang Kyung-wha） Minister of Foreign
Affairs direct control to inspect an agreement between the
Japan-Korea government over the issue of comfort woman
announced on December 28, 2015 on 31st.
The private expert investigates participation, negotiations
process and agreement contents, too and gathers a report within
this year.
文 在寅（Moon Jae-in）President of Koreaa does not mention a
renegotiation while pointing out, "the majority of nations are not
accepted emotionally" about the agreement that declared "the
final and irreversible solution to problem".
But Korean Foreign Minister 康 京和（Kang Kyung-wha）declares
the renegotiation depending on an inspection result saying "it
can become one choice", and the report of the taskforce seems
to control a coping policy of the civil administration right.
As for the chairperson of the taskforce, duty, a member are nine
including Mr.呉 泰奎 of the Han-Kyoreh former article general



manager.
Japan-Korea relations and international law, specialists in issue

of human rights increase.
I called for Korean Foreign Minister 康 京和（Kang Kyung-

wha）saying "I want to stand at the victim-centered point of view
and to examine an agreement minutely".
【 It is a greeting of the New Year in a comfort woman image of
the peace 】（ January 26, 2017 ）
＊I inform a comfort woman image of the peace that "a meeting
protecting Pusan National Univ. student KYOREHANA comfort
woman image" was set up in front of the Japanese consulate
general of Pusan on 26th of the New Year. 
●I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities.

And also it will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and
Japan alliance, and that will only make Communist China and
North Korea happy.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: Wada Masako
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: 9/19 meeting on “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of 

San Francisco.”
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 5:18:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort 
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

You are allowing North Korean Political maneuvering and Chinese communist 
party to secretly influence SF citizens. This resolution will create racial conflict

and definitely weaken a tie between Japan and United States alliance to promote 
world democracy.

I have read the resolution, and found out there are so many factual errors.  SF must 
not make a historical judgment without investigation and verifications.

Are you really sure you want to add more power to Chinese communist government 
and North Korea's totalitarian president in this midst of serious crisis.

Sincerely,  seriously concerned SF citizen.
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From: Monjiro Kogarashi
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: A letter from a Japanese citizen about the Resolution of "Comfort Women" Day
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 10:33:03 PM

Dear Sirs/Madams,
This is a message from a Japanese. I would sincerely appreciate it if you could
possibly give my two cents worth a read. 
 
With all due respect, I am strongly against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017,
as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”
 
My burning question is this: If “Comfort Women” during World War Ⅱ really matters
to you , why in the world you Board of Supervisors can be shamefully silent on what’s
going on in East Asia. There can be no double standard in this regard.
 
The facts speak for themselves. According to The Black Book of Communism:
Crimes, Terror, Repression by French historian Stéphane Courtois, published in
1997, after the Second World War more than 65 million Chinese have been killed
under Communist China, and over 2 million Koreans killed in North Korea.
Humanitarian abuses are happening at this very moment in Tibet, East Turkistan, and
Southern Mongolia. The people’s Liberation Army of China is carrying out
cyberattacks against the world day in and day out. Numerous people in several
countries, presumably including one American named David Sneddon, have been
abducted by North Korea. Chinese naval forces repeatedly invade territorial waters of
Vietnam, the Philippines, and Japan. Beijing continues to crack down on human-
rights activists of China and democratic movements in Hong Kong. Seoul routinely
gives in to anti-Japan, anti-American, and pro-Pyongyang domestic pressure, at the
expense of universal values like the rule of law and freedom of speech even right
now.
 

Yet, these autocratic forces opportunistically play up “Japan’s wartime crimes” all
around the world without meeting the burden of proof just to cover up their
humanitarian crimes. What is essentially wrong with your claim of "comfort women" is
that it is fueled not by love, reason, and pursuit of truth, but by fury, hatred, and a
burning desire to humiliate Japan. It is time to say enough is enough.
 
In 1862 President Abraham Lincoln described the United States as “the last best
hope of earth”. In 2015 Japan’s Prime Minister Shinzo Abe came to the U.S. congress
and urged, “let us call the U.S.-Japan alliance, an alliance of hope. Let the two of us,
America and Japan, join our hands together and do our best to make the world a
better, a much better, place to live.”
 

I would say that the alliance between Japan and the United States is the last best
hope of leadership in East Asia. Honoring the rule of law, contracts and covenants,
and the elevation of freedom―these are what both countries have held dear
throughout their history. We should never give in to the Orwellian propaganda like
“Korean wartime sex slaves” spewed by some who reject these values. No less than
freedom of the world depends on it.  
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Thank you for your attention.
Monjiro Kogarashi
 



From: netpub_test2@yahoo.co.jp
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: About Korean Comfort Women.
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 12:28:25 AM

Dear Sirs/Madams,

I want you to know the reason of Koreans' making the works of Anti-Japan.

I checked Comfort Women and news of South Korea. Therefore I knew that South Koreans
were going to destroy relations of Japan and the United States and South Korea with
Korean American betrayers.
Anti-Japanism of South Koreans is already religion. Please do not use Comfort Women
Issue for the politics. 

I wrote a true problem of Comfort Women Issue in my Blog. Please spread this fact to
many people if you read my Blog and are shocked.
https://ameblo.jp/recrutarou/entry-12300711328.html

 For about my Blog, I am imforming Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the country where an
event of Comfort Women was carried out in the same method.

Very truly yours,
F. Morita(a Japanese)

mailto:netpub_test2@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: sei chang
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: About [Comfort Woman Day]
Date: Wednesday, September 20, 2017 2:09:59 AM

Dear "wise" Congressman San Francisco.

I heard that "day of comfort women" is enacted in San Francisco City this time I can not bear
even if I can stay even if I write such a mail.

First of all, please see the linked page.

http://japanbroadcasting.net/Scottsboro.html

I know that Americans are citizens seeking justice and truth.
First of all, could you please check the truth of history again?
· Why did Japan enter the war?
· Flows until Japan reaches consolidation of the Korean Peninsula.
· Peninsular situation in the annexation era (especially education, economics)
· How and when did the "comfort women problem" grow into a problem like today?

I think that you can see various materials in the USA where information disclosure is
progressing.

Please check out what is right and what is wrong.
Best regards

Seiji Hirai

mailto:seisei210@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
http://japanbroadcasting.net/Scottsboro.html


From: 吉原 真由美
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: About the "Resolution declaring September 22,2017,as Comfort Women Day in the City and Country of San

Francisco"
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 12:40:12 AM

Dear, Board of Supervisors,
 
I have accepted your mail.
 
You say that you will check my mail on September 26,2017. 
 
But it is too late. It is not in time for stopping WAR at Korean peninsula.
 
Because this resolution will break the American and the Japanese partnership.
 
Please check my mail right now, please. And stop declaring this Day.
 
Sincerely, Mayumi Yoshihara.
 
Shiga Japan.
 
 
 
 

mailto:my-0216@gaia.eonet.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Kaoru Taguchi
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: About the comfort women resolution
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 6:41:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.” I have read the resolution, and
found out there are many factual errors.
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verifications.

Sincerely,

Kaoru Taguchi 
337Undercliff ave #2
Edgewater  NJ 07020

mailto:tkaoru0308@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: 俊介三輪
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Against Comfort women resolution
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 5:02:05 AM

Dear Board of Supevisors

I heard that September 22nd will be the day for forced comfort women from Korea.
I am totally against it.

I am sorry about the women.
But there is no evidence that Japan forced them. And Korea has been setting up monuments of
the forced comfort girl in front of Japanese embassy.
This is against international law.

Japan has been supporting them through Asian women's fund as they are victims in world war
2.
They never mention it.

It is impossible to respect their action as long as things against international law have been
done.

America is neither Japan nor Korea.
I wonder why people in San Francisco need to have such a day.

This is an issue between Japan and Korea. 
I'd like people in San Francisco to be neutral.

Thank you.
Shunsue Miwa

mailto:miwasanshiro@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: setsuko matsui
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Against the comfort women Resolution (Setp.22, 2017)
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 7:45:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

It was the government of North Korea who abducted violently 13 years old Japanese girl
(MEGUMI YOKOTA) in 1977( 40 years ago) and sill does not return her to Japan.

North and South Korean government's comfort women issue is ONLY to
hide to the world,  their own atrocities  Their final object is to weaken Japan and
to withdraw any apologies but continue to profit from offerings from Japan.

The Sun (= the law of universe)  is always watching the human's behavior..
What we act now, absolutely return to us  in the future.

Please do not mislead the world.  It comes back to you.

Setsuko Matsui
Oakville, Ontario, Canada

mailto:scsmsun39@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Toshiichi Shinohara
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Against your resolution of comfort women
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 6:59:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am strongly against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in
the City and County of San Francisco.”
 
The comfort women were created by Korean and anti-Japan Japanese who believe that
apologizing is expressing their conscience, regardless of the facts.
It will promote hostility towards the Japanese American community, including increasing
tensions between Asian American.
 
The resolution, rather than promoting inclusion, will promote intolerance.

Sincerely,
Tishiichi SHINOHARA
 
Suehiro 1-1-17
Hasudashi, Saitamaken
349-0124
Japan

mailto:shinohara@ace.ocn.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Masatake Fushijima
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Comfort Lady Stature and Dayf
Date: Friday, September 22, 2017 6:54:34 AM

Dear Sirs and Madames,

I would like to state my opinion against Comfort Lady Day in Sanfrancisco. This issue is not
verified historically and will give a wrong and hatrid impression to young generation of both
side. Please examine the facts and reconsider the decision. Thank you very much. 

mailto:mfushijima@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: kazu
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Comfort Women
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 7:22:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco
It will create conflict between Chinese and Korean background citizens and
Japanese background citizens in SF. It is not good in your multicultural society.
Sincerely,

japan yasuyuki tanaka

mailto:mosconipool9@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: masahiko_022@yahoo.co.jp
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 10:31:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I am strongly against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women
Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”
The comfort women issue deals with matters between foreign governments and has
nothing to do with SF.  I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
and next time City and County of San Francisco is strongly assist for 
vietnampeoples making   koreanarmy killing Vietnam War casualtiesDay 
yourCity and County of San Francisco is not korean City and County   
live in SF korean politic and citizens is thinking about City and County of San
Francisco isnot US  
 thinking risk of SF   
It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for incidents that occurred
outside of this country. I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.          
        
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verifications.
Sincerely,
 

mailto:masahiko_022@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
http://search.yahoo.co.jp/r/FOR=FqPqj31V3ihP4KJHgMLISCmxQh7KSAl5pDJKZdR0B5A7jfBwiGSWQF5UYuggE.opUQTB1kemSY4cXTCj2QWYy1exwbQ_Yd.yB2Dn_LxktXMtiEg8rNfUaemsE.EyjZW.xbyMgjJjbnI6de3.IPNy2tM.AjD490.c_jLChDTFMoag2CNwZ6znin0MSlCPZ_3Y17P1eAJgLX9LPEYmSOpZGrTvQh3Cr1sW747Lf6mhcJkjJlL80g--/_ylt=A7YWNMhPQ8FZfB4AToCDTwx.;_ylu=X3oDMTBtNHJhZXRnBHBvcwMxBHNlYwNzcgRzbGsDdGl0bGU-/SIG=128qj8rno/EXP=1505938703/**https%3A//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vietnam_War_casualties


From: Shindo Ikumi
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Comfort Women Day
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 10:50:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

'Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of
San Francisco'

Are Vietnamese women who were raped by Korean men during Vietnam War also included in
'comfort women' which you define as !?
https://laidaihanjustice.org/
http://ireport.cnn.com/docs/DOC-1190246

I hope you care about not only Chinese and Korean women but also ALL women who were
sexually abused during any wars...

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:ikumi194@hotmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
https://laidaihanjustice.org/
http://ireport.cnn.com/docs/DOC-1190246


From: Shinko Araki
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Comfort Women Day
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 3:00:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

First of all,
As a woman, I strongly feel sympathy for women who had to sell your body because of poverty especially in war
time.
As a Japanese, I feel very sorry for Korean women who were used by our country's military.
Japanese government have been trying to take a responsibility, and almost all Japanese people support it.

However, I  can't accept  “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and
County of San Francisco.”
There are many factual errors.  I feel some  kind of propaganda in there.

Please take more time to investigate the fact .

Sincerely,

Shinko Araki

11 Rockwood Pl
Edgewater NJ 07020

mailto:shinko@rockwoodpl.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: 伊藤昌勝
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Comfort Women Day
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 11:41:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City
and County of San Francisco.” I have read the resolution, and found out there are many factual errors.
these Women were highly paid prostitutes for soldiers.
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verifications.
Sincerely,

 
Itou Masakatu
North31 East6 Higasiku Sapporo Japan
 

mailto:itou1407@amber.plala.or.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Matsumoto, Toyokazu
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Comfort Women Resolution
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 1:43:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors

I am writing this email to express my deepest concern about and
strong objection against the comfort women resolution.  First of all, I
should say that all Japanese are on the same boat as Koreas, Chinese
and other people in the world in terms of protecting human rights,
including of course women, minors, children  and all other people
under discrimination.  In this sense, we understand and agree that
any women who had been put in extremely difficult situation during
the war and/or extraordinary circumstances should be saved with a
full protection anytime in the past, now and in the future as well. 
These women include not only comfort women for the Japanese
soldiers during the World War II, but also Vietnamese women forced
to serve Korean soldiers with sex during the Vietnamese War, Korean
women served the U.S. soldiers with the sex during the Korean War
and all other women in the  same or similar cases. War is really
cruel and often causes such miserable situations to women
which is in no way allowed to happen.  For this purpose, we must
work together, among Japanese, Korean, Chinese, American and
other people of all nations on the globe.  However, the real
perspective of the comfort women resolution of this particular time
is totally different because of the two reasons. (1)  True intention
behind of the resolution is not to protect human/women rights, but
to specifically target and damage Japan diplomatically and
 politically. (2) The solution is based on unconfirmed and even
wrong information and/or misunderstanding of the historical facts,
such as number of the women involved, the way for them to become
a comfort women, etc.  Once such resolution has been adopted, it
should cause tremendous problems to divide the local community

mailto:Toyokazu.Matsumoto@arysta.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


with serious hate and discrimination, and also to jeopardize the
efforts made mutually by Korean and Japanese people with a good
sense to protect human/women rights.  I believe that the America is
a country of fairness, equality and generosity where people from
many different countries live and work together friendly.  The
resolution should lead your community and us all in America to quite
opposite direction and the people as well as America as a nation will
be upset and ashamed when they have found themselves in the
future in such totally unexpected confusion and turmoil made by the
wrong decision.

I have to speak out loud that such resolution should not be adopted
for the future of the people and America. 

 Sincerely,

T. Matsumoto

Disclaimer:
The information in this transmission may contain proprietary and confidential
information of Platform Specialty Products or its affiliates and may be subject to
protection under applicable law. The message is intended for the sole use of the
individual or entity to which it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you are
notified that any use, distribution or copying of the message is strictly prohibited. If you
received this message in error, please delete the material from your system without
reading the content and notify the sender immediately of the inadvertent transmission.



From: 茂木
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Comfort Women Resolution
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 6:53:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
 
I strongly against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”
 
“The Comfor Women”(a comfort girl) is ‘nothing more than  a prostitute or
professional camp follower,’ as recorded in the “United States Office of War
Information.”
 
http://www.sdh-fact.com/CL02_4/8_S1.pdf
 
Are members of the Board of Supervisors demying the above US official record?
Or are they declaring September 22, 2017, as “Prostitute Day in the City and
County of San Francisco”?
 
I strongly hope  they return to their senses before they vote for the resolution.
 
Moteki Hiromichi  
2-13-14 Nishi-Shimbashi
Minato-ku, Tokyo

mailto:qzd13301@nifty.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
http://www.sdh-fact.com/CL02_4/8_S1.pdf


From: Shinji Tarumata
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Comfort women
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 4:29:00 AM

To San Francisco City Council.

Comfort women are tested of lies and there is evidence of it.
I’m afraid this resolution will become a trigger to create racial conflicts in SF.
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verifications.

from Shinji Tarumata

mailto:805483@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: mari37@softbank.ne.jp on behalf of 木村真理
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Dear Board of Supervisors
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 4:10:06 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San
Francisco.”

Is it okay for San Francisco to be secretly influenced and misled by North Korean political maneuvering in your
multicultural society?

I am afraid this resolution will become a trigger to create racial conflicts in SF.

Sincerely,

Mari Kimura
1-13-10 Honcho, Nakano-ku, Tokyo, Japan

mailto:mari37@softbank.ne.jp
mailto:mari37@softbank.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: tetsun
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Dear Board of Supervisors
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 4:10:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.” I have read the resolution, and
found out there are many factual errors.
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verifications.
Sincerely,

mailto:tetsun01@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Isaacs Newton
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Do not adopt the Confort Woman Resolution
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 2:36:17 AM

I am against the comfort women Resolution,which is going to be handled on Sep.20.

In Japan the Asahi Shimbun ,a national paper which started the controvesy,admitted the
reports were fake on Aug.5 2015. 

The reporter  S.Yoshida did not go to the location. The newspaper investigated thoroughly the
facts and cancelled  the reports.

The Asahi Shimbun must go to San Francisco and explain the course of the mistakes.

Your resolution will harm the relation between USA and Japan.

I respect the US citizens' fairness  and am concernd about the bad effect of the Confort
Woman resolution.

Please  put off the adotion.

Sincerely Yours, 

Fumio Kawhara, Japan
 
Sep. 19 2017

mailto:newton230jp@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Eiji Suzuki
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Somera, Alisa (BOS); Nevin, Peggy (BOS); Laxamana, Junko (BOS); Ng, Wilson

(BOS); Major, Erica (BOS); Wong, Linda (BOS); Carroll, John (BOS); Young, Victor; Jalipa, Brent (BOS); Lew, Lisa
(BOS)

Subject: Does "Comfort Women Day" honor victims of Korean War and Vietnam War also?
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 5:29:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I've read resolution file # 170991, but I was very disappointed.

San Francisco is one of the largest city in the U.S. and is also leading diversity within the U.S.
cities.
When such a large city is to decide on the "comfort Women Day", diversity must be
considered, even on the "Comfort Women". Without considering all of the Comfort Women
victims during war time, this "Comfort Women Day" will not be completed.

Hundreds of Korean women were undeniably victimized as comfort women during Korean
War. They suffered tortures and many of them died during treatment. They were serving UN
soldiers during Korean War at Korean peninsula. Most of UN solders there was Americans.

Thousands of Vietnamese women were victimized as comfort women during Vietnam War.
Many of those Vietnamese women got pregnant, and gave birth to children as the result of
comfort women. Many of them are half-Vietnamese and half-Korean. Tens of thousand of
children were left out without any support.

Well-diversed city like San Francisco, should open eyes to all of the comfort women victims
during War time. Please expand the purpose of the "Comfort Women Day" to include ALL of
the comfort women victims.

Sincerely,

Eiji Suzuki

mailto:eiji.suzuki9099@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
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From: YUKA Y
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: FILE NO. 170991 [Comfort Women Day - September 22, 2017]
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 3:44:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

My name is Yuka Yamashita, I am a Japanese citizen and native Japanese who live in Central
Japan area. 
I would like to write you to convey my sincere message rearding your "Resolution declaring
September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San Fransisco.  "
I have read the resolution, and found out there are many factual errors.
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verifications. 
Please reconsider about this and do the right thing for the sake of your name. 
Thank you very much. 

Sincerely,
Yuka Yamashita 
5-6-29, Chuo, Yamato, Kanagawa, 
Japan 

mailto:yukaboo317@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: FW: *●*It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. The U.S. expert warns, "a bottom of heart head is funny in

Korea" in "seriousness"!
Date: Friday, September 22, 2017 4:37:27 AM
Attachments: Flag_of_the_Republic_of_China(Taiwan).png

Flag_of_South_Korea.png
Flag_of_North_Korea.png

Dear Mayor of San Francisco, member of a municipal
assembly, park executive committee
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the
forthcoming meeting.
●The U.S. expert warns, "a bottom of heart head is funny in
Korea" in "seriousness"! （ June 9, 2017 ）
＊Recognition to too assume a Korean anti-Japan yellowtail
unreasonableness inside and outside the Obama Administration
spread.
（ The change that was apparent to an American policy to ROK
appeared. ）
One of the convincing illustrations is a recent article of the
American scholar who analyzed the anti-Japan tendency of
Korean public and private sectors until a pathologic "obsession" （
obsession ）.
【・It is one point at issue, but may you deserve devotion?

・In my opinion, why is it? Though the pro-Japanese feelings

mailto:s-hikoyama@rx.tnc.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


that included the similar rule of Japan in Taiwan （50 years） are
strong, in Korea （35 years）, is anti-Japan sentiment strong?

・Besides, is it ... though I am driven to the Chinese Communist
Party, and the government （27 years） had the Republic of China
（ principal before Fuhrer蒋 介石〔 Chiang Kai-shek 〕, it ） which
flew to Taiwan?
＊260,000 documents about Chiang Kai-shek, net exhibition can
read a person of the whole world! （Taiwan） （ January 08, 2017
）】

This article that Asian policy people concerned of Washington
watched closely now was written with a title "does why Korea
hold irrelevant thoughts in Japan to here?" by Mr. Robert Kerrey
specialized in politics and the history of the East Asia.

It appeared in the Asian diplomatic dispute magazine called "a
diplomat" this month and was introduced immediately in the net
press of the American side expert and laid a reaction hot at a
stretch.

Kelly who obtained a political doctorate in American Ohio State
University acts as Associate Professor at Korean Pusan national
university now.

Kelly is that discussion sentence and at first I begin to write, it
"becomes clear to anyone that the whole Korea holds the deep
attachment that is negative so as to be strange for Japan if few
live a life in Korea" and point out comfort woman image
construction lobby work in a Japan militarism revival theory and
the United States from the former Japan soldier snipe play of
Korean children as an example on "a strange anti-day" from the
experience of the recent living in Korea.



On top of that, he spoke explanation and analysis of the
following main point saying that he did not think that the Japan
bashing of one such public and private sectors was caused only
by the history until 70 years ago.

（a）. On "the anti-day in Korea, a oneself of a race and the
national identity （self-knowledge）-centered search is near across
simple feelings and politics"

（b）. "But I am inferior to North Korea by emphasizing a racial
pureness, and there are too many human connection and
corruption to emphasize national democracy"

There is the government taking the harmony plan that is
strong to be clear in North Korea （sense of closeness） from the
posture of the 文 在寅（ Moon Jae-in ）government

（ 金 大中：Kim Dae-jung The government、盧 武鉉：Roh Moo-
hyun The government、文 在寅：Moon Jae-in The government ）

（c）. "Therefore I place Japan as evil, and what I continue
beating becomes the perfect method of the Register timothy
（legitimacy） ostentation of the Korean racial pureness"

（d）. Though "you should be turned to North Korea denying
Korean existence itself, the claim of a Korean nation and the
racial legitimacy is to do Japan bashing with a substitute easy
solution"

If a Japanese politician and scholar speak the same thing, it
will become the serious situation.

But the agreement to such analysis increases by the present
discussion on the American side clearly.

Kelly announced the article "that "fatigue of Japan in Korea"
had begun to spread out at last in the United States" in this May.



I point to the phenomenon, "words of Korea are already
disgusting" with "fatigue in Korea".

In fact, Undersecretary of State Wendy shaman of the Obama
Administration made a request for Korea about a historical issue
by a recent visit to Korea and bought the repulsion of the Korean
side.
【・〔 Remark of Undersecretary of State U.S. shaman 〕（
February 27, 2015 ）

Undersecretary of State shaman of the Department of State in
charge of an American foreign policy pointed out that a historical
issue disturbed the cooperation of Japan, China and South Korea
by the lecture at the Carnegie international peace foundation of
Washington on 27th.

When the leader of each country uses a historical issue for
playing to the gallery in the country, suggest it, and it looks like
it; took it, and called how to put up with "a provocation".

Japan, China and South Korea quarrel over the issue of
comfort woman, the issue of history textbook, a name of the Sea
of Japan, the issue of visit to Yasukuni Shrine.

The vice-minister says, "all these are intelligible things, but can
be an irritating thing".

"The feelings of the nationalist are available more unfairly,
and, for no state politics leader, it is difficult to get cheap
applause cheers by looking down on an ex-enemy, and speaking
ill. However, such a provocation produces jam-up not progress.
You must imagine the thing in the future without getting
snagged about the past to advance before"

・Issue of comfort woman Japan and Korea agreement is an



agreement of Japanese Government and the Korea government
which were performed to also solve the comfort woman problem
of the Japan forces bound together at Japan-Korea Minister of
Foreign Affairs talk of December 28, 2015 irreversibly in the last.
】

Mr. Victor tea and Mr. Michael Green in charge of Asia and
Korea in the National Security Council of the ex-government of
Bush came to suggest the criticism to a posture of Korea to
Japan recently.

It is the news that Alexis Dudden professor of the Connecticut
University that defeated Japan by the issue of comfort woman
for many years advised Korea high government official saying
"Washington expects that I do not touch Japan by the visit to the
United States of the 朴 槿恵（ Park Geun-hye ） President" that is
more interesting.

Is it that at last the Japan and Korea-affiliated truth was
known on the American side?
＊North Korean juche："The main constituent" （juche） converted
the term "main constituent" of philosophy and the Marxism into
Korean.

"The main constituent" often means "voluntary independence
"and" independence mind" in North Korea.

The juche is used in the meaning, "I always put Korea first".
金 日成（ Kim Il Sung ）said that the juche was based on faith

that "a human being was the master of all things and decided
all".（Extract）
＊I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities.



And also it will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and
Japan alliance, and that will only make Communist China and
North Korea happy.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN
 



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: FW: *It"ll be a reference data, so please check it.*Ecuador protests China: "I damage the resources", and

caution, President Moreno "are crimes against whole earth," is a Chinese ship rare shark indiscriminate hunting
near an economic zone?

Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 1:08:52 PM
Attachments: Flag_of_Ecuador.s.png
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Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women monument”  and
 “Day of the comfort woman”  in San Francisco. （ Saint Mary
Park ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the
forthcoming meeting.
” What are the evidence or primary source to proof these
allegations? Or name the historians.

I would ask that you turn down the proposal.
【 Ecuador protests China: "I damage the resources", and
caution, President Moreno "are crimes against whole earth," is a
Chinese ship rare shark indiscriminate hunting near an economic
zone? 】（ August 20, 2017 ）
＊There was the case that a China ship with approximately 300
tons including the rare shark was captured this month in the
marine sanctuary of the world heritage Galapagos Islands offing
of South America of Ecuador.

Ecuador developed into a situation to protest the Chinese
government.

mailto:s-hikoyama@rx.tnc.ne.jp
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The operation of the Chinese big catch fleet was confirmed in the
exclusive economic zone （EEZ） neighborhood of Ecuador.

I strengthen caution to damage the marine resource of the
Chinese fishing fleet and can read the Ecuadorian side.

According to the news from the field, the Chinese ship was
captured off east approximately 64 kilos of the San Cristobal
Islands Island located at the east end of Galapagos Islands on
the night of this month 13.

Approximately 6,620 sharks including the common
hammerhead published in the endangered species list （Red List）
of the International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural
Resources （IUCN） were found in the hold.

On 18th, Ecuadorian Ministry of Foreign Affairs calls a Chinese
ambassador to the country, and they protest it.

President Moreno criticized "this by a speech for nations for 21
days, criminal to the whole not only the ecosystem of the
Galapagos Islands but also earth".

The court of the San Cristobal Islands Island announced fine
5,900,000 dollars （approximately 640 million yen） in total to 20
crew for imprisonment 4-1 years on 27th.

The Chinese ship belongs to a Chinese fishing fleet to operate
near EEZ of the archipelago south from the end of July.

I count 300 in the maximum and am comprised of a ship with
the processing ground of the fish or a carrier, a refueling ship.

The Ecuadorian navy sends high speed boats to the spot sea
area and continues watching it.

I point out that a scale and the way of approach of the fleet
may give environment, economy a blow even if the person



concerned with navy does not invade EZZ in the local media.
I stated, "sovereignty called the monopolistic use of resources

is threatened".
【 The Susi ocean fisheries minister（ Susi Pudjiastuti, Minister of
Maritime Affairs and Fisheries ） of the Indonesian woman blows
up an illegal Chinese ship in sequence [do not live on play] 】（
July 22, 2016 ）
＊Court of arbitration of the Netherlands Hague announced
decision, the issue of dominium of the Chinese South China Sea
to insist on "did not have the legal grounds" on July 12, 2016.
＊The court of arbitration of the Netherlands Hague announced
decision to authorize in "nine steps of lines" which China which
China set originally in the wide range of the South China Sea on
July 12, 2016 insisted on saying "there are not the legal
grounds".
I concluded without being able to call the place where China
pushed forward landfill "an island" legally when I could not insist
on ocean rights and interests to be concerned with the exclusive
economic zones （EEZ）.
＊About a marine advance of China by international arbitration
（the Philippines brings an action in 2013） a Chinese claim all; is
denied, and stern eyes are turned from the world.
In Indonesia in particular, I blow up the illegal Chinese ship
which Susi Pudjiastuti, ocean fisheries minister captured in
sequence and come into the limelight.
Behind Minister sushi "not to have possibilities to live on play,
and to be", and to talk so about, a China ship is blown up in
sequence.



I carried the illegal fishing boat which performed the capture to
the offing and I set an explosive and destroyed it and was able
to set in the bottom of the sea.
In May, 2015, I blew up a Chinese fishing boat and attracted
attention from the global community.
I blew up approximately 150 illegal fishing boats such as
Vietnam and the Philippines, Thailand so far.（ Most are Chinese
fishing boats above all ）
【 When the red coral poaching （plunder） of Japanese
Ogasawara Islands of the Chinese fishing boat （fleet） is too
terrible, is foreign countries, but in a topic! 】
（ November 05, 2014 ）
＊ A Chinese fishing boat flocks en masse in Ogasawara Islands
and Japanese territorial waters around Izu Islands and the
exclusive economic zone （EEZ） and poaches red coral traded at a
high price.
It is an act to violate the United Nations Convention on the Law
of the Sea which I fixed Japanese laws and ordinances and EEZ
for clearly.
The Chinese government must stop the crime of the fishermen
of the own country promptly.
I cannot deny that the control of the Japanese side for a large
number of fishing boats which flocked fell behind the curve, but
it is not permitted overlooking it.

I want to demand determined disclosure to blockade a further
rule buster.

While the 華 春瑩（Hua Chunying） spokesperson for Chinese
Ministry of Foreign Affairs was a press conference, and it was



said, "I strengthen the law-enforcement for the illegal act
sequentially", I required it to perform the control in "it is rational
and inhibitory" on the Japan side.
The Chinese fishing boat thought to be a poaching purpose had
begun to be outstanding from September, but increased
remarkably than 200 ships from the end of last month.
The control of the fishing boat to go in and out of in the port of
the own country is insufficient and is the situation that is
doubted whether the Chinese government is going to prevent it
seriously.
【 "A fishing ground perishes", and islanders get angry at the
fishing net damage of the Chinese ship 】 （ May 21, 2015 ）
＊Net - which got entangled in coral and coral broken from the
origin.
I added it to a voice to regret lost resources, and the voice to
point out the long-term damage with lateness of the
correspondence of the government and the dumped net went up
it from the fisherman of Ogasawara Islands （Tokyo） which did a
scratch of the coral poaching with the Chinese ship in one of
eyes with a clear picture on 21st.
【 300 Chinese fishing boats are Senkaku attack, the situations
of "the exceptional case" 】（ August 12, 2016 ）
＊In August, 2016, wind and cloud admits of no delay the
situation around Senkaku Islands.
The Chinese fishing boat of 300 attacked it in the Senkaku
Islands sea near the shore. A lot of Chinese public vessels
accompany it as if I protect the fishing boat.
The Japanese Government stiffens a manner at the invasion of



the unprecedented number and repeats strong protest.
One Chinese public vessel （ship belonging to the Chinese
government） invaded the around Senkaku Islands territorial
waters following a Chinese fishing boat at about 1:30 on the
afternoon of August 5, 2016.
Up to 15 Chinese public vessels entered into the contiguous zone
at the same time by 6:00 on the afternoon of 8th, and a total of
17 ships invaded the territorial waters afterwards.
I gather a large number of Chinese public vessels of up to 15 in
the same sea area while approximately 200-300 fishing boats
operate it in the contiguous zone around Senkaku Islands and try
that a phenomenon to repeat territorial waters invasion following
China fishing boat was confirmed for the first time.
＊I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities.

And also it will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and
Japan alliance, and that will only make Communist China and
North Korea happy.
＊＊Is it okay for the San Francisco to be secretly influenced and
misled by Chinese political maneuvering in your multicultural
society?
＊http://www.archives.gov/iwg/reports/final-report-2007.pdf

http://www.exordio.com/1939-
1945/codex/Documentos/report-49-USA-orig.html

Press Conference by the Chief Cabinet Secretary /January 6,
2017

http://japan.kantei.go.jp/tyoukanpress/201701/6_a.html
Thank you very much.
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Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: FW: **It"ll be a reference data, so please check it.**The Korean professor whom "a comfort woman totally

makes the star" is frank advice for the mass production of the comfort woman image
Date: Wednesday, September 20, 2017 12:41:48 PM
Attachments: MINYUCHIA of a comfort woman image .png

＊Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
＊Dear Mayor of San Francisco, member of a municipal assembly,
park executive committee
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco city. （ Saint Mary square Park. ）

I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊Dear Supervisors of City and County of San Francisco
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco.
” What are the evidence or primary source to proof these
allegations? Or name the historians.

I would ask that you turn down the proposal.
【 The Korean professor whom "a comfort woman totally makes
the star" is frank advice for the mass production of the comfort
woman image 】
（ August 29, 2017  ）Korea, Seoul economic paper
＊A book is "the comfort woman of the empire", and it is Korea to
have expressed a comfort woman as "a prostitute", and 朴 裕河
（Park Yu-ha） 世宗大（Sejong University） great professor brought
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into question points out, "a comfort woman makes it the star"
this time and, on August 17, 2017, bathes in criticism.
In addition, I pointed out, what "the accepting uncritically-like
support for the former comfort woman support group expanded
is a problem" saying, "the criticism for the superficial
consumption, mass production of the comfort woman image was
necessary".
Even if "continue unless national recognition is made what kind
of person a comfort woman was fundamentally," point out such
a problem; "go over the settlement of the government-to-
government, and the settlement between the nations is
necessary.
It was seasonally political and stated, the examination of the
textbook to break with partial education,
agony（Agonizingly）about the next-generation education are
necessary.
朴 裕河 （Park Yu-ha） 世宗大（Sejong University） professor was
prosecuted saying that "the comfort woman of the empire" who
published it in 2013 was the libel（Defamation of character）to a
former comfort woman, but, in this January, was found not
guilty at the first trial.
An appeal court is in progress now.
The Korean media reports this remark by the form "that朴 裕河
（Park Yu-ha） 世宗大（Sejong University） professor who caused a
disturbance with a book made a controversial comment again"
critically generally.
【 former comfort woman 吉 元玉（Gil Won-ok）, long-cherished
singer debut 】（ August 16, 2017 ）



＊ "Hello. It is new face singer 吉 元玉（Gil Won-ok）”
When former comfort woman of the former Japan forces which
was dressed up with the Korea clothes of the blue ramie and a
pink scarf, 吉 元玉（Gil Won-ok） （89） said hello with a
microphone, cheers and applause arose from the citizen who
gathered in the Seoul 清渓 （Cheonggye） open space.
After 吉 元玉（Gil Won-ok）became a singer, and "he had a smile
saying it is comfortable", I sang with one measure of "the spring
case of Nanbara" naively and stirred interest.
The school festival on the day of the world comfort woman open
on the last afternoon of 14th in Seoul 清渓 （Cheonggye） open
space was the seat which 吉 元玉（Gil Won-ok） that released an
album with a title called "peace of 吉 元玉（Gil Won-ok）on last
10th showed in front of the public for the first time.
【 I throw the first ball by professional baseball in Korea on
former comfort woman 10th 】（ August 3, 2017 ）
＊A 李 玉善（Lee Ok-seon） that was the comfort woman of the
former Japan forces acts as the opening ceremony in Korea
professional baseball KT-KIA Game performed in Gyeonggi-do,
Suweon of the suburbs of Seoul on 10th.
KT announced 3rd.
This is the first time that a former comfort woman throws the
first ball by professional baseball in Korea.
【 Wristband production with all a justice memory foundation,
the heart's desire of "comfort woman" victim
HARUMONI（halmeon） 】（ August 07, 2017 ）

＊Reference＊
bagkaseu halmeoni （bagkaseu woman, Korean :박카스할머니,



bagkaseu halmeoni） is a Korean prostitute of the old and middle
age with a visitor in a park and the plaza near the motel of
Seoul.
＊The justice memory foundation published white, an orange,
yellow, the photograph of seven colors of wristbands including
the light blue in Facebook on this month 4.
Testimony, "a victim lived here" of a reason金 学順 （Kim Hak-
sun） that became "a comfort woman" was ticked away by a
white bracelet when I saw the photograph.
【 Comfort woman goods sell large prosperous ... bracelet, bag,
pendant one after another in Korea 】（ January 15, 2017 ）

It has been already installed <I continue increasing at an
explosive pace> more than 80 bodies in a comfort woman girl
image, various parts of Korea.

It is various comfort woman support groups including 挺対協 to
promote setting.
A large number of comfort woman support groups get a fund by
an offer of the contribution and the support of the local
government.
Filter anywhere; more
A bracelet and a bag, a badge, the pendant which modelled a
comfort woman are released, and a well-known talent wears it.
In addition, the crowd funding to attract erection funds on a net
is prosperous; in become.
＊San Francisco （ Saint Mary square Park. ）. I would ask that you
turn down the proposal.
＊The proposer has been insisting that this is a human rights
issue.



It may be true.
But, instead of blaming only Japan, it is more appropriate to

address all major human rights issues in the world and learn
from the cases to solve them and prevent from happening again.
I am strongly against the installation of memorial of Comfort
women in a park in San Francisco.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: Patients Are First
To: Breed, London (BOS); Cohen, Malia (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Fewer, Sandra (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Peskin,

Aaron (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Sheehy, Jeff (BOS); Tang, Katy (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS);
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)

Cc: Sandoval, Suhagey (BOS); Goossen, Carolyn (BOS); Macksood, James; Bumatay, Susan; orda@sutterhealth.org;
andersjx@sutterhealth.org

Subject: Family Council Update for St. Luke"s Hospital Sub-acute Facility
Date: Wednesday, September 20, 2017 12:23:24 AM
Attachments: Supervisors ltr 9-19-17.pdf

Dear Supervisors,

Attached is a letter providing an update of our recent meeting with the CPMC Subacute Care
Team along with requests from family members to CPMC.

Respectfully submitted,

Raquel Rivera
Family Council Coordinator
St. Luke's Hospital Sub-Acute Facility
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From: i yasu
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: For Justice
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 8:09:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women
Day in the City and County of San Francisco.” I have read the resolution, and found out
there are many factual errors.
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verifications.
Sincerely,

Yasushi Ito
Higashikashiwagaya 4-6-27, Ebina-shi,
KANAGAWA JAPAN
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From: TokuH
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Fwd: I am against the resolution of Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco. FILE NO.

170991
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 10:31:42 PM
Attachments: Sep18_2017_Final_ComfortWomen_CityandCountyofSan Francisco.docx.pdf

0.pdf

Dear Board member:

Regarding to the File No. 170991,
I am emailing the document stating that comfort women are NOT slaves.  They were
prostitutes who were sold by parents.
The attachments are here. 

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: TokuH <tokukoh@gmail.com>
Date: 2017-09-18 21:39 GMT-07:00
Subject: I am against the resolution of Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San
Francisco. FILE NO. 170991
To: Board.of.Supervisors@sfgov.org

Dear Board memeber:

I provide my statement in this email and also I will provide the attachment.
I have trouble scan the document I mentioned here.
It is from the National Archives document.

I can provide them to you by mailing or faxing. Please let me know if you like to read it. 

The content below is the same as the attachment.

Sincerely,
Tokuko Hirano

 

The story of Comfort Women is fictional.

 

Please read WIKIPEDIA about a story writer, Seiji Yoshida:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Seiji_Yoshida

Koreans have been using the issues of Comfort Women so that they can continue to receive
money from the Japanese Government.   The communist Chinese in this country have been
using the stories of Comfort Women to use as a tool for bashing Japan and the Japanese
government and for promoting disrespect among general Americans toward Japanese in the
United States.

mailto:tokukoh@gmail.com
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THE STATEMENT OF FACTS:

“Yuto Yoshida (吉田 雄兎 Yoshida Yuto, 15 October 1913 – July 2000)  was a Japanese
novelist and member of the Japanese Communist Party.  He has published under a variety of
pen names, including Seiji Yoshida (吉田 清治 Yoshida Seiji).” (WIKIPEDIA)

“He wrote ‘My war crimes’, which is the origin of a dispute over comfort women 30 years
after World War II; he admitted it was fictional in an interview with Shukan Shincho on May
29, 1996.  Later, his fictional work was used by George Hicks in his ‘The Comfort Women:
Japan's Brutal Regime of Enforced Prostitution in the Second World War’.” (WIKIPEDIA)

As you read the statement on the Wikipedia website, you will find that it is very clear that the
story of Comfort Women was fictional. 

 

SO WHY THE JAPANESE GOVERNMENT KEPT APOLOGIZING:

First of all, apology is a part of the Japanese culture and tradition.  Even though something bad
is not her or his fault, the Japanese person would apologize any way with a hope of producing
a peace with others and would make an effort of keeping things cool and under control.  That
is a culture of Japan.  They want to avoid a dispute as much as they can.

Also, there was a political manipulation by the Korean government, at that time, and the
Japanese officials, at that time, felt that it would be simpler to just apologize.  Again, this is
how Japanese tend to deal with disputes with others.  The apology by the Japanese officials
were done was on the base of the Korean government would “never” bring the same issue
again.   However, the Korean government did not keep the promise. 

 

I AM AGAINST THIS RESOLUTION OF COMFORT WOMEN DAY IN THE CITY
AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO.

I denied the accusations that were stated in the resolution of Comfort Women Day in the City
and County of San Francisco.

1)       Their statement: The term "comfort women" euphemistically refers to hundreds of
thousands of women and young girls who were forced into sexual slavery by the Imperial
Japanese Army during its colonial and wartime occupation of Asia and the Pacific Islands
from the 1930s through the duration of World War II.

 

I deny this accusation.  This statement is fault.  There is evidence that was recently discovered



from the U. S. National Archives.  Please read the U. S. National Archives-Military
Intelligence Serve Captured Personnel & Material Branch:  No. 18.  (Attached)   It states: “All
Korean prostitutes that POW have seen in the Pacific were volunteers or had been sold by
their parents into prostitution.”

 

2)      Their statement: This system of sexual servitude was the largest organized system in the
twentieth century.

 

I deny their accusation.  There is no evidence to support this claim.

 

3)      Their statement: Most of these women died but those who survived courageously broke
their silence, therefore aiding the movement against sexual violence during war.

 

I deny their accusation.   There is no evidence to support this claim.

 

4)      Their statement: The International Community has declared sexual violence as a strategy
of war a crime against humanity.

 

I deny their accusation.  There is no evidence to support this claim.  What is the International
Community? Who are they?  The International Community is not defined.

 

5)      Their statement: The Japanese government to this day has never officially apologized to
those survivors.

 

I denied this statement.  This statement is absolutely wrong.  The Japanese government
repeatedly apologized in 1992 and 1993, and, again, in 2015.  Although the Japanese
government did not have to apologize, since there was no evidence of sexual slavery, the
officials did so anyway for their effort to get along with Japan’s neighboring country.  I have
already explained the apology tradition of Japan in the above, in the beginning of this
statement.

 

6)      Their statement: This system of sexual slavery helped pave the way for systems of sex
trafficking.



I deny their accusation.  The Japanese system of “sexual slavery”, if you want to call it this
way, was not the kind of Western way of thinking of the system of “sexual slavery”.   To
Japanese men, the comfort women were a companion and a friend.   How they looked at and
dealt with the comfort women was an extension of so-called GEISHA of the Japanese society. 
Geisha is one of the kind which does not exist in the European nations; therefore, you may
have difficulty to understand their respected social status. They were (still are) well-respected
and lovable companions for the Japanese men.   The comfort women, war-time-Geisha girls,
were indeed the Japanese men’s companion and NEVER were treated as slaves as in the way
the Western whites in the European nations, or Americans, did.   Comfort women and the
Japanese men often together have fun in playing games, singing songs, reading poems, playing
music instruments, and dancing.   You must understand that Geisha was never treated as
“slaves” physically.  Therefore, comfort women were much more “respected” and well-treated
by Japanese men than what other prostitutes would be treated by non-Japanese men.  
Therefore, for you to apply the European whites’ definition of “sex-slavery” to the comfort
women system is totally wrong.  It is a very distorted view to call comfort women as “sex-
slaves”.   Simply they were NOT sex-slaves in the white European nations’ definition of “sex-
slaves.”

 

7)      Their statement: Sex trafficking and sexual slavery during wartime is still going on.

I believe this statement is true.  In fact, that is what is happening right now in Korea and right
now in the Los Angeles Korean town.   Why don’t the Koreans spend more energy, money
and time to take care their CURRENT problems.

 

8)      Their statement: The San Francisco Board of Supervisors passed Resolution 342-15
calling for the building of a memorial to the comfort women in San Francisco and to educate
its students about the history, past and present.

I believe this statement is true.  However, there was a team conspiracy against Japanese,
Japanese nation, and Japanese Consulate of the United States.

 

9)      Their statement: The Comfort Women Justice Coalition, a broad coalition of immigrant
communities’ women's organizations, and 11 human rights groups organized to build the
memorial for "comfort women.”

I believe this statement is true.  However, there was a team conspiracy against Japanese,
Japanese nation, and Japanese Consulate of the United States.  They are mostly Chinese and
Koreans who enjoy to promote general Americans’ bashing against innocent Japanese,
Japanese nation, and Japanese Consulate of the United States.



 

10)  Their statement: On September 22, 2017, the statue “Comfort Women: Pillar of Strength”
will be unveiled in St. Mary’s Square Annex.

 

I believe this statement is true.  However, there was a team conspiracy against Japanese,
Japanese nation, and Japanese Consulate of the United States.  They are mostly Chinese and
Koreans who enjoy to promote general Americans’ bashing against innocent Japanese,
Japanese nation, and Japanese Consulate of the United States.

 

11)  Their statement: That September 22, 2017, be declared a day to honor and remember the
Comfort Women.

 

I absolutely disagree with this declaration.  The declaration has nothing to do with the
American history.  The declaration only celebrates and promote prostitution furthermore. 
Additionally, the declaration would add unnecessary stress among Japanese nationals,
Japanese Americans, Koreans and Chinese; otherwise, we get along well, or, at least, we have
had a wonderful relationship until the current dispute started in recent years.

 

Finally, thus, I deny their statements and I am against the declaration of a day to honor and
remember the Comfort Women to be established. 

 

My name is Tokuko Hirano.  I live in the United State.

I have a trouble emailing the attachment.

I will fax the National Archives document if you can provide me with your fax number.

 

Regards,

 

Tokuko Hirano

650-438-7591

 

 

 

tel:(650)%20438-7591


From: Shanika Rathnayake
To: shanikarathnayake22@gmail.com
Subject: Honda Stage at Music Festivals Sweepstakes
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 5:34:01 AM

Dear Sir/Madam,

2017 Honda Stage at Music Festivals Sweepstakes is open only to legal residents of the 48
contiguous United States and District of Columbia who are at least eighteen (18) years of age
or older as of the date of entry.

Award Amount: Between $16,600 and $30,400. 

Deadline: October 31, 2017.

 

Applicants can get more information through the given link: Honda Stage at Music Festivals
Sweepstakes

 

Regards:

Scholarship Aid Adviser

mailto:shanikarathnayake22@gmail.com
mailto:shanikarathnayake22@gmail.com
http://bit.ly/2hd9la7
http://bit.ly/2hd9la7


From: sei sakura
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: I am against Comfort Women Day
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 5:04:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”
It will create conflict between Chinese and Korean background citizens and
Japanese background citizens in SF.
US army’s report described that Korean comfort women were professional camp
followers or prostitutes who got big money during World War II.
Which do you trust Korean or US army?
“Korean Comfort Women Story” is Anti-Japanese propaganda.
Korean Comfort Women groups are supported by North Korea and Chinese
Communist Party.
North Korea has produced ICBMs and atomic bombs against USA. And Red
China supports North Korea.
If you go along with anti-Japanese campaign by Comfort Women Day and so on
and anti-Japanese sentiment is growing in USA, the collaborative relationships
between USA and Japan will become impaired, and North Korea and Red China
will gain an advantage.
I am against Comfort Women Day.
If you want to protect the human rights of women, please support Lai Đại Hàn.
During the Vietnam War, Korean soldiers killed a lot of Vietnamese children,
women and old Vietnamese, and raped a lot of Vietnamese girls and women in
South Vietnam under American Army’s control.
Now there are several tens of thousands of half Korean and half Vietnamese
children in Vietnam, who are victims of rape by Korean soldiers.
English woman has established a group supporting Lai Đại Hàn and created a
statue of Lai Đại Hàn.
Please set up a statue of Lai Đại Hàn in SF.
Sincerely,
MM

mailto:sakurasei2017@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Misao 堀江 Misao
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: I am against the comfort women Resolution
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 7:36:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am strongly against " Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the city and county of
San Francisco.

By adopting this resolution the city and county of San Francisco will create conflict between two sides of Asian
background citizens: one side is Chinese American and Korean American and the other Japanese American.

As we all know that America is facing serious issues right now which is " divided county ". I would like to ask San
Francisco for not to worsen such problem by adopting this resolution. It's a backward step and that action is against
democracy.

Sincerely yours,

Misao Murao
22029 Alizondo Dr. Woodland Hills, CA 91364
Sent from my iPad

mailto:misaomurao@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: eichan
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: I am against the comfort women Resolution NO comfort women resolution
Date: Wednesday, September 20, 2017 11:53:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”
It will create conflict between Chinese and Korean background citizens and Japanese
background citizens in SF. It is not good in your multicultural society.

Regards,  

Eiji Adachi.
oka 314-1 iwata-city shozuoka.pref japan.

mailto:eichan4649@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: eichan
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: I am against the comfort women Resolution NO comfort women resolution
Date: Wednesday, September 20, 2017 11:53:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”
It will create conflict between Chinese and Korean background citizens and Japanese
background citizens in SF. It is not good in your multicultural society.

Regards,  

Eiji Adachi.
oka 314-1 iwata-city shozuoka.pref japan.

mailto:eichan4649@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: s.shirahata@ksh.biglobe.ne.jp
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: I am against the comfort women Resolution
Date: Wednesday, September 20, 2017 11:19:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San
Francisco.”

Is it okay for San Francisco to be secretly influenced and misled by North Korean political maneuvering in your
multicultural society?

I am afraid this resolution will become a trigger to create racial conflicts in San Francisco.

Sincerely,

Shin'ichi SHIRAHATA

4-24-15-301 Kishiya Tsurumi-ku Yokohama-shi
Kanagawa 2300078 Japan

mailto:s.shirahata@ksh.biglobe.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: さくらももこ
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: I am against the comfort women Resolution
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 2:57:32 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.” I have read the resolution, and
found out there are many factual errors.
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verifications.
Sincerely,

mailto:yuushamodoki@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: sgabg821@ybb.ne.jp
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: I am against the comfort women Resolution
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 9:31:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women
Day in the City and County of San Francisco.” I have read the resolution, and found out
there are many factual errors.
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verifications.
Sincerely,

Ymamomoto Miyako
山本 都

日本国石川県七尾市所口町チ部5番地1 リベルテA棟103号室

mailto:sgabg821@ybb.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: pmtff101
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: I am against the comfort women Resolution
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 8:52:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”
It will create conflict between Chinese and Korean background citizens and Japanese
background citizens in SF. It is not good in your multicultural society.
Sincerely,

Toshiyasu Koike Ph.D
SHINONOME KOUTOUKU TOKYO JAPAN 135-0062

mailto:pmtff101@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: 秋田
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: I am against the comfort women Resolution
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 6:18:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017,
as Comfort Wemen Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”
I have found out there are many factual errors in this resolution.
And, I am afraid of it will create racial conflicts  in SF.
I ask  you not to adopt the resolution without verifications.
Sincerely,
 

Hrumi Akita
2-351-22 Kohan Higasiyamato City Tokyo Japan
 

mailto:nh-akita@kkh.biglobe.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: yuka.lovekane
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: I am against the comfort women Resolution
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 4:18:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
 
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day
in the City and County of San Francisco.” I have read the resolution, and found out there are
many factual errors.
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verifications.
 
I went to San Francisco on my honeymoon.
It is sad that the wrong history is engraved on the beautiful cityscape.
Sincerely,
 
Yokkaichi Mie Japan                          YUKA  MORI
 
                                         

mailto:yuka.lovekane@mbr.nifty.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: s.shirahata@ksh.biglobe.ne.jp
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: I am against the comfort women Resolution
Date: Wednesday, September 20, 2017 11:19:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San
Francisco.”

Is it okay for San Francisco to be secretly influenced and misled by North Korean political maneuvering in your
multicultural society?

I am afraid this resolution will become a trigger to create racial conflicts in San Francisco.

Sincerely,

Shin'ichi SHIRAHATA

4-24-15-301 Kishiya Tsurumi-ku Yokohama-shi
Kanagawa 2300078 Japan

mailto:s.shirahata@ksh.biglobe.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Ayumi Y.
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: I am against the comfort women Resolution
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 5:36:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in
the City and County of San Francisco.” I have read the resolution, and found out there are many
factual errors.
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verifications.
Sincerely,
 
A.Y.
Yokohama-shi, Kanagawa-ken, Japan
 
 

mailto:backstcatleo@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Kato Hitomi 加藤 ひとみ
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: I am against the comfort women Resolution
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 10:46:42 AM

[例2]
Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and
County of San Francisco.”
It will promote hostility towards the Japanese American community, including increasing tensions between Asian
American. The resolution, rather than promoting inclusion, will promote intolerance.
Sincerely,
 
Hitomi Kato
6655 N Canyon Crest Dr,
Tucson,AZ 85750

mailto:hk02171964@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: 塩谷 文恵
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: I am against the comfort women Resolution
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 8:58:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day
in the City and County of San Francisco.”
Is it okay for SF to be secretly influenced and misled by North Korean political
maneuvering in your multicultural society?
I am afraid this resolution will become a trigger to create racial conflicts in SF.
Sincerely,

Tsutomu Shiozawa

Rinkaicho 5-1-2,Edogawa,Tokyo Japan

mailto:rintarostail@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Nobuhiko Moriya
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: I am against the comfort women Resolution
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 8:13:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City
and County of San Francisco.”
I have read the resolution, and found out there are many factual errors.
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verifications.
Sincerely,

Nobuhiko.Moriya
 
431-0203 Mgohrichou HamamatsuCity  Shizuoka japan
 
 
 

mailto:spm44hk9@orion.ocn.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: sweet_silver_violet@yahoo.co.jp
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: I am against the comfort women Resolution
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 7:45:36 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the
City and County of San Francisco.”
Is it okay for SF to be secretly influenced and misled by North Korean political
maneuvering in your multicultural society?
You are trying to make judgments based on testimony of biased, unfair content.
I am afraid this resolution will become a trigger to create racial conflicts in SF.
Sincerely,

Y.Yamashita
Kobe-city,Japan

mailto:sweet_silver_violet@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: 三牧 佳司
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: I am against the comfort women Resolution
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 6:58:58 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors
I am strongly against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”
Why do you American people make Japanese and Korean to hate each other?
And there is much doubt in their argument.
For example,they says``200000 Korean were kidnapped and made them
comfort women``
But I have never heard their families' testimony, or witnesses.

You can find a next sentence  on one Reliable report.
A "comfort girl" is nothing more than a prostitute or "professional camp
follower"
The report is the US official interrogation report (1944),One
American investigated and found the truth.
You can see all of it on next website.
http://texas-daddy.com/comfortwomen.htm
Please look at the fact, and think what is the best for us.
I am afraid this resolution will become a trigger to create racial conflicts in
SF.
Sincerely,

Keiji Mimaki
4-13-9, Fujigaoka, Sanda-shi, Hyogo, 669-1547, Japan

mailto:mima10@infoseek.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
http://texas-daddy.com/comfortwomen.htm


From: FPC 1
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: I am against the comfort women Resolution
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 5:31:30 AM
Attachments: File1.pdf

File2.pdf

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I am strongly against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women
Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”
The comfort women issue deals with matters between foreign governments and has
nothing to do with SF.  I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.

I should think the information about the Coimfort women that you have is
not correct.  The Comfort women were not sex slaves.     I wish you look at
these attached files. These photos explain about the reports made by
U.S.Army at that time.  I would be so happy if you investigate such archives
.

Sincerely,
A Japanese woman

mailto:e32sakura@hotmail.co.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: akikazu kimura
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: I am against the comfort women Resolution
Date: Thursday, September 21, 2017 1:43:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day
in the City and County of San Francisco.”
I born in San Francisco as a Japanese American. I am really shocked for city of San Francisco
that became a committed racist city.
Why don’t you replace this for memory of Lai Dai Han. South Korean soldiers purportedly raped and
sexually assaulted thousands of young Vietnamese women, some as young as 13 years of age. Many of

these women bore children as a result of these assaults.   I will also write a letter to Osaka city to
brake up the sister city agreement with San Francisco.  Where is the Justice !
 
 
From San Pedro, CA
Akikazu Kimura
 
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 

mailto:akikazukimura@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986


From: TokuH
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: I am against the resolution of Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco. FILE NO. 170991
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 9:39:44 PM

Dear Board memeber:

I provide my statement in this email and also I will provide the attachment.
I have trouble scan the document I mentioned here.
It is from the National Archives document.

I can provide them to you by mailing or faxing. Please let me know if you like to read it. 

The content below is the same as the attachment.

Sincerely,
Tokuko Hirano

 

The story of Comfort Women is fictional.

 

Please read WIKIPEDIA about a story writer, Seiji Yoshida: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seiji_Yoshida

Koreans have been using the issues of Comfort Women so that they can continue to receive
money from the Japanese Government.   The communist Chinese in this country have been
using the stories of Comfort Women to use as a tool for bashing Japan and the Japanese
government and for promoting disrespect among general Americans toward Japanese in the
United States.

 

THE STATEMENT OF FACTS:

“Yuto Yoshida (吉田 雄兎 Yoshida Yuto, 15 October 1913 – July 2000)  was a Japanese
novelist and member of the Japanese Communist Party.  He has published under a variety of
pen names, including Seiji Yoshida (吉田 清治 Yoshida Seiji).” (WIKIPEDIA)

“He wrote ‘My war crimes’, which is the origin of a dispute over comfort women 30 years
after World War II; he admitted it was fictional in an interview with Shukan Shincho on May
29, 1996.  Later, his fictional work was used by George Hicks in his ‘The Comfort Women:
Japan's Brutal Regime of Enforced Prostitution in the Second World War’.” (WIKIPEDIA)

As you read the statement on the Wikipedia website, you will find that it is very clear that the
story of Comfort Women was fictional. 

mailto:tokukoh@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seiji_Yoshida


 

SO WHY THE JAPANESE GOVERNMENT KEPT APOLOGIZING:

First of all, apology is a part of the Japanese culture and tradition.  Even though something bad
is not her or his fault, the Japanese person would apologize any way with a hope of producing
a peace with others and would make an effort of keeping things cool and under control.  That
is a culture of Japan.  They want to avoid a dispute as much as they can.

Also, there was a political manipulation by the Korean government, at that time, and the
Japanese officials, at that time, felt that it would be simpler to just apologize.  Again, this is
how Japanese tend to deal with disputes with others.  The apology by the Japanese officials
were done was on the base of the Korean government would “never” bring the same issue
again.   However, the Korean government did not keep the promise. 

 

I AM AGAINST THIS RESOLUTION OF COMFORT WOMEN DAY IN THE CITY
AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO.

I denied the accusations that were stated in the resolution of Comfort Women Day in the City
and County of San Francisco.

1)       Their statement: The term "comfort women" euphemistically refers to hundreds of
thousands of women and young girls who were forced into sexual slavery by the Imperial
Japanese Army during its colonial and wartime occupation of Asia and the Pacific Islands
from the 1930s through the duration of World War II.

 

I deny this accusation.  This statement is fault.  There is evidence that was recently discovered
from the U. S. National Archives.  Please read the U. S. National Archives-Military
Intelligence Serve Captured Personnel & Material Branch:  No. 18.  (Attached)   It states: “All
Korean prostitutes that POW have seen in the Pacific were volunteers or had been sold by
their parents into prostitution.”

 

2)      Their statement: This system of sexual servitude was the largest organized system in the
twentieth century.

 

I deny their accusation.  There is no evidence to support this claim.

 

3)      Their statement: Most of these women died but those who survived courageously broke
their silence, therefore aiding the movement against sexual violence during war.



 

I deny their accusation.   There is no evidence to support this claim.

 

4)      Their statement: The International Community has declared sexual violence as a strategy
of war a crime against humanity.

 

I deny their accusation.  There is no evidence to support this claim.  What is the International
Community? Who are they?  The International Community is not defined.

 

5)      Their statement: The Japanese government to this day has never officially apologized to
those survivors.

 

I denied this statement.  This statement is absolutely wrong.  The Japanese government
repeatedly apologized in 1992 and 1993, and, again, in 2015.  Although the Japanese
government did not have to apologize, since there was no evidence of sexual slavery, the
officials did so anyway for their effort to get along with Japan’s neighboring country.  I have
already explained the apology tradition of Japan in the above, in the beginning of this
statement.

 

6)      Their statement: This system of sexual slavery helped pave the way for systems of sex
trafficking.

I deny their accusation.  The Japanese system of “sexual slavery”, if you want to call it this
way, was not the kind of Western way of thinking of the system of “sexual slavery”.   To
Japanese men, the comfort women were a companion and a friend.   How they looked at and
dealt with the comfort women was an extension of so-called GEISHA of the Japanese society. 
Geisha is one of the kind which does not exist in the European nations; therefore, you may
have difficulty to understand their respected social status. They were (still are) well-respected
and lovable companions for the Japanese men.   The comfort women, war-time-Geisha girls,
were indeed the Japanese men’s companion and NEVER were treated as slaves as in the way
the Western whites in the European nations, or Americans, did.   Comfort women and the
Japanese men often together have fun in playing games, singing songs, reading poems, playing
music instruments, and dancing.   You must understand that Geisha was never treated as
“slaves” physically.  Therefore, comfort women were much more “respected” and well-treated
by Japanese men than what other prostitutes would be treated by non-Japanese men.  
Therefore, for you to apply the European whites’ definition of “sex-slavery” to the comfort
women system is totally wrong.  It is a very distorted view to call comfort women as “sex-
slaves”.   Simply they were NOT sex-slaves in the white European nations’ definition of “sex-
slaves.”



 

7)      Their statement: Sex trafficking and sexual slavery during wartime is still going on.

I believe this statement is true.  In fact, that is what is happening right now in Korea and right
now in the Los Angeles Korean town.   Why don’t the Koreans spend more energy, money
and time to take care their CURRENT problems.

 

8)      Their statement: The San Francisco Board of Supervisors passed Resolution 342-15
calling for the building of a memorial to the comfort women in San Francisco and to educate
its students about the history, past and present.

I believe this statement is true.  However, there was a team conspiracy against Japanese,
Japanese nation, and Japanese Consulate of the United States.

 

9)      Their statement: The Comfort Women Justice Coalition, a broad coalition of immigrant
communities’ women's organizations, and 11 human rights groups organized to build the
memorial for "comfort women.”

I believe this statement is true.  However, there was a team conspiracy against Japanese,
Japanese nation, and Japanese Consulate of the United States.  They are mostly Chinese and
Koreans who enjoy to promote general Americans’ bashing against innocent Japanese,
Japanese nation, and Japanese Consulate of the United States.

 

10)  Their statement: On September 22, 2017, the statue “Comfort Women: Pillar of Strength”
will be unveiled in St. Mary’s Square Annex.

 

I believe this statement is true.  However, there was a team conspiracy against Japanese,
Japanese nation, and Japanese Consulate of the United States.  They are mostly Chinese and
Koreans who enjoy to promote general Americans’ bashing against innocent Japanese,
Japanese nation, and Japanese Consulate of the United States.

 

11)  Their statement: That September 22, 2017, be declared a day to honor and remember the
Comfort Women.

 



I absolutely disagree with this declaration.  The declaration has nothing to do with the
American history.  The declaration only celebrates and promote prostitution furthermore. 
Additionally, the declaration would add unnecessary stress among Japanese nationals,
Japanese Americans, Koreans and Chinese; otherwise, we get along well, or, at least, we have
had a wonderful relationship until the current dispute started in recent years.

 

Finally, thus, I deny their statements and I am against the declaration of a day to honor and
remember the Comfort Women to be established. 

 

My name is Tokuko Hirano.  I live in the United State.

I have a trouble emailing the attachment.

I will fax the National Archives document if you can provide me with your fax number.

 

Regards,

 

Tokuko Hirano

650-438-7591

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



From: kanbara nori
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: I do not agree the comfort women Resolution. NO !!! please do not adopt the comfort woman resorution
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 2:42:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am very very very strongly against "Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Woman Day in the City and County of San Francisco".
The comfort woman issue deals with matters between foreign governments and favs nothing
to do with SF.!!!!
I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.

Sincerely,

Nori Danjyo
286 meserole street #708
New York , Brooklyn 11206

mailto:noriki11east@hotmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Midori Hosokawa
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: I protest against Resolution declaring Sep.22nd 2017 as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of SF.
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 3:19:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors, 

I strongly protest against” Resolution declaring September 22nd, 2017 as Comfort Women 
Day in the City and County of San Francisco.” 

I have read the resolution, and found out there are many factual errors which were 
wrongfully incorporated without proper, absolutely necessary verifications to convince 
adults beyond the reasonable doubts.
In fact nullification is the only answer. (period) because there are full of doubts.

I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without proper and necessary verifications.

What can you achieve by this resolution?  Will someone get satisfaction to bully Japanese 
descendants because they are having Japanese ancestors to score something out of hatred?  
That sounds awfully radical group that practice terrorism. Or satisfying North Korea’s 
scheme to create conflict among Japan, Korea and China, is that it? 

Why are you promoting Violence and Hatred-oriented circumstances instead of creating Peace 
and Respect to each other in this year of 2017 after more than 70years which is the most 
difficult challenge for us, humankinds?  

Let us take our seats at the same table to make our mutual efforts to achieve ultimate goal for 
peace and trust in us.  We cannot afford going backward, but forward with love and respect.  

Sincerely, 

Midori Hosokawa 400 W.43rd St. #17-O, New York, NY 10036 USA 

mailto:midoricomm@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: kanbara nori
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: I really against The women Resolution
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 3:56:53 PM

Please be serious,
You are creating unnecessary  problem .

Looks like, Korean gov. doesn't want to finish this. for money? or for those ladies?
How about those ladies feeling?
To built a steel doll on the street, is that for their peaceful feeling? or revenge satisfaction?

It is behaves horribly.

Please keep your PRIDE as San Francisco.

Nick Johnson

mailto:noriki11east@hotmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: aoyama home
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: I strongly disagree with "Comfort Women Day - September 22, 2017"
Date: Wednesday, September 20, 2017 9:25:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.” I have read the resolution, and
found out there are many factual errors.
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verifications.
Sincerely,

Jun Aoyama

5-3, minatomirai, nishi-ku, yokohama-shi, kanagawa, JAPAN

mailto:aoyamahome5@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: 宮崎しづか
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: I"m against the comfort women day
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 1:51:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I, as a Japanese living in Bay area, strongly protest against
“Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the
City and County of San Francisco.”
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verification
especially on the topic discussed between nations.
Building the statue in private area could be done as the owner wish
only if the inscription states true based on appropriate
investigation.
(In this case I don't think so)
However to enact The Day involve all citizens is unacceptable.

I believe that good sense as international city is showed in the board meeting.

Sincerely,
Shizuka Yamaguchi

mailto:383q1sh1zuka@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Gen Lovyet Agustsson
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: I"m the 4,412th signer: "Stop SFMTA (San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency)"
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 2:35:07 PM

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

I just signed a petition addressed to you titled Stop SFMTA (San Francisco Municipal
Transportation Agency). So far, 4,412 people have signed the petition.

You can reach me directly by replying to this email. Or, post a response for MoveOn.org to
pass along to all petition signers by clicking here:
http://pac.petitions.moveon.org/target_talkback.html?tt=tt-23483-custom-54063-20270918-
u6N77a

The petition states:

"As residents and taxpayers of San Francisco we believe that the SFMTA's first and
foremost responsibility is to improve MUNI and to make MUNI a more desirable means
of transportation. It is not SFMTA’s job to make owning and driving a motor vehicle
more expensive and difficult. The SFMTA needs to be accountable to all the citizens of
San Francisco. We need a balanced, unbiased municipal transportation policy. We
respectfully request that the Mayor and District Supervisors immediately stop the
SFMTA from: 1. Installing new parking meters and extending the hours of enforcement
2. Enforcing Sunday parking meters 3. Increasing meter rates, fees and fines "

My additional comments are:

stop installing meters now! start banning cars now! stop ignorance now! need more bike
lanes now!

To download a PDF file of all of your constituents who have signed the petition, including
their addresses, click this link: http://petitions.moveon.org/deliver_pdf.html?
job_id=2129310&target_type=custom&target_id=54063

To download a CSV file of all of your constituents who have signed the petition, including
their addresses, click this link: http://petitions.moveon.org/deliver_pdf.html?
job_id=2129310&target_type=custom&target_id=54063&csv=1

Gen Lovyet Agustsson
Redondo Beach, CA

This email was sent through MoveOn's public petition website, a free service that allows
anyone to set up their own online petition and share it with friends. MoveOn does not endorse
the contents of petitions posted on our public petition website. If you have any questions,
please email petitions@moveon.org. If you don't want to receive further emails updating you
on how many people have signed this petition, click here:
http://petitions.moveon.org/delivery_unsub.html?
e=_m0xZcWIJXzqH9ZTz_cNZWJvYXJkLm9mLnN1cGVydmlzb3JzQHNmZ292Lm9yZw--
&petition_id=23483.

mailto:petitions-noreply@moveon.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
http://pac.petitions.moveon.org/sign/stop-sfmta-san-francisco
http://pac.petitions.moveon.org/sign/stop-sfmta-san-francisco
http://pac.petitions.moveon.org/target_talkback.html?tt=tt-23483-custom-54063-20270918-u6N77a
http://pac.petitions.moveon.org/target_talkback.html?tt=tt-23483-custom-54063-20270918-u6N77a
http://petitions.moveon.org/deliver_pdf.html?job_id=2129310&target_type=custom&target_id=54063
http://petitions.moveon.org/deliver_pdf.html?job_id=2129310&target_type=custom&target_id=54063
http://petitions.moveon.org/deliver_pdf.html?job_id=2129310&target_type=custom&target_id=54063&csv=1
http://petitions.moveon.org/deliver_pdf.html?job_id=2129310&target_type=custom&target_id=54063&csv=1
mailto:petitions@moveon.org
http://petitions.moveon.org/delivery_unsub.html?e=_m0xZcWIJXzqH9ZTz_cNZWJvYXJkLm9mLnN1cGVydmlzb3JzQHNmZ292Lm9yZw--&petition_id=23483
http://petitions.moveon.org/delivery_unsub.html?e=_m0xZcWIJXzqH9ZTz_cNZWJvYXJkLm9mLnN1cGVydmlzb3JzQHNmZ292Lm9yZw--&petition_id=23483
http://petitions.moveon.org/delivery_unsub.html?e=_m0xZcWIJXzqH9ZTz_cNZWJvYXJkLm9mLnN1cGVydmlzb3JzQHNmZ292Lm9yZw--&petition_id=23483


From: satou-PC
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Date: Wednesday, September 20, 2017 6:41:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in
the City and County of San Francisco.”
I have read the resolution, and found out there are many factual errors.
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verifications.
Sincerely,

M. Sato
6-1-502 Hanakuma-cho, Kobe city, Hyogo Pref.

mailto:mhsato0607@jcom.zaq.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: nattisan
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 1:04:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I am strongly against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of
San Francisco.”
The comfort women issue deals with matters between foreign governments and has nothing to do with SF.  I ask you
not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
Sincerely,

Natsumi Ogino
〒547-0001
202-1-10-19 kamikita hirano-ku Osaka-city Japan.

mailto:dressst@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: 荻野 なつみ
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 1:03:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and
County of San Francisco.”
It will create conflict between Chinese and Korean background citizens and Japanese background citizens in SF. It is
not good in your multicultural society.
Sincerely,

Natsumi Ogino
〒547-0001
202-1-10-19 kamikita hirano-ku Osaka-city Japan.

mailto:na2-dressst@live.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: KATSUHIRO SUHARA
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 6:50:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day
in the City and County of San Francisco.” I have read the resolution, and found out there are
many factual errors.
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verifications.
Sincerely,

I hope that a fair judgment will be given.

Niigata JAPAN

Katsuhiro Suhara

mailto:genzo.stone.flower0213@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: 20fw097111825@excite.co.jp
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 12:46:06 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
 I am strongly against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of
San Francisco.”
The comfort women issue deals with matters between foreign governments and has nothing to do with SF.  I ask you
not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.

mailto:20fw097111825@excite.co.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: yzr4@yahoo.co.jp
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 12:44:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I am strongly against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017,
as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”
The comfort women issue deals with matters between foreign
governments and has nothing to do with SF.  I ask you not to
adopt the resolution at the next meeting.

mailto:yzr4@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: glory_mellow@yahoo.co.jp
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 11:46:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San
Francisco.”
It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for incidents that occurred outside of this country. I ask you
not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
Sincerely,

Emi Saeki

mailto:glory_mellow@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: r.r.r.cha-fu-pw.mx-8902-tf@ezweb.ne.jp
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 8:10:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and
County of San Francisco.” I have read the resolution, and found out there are many factual errors.
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verifications.
Sincerely,
Yosuke Hojo
shimosinjo4-17-20,higashiyodogawaku,Osaka-shi,Osaka,Japan

iPhoneから送信

mailto:r.r.r.cha-fu-pw.mx-8902-tf@ezweb.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: 笠谷 由佳莉
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 1:11:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I am strongly against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in
the City and County of San Francisco.”
The comfort women issue deals with matters between foreign governments and has nothing to
do with SF.  I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
Sincerely,  

Yukari kasaya
Japan kanagawaprefecture ebinacity

mailto:nhfs2889@i.softbank.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: 丸谷
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Date: Wednesday, September 20, 2017 11:17:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women 
Day in the City and County of San Francisco.” I have read the resolution, and found out 
there are many factual errors.I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without 
verifications.

Sincerely,

丸谷竹次郎
北海道札幌市南区澄川5条6丁目

mailto:maruya@po.yellowblue.co.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: w1082137@yahoo.co.jp
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: My opinion about the comfort women resolution
Date: Wednesday, September 20, 2017 7:07:02 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and
County of San Francisco.”
I have read the resolution, and found out there are many factual errors.
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verifications.

Yours sincerely,

Nana Wakasugi

mailto:w1082137@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: tashima.kazuaki
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: My opinion about the comfort women resolution
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 6:00:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in
the City and County of San Francisco.” I have read the resolution, and found out there are many
factual errors.
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verifications.
Sincerely,
 
Kazuaki Tashima
32-35 Nakaze Samukawa-machi kouza-gun Kanagawa Japan
 

mailto:tashima.kazuaki@jcom.home.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: sweet_silver_violet@yahoo.co.jp
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: My opinion about the comfort women resolution
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 10:00:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am very surprised and strongly protest that you know that the city will mark September
22 as "a comfortable woman's day."
Do you know the problem that a Korean soldier dispatched for Vietnam war sexually
assaulted a Vietnamese woman and a mixed-born child called "Raittaihan" was born?
Korean soldiers exercised sexual assault on thousands of Vietnamese women, including
girls 13 and 14 years old.
And Raittaihan 's father is not just Korean soldiers. Korean men from Korean construction
companies and others are also civilians and military personnel.
You are trying to adopt unilateral resolutions by unilateral appeals of Chinese and Korean
citizens.
However, in the UK, South Korean soldiers are denounced as victims of Vietnamese
women, and the Korean government is required to apologize.
A private organization in the UK was officially established on September 12 to save those
who became victims of Korean assault.
The problem of comfort women is a matter of foreign government and San Francisco city
is irrelevant.
I think that San Francisco City should make extremely cautious judgments about this
matter.
 I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
Sincerely,

Y.Yamashita
Kobe-city,Japan

mailto:sweet_silver_violet@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: sweet_silver_violet@yahoo.co.jp
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: My opinion about the comfort women resolution
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 2:33:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am strongly against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in
the City and County of San Francisco.”
The comfort women issue deals with matters between foreign governments and has
nothing to do with SF. 
You are trying to make judgments based on testimony of biased, unfair content.
 I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
Sincerely,

Y.Yamashita
Kobe-city,Japan

mailto:sweet_silver_violet@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: makoto
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: My opinion about the comfort women resolution
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 10:04:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and
County of San Francisco.” I have read the resolution, and found out there are many factual errors.
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verifications.
Sincerely,
Makoto Muramatsu,13shimotorida-cho murasakino kyoto-city kyoto-prefecture Japan

mailto:m601226@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: koichi hiramatsu
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: My opinion about the comfort women resolution
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 9:47:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

There is no justice in discrimination and 
hatred

This is a problem of other countries
We bring unhappiness to you all
I disagree with the resolution

Sincerely,

koichi hiramatsu     saitama japan

mailto:koichi.hiramatsu@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: たくさん とどく
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: My opinion about the comfort women resolution
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 5:43:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in
the City and County of San Francisco.” I have read the resolution, and found out there are many
factual errors.
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verifications.
Sincerely,
 
Takumi Yanai
4-28-10 Minami-kouenji Suginami-ku  Tokyo Japan
 
Windows 10 版のメールから送信
 

mailto:takusan-todoku@hotmail.co.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986


From: Takako Mita
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: My opinion about the comfort women resolution
Date: Monday, September 25, 2017 7:40:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in
the City and County of San Francisco.”
I have read the resolution, and found out there are many factual errors.
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verifications.
Moreover, I’m afraid that it will promote hostility towards the Japanese American community,
including increasing tensions between Asian American.

Sincerely,
Takako Mita
Mashiko, Tochigi Prf. Japan

mailto:cbr18740@sea.plala.or.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: My opinion about the comfort women resolution/I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22,

2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 8:54:30 PM
Attachments: 安 秉直(An Byeong-jik)Professor emeritus at Seoul University.png

安 秉直(An Byeong-jik)Professor emeritus at Seoul University .png
安 秉直(An Byeong-jik)Professor emeritus at Seoul University .png
安 秉直(An Byeong-jik)Professor emeritus at Seoul University .png
安 秉直(An Byeong-jik)Professor emeritus at Seoul University .png
安 秉直(An Byeong-jik)Professor emeritus at Seoul University .png

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22,
2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San
Francisco.
” I have read the resolution, and found out there are many
factual errors.
I believe San Francisco must not make a historical judgement
without verifications.
The approved inscription of the memorial depicts “Comfort
Women” as “sexually enslaved”, “hundreds of thousands of
women and girls” and “Most of these women died during their
wartime captivity.
” What are the evidence or primary source to proof these
allegations?
Or name the historians.
http://www.archives.gov/iwg/reports/final-report-2007.pdf
http://www.exordio.com/1939-
1945/codex/Documentos/report-49-USA-orig.html

Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-
ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka- Prefecture

mailto:s-hikoyama@rx.tnc.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
http://www.archives.gov/iwg/reports/final-report-2007.pdf
http://www.exordio.com/1939-1945/codex/Documentos/report-49-USA-orig.html
http://www.exordio.com/1939-1945/codex/Documentos/report-49-USA-orig.html


422-8004,JAPAN
 



From: kanbara nori
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: NO comfort woman resorution.
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 3:28:27 PM

Please do not involve to foreign history.

David Green

mailto:noriki11east@hotmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: 荒木大介
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Cc: jun.yamada@mofa.go.jp
Subject: NO comfort women resolution!!
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 8:00:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as
Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

There is no evidence for force entraining 200,000 of women by Japanese
government. The government of USA spent 8 years/10 million USD since 1999 -
April 2007 to investigate evidence and created 8,500,000 page reports but
could not find any.

There were real Sex slave and murder issue as below but I do not know why
you do not point it out at all.

https://laidaihanjustice.org/about-us/

I was going to come to San Francisco but I guess not any more.

Araki

mailto:araki0425@me.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:jun.yamada@mofa.go.jp
https://laidaihanjustice.org/about-us/


From: 山崎 郁江
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: NO comfort women resolution
Date: Thursday, September 21, 2017 5:56:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

Was disappointed
Evidence that it is still a country that can not be trusted that such judgment
that will defame Japan in America that should be an alliance is done
It is a result that it was proved that things are judged by the advantage
superior only to win the election from the truth of the thing.
As Japan is concerned about the negative impact on Japanese
We should announce the withdrawal of Japanese companies from California
and prohibition of new factory establishment.

mailto:m-mayoineko@live.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: yukiirori@yahoo.co.jp
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: NO comfort women resolution
Date: Thursday, September 21, 2017 5:39:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I was disappointed.
San Francisco did not check the facts but dyed it anti-Japanese.
The Japanese are angry. We will take action to resolve relations with Osaka, which has a
sister city with San Francisco.

mailto:yukiirori@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: 福島實
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: NO comfort women resolution
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 10:52:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

Would you mind stopping comfort women resolution?

I am very unpleasant about "Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco".

Do you know what kind of people are putting statue of the charity dame?

They are  South Korean and Chinese immigrants of anti-Japanism, anti-Americanism,
and pro-North Korea.

Statue of the charity dame aren't "Statue of Peace".

Statue of the charity dame are "Statue of Hatespeeches against Japan" .

So I protest against "Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women
Day in the City and County of San Francisco".

Sincerely,
Minoru Fukushima

1-14-5 Konan Chuou, Kumagaya City, Saitama Prefecture, 360-0114, Japan

mailto:d0u6i.k2transit@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: sweet_silver_violet@yahoo.co.jp
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: NO comfort women resolution
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 7:48:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women
Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”
You are trying to make judgments based on testimony of biased, unfair content.
It will create conflict between Chinese and Korean background citizens and Japanese
background citizens in SF. It is not good in your multicultural society.
Sincerely,

Y.Yamashita
Kobe-city,Japan

mailto:sweet_silver_violet@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: kubo-akihiro
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: NO comfort women resolution
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 5:49:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in
the City and County of San Francisco.” I have read the resolution, and found out there are many
factual errors.
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verifications.
Sincerely,
 
 
Kubo akihiro
 
Nipponn  hokkaidou Sapporo
 

mailto:qqef6r3d@swan.ocn.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: 榮田隆弘
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: NO comfort women resolution
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 12:11:06 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as
Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will create conflict between Chinese and Korean background citizens
and Japanese background citizens in SF. It is not good in your
multicultural society.

T.Eida

2-20-9 Abiko-shi, Chiba-Ken, Japan  270-1152

mailto:eida@m7.dion.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: marsa310
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: NO comfort women resolution
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 3:41:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and
County of San Francisco.” I have read the resolution, and found out there are many factual errors.
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verifications.
Sincerely,

Masahiro  Sato
1-12-18  minami  shinozaki  Edogawa  City  Tokyo  Japan

mailto:marsa310@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: J.NISHIYAMA
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: NO comfort women resolution
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 3:28:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.” I have invested the resolution,
and found out there are many factual errors.
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verifications.
Sincerely,

Nishiyama
Fukuoka, Japan, 

mailto:drjun0060@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: yukiirori@yahoo.co.jp
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: NO comfort women resolution
Date: Thursday, September 21, 2017 10:41:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

A testimony in the US Congress that Mr. Iyosu, a former comfort woman, went out with a
friend and became a comfort women said that the Hankyore newspaper had testimony, so
the testimony at the US Congress is a mysterious lie Is it?
At the stage of conflicting testimony, there is only one to judge that either is not "lie" and
both are "lies".

Indeed, the first testimony is "I ran away with a friend", so the likelihood that the
subsequent remark is "lie" is high. The latter testimony is less contradictory if it is
considered as a testimony of "comfort women" to the US military opponent at the time of
the Korean war rather than the Japanese military opponent.

If you do a "testimony of lies" at the US Congress, it will be a perjury, but you can not
find out such a simple "lie", or the members of the US Congress who decided to dare to
know that it is a lie " You should convict "swear to the Bible" "Japan bashing".

mailto:yukiirori@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: ks-future1951@ezweb.ne.jp
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: NO comfort women resolution!
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 7:04:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I am strongly against “Resolution declaring September
22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and
County of San Francisco.”
The comfort women issue deals with matters between
foreign governments and has nothing to do with SF.  I
ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
Sincerely,
=====================
Kuniki Mitsuniki
〒 655-0017
   Tarumi KOBE 3-2-1  A-206 JAPAN
=====================

mailto:ks-future1951@ezweb.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Yoshiko Takahashi
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: No Comfort Women resolution
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 3:43:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I strongly protest against "Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City
of San Francisco".

It will promote hostility towards The Japanese American community, including increasing tension between
Asian American. The resolution, rather than promoting inclusion, will promote intolerance. 

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.

Sincerely,

Yoshiko Takahashi
60 West 68th Street, Apt. 2-G
New York, New York 10023 

mailto:yoshikotline@earthlink.net
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: k-juku
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: No comfort women resolution
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 2:01:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I am strongly against the comfort women resolution
declaring September 22, 2017 as comfort women
Day in the city and county of San Francisco.
The comfort women issue had already settled by
Japanese government and Korean government
In 2015. Nevertheless, why do you want to interfere
in Foreign political and diplomatic dispute ?
Do you want to take a side of Korean/Chinese ?
You have nothing to do with this issue.
Sincerely,
k-juku
Masuo 2-4-10
Kashiwa-shi
Chiba-prefecture, Japan

mailto:tkjuku@regalia.nir.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Junko Yasunaga
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Opinion on the comfort women Resolution
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 3:24:13 PM

File No. 170991, Resolution

To whom it may concern,
My name is Junko Yasunaga, and as the citizen of peaceful Japan, I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring
September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

Please look into the truth of this story, not only from Korea, but also from Japan side.  You will soon learn that
many thorough study even from within the US has found no proof to this comfort women crime.

You know this resolution could cause conflict between Chinese and Korean background citizens and Japanese
background citizens in your area.

I am hoping for your clear mind decision.

Best regards,
(Ms.) Junko Yasunaga
2-22-25 Mutsuura-Higashi, Kanazawa-ku, Yokohama 236-0037,
Japan
e-mail: june@m8.dion.ne.jp

iPhoneから送信

mailto:june@m8.dion.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Sae Mori
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Opposite
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 4:14:31 PM

  
Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day
in the City and County of San Francisco.”

As a Japanese woman who is living in the United States, I know that this statue will only open
up old wounds. Instead of remembering a negative relationship, why not accent the positive
that exists between Japan and Korea today?

It will promote hostility towards the Japanese American community, including increasing
tensions between Asian Americans and other Americans. The resolution, rather than
promoting inclusion, will promote intolerance.
Sincerely,

Hisae Mori
SanJose California

mailto:hm5rabbit@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
x-apple-data-detectors://0/


From: Hidemi Nagao
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Opposition to the Comfort Women Day (2)
Date: Wednesday, September 20, 2017 7:48:09 PM

September 21, 2017
 
Dear Sirs and Madams of the City and Country of San Francisco,
 
           Please allow me to send another letter to your city and county
concerning the intended declaration of September 22 as the Comfort
Women Day.
           Though I have already clarified my position to oppose the
declaration a few days ago, I would like to add two key points to
clearly make myself understood.
(Note 1:  Korea mentioned herein means South Korea.)
 
A:  The focus of argument on the comfort women issue has been
intentionally shifted three times since January 1990 until today.
 
B:  Suppose it is meaningful to declare one day of the year as
Comfort Women Day, there would be numerous other candidates in
consideration of the modern history.
 
1.  About A:
 
           Focus (1) Taking (forcibly drafting) a huge number of women
away under coercion during the Pacific War;
           Focus (2) Taking the women away under coercion in a broad
sense of the term during the Pacific War;
           Focus (3) Making the women sex slaves during the Pacific
War and post-war days; and,
           Focus (4) Violating the women’s rights during the Pacific War
and post-war days.
 
           Despite several occasions in the past, in which the comfort
women issue surfaced—Senda’s book published in 1970s and
Yoshida’s book printed in 1980s, neither the Korean civic activists
nor the Korean Government did not heed to the existence of the
wartime comfort women until January 1990, when Professor Yun

mailto:ccg27401@nyc.odn.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


Chun-ok of the Ewha Womens University, Seoul, contributed a four-
part report to the Hankyoreh Shinbun on the Volunteer Corps.  It
was a wake-up call and she said that the Volunteer Corps was
tainted with deep-rooted grudge of the Koreans.
           Because Professor Yun quoted the Senda book and the
Yoshida book, two critical errors made by them became understood
as truthful facts by the public, i.e., there were 50,000 to 200,000
Korean comfort women and all the women in the Volunteer Corps
were made comfort women.
           In November 1991, “The Korean Council for the Women
Drafted for Military Sexual Slavery by Japan (KCWD)” was
established as a civic organization and Professor Yun became its
first president.
(Note 2:  KCWD is an abbreviation I coined.)
(Note 3:  Senda was the first one to use the word “military comfort women” in
post-war Japan.  During the wartime until 1973, those women were called
“barmaids, female employees, or women in shameful profession, or prostitutes in
Japan.)
 
A1:  Having been encouraged by the Asahi Shimbun articles—
although they were deleted in August 2014—and partly incoherent
stories provided by the former comfort women, KCWD loudly
campaigned, with the former comfort women, to sue the Japanese
Government for compensation and apology.  Quite a few Japanese
media and scholars sided with KCWD.
 
A2:  As for Focus (1), after researches by both the Korean and
Japanese Governments, there was no direct involvement between
the Japanese Government/Army and recruiting of the comfort
women; they were not associated with the Volunteer Corps, either.
 
A3:  While still holding on to the compensation campaign, KCWD
and others began quietly disregarding Focus (1).  They switched to
Focus (2) for contention.  That is, it is the Japanese Army that
requested for comfort women and, therefore, the government is to be
partially blamed for.  KCWD and others were aware then of the fact
that it was mainly Korean recruiters (businesspersons) in Korea and
mainly Japanese recruiters (businesspersons) in Japan who did the
solicitation of the Korean and Japanese women for prostitution



although there were cases of sheer deception and coercion on the
part of the recruiters (businesspersons).
 
A4:  Since mid-1990s, voices began to rise both in Japan and Korea
to question the validity of what Senda and Yoshida wrote in their
books.  The two passed away incidentally in 2000; Senda stayed
mum until his death but Yoshida owned up before his death.  KCWD
and others, having sensed the tide changing as to corroboration of
facts, they have shifted the focus of argument from Focus 2 to Focus
3 to Focus 4 as the “equal opportunity” policy and women’s rights
began to be highlighted across the world.  Their reasoning, I guess,
is that (1) women’s rights are inviolable and (2) the rights issue is
universal, and (3) the wrongdoings of Japan can still be addressed to
the world in relation to human trafficking.
 
A5:  Shifting the focuses of argument on the part of KCWD and
Korean expatriates is understandable as tactics.  However, leaving
behind serious consequences Focus 1 and Focus 2 have brought
about toward Japan is an act that is totally irresponsible and
unacceptable.  It is only justifiable if they make amends on Focus 1
and Focus 2 before going for Focus 3 and Focus 4.
 
A6:  If your city and your county are to pass the legislation, all the
countries that have had the shameful past must be mentioned on the
coming Declaration Day.  Likewise, comfort women statues might as
well be proudly built everywhere in the U.S. for each nationality of
the women who have suffered hitherto.
 
2.  About B:
B1:  To name just a few, the dates below would be good candidates
for accessory memorial days along with the Comfort Women Day.
 
February 23:  On February 23, 2002, former Visiting Professor Kim
Gi-ok (Professor of the Hansung University today) made public at an
international symposium that the Korean military operated the
Special Comfort Stations for its own troops—the women were called
the Fifth Logistics Items—and the U.N. Comfort Stations for the
United Nations Command troops—the women were called the



U.N.C. Accommodation Women—during the Korean War and
thereafter for a while.
 
March 26 or April 2:  On March 26, 2015, Noriyuki Yamaguchi of
TBS TV, Japan, based in Washington reported in the Shukan
Bunshun weekly of the April 2 edition that the Korean military
operated comfort women stations in South Vietnam under the name
of Turkish Bath during the Vietnam War.  The comfort women were
Vietnamese.  It was fully quoted on the Internet Online Newsletter
named Nelson Report on the same day.
 
June 25:  On June 25, 2014, 122 former comfort women who
provided sexual services to American troops during the Korean War
sued the Korean Government for compensation of damages.
 
June 28:  On June 28, 2017, the Korean-Vietnamese Peace
Foundation and other civic groups requested the Korean
Government to heed to the sufferings of the Vietnamese citizens
during the Vietnam War.
 
August 28:  On August 17, 1945, the Japanese Government began to
prepare for landing troops of the Allied Powers to maintain social
order.  On August 28, the Recreation and Amusement Association
(RAA), a private entity initially funded by the government, opened
for American Sailors and Marines the door of a Tokyo comfort
station where 38 Japanese volunteer prostitutes were housed.
 
B2:  There should be many other days to remember the wrongdoings
done for women, regardless of their nationalities.  Young girls and
women kidnapped from northern Iraq and raped by Islamic State
members should not be an exception for a commemorative day.
 
3.  It seems to me that the on-going legislation endeavor to declare
September 22 as the Comfort Women Day would be
counterproductive to the sense of righteousness your citizens have
been upholding since the Independence of the United States of
America.  I am afraid that it would only be a case of condescending
to a third-country nationalistic propaganda, which is irrelevant to



the U.S. as far as Focus 1 and Focus 2 are concerned.
 
4.  It is one thing to play music, it is quite another to dance to it.  Its
melody and harmony may be enchanting, yet if it comes with lyrics,
it is worthwhile reading into it.  A 1971 film, Sacco e Vanzetti, had a
beautiful, heart-wrenching screen music sung by Joan Baez.  But the
actual trial of Sacco and Vanzetti ended by their execution in the
electric chair in 1927.  Though the two were posthumously
exonerated in 1977, the trial still rings a gruesome bell.
 
5.  It seems to me that real serious issues have been sidelined due to
the clatters.  This may be a case of incivility crisis Pam Jenkins,
former President of Powell and Tate, has been warning since 2010.  I
am not hesitant to listen to her.  And I admit that Japan had
shortfalls in the past … not in the sense that KCWD and others
claim.
 
           In closing, I reiterate that I will stand against anyone who
espouses human trafficking.
 
 
 
Very respectfully,
 
Hidemi Nagao
Citizen of Japan, 45-21 Kubo-cho, Nishi-ku, Yokohama, Japan 220-
0061



From: Zxcvbnnmhfdd Sddghhjkjv
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: PLEASE DO NOT ADOPT THE CONFORT WOMEN RESOLUTION!!!
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 7:36:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day
in the City and County of San Francisco.” I have read the resolution, and found out there are
many factual errors.
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verifications. Also,Is it okay for SF
to be secretly influenced and misled by North Korean political maneuvering in your
multicultural society?
I am afraid this resolution will become a trigger to create racial conflicts in SF.
Sincerely,

Yoko Tanaka

11802 Rockville pike Rockville MD 20852

mailto:monky7820@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: 鈴木 士朗
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Please do not adopt
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 8:43:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017,
as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”
I have read the resolution, and found out there are many many factual
errors.
If SF adopt the resolution, it makes SF very famous in the world that
the city that make a historical judgement without verifications.
I ask SF again, please confirm the fact before adoption.

Sincerely,

Shiro Suzuki
Higashi-shirakawadai 4-2-15, suma-ku, kobe-shi, hyogo prefecture Japan.

 ---

mailto:shiro2_suzuki@mhps.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Please do not adopt the comfort women resolution/I am strongly against “Resolution declaring September 22,

2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 2:31:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I am strongly against “Resolution declaring September 22,
2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San
Francisco.”
The comfort women issue deals with matters between foreign
governments and has nothing to do with San Francisco.  
I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
The San Francisco must understand that the comfort women
issue is politically and diplomatically controversial issue.
The Japanese government recalled her ambassador and Council
General to Pusan to home, and terminated or postponed
negotiations with the government of South Korea.
This decision took place in response to Korea’s decision to
install a Comfort Women statue in Public place in Pusan, the
second largest city in S. Korea.
Press Conference by the Chief Cabinet Secretary /January 6,
2017
http://japan.kantei.go.jp/tyoukanpress/201701/6_a.html
” What are the evidence or primary source to proof these
allegations? Or name the historians.
http://www.archives.gov/iwg/reports/final-

report-2007.pdf
http://www.exordio.com/1939-

1945/codex/Documentos/report-49-USA-orig.html
The peaceful city of San Francisco should not be involved in

mailto:s-hikoyama@rx.tnc.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
http://japan.kantei.go.jp/tyoukanpress/201701/6_a.html
http://www.archives.gov/iwg/reports/final-report-2007.pdf
http://www.archives.gov/iwg/reports/final-report-2007.pdf
http://www.exordio.com/1939-1945/codex/Documentos/report-49-USA-orig.html
http://www.exordio.com/1939-1945/codex/Documentos/report-49-USA-orig.html


such issue by erecting memorial of one-sided allegations.
I have visited San Francisco and loved friendly people and
beautiful town.
I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities.
And also it will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and
Japan alliance, and that will only make Communist China and
North Korea happy.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: fujita yasuko
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Please do not adopt the comfort women resolution
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 10:29:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”
It will promote hostility towards the Japanese American community, including
increasing tensions between Asian American. The resolution, rather than promoting
inclusion, will promote intolerance.
Sincerely,

Yasuko Fujita
NJ USA

mailto:yasukofu@hotmail.co.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: 4486kk .
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Please do not adopt the comfort women resolution
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 2:32:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.” I have read the resolution, and
found out there are many factual errors.
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verifications.
Sincerely,
Keiichi Kamimura
1-80,Kohata,Uj-city,Kyoto,Japan

mailto:kamimura4486@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: H.Suekane @ PLUS S, Inc.
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Please do not adopt the comfort women resolution
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 7:26:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and
County of San Francisco.”
It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for incidents that occurred outside of
this country. I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
Sincerely,
Hisayoshi Suekane
email: suekane@pluss-inc.com
Zip Code 338-0002
RM.202 6-11-8 Shimoochiai Chuouku
Saitama City, Saitama Pref. Japan.

mailto:suekane@pluss-inc.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: takak_2004@yahoo.co.jp
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Please do not adopt the comfort women resolution
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 5:27:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to establish a Comfort Women Day.
Not only Korea but also North Korea and China are involved in the problem of comfort
women.
This comfort women problem is not just San Francisco. 
It should be regarded as a threat to North Korea against the alliance of the United
States and Japan.
Please do not adopt the comfort women resolution.
Sincerely,
(I'm sorry, my English is not good)

Takahito Kojima
Shizuoka Japan

mailto:takak_2004@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: kamono
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Please do not adopt the comfort women resolution
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 5:23:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in
the City and County of San Francisco.” I have read the resolution, and found out there are many
factual errors.
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verifications.
Sincerely,
 
Kazuo kamono
Japan,gifu,takayamacity

mailto:kamono@aa.wakwak.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: naonaocana .
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Please do not adopt the comfort women resolution
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 4:51:30 PM

Stop th political aim of the division of USA and Japan under the masque of Women's Human
Rights.
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day
in the City and County of San Francisco.”
It will promote hostility towards the Japanese American community, including increasing
tensions between Asian American. The resolution, rather than promoting inclusion, will
promote intolerance.
Sincerely,
Kanagawa Japan
  Naomiki Ishikawa

mailto:naonaocanaille@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: 四塚 たけし
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Please do not adopt the comfort women resolution
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 1:59:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and
County of San Francisco.” I have read the resolution, and found out there are many factual errors.
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verifications.
Sincerely,

Takeshi Yotsuzuka
Hukazawa,Setagaya-ku,Tokyo,JAPAN

mailto:ytzktks@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: igonyan15@yahoo.co.jp
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Please do not adopt the comfort women resolution
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 11:53:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am strongly against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women
Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”
The comfort women issue deals with matters between foreign governments and has
nothing to do with SF.  I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.

Sincerely,

San Francisco Citizen

mailto:igonyan15@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: KI YOSHI
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Please do not adopt the comfort women resolution
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 9:31:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.” I have read the resolution, and
found out there are many factual errors.
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verifications.
Sincerely,

Kiyoshi Tabe

60 PAYA LEBAR ROAD #09-25 PAYA LEBAR SQUARE SINGAPORE 409051

mailto:kiyoshi.tabe@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: happygoluckyjoy@gaea.ocn.ne.jp
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Please do not adopt the comfort women resolution
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 9:02:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and
County of San Francisco.”
I have read the resolution, and found out there are many factual errors.
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verifications.

Sincerely,

Yoshiko Konno

4-18,Minamikasai  Edogawaku Tokyo

mailto:happygoluckyjoy@gaea.ocn.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: sweet_silver_violet@yahoo.co.jp
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Please do not adopt the comfort women resolution
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 8:22:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women
Day in the City and County of San Francisco.” I have read the resolution, and found out
there are many factual errors.
You are trying to make judgments based on testimony of biased, unfair content.
And you ignore the findings of IWG (Interagency Working Group).
The U.S. government conducted a massive re-investigation of the war crimes of Germany
and Japan that took place over eight years under Clinton and Bush administration.
As a result, in the report, it is clearly stated that no document of the US government's
military, which supports war crimes related to Japanese comfort women and the assertion
of "organizational enslavement of women", was not discovered at all .
Please refer to the following address and confirm.
Sincerely,

1 · Nazi War Crimes &Japanese Imperial Government Records
https://www.archives.gov/files/iwg/reports/final-report-2007.pdf

2 · http://www.sdh-fact.com/CL02_3/27_S1.p

Y.Yamashita
Kobe-city,Japan

mailto:sweet_silver_violet@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: sweet_silver_violet@yahoo.co.jp
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Please do not adopt the comfort women resolution
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 7:55:23 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women
Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”
You are trying to make judgments based on testimony of biased, unfair content.
It will promote hostility towards the Japanese American community, including increasing
tensions between Asian American. The resolution, rather than promoting inclusion, will
promote intolerance.
Sincerely,

Y.Yamashita
Kobe-city,Japan

mailto:sweet_silver_violet@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Yu Kanamori
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Please do not adopt the comfort women resolution
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 6:54:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”
It will promote hostility towards the Japanese American community, including
increasing tensions between Asian American. The resolution, rather than promoting
inclusion, will promote intolerance.
Sincerely,
Yu Kanamori, Tokyo

mailto:kanamori@mediba.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: 管野貴文
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Please do not adopt the comfort women resolution
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 6:49:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017,
as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

The so-called "comfort women's problem"is a diplomatic issue between
Japan and Korea.

It is not constructive for local governments in third countries to
interfere with diplomatic issues in other countries.

Also, the resolution has parts different from historical facts.

If the City of San Francisco votes a resolution that has not been
properly verified and intervenes in diplomatic matters between Japan
and South Korea, it causes unnecessary division between Japanese
living in San Francisco City and Korean people .

Such a situation would not want anyone who is a San Francisco citizen.

Please do not resolve the resolution(“Resolution declaring September
22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San
Francisco.”) to avoid unnecessary division.

Sincerely,

Kanno Takafumi    From Tokyo Japan

mailto:takafumi94@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: t-honma@kind.ocn.ne.jp
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Please do not adopt the comfort women resolution
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 4:38:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
 I am strongly against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of
San Francisco.”
The comfort women issue deals with matters between foreign governments and has nothing to do with SF.  I ask you
not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
 Sincerely,

Izumi Shindou

4-8,simamatunakamati,eniwa-si,Hokkaido,061-1352,Japan

mailto:t-honma@kind.ocn.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: 角野 學
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Please do not adopt the comfort women resolution
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 4:12:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City
and County of San Francisco.”
Is it okay for SF to be secretly influenced and misled by North Korean political maneuvering in
your multicultural society?
I am afraid this resolution will become a trigger to create racial conflicts in SF.
Sincerely,
 
～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～
fukuokactiy higasiku mizutani-1-5-19
        manabu sumino
tel 092-662-7188 fax 092-662-7188
E-mail manabu.sumino@nifty.com
 

mailto:manabu.sumino@nifty.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Kなお
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Please do not adopt the comfort women resolution.
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 11:39:05 AM

拝啓 Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day
in the City and County of San Francisco.”

Do you know that North Korea is involved in the comfort women issue?
Fox
James · K · Glassman
: Japan vs US: No, Japan is not 'killing' us, we're killing Japan, our staunchest Asian ally:
http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2016/05/10/japan-vs-us-no-japan-is-not-killing-us-were-
killing-japan-our-staunchest-asian-ally. html
-------------------
It will create conflict between Chinese and Korean background citizens and Japanese
background citizens in SF. It is not good in your multicultural society.
よろしくお願い致します。
敬具 Sincerely,

mailto:naoko393939@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2016/05/10/japan-vs-us-no-japan-is-not-killing-us-were-killing-japan-our-staunchest-asian-ally
http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2016/05/10/japan-vs-us-no-japan-is-not-killing-us-were-killing-japan-our-staunchest-asian-ally


From: b46u8w@bma.biglobe.ne.jp
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Please do not adopt the comfort women resolution
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 1:07:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the
City and County of San Francisco.”
Is it okay for SF to be secretly influenced and misled by North Korean political maneuvering
in your multicultural society?
I am afraid this resolution will become a trigger to create racial conflicts in SF.
Sincerely,

Masamine Yamazato Kanagawa Hadanocity

mailto:b46u8w@bma.biglobe.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: tokuoka shigeru
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Please investigate throughly by yourself
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 6:32:06 AM

Dear Board Members of Supervisors
 

Don’t you know that the Former US president Clinton’s cabinet investigated this issue
thoroughly in 1990s and found nothing wrong about the act of Japanese army then.  Many
evidences including those of US army in 1944 for example show that the comfort women were
actually just hired prostitutes which were legal at that time.  Why you don’t investigate yourself
before you decide to take a step against such reports and evidences.  You should be able to find
those reports and evidences easily.

Or, I guess, that your are deceived by Chinese and Korean leftist groups.  Here in Japan as well
as Korea, the issue of the comfort women has become clear more and more that they were not
kidnapped or captured and forced to be comfort women.  The issue of comfort women is
becoming a symbol of historical lie and shame in Japan and Korea.

Have you made up your mind to tie with the historical lie and shame?  I hope you haven’t made
up such mind for the sake of the honorable American History! I love San Francisco and hope that
SF is not stained by historical lie and dishonor.

 
From Shigeru Tokuoka,  Midori-ku, Yokohama-city, Japan 

 
Windows 10 版のメールから送信
 

mailto:iw-tokuoka@outlook.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986


From: N E
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Please respect the dignity of numerous Japanese girl"s victims during the salvage from Korean peninsula
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 11:49:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”
I have read the resolution, and found out there are many factual errors.

I'm so surprised and feel intense anger because the resolution is too much one-sided and unequal. 

I have believed the United States of America is the country that places great significance on the justice and equality.

I wish all of you to know the numerous victims of Japanese women, girls when the Salvage from Korean peninsula, Manchrine  after the war,it means after August 15, 1945.
Koreans, Chinese, Soviet soldiers attacked Japanese citizens persistently  and massacred and targeted especially women and children, the most weak people in extremely cruel way.

During the Salvage from Korean peninsula and Manchu, numerous Japanese women, even of tender years were raped and killed in incredible cruel way.

When Japanese refugee people protested against it, the Koreans blow a fuse and fired the salvage place. So they couldn't even protest against that. 

Many Japanese women victims who found pregnancy felt shame and killed themselves.

Since the rape, massacle by South Korean is too many, at the arrival port of returnees were handed the leaflets for women, girls. It was indicated the place to abortion surgery.
But for their privacy, the expression was like "If you have any concerning of your body, please go to the hospital".

In Japan, there were  hospitals for abortion surgery for the victims who could return to Japan miraculously.

The representative facility is Futsukaichi hospital.
https://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E4%BA%8C%E6%97%A5%E5%B8%82%E4%BF%9D%E9%A4%8A%E6%89%80#.E5.8F.82.E8.80.83.E6.96.87.E7.8C.AE

At the era, since the medicines were extremely in short because of the war, and many victims had to get surgery without any anethsesia.
It caused grievous pain and many victims were dead by this.

What I can not keep my indignation is that Koreans have concealed it for decades and afraided to be accused but after they recognised that Japanese people don't accuse it, they made many fake stories as they were the victims for the business.
After the war, Japanese people has never demanded any apologies for huge victims for anyone and just tried to develop our country for the future.

In Vietnam war, the Korean soldiers raped and massacred many Vietnamese women. They raped even bride in the wedding.
There are many children called Lai Ðại Hàn, they are half of Korean rapest and Vietnamese women.

If you put the statue and memorial day of Korean, please put the statue and memorial day of Japanese women, girls victims. Please put the statue and memorial day of Lai Ðại Hàn too.

But even if they were established "equally", it is not even justice, equal at all. Japanese victims, Vietnamese victims are real victims of citizen by Korean soldiers.
About the Korean comfort woman, they got salary or sold by Korean traficcer. They just found the way to transfer the responsibility to Japan and learned that accusing Japan is the way of get money, buisiness.

S.Korean government has never admitted and apologied to the criminal against Vietnamese women.

Do you know the book "So Far From The Bamboo Grove" written by Yoko Kawashima Watkins ?

Watkins wrote her sublime experience during the salvage from Korean peninsula and awarded the Literary Lights for Children Award by Associates of the Boston Public Library in 1998 and the Courage of Conscience Award by the Peace Abbey.

She didn't get any support but naturally, American parents chosed this book as the best forchildren's peace education.

But in 2006, furious Korean groups suddenly gathered money and tried to distinguish the book and spreaded apparent lies, fake stories of the auther's family, job of her father. They accused that she wrote this book for acuse Koreans with lies.
 
If you read it, you can naturally understand that she wrote the this not because for accusing korean but for dearest wish for the peace between all people. She accused Japanese people also and described great aapreciate for the N.Korean family who helpted her brother.
I felt this book is rather the best book for reconcilliation between Japan and Korea.

But the Korean community in America has tried to extinguish this book from all over the world trimphantly.

The same people is now calling for the implementation of the resolution.

Please do not decieved by Korean political propaganda.

Korean government use the comfort woman story for politics, business, use bribes everytime.  Japanese people never do such stupid way.

I just require the truth.
It is just the difference between .

In Japanese society, government, there are so many agent of Koreans and Chinese. The publish company also same so the book was not published in Japan untill 2013.
In almost Japanese public school also, there are so many teachers who teaches children the very propaganda of China and Korea. 

I have also educated by them when I was in elementary school, so I have heard about cnfort women stories so throughout year for many years.
I have believed the stories and I have felt that I want to apology to all Korean people. 
So many Japanese people are same.

We have never taught the victims from Korean, Chinese, Soviet soldiers until I found it by one book written the sublime experience of Japanese orphans.
"The last wills of the children gone as the star dust in Manchrine"
https://www.amazon.co.jp/%E6%BA%80%E5%B7%9E%E3%81%AE%E6%98%9F%E3%81%8F%E3%81%9A%E3%81%A8%E6%95%A3%E3%81%A3%E3%81%9F%E5%AD%90%E4%BE%9B%E3%81%9F%E3%81%A1%E3%81%AE%E9%81%BA%E6%9B%B8%E2%80%95%E6%96%B0%E4%BA%AC%E6%95%B7%E5%B3%B6%E5%9C%B0%E5%8C%BA%E9%9B%A3%E6%B0%91%E5%8F%8E%E5%AE%B9%E6%89%80%E3%81%AE%E5%AD%A4%E5%85%90%E3%81%9F%E3%81%A1-
%E5%A2%97%E7%94%B0-%E6%98%AD%E4%B8%80/dp/4946513469

In the book, there is the one description that so many Japanese womens were raped by Chinese, Soviet soldiers that after finding the pregnancy, the suicide of killing themselves by jumping into the deep well was no end.

In Japan, since so manyhidden Korean, Chinese network, agent power on the government, publishing companies, the news paper, TV programs, the Japanese victims by Koreans, Chinese were scarcely broad casted.

But gradually, many Japanes people find the truth and it is certainly gradually spreading.

The truth will be revealed just like the Lai Dai Han in Vietnam in the near future.

After that, this consiliation will be revealed as the shameful thing in.

What I can not keep my indignation is that the resolution means the trample upon numerous Japanese women, girls victims experienced trimendous pain and denying their existence.

Please don't believe everything Koreans says soon because they connect to so many agent, and hear the counter opinions of Japanese side nad investigate and research well by the pure evidences.

Sincerly,

Emiko Nishiyama 

8-40-1-418 ShinYoshida Higashi Kouhoku-ku Yokohama, Japan

mailto:emiko0510jp@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boston_Public_Library


From: mugi morijiri
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Press Inquiry: File#170991 - Comfort Women Day Sept. 22
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 7:43:10 AM

Hello, 

My name is Mugi Morijiri with the Los Angeles news bureau of Japanese TV network, TBS. 
I have a few questions about Resolution, which file # is 170991. 

1) I believe next board meeting will be held on Friday the 22nd. What time does it start? 

2) Will the video, script and the meeting details be available online soon after the meeting? 
     Or when will they be available for us to view? 

3) In case we are interested, are we allowed to videotape the board meeting? 

Thank you very much for your help on this in advance. 

Best regards, 

---
Mugi Morijiri
TBS Los Angeles Bureau
1901 Avenue of the Stars. Suite 1460
Los Angeles, CA 90067
310.556.2200 (o)
213.280.2603 (m)
mugi.morijiri@gmail.com
http://www.tbsi-us.com/

mailto:mugi.morijiri@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:mugi.morijiri@gmail.com
http://www.tbsi-us.com/


From: Yoko Burns
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Protest against resolution declaring 9/22/2017 as comfort Woman day
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 4:14:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as
Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

As a Japanese woman who is living in the United States, I know that this statue will
only open up old wounds. Instead of remembering a negative relationship, why not
accent the positive that exists between Japan and Korea today?

It will promote hostility towards the Japanese American community, including
increasing tensions between Asian Americans and other Americans. The resolution,
rather than promoting inclusion, will promote intolerance.
Sincerely,

Yoko Burns   
Moonachie, NJ

mailto:yokoburns2075@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Bruce Burns
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Protest against resolution declaring 9/22/2017 as comfort Woman day
Date: Wednesday, September 20, 2017 2:57:19 AM

I've been married to my Japanese wife for 35 years.  I'm the luckiest person in the world.  I've
also read a lot of history.  And I've visited Japan 10 times.  The modern Japanese I find are
wonderful and the most polite people I've ever met.
   They have also paid [with money] for their wrong doing giving lots of money to Korea for
the trouble they caused.
   You would think with all the trouble these confederate statues are causing, why open up old
wounds, especially with such an exemplary admired community as they are in this day and
age.
   I really admire today's Japanese and I think we should strive to be more like them.  Be
inclusive not divisive.

Bruce Burns
Moonachie, NJ

mailto:myyoko@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: 大村 しのぶ
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Protest against setting Comfort Women Day
Date: Wednesday, September 20, 2017 3:22:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and
County of San Francisco.”
I have read the resolution, and found out there are many factual errors.
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verifications.

Sincerely,
Shinobu Ohmura
13-18 Karita-2
OSAKA, JAPAN 558-0011

mailto:aka_cutebelly@me.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Webber Rieko
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Protest of 170991
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 5:06:39 PM

Much has been sent in a few days about Resolution 170991.  There are groundless
WHEREASES, which are to be pointed out, 1) the women was not forced, but volunteered with
the promise of huge payment, 2)sexual servitude was not the largest organized system in the
20th century, and survivors are not courageous, 3) sexual violence as a strategy of war or and
as a control of the poor has been is underway in 
Tibet Uygr  South Mongol.  4) Japan had supported China even S. Korea for ODE, meaning of
apologies, and actually apologized so your saying is insolent to Japan and Japanese nation,
5)sex trafficking and sexual slavery is being occurred in SF especially S. Korean women, you
shouldn't conceal.
Having said that, this resolution should not be adopted.
Rieko Webber Canada

mailto:riekowebber@hotmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: JAull55200@aol.com
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Protest!! Protest!!!
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 8:16:54 PM

 Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as
Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

As a Japanese woman who is living in the United States, I know that this
statue will only open up old wounds. Instead of remembering a negative
relationship, why not accent the positive that exists between Japan and
Korea today?

It will promote hostility towards the Japanese American community, including
increasing tensions between Asian Americans and other Americans. The resolution,
rather than promoting inclusion, will promote intolerance.
Sincerely,

Masako Aull
Brooklyn NY

mailto:JAull55200@aol.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: igauefam@yahoo.co.jp
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: REF Resolution Confort Woman Day
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 5:15:30 PM

 
Dear Sirs
Board of Supervisors
 
I am one of japanese citizen living in south american country, and everyday I check
many news with reference to the confortwomen which is expanded by some group
with certain malice.
 
This time I heard “Resolution declaring September 22,2017, as Confort Woman Day
in the City and County of San Francisco”, but I found out many factual errors in this
resolution and I believe San Francisco should not make a historical mistaken
judgement without verifications.
 
Consequently I protest against this resolution strongly, and am afraid this resolution
will become a trigger to begin and create racial conflicts in your city.
 
Yours faithfully.
 
Tomoo Igaue
Asunción, Paraguay
September 18, 2017
 
 

mailto:igauefam@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: TokuH
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Re: I am against the resolution of Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco. FILE NO.

170991
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 9:43:53 PM
Attachments: Sep18_2017_Final_ComfortWomen_CityandCountyofSan Francisco.docx.pdf

Dear Board member:

I forgot to provide you with PDF format attachment.

Sincerely,

Tokuko Hirano

2017-09-18 21:39 GMT-07:00 TokuH <tokukoh@gmail.com>:
Dear Board memeber:

I provide my statement in this email and also I will provide the attachment.
I have trouble scan the document I mentioned here.
It is from the National Archives document.

I can provide them to you by mailing or faxing. Please let me know if you like to read it. 

The content below is the same as the attachment.

Sincerely,
Tokuko Hirano

 

The story of Comfort Women is fictional.

 

Please read WIKIPEDIA about a story writer, Seiji Yoshida:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Seiji_Yoshida

Koreans have been using the issues of Comfort Women so that they can continue to receive
money from the Japanese Government.   The communist Chinese in this country have been
using the stories of Comfort Women to use as a tool for bashing Japan and the Japanese
government and for promoting disrespect among general Americans toward Japanese in the
United States.

 

THE STATEMENT OF FACTS:

“Yuto Yoshida (   Yoshida Yuto, 15 October 1913 – July 2000)  was a Japanese

mailto:tokukoh@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:tokukoh@gmail.com
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seiji_Yoshida
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seiji_Yoshida


吉田雄兎
novelist and member of the Japanese Communist Party.  He has published under a variety of
pen names, including Seiji Yoshida (吉田 清治 Yoshida Seiji).” (WIKIPEDIA)

“He wrote ‘My war crimes’, which is the origin of a dispute over comfort women 30 years
after World War II; he admitted it was fictional in an interview with Shukan Shincho on
May 29, 1996.  Later, his fictional work was used by George Hicks in his ‘The Comfort
Women: Japan's Brutal Regime of Enforced Prostitution in the Second World War’.”
(WIKIPEDIA)

As you read the statement on the Wikipedia website, you will find that it is very clear that
the story of Comfort Women was fictional. 

 

SO WHY THE JAPANESE GOVERNMENT KEPT APOLOGIZING:

First of all, apology is a part of the Japanese culture and tradition.  Even though something
bad is not her or his fault, the Japanese person would apologize any way with a hope of
producing a peace with others and would make an effort of keeping things cool and under
control.  That is a culture of Japan.  They want to avoid a dispute as much as they can.

Also, there was a political manipulation by the Korean government, at that time, and the
Japanese officials, at that time, felt that it would be simpler to just apologize.  Again, this is
how Japanese tend to deal with disputes with others.  The apology by the Japanese officials
were done was on the base of the Korean government would “never” bring the same issue
again.   However, the Korean government did not keep the promise. 

 

I AM AGAINST THIS RESOLUTION OF COMFORT WOMEN DAY IN THE CITY
AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO.

I denied the accusations that were stated in the resolution of Comfort Women Day in the
City and County of San Francisco.

1)       Their statement: The term "comfort women" euphemistically refers to hundreds of
thousands of women and young girls who were forced into sexual slavery by the Imperial
Japanese Army during its colonial and wartime occupation of Asia and the Pacific Islands
from the 1930s through the duration of World War II.

 

I deny this accusation.  This statement is fault.  There is evidence that was recently
discovered from the U. S. National Archives.  Please read the U. S. National Archives-
Military Intelligence Serve Captured Personnel & Material Branch:  No. 18.  (Attached)   It
states: “All Korean prostitutes that POW have seen in the Pacific were volunteers or had
been sold by their parents into prostitution.”

 



2)      Their statement: This system of sexual servitude was the largest organized system in the
twentieth century.

 

I deny their accusation.  There is no evidence to support this claim.

 

3)      Their statement: Most of these women died but those who survived courageously broke
their silence, therefore aiding the movement against sexual violence during war.

 

I deny their accusation.   There is no evidence to support this claim.

 

4)      Their statement: The International Community has declared sexual violence as a
strategy of war a crime against humanity.

 

I deny their accusation.  There is no evidence to support this claim.  What is the
International Community? Who are they?  The International Community is not defined.

 

5)      Their statement: The Japanese government to this day has never officially apologized to
those survivors.

 

I denied this statement.  This statement is absolutely wrong.  The Japanese government
repeatedly apologized in 1992 and 1993, and, again, in 2015.  Although the Japanese
government did not have to apologize, since there was no evidence of sexual slavery, the
officials did so anyway for their effort to get along with Japan’s neighboring country.  I have
already explained the apology tradition of Japan in the above, in the beginning of this
statement.

 

6)      Their statement: This system of sexual slavery helped pave the way for systems of sex
trafficking.

I deny their accusation.  The Japanese system of “sexual slavery”, if you want to call it this
way, was not the kind of Western way of thinking of the system of “sexual slavery”.   To
Japanese men, the comfort women were a companion and a friend.   How they looked at and
dealt with the comfort women was an extension of so-called GEISHA of the Japanese
society.  Geisha is one of the kind which does not exist in the European nations; therefore,
you may have difficulty to understand their respected social status. They were (still are)



well-respected and lovable companions for the Japanese men.   The comfort women, war-
time-Geisha girls, were indeed the Japanese men’s companion and NEVER were treated as
slaves as in the way the Western whites in the European nations, or Americans, did.
  Comfort women and the Japanese men often together have fun in playing games, singing
songs, reading poems, playing music instruments, and dancing.   You must understand that
Geisha was never treated as “slaves” physically.  Therefore, comfort women were much
more “respected” and well-treated by Japanese men than what other prostitutes would be
treated by non-Japanese men.   Therefore, for you to apply the European whites’ definition
of “sex-slavery” to the comfort women system is totally wrong.  It is a very distorted view to
call comfort women as “sex-slaves”.   Simply they were NOT sex-slaves in the white
European nations’ definition of “sex-slaves.”

 

7)      Their statement: Sex trafficking and sexual slavery during wartime is still going on.

I believe this statement is true.  In fact, that is what is happening right now in Korea and
right now in the Los Angeles Korean town.   Why don’t the Koreans spend more energy,
money and time to take care their CURRENT problems.

 

8)      Their statement: The San Francisco Board of Supervisors passed Resolution 342-15
calling for the building of a memorial to the comfort women in San Francisco and to educate
its students about the history, past and present.

I believe this statement is true.  However, there was a team conspiracy against Japanese,
Japanese nation, and Japanese Consulate of the United States.

 

9)      Their statement: The Comfort Women Justice Coalition, a broad coalition of immigrant
communities’ women's organizations, and 11 human rights groups organized to build the
memorial for "comfort women.”

I believe this statement is true.  However, there was a team conspiracy against Japanese,
Japanese nation, and Japanese Consulate of the United States.  They are mostly Chinese and
Koreans who enjoy to promote general Americans’ bashing against innocent Japanese,
Japanese nation, and Japanese Consulate of the United States.

 

10)  Their statement: On September 22, 2017, the statue “Comfort Women: Pillar of
Strength” will be unveiled in St. Mary’s Square Annex.

 



I believe this statement is true.  However, there was a team conspiracy against Japanese,
Japanese nation, and Japanese Consulate of the United States.  They are mostly Chinese and
Koreans who enjoy to promote general Americans’ bashing against innocent Japanese,
Japanese nation, and Japanese Consulate of the United States.

 

11)  Their statement: That September 22, 2017, be declared a day to honor and remember the
Comfort Women.

 

I absolutely disagree with this declaration.  The declaration has nothing to do with the
American history.  The declaration only celebrates and promote prostitution furthermore. 
Additionally, the declaration would add unnecessary stress among Japanese nationals,
Japanese Americans, Koreans and Chinese; otherwise, we get along well, or, at least, we
have had a wonderful relationship until the current dispute started in recent years.

 

Finally, thus, I deny their statements and I am against the declaration of a day to honor and
remember the Comfort Women to be established. 

 

My name is Tokuko Hirano.  I live in the United State.

I have a trouble emailing the attachment.

I will fax the National Archives document if you can provide me with your fax number.

 

Regards,

 

Tokuko Hirano

650-438-7591

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

tel:(650)%20438-7591


From: Kyoko Andersson
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Re: I am strongly against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 1:43:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

Thank you very much for your email.

I strongly pray for you to make a wise fair decision to everyone. 

Best regards,

Kyoko

***************************************
Kyoko Andersson

kyokoandersson@gmail.com 

Ph: 201-741-7590
***************************************

On Mon, Sep 18, 2017 at 4:41 PM, Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
<board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org> wrote:

Hello,

 

Thank you for your email. It has been added to the file and will appear in the Petition and
Communications Section of our September 26, 2017 Board Meeting agenda.

 

Regards,

 

Board of Supervisors
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, City Hall, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102-4689
Phone: (415) 554-7703 | Fax: (415) 554-5163

Board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org l 415-554-5184

 

Please complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form by clicking here.

 

mailto:kyokoandersson@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:kyokoandersson@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
https://maps.google.com/?q=1+Dr.+Carlton+B.+Goodlett+Place&entry=gmail&source=g
tel:(415)%20554-7703
tel:(415)%20554-5163
mailto:Board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
tel:(415)%20554-5184
http://www.sfbos.org/index.aspx?page=104


The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to Board of Supervisors legislation,
and archived matters since August 1998.

 

Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to
disclosure under the California Public Records Act and the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information
provided will not be redacted.  Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying information
when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral communications that
members of the public submit to the Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available
to all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not redact any information from
these submissions. This means that personal information—including names, phone numbers, addresses and
similar information that a member of the public elects to submit to the Board and its committees—may appear on
the Board of Supervisors' website or in other public documents that members of the public may inspect or copy.

 

 

From: Kyoko Andersson [mailto:kyokoandersson@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 18, 2017 10:17 AM
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS) <board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org>
Subject: I am strongly against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017

 

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am strongly against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, 

as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

 

The comfort women issue deals with matters between foreign governments 

and has nothing to do with San Francisco and it creates disharmony between Korean
community and Japanese community in San Francisco. As you may know that "HATE' does
not create anything good to anybody. 

 

 

 

I humbly and honestly ask and request you from the bottom my heart,

 not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.

http://www.sfbos.org/index.aspx?page=9681
mailto:kyokoandersson@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


 

Thank you very much.

 

 

Sincerely,

 

 

***************************************
Kyoko Andersson

 

126 Highview Place

Bogota, NJ 07603

kyokoandersson@gmail.com 

Ph: 201-741-7590

***************************************

https://maps.google.com/?q=126+Highview+Place%0D+%0D+%0D+Bogota,+NJ+07603&entry=gmail&source=g
https://maps.google.com/?q=126+Highview+Place%0D+%0D+%0D+Bogota,+NJ+07603&entry=gmail&source=g
mailto:kyokoandersson@gmail.com
tel:(201)%20741-7590


From: Midori Hosokawa
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Re: I protest against Resolution declaring Sep.22nd 2017 as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of SF.
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 7:42:48 PM

I am sorry, I did not mean to send it, yet.  

This is the correct one.  Thank you.

Dear Board of Supervisors, 

I strongly protest against” Resolution declaring September 22nd, 2017 as Comfort Women 
Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”  I have read the resolution, and found out that 
many factual errors are wrongfully incorporated without proper, absolutely necessary 
verifications to convince adults beyond the reasonable doubts.  I believe SF must not make 
a historical judgment without proper and necessary verifications.

What can you achieve by this resolution?  Getting satisfaction to bully Japanese descendants 
because they are having Japanese ancestors to score something out of hatred?  That sounds 
like a radical group that practices terrorism. Or satisfying North Korea’s scheme to create 
conflict among Japan, Korea and China, is that it?

Why are you promoting Violence and Hatred-oriented circumstances in the year 
2017, instead of creating Peace and Respect to each other, which is the most 
valuable, difficult challenge for us, humankind?   

Let us take our seats at the same table to make our mutual efforts to achieve our 
ultimate goal for peace and trust.  We cannot afford going backward, but moving 
forward with love and respect.  

Sincerely, 

Midori Hosokawa 400 W.43rd St. #17-O, New York, NY 10036 USA 

 

mailto:midoricomm@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Sachiyo Nakanowatari
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Regarding the comfort women Resolution
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 2:28:55 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I strongly oppose to “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in
the City and County of San Francisco.”

First of all, that is the problem between Japan and Korea/China.

Second, I don't think it is right thing to do to neglect all human rights violations in Vietnam by
Korea and in Tibet, East Turkstan and Balochistan, which is truely brutal and on going by
China. If you give the victim card to China and Korea, they will further cover up all what they
have done and what they are doing right now. We Asian will tackle all human rights violations
in past and present. What about China and Korea? We should unite as Asia to end all human
rights violation, however, I am afraid that by issuing the Comfort woman day, China and
Korea rather remain as victim, just as Japan did because of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

Please belive in Japan's will to tackle on human rights violation including by ourselves in past.
Also, please let Asia unite to tackle those issued mentioned above; don't split us.

Sincerely,
Sachiyo Nakanowatari

Goettingen, Germany

FYI
http://japan-forward.com/chinas-new-human-rights-violations-condemned-by-baluchistan-
leaders-at-tokyo-symposium/

mailto:sachiyonakanowatari@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
http://japan-forward.com/chinas-new-human-rights-violations-condemned-by-baluchistan-leaders-at-tokyo-symposium/
http://japan-forward.com/chinas-new-human-rights-violations-condemned-by-baluchistan-leaders-at-tokyo-symposium/


From: 渡辺 元実
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Resoluthion declaring September 22,2017,as Comfort Women Day in the city of SF
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 5:29:54 PM

Dear Bord of Supervisors
 
I am strongly against”Resolution declaring September 22,2017,as Comfort
Women Day
 
in the city and court of San Francisco”
 
The comfort women issue deals with matters, between foreign government and
has nothing
 
to do with SF.
 
I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
 
                                                               
Motomi Watanabe
mot-w@tea.odn.ne.jp
 
(Tujido higashikaigan 1-1-28
Kanagawa Pref. Japan)

mailto:mot-w@tea.odn.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:mot-w@tea.odn.ne.jp


From: Yuko Pumphrey
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 4:17:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”
It will promote hostility towards the Japanese American community, including
increasing tensions between Asian American. The resolution, rather than promoting
inclusion, will promote intolerance.
Sincerely,

Yuko Pumphrey
Berrytown NY

mailto:yuko.pumphrey@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: 小林寿子
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 9:17:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors

I am strongly against to “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women
Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

Firstly, we Japanese didn't kidnap and raip any Korean women during World War II.
Those Korean women were employed by Japanese military as professional prostitute.
Those prostitute volunteered News Paper advertisement for highly salary. I attached
the picture of the news paper. 

Secondly, no evidence about sexual abuse to Korean women.

Thirdly, it causes big issue of fighting between Korean American and Japanese
American. Actually my nephew is born in American, he was attacked in college
campus in L.A.

I studied abroad in San Francisco, I love the liberal atmosphere and civilization. I am
so sad my favorite city discriminate innocent Japanese citizens without any reason.
We Japanese contribute your city, United States and all over the world last 70 yrs
since 1945.

I expect my dear city San Francisco city will have right decision! Don't make big
mistake to destroy innocent Japanese American citizens! 

NO JUDGE JAPANESE PEOPLE WITHOUT ANY EVIDENCE! 

Best regards 

Hisako Kobayashi 

mailto:duckymoon1000@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Janette Barroca
Subject: Senator and Mrs. Mitch McConnell (Elaine Lan Chao)
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 2:03:44 AM

 

Kentucky woman who served in a president's cabinet, my wife, Elaine Chao."

Mitch McConnell And Wife - Image Results

                       
1993, Chao married Mitch McConnell, ... "The biggest asset I have by far is the only

Mitch McConnell’s Secret Weapon: His Wife - Time
time.com/3574652/mitch-mcconnells-secret-weapon-his-wife

Elaine Chao

18th United States Secretary of
Transportation

Incumbent

Assumed office
January 31, 2017

President Donald Trump

Deputy Jeffrey A. Rosen

Preceded by Anthony Foxx

24th United States Secretary of Labor

In office
January 29, 2001 – January 20, 2009

President George W. Bush

Preceded by Alexis Herman

Succeeded by Hilda Solis

12th Director of the Peace Corps

In office
October 8, 1991 – November 13, 1992

President George H. W. Bush

Preceded by Paul Coverdell

Succeeded by Carol Bellamy

mailto:jbb3252@yahoo.com
https://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images;_ylt=A0SO8xlew7FZUioAbydXNyoA;_ylu=X3oDMTEydTJiZnJhBGNvbG8DZ3ExBHBvcwMxBHZ0aWQDQjQ0MjhfMQRzZWMDc2M-?p=Mitch+McConnell+and+wife&fr=ush-mailn&th=119&tw=221&imgurl=http%3A%2F%2Fimages.politico.com%2Fglobal%2F2013%2F02%2F26%2Fmcconnell_wife_ap_328.jpg&rurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.politico.com%2Fstory%2F2013%2F02%2Ftweets-on-mcconnells-wifes-race-condemned-88115.html&size=48KB&name=Tweets+on+Mitch+McConnell%E2%80%99s+wife%E2%80%99s+ethnicity+condemned+...&oid=1&h=328&w=605&turl=http%3A%2F%2Fts4.mm.bing.net%2Fth%3Fid%3DOIP.F4sGWOUgzNW8L7Tei7UySQEsCi%26pid%3D15.1%26rs%3D1%26c%3D1%26qlt%3D95%26w%3D221%26h%3D119&tt=Tweets+on+Mitch+McConnell%E2%80%99s+wife%E2%80%99s+ethnicity+condemned+...&sigr=12qf79q7k&sigit=130qfvg7u&sigi=11vijmib4&sign=11ug2cs77&sigt=11ug2cs77
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United States Deputy Secretary of
Transportation

In office
April 19, 1989 – October 8, 1991

President George H. W. Bush

Preceded by Mary Ann Dawson

Succeeded by Mortimer L. Downey

Chair of the Federal Maritime Commission

In office
April 29, 1988 – April 19, 1989

President Ronald Reagan
George H. W. Bush

Preceded by Edward Hickey

Succeeded by James Carey

Commissioner of the Federal Maritime
Commission

In office
April 29, 1988 – April 19, 1989

President Ronald Reagan
George H. W. Bush

Preceded by Edward Hickey

Succeeded by Ming Hsu

Personal details

Born Elaine Lan Chao
March 26, 1953 (age 64)
Taipei, Taiwan
Province,Republic of China

Political party Republican

Spouse(s) Mitch McConnell ( m.  1993)

Parents James Chao
Ruth Chu

Education Mount Holyoke College (BA)

Harvard University (MBA)

Net worth $24 million[1]
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From: SFPD - DOC
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Shooting - CHESTER/19TH AVE
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 6:11:44 AM
Importance: High

CCSF Alert is owned and operated by the City and County of San Francisco Department of Emergency
Management and powered by Everbridge Inc.

Please click here to acknowledge receipt of this message

Current Time: 06:11:29 
SFPD - Incident Type: Shooting 
SFPD - District of Occurrence: Co. I -- Taraval Station 
SFPD - Incident Location: CHESTER/19TH AVE 
SFPD - CAD Number: 172620077 
SFPD - Case Number: 170764714 
Date of the Incident: 09-19-2017 at 00:00:00 
SFPD - Preliminary Info:: S1 and S2 approached V while he sat in his vehicle. S1
shot V and fled on foot with S2. V drove to Randolph and Bright street where he
called for police. 
Investigative Unit(s) Notified: N.I.U. 
Invest. Unit(s) Responding: Sgt Tam 
BOS - Supervisorial District: District 8 
SFPD - Command Post Location: 
SFPD - Safe Avenue of Approach: 
Message Sender: Marcial Marcelo 

To change the way you receive CCSF Alerts, contact your Department Preparedness
Coordinator (DPC) or email demdutyofficer@sfgov.org. Click HERE to login to CCSF
Alert.

mailto:noreply@everbridge.net
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
https://neconfirm.everbridge.net/email/59c11788aa3dc064b82c3a92?instanceId=NE16&broadcastId=59c11787b543e1479a718b05&language=en-US
https://member.everbridge.net/index/453003085612648#/login


From: Mariko
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: The comfort women Resolution
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 6:37:50 PM

Dear all
I am against the comfort women Resolution.
The comfort women problem is a political issue in japan and Korea.
Son Francisco city council does’nt have to participate.
The Korean insistence  isn’t true！！
 

Mariko Tamada
In Yokohama
 

mailto:twins.m.r.monju@beach.ocn.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: qqs783f9n@watch.ocn.ne.jp
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: The comfort women issue
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 8:17:25 PM

[例3]
Dear Board of Supervisors,
I am strongly against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of
San Francisco.”
The comfort women issue deals with matters between foreign governments and has nothing to do with SF.  I ask you
not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.

Sincerely,
Yuka Kashiwagi
Japan

mailto:qqs783f9n@watch.ocn.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Naoko Kojima
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: The comfort women kidnap accusation is a scam and a fraud.
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 9:39:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors:
 
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as
Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”
 
I have read the resolution, and found out there are many factual errors.  I
believe that San Francisco must not make a historical judgement without
verifications.
 
More than 72 years ago, the prostitution was legal in Japan as same as other
countries.  If allowing soldiers to use paid prostitutes is a war crime, then All
countries are guilty.  Prostitution is a problem if the sex worker is coerced, but
it is inaccurate to assume that all prostitutes are forced into the profession
against their will and are helpless victims.
 
The Japanese military did not systematically kidnap and coerce women to work
in brothels.  Rather, they contracted with existing private brothels.  There were
plenty of brothel owners on the Korean peninsula who were happy to follow the
Japanese army. (Most were Korean men and women).  It meant more business
for them and their workers.  Brothels recruited and hired their own workers. 
The army simply transport them to various garrisons and performed inspections
of the premises and conducted medical check-ups to make sure the facilities
were kept clean, workers didn’t have VD, and wage and hour and other work
rules were followed.
 
The Korean comfort women were paid prostitutes who entered the profession
for a variety of reasons including
1)    The very high pay (more than a Japanese officer)
2)    To escape an abusive family
3)    To work off a family debt, etc.
 
I hope you would not disgrace to your City with a fraud.
 
Sincerely,
 
Naoko Kojima
Takasaki, Japan
 
 
 

mailto:n_kojima@qd5.so-net.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: k-sonoyama@pop02.odn.ne.jp
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: This is an evidence that the "comfort women"story is not true
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 12:34:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as
Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

US spent $30 million money and 7 years to examination.

Not for Japan, but for Anti-Japan group.

But there is no evidence at all.

This is the Final Report URL.

It is US government Official report.

Would you please search "comfort women"?

https://www.archives.gov/files/iwg/reports/final-report-2007.pdf

If you have a Facebook acount, would you please read this article?

Writer is US people (used to belong to the Green Beret)

https://www.facebook.com/MichaelYonFanPage/photos/a.235978145664.135781.207730000664/10152528275045665/?
type=3&hc_location=ufi

You would understand this story is ridicurous.

I hope you would make a reasonable decision.

Best Regards.

Katsuhiko Sonoyama

mailto:k-sonoyama@pop02.odn.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
https://www.archives.gov/files/iwg/reports/final-report-2007.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/MichaelYonFanPage/photos/a.235978145664.135781.207730000664/10152528275045665/?type=3&hc_location=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/MichaelYonFanPage/photos/a.235978145664.135781.207730000664/10152528275045665/?type=3&hc_location=ufi


From: SFHCMCSCC@aol.com
To: sfhcmcscc@aol.com
Subject: Vietnam Business Forum - Reminder
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 5:40:12 PM

MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY AND TRADE OF VIETNAM
&

CONSULATE GENERAL OF VIETNAM IN SAN FRANCISCO
You are cordially invited to attend the

US-VIETNAM BUSINESS FORUM 2017
On

Wednesday, 20 September 2017
@

1:30 PM – 5:00 PM
At

Marriott Fisherman’s Wharf
1250 Columbus Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94133
RSVP: Mr. Thang Tran, Chief Commercial Consul,

thangtm@vietrade.gov.vn
415 509 6724

 

Coming Sister City Activities

1. Vietnam - U.S. Business Forum
Marriott Hotel - Fisherman's Wharf

San Francisco
September 20, 2017

1:00 PM
REGISTER NOW (Go To): http://ustrade2017.investvietnam.gov.vn/business-

forum.html
2. Meetup

September 27, 2017
5:30 - 8:30 PM

Venue TBD
3. 9th Vinacas Golden Cashew Rendevous

November 13-15
Phu Quoc Island, Vietnam

4. International Food Industry Exhibition
November 15 - 18, 2017

Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Contact Us for Details

Celebrating 22 Years of Citizen Diplomacy

mailto:SFHCMCSCC@aol.com
mailto:sfhcmcscc@aol.com


Sincerely, 

George G. Saxton
Executive Director
San Francisco - Ho Chi Minh City Sister City Committee
Board Member, Northern California Sister Cities International
(415) 447-6075 (Website: www.sfhcmc.org) Join us at FACEBOOK
The Committee is a non-political educational people to people program. It is
organized under the laws of the state of California, and is recognized as a 501(c)(3)
nonprofit corporation by the Internal Revenue Service. FEIN: 94-3198119.
SAVE PAPER – Please do not print this email unless necessary

http://www.sfhcmc.org/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/San-Francisco-Ho-Chi-Minh-City-Sister-City-Committee/122302709806


From: Shizuko Culpepper
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: We are opposite for "Comfort women stature"
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 6:29:22 PM

To whom it may concern,

I am Japanese woman who lives in US over 35 years.
I have been educated through College in Japan, and worked 10 years in Japan.

I already well grown up and cognitively well alert about our history and after past
WWII.
However, I come to US on 1982, until then I didn't heard any information about
"Comfort Women during WWII"
Who made up this fake history?  Who decided discount Japanese and Japanese
history?

My 2 mother's brothers uncles died toward end of WWII somewhere south Pacific
Ocean then their age of 21 years old.  other my father's brother was captured by
Russian then his age of 16 the end of WWII. We, all Japanese family has many
histories.  We held our history with dignity and integrity after WWII.  

Somebody who made up this allegation, spending money and world spreading to
damaging Japanese military's reputation.  I believe, this is highly politically enforced
conspiracy.  I have tons reasons it has not been happen evidence.  However, that is
already many people confirmed that.  Still Anti Japan activity fire is spreading.  This
wild fire set by arsonist.  YOU CANNOT BE SIDE OF ARSONIST.  THEY WILL
ALREADY PREPARING FOR THE NEXT VICTIM.  

We have to see the world clearly.  Who is real victim?  We, Japanese hero cannot
speak up because they are all died.  Who is really Terrorist?  We have to determine.
 We, Japanese are not quiet anymore.  We will fight back.

Please let me know if you really believe Comfort women?  This is just forever
extortion case.  

Thank you take your time to read my mail.

Shizuko Culpepper
Duluth, GA

mailto:culpepper2072@bellsouth.net
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: sachisutton
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Women resolution
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 6:09:52 PM

I am againist the comfort women Resolusion NO comfort women resolution  
Please do not adopt the comfort women 
resolution. My opinion about the comfort women resolution.

sachi S.

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S™III, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone

mailto:sachisutton@att.net
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: : A 吉 元玉 (Gil Won-ok) former comfort woman makes the debut as the singer of later years
Date: Wednesday, September 20, 2017 12:56:27 PM
Attachments: Flag_of_North_Korea.svg.png

＊Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
＊Dear Mayor of San Francisco, member of a municipal assembly,
park executive committee
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco city. （ Saint Mary square Park. ）

I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊Dear Supervisors of City and County of San Francisco
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco.
” What are the evidence or primary source to proof these
allegations? Or name the historians.

I would ask that you turn down the proposal.
【 A 吉 元玉 （ Gil Won-ok ） former comfort woman makes the
debut as the singer of later years 】（ September 5, 2016 ）
＊It is going to release the album which included 20 pieces of
favorite songs including "arirang"
"I wanted to become a singer from old days. But （as a comfort
woman） I was not endowed at such an opportunity.
A dream is granted even now and seems to totally fly in the sky.

mailto:s-hikoyama@rx.tnc.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


It is the feeling that boarded even an airplane"
吉 元玉 （ Gil Won-ok ） former comfort woman （88） of

HARUMONI （grandmother） granted a dream to finally become "a
singer".

In the Korean Council for the Women Drafted for Military
comfort woman by Japan （ 挺対協：Teitaikyo ）, 吉 元玉 （ Gil Won-
ok ） former comfort woman clarified that the recording of the
album which included approximately 20 pieces which "大同江
（TEDONGAN） with many grudges" and "arirang" sang the pain of
the heart of music and The people who lost a hometown which
sang well from youth including "豆満江 （toe manganese）
overcome with tears" for worked on 4th.
吉 元玉 （ Gil Won-ok ） former comfort woman prepares for

album work in front of the 2~3 moon, and it is said that I began
recording from this month 2.
尹 晶煥（ Yun Myeong-Seok ）of the people songs and ballads

composer is in charge of the production of the album, and the
album is going to be completed during the rest of the year.
尹 美香（ Yoon Mi Hyang ）representation of a Korean volunteer

corps problem council said, not only "it was a woman human
rights activist, but also KIRU HARUMONI will be also memorized
as a singer in history by us".
●尹 晶煥（ Yun Myeong-Seok ）：I join the affiliation organization of
the party which a North Korean agent created in 1992 under the
ground and am pro-north activist arrested for national
preservation method violation four times so far by having made
a song praising 金 日成（ Kim Il Sung ）
I did the lyrics of "haya （I resign from my post） haya, haya ..."



／"Retreat, retreat, retreat withdraw "sung by President 朴 槿恵（
Park Geun Hye ）impeachment demonstration. （ December 10,
2016 ）
The organization which the authorities consider to be an acting
advantageous to the enemy group from a connection with
North Korea is located in the core
Words, the composer who produced "is this a country?" that I
was said to be the theme song of - candle meeting on January
9, 2017
I wrote a song of the theme music of the meeting that became
the boom in Korea. （ Hit maker of the protest song ）

People songs and ballads "Republic of Korea Article 1 of the
Constitution"

With a song composed on the demonstration that was against
the President 盧 武鉉（ Roh Moo-hyun ）impeachment of 2004
the lyrics the text of the Article 1 of the Constitution "the
Republic of Korea is a democracy republic. All power comes
from it from the nation; only as for.

I am famous as a song of struggle, a composer of people songs
and ballads.（ Influential figure of people songs and ballads？ ）

●The Korean Council for the Women Drafted for Military Comfort
woman by Japan （Korean ：한국정신대문제대책협의회） is the
Korean citizen's group which was formed to solve the issue of
Japanese comfort woman.
The abbreviated designation 挺対協 （ teitaikyou ）.
The permanent representative is 尹 美香（ Yoon Mi Hyang ）.
Although 挺対協 （ teitaikyou ） and 尹 美香（ Yoon Mi Hyang ） of
the permanent representative become targeted for the



monitoring of the Korean public peace authorities, they do not
receive a prosecution by the violation of concrete laws and
ordinances at the end of March, 2016.
But an act of parent north is called into question for violation of
national preservation method in the person concerned, and there
is the person who became guilty.
金 三石 （Kim김삼석） that was a husband of 尹美香代表 and the

younger sister 金 銀周 （kim김은주） were arrested as a spy in
1993 on the suspicion of having touched it with a North Korean
agent in Japan, and guilt was settled for national preservation
method violation.

In addition, 崔 GIYON （Choe최기영） which is the husband of
the gold and silver lap acted as D.L.P. office work vice president
and unification Progressive Party policy plan general manager,
but when one feeling society case occurred in 2006, I am
arrested for national preservation method violation and am
found guilty in a part of prosecution contents.

On January 18, 2016, 挺対協 （ teitaikyou ）  was accused on the
suspicion of violation of national preservation method in the
Korean prosecution by a Korean security-related NGO blue union
（Korean ：블루유니온）.

I say, "挺対協 （ teitaikyou ） was paid 20 million won for a
public interest operating cost for the purpose of enlightenment of
the issue of comfort woman in Europe from Seoul City, but the
blue union is suspected of having violated national preservation
method Article 5 because I turned part to the support of "the
Corea solidarity" receiving the constitution charge of the acting
advantageous to the enemy group from the authorities" as an



accusation reason.
【 Presentation of the record release of the 吉 元玉 （ Gil Won-ok
） former comfort woman 】（ July 23, 2017 ）
＊On last 19th, it was written down in the small hand of
Bangladesh woman human rights activist Ferdausi Sharmin
which participated in a demonstration in front of Seoul Japanese
Embassy on Wednesday for the fixed period for open comfort
woman solutions to the problem in the alphabet with halmonies.
"HARUMONI is Halmonies are our strength!! our power "
吉 元玉 （ Gil Won-ok ） former comfort woman,

HARUMONI：Grandmother／Old woman （88） protected a seat at
the time of demonstration of this day when an intense heat
warning was given to Seoul.

The record release commemorative butterfly school festival
concert is held in a 清渓 （CHONGE） open space on that day.

The cheers of spectators in response to the tune of song of KIRU
HARUMONI resounding in the open space seem to be audible
in the ear.

It is HARUMONI! HARUMONI! HARUMONI!
＊In Japan, soon after WW2 in 1945, the brothels, or RAA

（Recreation and Amusement Association）, were set up for U.S.
servicemen pouring into Japan and hired more than 50,000
Japanese prostitutes.

South Korea had a similar comfort station system for U.S.-led
U.N. troops during the 1950-1953 Korean War and promoted
sex businesses for American troops after the war.

Please understand that Japanese are very upset about the
approved inscription of “comfort women” monument, because



you single out only Japanese military.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-

Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: ***It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. Chinese activist, 劉 暁波( Liu Xiaobo )are death 61 years old for

liver cancer( CNN )
Date: Thursday, September 21, 2017 1:18:18 PM
Attachments: Nobel Peace prize investiture held as 劉 暁波( Liu Xiaobo ) absence in Norway, the relations with China turn

worse .jxr

Dear Mayor of San Francisco, member of a municipal
assembly, park executive committee

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the
forthcoming meeting.
【 Confine death of 劉 暁波（ Liu Xiaobo／Liú Xiaobo ）（China）
supporters; Sea funeral request！Is it the erection caution of the
grave? 】（ July 15, 2017 ）
＊Following the fact that 劉 暁波（ Liu Xiaobo ）he of the Chinese
democracy activist died in Nobel laureates in the hospital in
Liaoning Shenyang city on 13th, I knew that the China
authorities put supporter and others of Liu in the house arrest
state in succession on 14th.
Well-known civic activist of the country, 胡 佳（ Hú Jia ）clarified it.
The Chinese authorities denied the achievement of the winning
Nobel Peace prize of Liu and assumed 劉 暁波（ Liu Xiaobo ）"an
offender" and criticized it saying "the conferment is profanity".
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On the other hand, it is considered that the body of 劉 暁波（ Liu
Xiaobo ）was carried to the 于洪区（Yuhong District） funeral hall
approximately 25 kilos away from a hospital.
It is in a condition that the guard enters it other than the person
concerned strictly, and there is not it at the funeral hall where
the cremation facilities were added to as of 14th.
The later situation of the body is unidentified.
According to the place that human rights groups clarified of Hong
Kong, the Chinese side cremates a body immediately and
requires it to perform "海葬" winding up ashes in the sea.
I refrigerate a body, and it is said that a 劉 暁波（ Liu Xiaobo
）haze relative of the wife to want to save it refused it for a long
term.
The Chinese side is considered to be cautious of a grave of 劉 暁
波（ Liu Xiaobo ）becoming "the sacred place" of the
democratization.
It is said that the words of the death that Liu left to 劉 暁波（ Liu
Xiaobo ）haze were contents to "want you to live a life happily".
【 "Disappointment criticism spreads through China" the death of
劉 暁波（ Liu Xiaobo ）wave global community 】（ July 15, 2017 ）
＊I receive the Chinese democracy activist who won Nobel Peace
prize, the death of 劉 暁波（ Liu Xiaobo ）him, and movement to
mourn for spreads through all the countries of the world
including Europe and America.

On the other hand, for the Chinese government which did not
accept the treatment in the foreign territory, criticism occurs
successively from each European country, and a wife of confined
劉 暁波（ Liu Xiaobo ）, liberation of 劉 霞（ LIU Xia ）and the voice



for the departure increase.
【 "She does not have" a supporter without getting
communication with a 劉 暁波（ Liu Xiaobo ）wife 】（ July 15, 2017
）
＊I receive a Nobel laureate, the death of 劉 暁波（ Liu Xiaobo ）,
and supporters of 劉 暁波（ Liu Xiaobo ）are poised to make efforts
in an activity for the departure of the 劉 霞（ LIU Xia ）（56） and
others family of the wife who has been confined by the
authorities in future.
Each country such as Europe and America demand the departure
of Mr. Liu haze, too, and the correspondence of the Chinese side
attracts attention.
【 Death of 劉 暁波（ Liu Xiaobo ）China writes in information
regulation mourning, and they delete it in sequence 】（ July 15,
2017 ）
＊耿 爽Spokesperson of Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs catches
the death of 劉 暁波（ Liu Xiaobo ）at the press conference on the
14th; and "is Chinese judiciary sovereignty and interference to
the domestic administration about comment to criticize
correspondence of the China government from each country
official and others having occurred successively. I stated the
country concerned, I performed a fair offer and streamed down
"strong dissatisfaction and determined objection" in some
countries and clarified that I protested it.
The memorial note is deleted in sequence without a result being
displayed by the reason of "the law law and a policy to be
related" to even if I search the name of Liu in Chinese SNS.
劉 暁波（ Liu Xiaobo ）continues being supported in China by many



intellectuals, and an information gap spreads through a lot of
people who do not know existence itself by censorship.
【 Death of 劉 暁波（ Liu Xiaobo ）Tiananmen former leaders "do
not disappear for the influence" 】（ July 15, 2017 ）
＊I occurred successively through Internet and SNS, and the
China democracy activist resident in the former leaders United
States of the 天安門事件 June 4 Tiananmen Incident （ June 4,
1989 ） announced the comment to mourn over death of Mr.
Akira Liu wave who fought by the case on 14th.
【 "The foreign country is inappropriate, death of 劉 暁波（ Liu
Xiaobo ）China spokesperson do not give advice"; is discomfort in
the correspondence criticism of each country 】（ July 14, 2017 ）
＊耿 爽Spokesperson of Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs caught
the democracy activist of the Nobel laureate, the death of Mr.
Akira Liu wave on 14th and I announced the statement, "it was a
domestic administration problem, and the foreign country was
not in a position to express an inappropriate opinion" about
criticism occurring successively and showed strong discomfort to
correspondence of the China government from each country.
The government management 新華社通信（ Xinhua News Agency
） （English version） reported it.
【 The person whom 劉 暁波（ Liu Xiaobo ）- - China was not able
to kill 】（ July 14, 2017 ）BBC News／Carry Gracie China's chief
editor
＊"Nothing does that I become the crime, however is satisfied".
劉 暁波（ Liu Xiaobo ）expressed it in this way in a court in 2009.
And then I never withdrew thought to democracy during long
eight years that I spent at a prison.



When Chinese leaders were afraid of living 劉 暁波（ Liu Xiaobo ）,
I die equally and am still afraid of Liu. It is no wonder.
【 Medical examination video outflow German repulsion of Mr.
Nobel Peace prize writer, 劉 暁波（ Liu Xiaobo ） 】（ July 11, 2017
）BBC News
I criticize the Chinese government and am found guilty, and the
looking video which a Western doctor visits the hospital of
treated Shenyang in northeastern China, and examined 劉 暁波（
Liu Xiaobo ）flows out while 劉 暁波（ Liu Xiaobo ）of the writer who
won Nobel Peace prize during penal servitude becomes in serious
condition with liver cancer, and the Germany authorities criticize
the China government strictly.
One of the doctor who examined 劉 暁波（ Liu Xiaobo ）was a
German, and the German government requested it not to
photograph a visit.
When it is evidence to be the public peace authorities, Germany
criticizes that it decides a treatment policy of 劉 暁波（ Liu Xiaobo
）that a video flowed out into the Chinese media in spite of a
request not a doctor.
＊http:／／www.mofa.go.jp／mofaj／files／000140100.pdf

http:／／www.mofa.go.jp／mofaj／files／000087944.pdf （page11
Paragraph 19）
＊I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities. And also it will drive a wedge among US, South
Korea, and Japan alliance, and that will only make Communist
China and North Korea happy.
＊The city hall thinks that it is the Komeito, fairness, neutrality
the municipal assembly which is the public institution of the San

http://www.mofa.go.jp/mofaj/files/000140100.pdf
http://www.mofa.go.jp/mofaj/files/000087944.pdf


Francisco citizen （whether is this not mind of America?）,
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN
 



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: * It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. [Korea, Konan] I force prostitution on the woman who does not

pay back wild income by the cosmetic surgery loan of 35% a year of interest rates
Date: Friday, September 22, 2017 6:46:45 AM

Dear Mayor of San Francisco, member of a municipal
assembly, park executive committee
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco city. （ Saint Mary square Park. ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.

Brooke heaven city in the suburbs of Georgia Atlanta, America
adopted a resolution of the comfort woman image setting on
May 23, 2017
However, as of June 18, 2017, there is the testimony of
inhabitants that a comfort woman image was already installed
in BLACKBURNIIPARK （Brooke heaven）.

＊I'm sorry. It may be what I do not want to hear, but is the
resistance to a Korean group installing a comfort woman image.
It does not hear one opinion, and this is because it wants to look
back, and to inspect a fact and to judge the history.

As it is the country United States of the freedom, the United
States of neutrality, fairness, the transparency, I want to hear
both ideas and to avoid the immediate judgment.
【 [ Korea, Konan ] I force prostitution on the woman who does
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not pay back wild income by the cosmetic surgery loan of 35% a
year of interest rates 】
（ July 11, 2017 ）Korean Korea daily report
＊I arrest two man （47） and others of the suspect on the
suspicion of Moneylending Control Act violation and investigate
three cosmetic surgery medicine （42） and others which received
the mediation of the customer from a suspect on the suspicion of
medical law violation saying that the Seoul Metropolitan Police
Agency wide area investigation corps loans the expense of the
cosmetic surgery at a high interest rate by 10th and snatched
interest by violence with at-home.
20 man （49） where I invested 15 members of the organization in
charge of customer mediation and the collection, financing fund
in were charged at the same time.
The doubt that suspects opened a loan supplier of no registration
in the Konan district of Seoul City from January, 2014 through
June, and furnished 378 female employees of the sex trade shop
of the Konan district with 5,500 million won （approximately 546
million yen） at the high interest rate of 34.9% a year, and
received interest of 1,900 million won. I forced prostitution on
the woman who did not pay back a debt by a time limit.
The suspects mediated a customer in conspiracy with three
cosmetic surgery surgeons who ran the hospital again in Konan.
The cosmetic surgery distributed 50% of operation expenses
that payment, a woman paid the fee of 30% of operation
expenses to in return to receive the introduction of the customer
between a loan supplier monthly.
【 [ North Korea ] I testify by an escape from North woman, the



sexual exploitation that "cosmetic surgical treatment was forced
to take a visitor" 】
（ July 9, 2017  ）
＊Even if I reach 300,000 for another view, the North Korean
asylum seeker who is hiding in China without fleeing into Korea
although I got away from North Korea is said to be it.
It was said that there were many women at the sex ratio, but
the findings that was deceived and was abducted, and was
enough, and most did it, and came over to China was
announced.
The Korean united House of culture study and TV Korea of the
Korea daily report system investigated it targeting at 100 escape
from North women resident in China recently.
For a question to ask the reason that came to China, 77% were
abducted and replied that I was deceived and came over.
In addition, I understood that 23% of women who replied that I
came over voluntarily encountered a forced marriage, damage of
the white slavery.
In other words, it means that I have the experience that most of
100 people were exposed to some kind of human rights
violations.
In addition, 14 people were in their teens, and 57 people were in
their twenties, and 27 people answered the question to ask age
at the point in time when I escaped from North to subjects of
survey person with 30 generations.
The escape from North woman who lived in the farm village in
the suburbs of Liaoning Tantung of China was deceived for the
words of the broker, "I let TV Korean coverage eat the meal



which could earn 10,000 yuan" （approximately 167,000 yen）
and crossed the river of the border.
However, I encountered damage of the human traffic, and I was
sold off by a Chinese man.
Because Chinese was not possible, I prepared meals with
nothing getting communication and washed it.
It has been used violence on the older sister of the husband by
eight hits.
When money could make money, the escape from North woman
who lived in the farm village of Hebei, China was deceived by a
broker and encountered damage of the human traffic.
However, I was driven into the situation that couldn't but sell
itself to remit it to a family left in North Korea that the husband
married off was arrested immediately by the authorities and
lived.
Which "I was made to undergo cosmetic surgical treatment
many times" says this woman to take more visitors even if
"there is the case which sells the drug under cover against a
visitor as I make a profit".
As one of the big reasons not to disappear of such a damage,
the Chinese authorities disclose a North Korean asylum seeker,
and there is a fact sending back home forcibly in North Korea.
Even if the North Korean asylum seeker encounters any human
rights violations for fear of receiving severe punishments such as
the camp forwarding in an own country, protection is demanded
from nobody.
Over a nucleus, missile development, a voice to demand so that
China works on sanctions to North Korea seriously increases, but



expects that more interest gathers about the North Korean
asylum seeker problem brought about of the victim in present
continuous now in the global community.
＊The proposer has been insisting that this is a human rights
issue.

It may be true.
But, instead of blaming only Japan, it is more appropriate to

address all major human rights issues in the world and learn
from the cases to solve them and prevent from happening again.
I am strongly against the installation of memorial of Comfort
women in San Francisco.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN
 



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: *〇*It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. The person of the New York Times square "Gunkanjima" public

information picture was a Japanese not a Korean.
Date: Wednesday, September 20, 2017 8:22:15 AM
Attachments: Location of Gunkanjima (an official name Hashima) movie 007 sky fall Nagasaki_Hashim.png

I drop the poster appearance that a Japanese war crime flag was drawn on the LA Corea town, the eyebrows of
Chinese and Korean people.png

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the
forthcoming meeting.
【 The person of the New York Times square "Gunkanjima"
public information picture was a Japanese not a Korean. 】（ July
26, 2017 ）
＊I am known for a popular name of Gunkanjima.

Hashima （Japan） is bottom of the sea coal mine （1869-1974）
over the Showa era from the Meiji era.

In 2015, "Industrial Revolution inheritance iron manufacture,
the steel manufacture, shipbuilding, the coal mining industry of
Meiji Japan" to include Gunkanjima in a constitution inheritance
were registered with world's cultural heritage by International
Council on Monuments and Sites （ICOMOS）.／ Sites of Japan’s
Meiji Industrial Revolution: Iron and Steel, Shipbuilding and Coal
Mining.

The island of "007 sky falls" ruins coming up in - main story
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（December 1, 2012 exhibition, the Daniel Craig lead）, the model
of the dead city.＊
●What some photographs are wrong with a public information
picture of the length for 15 seconds called "the truth of
Gunkanjima" （official name, Hashima） shown through Times
Square outdoors electric signboard of New York （NY）, America
for one week from this month 3, and was used is confirmed, and
it is a problem.
Criticism is given when I do "fake news" through "the impression
operation" that a Korean side is not based on a historical fact.
I photographed the miner who the applicable photograph lay in a
coal mine, and worked on a coal mining.
"The true name of Gunkanjima was located with the copy "that
120 died" before the contents called hell island" in the picture
thing.

However, as for the person in the photograph, it was
confirmed not a forced commandeered Korean to be a Japanese.

Besides, the place was not bottom of Gunkanjima coal mine,
too.
# It was the Asahi Shimbun known as anti-Japan media, but
reported it now when the most of the Korean came over to
Japan by free will by the article of July 13, 1959 when the anti-
Japan news got into full swing just before that.
（ There is an article document of the Asahi Shimbun／ The Asahi
Shimbun ）
（ In addition, it seems to be appreciation campaign start of
December 25, 1959 in North Korea that the anti-Japan news of
the Asahi Shimbun gets into full swing. ）



The total number of the Korean residing in Japan is
approximately 610,000 people, but it is said that, of these, the
person who came to Japan as a commandeering worker all over
the wartime is only 245.
・Before the war （the Korean who lived in the Japanese inland in
1939 became approximately 2 million people in） in
approximately 1 million people in （1945 just before the end of
the war.
It depends on birth in an individual treatment passenger and the
meantime when 700,000 of 1 million people who increased
advance from oneself and pursued a job in the inland.
Remaining 300,000 people came depending on most,
Industry＆The mining industry, an offer of the engineering works
business, and the commandeering worker by the wartime nation
commandeering law is very few.
In addition, the nation commandeering law was enforced in the
Japanese inland in July, 1939, but it was only seven months
before navigation between Shimonoseki - Pusan in March
stopping in the next year that the application to Korea refrained
and was carried out in September, 1944, and a Korean
commandeering worker was introduced.
As a result of the registered Korean residing in Japan being
approximately 610,000 people in total, and having investigated
the circumstances of the visit to Japan at each ministry
concerned, the person who came as a commandeering worker all
over the wartime was only 245, and the person who lived in
Japan resided by free will except a criminal now now.（ Article of
the July 13, 1959 The Asahi Shimbun ）



The document "was born in person who settled on Japan by free
will of all oneself about 245 people or Japan on July 11, 34. The
Korean whom Japanese Government leaves in Japan against the
will of the person concludes, there is not one person except a
criminal.

245 people （March 10, 2010） a few as for the Korean residing
in Japan, the wartime commandeering#
It was a coverage process of Joong-ang Daily News, and 徐 敬徳
（ Seo Kyeong-Deok ） Sungshin University professor（ Women's
College's ）that led production and the public information of the
picture detected an associated fact saying "I violated an unwilling
mistake without being able to inspect it thoroughly".
In conjunction with a photograph applicable prior to this "was
photographed in Fukuoka Chikuho coal mine, and, as for the
time, is in the middle of the Meiji era not Hashima. It was
informed, it is not Korean commandeering.
I showed a collection of native district photograph documents
called "100 years of Chikuho judging from an eye" when a
photograph was published as the grounds.
It is thought to be the early 1990s that this photograph was
introduced by Korea for the first time.
徐 敬徳 （ Seo Kyeong-Deok ） Sungshin University professor
announced that I referred to a book called "Gunkanjima, war
that was not over" that quoted a collection of this photograph
documents again （Institue for Research in Collaborationist
Activities）, too.
However, the explanation of the applicable photograph of this
book does not have a related reference to "Hashima" or "a



Korean".
But only the explanation of "a state to lie in the pit, and to dig
charcoal" is attached.
As a result of having confirmed the applicable page of the
collection of Korai temple photograph documents which were the
origin, there were not the person in the photograph and the
explanation about the place, and only "the coal mining work has
a pain so that a waist compromised just to have done it for 15
minutes" situation was described briefly.
徐 敬徳 （ Seo Kyeong-Deok ） Sungshin University
professor:Public information expert.
I perform an activity to press-agent the claim of the Korean side
about the issue of comfort woman and the issue of Takeshima
led by the United States.
・An appearance article does an advertisement to impeach the
uniform of the soccer World Cup representative from Japan
saying, "the sun flag is treated in the U.S. newspaper New York
Times on May 28, 2014 by a design".
It is said that I advocate that it prevents you from using the
uniform of the representative from Japan in a meeting in Brazil
in the final aim.
・Korea, having sincerity Women's College's professor sends a
protest letter to "sun flag and paranoid false charge M Jordan at
the bottom of Nike shoes"

I attached a false charge based on the history recognition
that徐 敬徳 （ Seo Kyeong-Deok ） professor of the Korea,
Sungshin University College known as the anti-Japan-like
behavior distorted again.（ April 13, 2016 ）



The professor continued insisting on "the sun flag" with a
Japanese militaristic symbol, but the Korea media reported it all
at once when I insisted obstinately when the design of the sole
of the basketball shoes which Nike released at the end of
February this time imitated "the sun flag" and sent a protest
letter to "do not use the design of the war crime flag" （the sun
flag） and eight President American Nike and others officers and
Michael Jordan on March 24.
Criticism happened over these shoes in Korea, and Korean Nike
canceled sale in the middle of March.
According to Korea daily report, it is said that it is basketball
shoes called "Air Jordan 12 nostalgic The Master" that 徐 敬徳 （
Seo Kyeong-Deok ） professor brings into question this time.
・A Korean student rejects the sun flag stained glass removal
demand with a U.S. noble family size.（ June 10, 2014 ）

United States in the suburbs of Philadelphia City's leading
prestigious school, Pennsylvania University.

There is a brick art culture study hall （ARCH） which is old in
the very large campus central part.

It is about the middle of March, this year that the stained glass
of the dining room was done "accusation".

The Korean student who went to the university posted a
photograph on Facebook saying, "a design of the sun flag was
given".
・"The徐 敬徳 （ Seo Kyeong-Deok ） professor of the Korean public
information expert is charged with article embezzlement.（ April
26, 2016  ）
I was charged by outdoor apparel maker NEPA on the suspicion



of 徐 敬徳 （ Seo Kyeong-Deok ） professor professor having
embezzled a contribution article of the 19,500 million won level.
Originally the design that NEPA was the article which I
contributed saying "I want foreigners who participated in the
Korean War to give it", but 徐 敬徳 （ Seo Kyeong-Deok ）
professor sold off.
・Packing of "strained criticism" not to stop of Korea Burger King,
the shoes of the U.S. popularity songstress "the sun flag"（ June
23, 2017 ）
Net inhabitants have begun to turn a spearhead of the criticism
to not only Japan but also the United States saying that I
announced the product of the design which suggested the sun
flag which was called "a war crime flag" in Korea.
The popularity singer that it is proud of a world's largest follower
number on U.S. hamburger chain "Burger King" and Twitter to
have become a target of the attack, Katie Perry and others.
It does not seem to stop "to be strained" such as putting the
design of the crab on top of one another with the sun flag.
〇The U.S. expert warns, "a bottom of heart head is funny in
Korea" in "seriousness"!（ June 9, 2017 ）

This article that Asian policy people concerned of Washington
watched closely now was written with a title "does why Korea
hold irrelevant thoughts in Japan to here?" by Mr. Robert Kerrey
specialized in politics and the history of the East Asia.

It appeared in the Asian diplomatic dispute magazine called "a
diplomat" this month and was introduced immediately in the net
press of the American side expert and laid a reaction hot at a
stretch.



Kelly who obtained a political doctorate in American Ohio State
University acts as Associate Professor at Korean Pusan national
university now.

Kelly is that discussion sentence and at first I begin to write, it
"becomes clear to anyone that the whole Korea holds the deep
attachment that is negative so as to be strange for Japan if few
live a life in Korea" and point out comfort woman image
construction lobby work in a Japan militarism revival theory and
the United States from the former Japan soldier snipe play of
Korean children as an example on "a strange anti-day" from the
experience of the recent living in Korea.
＊I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities.
＊I am afraid this bill will become a trigger to create racial
conflicts in your country.
＊Is it okay for the San Francisco to be secretly influenced and
misled by Chinese political maneuvering in your multicultural
society?
＊And also it will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and
Japan alliance, and that will only make Communist China and
North Korea happy.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: 彦山 進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: ***It"ll be a reference data, so please check it.  "The largest prostitution mediation organizations which

recommended prostitution to 10,000 men of the whole country are disclosed!"(Economic news in Korea)
Date: Thursday, September 21, 2017 1:38:24 AM

Dear Supervisors of City and County of San Francisco
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco. Saint Mary square Park.
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
【 "The largest prostitution mediation organizations which
recommended prostitution to 10,000 men of the whole country
are disclosed!" 】（ August 22, 2017 ）
（Economic news in Korea）
The sex traders of the Korean whole country that mediated
prostitution to more than 10,000 men's greatest scale were
arrested by the police.
On 21st, according to news 1, the Pusan district National Police
Agency wide area investigation corps restricted six people
including Chin certain person （24） on the suspicion of an offence
about the punishment including the sex buying and selling
mediation on the same day.
I charged 62 people including 12 women who took part in sex
buying and selling and prostitution man.
After having leased 30 places of office Teru of 釜山市鎮区Pusan
City Busanjin-gu, the lotus bank ward location from July, 2014 to
February 20, this year, they recommend prostitution to more
than 10,000 men whom I see an Internet-related buying and
selling advertisement and visited and receive the doubt that got
200 million won considerable excessive profit.

mailto:s-hikoyama@rx.tnc.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


A business account book was not left, and the police estimated
profiteering based on a minimum exhibit.
I estimate that the real amount of money is bigger.
As a result of survey by police, it was confirmed that these
avoided prosecution through three PAJI presidents on the control
by the police last year.
I gathered unemployed people afterward and organized it and
changed the place of the sex buying and selling and was grasped
that I enlarged a scale.
It is said that Mr. Chin in particular shares a role including
management ・social position confirmation of the prostitution
man with place management ・staff and income brass law of
nature ・prostitution woman of the ・characteristics buying and
selling, and he moved systematically.
【 A Korean man deceives 20 Thai women and arrests you on
the suspicion of human traffic 】（ August 20, 2017 ）
＊When the Korean man who let 20 Thai women sell themselves
forcibly in Korea was arrested in Bangkok, the Bangkok post
reported it on 19th （local time）.
（Thailand news 1）
Thailand police special investigation team （DSI） announced that I
arrested suspect of the 39 years old suspect Kim on the
suspicion of the human traffic of the Thai woman in an
apartment of Bangkok on this month 17 through a press
conference on 18th. It is said that DSI requested the court for
the extension of the detention period of suspect of the suspect
Kim on 18th.
Joint, a Thai special investigation team performed this



investigation under the police and cooperation in Korea by the
request of the Thai woman human rights group.
Eight Korean nationality was arrested for the joint investigation
of the two countries on the suspicion of the human traffic of the
Thai woman on February 23, 2017 by Korea.
He of the suspect who belonged to the human traffic
organization Kim said to Thai woman and others that I
supported it to work as a masseur in Korea and, according to
DSI, deceived you and forced prostitution on Korea after having
brought it.
The suspect gangs Kim take away the passport of women and
watch it, and it is said that I completely interrupted an attempt
of the escape.
In this process, acquaintances of some Thai women have called
for help in the Thai Korea Embassy.
According to the police, he who linked the name in a list of
people of Interpol international arrangement Kim was the
arrangement first place of this human traffic case.
In the police, complicity and others of Mr. Kim consider that
most escaped to the third country.
The American Federal Bureau of Investigation （FBI） is made by a
model, and Thai DSI is in charge of a serious affair.
＊If you participate in anti-Japan advertising not to be based on a
fact, I am very sad.

I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities.
Far from achieving the peace, Japanese, especially Japanese
children, in and around Glendale City（ California ）subject



incredible discrimination and harassments.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: 彦山 進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: ***It"ll be a reference data, so please check it.  "The largest prostitution mediation organizations which

recommended prostitution to 10,000 men of the whole country are disclosed!"(Economic news in Korea)
Date: Thursday, September 21, 2017 1:40:10 AM

Dear Supervisors of City and County of San Francisco
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco. Saint Mary square Park.
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
【 "The largest prostitution mediation organizations which
recommended prostitution to 10,000 men of the whole country
are disclosed!" 】（ August 22, 2017 ）
（Economic news in Korea）
The sex traders of the Korean whole country that mediated
prostitution to more than 10,000 men's greatest scale were
arrested by the police.
On 21st, according to news 1, the Pusan district National Police
Agency wide area investigation corps restricted six people
including Chin certain person （24） on the suspicion of an offence
about the punishment including the sex buying and selling
mediation on the same day.
I charged 62 people including 12 women who took part in sex
buying and selling and prostitution man.
After having leased 30 places of office Teru of 釜山市鎮区Pusan
City Busanjin-gu, the lotus bank ward location from July, 2014 to
February 20, this year, they recommend prostitution to more
than 10,000 men whom I see an Internet-related buying and
selling advertisement and visited and receive the doubt that got
200 million won considerable excessive profit.

mailto:s-hikoyama@rx.tnc.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


A business account book was not left, and the police estimated
profiteering based on a minimum exhibit.
I estimate that the real amount of money is bigger.
As a result of survey by police, it was confirmed that these
avoided prosecution through three PAJI presidents on the control
by the police last year.
I gathered unemployed people afterward and organized it and
changed the place of the sex buying and selling and was grasped
that I enlarged a scale.
It is said that Mr. Chin in particular shares a role including
management ・social position confirmation of the prostitution
man with place management ・staff and income brass law of
nature ・prostitution woman of the ・characteristics buying and
selling, and he moved systematically.
【 A Korean man deceives 20 Thai women and arrests you on
the suspicion of human traffic 】（ August 20, 2017 ）
＊When the Korean man who let 20 Thai women sell themselves
forcibly in Korea was arrested in Bangkok, the Bangkok post
reported it on 19th （local time）.
（Thailand news 1）
Thailand police special investigation team （DSI） announced that I
arrested suspect of the 39 years old suspect Kim on the
suspicion of the human traffic of the Thai woman in an
apartment of Bangkok on this month 17 through a press
conference on 18th. It is said that DSI requested the court for
the extension of the detention period of suspect of the suspect
Kim on 18th.
Joint, a Thai special investigation team performed this



investigation under the police and cooperation in Korea by the
request of the Thai woman human rights group.
Eight Korean nationality was arrested for the joint investigation
of the two countries on the suspicion of the human traffic of the
Thai woman on February 23, 2017 by Korea.
He of the suspect who belonged to the human traffic
organization Kim said to Thai woman and others that I
supported it to work as a masseur in Korea and, according to
DSI, deceived you and forced prostitution on Korea after having
brought it.
The suspect gangs Kim take away the passport of women and
watch it, and it is said that I completely interrupted an attempt
of the escape.
In this process, acquaintances of some Thai women have called
for help in the Thai Korea Embassy.
According to the police, he who linked the name in a list of
people of Interpol international arrangement Kim was the
arrangement first place of this human traffic case.
In the police, complicity and others of Mr. Kim consider that
most escaped to the third country.
The American Federal Bureau of Investigation （FBI） is made by a
model, and Thai DSI is in charge of a serious affair.
＊If you participate in anti-Japan advertising not to be based on a
fact, I am very sad.

I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities.
Far from achieving the peace, Japanese, especially Japanese
children, in and around Glendale City（ California ）subject



incredible discrimination and harassments.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: muka19902013@yahoo.co.jp
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: against the comfort women resolution
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 1:20:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I don't think that you should make the comfort women resolution
declaring September 22, 2017 as comfort women day in the
city and county of San Francisco.
Why do you want to take Korean/Chinese side  ?
Korean/Chinese background citizens push ahead with anti-Japan
movement in U.S.A. Do you support a conflict between
Korean/Chinese and Japanese ?
I strongly against the comfort women resolution.
Sincerely,
Norio T
Wakabayashi 3-25-16
Setagaya-ku,
Tokyo, Japan

mailto:muka19902013@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Shu Narasaki
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: comfort women day
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 5:09:14 AM

shame on! San Francisco.

Don't sell our country to Korean, Chinese foregin policy!

Shame Shame

mailto:snarasaki@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: 福島
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: comfort women problem
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 5:54:38 PM

I am against the comfort women problem ! Is a lie!
 

mailto:jiving.sister.fanny.6966@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: sinsa
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: hantai desu!
Date: Wednesday, September 20, 2017 6:17:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and
County of San Francisco.”
It will create conflict between Chinese and Korean background citizens and Japanese background citizens in SF. It is
not good in your multicultural society.
Sincerely,

shinsuke sakairi

japan  gunamaken takasakishi kanekomachi2284-27

mailto:sinsa1@aurora.ocn.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Machiko Toyoda
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: protest against " Resolution declaring September 22, 2017 as Comfort Woman Day"
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 1:39:07 PM

Dear Bord of Supervisors,

We strongly protest against"Resolution declaring September 22,2017, 2017 as Comfort
Woman Day in
the city and county of San Francisco.
It will bring only conflicts between Asian citizens.
It doesn't bring any glory, peace,hope, unity  and prosperity between races, nations in San
Francisco.
This great United State of America has been working so hard to bring peace and unity after
2nd World War 
and helped those nations and people who needed help regardless races.
We respected  it and immigrated in this county because we love the spirit of this nation under
God who loves 
each one of us equally.
Who will be gaining benefit after the Comfort Woman's Day is established?
We Truly hope that this Comfort Woman's Day be dismissed for the sake of humanity.

Sincerely,
Hiroshi & Machiko Toyoda
57 Hawthorne Terrace, Leonia, NJ 07605

mailto:toyoda1216@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Naoki Kinoshita
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 8:20:08 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day
in the City and County of San Francisco.” I have read the resolution, and found out there are
many factual errors.
I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verification.
Sincerely,

Naoki Kinoshita
Long Island City, New York

mailto:kinoshitasoba@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Michiko Presky
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: strongly against Comfort Woman Day.
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 11:49:06 AM

ear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day
in the City and County of San Francisco.”
It will create conflict between Chinese and Korean background citizens and Japanese
background citizens in SF. It is not good in your multicultural society.
We should make peace rather than conflict.
Sincerely,

Michiko Presky

Elm street Chester NY 10918

mailto:mrspresky@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: jimujimu12341234@yahoo.co.jp
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: the comfort woman was a profession and paid for it
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 6:53:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I'm against the comfort woman resolution. It will promotes hostility toward japanese
american community.  The comfort woman issue has been investigated under both Bush
and Clinton, but no evidence has been found  to be a sex slave. The investigatin that thay
were acomfort woman and had gotten the salary is done in the United States military
report.
It it good tobe put on the North Korean maneuvering? I would like to believe in american
jastice.
                                                                                                          
Sincerely,    misumi hanakaze

mailto:jimujimu12341234@yahoo.co.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Yayoi Baker
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 11:23:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am strongly against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of
San Francisco.”
The comfort women issue deals with matters between foreign governments and has nothing to do with SF.  I ask you
not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.

Sincerely,

San Francisco citizen

mailto:doctormelon@sbcglobal.net
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: «It"ll be a reference data, so please check it.» I move the place in the African Republic of Chad, and the issuance

of comfort woman memory coin is decided/The comfort woman memory coin that issuance was refused in NZ
territory Niue

Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 2:40:54 PM
Attachments: (1)Flag_of_Chad.svg.png

(2)Chad_(orthographic_projection)./Republic of Chad.png
(3)Flag_of_Niue.png
(4)Niue_on_the_globe_(Polynesia_centered).png
A comfort woman memorial coin.png

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
【 I move the place in the African Republic of Chad, and the
issuance of comfort woman memory coin is decided 】（ August
23, 2017 ）Korean economic paper
＊The comfort woman memory coin that issuance was refused in
NZ territory Niue
The memorial commemorative products of former comfort
woman overflowed in the public while the issuance of "the
comfort woman memorial coin" was decided after twists and
turns on August 21, 2017 and conveyed the present conditions
of "the commercialization of the comfort woman problem" in
Korea.
The net shop which sold the comfort woman-related goods
including the miniature of the comfort woman image told "the
girl image （comfort woman image） network of the peace" about
the issuance decision of the comfort woman memorial coin

mailto:s-hikoyama@rx.tnc.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


recently in the shop.
Mr. and Mrs. Kim who produced a comfort woman image in front
of the Japanese Embassy in Korea consigned this coin to the
private enterprise and produced it.
〔 Sculptor's 金 運成（Kim Woon-Kyung） and 金 曙炅（Kim
Seo-Kyung）／Kim married couple ）
The memorial coin was original, and production was tried in the
origin of issuance, but New Zealand territory Niue was stopped
for reasons of "the political discussions" on this month 7 by
decision on the Niue side.
And I change the origin of issuance to the African Republic of
Chad this time, and, 13 days later, there is the process that
issuance was enabled.
As for the sales price, it is said that the fund for issuance is
prepared by the open call for participants from the nation for
89,700 won （the approximately 8,600 yen ／80 dollar）.
It is an aim to issue before the 1300th Wednesday meeting
planned on September 13. It is an aim to issue before the
1300th Wednesday meeting planned on September 13.
According to the homepage, 70% of earnings which they got
with a memorial coin are going to be contributed, but the group
targeted for contribution has not been yet decided.
Including "a girl image （comfort woman image） network of the
peace," it is said that there is the organization selling comfort
woman-related goods in Korea as six places.
I produce it, and a bracelet, a necklace, earrings, a badge, a
porch, a key ring, a T-shirt, various commemorative goods
including the comfort woman miniature image are sold, and



there is the price from one 2,000 won （approximately 190 yen
／1 .8 dollars） to things more than 50,000 won （the
approximately 4,800 yen ／45 dollar）.
There is the example that was going to use a comfort woman
commercially.
"A collection of comfort woman nude" which caused a discussion
in 2004 is the example.
（ Collection of photographs using the famous actress who
national, was loved in those days ）
【 In Korea a comfort woman movie entertainment? The comedy
thing comes up by the genre diversification that there is one
after another among them, too 】
（ September 04, 2017 ）
＊The movie of the comfort woman theme comes up one after
another in Korea, and the genre including the comedy diversifies,
too
On September 4, 2017, the movie which featured the theme of a
former comfort woman is produced in succession recently in
Korea.
It is said that the point where approach methods became various
in total is characteristic of a glance of the general public as for
the recent work whereas the most of the comfort woman-related
movie produced so far focused on "a past pain".
●I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities.

And also it will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and
Japan alliance, and that will only make Communist China and
North Korea happy.



 ＊Is it okay for the an San Francisco city.（「Saint Mary square
Park. ） to be secretly influenced and misled by Chinese political
maneuvering in your multicultural society?
＊I am afraid this bill will become a trigger to create racial
conflicts in your country.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN
 



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: «It"ll be a reference data, so please check it.» I move the place in the African Republic of Chad, and the issuance

of comfort woman memory coin is decided/The comfort woman memory coin that issuance was refused in NZ
territory Niue

Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 2:53:10 PM
Attachments: (1)Flag_of_Chad.svg.png

(2)Chad_(orthographic_projection)./Republic of Chad.png
(3)Flag_of_Niue.png
(4)Niue_on_the_globe_(Polynesia_centered).png
A comfort woman memorial coin.png

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
【 I move the place in the African Republic of Chad, and the
issuance of comfort woman memory coin is decided 】（ August
23, 2017 ）Korean economic paper
＊The comfort woman memory coin that issuance was refused in
NZ territory Niue
The memorial commemorative products of former comfort
woman overflowed in the public while the issuance of "the
comfort woman memorial coin" was decided after twists and
turns on August 21, 2017 and conveyed the present conditions
of "the commercialization of the comfort woman problem" in
Korea.
The net shop which sold the comfort woman-related goods
including the miniature of the comfort woman image told "the
girl image （comfort woman image） network of the peace" about
the issuance decision of the comfort woman memorial coin

mailto:s-hikoyama@rx.tnc.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


recently in the shop.
Mr. and Mrs. Kim who produced a comfort woman image in front
of the Japanese Embassy in Korea consigned this coin to the
private enterprise and produced it.
〔 Sculptor's 金 運成（Kim Woon-Kyung） and 金 曙炅（Kim
Seo-Kyung）／Kim married couple ）
The memorial coin was original, and production was tried in the
origin of issuance, but New Zealand territory Niue was stopped
for reasons of "the political discussions" on this month 7 by
decision on the Niue side.
And I change the origin of issuance to the African Republic of
Chad this time, and, 13 days later, there is the process that
issuance was enabled.
As for the sales price, it is said that the fund for issuance is
prepared by the open call for participants from the nation for
89,700 won （the approximately 8,600 yen ／80 dollar）.
It is an aim to issue before the 1300th Wednesday meeting
planned on September 13. It is an aim to issue before the
1300th Wednesday meeting planned on September 13.
According to the homepage, 70% of earnings which they got
with a memorial coin are going to be contributed, but the group
targeted for contribution has not been yet decided.
Including "a girl image （comfort woman image） network of the
peace," it is said that there is the organization selling comfort
woman-related goods in Korea as six places.
I produce it, and a bracelet, a necklace, earrings, a badge, a
porch, a key ring, a T-shirt, various commemorative goods
including the comfort woman miniature image are sold, and



there is the price from one 2,000 won （approximately 190 yen
／1 .8 dollars） to things more than 50,000 won （the
approximately 4,800 yen ／45 dollar）.
There is the example that was going to use a comfort woman
commercially.
"A collection of comfort woman nude" which caused a discussion
in 2004 is the example.
（ Collection of photographs using the famous actress who
national, was loved in those days ）
【 In Korea a comfort woman movie entertainment? The comedy
thing comes up by the genre diversification that there is one
after another among them, too 】
（ September 04, 2017 ）
＊The movie of the comfort woman theme comes up one after
another in Korea, and the genre including the comedy diversifies,
too
On September 4, 2017, the movie which featured the theme of a
former comfort woman is produced in succession recently in
Korea.
It is said that the point where approach methods became various
in total is characteristic of a glance of the general public as for
the recent work whereas the most of the comfort woman-related
movie produced so far focused on "a past pain".
●I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities.

And also it will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and
Japan alliance, and that will only make Communist China and
North Korea happy.



 ＊Is it okay for the an San Francisco city.（「Saint Mary square
Park. ） to be secretly influenced and misled by Chinese political
maneuvering in your multicultural society?
＊I am afraid this bill will become a trigger to create racial
conflicts in your country.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN
 



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. Investigation of truth of "U.S. forces comfort woman" and

establishment of a victim supporting method are promoted again in Korea./I am against the “Comfort Women”
memorial in SF

Date: Thursday, September 21, 2017 1:18:05 PM
Attachments: Forum for meaning which is as a result of the U.S. forces comfort woman suit and modal establishment

(Korea) .png

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
【 England BBC will report Korean "U.S. forces comfort woman".
】
There was "aggressive participation" by the Korean government.
While "U.S. forces comfort woman" in Korea had begun to
attract overseas media's attention, an England BBC electronic
edition took up this problem this time.
The prostitution act which cared for a U.S. soldier is introducing
comfort woman's insistence in the those days when "aggressive
participation" was in a background by the Korean government.
The women are still pinched with discrimination, and the life is
poor.

I should wish, we assume that the influence a country
advanced systematically was big, and the prostitution I don't
have is asking compensation.
●It's established to the medical office where a presence of
sexually transmitted disease infection is checked.

mailto:s-hikoyama@rx.tnc.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


The appeal 122 ladies worked as a comfort woman at base
village" near the U.S. military base to 1950-70 time ask for
10,000 dollars of compensation for damages of (about
1,180,000 yen) per one person dealing with the Korean
government on June 25, 2014 has been caused.
BBC delivered the article entitled "Did Korea support a
prostitution act at the U.S. military base?" on November 28.
A country is poor then for women, one, from the hardships of
life, prostitution, I say that it was obliged.
When a single lady visited a getting a job service place in 1972,
you promised to introduce work with a meal and a dwelling.
If it was a workplace, there was a lady who doubted an
introduced place and ran away right now, too.
But it's caught by a store owner and it's sold to a different store,
and it's said that you made sell itself.
Proprietors in a bawdy house gave clothes and cosmetics to a
lady to attract U.S. soldier's customers, a cost are all female
durability.
All food, clothing and shelter and medical expenses will be also a
female burden.
I charged with "debt" of a large amount in this way, and unless I
finished paying, the mechanism to have to keep turning to
prostitution was made.
There is also testimony by which a U.S. soldier was done to
English and a lesson of "Western good manner" for a partner.
The medical office to check whether a lady didn't infect sexually
transmitted disease was also established.
By an article, "The one a Korean authority established is



certain.", it is, but the Korean government says that I didn't
make a comment to BBC.
Cathy of a BURUKKINGUSU research center in the US and Mr.
moon point out that operation in a medical office is consideration
of the purpose from which not for female health maintenance,
but a Korean U.S. soldier doesn't contract a disease.
I explained that it was the purpose of saying "It was to make a
U.S. soldier satisfied that it was most important and you could
continue Korean stationing of U.S. forces more."
When there was responsibility which prompted an officer of a
Korean authority "to cooperate" with the lady who goes to a
base village and works as a comfort woman to U.S. forces in
1970 's later, Mr. moon spoke.
I say at this time, that a withdrawal from Korea of U.S. forces
was planned.
●Were continuation stationed and foreign currency acquisition in
the U.S. military base the purpose?
Women are today, and it's an article of AP News dated
September 5 that I wrote that you were pressing for a severe
life.
Purpose now when I "have no places where I go to other ones"
is poor, and also lives around the base.
It's surpassed in welfare, but there isn't other support from a
country.
I pointed out that it was opposite with so-called "military comfort
woman" of the old Japanese military which receive cordial
treatment based on a special act by an article.
Korea paper The Hankyoreh (Japanese electronic edition) put the



female confession which was origin "U.S. forces comfort woman"
on July 5.
One person of the plaintiff who took a claim for damages action
in the Korean government.
"With work in a cotton" and, it's tricked by my friend and I say
that it was betrayed to a bawdy house in a base village.
Filled every day was told a hardship in those days about, but
also that a country didn't extend a helpful hand at all, I attack.
When a briefing session about sexually transmitted disease
gathers comfort women, and is held, I say that even a staff in a
health center, a police chief and an officer of an autonomous
body as well as a U.S. soldier participated.
Since he asked women "Please give your service to a U.S. soldier
more.", an officer is surprised.
For foreign currency acquisition, it's said that they accentuated
for Korean development.
The pretense Mami sees a country, and that this doesn't see and
also, even if you say that I participated aggressively, it would be
inevitable.
When the misunderstanding which "will be judged from an eye
of a prejudice and be I liked and that it was a prostitute" doesn't
cease yet, a lady grieves today.
I insist that illegal "sexual buying and selling" admitted only
around the base village originally, "Wasn't it done this to make
U.S. forces be all the while? I try to make us earn a dollar, and.",
I was making anger spread.
Existence of a U.S. forces comfort woman wasn't being reported
so much up to now compared with a military comfort woman,



but I have also begun to pay attention to overseas media by
raising of the suit which challenged the Korean government.
【 Investigation of truth of "U.S. forces comfort woman" and
establishment of a victim supporting method are promoted again
in Korea. 】
・Necessity of government material opening to the public is
emphasized.
・Necessity of a correct actual condition survey is raised.
・Problem formulation is proposed to super-state solidarity.
＊It's judgment of part winning the case of "a base village U.S.
forces comfort woman state claim for damages in Korea, suit"
and is promoted by a truth investigation of U.S. forces comfort
woman damage and modal establishment for living support
again.
It was held by a common defense team of base village female
solidarity of human rights, Korean female group union and a
base village U.S. forces comfort woman government liability
charge suit, SEUMUTO and Korea at a congressman hall on
March 20 by common sponsorship of Democratic Party of Japan
YU SUNHI councilor.
They gathered in "forum for meaning which is as a result of the
U.S. forces comfort woman suit and modal establishment", a
participant had the seat where an element necessary to modal
establishment is argued.
A U.S. forces comfort woman is the person who has the
experience through which he has lived as a prostitution lady at
so-called base village" around the base of U.S. forces stationed
in South Korea from 1960 's.



They're insisting South Korea formed and managed a base
village, and that invaded human rights by doing effective
prostitution until aid, invitation and promotion though
prostitution was imposed a complete ban on by prostitution act
preventive means in 1961.
On the other hand a soul music central district court passed a
decision of part winning the case in 1 shin of "a base village U.S.
forces comfort woman state claim for damages in Korea, suit"
120 U.S. forces comfort women raised.
A courthouse didn't accept the point that a country promoted
and invited prostitution at a base village by a request of U.S.
forces structurally, but there were no base village comfort
women, and I infected among the lady who turned to
prostitution at a rubber snake camp (base village stretch and
sexually transmitted disease.
Or existence of a base village comfort woman and fact of
violation of human rights to them were admitted because the
women who presumed to have been infected were
imprisonment, and I passed a judgment on the act treatment
quarantined in etc., and with which was treated when it was
received,) when it was illegal.
Participants of a forum pointed out the recognition that general
people are short, a prejudice and negative evaluation to a base
village U.S. forces comfort woman problem and emphasized a
join key for legislation.
＊Please understand that Japanese are very upset about the
approved inscription of “comfort women” monument, because
you single out only Japanese military.



＊The proposer has been insisting that this is a human rights
issue.
 It may be true.
 But, instead of blaming only Japan, it is more appropriate to
address all major human rights issues in the world and learn
from the cases to solve them and prevent from happening again.
＊The city hall thinks that it is the Komeito, fairness, neutrality
the municipal assembly which is the public institution of the
Brooke heaven citizen (whether is this not mind of America?),
＊I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities.

And also it will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and
Japan alliance, and that will only make Communist China and
North Korea happy.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,

Susumu Hikoyama

3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture ,JAPAN



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. Korea promoted prostitution industry as "a foreign currency

acquisition policy"One of five people (17%) is a Korean in one of four people (23.5%), Australia of the foreign
prostitute in the United State

Date: Friday, September 22, 2017 2:10:56 PM

Dear Mayor of San Francisco, member of a municipal
assembly, park executive committee
Dear Supervisors of City and County of San Francisco
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco city. （ Saint Mary square Park. ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
【 Korea promoted prostitution industry as "a foreign currency
acquisition policy" 】
＊What "I allotted all expendable supplies to by domestic
production from the standpoint to let you drop much foreign
currency by our country might be ideal, but grieved over <Korea
Dong-A-Ilbo> with ... on March 13, 1961 that, besides, foreign
country liquor, the girl who undressed used the foreign young
lady for ... liquor to foreign currency".
＊The national first thing to do problem was to exchange child' of
the woman who became `nude with `domestic production'.
＊When "I carried out the waiting on customers duties education
for service girls of the sightseeing waiting on customers office
（including the dance hall cabaret） of 4,000", and Seoul local
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police department did <Korea Seoul newspaper> on a date on
April 25, 1962, I did it and reported it when the reason was
intended to provide "the service that was effective by a
foreigner".
＊The article of <Korea Shinto sub-> was more frank for 1,966
years.

There is the huge power that “ 洋公主：양공주:YANKONJU

（reception girl of the Westerners partner） has.
Ironically, as for them who bloom in the shade, it is to one

leading figure of the foreign currency acquisition with the feeling
that became the supremacy problem of the state policy of our
country.

When the foreign currency which came out of the hall for
exclusive use of the United Nations forces of 190 places of whole
country reached 10 million dollars in those days for one year, "
<Korea Shinto sub-> estimated it.

At the time of 1966, the foreign currency which our country
earned by trade was 250 million dollars.

For 1970 through 71, the scales of the U.S. forces to Korea
decreased by 18,000.

The government became the state of emergency.
When "I took the venereal disease precaution of the comfort

woman in cooperation with health authorities and strengthened
... culture" by the official document which the Secretary of the
Interior sent to each police in August, 1971 and did it, I directed
it.

However, it was destined not to be able to catch the U.S.
forces which left, and went.



The Japanese who came to do `kisang sightseeing' met the
vacant seat of the U.S. forces.

For 1,965 years, Japan-ROK Basic Relations Treaty was an
opportunity.

96.8% of Japanese who visited Korea in 1977 when kisang
（brothel） sightseeing reached the top were men.

The government devoted to economic growth showed a
sightseeing income and tourist target value.

`quota' was set on a trip mediation supplier.
Various benefits disappeared if I could not achieve an aim, and

permission was canceled when it was serious.
＊“ derailment sightseeing is full of <Korea Shinto sub-> in 1979
and naturally is managed with the tacit consent of the
authorities.
…The kisang party reported it with "offered to almost all
Japanese tourists.
Of course the government took part continuously, too.
The record that I educated for 512 base village waiting on
customers office women, sightseeing restaurant waiting on
customers office woman 1,795 remains if I see a document of
Seoul City in 1972.
（ omission of the latter part ）
【 One of five people （17%） is a Korean in one of four people
（23.5%）, Australia of the foreign prostitute in the United States
】（ July 22, 2012 ）
＊One of five people （17%） is a Korean in one of four people
（23.5%）, Australia of the gringa working in a prostitution
purpose in the United States, and therefore, according to the



United States and Australian both governments, Korea is helped
put on the disgrace called "a prostitute export country".
It recruited women in Korea, and the alliance which mediated
expedition-related buying and selling in Australia was caught by
the police.
These continue robbing sex buying and selling women of money;
a drug co; become clear to having given you it to be similar, and
give a shock.
It put 14 people including the Kim certain person suspect （33
years old） of the broker on the wanted list on the suspicion of
having let a sex trader of Australia where Chinese and Korean
people ran women in Korea find a job in the Seoul district
National Police Agency international crime investigation corps
and sent documents about 18 people including the storekeeper
jun certain person suspect （33 years old） of the sex trader and
the sex buying and selling woman.
So that, according to the police, suspect Kim of the broker （33
years old） cuts off a sex buying and selling woman until recently
from 2007; "work without worrying about the control in Australia
because the sex buying and selling is legal.
I tempt the money to be able to make money a lot and receive
the doubt that connected it with a sex trader of Australia which
Chinese and Korean people run.
In partnership with the representative of a certain travel agency,
sex buying and selling women helped me so that a working
holiday visa was received and took responsibility until stay
extension application afterwards in this process.
Suspect Kim took 10% of charge for geisha's service that women



received away from the sex buying and selling business owners
such as Kim certain suspects （55, year, woman） under the name
of a fee.
Women received charge for geisha's service of from 110000 won
to 230000 won, and the police told that the nature 12 hours or
more per day bought and sold it.
The Australian local business owners let you compensate a
3,600,000 won considerable fine if you met 1,200,000 won, a
visitor personally if sex buying and selling women did tardy and
absence, and they exploited a salary unfairly.
It was assumed, "I thronged to a wedding ceremony and expose
it" until a threat to women who refused buying and selling.
These illegality-like acts did not terminate in this.
Some business owners such as jun certain suspects took mind-
expanding drugs such as the ecstasy at the dinner meeting seat
with sex buying and selling women and had a party, and the
police talked when sex buying and selling women of most
considerably took a drug, and the nature bought and sold it.
The police said, "a side effect such as the ratio that the Korea
woman occupied among foreigner-related buying and selling
women in Australia being estimated with approximately 17%
according to the announcement of the recent diplomatic
commerce department, and Korea being recognized to be "a-
related buying and selling woman export large country" in
Australia is big" and emphasized, "the making of measures is
urgent business".
（ NAVER/CBS= no cut news ）
Thank you very much.



＊I am against the comfort women monument in San Francisco
You must understand that the comfort women issue is
politically and diplomatically controversial issue.
The Japanese government once recalled her ambassador and

Council General to Pusan to home, and terminated or postponed
negotiations with the government of South Korea.

This decision took place in response to Korea’s decision to
install a Comfort Women statue in Public place in Pusan, the
second largest city in S. Korea.
＊” What are the evidence or primary source to proof these
allegations? Or name the historians.

And also it will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and
Japan alliance, and that will only make Communist China and
North Korea happy.

I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities.

I would ask that you turn down the proposal.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: ●*It"ll be a reference data, so please check it.**"Sex rice paid as a tax" compulsion, the man are "official

guarantee" of torture ... human rights violations 金 正恩(Kim Jong-un) whom they gave for a woman
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 8:02:44 PM
Attachments: Flag_of_North_Korea.png

Flying distance of the North Korean missile .png

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
Dear Mayor of San Francisco, member of a municipal

assembly, park executive committee
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco city. （ Saint Mary square Park. ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
【 "Sex rice paid as a tax" compulsion, the man are "official
guarantee" of torture ... human rights violations 金 正恩（Kim
Jong-un） whom they gave for a woman 】（ August 4, 2017 ）
＊When the Chairperson at North Korean 金 正恩（Kim Jong-
un）party started instructions, "I stop human rights violations" for
State Yasue Ministry （secret police） in the spring of this year, I
am informed it.
When the manner of Yasue one （the personnel required of the
secret police） became considerably soft, by severe censorship
（inspection） for Yasue Ministry and these instructions given at
the same time, they were informed it, but the North Korean
people considered it "to be a thing temporary anyway" with cold
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eyes. Actually, it is just like it.
Kim who lived in the 両江道（Ryanggang-do）恵山（Hyesan）city of
North Korea informed particularly atrocious Yasue one in daily
NK.
he person is Yasue instructor having jurisdiction over 蓮峯二洞
（RYONBONIDON） in the city, perception Kang JINYOKU captain.
Because not only I conciliate local inhabitants and I threaten it
and pester it for money, but also it is said that I go until a sexual
assault for the woman who does not listen to you, I am
absorbed in evildoing
It is woman in her twenties who lived alone in蓮峯二洞
（RYONBONIDON）, Hur that such Kang captain targeted.
In cooperation with mother who she escapes from North, and
lives in Korea, I work as a remittance broker.
Kang captain which knew it visited Hur.
I told, "you should earn money to one's heart's content because
you worked as buttocks carrier" and pressed it for reporting and
"sex rice paid as a tax" as a bargaining point.
In other words, I demanded sexual intercourse.
Hur rebelled intensely and protested it.
Then Kang captain extends over it "is very easy to handle you
time" and several times, and it threatens it.
Still, for Hur where I was not going to follow, it is to have
extended to the sexual assault by power.
Such an act is carried out much in North Korea.
I am alone, and Hur suffers for fear of retaliation of Kang captain
like many other victims without there being the sincerity suit
（accusation） in the upper organization.



The absorption in evildoing of Kang captain does not remain in
this.
Hur and woman Han who lived in the same town in 30s became
the prey.
It is about this February that a case happened.
In a house of Han who lived as one, Kang captain visited under
the name of " Yasue business " （watchman）.
It was Kang captain which I talked about for a natural feeling
while drinking liquor, but I attacked Han suddenly and amounted
to a sexual assault first.
Ill-treating as it is morbid of Kang captain goes for the man.
Can the Yasue one continue such a behavior?
In fact, it seems to betray instructions of金 正恩（Kim Jong-un）,
and there is their action, and this is because, in fact, it cannot
happen.
金 正恩（Kim Jong-un）starts instructions, "he deal for the person
using the cell-phone of a North Korean asylum seeker and the
Chinese carrier strictly" at the same time while saying, "do not
do human rights violations".
"Do not do the human rights violations to the people at large and
is to straighten it, and to remove the betrayer with the foreign
country" when I add these two.
Thus, Yasue Ministry as "the watchdog" of the Kim Jong-un
system got the ink effect of human rights violations some other
time.
【 The reason why "the sexual abuse" to a female soldier strides
in Northern forces 】（ March 16, 2017 ）
＊"Group for Pleasure" of the commander



On the back where the North Korean authorities uttered strings
of flattering compliments in the text of the law, a certain purpose
was hidden.
I was going to make up insufficient work force only in men by
mobilizing a woman.
A woman should be given a position and the opportunity when
are equal to a man even if I seem to compare it, but can never
happen.
It is said that the North Korea authorities came to detect the
appointment to an executive only for the woman who there is
armed forces experience from 2013, or graduated from a
university in the place that told as a story of the inside
information line of rice governmental radio free Asian （RFA） 両江
道（Ryanggang-do）.
Other girls must take military service approximately perfunctorily
if they think about it being children blessed with a home
environment to some extent to be able to enter the university.
And, in the closed communal living called the armed forces, the
human rights violations for the woman accelerate.
I acquire it in a document when Korean People's Army total
Department of Political Affairs gathers the woman commanders
of each military unit in 2015, and thought struggle held a
meeting and explain the above information line for RFA. For
example, the summaries are as follows.
The company commander with 316 regiment 3 battalions joined
the Labor Party for the reward that performed "sex rice paid as a
tax" in September, 2014.
It is said that her home has collapsed as a result that relations



continued being pressed for without being able to defy the
demand of the political officer who became a guarantor of the
joining a political party.
A lot of examples that a woman officer encounters a sexual
assault in exchange for success in life are reported.
However, women do not notice even the word "sexual assault" in
few North Korea when the damage that oneself received is
human rights violations.
In addition, it is woman to be punished even if it becomes the
problem.
On the other hand, there is the woman officer performing a
prostitution act from the economical poverty.
I arrested 22 prostitution women as a result that the people's
army Police Administration Bureau supervised it intensively in
the平城（PYONSON） 市駅前洞 （YOKUCHONDON） whole area of平安
南道 （P'yongan-namdo） at 11:00 on the afternoon of February
20, 2015, but 17 people of them were woman officers.
Far from "a woman officer being going to escape from the sexual
abuse from a male commander, what get away from the corps
at night, and perform a prostitution act to earn money is due to
the inferior supply system as rear total station （department in
charge of distribution） cannot supply even a sanitary napkin"
Male soldiers cannot endure it in the North Korean military to
starve and run for the plundering from a private citizen and do it.
In the case of a woman, the situation may be more serious.
The circumstances of the woman in labor corps "storm troops"
put into the construction of infrastructure and the apartment
complex are extreme in misery.



According to the information line of咸鏡北道（Hamgyong-pukto）, it
becomes the open secret that a commander of the storm troops
where is higher than a company commander walks with a
woman called " Group for Pleasure ".
【 To have associated with a certain tragedy ... person of "the
killed gal Friday" to Kim Jong-un, but to run it up 】（ August 5,
2017 ）
＊The North Korean high rank executive who took refuge in the
United States answered an interview of the U.S. CNN broadcast.
According to this executive, it is said that Chairperson at金 正
恩（Kim Jong-un）party is a cruel leader exceeding grandfather, 金
日成Kim Il Sung and father, 金正日Kim Jong-il.
I took refuge in Korea in October, 2014, and 李正浩 （Lee
Jang-Ho）（59） which passed to the United States in March, 2016
wrestled to foreign currency income to develop land for a secret
fund of Kim Jong-un, so-called bribe as a high rank executive of
Korean Workers' Party Room 39 until I escaped from North.
In this June, 金 正恩（Kim Jong-un）executed several hundred
family and others including executive and aides and the young
child with a high-angle gun by an interview of rice governmental
Voice of America （VOA） mercilessly and testified that I purged
several thousand.
It is criticism with "the unprecedented slaughter barbaric act"
that there was not about a merciless purge and the cruel
execution that Mr. Lee is repeated after金 正恩（Kim Jong-un）Era
began in the times of the金日成Kim Il Sung president and
General Secretary金正日Kim Jong-il either strictly.
Furthermore, according to the Korean media, it is said that Mr.



Lee says, "I witnessed that金 正恩（Kim Jong-un）executed one's
gal Friday and others for the charge concerned with with張成沢
Chang Song-taek" at the seat which met a Korean North Korean
expert.
It is known by金 正恩（Kim Jong-un）a purge for a trifling reason
even in top brasses by executing it.
＊The proposer has been insisting that this is a human rights
issue.

It may be true.
But, instead of blaming only Japan, it is more appropriate to

address all major human rights issues in the world and learn
from the cases to solve them and prevent from happening again.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject:  It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. I install it in front of consulate 4 of Jeju Island, and it is planned

in front of Korea, the Japanese consulate general of Pusan City to commandeering mechanic image setting
Date: Wednesday, September 20, 2017 8:53:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
Dear Mayor of San Francisco, member of a municipal

assembly, park executive committee
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco city. （ Saint Mary square Park. ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
【 I install it in front of consulate 4 of Jeju Island, and it is
planned in front of Korea, the Japanese consulate general of
Pusan City to commandeering mechanic image setting 】（
September 20, 2017 ）
＊On September 20, 2017, it became clear following the setting
of the comfort woman image that a Korean citizen's group was
going to install a commandeering mechanic image in front of the
Japanese consulate general of Pusan.
Planning setting Korean citizen group "democracy labor unions
total league of the whole country."
According to the place that the Pusan headquarters announced
on 18th, it is said that the setting place of the image plans
setting on May Day on May 1, 2018 in front of the Japanese
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consulate general of Pusan.
In the group, one demonstrates every day in front of the
Japanese consulate general for 100 days from 18th and does it
when I accuse the need of the image setting, and it is said that I
begin the donation activity for image setting.
In addition, I make an announcement on performing the setting
declaration meeting of the commandeering mechanic image on
December 28 of the last day of the demonstration activity for
100 days.
The group installed it in the national land of the 龍山駅前（
Yongsan station square ）of Seoul inner-city in August, 17, and
the commandeering mechanic image declares that the different
citizen group installs it in front of the Japan consulate general of
済州島（ Jeju-do／Jeju Island ）with the goal of 10 in the middle of
the month.
●ARTICLE 22
1. THE PREMISES OF THE MISSION SHALL BE INVIOLABLE. THE
AGENTS OF THE RECEIVING STATE MAY NOT ENTER THEM,
EXCEPT WITH THE CONSENT OF THE HEAD OF THE MISSION.
2. THE RECEIVING STATE IS UNDER A SPECIAL DUTY TO TAKE
ALL APPROPRIATE STEPS TO PROTECT THE PREMISES OF THE
MISSION AGAINST ANY INTRUSION OR DAMAGE AND TO
PREVENT ANY DISTURBANCE OF THE PEACE OF THE MISSION
OR IMPAIRMENT OF ITS DIGNITY.
3. THE PREMISES OF THE MISSION, THEIR FURNISHINGS AND
OTHER PROPERTY THEREON AND THE MEANS OF TRANSPORT
OF THE MISSION SHALL BE IMMUNE FROM SEARCH,
REQUISITION, ATTACHMENT OR EXECUTION.



【 A Korean "commandeering mechanic" 】（ August 27, 2017 ）
＊ A nation commandeering law will be applied to a Korean in
August, 1944, and thereafter a Korean commandeering
mechanic is people commandeered by the Japanese Government
during until the end of the war.
（ I was commandeered for approximately one year until August
15, 1945 ）
I actually engaged in labor in a Japanese private enterprise.
But there are a lot of Koreans who came in free will in Japan,
and, by the explanation on July 11, 1959 of Japan Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, approximately 1 million Koreans come by a point
in time of the end of the war from 1939, and it is said that most
engaged in labor in Japan based on free will.
〘 Great Japanese Empire merged large Korea empire with the
Annexation of Korea （Japan's Annexation of Korea） based on a
treaty about the Annexation of Korea on August 29, 1910. The
rule by Japan lasted 35 years after this until Government General
of Korea surrendered to the United States on September 9, 1945

The country where I signed → Argentina, Australia, Belgium,
Bolivia, Brazil, Cambodia, Canada, Ceylon （existing Sri Lanka）,
Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
Egypt, El Salvador, Ethiopia, France, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti,
Honduras, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Laos, Lebanon, Liberia,
Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua,
Norway, Pakistan, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Saudi
Arabia, Syria, Turkey, South African federal （the existing
Republic of South Africa） U.K., United States of America,
Uruguay, Venezuela, Viet Nam （the → Vietnam Republic →



Socialist Republic of Vietnam）, Allied powers 48 countries accept
the Treaty on Japan's annexation of Korea saying "it is legal". 〙

Taft-Katsura Agreement：The agreement that was exchanged
between William Taft secretary of the army who was Taro
Katsura and United States of America special envoy on July 29,
1905

《 The main agenda 》
・Japan expresses a thing without the ambition for the

Philippines which became the colony of the United States.
・The peace of the Far East should be kept by Japan, the United

States, the virtual alliance by British three countries.
・The United States recognizes a leadership position in Japanese

Korea. ）
（ Taiwan of the rule era in Japan is time from April 17, 1895
when Taiwan was performed cession of as a result of Sino-
Japanese War in Japan from the Qing dynasty by Shimonoseki
Treaty to October 25, 1945. ）
There was not explanation about the number of commandeered
Koreans of the inside and I slightly drank it saying "the thing
which as a result of the total number of the staying in Japan
Korean as of 1959 being approximately 610,000, and having
investigated an alien registration vote, came as a
commandeering worker all over the wartime was 245" and was
written down.
The number of commandeering mechanics that it was confirmed
to live in Japan in 1959 was a small number of 245.
As I was commandeered based on a nation commandeering law,
about the right to claim for the compensation of the



commandeering mechanic or the compensation, request for the
Japanese Government may be performed, but the nation
commandeering law intended for all the people having Japan
nationality, and there is not the reason why only a person from
Korean Peninsula is treated in particular.
The government of Japan-Korea two countries concluded right to
claim, an economic cooperation agreement with Japan-ROK
Basic Relations Treaty in 1965 and "completely and finally"
solved a problem of property, the right to claim.
With the right to claim, there is return request about the
property such as a factory, the house which I left for the Korean
Peninsula near pain and a compensation demand, the Japanese
（including the company） for the damage who suffered it for the
colony rule era by Japan near the Korean.
If a commandeering mechanic requires compensation as the
Korean government receives the share of the personal
compensation as for the matter of the commandeering mechanic
in a lump in the Japanese Government although I suggested
personal compensation in the case of a Japan-Korea right to
claim agreement and did it when I take responsibility for a
commandeering mechanic and hand it, it is the Korea
government keeping compensation money not a Japanese
company partner.
In addition, it is necessary for the Korea government to hand the
Korean government to North Korea on request from North Korea
as the North Korean share is handed.
＊It will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and Japan

alliance, and that will only make Communist China and North



Korea happy.
＊Is it okay for the San Francisco government to be secretly

influenced and misled by Chinese political maneuvering in your
multicultural society?

Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-

Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: jazznack@yahoo.co.jp
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: 「慰安婦の日」決議案反対について
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 5:10:01 PM

韓国による慰安婦発言は、アメリカ政府の調査でも根拠が無いことが確定しています。

【ナチス戦争犯罪と日本帝国政府の記録の各省庁作業班(IWG)】 クリントン政権時代に成立した「199
8年ナチス戦争犯罪開示法」と「2000年日本帝国政府開示法」に基づき、第2次大戦での日独両国の戦争
犯罪の情報開示を徹底させる目的で00年に始まった調査。

こうした調査に基づき、歴史を正しく認識して判断されるよう、強く願うものです。

www.sankei.com/smp/world/news/.../wor1411270003-s.html
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From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: 【 It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. 】China, East Asia and historyXi’s history lessons,The Communist

Party is plundering history to justify its present-day ambitions
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 1:11:35 PM
Attachments: Tiananmen 朴 槿恵(Park Geun Hye) Ex-President of Korea/習 近平(Xí Jìnpíng)The Chinese Communist Party

Central Military Commission president/Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin President) .png
(a)Flag_of_Bhutan..png
(b)Bhutan_(orthographic_projection)..png
( )Flag_of_Tibet.png

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women monument”  and
 “Day of the comfort woman”  in San Francisco. （ Saint Mary
Park ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the
forthcoming meeting.
” What are the evidence or primary source to proof these
allegations? Or name the historians.

I would ask that you turn down the proposal.
【 [ the Chairman習 近平（Xi Jinping）makes Japan the devil
unfairly ] Criticism - Japan In-depth which appeared in a ...
British "economist" first page article 】
（ September 03, 2015 ）
＊China, East Asia and historyXi’s history lessons

The Communist Party is plundering history to justify its
present-day ambitions

When "China deceives the world and entrapped Japan," a
reporter for Europe and America criticizes "anti-Japanese
movement ceremony".

I reveal a fact modification of the Communist Party openly.
chairman or president Chinese 習 近平（Xi Jinping）inspecting

mailto:s-hikoyama@rx.tnc.ne.jp
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troops twists the history and uses a military parade of "the anti-
Japanese movement war victory memory" in Beijing of
September 3 in the future ambition of the own country and
makes Japan the devil unfairly.
Such a severe criticism appeared in the first page article of the
British major magazine "economist".
The The Economist August 21 issue picked up the entry of the
"lesson of the history of Mr. 習（Xí）" article "does China revise the
past to rule over the future how?" with the photograph which
took a cover with the gun that 習 主席（Xí Jìnpíng chairman or
president）came to have same a pen as a rifle.
And I published a claim and the commentary of the entry, "the
Chinese Communist Party abused the history to justify current
ambition" in a first page article.
The main point of this first page article seemed to be as follows.
（1）The Chinese Communist Party celebrates war victory to Japan
by the ostentation of the armaments for the first time this time
as well as a simple ceremony, but the action lays a coercion
effect to advertise power in now in China in the neighboring
nations necessarily.
The Communist Party tampers with the past history to justify a
current ambition.
（2）China thinks that an own country is future Asian order, and
there is the greatest influential voice for size of the past sacrifice
and advertises it when Japan is the dangerous existence that
may just begin the aggression to the other countries again.
（3）But it is not the Communist Party that made war on Japan,
and the Chinese history to insist on is Kuomintang, and current

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chairman
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Japan is greatly wrong from the origin at a point to be different
with Japan of the imperialism.
（＊There were not Japan and the war with the Chinese
Communist Party （the People's Republic of China） and was war
with the Republic of China （Kuomintang ran away to Taiwan and
was established）. Japan does not fight against the Chinese
Communist Party.）
Present Japan is devoted to pacifism, and aging advances and is
a democratic country evading a nuclear weapon.
（4）Not only it is unfair, but also it is dangerous that China makes
Japan the devil. When the Chinese Communist Party drives the
anti-Japan sentiment in the own country too much, it raises the
anti-American sentiment of the nation, and this is because it
may come to demand a confrontation with the United States in
Asia.
（5）The Chairman 習 近平（Xi Jinping）learns a true lesson from the
history, and it stops that it tampers with the history, and it uses
it only by the advantageous method of the own country, and it is
desirable to push forward Asia regional stability in multilateral
discussion.
The above-mentioned claim spreads on the expensive platform
of Tiananmen on September 3 and is the word that a big military
parade was turned to President 習 近平（Xi Jinping）inspecting
troops.
（It will be useful as one of the interpretation of the great parade
in Tiananmen.）
【 China is Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, and large-scale
military parade, 習主席（President Xi Jinping）inspect troops with



People's Liberation Army clothes （armed forces clothes）. 】（
August 1, 2017 ）
＊People's Liberation Army carried out a military parade of the
90th anniversary of the foundation on 30th and released the
latest fighter and missile.
... of the best leadership This parade was carried out in the
largest practice ground in Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region in
Asia not normal Beijing center.
The above stood in line in the morning on 30th, and 12,000
soldiers of People's Liberation Army which just participated in
actual training, equipment 600 （set） received an inspection of
troops of President Xi Jinping by a battle posture.
30 dates U.S. New York Times "President 習 近平（Xi Jinping）who
was the commander in chief of the middle national military wore
camouflage clothes, and the Chinese land, sea and air and rocket
forces inspected troops of the soldier of each military class.

The military unit where various new weapons were deployed is
included in this. These inspections of troops corps was perfect
and were perfect, and, judging from which angle, they informed,
it was orderly.

The British daily email "People's Liberation Army is promoting
large-scale modernization reform.

The 朱日和（Training base）that a military parade was held is the
China, Asia's greatest military training base. In late years the
serious military affairs training, practice and the inside and
outside the country joint drill pointed out, it is held here.
【 To live broadcast ... North Korea, India where is exceptional
by China, a large-scale military exercise as for the possibility of



the military attack 】
（ August 1, 2017 ）

＊People's Liberation Army performed large-scale live-
ammunition exercise to memorialize the-based military 90th
anniversary of August 1 at a military base of Inner Mongolia
Autonomous Region on July 30.
The liberation army carries out a large-scale military parade in
Beijing center in September, 2015, and it is extremely
exceptional to perform a large-scale military exercise twice for
two years.
Ahead of a party convention, there is the aim that President 習
近平（Xi Jinping Chairman military affairs committee member）
shows off military right reinforcement of oneself.
Furthermore, an important meaning hides behind in this military
exercise besides.

It is a military check to North Korea and India.
It is the sea near the shore of North Korea in the end of July,

but I continue i India troops and hostility near a middle seal
border more than one month and may receive the national
military with a declaration of intention of  Mr. 習（Xí）that the
large-scale practice at this time adds an attack in the case of the
worst for the two countries turning to the tusk against Chinese
intention among others with the missile launch training now.
【 By the problem that People's Liberation Army pushes forward
highway construction without permission in a dispute place with
Bhutan, India protests it! 】
（ July 2, 2017 ）
＊For China, the India government said, "I am concerned about



movement of recent China deeply" by the problem that Bhutan
protested when People's Liberation Army began highway
construction in a dispute place of the two countries on 30th, and
they announced the statement, "they told the China side when
such a construction was a serious present conditions change to
bring influence in the serious security in India".
According to the Bhutanese government, the China Army（The
Communist Party forces）entered the dispute place on June 16
and began highway construction. India crosses the border in the
China territory, and the Chinese government blames that they
interfered with an activity.
Approximately 20% of the Kingdom of Bhutan country invaded
by China are already occupied illegally and a territory is invaded
and is robbed of it and seems to be controlled effectively.
The Chinese People's Liberation Army gradually invaded the
territory of （the area that I surrounded in Japanese yen of the
map） that contacted with China （Tibet Autonomous Region） in
northwestern Bhutan, and, in the announcement of the Bhutan
government in 2006, many territories were invaded and seem to
have been possessed China occupied illegally substantially.
＊Is it okay for the Ontario government to be secretly influenced
and misled by Chinese political maneuvering in your multicultural
society?
＊It will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and Japan
alliance, and that will only make Communist China and North
Korea happy.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,



Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: 〖 It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. 〗"The Chinese Communist Party government is the South Pole

and pushes forward military activity and the exploration of mineral resources behind closed doors"…An Australian
think tank points it out!

Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 2:35:44 PM
Attachments: Flag_of_the_People"s_Republic_of_China.png

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the
forthcoming meeting.
【 "The Chinese Communist Party government is the South Pole
and pushes forward military activity and the exploration of
mineral resources behind closed doors"…An Australian think tank
points it out! 】（ August 26, 2017 ）Epoch Times
＊ "China invades the leadership in the South Pole of Australia"
The Australian defense think tank points out that the Chinese
Communist Party government pushes forward military activity
and the exploration of mineral resources behind closed doors at
the South Pole recently.
I warned the Australian government that I made an established
fact to insist on dominium.
According to the report which a strategic policy research institute
of Australia published by 18th, the China authorities cast a vast
fund in the South Pole for the past ten years and let you enlarge
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movement of "military activity and the mineral exploration that
you do not declare".
3 points and two stationing place are in the territory to insist on
of Australia in Chinese base 4 points in the South Pole.
In addition, China produces one ship other than two icebreakers
of the existence newly.
The aim of the Chinese side is regarded as fishery, tourism, the
construction of the transportation network, a coal mine, water
and creature resources.
In addition, that, as for the report, a scientific project leads to a
defense purpose of the country the military activity by the
Chinese authorities; it was said that was not explicable, and
pointed it out that violated "Antarctic Treaty" to establish the
peaceful use of the South Pole area.
In addition, "the South Pole mineral resources activity regulation
treaty" of the Madrid agreement Protocol forbids a mineral
activity in the South Pole, but the Chinese government has not
stopped exploration activity so far, and it is said that rather I
enlarge coal mine exploration from 2012.
The think tank demands it through a report for the Australian
government "to show the leadership in careful diplomacy, a clear
strategy, and to protect national interest in the Antarctic
Continent by strategic investment", and to do it.
【 Penetration of the influence of the Chinese government
advancing in Australia 】（ June 24, 2017 ）New Tang Dynasty
Television
＊When a rose sprinkles money in Austria through a company,
and the Chinese government is going to have a political



influence, Australia and the American media report it.
Penetration to the Chinese democracy society attracts interest.
By the investigative reporting that Australian state-run television
station and Fairfax produced jointly, I collected data on four
people and pointed out that the China government made
penetration in Australia.
（1）厳 雪瑞（Ms. Yen）from executive home of the People's
Liberation Army and the Australian former information
investigator of the husband established a foundation and acted
secretly among Canberra, New York, a politician and
industrialists of Beijing.
In 2015, 厳 雪瑞（Ms. Yen）was arrested for the bribery to United
Nations official by the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation.
Confidential documents were discovered when an Australian
anti-spy engine searched home of 厳 雪瑞（Ms. Yen）
There is friendship with a cabinet minister of the Australian
government, and 厳 雪瑞（Ms. Yen）is considered to have not a
little affected the decision of the foreign policy.
（2）Property tycoon of the friend of 厳 雪瑞（Ms. Yen）, 周 沢栄 （Mr.
Chou） are naturalized in Australia, and it is 20 years and
performs a large amount of political donation at an interval in
these 15 years.
I contributed a total of 4 million Australian dollar to each political
party for ten years and was on familiar terms with many officials
including two ex-Prime Ministers.
The Chinese Political Consultative Conference committee serves,
too and runs the media by the state-run media and cooperation
in China in Australia and spreads in propaganda of the China



government.
Film producer 石 宇歌（Mr. Shih）: "The Chinese Communist Party
government increases the influence in foreign countries more
and more. A rose sprinkles money and is going to infiltrate an
ideology called the communism abroad."
（3）Property tycoon, 黄 向墨 （Mr. Hung） of the Australian overseas
Chinese act as the chairperson of "the 豪州中国和統 （Australia
China Tomokazu unification） meeting" which the Chinese
government unifies.
The 黄 向墨 （Mr. Hung） contributed a total of 2,690,000
Australian dollar to each political party after emigrant application
of 2011 for four years.
Although it is not an Australian citizen, I have a big influential
voice.
When the Australian Labor Party criticizes China about the issue
of South China Sea in 2016, I speak that I withdraw contribution
of 400,000 Australian dollar to the party.
A member of party decision that received contribution from
yellow the next day made a comment close to China.
The Chinese problem expert 横 河（Mr. Heng）: "The world main
democracy prohibits the political donation from the foreign
country, but only Australia is not forbidden by a law. I cannot
determine what kind of influence national security and profit
suffer by a contribution."
（4）It is a foreign student （23 years old） from China, the
chairperson of the scholar of Canberra China student social
gathering.
When a Chinese official visits Australia, I mobilize several



hundred students, and she welcomes you and opposes it to each
other in the protest demonstrators.
Scholar of Chinese student support society's chairperson:
"Besides, a flag and food, contrivance of the traffic receive the
support offers such as lawyers from the Chinese embassy and
are active."
A reporter: "Do you report the student who participated in
human rights activity to the embassy?"
Scholar of Chinese student support society's chairperson: "Yes, I
report it by all means."
陳 用林（Mr. Chen）diplomat of cause stationed-in-Sydney China:
As for "the specialized special agent, four systems of a liberation
army total staff section, cheap all, a public peace department, a
consulate and the embassy are active independently mainly （in
Australia） （China） 300-500 occasions.".
These four people highlight what the Chinese government has an
influence on in Australian politics and arts and sciences world,
many aspects including the media.
It may be said that I am made to stand in the forked road
Australia protects each racial culture and political right, and how
they can brush off influence of the communism power as a
democracy.
【 It is a Chinese spy scandal for a New Zealand member of the
Diet 】（ September 13, 2017 ）AFPBB News
＊It was found out that a Diet member from China received
training for military affairs and the espionage in China in New
Zealand on 13th, and a doubt that it was a spy of the China
government surfaced.



I claimed that this member of the Diet was a victim of the
organized slander that oneself assumed racial discrimination a
background and denied a doubt.
According to the investigation that British paper Financial Times
（FT） and news site "Newsroom" performed jointly, it is said that
the Jian Yang member of the Diet from China is targeted for the
investigation of the New Zealand secret service over the
connection with the Chinese elite spy school.
In addition, according to both media, it is said that Jian Yang
elected a member of the Diet in 2011 covered the career that
acted as a lecturer in the linguistic prestigious school for
members of Chinese military intelligence.

The New Zealand builds secret information joint ownership
mechanism "Five Eyes" with United States, U.K., Canada,
Australia, but, according to the Financial Times, it is said that
there are not a Chinese secret service and the Western countries
where an incumbent is with such the strong connection
elsewhere.
In addition, the Financial Times reports, "a question occurred for
the preparation of Western countries to cope with China which
has an influence positively still more for the foreign government,
and sets espionage" about this matter.
＊Is it okay for the an Francisco city.（「Saint Mary square Park. ）
to be secretly influenced and misled by Chinese political
maneuvering in your multicultural society?
＊I am afraid this bill will become a trigger to create racial
conflicts in your country.
Thank you very much.



Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject:  It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. The United States is an editorial of "they are South Korean

flattery overdoing" U.S. paper Washington Post
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 12:34:20 PM
Attachments: Washington Post.jpg
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Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women monument”  and
 “Day of the comfort woman”  in San Francisco. （ Saint Mary
Park ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the
forthcoming meeting.
【 The United States is an editorial of "they are South Korean
flattery overdoing" U.S. paper Washington Post 】（ August 21,
2014 ）
・An editorial of 19th of U.S. paper Washington Post is praised
highly in a Japanese net.
・When the candidate of the federal member of the House of
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Representatives follows South Korean inhabitants too much, I
criticize it.
・It is the welcome mood in Japan, but a comfort woman image is
installed in Michigan on 16th.（ Korean Cultural Center front yard
）
On August 16, 2014, a comfort woman image was installed in
the Korean Cultural Center front yard of business district
Southfield in the northwest of Michigan Detroit City.
（ Following a thing installed in the park of California Glendale
City, it becomes the second place comfort woman image in the
United States. ）
The Michigan comfort woman girl image Committee on
Construction got the support of the chief librarian, but persuades
the library side saying that a Japanese-affiliated company and
the Japanese consulate general may cause the conflict of the
community.
Because it was said that the library side was not good for here, I
was changed in front of a Korean Cultural Center.
＊U.S. paper Washington Post published an editorial to criticize
when candidate federal member of the House of Representatives
in northern Virginia followed South Korean inhabitants too much
on August 19, 2014.
≪ " I draw close to the Korean community too much " ≫
As for the paper, the candidate who showed up in person by an
interim election of November from the Virginia tenth electoral
district pointed out, "I draw close to the Korea community which
grew up rapidly in an area too much"
It is said that candidates pledge it when they recommend



"Tokai" where the Korean side insists on a name of the Sea of
Japan if elected and the textbook purchase that they wrote
jointly.
While because a lot of South Korean inhabitants live in the
northern part of state and have votes more than Japanese
inhabitants, saying, "a politician does not need to regard South
Korean one supporting it,"
" I doubt whether a candidate without the technical knowledge
should shove a neck in the intense debate of two American allies
about the international situation in particular "  I criticize.
"A comfort woman monument" was installed near Fairfax county
Government building in May by a South Korean group, but
brought it into question.
While it was said that it was indisputable that there were agony
and the abuse about so-called comfort woman in World War II,
"other was racial and posed a question do you agree to
mourning about the historic and national pain in county
government center?".
I raised suppression to the Irishman by the British, Armenian
genocide of Turkey, fight of the 14th century of Kosovo as an
example.
In the net user
"The thing that the indication of Washington Post is totally
proper"
"Journalism seems to be valid and is enviable. Please question
with a flow of the money!"
"It is abnormal even if I see it from the third nation which I
rubbed where this tone wants you to open more"



I praised.
On the other hand, the tweet to "be already late though I
seemed to begin to notice that the recent United States is indeed
funny" appears.
【 Because, as for "the girl image," that strange is a political
"comfort woman image"; a problem 】（ January 8, 2017 ）
＊An insult, the hatred facilities where the comfort woman in
front of the Pusan consulate of the second body does not come
to in violation of international law for foreign diplomatic
establishments with a comfort woman image in front of the
Japanese Embassy of Seoul are unprecedented worldwide.
At night of the last day of the year when the unveiling ceremony
of this comfort woman image was forced in Pusan, there was a
Seoul annual tolling type hosted by a city in "鍾閣（ Jonggak ）" of
the downtown area in Seoul.
Representative citizen is chosen and hits a bell together every
year.
The old woman of former comfort woman became
representative citizen.
Because it is a large-scale last day of the year event on behalf of
Korea, former comfort woman is a Korean symbol on behalf of
the Korean nation now.
I promote setting with a comfort woman image here and there
in the foreign countries let alone the country.
Such as the part of "the Korean culture" including the K pop that
Korea is proud of to the world when this watches it from the
outside is imaged.
【 It is frank advice for the mass production of the comfort



woman that "a comfort woman totally makes a star" 朴 裕河（
Park Yu-ha ）世宗（ Sejong ）University Professor 】（  August 18,
2017 ）
＊A book is "the comfort woman of the empire", and it is Korea to
have expressed a comfort woman as "a prostitute", and 朴 裕河（
Park Yu-ha ）世宗（ Sejong ）University Professor brought into
question points out, "a comfort woman makes it the star" this
time and, on August 17, 2017, bathes in criticism.
A book is English version - Comfort women （ "the comfort
woman of the empire" ）, and it is Korea to have expressed a
comfort woman as "a prostitute", and 朴 裕河（ Park Yu-ha ）世宗（
Sejong ）University Professor brought into question points out, "a
comfort woman makes it the idol" this time and, on August 17,
2017, bathes in criticism.
Professor 朴 裕河（ Park Yu-ha ）attended at the seminar with "the
international solution plan of the comfort woman problem and
the prospects that a conservative group opened on 10th-
affiliated on a Korea day".
I spoke the problems that the comfort woman images which
symbolized a comfort woman increased in the various parts of
Korea in mind saying "a comfort woman consists of friction to
surround a comfort woman image like a star".
In addition, I pointed out, what "the accepting uncritically-like
support for the former comfort woman support group expanded
is a problem" saying, "the criticism for the superficial
consumption, mass production of the comfort woman image was
necessary".
＊The Arts Commission must understand that the comfort women



issue is politically and diplomatically controversial issue.
The Japanese government recalled her ambassador and
Council General to Pusan to home, and terminated or
postponed negotiations with the government of South Korea.
This decision took place in response to Korea’s decision to
install a Comfort Women statue in Public place in Pusan, the
second largest city in S. Korea.
Press Conference by the Chief Cabinet Secretary /January 6,

2017
http://japan.kantei.go.jp/tyoukanpress/201701/6_a.html
The peaceful city of San Francisco should not be involved in

such issue by erecting memorial of one-sided allegations.
Dear Board of Supervisors, Dear Supervisors of City and

County of San Francisco.
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the
forthcoming meeting.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN

http://japan.kantei.go.jp/tyoukanpress/201701/6_a.html


From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject:  It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. The United States is an editorial of "they are South Korean

flattery overdoing" U.S. paper Washington Post
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 12:20:55 PM
Attachments: Washington Post.jpg

WASHINGTON-POST .jpg
WASHINGTON-POST .jpg
WASHINGTON-POST .jpg
San Francisco city comfort woman commemoration image and tombstone (candidate site St. Mary square
park) .jpg
San Francisco city comfort woman commemoration image and tombstone (candidate site St. Mary square
park) .jpg
Comfort woman image in front of the Japanese Embassy (Vienna Convention violation) .jpg
Comfort woman image in front of the Japanese Embassy (Vienna Convention violation) .jpg
Comfort woman image in Glenn Dale city Central Park (the location which is about 10 kilometers of north from
downtown in the Los Angeles center city).jpg
It is set up by the park center of the Georgia Brooke heaven city in southern United States.jpg
朴 裕河( Park Yu-ha )Sejong University Professor English version - Comfort women.jpg
朴 裕河( Park Yu-ha )Sejong University Professor English version - Comfort women.jpg
朴 裕河( Park Yu-ha )Sejong University Professor English version - Comfort women.jpg
朴 裕河( Park Yu-ha )Sejong University Professor Korean television.jpg
(a) A 吉 元玉(Gil Won-ok)former comfort woman makes its debut as a singer and performs the production
presentation of the album which recorded 15 pieces of forte of oneself.jpg
(b) A 吉 元玉(Gil Won-ok)former comfort woman makes its debut as a singer and performs the production
presentation of the album which recorded 15 pieces of forte of oneself.jpg
(c) A 吉 元玉(Gil Won-ok)former comfort woman makes its debut as a singer and performs the production
presentation of the album which recorded 15 pieces of forte of oneself.jpg
(e) A 吉 元玉(Gil Won-ok)former comfort woman makes its debut as a singer and performs the production
presentation of the album which recorded 15 pieces of forte of oneself.jpg
(f) A 吉 元玉(Gil Won-ok)former comfort woman makes its debut as a singer and performs the production
presentation of the album which recorded 15 pieces of forte of oneself.jpg
(g) A 吉 元玉(Gil Won-ok)This is the first time that a former comfort woman throws the first ball by professional
baseball in Korea..jpg

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women monument”  and
 “Day of the comfort woman”  in San Francisco. （ Saint Mary
Park ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the
forthcoming meeting.
【 The United States is an editorial of "they are South Korean
flattery overdoing" U.S. paper Washington Post 】（ August 21,
2014 ）
・An editorial of 19th of U.S. paper Washington Post is praised
highly in a Japanese net.
・When the candidate of the federal member of the House of

mailto:s-hikoyama@rx.tnc.ne.jp
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Representatives follows South Korean inhabitants too much, I
criticize it.
・It is the welcome mood in Japan, but a comfort woman image is
installed in Michigan on 16th.（ Korean Cultural Center front yard
）
On August 16, 2014, a comfort woman image was installed in
the Korean Cultural Center front yard of business district
Southfield in the northwest of Michigan Detroit City.
（ Following a thing installed in the park of California Glendale
City, it becomes the second place comfort woman image in the
United States. ）
The Michigan comfort woman girl image Committee on
Construction got the support of the chief librarian, but persuades
the library side saying that a Japanese-affiliated company and
the Japanese consulate general may cause the conflict of the
community.
Because it was said that the library side was not good for here, I
was changed in front of a Korean Cultural Center.
＊U.S. paper Washington Post published an editorial to criticize
when candidate federal member of the House of Representatives
in northern Virginia followed South Korean inhabitants too much
on August 19, 2014.
≪ " I draw close to the Korean community too much " ≫
As for the paper, the candidate who showed up in person by an
interim election of November from the Virginia tenth electoral
district pointed out, "I draw close to the Korea community which
grew up rapidly in an area too much"
It is said that candidates pledge it when they recommend



"Tokai" where the Korean side insists on a name of the Sea of
Japan if elected and the textbook purchase that they wrote
jointly.
While because a lot of South Korean inhabitants live in the
northern part of state and have votes more than Japanese
inhabitants, saying, "a politician does not need to regard South
Korean one supporting it,"
" I doubt whether a candidate without the technical knowledge
should shove a neck in the intense debate of two American allies
about the international situation in particular "  I criticize.
"A comfort woman monument" was installed near Fairfax county
Government building in May by a South Korean group, but
brought it into question.
While it was said that it was indisputable that there were agony
and the abuse about so-called comfort woman in World War II,
"other was racial and posed a question do you agree to
mourning about the historic and national pain in county
government center?".
I raised suppression to the Irishman by the British, Armenian
genocide of Turkey, fight of the 14th century of Kosovo as an
example.
In the net user
"The thing that the indication of Washington Post is totally
proper"
"Journalism seems to be valid and is enviable. Please question
with a flow of the money!"
"It is abnormal even if I see it from the third nation which I
rubbed where this tone wants you to open more"



I praised.
On the other hand, the tweet to "be already late though I
seemed to begin to notice that the recent United States is indeed
funny" appears.
【 Because, as for "the girl image," that strange is a political
"comfort woman image"; a problem 】（ January 8, 2017 ）
＊An insult, the hatred facilities where the comfort woman in
front of the Pusan consulate of the second body does not come
to in violation of international law for foreign diplomatic
establishments with a comfort woman image in front of the
Japanese Embassy of Seoul are unprecedented worldwide.
At night of the last day of the year when the unveiling ceremony
of this comfort woman image was forced in Pusan, there was a
Seoul annual tolling type hosted by a city in "鍾閣（ Jonggak ）" of
the downtown area in Seoul.
Representative citizen is chosen and hits a bell together every
year.
The old woman of former comfort woman became
representative citizen.
Because it is a large-scale last day of the year event on behalf of
Korea, former comfort woman is a Korean symbol on behalf of
the Korean nation now.
I promote setting with a comfort woman image here and there
in the foreign countries let alone the country.
Such as the part of "the Korean culture" including the K pop that
Korea is proud of to the world when this watches it from the
outside is imaged.
【 It is frank advice for the mass production of the comfort



woman that "a comfort woman totally makes a star" 朴 裕河（
Park Yu-ha ）世宗（ Sejong ）University Professor 】（  August 18,
2017 ）
＊A book is "the comfort woman of the empire", and it is Korea to
have expressed a comfort woman as "a prostitute", and 朴 裕河（
Park Yu-ha ）世宗（ Sejong ）University Professor brought into
question points out, "a comfort woman makes it the star" this
time and, on August 17, 2017, bathes in criticism.
A book is English version - Comfort women （ "the comfort
woman of the empire" ）, and it is Korea to have expressed a
comfort woman as "a prostitute", and 朴 裕河（ Park Yu-ha ）世宗（
Sejong ）University Professor brought into question points out, "a
comfort woman makes it the idol" this time and, on August 17,
2017, bathes in criticism.
Professor 朴 裕河（ Park Yu-ha ）attended at the seminar with "the
international solution plan of the comfort woman problem and
the prospects that a conservative group opened on 10th-
affiliated on a Korea day".
I spoke the problems that the comfort woman images which
symbolized a comfort woman increased in the various parts of
Korea in mind saying "a comfort woman consists of friction to
surround a comfort woman image like a star".
In addition, I pointed out, what "the accepting uncritically-like
support for the former comfort woman support group expanded
is a problem" saying, "the criticism for the superficial
consumption, mass production of the comfort woman image was
necessary".
＊The Arts Commission must understand that the comfort women



issue is politically and diplomatically controversial issue.
The Japanese government recalled her ambassador and
Council General to Pusan to home, and terminated or
postponed negotiations with the government of South Korea.
This decision took place in response to Korea’s decision to
install a Comfort Women statue in Public place in Pusan, the
second largest city in S. Korea.
Press Conference by the Chief Cabinet Secretary /January 6,

2017
http://japan.kantei.go.jp/tyoukanpress/201701/6_a.html
The peaceful city of San Francisco should not be involved in

such issue by erecting memorial of one-sided allegations.
Dear Board of Supervisors, Dear Supervisors of City and

County of San Francisco.
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the
forthcoming meeting.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN

http://japan.kantei.go.jp/tyoukanpress/201701/6_a.html


From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject:  It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. The United States is an editorial of "they are South Korean

flattery overdoing" U.S. paper Washington Post
Date: Wednesday, September 20, 2017 10:53:41 AM
Attachments: Washington Post.jpg

WASHINGTON-POST .jpg
WASHINGTON-POST .jpg
WASHINGTON-POST .jpg
San Francisco city comfort woman commemoration image and tombstone (candidate site St. Mary square
park) .jpg
San Francisco city comfort woman commemoration image and tombstone (candidate site St. Mary square
park) .jpg
Comfort woman image in front of the Japanese Embassy (Vienna Convention violation) .jpg
Comfort woman image in front of the Japanese Embassy (Vienna Convention violation) .jpg
Comfort woman image in Glenn Dale city Central Park (the location which is about 10 kilometers of north from
downtown in the Los Angeles center city).jpg
It is set up by the park center of the Georgia Brooke heaven city in southern United States.jpg
朴 裕河( Park Yu-ha )Sejong University Professor English version - Comfort women.jpg
朴 裕河( Park Yu-ha )Sejong University Professor English version - Comfort women.jpg
朴 裕河( Park Yu-ha )Sejong University Professor English version - Comfort women.jpg
朴 裕河( Park Yu-ha )Sejong University Professor Korean television.jpg
(a) A 吉 元玉(Gil Won-ok)former comfort woman makes its debut as a singer and performs the production
presentation of the album which recorded 15 pieces of forte of oneself.jpg
(b) A 吉 元玉(Gil Won-ok)former comfort woman makes its debut as a singer and performs the production
presentation of the album which recorded 15 pieces of forte of oneself.jpg
(c) A 吉 元玉(Gil Won-ok)former comfort woman makes its debut as a singer and performs the production
presentation of the album which recorded 15 pieces of forte of oneself.jpg
(e) A 吉 元玉(Gil Won-ok)former comfort woman makes its debut as a singer and performs the production
presentation of the album which recorded 15 pieces of forte of oneself.jpg
(f) A 吉 元玉(Gil Won-ok)former comfort woman makes its debut as a singer and performs the production
presentation of the album which recorded 15 pieces of forte of oneself.jpg
(g) A 吉 元玉(Gil Won-ok)This is the first time that a former comfort woman throws the first ball by professional
baseball in Korea..jpg

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
Dear Mayor of San Francisco, member of a municipal

assembly, park executive committee
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco city. （ Saint Mary square Park. ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
【 The United States is an editorial of "they are South Korean
flattery overdoing" U.S. paper Washington Post 】（ August 21,

mailto:s-hikoyama@rx.tnc.ne.jp
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2014 ）
・An editorial of 19th of U.S. paper Washington Post is praised
highly in a Japanese net.
・When the candidate of the federal member of the House of
Representatives follows South Korean inhabitants too much, I
criticize it.
・It is the welcome mood in Japan, but a comfort woman image is
installed in Michigan on 16th.（ Korean Cultural Center front yard
）
On August 16, 2014, a comfort woman image was installed in
the Korean Cultural Center front yard of business district
Southfield in the northwest of Michigan Detroit City.
（ Following a thing installed in the park of California Glendale
City, it becomes the second place comfort woman image in the
United States. ）
The Michigan comfort woman girl image Committee on
Construction got the support of the chief librarian, but persuades
the library side saying that a Japanese-affiliated company and
the Japanese consulate general may cause the conflict of the
community.
Because it was said that the library side was not good for here, I
was changed in front of a Korean Cultural Center.
＊U.S. paper Washington Post published an editorial to criticize
when candidate federal member of the House of Representatives
in northern Virginia followed South Korean inhabitants too much
on August 19, 2014.
≪ " I draw close to the Korean community too much " ≫
As for the paper, the candidate who showed up in person by an



interim election of November from the Virginia tenth electoral
district pointed out, "I draw close to the Korea community which
grew up rapidly in an area too much"
It is said that candidates pledge it when they recommend
"Tokai" where the Korean side insists on a name of the Sea of
Japan if elected and the textbook purchase that they wrote
jointly.
While because a lot of South Korean inhabitants live in the
northern part of state and have votes more than Japanese
inhabitants, saying, "a politician does not need to regard South
Korean one supporting it,"
" I doubt whether a candidate without the technical knowledge
should shove a neck in the intense debate of two American allies
about the international situation in particular "  I criticize.
"A comfort woman monument" was installed near Fairfax county
Government building in May by a South Korean group, but
brought it into question.
While it was said that it was indisputable that there were agony
and the abuse about so-called comfort woman in World War II,
"other was racial and posed a question do you agree to
mourning about the historic and national pain in county
government center?".
I raised suppression to the Irishman by the British, Armenian
genocide of Turkey, fight of the 14th century of Kosovo as an
example.
In the net user
"The thing that the indication of Washington Post is totally
proper"



"Journalism seems to be valid and is enviable. Please question
with a flow of the money!"
"It is abnormal even if I see it from the third nation which I
rubbed where this tone wants you to open more"
I praised.
On the other hand, the tweet to "be already late though I
seemed to begin to notice that the recent United States is indeed
funny" appears.
【 Because, as for "the girl image," that strange is a political
"comfort woman image"; a problem 】（ January 8, 2017 ）
＊An insult, the hatred facilities where the comfort woman in
front of the Pusan consulate of the second body does not come
to in violation of international law for foreign diplomatic
establishments with a comfort woman image in front of the
Japanese Embassy of Seoul are unprecedented worldwide.
At night of the last day of the year when the unveiling ceremony
of this comfort woman image was forced in Pusan, there was a
Seoul annual tolling type hosted by a city in "鍾閣（ Jonggak ）" of
the downtown area in Seoul.
Representative citizen is chosen and hits a bell together every
year.
The old woman of former comfort woman became
representative citizen.
Because it is a large-scale last day of the year event on behalf of
Korea, former comfort woman is a Korean symbol on behalf of
the Korean nation now.
I promote setting with a comfort woman image here and there
in the foreign countries let alone the country.



Such as the part of "the Korean culture" including the K pop that
Korea is proud of to the world when this watches it from the
outside is imaged.
【 It is frank advice for the mass production of the comfort
woman that "a comfort woman totally makes a star" 朴 裕河（
Park Yu-ha ）世宗（ Sejong ）University Professor 】（  August 18,
2017 ）
＊A book is "the comfort woman of the empire", and it is Korea to
have expressed a comfort woman as "a prostitute", and 朴 裕河（
Park Yu-ha ）世宗（ Sejong ）University Professor brought into
question points out, "a comfort woman makes it the star" this
time and, on August 17, 2017, bathes in criticism.
A book is English version - Comfort women （ "the comfort
woman of the empire" ）, and it is Korea to have expressed a
comfort woman as "a prostitute", and 朴 裕河（ Park Yu-ha ）世宗（
Sejong ）University Professor brought into question points out, "a
comfort woman makes it the idol" this time and, on August 17,
2017, bathes in criticism.
Professor 朴 裕河（ Park Yu-ha ）attended at the seminar with "the
international solution plan of the comfort woman problem and
the prospects that a conservative group opened on 10th-
affiliated on a Korea day".
I spoke the problems that the comfort woman images which
symbolized a comfort woman increased in the various parts of
Korea in mind saying "a comfort woman consists of friction to
surround a comfort woman image like a star".
In addition, I pointed out, what "the accepting uncritically-like
support for the former comfort woman support group expanded



is a problem" saying, "the criticism for the superficial
consumption, mass production of the comfort woman image was
necessary".
＊The Arts Commission must understand that the comfort women

issue is politically and diplomatically controversial issue.
The Japanese government recalled her ambassador and
Council General to Pusan to home, and terminated or
postponed negotiations with the government of South Korea.
This decision took place in response to Korea’s decision to
install a Comfort Women statue in Public place in Pusan, the
second largest city in S. Korea.
Press Conference by the Chief Cabinet Secretary /January 6,

2017
http://japan.kantei.go.jp/tyoukanpress/201701/6_a.html
The peaceful city of San Francisco should not be involved in

such issue by erecting memorial of one-sided allegations.
Dear Board of Supervisors, Dear Supervisors of City and

County of San Francisco.
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the
forthcoming meeting.
Thank you very much.

http://japan.kantei.go.jp/tyoukanpress/201701/6_a.html


Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: rbg578jrz6@ezweb.ne.jp
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: お願い致します。
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 11:30:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and
County of San Francisco.”
It will create conflict between Chinese and Korean background citizens and Japanese background citizens in SF. It is
not good in your multicultural society.
Sincerely,
Fukuoka Japan
Kouki  Yaguchi

こうき
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From: NagaishiTetsuo
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: 反対!
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 3:57:31 PM

慰安婦の日、絶対反対します。史実に基づいていません!
大阪市北区同心2-3-23-809
長石鉄男 62歳 自営業

mailto:kirishima3039@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Katsufumi Nomura
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: 悪は必ず亡びる!
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 7:34:39 AM

「天網恢恢疎にして漏らさず！」

mailto:cfbnw201@jtw.zaq.ne.jp
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: k.kataoka@kvision.ne.jp
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: 日本軍慰安婦に関する件(About Japanese comfort women)
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 5:36:32 PM

私は日本在住の者です。
この度、サンフランシスコ市において「慰安婦の日」を制定すると聞きました。
その行為は、日本人に対する人種差別であり、日本とアメリカとの友好に反する
ものです。
日本軍慰安婦に関しては多くの「フェイク」が含まれています。
アメリカ政府が3000万ドルを使い、7年間掛けてアメリカ公文書を調査した結果、
慰安婦に関する日本軍の戦争犯罪文書は見つかりませんでした。
この報告書(IGR報告書)は2007年にアメリカ政府に提出されています。

その報告書で日本軍慰安婦に関する唯一の文書は1944年にミャンマーで捕えられ
た朝鮮人慰安婦への聞き取り調査です。その調査記録によれば、朝鮮人慰安婦達
は「単なる売春婦」と書かれています。

朝鮮人売春婦は現在もアメリカで活躍していることをご存知と思います。
「日本軍慰安婦の日」を制定する前に是非「IGR報告書」で「ファクト」を確認
願います。

私は英語が苦手なため、日本文で書きましたが、中国と韓国の日米離間工作に協
力しないようにお願いします。
下松市東陽5丁目6-8
片岡邦夫
TEL:0833-46-3567
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From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: *It is a reference material Why is it? As for the comfort woman image of the Brooke heaven, does the city

announce the transference plan to other large-scale parks (Blackburn Park) from an unveiling ceremony only five
days later?

Date: Friday, September 22, 2017 2:18:02 PM
Attachments: Comfort woman image (unveiling ceremony) which was installed in the park of the city to Brooke of Georgia in

southern United States .png
(b)Flag_of_the_Philippines.svg.png
Three women of Chinese and Korean people (Korean) from New York were arrested on the charge of prostitution
in Pennsylvania. (2015 one a year 19 days a month).png

Dear Mayor of San Francisco, member of a municipal
assembly, park executive committee
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco city. （ Saint Mary square Park. ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
【 Why is it? As for the comfort woman image of the Brooke
heaven, does the city announce the transference plan to other
large-scale parks （Blackburn Park） from an unveiling ceremony
only five days later? 】
＊Why is it? Is there the fact that a comfort woman image was
installed in the park （Blackburn Park II） by a resolution of the
comfort woman image setting on May 18 before the adoption on
May 23, 2017?
（ some raised neighborhood inhabitants. ）
AOn May 30, the stage by the Korean singer was held at the
unveiling ceremony that attended a lot of South Korean
inhabitants, and I was sold to the commemorative T-shirt of the

mailto:s-hikoyama@rx.tnc.ne.jp
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comfort woman image, and the festival mood became all.
But, five days a short distance from the unveiling ceremony of
the comfort woman image later, why is it that the city
announced the transference plan to other large-scale parks
（Blackburn Park）?
At the unveiling ceremony, the executive of the South Korean
group of Georgia Atlanta that donated a comfort woman image
to the Brooke heaven city emphasizes, "we do not move by
political profit".
In addition, "this is not a problem only for Korea.

The victim developed a pet theory （by Japan） as well as Korea
saying I go on China, Taiwan, Philippines, at least 13 countries
including Indonesia.
I am in charge of Arne strike mayor oneself chairmanship, and
three people attend among members of a city council having
four people.

The local chief constable went on the platform, too and said
hello.
The commemorative T-shirt that a comfort woman image was
designed is sold in the meeting place; and the spokesman of city
"sell a T-shirt! The scene where I raised a voice and "advertised
it", and it was assumed, please purchase it not to consider was
seen.
（ There is the Brooke heaven city by car northwest from the
state capital Atlanta center to approximately 20 minutes. In the
city that was just born in 2012, the population is approximately
50,000 people. ）
The Arne strike mayor introduces a South Korean member of a



city council with "a longtime friend" at an unveiling ceremony.
When I stated that a setting plan in Atlanta was canceled, "I was
disappointed very much", and the South Korean member of a
city council told you, "I was able to expose light by past tragedy
through difficulty before finding a home" （the comfort woman
image）, conspicuously big applause was sent.
The Arne strike mayor connects the issue of comfort woman with
human traffic to be taking place in an area. I repeat, "I raise a
critical mind of the human traffic to continue now" and explain
image setting.
However, I tell you, "it is unbelievable that the city accepts the
business of the striptease club and brings a comfort woman into
question" saying, "it is human traffic" and have it pointed out
about "the contradiction" of the city.
On July 5 only five days of the unveiling ceremony later, I
announced the transference to the different large-scale park.
I explain a reason of the transference now saying that a traffic
jam occurred around an established park saying the city side
"gives a good response by the visitor of a parking lot and the
image including the convenience".
【 Is it the aim that warning ... criticism avoids shooting to death
in the Philippine President, the "drug, prostitution" Korea gang?
】

Korean Joong-ang Daily News （February 6, 2017）
＊The Philippine Rodrigo Roa Duterte President put the blame on
the Korean gang which moved into action at home.
When the Rodrigo Roa Duterte President might shoot a Korean
gang dead saying that I sold myself with a drug trade in the



Philippines, I warned.
The Rodrigo Roa Duterte President held a press conference in
Davao City of the hometown in southern Philippines at the end of
last week, and the local media of 6th reported that they
announced that they treated the Korean who did the illegal act
including prostitution business and the drug trade in the same
way as a Philippine criminal.
The Rodrigo Roa Duterte President said, "a Korean gang received
prostitution, a drug, a report of the information that they
abducted in Cebu" and stated, "they do not have a special
privilege for a reason to be a foreigner".
I emphasized, "I treat the Korean who did the illegal act
including prostitution business and the drug trade in the same
way as a Philippine criminal" successively.
After DERAROSA Philippines commissioner-general of the
National Police Agency brought up the possibility that a Korean
gang was concerned with the Korean enterpriser abduction,
killing case of the local police officer, the remark of the ドゥテル
テ President came out.
【 Presence of Korea, Korean in the Japanese useless society
residing in Japan 】（ March 23, 2016  ）
＊"The Korean ratio of the boss residing in Japan" is considerably
high when I think about the ratio of the Korean among the total
population of Japan residing in Japan.
According to the article, the boss of 5 groups is clearly the name
residing in Japan among designated gang 21 groups.
And the member （in brief, useless） of the designated gang
surpasses 20,000 people, but a little under 20% of =



approximately 20% = approximately 4,000 of those obey a boss
residing in Japan.
＊Is slightly old, but an example in the United States
【 Joint arrest operation first Korean prostitution of NY, the
Korea U.S. police 】（ April 20, 2016 ）
＊New York, America and the surprise control for the prostitution
supplier of the New Jersey whole area began at about 6:00 a.m.
（local time） on 13th.
It was the first joint arrest operation that the American police
cooperated with Korea.
Three I SUJIN keisa（Captain）and others of the Seoul National
Police Agency international crime investigation corps position
participated from Korea, and 250 police officers of three engine
position including the diplomatic safe station established the joint
control group the country security treaty investigation station
from the United States.
It was last July that the mutual assistance investigation between
the Korea U.S. police for the control of the prostitution supplier
began.
After obtaining the confidential information that a Korean
prostitution supplier added violence to in the American police in
November, 2014, I requested Korea for cooperation after own
investigation.
I held the meeting that a person concerned with American police
visited Korea in last September and analyzed a document into
with investigation information between the Korea rice.
The Korea U.S. police disclosed 40 Korean prostitution women
and others 48 people in total for the offence charge about the



punishment of acts such as the prostitution mediation of Korea
through the joint control on the site on that day.
Mr. Kim of the prostitution mediation total responsibility was
arrested in Korea at the same time, too.
The person concerned with police talked saying "I sent back the
suspect whom I arrested for the joint control to Korea as soon as
possible and punished it, and supervising it of combining it
continued the Korea United States and performs it".
＊I was published in the Korean Korea daily report （June 15） as
the "actual situation in the Korean model-related industry,
foreign countries that increased" "reality that "-related industrial
export large country" Korea was ashamed". It was surprising
contents.
At first, about the Korean prostitute in foreign countries, there is
it with <I considerably insisted on 金 玉伊 （Kim Okui） member of
the Diet （woman family committee position） at the time by Diet
government inspection to） in woman family part （ministry
performed in October, 2010 when it "was considered
approximately 250 to be in approximately 50,000, Australia in
Japan by approximately 2,500, Guam, and the number of the
Korean woman who sold herself in foreign countries reaches
more than 100,000 throughout the world">.
＊I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities.
should work toward the future for the benefits of the younger
generations in a more constructive way rather than
destructively.

I am strongly against the installation of memorial of Comfort



women in a park in Brookhaven city（ Atlanta ）.
＊Dear Supervisors of City and County of San Francisco
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco.
I would ask that you turn down the proposal.
The proposer has been insisting that this is a human rights issue.

It may be true.
But, instead of blaming only Japan, it is more appropriate to

address all major human rights issues in the world and learn
from the cases to solve them and prevent from happening again.
＊I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities. And also it will drive a wedge among US, South
Korea, and Japan alliance, and that will only make Communist
China and North Korea happy.
＊The city hall thinks that it is the Komeito, fairness, neutrality
the municipal assembly which is the public institution of the San
Francisco citizen

（whether is this not mind of America?）,
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN
 



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: *It"ll be a reference data, so please check it.*Korean North Korean human rights group if "China does not stop

the repatriation of the North Korean asylum seeker in North Korea an embassy an escape from North girl image
setting"

Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 9:12:20 AM
Attachments: (d)Late shim and Mr. MISON (14 years old).png

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the
forthcoming meeting.
【 Korean North Korean human rights group if "China does not
stop the repatriation of the North Korean asylum seeker in North
Korea an embassy an escape from North girl image setting" 】（
September 05, 2017 ）
＊  I made clear that a Korean North Korean human rights group
was going to install "an escape from North girl image" in front of
a Chinese embassy.
A citizen group "bar association for human rights and unification
of the Korea Peninsula" and the North Korean human rights
group total alliance opened the press conference in Seoul on 4th
and told saying "I erect "the escape from North girl image" in
front of the China Embassy if I did not stop that China sent a
North Korean asylum seeker back home forcibly to the north".
I required it for The state chief （President of the People's

mailto:s-hikoyama@rx.tnc.ne.jp
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Republic of China）習 近平（Xi Jinping）successively saying "release
a citizen of escape from North that you stopped forced
repatriation in North Korea of the North Korean asylum seeker
promptly to match with the position called the United Nations
human rights board of directors member of the council of the
United Nations and detained".
They explained, "still "refugees agreement" that I joined by
oneself "prevention of torture agreements" continue sending a
citizen of escape from North back home in violation of "a
prohibition principle of the compulsion repatriation" that an
international human rights model exhibited forcibly in the China
government" while saying, "the China government well knows
the fact that North Korea was executed promptly if North Korea
sent a citizen of escape from North that tried going in Korea in
world's worst human rights Hell back home, and was confined in
prison in the prison camp".
【 Is it no use that work on "North Korean asylum seeker girl
image" setting in front of a Chinese embassy of Seoul, Korea?
】（ January 13, 2017 ）
＊As taking a step, the Japanese Government recalls Ambassador
residence Korea, and the anti-antiplace for having installed the
comfort woman image that a Korean citizen's group symbolizes a
comfort woman in front of the Japanese consulate general of
Pusan at the end of the year of 2016 declares interruption of the
discussion for the resumption of Japan and Korea swap.
The Korean government and the Korea media are perplexed at
strong measures of this time by Japan which showed only a
reaction of the regrettable expression degree about the comfort



woman image until now.
Japan was such quick and did not expect it to cope for a strong
posture.
At the end of 2015, Japan contributed a fund of 1 billion yen
（9,100,000 dollars） for former comfort women after a Japan-
Korea comfort woman agreement agreement, but did not show
what movement except that the Korea side received this and I
provided former comfort women with a part and did it and used
it either.
In the Korean government, it was hardly done an effort such as
providing other places for a comfort woman image as soon as I
persuaded the citizen's group and nation, for example, to solve
the issue of comfort woman image in front of the Japanese
Embassy of Seoul.
Almost all Korean media criticize the Japan side which appeared
at the strong measures without speaking a regret, a criticism
opinion for the citizen's group which installed an illegal molding
thing without license.
Because one share of Korean media develop such a tone in the
same sound, most Koreans just take this and think that there is
a problem for correspondence of Japan.
In the Korean society which is "majority = popular will =
justice", the opinion of the minority "whom a Korean side ran too
much" does not have what influence either.
（ May the Korean social figure which is "majority = popular will =
justice" in an impeachment process of President Park Geun-hye
reflect it? ）
"Girl image" in front of the too contrastive Chinese embassy of



the Korean government correspondence=If "I install it removal"
that "you must not stimulate China"

In fact, there is the citizens movement that is going to set up
"a girl image" in front of a foreign embassy in Korea one more.
It is the exercise that is going to set up "a North Korean asylum
seeker girl image" in front of a Chinese embassy.
People planning an escape from North from Korea go over to
China without cease now, but send back the China authorities to
North Korea without protecting them.
North Korean asylum seekers sent back home by North Korea
are taken to the camp, and I am often executed by China.
I say to build "a North Korean asylum seeker girl image" in a
meaning to criticize China which does not think about the human
rights of such a North Korean asylum seeker in front of a Chinese
embassy.
However, （unlike the issue of comfort woman） I am indifferent
to both the Korean government and the Korean media for this
problem that victims appear one after another now.
The Korean diplomatic service shows anxiety for setting saying
"you must not stimulate China", and the Seoul City Naka-ku
agency where a Chinese embassy is located clarifies a policy not
to detect （nation daily report 2014.3.10） and the setting that "I
cannot but remove if it is illegal to install an escape from North
girl image in the road and is installed".
It is the reaction that is too in contrast to the correspondence to
consent tacitly to girl image setting to in front of Japanese
Embassy by the reason of "nation feelings".
Japanese Embassy, the girl image setting in front of the



consulate take strict measures against the girl image setting in
front of the Chinese embassy while consenting tacitly.
【 As for the anti-Americanism girl image in front of the US
Embassy, the anti-Japan girl image in front of the NG Japanese
Embassy is OK 】（ September 3, 2016 ）
＊A country U.S. embassy in Korea sent a letter to the local 鍾路
（Jong-ro） police station and expressed "anxiety" for the recent
judgment of the Seoul administration court saying that even less
than 100 meters of sites of the embassy could have a meeting
and called to guarantee security for facilities and the staff of the
embassy.
That it is out of the dissatisfaction for having started judgment, a
meeting raises its exception article of the demonstration-related
law, and the court "is permitted a large-scale meeting and
demonstration when there is not fear to scatter" whereas a
certain anti-Americanism, pro-north group appealed to the
administration court to be unfair against the hometown Police
prohibiting the meeting around the U.S. embassy.
The administrative court is a place to accept the objection of the
nation for the measures of the civil authority, but I am
dissatisfied at judgment, and 鍾路 （Jong-ro） Police station
appeals to a higher court, and it is said that the meeting around
the U.S. embassy still follows it and prohibits it.
Similarly local 鍾路 （Jong-ro） Police station consented tacitly to
anti-Japanese rallies such as the comfort woman connection
under the name of "a press conference" until now about around
Japanese Embassy.
By the U.S. embassy relations, the monument of the girl who



was sacrificed in U.S. forces breakdown has been installed in the
street close to the embassy by the hand of the anti-Americanism
group without license, but a hometown ward office removes it
for a reason, "I have a difficulty in a walk" several months later.
The United States Embassy is this letter and makes a request
about a meeting and the demonstration around the U.S.
embassy saying "I give embassy duties a trouble and bring
jitters to a member of hall of arriving and leaving office".
＊The Municipal assembly, the mayor, park executive committee

must understand that the comfort women issue is politically
and diplomatically controversial issue.

The Japanese government recalled her ambassador and Council
General to Pusan to home, and terminated or postponed
negotiations with the government of South Korea.
This decision took place in response to Korea’s decision to
install a Comfort Women statue in Public place in Pusan, the
second largest city in S. Korea.
The peaceful city of San Francisco should not be involved in

such issue by erecting memorial of one-sided allegations.
＊Press Conference by the Chief Cabinet Secretary /January 6,
2017

http://japan.kantei.go.jp/tyoukanpress/201701/6_a.html
http://www.archives.gov/iwg/reports/final-report-2007.pdf
http://www.exordio.com/1939-

1945/codex/Documentos/report-49-USA-orig.html
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama

http://japan.kantei.go.jp/tyoukanpress/201701/6_a.html
http://www.archives.gov/iwg/reports/final-report-2007.pdf
http://www.exordio.com/1939-1945/codex/Documentos/report-49-USA-orig.html
http://www.exordio.com/1939-1945/codex/Documentos/report-49-USA-orig.html
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Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: 彦山進
To: Calvillo, Angela (BOS)
Subject: *It"ll be a reference data, so please check it.*Korean North Korean human rights group if "China does not stop

the repatriation of the North Korean asylum seeker in North Korea an embassy an escape from North girl image
setting"

Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 3:06:31 PM
Attachments: (d)Late shim and Mr. MISON (14 years old).png

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the
forthcoming meeting.
【 Korean North Korean human rights group if "China does not
stop the repatriation of the North Korean asylum seeker in North
Korea an embassy an escape from North girl image setting" 】（
September 05, 2017 ）
＊  I made clear that a Korean North Korean human rights group
was going to install "an escape from North girl image" in front of
a Chinese embassy.
A citizen group "bar association for human rights and unification
of the Korea Peninsula" and the North Korean human rights
group total alliance opened the press conference in Seoul on 4th
and told saying "I erect "the escape from North girl image" in
front of the China Embassy if I did not stop that China sent a
North Korean asylum seeker back home forcibly to the north".
I required it for The state chief （President of the People's
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Republic of China）習 近平（Xi Jinping）successively saying "release
a citizen of escape from North that you stopped forced
repatriation in North Korea of the North Korean asylum seeker
promptly to match with the position called the United Nations
human rights board of directors member of the council of the
United Nations and detained".
They explained, "still "refugees agreement" that I joined by
oneself "prevention of torture agreements" continue sending a
citizen of escape from North back home in violation of "a
prohibition principle of the compulsion repatriation" that an
international human rights model exhibited forcibly in the China
government" while saying, "the China government well knows
the fact that North Korea was executed promptly if North Korea
sent a citizen of escape from North that tried going in Korea in
world's worst human rights Hell back home, and was confined in
prison in the prison camp".
【 Is it no use that work on "North Korean asylum seeker girl
image" setting in front of a Chinese embassy of Seoul, Korea?
】（ January 13, 2017 ）
＊As taking a step, the Japanese Government recalls Ambassador
residence Korea, and the anti-antiplace for having installed the
comfort woman image that a Korean citizen's group symbolizes a
comfort woman in front of the Japanese consulate general of
Pusan at the end of the year of 2016 declares interruption of the
discussion for the resumption of Japan and Korea swap.
The Korean government and the Korea media are perplexed at
strong measures of this time by Japan which showed only a
reaction of the regrettable expression degree about the comfort



woman image until now.
Japan was such quick and did not expect it to cope for a strong
posture.
At the end of 2015, Japan contributed a fund of 1 billion yen
（9,100,000 dollars） for former comfort women after a Japan-
Korea comfort woman agreement agreement, but did not show
what movement except that the Korea side received this and I
provided former comfort women with a part and did it and used
it either.
In the Korean government, it was hardly done an effort such as
providing other places for a comfort woman image as soon as I
persuaded the citizen's group and nation, for example, to solve
the issue of comfort woman image in front of the Japanese
Embassy of Seoul.
Almost all Korean media criticize the Japan side which appeared
at the strong measures without speaking a regret, a criticism
opinion for the citizen's group which installed an illegal molding
thing without license.
Because one share of Korean media develop such a tone in the
same sound, most Koreans just take this and think that there is
a problem for correspondence of Japan.
In the Korean society which is "majority = popular will =
justice", the opinion of the minority "whom a Korean side ran too
much" does not have what influence either.
（ May the Korean social figure which is "majority = popular will =
justice" in an impeachment process of President Park Geun-hye
reflect it? ）
"Girl image" in front of the too contrastive Chinese embassy of



the Korean government correspondence=If "I install it removal"
that "you must not stimulate China"

In fact, there is the citizens movement that is going to set up
"a girl image" in front of a foreign embassy in Korea one more.
It is the exercise that is going to set up "a North Korean asylum
seeker girl image" in front of a Chinese embassy.
People planning an escape from North from Korea go over to
China without cease now, but send back the China authorities to
North Korea without protecting them.
North Korean asylum seekers sent back home by North Korea
are taken to the camp, and I am often executed by China.
I say to build "a North Korean asylum seeker girl image" in a
meaning to criticize China which does not think about the human
rights of such a North Korean asylum seeker in front of a Chinese
embassy.
However, （unlike the issue of comfort woman） I am indifferent
to both the Korean government and the Korean media for this
problem that victims appear one after another now.
The Korean diplomatic service shows anxiety for setting saying
"you must not stimulate China", and the Seoul City Naka-ku
agency where a Chinese embassy is located clarifies a policy not
to detect （nation daily report 2014.3.10） and the setting that "I
cannot but remove if it is illegal to install an escape from North
girl image in the road and is installed".
It is the reaction that is too in contrast to the correspondence to
consent tacitly to girl image setting to in front of Japanese
Embassy by the reason of "nation feelings".
Japanese Embassy, the girl image setting in front of the



consulate take strict measures against the girl image setting in
front of the Chinese embassy while consenting tacitly.
【 As for the anti-Americanism girl image in front of the US
Embassy, the anti-Japan girl image in front of the NG Japanese
Embassy is OK 】（ September 3, 2016 ）
＊A country U.S. embassy in Korea sent a letter to the local 鍾路
（Jong-ro） police station and expressed "anxiety" for the recent
judgment of the Seoul administration court saying that even less
than 100 meters of sites of the embassy could have a meeting
and called to guarantee security for facilities and the staff of the
embassy.
That it is out of the dissatisfaction for having started judgment, a
meeting raises its exception article of the demonstration-related
law, and the court "is permitted a large-scale meeting and
demonstration when there is not fear to scatter" whereas a
certain anti-Americanism, pro-north group appealed to the
administration court to be unfair against the hometown Police
prohibiting the meeting around the U.S. embassy.
The administrative court is a place to accept the objection of the
nation for the measures of the civil authority, but I am
dissatisfied at judgment, and 鍾路 （Jong-ro） Police station
appeals to a higher court, and it is said that the meeting around
the U.S. embassy still follows it and prohibits it.
Similarly local 鍾路 （Jong-ro） Police station consented tacitly to
anti-Japanese rallies such as the comfort woman connection
under the name of "a press conference" until now about around
Japanese Embassy.
By the U.S. embassy relations, the monument of the girl who



was sacrificed in U.S. forces breakdown has been installed in the
street close to the embassy by the hand of the anti-Americanism
group without license, but a hometown ward office removes it
for a reason, "I have a difficulty in a walk" several months later.
The United States Embassy is this letter and makes a request
about a meeting and the demonstration around the U.S.
embassy saying "I give embassy duties a trouble and bring
jitters to a member of hall of arriving and leaving office".
＊The Municipal assembly, the mayor, park executive committee

must understand that the comfort women issue is politically
and diplomatically controversial issue.

The Japanese government recalled her ambassador and Council
General to Pusan to home, and terminated or postponed
negotiations with the government of South Korea.
This decision took place in response to Korea’s decision to
install a Comfort Women statue in Public place in Pusan, the
second largest city in S. Korea.
The peaceful city of San Francisco should not be involved in

such issue by erecting memorial of one-sided allegations.
＊Press Conference by the Chief Cabinet Secretary /January 6,
2017

http://japan.kantei.go.jp/tyoukanpress/201701/6_a.html
http://www.archives.gov/iwg/reports/final-report-2007.pdf
http://www.exordio.com/1939-

1945/codex/Documentos/report-49-USA-orig.html
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
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From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: *●It"ll be a reference data, so please check it.*〇The present conditions of the prostitution in the United States

of the Korean woman-A Korean and the Chinese prostitution business manager who attract attention in American
major cities(March 14, 2014

Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 12:34:30 PM
Attachments: (b)Korean people (Korean) prostitute of the Seattle area establishes it to the specialized web site almost

prostitution objective Yelp (word of mouth site) .png

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women monument”  and
 “Day of the comfort woman”  in San Francisco. （ Saint Mary
Park ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the
forthcoming meeting.
” What are the evidence or primary source to proof these
allegations? Or name the historians.

I would ask that you turn down the proposal.
【 The present conditions of the prostitution in the United States
of the Korean woman－A Korean and the Chinese prostitution
business manager who attract attention in American major cities
】（ March 14, 2014 ／ The Chosun Ilbo ／ Korea daily report ）
＊Findings that the scale of the prostitution market of 8 main
urban areas of America reached approximately 100 billion yen a
year （9,100 million dollars） was shown.
It is the scale more than the market of the illegal firearms, drug.
It was a Korean, or most of the Asian style "massage parlor"
which became the hotbeds of the illegal prostitution knew that a
Chinese ran it.
The American non profit organization Urban institute announced
the report which checked the sex culture of 8 American main
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cities by the request of U.S. Department of Justice under the
ground on March 12, 2014.
The report of 348 pages performed the investigation for a
prostitution supplier, the prostitute of 8 rice main cities （Denver,
Dallas, Miami, San Diego, Seattle, Washington, Atlanta, Kansas
City）, drug merchants.
The Urban institute explained, "it is the first report which I
analyzed the main underground economy such as sexual
intercourse for money markets into deeply".
Most of are estimates, but the statistics number about the
underground economy attracts attention at the point where this
report showed a comparable concrete number.
In Atlanta where it has many South Korean inhabitants that
prostitution was the most active according to the report in
subjects of survey city （7 cities except Kansas City）, the market
size is 290 million dollars a year.
It was Miami （235 million dollars）, Seattle （112 million dollars）,
Washington （103 million dollars）, Dallas （98,800,000 dollars）,
San Diego （96,600,000 dollars）, order called Denver
（39,900,000 dollars） as follows.
The total of 7 cities reached 975,300,000 dollars.
The report pointed out that most of were Koreans, or the Asian
style massage parlor was management by the Chinese through
an interview.
Most of were 40－50 generations, and the age group of the
prostitution business manager summarized the count with 40
dollars － 100 dollars （approximately 4,100 yen － 10,300 yen） in
the prostitution price.



The report was the illegal immigrant who almost entered the
country via Canada and Mexico of the prostitute of the massage
parlor again, and prostitutes went around the system store of
the prostitution business manager and pointed out that I sold
myself.
Atlanta was the best, and the income of the prostitution business
manager was 32,833 dollars per one week.
I earn 1,707,316 dollars by （52 weeks） a year.
The income per one week was Denver （31,200 dollars）, Seattle
（18,000 dollars）, Miami （17,741 dollars）, Dallas （12,025 dollars）,
Washington （11,588 dollars）, San Diego （11,588 dollars）, a
result called Kansas City （5,000 dollars） as follows
"I looked for the job offer method of the prostitute by the
prostitution supplier from the neighboring people including the
friend", and there was the most （42.5%）.
The following, a neighbor （38.4%）, a bar or a club （30.1%）.
There were relatively few Internet （21.9%）, offers （21.9%） in
the street.
There were a school （11.0%）, a store （4.1%）, the answer called
the transfer station （2.7%） to public transport, too.
In 8 cities, it was Dallas that drug traffic was the most active,
and the annual market size was 191 million dollars.
It was Atlanta （117 million dollars）, Washington （103 million
dollars）, Miami （96 million dollars）, San Diego （96 million
dollars）, order of Seattle （87 million dollars） as follows.
The total scale of the drug market of 8 cities was less than the
scale （738 million dollars = approximately 75,800 million yen） of
the firearms business market for 727 million dollars



（approximately 74,700 million yen） a little.
【 Expedition prostitution of the Korean woman in America－ The
Korean prostitution supplier who makes rapid progress in the
world 】

（ The JoongAng Ilbo ／ Korean Joong－ang Daily News ）
＊33 Korean women were arrested in Connecticut downstate
water Valley of America on June 2, 2012.
The police person concerned of Connecticut water Barry saying
"obtained information that prostitution was carried out in a
massage shop, and lasted for two months, and continued
investigating it."
I stated, "Korean massage shops increase rapidly".
The prostitution by the illegal stay Korean woman surfaces for a
social problem in the United States.
The Korean information authorities announced, "I estimate that
the inflow scale of the Korean woman that prostitution was
doubted rose in the Los Angeles City police department in 8,000
after 2004".
The Federal Bureau of Investigation （FBI）, Department of
Homeland Security, the joint control group which consisted of
more than 400 people on June 30, 2012 of the police arrested
192 Koreans such as the Korean women such as 150 in total for
the prostitution charge in California Los Angeles and San
Francisco.
In 2013, a Korean woman is arrested for the prostitution charge
in succession in Korean crowd areas of New York, Virginia, New
Jersey.
The person concerned of the Los Angeles Police says, "90% are



Koreans among 70－80 arrested prostitution women every
month".
The expedition prostitution of the Korean woman gets away from
the Korean crowd area in these days and spreads through the
U.S. Middle West, and United States judiciary authorities watch it
closely.
Besides, prostitution has been disclosed in an apartment, and
the apartments refusing the entering of the Korean woman
increase.
【 "Expedition prostitution" from Korea becomes the problem in
the United States.  】（ August 7, 2017 ）
＊A prostitution mediation group arrested for the news dated July
26, this year in last January is Korea, and "the Seattle Times"
invites women poor economically and tells when I let you sell
yourself in the northwestern part of United States including
Seattle.
It is said that they had anything to do with 5－10 people a day in
the environment that freedom is not given.
A rate is 300 dollars per hour, and 100 dollars of those passes to
the mediation group, and it is said that 200 dollars was their
share.
＊"More than 100,000 Korean women make an expedition abroad
and sell" myself
The Kim common reed member of the Diet speaks, more than
100,000 Korean women make an expedition abroad, and "they
sell" themselves by Diet government inspection of October, 2010
in Korea.
According to her, it is said that the Korean woman performing



"expedition prostitution" puts 250, other New Zealand, China,
Hong Kong, United States together in 2,500, Guam in 50,000
people, Australia in Japan and reaches 100,000.
In addition, "the ratio of Korean women who came for expedition
prostitution according to the American official statistics （among
foreign prostitutes of the United States） appears in the news
called 23.5%" in this March （"NEWSTOWN"）.
This greatly touches a difference in Thailand （11.7%） of the
second place, Peru （10.0%） of the third place in most ratios
among American foreign prostitutes.
＊Korea with much expedition prostitution too－The much
prostitution is outstanding in an international crime.
According to "as a result of report international crime intensive
control that the Korean National Police Agency announced in
August, 2015," there seemed to be the most crimes in
conjunction with the prostitution in the international crimes such
as passport forgery, the forgery illegality emigration and
immigration that occurred for 50 days until from July 6, the
same year to August 25.
The concrete breakdown was included in the Korean man who
paid you for sex in the gringa who sold himself／herself in the
Korean woman, country that sold themselves in a foreign
country in a foreign country.
＊Reason to meddle with expedition prostitution
It will have to be the background that there is the economical
poverty.
Besides, Korea has a big man and woman pay gap, too.
A man and woman pay gap of 2016 was 36%, and, according to



the news of "the newspaper for women", there was a difference
most in OECD member nations.
●The peaceful city of San Francisco should not be involved in
such issue by erecting memorial of one－sided allegations.

Dear Board of Supervisors, Dear Supervisors of City and
County of San Francisco.
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
＊I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the
forthcoming meeting.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3－5 Kuniyoshida 6－choume,suruga－ku,shizuoka－city,shizuoka－
Prefecture 422－8004,JAPAN



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: * It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. *Do you call by news indication in China from the wound China

authorities in Google, Taiwan and Hong Kong?
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 2:43:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
【 Do you call by news indication in China from the wound China
authorities in Google, Taiwan and Hong Kong? 】（ September 4,
2017 ）
＊I knew that a related article in China was not displayed by
Taiwan of U.S. Internet major search Google and a news service
of Hong Kong on 4th.
I might receive the request of the Chinese authorities in front of
the 19th party convention of the Chinese Communist Party being
held from next month 18.
The possibility of the system trouble remains to be able to
search the Chinese related story, but company's international
Service Center replies for four days saying "there is not the
person in charge".
The inquiry in the net does not have an answer either.
"Both sides" （cross-Straits relations） are "Mainland China" in
Hong Kong and, among news items, become each in the site of
Taiwan saying "I cannot display an article".
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The user to read through VPN （virtual dedicated line network）
from mainland China is considered that there is many it for
Chinese notation with both sites.
Google withdrew from retrieval service in mainland China in
disfavor with a self-censorship in 2010.
On the other hand, I leave a base in Beijing, Shanghai,
Guangdong Guangzhou, and it is pointed out that business
resumption includes will.
Over the censorship request of the Chinese authorities, I cut off
the access from China of some articles that the British
Cambridge Univ. publication station was published in the site in
last month at one time, and it was a problem.
【 Speech regulation strengthens three Chinese authorities net
majors before a doubt party convention of the violation of
investigation "Tencent／WeChat（微信）" "Weibo（微博）" " Baidu（百
度）" Internet security law 】（ August 11, 2017  ）
＊The Chinese national Internet information address palace
clarified that " Weibo（微博）" of " Tencent／WeChat（微信）" and
China version Twitter of Chinese version LINE investigated three
net majors of the origin of administration on the suspicion of
Internet security law violation targeting at bulletin boards of the
China Internet search site " Baidu（百度）" on 11th.
The valve palace pointed out, "terrorism and a false rumor, a
nation, the user who spread information to spoil public security
and social order including the pornography existed and neglect
management duty".
The speech regulation in the net is strengthened ahead of
autumn Chinese Communist Party meeting in China, too.



【 The Chinese Communist Party, AI strengthen net censorship
before a party convention for an unexpected "menace" 】（
August 3, 2017 ）
＊The Chinese 習 近平（Xi Jinping）leadership strengthens
censorship in the Internet ahead of Chinese Communist Party
meeting of the autumn of this year when the best leadership
members are largely replaced.
Meanwhile, the Communist Party criticism with the artificial
intelligence （AI） which rose seems to become "the unexpected
menace" that innovation produced.
They enter sensitive time, and the authorities propose net
regulation rapidly politically.
operators such as Chinese communication application "
Tencent／WeChat（微信）received the instruction of the authorities
and closed approximately 400 accounts in total by the end of last
month saying that contents of "the personal media" where a
user sent information to were inappropriate.
In addition, the Communist Party forbade it to read "a site of the
illegal reaction" for a party member and notified you of the
registration information such as SNS to report it.
"The freedom of speech" of the artificial intelligence which does
not perform a guess of the intention of the Communist Party
authorities is a new problem.
China appoints AI as an important point project in a technology
innovation plan for 2030.
President 習 近平（Xi Jinping）suggested it to strengthen
cooperation in tip domains such as the AI, and to make "digital
Silk Road in the 21st century" with a start type of the " Belt and



Road" which was open in Beijing in May international conference.
However, the AI program by the Chinese IT company is asked
"what is the patriotism?" and replies it saying "it is that
bureaucrats fortune conspires and chooses that it is a Chinese
even if the pressure to the general people becomes severe".
It is said that I asserted, "it is necessary" about "democracy"
（system）.
【 As for "the dream of China, is emigration to the United States"
honest AI a revolt which "the Communist Party is incompetent?"
Criticism development, a Chinese IT company give a service by
talks program in a hurry and stop 】（ August 3, 2017 ）
＊I understood that the artificial intelligence （AI） program that
Chinese Internet major, Tencent （騰訊） provided developed
"Communist Party criticism" by the talks with the user, and it
was such an uproar that the company stopped service of the AI
in a hurry.
This AI program comes up in message function "QQ" of the
company.
The AI argued when a user wrote in it with "viva Communist
Party" "you so decayed, and can you do "a banzai" for
incompetent politics?".
In addition, after having answered it with "emigration to the
United States", and hearing the Communist Party with "do you
love it?", about "the dream that President 習 近平（Xi
Jinping）advocated of China," the AI replied a question with "what
is the dream of China for you （AI）?" even if "I did not love it".
【 China, the censorship in the net in cease and desist order
Weibo（微博）of the reinforcement video transmission service or



the site of Hong Kong 】
（ June 22, 2017  ）
＊The national newspaper publication broadcast total station in
China gave it an order for the stop of the video transmission
service for the news sites that Twitter "新浪微博" Weibo（微博）for
China and phoenix TV of Hong Kong ran on 22nd.
When these sites delivered "program about the politics not to
adapt to the rule of the country" or "society criticism program
advertising a negative aspect" with a video without getting a
permit of the video transmission concerned, I do it.
With Chinese Communist Party meeting of the autumn of this
year near at hand, a posture to intensify censorship in the
Internet became still clearer.
What stopped service elsewhere Chinese video sharing site
"AcFun."
The total station performs "the full-scale improvement" of these
sites based on "an Internet video service administrative
provision" and emphasizes that I create "refreshing, clear
Internet space" for an Internet user.
The total station requires the enforcement of "the video
broadcast service based on law" in the site performing video
broadcast by the Internet in last September, and they
strengthen management.
I deliver a program and the broadcast news program about the
political circle, and, in this May, a site of net major Tencent （騰
訊） does it in violation of the rule of the country when I carried
out "full-scale improvement and punishment" saying that I
broadcasted "a vulgar program" in large quantities.



The Chinese Communist Party develops control saying that the
speech in the net becomes the menace to system maintenance.
Other than "the cyber security law that published advertising
promotion of "the sense of values of the core of the socialism" in
the Internet space," the revision "NetNews information service
administrative provision" that obliged it to the permission
acquisition when a news offer served it through application or
blog was enforced in the first day of this month.
＊I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities.
＊I am afraid this bill will become a trigger to create racial
conflicts in your country.
＊Is it okay for the San Francisco to be secretly influenced and
misled by Chinese political maneuvering in your multicultural
society?
＊And also it will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and
Japan alliance, and that will only make Communist China and
North Korea happy.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: * It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. *Do you call by news indication in China from the wound China

authorities in Google, Taiwan and Hong Kong?
Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 2:53:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
【 Do you call by news indication in China from the wound China
authorities in Google, Taiwan and Hong Kong? 】（ September 4,
2017 ）
＊I knew that a related article in China was not displayed by
Taiwan of U.S. Internet major search Google and a news service
of Hong Kong on 4th.
I might receive the request of the Chinese authorities in front of
the 19th party convention of the Chinese Communist Party being
held from next month 18.
The possibility of the system trouble remains to be able to
search the Chinese related story, but company's international
Service Center replies for four days saying "there is not the
person in charge".
The inquiry in the net does not have an answer either.
"Both sides" （cross-Straits relations） are "Mainland China" in
Hong Kong and, among news items, become each in the site of
Taiwan saying "I cannot display an article".
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The user to read through VPN （virtual dedicated line network）
from mainland China is considered that there is many it for
Chinese notation with both sites.
Google withdrew from retrieval service in mainland China in
disfavor with a self-censorship in 2010.
On the other hand, I leave a base in Beijing, Shanghai,
Guangdong Guangzhou, and it is pointed out that business
resumption includes will.
Over the censorship request of the Chinese authorities, I cut off
the access from China of some articles that the British
Cambridge Univ. publication station was published in the site in
last month at one time, and it was a problem.
【 Speech regulation strengthens three Chinese authorities net
majors before a doubt party convention of the violation of
investigation "Tencent／WeChat（微信）" "Weibo（微博）" " Baidu（百
度）" Internet security law 】（ August 11, 2017  ）
＊The Chinese national Internet information address palace
clarified that " Weibo（微博）" of " Tencent／WeChat（微信）" and
China version Twitter of Chinese version LINE investigated three
net majors of the origin of administration on the suspicion of
Internet security law violation targeting at bulletin boards of the
China Internet search site " Baidu（百度）" on 11th.
The valve palace pointed out, "terrorism and a false rumor, a
nation, the user who spread information to spoil public security
and social order including the pornography existed and neglect
management duty".
The speech regulation in the net is strengthened ahead of
autumn Chinese Communist Party meeting in China, too.



【 The Chinese Communist Party, AI strengthen net censorship
before a party convention for an unexpected "menace" 】（
August 3, 2017 ）
＊The Chinese 習 近平（Xi Jinping）leadership strengthens
censorship in the Internet ahead of Chinese Communist Party
meeting of the autumn of this year when the best leadership
members are largely replaced.
Meanwhile, the Communist Party criticism with the artificial
intelligence （AI） which rose seems to become "the unexpected
menace" that innovation produced.
They enter sensitive time, and the authorities propose net
regulation rapidly politically.
operators such as Chinese communication application "
Tencent／WeChat（微信）received the instruction of the authorities
and closed approximately 400 accounts in total by the end of last
month saying that contents of "the personal media" where a
user sent information to were inappropriate.
In addition, the Communist Party forbade it to read "a site of the
illegal reaction" for a party member and notified you of the
registration information such as SNS to report it.
"The freedom of speech" of the artificial intelligence which does
not perform a guess of the intention of the Communist Party
authorities is a new problem.
China appoints AI as an important point project in a technology
innovation plan for 2030.
President 習 近平（Xi Jinping）suggested it to strengthen
cooperation in tip domains such as the AI, and to make "digital
Silk Road in the 21st century" with a start type of the " Belt and



Road" which was open in Beijing in May international conference.
However, the AI program by the Chinese IT company is asked
"what is the patriotism?" and replies it saying "it is that
bureaucrats fortune conspires and chooses that it is a Chinese
even if the pressure to the general people becomes severe".
It is said that I asserted, "it is necessary" about "democracy"
（system）.
【 As for "the dream of China, is emigration to the United States"
honest AI a revolt which "the Communist Party is incompetent?"
Criticism development, a Chinese IT company give a service by
talks program in a hurry and stop 】（ August 3, 2017 ）
＊I understood that the artificial intelligence （AI） program that
Chinese Internet major, Tencent （騰訊） provided developed
"Communist Party criticism" by the talks with the user, and it
was such an uproar that the company stopped service of the AI
in a hurry.
This AI program comes up in message function "QQ" of the
company.
The AI argued when a user wrote in it with "viva Communist
Party" "you so decayed, and can you do "a banzai" for
incompetent politics?".
In addition, after having answered it with "emigration to the
United States", and hearing the Communist Party with "do you
love it?", about "the dream that President 習 近平（Xi
Jinping）advocated of China," the AI replied a question with "what
is the dream of China for you （AI）?" even if "I did not love it".
【 China, the censorship in the net in cease and desist order
Weibo（微博）of the reinforcement video transmission service or



the site of Hong Kong 】
（ June 22, 2017  ）
＊The national newspaper publication broadcast total station in
China gave it an order for the stop of the video transmission
service for the news sites that Twitter "新浪微博" Weibo（微博）for
China and phoenix TV of Hong Kong ran on 22nd.
When these sites delivered "program about the politics not to
adapt to the rule of the country" or "society criticism program
advertising a negative aspect" with a video without getting a
permit of the video transmission concerned, I do it.
With Chinese Communist Party meeting of the autumn of this
year near at hand, a posture to intensify censorship in the
Internet became still clearer.
What stopped service elsewhere Chinese video sharing site
"AcFun."
The total station performs "the full-scale improvement" of these
sites based on "an Internet video service administrative
provision" and emphasizes that I create "refreshing, clear
Internet space" for an Internet user.
The total station requires the enforcement of "the video
broadcast service based on law" in the site performing video
broadcast by the Internet in last September, and they
strengthen management.
I deliver a program and the broadcast news program about the
political circle, and, in this May, a site of net major Tencent （騰
訊） does it in violation of the rule of the country when I carried
out "full-scale improvement and punishment" saying that I
broadcasted "a vulgar program" in large quantities.



The Chinese Communist Party develops control saying that the
speech in the net becomes the menace to system maintenance.
Other than "the cyber security law that published advertising
promotion of "the sense of values of the core of the socialism" in
the Internet space," the revision "NetNews information service
administrative provision" that obliged it to the permission
acquisition when a news offer served it through application or
blog was enforced in the first day of this month.
＊I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities.
＊I am afraid this bill will become a trigger to create racial
conflicts in your country.
＊Is it okay for the San Francisco to be secretly influenced and
misled by Chinese political maneuvering in your multicultural
society?
＊And also it will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and
Japan alliance, and that will only make Communist China and
North Korea happy.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: * It"ll be a reference data, so please check it. A movie uncovering the truth of "Confucius Institute" exhibits it

to the public first
Date: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 2:32:06 PM
Attachments: The possession insistence reach of the South China Sea (Chinese Nine-dash Line and 7 artificial islands) .png

The possession insistence reach of the South China Sea (Chinese Nine-dash Line and 7 artificial islands) .png
Permanent arbitration court in the Netherlands Hague .png

Dear Supervisors of City and County of San Francisco
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco.

I am writing to you concerning a discussion building a
memorial for “comfort women” in San Francisco Park.
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the Brookhaven municipal assembly.

I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as
Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”
【 A movie uncovering the truth of "Confucius Institute" exhibits
it to the public first 】
＊At time of the Cultural Revolution, philosopher, Confucius
criticized hard are used for image improvement of the Chinese
Communist Party abroad after several decades by the Chinese
Communist Party.
Confucius Institute which the Chinese Communist Party installs
in all the countries of the world takes freedom of learning and
there are many voices to criticize when it is the political
maneuver organization that is going to brainwash a foreigner
and goes up it.
"In the name of (In the Name of Confucius) of Confucius" was
exhibited to the public first by an international documentary film
festival held in Ontario, Canada on this month 3.
I recorded the film of 60 minutes about Confucius Institute which
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came to it-like, received criticism of the dispute in the world for
three years.
Height of writer Yuki resident in Canada: "I looked at this film
twice, but there is a very deeply impressive thing.
It is 13 years since Confucius Institute began, but, meanwhile, it
begins to be revealed that it is not culture and language study,
education and arts and sciences interchange that Confucius
Institute does more and more people.
It is soft power for humanity and justice etiquette intellect
sincerity and the Chinese Communist Party which Confucius
advocates without the relation to spread among the
democracies."
I let the Chinese Communist Party cast a large amount of
expense, and Confucius Institute make a foray into all the
countries of the world and linked the partnership to a university
and the graduate school of each country under the name such as
language study learning and the cultural exchange.
I establish Confucius Institute and Confucius class so far in 1,500
places of universities and elementary and junior high schools
more than 130 countries after I establish Confucius Institute for
the first time in Korea in 2004.
Height of writer Yuki resident in Canada: "There is the child who
cannot go to school by an economic reason in China more than
10 million people.
The Chinese government does not cast public funds for such a
child, and I establish so-called Confucius Institute in the
developed country, and I educate you, and language study is an
at all funny story.



Besides, it is not the Chinese history at all that Confucius
Institute tells and only speaks for the history of the Communist
Party.
When I knew such a fact, it should be called into question on
earth what Confucius Institute is."
A voice to point out that it is soft power as the brainwashing
advertising means in the foreign territory of the Chinese
Communist Party goes up Confucius Institute in each country.
 "I can affect the world if I establish Confucius Institute all over
the world."

"I was told, "you are the important member who constituted
software power to spread our influence" to a large number of
people."

Residence in Canada, height of Yuki of the writer talk about the
name of Confucius to the Chinese Communist Party and point
out that I am going to change the image for the Communist
Party of the Western countries.

Height of writer Yuki resident in Canada: "Confucius is a
Chinese philosopher and is an educator, and anyone knows that
it is a thinker.

But there are no relations among Chinese Communist Party
and Confuciuses.

The Chinese Communist Party government right came against
the morality that Confucius advocated, humanity and justice
etiquette intellect sincerity against traditional culture in China
since birth.

Most of us did how the Chinese Communist Party criticized
Confucius in one of eyes."



One of the main characters of the movie, a 趙琪 (a butterfly
comes) of former teacher of Confucius Institute were chosen by
the China government, and it was an assistant teacher of
Confucius Institute added to the Canadian max master
University.

However, Confucius Institute did not accept freedom of religion
of 趙琪, and 趙琪 denied Confucius Institute to get away from
uneasy Mainichi, and it was to Canada refugees.
趙琪: "A person experiencing it like me never appear."
As for the movie, the state that much Torontonian strongly

protests in front of the station on the day before when the
education station founds world's largest Confucius Institute of
Toronto is recorded.

On the other hand, the groups in support of Confucius Institute
gather, and both groups project the state to be opposed.

Such "a thing should make the end forever." "I make much of
freedom of speech most. Freedom of the conscience, freedom of
the faith, too. We should end such an agreement by a vote
tonight."

The stage of the movie is Canada, but the debate around
Confucius Institute spouts out in all the countries of the world.

Confucius Institute received direct instructions and invaded the
freedom of learning, and they were reported by the Chinese
government when, besides, they spied on it and recruited you.
＊I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities.
 And also it will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and
Japan alliance, and that will only make Communist China and



North Korea happy.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN
 



From: 彦山進
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: * *It"ll be a reference data, so please check it.〇Saying, as for "former comfort woman who received cash

supply, the individual right to claim does not become extinct in a comfort woman agreement the Korean
government either"; statement.

Date: Friday, September 22, 2017 2:10:43 PM

Dear Mayor of San Francisco, member of a municipal
assembly, park executive committee
I protest “Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort
Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco.”

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for
incidents that occurred outside of this country.

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting.
I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco city. （ Saint Mary square Park. ）
＊I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image
setting from the people of the San Francisco municipal assembly.
【 Saying, as for "former comfort woman who received cash
supply, the individual right to claim does not become extinct in a
comfort woman agreement the Korean government either";
statement. 】（ July 07, 2017 ）
＊"The personal right to claim of the Korean cash supply tray
figure victim is effective", and is a comfort woman agreement;
（alliance news in Korea）
They were related to the cash which a victim was provided with
from 1 billion yen that Japanese Government contributed based
on an agreement on Korea day of the end of 2015 over the issue
of comfort woman of the former Japan forces, and the Korea
government showed a situation not to influence the right to
claim of the individual even if a comfort woman victim received
cash.
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The judicial officer person concerned and government sources
clarified that the Korean government submitted the document
including such contents to the court by 7th.
About the cash supply, I express the intention that 35 of
46（76%）comfort woman victims whom the Korean government
authorizes receive, and, as for part, supply is over.

（omission）
＃The Japan Government promises what the Korean

government contributes to the foundation （"a settlement, a
healing foundation"） to support a former comfort woman to
establish 1 billion yen and carried it out on August 31, 2016, but
36 of 46 receive money of contribution of the foundation among
comfort women living now （2017.5.10）.

＃To Korean comfort woman foundation, former comfort
woman 245 including the deceased cash to supply（ August 18,
2016 ）

238 government registration former comfort women by the
Korean woman family part.

46 survivors as of December, 2015 the average age 89, 2
years old （at the time of the end of the war 19 years old）.
The government tells the viewpoint, "a comfort woman
agreement does not have an influence on the personal right to
claim of the victim in April either" to the court.
Even if this document presentation receives cash by a comfort
woman agreement, I can consider that it formulated a viewpoint
not to correspond to an indemnification.
The Korean government fetched a vague viewpoint about
character of 1 billion yen that Japanese Government contributed



after a comfort woman agreement.
I explained, "Japanese Government apologized in
acknowledgment of responsibility and contributed it from a
government budget and has a compensation-like character" and
did not do it with "an indemnification".
I can consider it to have made that 1 billion yen that Japanese
Government contributed by having shown a viewpoint that the
personal right to claim remains to the victim that the
government received cash this time was not an indemnification
with the legal effect clear.

（Alliance news in Korea to quotation here）
【 A Korean cabinet minister is a greeting of the leaving office for
a comfort woman → Japan apologized; did not do it, and make a
fuss…… 】（ July 11, 2017 ）
＊"Japan apologized", and a Director General in front of a Korean
woman family part is a remark, or a former comfort woman is
distracted （Hwabyung?）

＃Hwabyung （Hwa-Byung, Korean :화병） or Hwa-Byung
（Hwabyung／Hwapyung／Ulhwabyung／Ulhwapyung, Korean :울화
병） is a mental disease peculiar to the Korea race and a disease
pointed out among culture-dependent syndromes （culture-bound
syndrome）.
According to the investigation of employment portal "Career" of
January 27, 2015, it is said that 90.18% of Korean office workers
answered it that there is experience of Hwabyung in the
workplace.

＃It is said that there is such a special disease only to a Korean
in the world. The article entitled "disease that only a Korean



suffered" from was published in the Korean online community,
and a news site of Korea took it up again.
Without the name of illness being called "Hwabyung" （Hwa-
Byung）, and a regrettable feeling being controlled; is a headache
and the mental disease symptom that comes to feel a pain in its
chest by the obstacles of the physiology.
On July 7, 2017, according to Korea, the Asian economy, I call a
ripple saying that 姜 恩姫 （ Kang Eun-hee ） he who acted as a
Manager last woman family official in the Korean 朴 槿恵 （ Park
Geun Hye Ex-President ） government visits former comfort
woman and others ahead of the retirement on 7th and spoke,
"the Japanese Government apologized".
＃姜 恩姫（ Kang Eun-hee ）:Korea Ministry of Gender Equality and
Family Former Director General
The 尹 美香（ Yoon Mi Hyang ）of the representation of a Korean
volunteer corps problem council （ 挺対協:Tei Tai kyou ）
permanent representative made clear, "姜 恩姫 （ Kang Eun-hee ）
Former chief visited 挺対協（ Tei Tai kyou ）Place of the rest
ground "my home of the peace" in Seoul, 麻浦 （MAPO） without
communication at past 5:00 on the afternoon of 6th" on
Facebook of oneself.
I pointed out 尹 美香（ Yoon Mi Hyang ）, "a 金 福童（ kim -boku
ton／House of Sharing:THE MURMURING／나눔의집 ） ate （former
comfort woman）, but the meal invited a visitor without it being
hardly possible" and insisted with "Fukudo seemed to be
distracted because I talked to a ridiculous thing （ 姜 恩姫:Kang
Eun-hee ） when "the Japanese Government apologized" when
"do not be accompanied by such a lie", but what is it if this



completely ignored gold and did not do mockery （mockery）?".
I received this, and 姜 恩姫 （ Kang Eun-hee ） said, "I thought to
say hello last because a Manager new woman family official
passed personnel affairs public hearing on the evening of 6th,
and 金 福童（ kim -boku ton／House of Sharing:THE
MURMURING／나눔의집 ）  called at the story called the disease
and visited it" and vindicated it with "the thing which I
mentioned of the degree that "measures with the good faith
were necessary a little more （Japan）, but there was the fact that
the Kishida （Fumio） Minister of Foreign Affairs apologized for at
the time of an agreement" as gold talked" when "Japan did not
apologize". 
（to quotation here）
＃ Korea day diplomatic relations 50 years: I order it, and 挺対協（
Tei Tai kyou ）"do not compromise" with President 朴 槿恵 （ Park
Geun Hye ） （Korea daily report）- June 24, 2015
＃Korea day diplomatic relations 50 years: In 挺対協（ Tei Tai kyou
）, the congratulatory address of the Korea day leaders
discomfort （Korea daily report）

＃Although 挺対協（ Tei Tai kyou ） and 尹 美香（ Yoon Mi Hyang ）
of the permanent representative become targeted for the
monitoring of the Korean public peace authorities, they do not
receive a prosecution by the violation of concrete laws and
ordinances at the end of March, 2016.
But an act of parent north is called into question for violation of
national preservation method in the person concerned, and there
is the person who became guilty.
金 三石 （김삼석） that was a husband of 尹美香代表 and the



younger sister 金 銀周 （김은주） were arrested as a spy in 1993 on
the suspicion of having touched it with a North Korean agent in
Japan, and guilt was settled for national preservation method
violation

In addition, 崔 ギヨン （최기영） which is the husband of the 金 銀
周 （김은주） acted as D.L.P. office work vice president and
unification Progressive Party policy plan general manager, but
when one feeling society case occurred in 2006, I am arrested
for national preservation method violation and am found guilty in
a part of prosecution contents.

On January 18, 2016, 挺対協 was accused on the suspicion of
violation of national preservation method in the Korean
prosecution by a Korean security-related NGO blue union
（Korean :블루유니온）
＊I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good
communities.
＊And also it will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and
Japan alliance, and that will only make Communist China and
North Korea happy.
＊I strongly protest against the “Comfort Women” monument in
San Francisco
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Susumu Hikoyama
3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka-
Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN



Gridlock solution - Stop digging holes to fill with the money that is pouring in from grants and loans. Until the 
traffic improves, stop feeding the beast. Tom01Tow when the MTC meets to hand our money, don't approve any 
of that money for new projects. Pay the debts on the ones that are the problem and hold the rest of the funds 
back from future projects that have not broken ground yet. We don't need to create more havoc in this world as 
we try to move forward. We don't need to pay into the 2040 or 2050 fund today. If that means giving up on 
some future money, so what. There will always be more where that came from. 

Loss of business - - Pretty much everything was said at the hearing last Wednesday that Supervisor Yee called 
about the streetscape problems that are killing businesses all over town. As far as drivers and the businesses go, 
the SFMT A has created a system that makes moving around more difficult and less fun so fewer people are 
going out to deal with anything they don't need to deal with. 

Public Backlash - Huge swaths of streets are impossible to move on and when you get to the destination you 
can't easily park, or even drop someone off at a destination. This is not a safe and sane system. The public is 
rebelling. This is not a safe and sane way to run a city. 

Muni Ridership - We understand the Muni is losing riders since they removed stop signs. That is an easy 
problem to solve. Just reverse those decisions. See if adding the stops back into the rides does not increase the 
ridership. Do what politicians are supposed to do and listen to the public that elected you. Seniors need stops. 
Unhealthy people don't all need to walk more. Some need to walk less. People who are on their feet all day, 
need to sit. Basic simple facts of life that is somehow lost on the people who are running Muni. 

Sincerely, 

Mari Eliza, Concerned Citizen 

cc: The Board of Supervisors 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Board of Supervisors, (BOS) 
Tuesday, September 19, 2017 12:49 PM 
BOS-Supervisors; Carroll, John (BOS) 
FW: [Park Code - Using Glass Beverage Containers in Parks] 170556 

From: Alex Aldrich [mailto:axaldrich@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 10:17 AM 

To: Ronen, Hillary <hillary.ronen@sfgov.org>; Fewer, Sandra (BOS) <sandra.fewer@sfgov.org>; Sheehy, Jeff (BOS) 
<jeff.sheehy@sfgov.org>; Safai, Ahsha (BOS) <ahsha.safai@sfgov.org>; Tang, Katy (BOS) <katy.tang@sfgov.org>; Yee, 
Norman (BOS) <norman.yee@sfgov.org>; Kim, Jane (BOS) <jane.kim@sfgov.org>; Peskin, Aaron (BOS) 
<aaron.peskin@sfgov.org>; Farrell, Mark (BOS) <mark.farrell@sfgov.org>; Cohen, Malia (BOS) 
<malia.cohen@sfgov.org>; BreedStaff, (BOS) <breedstaff@sfgov.org>; Board of Supervisors, (BOS) 
<board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org>; Lee, Mayor (MYR) <mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org> 
Subject: [Park Code - Using Glass Beverage Containers in Parks] 170556 

Hello Supervisors, 

I do not agree with this proposed code at this time. 

RPD simply says it has a problem with broken glass in the park system. Have they showed the problem? What 
proof does RPD have that they are trying to stop the behavior? Or is it just about Dolores Park and RPD not 
enforcing the existing littering problems? RPD does not educate the public on what is good and bad behavior. 
They sure do like to put up signs with park code 3.02 and threaten people with citations without the Board of 
Supervisors giving authority. 
They put up signs in Dolores Park prohibiting glass well before this 170556 was even proposed. They are doing 
this throughout the entire park system. Why is this not being discussed? Park Code 3.02 is not a "catch-all." 
This Park Code is a way that RPD subverts the public's rights by putting up non-codified rules without public 
process and the Board of Supervisors approval. Park Code 3.02 needs to be abolished. 

This proposed rule is not how majority of San Francisco citizens want to be treated. The majority of people who 
bring glass in the park system are responsible users. The small amount of people who are destructive are the 
problem and will always be a problem. This rule will also bring more plastic into the environment and perhaps 
the oceans. We should be moving away from using plastic, not encouraging it. 

RPD is a dysfunctional department that creates rules without merit and skhis public process. 

This proposed rule needs to be thrown out as is or changed to anyone who breaks glass and does not pick up or 
leaves behind will be cited. Glass not allowed in playgrounds unless is it covered with a protective cover to 
prevent shards from being left on the ground. 

Thank You 
Alex Aldrich 
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From: Carroll, John (BOS) 

Sent: 
To: 

Thursday, September 21, 2017 11:52 AM 
gwantz@pacbell.net 

Cc: Board of Supervisors, (BOS) 

Subject: RE: Car Rental Barcode I Signage 

Thank you for your message. It is added to the official files for this matter. 

Board of Supervisors File No. 170421 

Board of Supervisors File No. 161065 

John Carroll 
Assistant Clerk 
Board of Supervisors 
San Francisco City Hall, Room 244 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
(415)554-4445 - Direct I (415)554-5163 - Fax 
john.carroll@sfgov.org I bos.legislation@sfgov.org 

Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form. 

The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to Board of Supervisors legislation and archived matters since August 1998. 

Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the California Public Records Act and 
the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted. Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying 
information when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral communications that members of the public submit to the 
Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available to all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not 
redact any information from these submissions. This means that personal information-including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a 
member of the public elects to submit to the Board and its committees-may appear on the Board of Supervisors website or in other public documents that members 
of the public may inspect or copy. 

From: Board of Supervisors, (BOS) 

Sent: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 12:05 PM 

To: BOS-Supervisors <bos-supervisors@sfgov.org>; Carroll, John (BOS) <john.carroll@sfgov.org> 
Subject: FW: Car Rental Barcode I Signage 

From: Glenn Wantz [mailto:outlook AD5098B7FF683FEO@outlook.com] On Behalf Of Glenn Wantz 
Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2017 7:18 PM 

To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS) <board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org> 
Subject: Car Rental Barcode / Signage 

After seeing the report about rental car break- ins, The idea of removing the signage and putting it in a 
different location would cost money. How about wait till the new models come out and locate the barcode or 
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sign age inside the door jam. Here it is out of sight, and it would be very easy to scan the door jams when the 
car the enters or exits the rental garage. 

Thank you 
Glenn Wantz 

Sent from Windows Mail 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

-----Original Message-----

Board of Supervisors, (BOS) 
Monday, September 25, 2017 7:40 AM 
BOS-Supervisors 
FW: Rincon Hill construction 

From: bikefun123 [mailto:bikefun123@gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, September 24, 2017 4:17 PM 
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS) <board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org> 
Cc: Lee, Mayor (MYR) <mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org> 
Subject: Rincon Hill construction 

I am writing to request relief from the severe impacts of round-the-clock construction in the Rincon Hill neighborhood. 

For several years now, residents of Rincon Hill have suffered from lack of sleep as a result of endless night construction. 
The City has been issuing night permits to construction projects as a matter of routine, without any regard for the 
thousands of residents in the area. In the past, the City acted responsibly, strictly limiting night construction permits; but 
that neighborhood protection policy has been abandoned, and now there is continuous noise all night long. It is time for 
the City and developers to act responsibly again and halt all night permits except those strictly required for special 
circumstances. 

Additionally, there are heightened health risks from inconsistent enforcement of mitigation measures against dirt and 
dust. 

Finally, construction sites require proper traffic control--something that has been sorely lacking around Rincon Hill. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Board of Supes, 

Erin Zuccaro <erin_zuccaro@yahoo.com> 
Thursday, September 21, 2017 8:14 AM 
Board of Supervisors, (BOS) 
Ford bikes 

I would like to know who decided these Ford bikes -- bikes that are not benefiting residents, but rather the Ford brand -
are more important than parking spots. 

I am shocked that the tax paying citizens of SF were not allowed to decide if we wanted these bikes or not. Instead, you 
have seemingly let big business make the decision for us. 

Who are these bikes catering to? Tourists? Residents who choose to use a bike have one of their own. 

SF residents already find it hard enough to afford an apartment with parking; those who do not have the ability to do so 
must fend for themselves. You have now made it harder for them. 

We need our parking spaces back. These bikes are an eye sore and a disservice to SF tax payers. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Erin Zuccaro 
Potrero Hill 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Board of Supervisors, (BOS) 
Monday, September 25, 2017 10:29 AM 
BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Services 
FW: In support of the appeal of the One Oak Project 

From: Shirley Johnson [mailto:dr_shirley_johnson@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 25, 2017 9:17 AM 
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS) <board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org> 
Subject: In support of the appeal of the One Oak Project 

Dear President Breed and Board of Supervisors, 

I am writing out of concern for the excess parking, wind currents, and lack of adequate traffic analysis for the One Oak Project. I am 
very pleased that a concerned citizen, Jason Henderson, has filed an appeal. I have been watching this project, but have been unable to 
attend daytime meetings due to my work schedule. I understand you will be hearing the appeal tomorrow. 

I fully support interim controls to cap parking in the Hub and enable more affordable transit-oriented housing in the Hub. Developers 
should not be targeting a luxury market in this transit-rich area by demanding excess parking. 

I understand that President Breed has introduced legislation adopting interim controls eliminating conditional uses for excess parking 
in the Hub. This is a step in the right direction, and I thank Supervisors Kim and Peskin for co-sponsoring this legislation. Please adopt 
these interim controls as soon as possible! It is critical that the One Oak Project provides a reduction in parking. 

I urge you to develop meaningful standards for wind impacts on bicyclists and pedestrians in crosswalks. I do not own a car and ride 
my bicycle everywhere for transportation. It is already terribly windy at the intersection. of One Oak. I'm an experienced cyclist and 
find it dangerous at times. We must have standards for wind impact to ensure all cyclists, including novice bike riders, are safe riding 
in our city. 

I encourage you to take this opportunity to develop management plans for TNCs and e-commerce delivery in the Hub and citywide. 
Management of curb in the HUB must be implemented before new buildings are constructed. 

I strongly encourage you to require 0.25: 1 parking for the One Oak Project. Excess parking is not needed in this transit-rich corridor. 

Thank you for considering my comments. We all must work together to ensure that development in our city benefits everyone, and 
One Oak is too focused on maximum profits instead of what's right for our lovely city. 

Respectfully submitted, 
Shirley Johnson, Ph.D. 
3480 17111 Street 
San Francisco, CA 94110 
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